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1T77. By the affairs of Bennington, and that ol Fort Schuyler,

it appeared tliat fortune began to smile upon the cause of the Amer-

icans. These successes produced the more happy effect upon their

minds, the more they were unexpected ; for since the fatal stroke

which deprived them of Montgomery, they had found this war of

Canada but one continued series of disasters. Their late discour-

agement and timidity were instantly converted into confidence and

ardor. The English, on the contrary, could not witness without

apprehension, the extinction of those brilliant hopes, which, from

their first advantages, they had been led to entertain.

Thus the face of things had experienced a total change ; and this

army, of late the object of so much terror for the Americans, was

now looked upon as a prey that could not escape them. The ex-

ploit of Bennington, in particular, had inspired the militia with great

confidence in themselves ; since they had not only combated, but

repulsed and vanquished, the regular troops of the royal army, both

English Hnd German.

They began now to forget all distinctions between themselves and

troops of the line, and the latter made new exertions and more stren-

uous efforts to maintain their established reputation for superiority

over the n:!il;tia. Having lost all hope of seizing the magazines at

Bennington, general Burgoyne experienced anew the most alarming

scarcity of provisions. But on the other hand, the successes of the

Americans under the walls of Fort Schuyler, besides having inspirited

the militia, produced also this other happy effect, that of enabling

them, now liberated from the fear of invasion in the ofuntiy upon

the Mohawk, to unite all their forces on the banks of the Hudson,
A*
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against the army of Burgoyne. The country people took arms in

multitudes, and hastened to the camp. The moment was favorable

;

the harvests were ended, and the arrival of general Gates to take the

command of the army, gave a new spur to their alacrity. Tliis of-

ficer enjoyed the entire esteem and confidence of the Ameri-

cans ; his name alone was considered among them as the pre-

sage of success. The congress, in their sitting of the fourth of

August, had appointed him to the command of the army of the

north, while affairs still wore the most lowering aspect ; but he had

not arrived at Stillwater till the twenty-first.

General Schuyler was promptly apprised that a successor had been

given him ; but this good citizen had continued until the arrival of

Gates to exert all his energies to repair the evil. Already, as we

have seen, his efforts had not been fruitless, and victory inclined in

his favor. He bitterly complained to Washington, that the course of

his fortune was interrupted, and that the fruit of his toils was given

to another, who was about to enjoy that victory for which he had

prepared the way. But the congress preferred to place at the head

of an army, dismayed by its reverses, a general celebrated for his

achievements. Moreover, they were not ignorant that if Schuyler

was agreeable to the New Yorkers, he was nevertheless in great dis-

repute with the people of Massachusetts, and the other provinces of

New England.

This necessarily counteracted that alacrity with which it was de-

sired that the militia from that quarter should hasten to re-inforce the

army of the nortii, which was then encamped on the islands situated

at the confluence of the Mohawk with the Hudson.

Another and very powerful cause contributed to excite the mass

of the Americans to rise against the English army, which was the

cruelties committed by the savages under St. Leger and Burgoyne,

who spared neither age nor sex nor opinions. The friends of the

royal cause, as well as its enemies, were equally victims to their in-

discriminate rage. The people abhorred and execrated an army

which consented to act with such ferocious auxiliaries. Though too

true, their deeds of barbarity were aggravated by the writers and

orators of the patriot party, which carried the exasperation of minds

to its utmost height. They related, among others, an event which

drew tears from every eye, and might furnish, if not too horrible, an

affecting subject for the dramatic art.

A young lady, by the name of M'Crea, as distinguished for her

virtues as for the beauty of her person and the gentleness of her

manners, of respectable family, and recently affianced to a British

officer, was seized by the savages in her father's house, near Fort
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Edward, draggedrir^^^tlic woods, with several other young people of

both sexes, apd the«fc)aibarously scalped and afterwards murdered,

-'^ius, tJii$ iiri|1t^(famsel, instead of being conducted to the hyme-

neal- ttltar; received an inhuman death at the very hands of the com-

panions in arms of that husband she was about to espouse. The

recital of an atrocity so unexampled, struck every breast with horror,

as well in Europe as America, and the authors of the Indian war

were loaded with the bitterest maledictions.

The Americans represent the fact as it is stated above , other

writers relate it differently. According to their account, young

Jones, the British officer, fearing that, seine ill might betide the object

of his love, as v/ell in consequence of J/3 obstinate attachment of

her father to tlie royal cause, as because thoir mutual passion was

already publicly talked of, had, by the promise of a large recompense,

induced two Indians, of different tribes, to take her under their

escort, and conduct her in safety to the camp. The two savages

went accordingly, and brought her through the woods ;
but at the

very moment they were about to place her in the hands of her future

husband, they fell to quarreling about their recompense, each con-

tending that it belonged entirely to himself; when one of them, trans-

ported with brutal fury, raised his club and laid the unhappy maiden

dead at his feet. General Burgoyne, on being informed of this

horrid act, ordered the assassin to be arrested, that he might suffer

the punishment due to his crime. But he soon after pardoned him

upon the promise made him by the savages of abstaining for the future

from similar barbarities, and of strictly observing the conditions to

which they had pledged themselves upon the banks of the river

Bouquet. The general believed that this act of clemency would be

more advantageous than the example of cliastisement. It even

appears that he did not think himself sufficiently authorized, by the

laws of England, to try and punish with death the murderer of the

young lady ; as if there existed not other laws besides the English,

which bound him to inflict a just chastisement upon the perpetrator

of a crime so execrable. But if he was warned by prudence to

abstain from it, then was he to be pitied for the state of weakness to

which he was reduced, and the weight of censure and detestation

must fall exclusively upon the counsels of those who had called

these barbarians into a civil contest. However the truth was, the

condescension of general Burgoyne recoiled upon himself; for the

savages, finding they were no longer permitted, as at first, to satiate

their passion for pillage and massacre, deserted the camp, and re-

turned to their several homes, ravaging and plundering whatever they

found in their way. Thus terminated, almost entirely, this year, the
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Indian war ; a war impolitic in principle, atrocious in execution, and

bootless in result. The Canadians thems( !vcs, and the loyalists who

followed tlie royal army, terrifi(;d at the sinister aspect of aftairs

deserted with one consent ; so that Burgoync, in his greatest need,

was left nearly destitute of other force except his EngUsh and Ger-

man regular troops.

Such was his situation, when a party of republicans undertook an

enterprise upon the rear of his army, which, if it had succeeded,

would have entirely cut off his provisions and i treat towards Cana-

da; and at least demonstrated the danger to \^nch he had exposed

himself, in having advanced with so small an i# .v to so great a dis-

tance from the strong posts upon the lakes.

General Lincoln, with a strong corps of^nc militia of New
Hampshire and Connecticut, conceived tlie hope of recovering for

the confederation the fortresses of Ticonderoga and Mount Indepen-

dence, and consequently the command of Lai:" George. He knew

that these places were guarded only by feel^ garrisons. He ad-

vanced from Manchester to Pawlet. He parte his corps into three

divisions ; the first, commanded by colonel Brown, was to proceed to

the northern extremity of Lake George, and thence to fall by sur-

prise upon Ticonderoga; the second, led by colonel Johnston, was

destined to scour the country about Fort Independence, in order to

make a diversion, and even an attack, if occasion should favor it;

the third, under the orders of colonel Woodbury, had it in view to

reduce Skeenesborough, Fort Anne, and even Fort Edward. Colo-

nel Brown, with equal secrecy and celerity, surprised all the posts

upon Lake George and the inlet of Ticonderoga, INlount Hope,

Mount Defiance, and the old French lines. He took possession of

two hundred batteaux, an armed brig, and several gun boats ; he

also made a very considerable number of prisoners. Colonel John-

ston arrived at the same time under the walls of Fort Independence.

The two fortresses were summoned to capitulate. But brigadier

Powell, who held the chief command, replied that he was resolved

to defend himself. The Americans continued their cannonade for

the space of four days ; but their artillery being of small cahber, and

the English opposing a spirited resistance, they were constrained to

abandon the enterprise, and to recover their former positions.

Meanwhile, general Burgoyrie continued in his camp, on the left

bank of the Hudson, where he used the most unremitting industry and

perseverance m bringmg stores and provisions forward from Fort

George. Having at length, by strenuous efforts, obtained about thirty

days' provision, he took a resolution of passing the river with his

army, in order to engage the enemy, and force a passage to Albany.
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As a swell of the water, occasioned by great rains, had carried away

his bridge of rafts, he threw another, of boats, over the river at the

same place. Towards the middle of September, he crossed with his

army to the right bank of the Hudson, and encamped on the heights

and in the plain of Saratoga ; Gates being then in the neighborhood

of Stillwater, about three miles below. The two armies of course

faced each other, and a battle was expected soon to follow.

This measure of passing the Hudson was by many censured with

great vehemence ; it was considered as the principal cause of the

unfortunate issue of this campaign. Some were of the opinion that

after the affairs of Bennington and Stanwix, Burgoyne would have

acted more wisely, considering the daily increase of the iVmerican

army, if he had renounced the project of occupying Albany, and

made the best of his way back to the lakes. It appears, however,

to us but just to remark for his excuse, that at this time he had not

yet received any intelligence either of the strength of the army left

at J^ew York, or of the movements which sir Henry Clinton was to

make, or had made, up the North river towards Albany. He cal-

culated upon a powerful co-operation on the part of that general.

Such was the plan of the ministers, and such the tenor of his own

peremptory instructions. And to what reproaches would he not

have exposed himself, if, by retiring towards Ticonderoga, he had

abandoned' Clinton to himself, and thus voluntarily relinquished all

the advantages that were expected from the junction of the two

"armies ? We may, however, consider as vain the apology v/hich

was advanced by Burgoyne himself, when he alledged, that if he had

returned to the lakes. Gates might have, gone to join Washington,

who, falling upon Howe with the combined armies, must have over-

powered him, and decided the fate of the whole war. Gates would

never have abandoned the shores of the Hudson, so long as the army

of Burgoyne was opposed to him, whether in the position of Sara-

toga, or in that of Ticonderoga. It is, besides, to be observed, that

as a great part of the army of Gates consisted in the New England

militia, these, at least, would not have followed him, even if he had

marched upon the Delaware. But though we think that Burgoyne

committed no error in resolving to prosecute his expedition, it never-

theless appears that he ought not to have passed the Hudson. By

continuing upon the left bank, he could retire at will towards Ticon-

deroga, or push forward towards Albany. It was evidently more

easy to execute this movement, while having between himself and

the now formidable army of Gates, so broad a river as the Hudson.

The roads above, from Batten Kill to Fort George, were much

easier upon the left than those upon the right bank ; and in going
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down towards Albany, if they were not better, at least they were

not worse. The city of Albany, it is true, is situated upon the right

bank ; but when Burgoyne should have arrived opposite to that city,

upon the left, the English from below might have come up with their

boats, and transported the troops to the right bank. At any rate,

Burgoyne might thus have operated his junction with Clinton. But

the former, either confiding too much in his army, which was, in

truth, equally brave and flourishing, or not esteeming the Americans

enough, notwithstanding the more favorable opinion of them which

the actions of Bennington and of Stanwix should have given him,

resolved to quit the safer ground, and try the fortune of a battle ; he

considered victory as certain and decisive. In like manner as the

British ministers, erroneously estimating the constancy of the colo-

nists, had persuaded themselves that they could reduce them to

submission by rigorous laws, the generals, deceiving themselves as

S'trangely with respect to their courage, had no doubt that with their

presence, a few threats and a little rattling of their arms, they could

put them to flight. From this Wind confidence in victory resulted

a series of defeats, and the war was irretrievably lost from too san-

guine an assurance of triumph.

But let us resume the course of events. The nineteenth of

September was reserved by destiny for an obstinate and sanguinary

action, in which it was at length to be decided whether the Ameri-

cans, as some pretended, could only resist the English when protected

by the strength of works, or of woods, rivers and mountains, or if

they were capable of meeting them upon equal ground, in fair and

reo^ular battle. General Burgoyne, having surmounted the obstacles

of thick woods and broken bridges, by which his progress was

continually interrupted, at length arrived in the front of the enemy,

some woods only of no great extent separating the two armies.

Without a moment's delay, the English formed themselves in order

oi battle ; their right wing rested upon some high grounds which

rise gradually from the river ; it was flanked by the grenadiers and

light infantry, who occupied the hills. At some distance in front,

and upon the side of these, were posted those Indians, Canadians

and loyalists who had still remained in the camp. The left wing

and artillery, under generals Phillips and Reidesel, kept along the

great road and meadows by the river side. The American army

drew up in the same order from the Hudson to the hills ; Gates had

taken the right, and given the left to Arnold. Smart skirmishes

immediately ensued between the foremost marksmen of either army.

Morgan, with his light horse, and colonel Durbin, with the light

infantry, had attacked and routed the Canadians and savages : but
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the latter having been supported, they were both in their turn com-

pelled to resume their place in the line. Meanwhile, Burgoyne,

either intending to turn the left flank of the enemy, or wishing to

avoid, by passing higher up, the hollows of the torrents which fall

into the Hudson, extended his right wing upon the heights, in order

to fall upon Arnold in flank and rear.

But Arnold was, at the same time, endeavoring to execute a sim-

ilar maneuver upon him, while neither of them was able, on account

of the woods, to perceive the movements of his enemy.

The two parties met; general Frazer repulsed the Americans.

Finding the right flank of the enemy's right wing so well defended,

they left a sufficient guard to defend this passage, made a rapid

movement to their right, and vigorously assailed the left flank of the

same wing. Arnold exhibited upon this occasion all the impetuosity

of his courage; he encouraged his men with voice and example.

The action became extremely warm ; the enemy, fearing that Arnold,

by cutting their line, would penetrate between their wings, as was

manifestly his intention, hastened to re-inforce the points attacked.

General Frazer came up with the twenty-fourth regiment, some light

infantry and Breyman's riflemen ; he would have drawn more troops

from the right flank, but the heights on which it was posted, were of

too great importance to be totally evacuated. Meanwhile, such was

the valor and impetuosity of the Americans, that the English began

to fall into confusion ; but general Phillips soon appeared with fresh

men and a part of the artillery ; upon hearing the firing, he had rap-

idly made his way through a very difficult wood to the scene of

danger. He restored the action at the very moment it was about

being decided in favor of the enemy.

The Americans, however, renewed their attacks with such perse-

vering energy, that night only parted the combatants. The royalists

passed it under arms upon the field of battle ; the republicans re-

tired. They had lost from three to four hundred men in killed and

wounded ; among the former were colonels Adams and Coburn.

The English had to regret more than five hundred, and among oth-

ers, captain Jones, of the artillery, an officer of great merit.

Both parties claimed the honor of victory. The English, it is true^

kept possession of the field of battle
;
yet, as the intention of the

Americans was not to advance, but to maintain their position, and

that of the English not to maintain theirs, but to gain ground, and as,

besides, it was a victory for the republicans not to be vanquished, it is

easy to see which had the advantage of the day. On the other

hand, the English were now convinced, to the great prejudice of

their hopes, and even of then: courage, that they would have to grap
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pie with a foe as eager for action, as careless of danger, and as in-

different with respect to ground or cover as themselves.

The day following, general Burgoyne, finding that he must aban-

don all idea of dislodging the enemy by force, from his intrenched

positions, endeavored to console himself with the hope, that time

might offer him some occasion, to operate with more effect.

He was, besides, in daily expectation of news from general Clin-

ton, w ilh respect to whose movements he was still entirely in the

dark. Resolving, therefore, to pause, he pitched his camp within

cannon shot of the American lines. He threw up numerous in-

trenchments, both upon his right, the part which had been attacked,

and upon his left, in order to defend the meadows near the river,

where he had established his magazines and hospitals. An Enghsh
regiment, the Hessians of Hanau, and a detachment of loyalists,

were encamped in the same meadows for greater security. General

Gates continued to occupy his first position, taking care, however,

to fortify himself strongly on the left. With the return of success,

his army was continually re-inforced by the accession of fresh bodies

of the militia. General Lincoln joined hini with two thousand men,

well trained and disciplined, from the New England provinces.

The English exerted the greatest vigilance to avoid surprise ; and
the Americans to prevent them from going out of their camp to for-

age. The skirmishes were animated and frequent.

The British general had for a long time been expecting news from

New York ; and his impatience was at its height, when, the twentieth

of September, he received a letter of the tenth, written in ciphers,

by general Clinton, informing him that about the twentieth of the

month, he should with two thousand men attack Fort Montgomery,

situated on the right bank of the Hudson, and upon the declivity of

the highlands. He excused himself upon account of weakness for

not doing more ; and even declared, that if the enemy made any

movement towards the coasts of New York, he should be forced to

return thither. Burgoyne immediately dispatched an emissary, two

officers in disguise, and some other trusty persons, by different routes,

to general Clinton, with a full account of his present situation, urging

him to a speedy execution of the diversions he had proposed, and

informing him that he was provided with sufficient necessaries, to

hold out in his present position till the twelfth of October. Although

th'3 assistance promised by Clinton was much less effectual than Bur-

goyne had kept in view, nevertheless, he still cherished a hope that

the attack on Fort Montgomery, and the apprehension that the Eng-

lish after its reduction might make their way up the river, would in-

duce Gates either to change the position of his camp, or to send
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large detachments down the river, to oppose the progrcsi of Clinton,

and that in either case, some occasion would be offered him to gain

a decisive advantage, and open his passage to Albany. But whoever

considers the great superiority, in spirit as well as number, of the

army of Gates over that of Burgoyne, and that the former was con-

tinually increasing in force, will readily perceive how vain were the

expectations of the British general. It appears, therefore, that the

mere survey of his own weakness, of that of Clinton, and of the

preponderant force of Gates, should have determined him for retreat,

if, however, retreat was still in his power. For to cross the river in

sight of so formidable an army, would have been too perilous an en-

terprise ; and here it is again perceived how imprudent had been the

measure of passing it at first, since from that moment it became ahk©

impossible to advance or recede.

In the beginning of October, general Burgoyne thought it expe

dient, from the difficulty of his situation and the uncertainty of sue

cor, to lessen the soldiers' rations of provisions ; to this measure,

from its necessity, they submitted with great cheerfulness. But the

twelfth of October was approaching, the term limited for the stay

of the army in its present encampment. The seventh was already

arrived, and no tidings came of the operations that had been pro-

posed for its relief. In this alarming state of things, the Enghsh

general resolved to make a movement to the enemy's left, not only

to discover whether there were any possible means of forcing a pas-

sage, should it be necessary to advance, or of dislodging them for

the convenience of retreat, but also to cover a forage of the army.

He was impelled by necessity to attempt a decisive stroke. Accord-

ingly he put himself at the head of a detachment of fifteen hundred

regular troops, with two twelve pounders, two howitzers, and six

six pounders. He was seconded by generals Phillips, Reidesel and

Frazer, all officers distinguished for their zeal and ability. The
guard of the camp upon the high grounds was committed to tho

brigadiers general Hamilton and Speight, that of the redoubts and

plain near the river, to brigadier Goll.

The force of the enemy immediately in the front of his lines wa«

so much superior, that Burgoyne could not venture to augment his

detachment beyond the number we have stated. He had given

orders that during this first attack, several companies of loyalists and

Indians should be pushed on through by-ways, to appear as a check

upon the rear of the enemy's left flank. The column of regulars,

having already issued from the camp, were formed within three quar-

ters of a mile of the enemy's left, and manifested an intention to

turn it. But general Gates, who observed this movement, instantly

B
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penetrated the design of the English, and with exquisite discernment

resolved to make a sudden and rapid attack upon the left of this

corps, hoping thus to separate it from the remainder of the army,

and to cut off its retreat to the camp. The Americans advanced to

tJie charge with incredible impetuosity, but they were received with

equal resolution by major Ackland, at the head of the grenadiers-

Gates immediately detached a fresh and powerful re-inforccment to

the aid of the first, and the attack was soon extended along the whole

front of the Germans, who were posted immediately on the right of

Ackland's grenadiers. Hence the British general found it impracti-

cable to move any part of that body, as he would have desired, for

the purpose of forming a second line to support this left flank, where

the great weight of the fire still fell. As yet the right was unen-

gaged, when the British generals perceived that the enemy were

marching a strong body round their flank, in order to cut off their

retreat. To oppose this dangerous design of the American gener-

al, the light infantry, with a part of the twenty-fourth regiment, which

were joined with them at that post, were thrown into a second line,

in order to cover the retreat of the troops into camp. While this

movement was yet in process, Arnold came up with three regiments,

and fell upon this right wing. Gates, at the same time, sent a strong

re-inforcement to decide the action on the English left, which, being

at length totally overpowered, fell into disorder and fled. The light

infantry and the twenty-fourth advanced with all speed to check the

victorious Americans, whose riflemen pursued the fugitives with great

eagerness ; there ensued an extremely warm affair, and many per-

ished on both sides.

Upon this occasion, brigadier-general Frazer was mortally wound-

ed, an officer whose loss was severely felt by the English, and whose

valor and abilities justified their regrets. Their situation now became

exceedingly critical ; even their camp was threatened ; the enemy,

emboldened by victory, was advancing to storm it, and if he arrived

before the retreating detachment, there could be little hope of de-

fending it. Phillips and Reidesel were ordered to rally with all ex-

pedition those troops which were nearest, or most disengaged, to

cover the retreat of the others, while Burgoyne himself, fiercely pur-

sued by Arnold, retired with great precipitation towards the camp.

The detachment at length, though with extreme difficulty, regained

the intrenchments, having left, however, upon the field of battle, a

great number of killed and wounded, particularly of the artillery

corps, who had, with equal glory to themselves and prejudice to the

enemy, displayed the utmost abihty in their profession, along with the
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most undaunted resolution. Six pieces of cannon also remained in

the power of the Americans.

But the business of the day was not yet terminated. The English

had scarcely entered the camp, when the Americans, pursuing their

success, assaulted it in different parts with uncommon fierceness

;

rushing to the lines through a severe fire of grape-shot and small

arms, with the utmost fury. Arnold especially, who in this day ap-

peared intoxicated with the thirst of battle and carnage, led on the

attack against a part of the intrenchments occupied by the light

infantry, under lord Balcarres. But the English received him with

great vigor and spirit. The action was obstinate and sanguinary.

At length, as it grew towards evening, Arnold, having forced all

obstacles, entered the works with some of the most fearless of his

followers. But in this critical moment of glory and danger, he was

grievously wounded in the same leg which had been already shattered

at the assault of Quebec. To his great regret, he was constrained

to retire. His party still continued the attack, and the Enghsh sus-

tained it with obstinacy, till night separated the combatants.

The royalists were not so fortunate in another quarter. A repub-

lican detachment, commanded by lieutenant-colonel Brooks, having

succeeded by a circuitous movement in turning the right wing of the

English, fell, sword in hand, upon the right flank of their intrench-

ments, and made the most desperate efforts to carry them. This

post was defended by lieutenant-colonel Breyman, at the head of the

German reserve. The resistance at first was exceedingly vigorous

;

but Breyman being mortjjlly wounded, his countrymen were damped,

and at length routed, with great slaughter. Their tents, artillery, and

baggage, fell into the power of the assailants. The Americans os-

tabhshed themselves in the intrenchments. General Burgoyne, upon

hearing of this disaster, ordered them to be dislodged immediately.

But either in consequence of the approach of night, or from the dis-

couragement of his troops, he was not obeyed, and the victors con-

tinued to occupy the position they had gained with so much glory.

They had now acquired an opening on the right and rear of the

British army. The other American division passed the night under

arms, at the distance of half a mile from the British camp. The loss in

dead and wounded was great on both sides ; but especially on the part

of the English, of whom no few were also made prisoners. Majors

Williams of the artillery, and Ackland of the grenadiers, were among
the latter. Many pieces of artillery, all the baggage of the Germans,

and many warlike stores, fell into the power of the republicans, who
needed them greatly. They were impatient for the return of day,

to renew the battle. But deplorable and perilous beyond expression
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was the situation of the British troops ; they bore it, however, with

admirable temper and firmness. It was evidently impossibl 3 to con-

tinue in their present position, without submitting to a cei tainty of

destruction on the ensuing day. The Americans, invigor \te^i and

encouraged, would certainly have profited of the access they had

already opened to themselves on the right, and of other untenable

points, to carry every part of the camp, and completely ?arroun<l

the British army. Burgoyne therefore determined to operate a total

chano-e of ground. He executed this movement with acimiiable

order, and without any loss. The artillery, the camp and its apper-

tenances, were all removed before morning to the heights above the

hospital. The British army in this position had the river in its rear,

and its two wings displayed along the hills upon the right bank. The

English expected to be attacked the following day. But Ga^as, like

the experienced general he was, would not expose to the nsk of

another battle that victory of which he was already certain. He in-

tended that time, famine, and necessity, should complete the work

which his arms had so fortunately commenced. There were fre(]uent

skirmishes, however, engaged in the course of the day ; but of little

importance. Towards night, the obsequies of general Frazer -^are

celebrated in the British camp ; a ceremony mournful of itself, and

rendered even terrible by the sense of recent losses, of future di .•

^ers, and of regret for the deceased. The darkness and sileice of

night aided the effect of the blaze and roar of the American { rtille-

ry ; while at every moment the balls spattered earth upon thi face

of the officiating chaplain.

General Gates, prior to the battle, had detached a strong di\ -sion

of his army to take post upon the left bank of the Hudson, oppos

to Saratoga, in order to guard the passage and prevent the enemj' r,

escape on that side. He now dispatched a second detachment to

occupy a passage higher up. He ordered, at the same time, a select-

ed corps of two thousand men to push forward and turn the right

flank of the enemy, so as to enclose him on every side. Burgoyne,

on intelligence of this motion, determined to retire towards Sarato-

ga, situated six miles up the river, on the same bank. The array

accordingly began to move at nine o'clock at night ; but such was

the badness of the roads, rendered still more difficult by a iieavy rain

which fell that night, and such was the weakness of the teams for

want of forage, that the English did not reach Saratoga till the even-

ing of the ensuing day ; the soldiers were harassed with fatigue

aiid hunger. The hospital, with three hundred sick and wounded,

and a great number of wheel carriages, were abandoned to the
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enemy. The English, as they retired, burnt the houses, and de

stroyed whatever they could use no longer.

The rain having ceased, Gates followed them step by step, and

vi'ith extreme caution, as they had broken all the bridges, and he

was resolved not to give them any opportunity to engage him witb

advantage.

Fearing that Burgoyne would hasten to detach his light troops, in

order to secure the passage of the river near Fort Edward, he rapidly

threw several companies of militia into that fort, in order to prevent

it. Scarcely had they arrived there, when the English rangers ap-

peared ; but finding themselves anticipated, they returned disap-

pointed and dejected. During this time, the main body of the Eng-

lish army, having passed the night of the ninth at Saratoga, left it on

the morning of the tenth, and forded Fish Kill Creek, which falls

into the Hudson, a little to the northward of that town. The Brit-

ish generals had hoped thai they should here be able to cross the

river at the principal ford, and escape pursuit upon its left bank.

But they found a body of republicans already arrived, and throwing

up intrenchments on the heights to the left of Fish Kill Creek. These

Americans, however, when they observed the great superiority of the

English, retired over the Hudson, and there joined a greater forcf.',

which was stationed to prevent the passage of the army. Having

lost all hope of passing the river in the vicinity of Saratoga, the

British generals had it in mind to push forAvard upon the right bank,

till they arrived in front of Fort Edward, and then to force a passage

to the left bank, in defiance of the troops stationed there for its de-

fense. For this purpose, a company of artificers, under the escort

of a regiment of the line, with a detachment of marksmen and loy-

alists, were sent forward to repair the bridges, and open the road to

Fort Edward. But they were not long departed from the camp,

when the enemy appeared in great force upon the heights on the

opposite side of Fish Kill Creek, and seemed preparing to cross it,

in order to bring on an immediate engagement.

The regulars and marksmen were immediately recalled. The
workmen had only commenced the repair of the first bridge, when
they v*'ere abandoned by the loyalists, who ran away, and left them

to shift for themselves, only upon a very slight attack of an incon-

siderable party of the enemy. Hence it became necessary to aban-

don all hopes of saving the artillery and baggage.

Amidst all these embarrassments, still a new difficulty presented

itself; the republicans who lined the further shore of the Hudson,

kept up a continual fire upon the batteaux loaded with provisions

and necessaries which had attended the motions of die army up th«

VOL. 1(. B*
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river, since its departure from Stillwater. Many of these boats had

been taken, some re-taken, and a number of men lost on both sides.

At length, to avoid these inconveniences, the English were forced to

land the provisions, and transport them up the hill to the camp ; a

labor which they accomplished under a heavy fire, with great fatigue

and loss. Nothing could now exceed the distress and calamity of

the British army ; the soldiers as well as the generals were reduced

to brood upon the prospect of an ignominious surrender, or total

destruction. To attempt the passage of so wide a river, while its

shore was guarded with so much vigilance by a formidable body of

troops, and in the presence of a powerful enemy, flushed with vic-

tory, was an enterprise savoring rather of madness than temerity.

On the other hand, the retreat upon the right bank, with the same

enemy at the rear, through ways so difficult and impracticable, was

a scheme which presented obstacles absolutely insurmountable.

Every thing announced therefore an inevitable catastrophe. Never-

theless, in the midst of so much calamity, a ray of hope suddenly

gleamed upon the English ; and they were near gaining an opportu-

nity of retrieving their affairs all at once. The two armies were only

separated by the Fish Kill Creek ; report, which magnifies all things,

had represented to general Gates the feeble detachment which Bur-

goyne had sent to escort his pioneers upon the route to Fort Ed-

ward as the entire vanguard and center of the British army, already

well on their way towards that fort. He concluded, therefore, that

only the rear guard remained near the Fish Kill, and instantly con

ceived the hope of crushing it by an attack with all his forces. He

made all his preparations in the morning of the eleventh of Octo-

ber. His scheme was to take advantage of a thick fog, which in

those regions, and at this season, usually obscure the atmosphere till

a httle after sunrise, to pass the Fish Kill very early, to seize a batte-

ry which Burgoyne had erected upon the opposite bank, and then

to fall immediately upon the enemy. The English general had no-

tice of this plan ; he furnished the battery with a strong guard, and

posted his troops in ambush behind the thickets which covered the

banks of the creek. In this position he waited the enemy's ap-

proach, and calculating upon their supposed error, he had little doubt

o! victory. The brigade of the American general Nixon had al-

ready forded the Fish Kill, and that of general Glover was about to

follow it. But just as the latter entered the water, he was informed

by a British deserter, that not only the rear guard, but the whole

royal army, was drawn up in order of battle upon the other bank.

Upon this intelligence Glover halted, and sent to apprise Nixon of

lire danger he was in of being cut in pieces, unless he hastened to
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recover the left bank. General Gates was immediately informed of

the mcident ; he revoked all the orders he had given, and directed

that the troops should be reconducted to their positions. General

Nixon received the message of Glover in good time ; for a quarter

of an hour later he would have been lost irrecoverably. He fell

back with all expedition ; but the fog being dissipated before he

was out of sight of the enemy, his rear guard was annoyed by the

English artillery, with the loss of a few soldiers.

Frustrated of this hope, general Burgoyne applied his thoughts to

devise, if possible, some other way to save the army. He called a

council of war, in which it was resolved to attempt, by a rapid retreat

in the night up the Hudson, to gain the fords of that river at or

above Fort Edward, and there having i\ 'reed a passage, to press on

to Fort George. That nothing might retard the march, it was

determined to abandon the artillery, baggage, carriages, and all

incumbrances. The soldiers were to carry upon their backs a suffi-

cient quantity of provisions, to support them till they could arrive

at Fort George. All the troops prepared to execute the plan of

their general.

But Gates had already, with great foresight, taken all his measures

to defeat it. He had recommended the utmost vigilance to the

parties that were stationed to guard the opposite shore of the river

;

he had posted a strong detachment to guard the fords near Fort

Edward, with orders to oppose any attempt of the enemy to pass

them, till he should arrive with the army upon his rear. In addition

to this, he had established a camp in force, and provided with artil-

lery, upon the high and strong grounds between Fort Edward and

Fort George. General Burgoyne had sent forward scouts, to exam-
ine the route, and especially to ascertain whether it was possible

to force the passage opposite to Fort Edward. They returned with

an account that the roads were inconceivably rough and difficult

;

that the enemy were so numerous and vigilant upon the left bank,

that no movement of the army upon the right could escape imme-
diate discovery ; and that the passages at the fort were so diligently

defended, that it was absolutely impossible to force them without

artillery. They also mentioned the intrenched camp on the hills

between the two forts. Burgoyne had no sooner received this afflict-

ing intelligence, than he was also informed that general Gates, with

the main body of his army, was so near, and observed him with such
steady attention, that it would be impossible for him to move a step

without being instantly followed ; he then saw that he must relin-

quish all hope of saving him.self by his own effi:)rts.

In this deplorable extremity, his only refuge from despair was tho
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faint hope of co-operation from the parts down the river ; and with

the most intense desire he looked for the aid of Chnton.

It exceeds the power of words to describe the pitiable condition

to which the British army was now reduced. The troops, worn
down by a series of hard toil, incessant eflfoit and stubborn action

;

abandoned by the Indians and Canadians ; the whole army reduced

by repeated and heavy losses of many of their best men and most

distinguished officers from ten thousand combatants to less than five

thousand effective fighting men, of whom little more than three

thousand were English. In these circumstances, and in this state of

weakness, without a possibility of retreat, they were invested by an

army of four times their own number, whose position extended three

parts in four of a circle round them ; who refused to fight from a

knowledge of their own condition ; and who, from the nature of the

ground, could not be attacked in any part. In this helpless situa-

tion, obliged to lie constantly on their arms, while a continued can-

nonade pervaded all the camp, and even rifle and grape-shot fell in

every part of their lines, the troops of Burgoyne retained their ordi-

nary constancy, and while sinking under a hard necessity, they

showed themselves worthy of a better fate. Nor could they be re-

proached with any action or word which betrayed a want of temper,

or of fortitude.

At length, no succor appearing, and no rational ground of hope

of any kind remaining, an exact account of the provisions was taken

on the morning of the thirteenth, when it was found that the whole

stock would afford no more than three days' bare subsistence for the

army. In such a state, it was alike impossible to advance or to

remain as they were ; and the longer they delayed to take a defini-

tive resolution, the more desperate became their situation. Bur-

goyne, therefore, immediately called a council of war, at which not

only the generals and field officers, but all the captains of companies

were invited to assist. While they deliberated, the bullets of the

Americans whistled around them, and frequently pierced even the

tent where the council was convened. It was determined unani-

mously to open a treaty and enter into a convention with the Amer-

ican general.

Gates used his victory with moderation. Only he proposed that

the royal troops should lay down their arms in camp ; a condition

which appeared too hard to the English, and which they perempto-

rily refused. They all preferred to be led against the enemy, not-

withstanding the disadvantage of number, rather than submit to such

a disgrace. After several conferen(;e=, the articles o( capitulation

were settled the fifteenth They were to be signed by the two
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contracting parties on the morning of the seventeenth. In the night,

captain Campbell ai-rived at the British camp, sent express by gene-

ral Clinton, with the intelligence that he had moved up the Hudson,

reduced Fort Montgomery, and penetrated as far as iEsopus. The

hope of safety revived in the breasts of some.

The officers were invited to declare, whether in a case of extremity,

the soldiers were in a situation to fight, and whether they considered

the public faith as pledged by the verbal convention. A great num-

ber ansu-ered, that the soldiers, debilitated by fatigue and hunger,

were unable to make resistance ; all were decidedly of the opinion,

that the public faith was engaged. Burgoyne alone manifested a

contrary opinion. But he was constrained to acquiesce in tlie general

suffrage. ISIeanwhile, Gates, apprised of these hesitations of his

enemy, and the newhopcs which occasioned them, formed his troops

in order of battle on the morning of the seventeenth, and sent to

inform Burgoyne that the stipulated time being arrived, he must

either sign the articles, or prepare himself for battle.

The Englishman had taken his resolution ; he signed the paper,

which had this superscription ; Convention between lieutenant-gene-

ral Burgoyne and viajor-general Gates. The principal articles,

exclusive of those which related to the provision and accommoda-

tion of the army in its way to Boston, and during its stay at that

place, were

;

That the army should march oyt of the camp with all the honors

of war, and its camp artillery, to a fixed place, where they were to

deposit their arms and leave the artillery ; to be allowed a free em-

barkation and passage to Europe, from Boston, upon condition of

their not serving again in America, during the present war ; the

army not to be separated, particularly the men from the officers ; roll

calling and other duties of regularity, to be permitted ; the officers

to be admitted on parole, and to wear their side arms : all private

property to be retained, and the public delivered upon honor ; no

baggage to be searched or molested ; all persons, of whatever coun-

try, appertaining to, or following the camp, to be fully comprehended

in the terms of capitulation, and the Canadians to be returned to

their own country, liable to its conditions.

iVssuredly, these conditions were very honorable for the British

army, considering its ruined state and irretrievable circumstances;

but it obtained still more from the magnanimity of general Gates.

From tenderness towards the feelings of the vanquished, he ordered

his army to retire within their lines, that they might not witness the

shame of the English, when they piled their arms.

This conduct demonstrated not only the humanity but the clem-
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ency and elevation of character which distinguished the American

general ; for he was already informed of the horrible ravages recently

committed, by general Vaughan, upon the right bank of the Hudson,

where, imitating the usages of barbarians, he had laid in ashes, and

utterly destroyed the fine village of ^sopus. It is our duty not to

pass without mention, that while Gates, in the whole course of this

campaign upon the Hudson, displayed all the talents which constitute

vin able and valiant general, he proved himself not to want any of

those qualities which characterize a benevolent and generous heart.

Humane towards all whom the fortune of war had thrown into his

hands, he ^I'as eminently attentive to those who were sick, and suf-

fered them to want for no succor within his power to administer.

The day of the capitulation, the American army amounted to

near fifteen thousand men, of whom about ten thousand were regular

troops ; the English army to five thousand seven hundred and ninety-

one, of whom two thousand four hundred and twelve were Germans,

and three thousand three hundred and seventy-nine English.

The Americans acquired a fine train of brass artillery, amounting

to forty-two pieces of different sorts and sizes, four thousand six

hundred muskets, an immense quantity of cartridges, bombs, balls,

and other implements of war.

Such was the fate of the British expedition upon the banks of th«

Hudson . It had been undertaken with singular confidence of success,

but the obstacles proved so formidable that those who had expected

from it such brilliant results, were themselves its victims ; and those

it had alarmed at first, derived from it the most important advantages.

There can be no doubt, that, if it was planned with ability, as to us

it appears to have been, it was conducted with imprudence by those

who were intrusted with its execution. For it is to be remarked,

that its success depended entirely on the combined eflforts of the

generals who commanded upon the lakes, and of those who had the

management of the war in the state of New York. But far from

moving in concert, when one advanced, the other retired. When
Carleton had obtained the command of the lakes, Howe, instead of

ascendmg the Hudson, towards Albany, carried his arms into New
Jersey, and advanced upon the Delaware. When, afterwards, Bur-

goyne entered Ticonderoga in triumph, Howe embarked upon the

expedition against Philadelphia ; and thus the army of Canada was

deprived of the assistance it expected from New York.

Perhaps Howe imagined that the reduction of such a city as Phil-

adelphia, would so confound the Americans, and so derange their

plans, that they would either immediately submit, or make but a

feeble resistance. Perhaps, also, he believed, that by attacking the
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center, and as it were, the very heart of the confederation, he

effected the most useful diversion in favcr of the army of the north,

thereby depriving the Americans of the abiUty to oppose it with a

sufficient force upon the Hudson. Finally, it is not impossible, that,

listening to his ambition, he had flattered himself that with his own
means alone he could acquire the exclusive glory of having put an

end to the war. But whatever might have been the importance of

tlie acquisition of Philadelphia, every one must readily perceive how
much greater was that of the junction at Albany, of the two armies

of Canada and of New York. It was very doubtful whether the

conquest of a single city could decide the issue of the war ; whereas

the juncture of the armies, offered almost an assurance of it. It

should also be considered that the Americans, in order to prevent

this junction, would have risked a pitched battle, the success of

which could scarcely be doubtful, and which could have formed no

obstacle to the eventual union. Besides, when two armies have the

same object in view, is it not evident that they can operate with more

concert and effect, when they are near to each other, than while

remotely separated ? We may therefore consider this expedition as

having been wisely calculated in its design, and even in the means

of execution, if we except that scourge of the savages, which must

be imputed to the British ministers. Bating this fault, they did not,

in our opinion, deserve the reproaches with which they were loaded,

as well in parliament as by the writers of the opposite party. Per-

haps also they erred in this, that having too great confidence in the

reputation, rank, and military experience of sir William Howe, they

neglected to send him more precise instructions. For it appears

from the best information we have found upon this subject, that the

orders given to that general in regard to his co-operation with the

army of Canada, were rather discretionary than absolute ; but all

the ruin of the enterprise is clearly attributable to this want of co-

operation. Gates, after the victory, immediately dispatched colonel

Wilkinson to carry the happy tidings to congress. On being intro-

duced into the hall, he said :
' The whole British army has laid

down arms at Saratoga ; our own, full of vigor and courage, expect

your orders ; it is for your wisdom to decide where the country may
still have need of their services.' The congress voted thanks to

general Gates and his army. They decreed that he should be pre-

sented with a medal of gold, to be struck expressly in commemora-
tion of so glorious a victory. On one side of it was the bust of the

general, with these words around ; Horatio Gates, Duci sirenuo

;

and in the middle, Comiiin Americana. On the reverse, Burgoync
was represented in the attitude of delivering his sword ; and in the
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back ground, on the one side and on the other, were seen the two
armies of England and of Amtrica. At the top were these words;

Sahua reglonum septentrion ; and at the foot, Haste nd Snrntogam

in dcditione accepto. Die XVII Oct. MBCCLXXFIL It would

be difficult to describe the transports of joy which the news of this

event excited among the Americans. They began to flatter them-

selves with a still more happy future ; no one any longer entertained

a doubt of independence. All hoped, and not without much reason,

that a success of this importance would at length determine France,

and the other European powers that waited for her example, to de-

clare themselves in favor of America. There could no longer be any

question respecting the future ; all danger had ceased of espousing

the cause of a people too feeble to defend themselves.

While Burgoyne found himself in the most critical situation, Clin-

ton, in the beginning of October, had embarked at New York, with

about three thousand men, upon his expedition up the Hudson, for

his relief. The Americans, commanded by general Putnam, occu-

pied the steep mountains between which this river flows with rapidity,

and which begin to rise in the vicinity of Peek's Kill. In addition

to the natural strength of the places in the midst of these mountains,

the banks of the Hudson being almost inaccessible, the Americans

had secured the passages in divers modes. About six miles above

Peek's Kill, upon the western bank, they had two forts, called the

one Montgomery, and the other Clinton, separated only by a torrent,

which, gushing from the neighboring heights, falls into the river.

Their situation, upon heights so precipitous that it was impossible

to climb them, entirely commanded the course of the Hudson. There

was no other way by which the enemy could approach them, but that

of penetrating into the mountains a little below, towards Stony Point

and marching through narrow and difficult paths. But such were

these defiles that if they had been suitably g^iarded, it would have

been not only dangerous, but absolutely impracticable to thread them.

To prevent the enemy from passing above the forts by water, che-

vaux-de-frize were sunken in the river, and a boom extended from

bank to bank. This boom Avas covered by an immense chain, stretch-

ed at some distance in its front. These works were remarkable for

their perfection, and had been executed with equal industry and dif-

ficulty. They were defended by the artillery of the forts, by a frig-

ate and by several galleys, stationed a little above the boom. Such

•were the fortifications which the Americans had constructed upon

the right bank, and ^ven in the bed of the Hudson, in order to secure

these passages, whioh had been the object of their solicitude from

the commencement of hostilities ; they being in effect the most defena-
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ble barriers against a descent of the enemy from Canada. Upon the

left bank, on a high point of land, four or five miles below Forts

Montgomery and Clinton, they had erected a fort to which they gave

the name of Independence^ and another called Constitution, about

six miles above the same forts, on an island near the eastern shore.

They had also there interrupted the navigation of the river by che

vaux-de-frize and a boom.

General Putnam guarded these different passages with a corps d
six hundred regular troops, and some militia, of whom the number
was uncertain. An American officer, named CUnton, commanded
in the forts.

The British general knew perfectly well that to attack Forts Clin-

ton and Montgomery in front, would have been a vain attempt. He
therefore formed the design of marching to the assault upon their

rear, by the defiles which commence near Stony Point. But in order

to divert the Americans from the thought of re-inforcing the garri-

sons, he resolved to make such motions upon the left bank, as should

alarm them for the safety of Fort Independence. On the fifth of

October he landed all his troops at Verplank's Point, a little below
Peek's Kill, where general Putnam had established his head quar-

ters. Putnam immediately retired to the strong heights in his rear.

The English, having re-embarked the greater part of their troops in

the night, landed by break of day upon the right bank, at Stony
Point ; without loss of time they entered the defiles, and marched
towards the forts. In the meantime, the maneuvers of the vessels,

and the appearance of the small detachment left at Verplank's Point,

persuaded Putnam that the enemy meditated an attack on Fort Inde-

pendence. The English during this interval were making the best

of their way through the mountains. Governor CHnton had not dis-

covered their approach till very late. They appeared before the two
forts at nearly the same time, and having without difficulty repulsed

the advanced parties which had been sent out to retard them, they
furiously began their attack. Their ships of war had also now made
their appearance, and supported them with a near fire. The Amer-
icans, though surprised, defended themselves with courage for a
considerable length of time ; but at length, unable to sustain the
reiterated efforts of the assailants, and too feeble to man their fortifi-

cations sufficiently, after a severe loss in killed and wounded, they
retired.

Those who knew the ground, among whom was governor Clinton,
escaped. The slaughter was, however, great, the English being irri-

tated by the opposition they met, and by the loss of some favorite

officers. The Americans set fire to their frigates and gaJleys, which,
VOL. II. Q
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with their stores and ammunition, were all consumed ; liut the Eng-
lish got possession of the boom and chain.

In a day or two after, Forts Independence and Constitution, upon
the approach of the enemy with his land and naval forces, were set.

on fire and evacuated by their defenders. Tryon was sent on the

ninth, at the head of a detachment, to destroy a thriving settlement,

called Continental Village, where the republicans had deposited a

great quantity of stores.

Thus fell into the power of the English these important passages of

the mountains of the Hudson, which the Americans had labored to

defend by every mode of fortification. They were justly considered

as the keys of the county of Albany. It is therefore evident, that if

the royalists had been more numerous, they might have extended an

eflicacious succor to the army of Burgoyne, and, perhaj)s, decided

in their favor the final issue of the northern war. But they could not

take part in it, as well because they were much too weak, as that

Putnam, whose army was now increased by the militia of Connecti-

cut, New York, and New Jersey, to six thousand men, menaced
them both in front and rear.

Unable to conquer, the English set themselves to sack the country

The thirteenth of October, sir James Wallace, with a flying scjuad-

ron of light frigates, and general Vaughan, with a considerable de-

tachment of troops, made an excursion up the river, carrying slaughter

and destruction wherever they went ; a barbarity of conduct the

more execrable, as it was not justified by the least necessity or utility.

They marched to a rich and flourishing village, called Kingston, or

_^sopus, upon the western bank of the river ; having driven the re-

publicans out of it by a furious cannonade, they set fire to it on every

side. All was consumed ; not a house was left standing. Exten-

sive magazines of provisions and military stores were also consign-

ed to the flames. In order to justify these atrocities, it was alledgcd

by Vaughan that the Americans had fired through the windows ; a

fact which they denied with greater probability of truth. For it ap-

pears that they evacuated the town as soon as they saw the royal

troops were disembarked upon the neighboring shore. The English

commiiied these excesses at the very time that Burgoyne was receiv-

ing from general Gates the most honorable conditions for himself

and a ruined army.

The American wrote Vaughan a letter full of energy and just in-

dignation ; he complamed in sharp terms of the burning of iEsopus,

and of the horrible devastations committed upon the two banks of

the Hudson He concluded with saying : 'Is it thus that the gene-

rals oi tne King ejcoect to make converts to the royal cause i' Their
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cruelties operate a contrary effect ; independence is founded upon

the universal disgust of the people. The fortune of war has deliver-

ed into my hands older and abler generals than general Vaughan iji

reputed to be ; their condition may one day become his, and then

no human power can save him from the just vengeance of an of-

fended people.'

But Vaughan and Wallace, having heard that Gates was marching

rapidly upon them, resolved not to wait his approach. Having dis-

mantled the forts, and carrying off their booty, they retired from

this quarter, and uniting with the remainder of the troops of Clinton,

returned with no ordinary speed to New York.

Upon the whole, the loss v/hich the United States sustained from

this expedition of the Enghsh upon the banks of the Hudson, was

extremely severe ; for it being universally believed that these elevated

and precipitous places were absolutely in.accessible to the fury of the

enemy, the Americans had deposited there an immense quantity of

arms, ammunition and stores of all sorts.

The artillery lost, including that of the forts, and that of the ves

sels destroyed or taken, amounted to more than a hundred pieces of

different sizes. To which must be added, fifteen or twenty thou

sand pounds of powder, balls in proportion, and all the implements

necessary to the daily service of the artillery.

Meanwhile, the captive army was marched towards Boston. On
its departure from Saratoga, it passed in the midst of the ranks of

the victorious troops, who were formed in order of battle for this pui-

pose along the road and upon the hills which border the two sides of

it. The English expected to be scoffed at and insulted. Not an

American uttered a syllable ; a memorable example of moderation

and military discipline ! The prisoners, particularly those incorrigi-

ble Germans, ravaged whatever they could lay their hands on during

the march ; the inhabitants could judge by what they did, being van-

quished, of what they would have done, had they been victors.

They arrived at Bo ton, and were lodged in the barracks of Cam-
bridge. The inhabitants held them in abhorrence ; they could not

forget the burning of Charlestown, and the late devastations.

Burgoyne, after the capitulation, experienced the most courteous

attentions on the part of the American generals. Gates invited him

to his table ; he appeared silent and dejected. The conversation

was guarded, and to spare his feelings nothing was said of the late

events ; only he was asked how he could find in his heart to bum
the houses of poor people. He answered that such were his orders,

and that, besides, he was authorized to do it by the laws of war.

Certain individuals in New England, without deUcacy as without
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reserve, loaded him with incults. But this was confined to the popu-

lace. Well educated men treated him with marked civility. Gene-

ral Schuyler, among others, politely dispatched an aid-de-camp, to

accompany him to Albany. He lodged him in his own house, where

his wife received him in the most flattering manner. Yet Burgoyne,

in the neighborhood of Saratoga, where Schuyler possessed exten-

sive estates, had devoted to the flames his magnificent villa, with its

movables and dependencies, valued at more than thirty-seven thou-

sand dollars. At Boston, Burgoyne was likewise lodged in the habi-

tation of general Heath, who commanded in Massachusetts ; he there

wanted for no attention. He walked at his pleasure through the

city, without ever having found occasion to complain of outrage.

But the other officers did not experience the same reception ; the

Bostonians would not lodge them in their houses, and therefore it

became necessary to distribute them in the barracks. Burgoyne

complained of it, at first, to general Heath, and afterwards to Gates.

He insisted that a treatment of his officers so little conformable to

their rank, was a violation of the convention of Saratoga. More-

over, fearing that the season, already advanced, might not permit

the transports to arrive soon enough at Boston, where the embarka-

tion was appointed by the capitulation, he requested Washington to

consent that it should take place at Newport, in Rhode Island, 't

at some other port of the Sound. Washington, not thinking him-

self authorized to decide upon this request, submitted it to the de-

termination of congress. That body was much displeased at this

verbal discussion, and especially at the imputation of a breach of

faith ; apprehending it might be a pretext which Burgoyne was in-

clined to use for not keeping his own.

It appeared, besides, to the congress, ihri the vessels assembled

at Boston for the transport of the troops, were neither sufficient for

so great a number, nor furnished with provisions enough for so long

a voyage. Finally, they observed that the English had not strictly

fulfilled the stipulation in respect to the surrender of arms, as they

had retained their cartridge boxes, and other efifects, which, if not

actually arms, are of indispensable use to those who bear them.

Gates undertook to justify the English upon this point, and with

complete success. But the congress had need of a quarrel, and

therefore sought the grounds. They wished to retard the embarka-

tion of the prisoners, under the apprehension that, in defiance of

treaties, they would go to join general Howe, or at least, that arriving

too early in England, the government would be able to fill their

place immediately by an equal number in America. They decreed,

tlierefore, that general Burgoyne should furnish the rolls of his army,
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that a list might be taken of the name and rank of every commis-

sioned officer ; with the name, former place of abode, occupation,

size, age and description of every non-commissioned officer and pri-

vate soldier.

Burgoyne considered this demand extraordinary, and ^therefore

resorted to various subterfuges in order to evade compliance. Gen-
eral Howe, on his part, proceeded with much subtilty and illiberahty

in the exchange of prisoners ; and thus the discontents and suspicions

were continually increased.

The ambiguous conduct of each of these generals alarmed the

congress exceedingly ; they decreed, therefore, that the embarkation

of Burgoyne and all the captive troops should be suspended, until

a distinct and explicit ratification of the convention of Saratoga should

be properly notified to congress by the court of Great Britain. At
the same time they sent directions to general Heath, to order any
vessels which might have arrived, or which should arrive, for the

transportation of the army, to quit the port of Boston without delay-

An additional force was also provided to guard the British army.

Burgoyne then addressed a letter to congress, in which he endeavored

to justify his conduct ; he protested that he had never thought him-

self released from the conditions of the convention of Saratoga, and
affirmed that all his officers individually were ready to give their

written promise to observe all the articles of that caj)itulation.

All was in vain ; congress was inflexible ; and the prisoners had to

make up their minds to remain in America. This decision they took

in great dudgeon ; and it served as a pretext for the partisans of the

ministry to charge the Americans with perfidy. We shall not under-

take to decide whether the fears manifested by congress had a real

foundation ; and we shall abstain as well from blaming the imprudence

of Burgoyne, as from praising the wisdom, or condemning the distrust

of the congress.

It is but too (-ertain that in these civil dissensions and animosities,

appearances become realities, and probabilities demonstration. Ac-
cordingly, at that time, the Americans complained bitterly of British

perfidy, and the Enghsh of American want of faith.

Finding that he could obtain nothing for others, Burgoyne solicit-

ed for himself, and easily got permission to return to England. As
soon as he was arrived in London, he began to declaim with virulence

against those ministers, whose favor a little before he had used every

means to captivate, and who had given him, to the prejudice of a
general approved by long services, an opportunity to distinguish his

name by a glorious enterprise. Burgoyne wanted neither an active

genius nor mijtary science and experience
i
but formed in the wars
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of Germany, his movements were made with caution, and extreme

dehberation, and never till all circumstances united to favor them.

He would, upon no consideration, have attacked an enemy, until the

minutest precepts of the military art had all been faithfully observed.

This was totally mistaking the nature of the American war, which

required to be carried on with vigor and spirit. In a region like

America, broken by so many defiles and fastnesses, against an ene-

my so able to profit of them, by scouring the country, by preparing

ambuscades, by intercepting convoys and retreats, the celerit) which

might involve a transient peril, was assuredly preferable to the slow-

ness which, under its apparent security, concealed a futuie and in

rvitable danger.

This general lost the opportunity to conquer, because he would

never run the risk of defeat ; and as he would put nothing in the

power of fortune, she seemed to have thought him unworthy ol her

favors. Moreover, the employment of savages in the wars of civilized

nations, was never the source of durable success ; nor was it ever

the practice of prudent generals to provoke the enemy by threats,

or to exasperate him by ravages and conflagrations.

While these events were passing in the north, admiral and gener-

al Howe were at sea, undecided whether to enter the Delaware, or

to take the route of the Chesapeake bay, in order to march against

Philadelphia. Washington continued in New Jersey, prepared to

defend the passages of the Hudson, if the British army should have

taken that direction, or to cover Philadelphia, should it threaten that

city. But while waiting for certain information respecting the move-

ments and plans of the British generals, he neglected none of those

measures which were proper to place his army in a situation to resist

the storm that was about to burst upon it. He collected arms and

ammunition, called out the militia of the neighboring provinces, and

ordered to join him all the regiments of regular troops that were not

necessary for the defense of the Hudson. These ditierent corps

were continually exercised in arms and military evolutions ; wherein

they derived great advantage from the example and instructions of

the French officers who had recently entered the service of the

United States. Among these, the splendor of rank, added to the

fascination of his personal qualities, eminently distinguished the mar-

quis de la Fayette. Animated by the enthusiasm which generous

minds are wont to feel for great enterprises, he espoused the cause

of the Americans with a partiality common to almost all the men of

that time, and particularly to the French. He considered it not only

Just, but exalted and sacred ; the affection he bore it was the more

ardent, as independently of the candor of his character, he was of that
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«ge, not exceeding nineteen years, in which good appears not only

good, but fair, and man not only loves, but is enamored. Inflamed

with desire to take part in events which were echoed by all Europe,

he had communicated, about the close of 1776, to the American com-

missioners his intentionof repairing to America; they had encouraged

him in that resolution. But when they were informed of the

reverses of New Jersey, compelled almost to despair of the success

of the revolution, they, with honorable sincerity, endeavored to dis«

suade him from it. They even declared to him that their aflb'rs

were so deranged by this unhappy news, that they were not able to

charter a vessel for his passage to America. It is said the gallant

youth replied, that it was then precisely the moment to serve their

cause ; that the more people were discouraged, the greater utility

would result from his departure, and that if they could not furnish

him with a ship, he would freight one at his own expense to convey

himself and their dispatches to America. And as he said, he also

did. The people were astonished, and much conversation was

excited by this determination on the part of so illustrious a personage.

The court of France, either to save appearances, and avoid giving

umbrage to England, or being really displeased at this departure,

forbade La Fayette to embark. It is even asserted, that ships were

dispatched with orders to arrest him in the waters of the West

Indies. Tearing himself, however, from the arms of his beloved

wife, who was in all the bloom of youth, he put to sea, and steering

wide of those islands, arrived in Georgetown. The congress omitted

none of those demonstrations which could persuade the young

Frenchman, and all the American people, in what esteem they held

his person, and how much they felt the sacrifices he had made, and

the dangers to which he had exposed himself, and was still exposed,

for being come to offer his support to the tottering cause of America.

Touched by this flattering reception, he promised to exert him-

self to the utmost of his knowledge and ability ; but requested per-

mission to serve at first only as a volunteer, and at his own expense.

This generosity and modesty of the marquis de la Fayette, delighted

the Americans the more, as some of the French who had entered

their service were never to be satisfied in the articles either of pay,

or of rank. It was Silas Deane who had encouraged these exorbi-

tant expectations, by entering in France into such engagements with

those oflnlcers, as could not be confirmed in America. This conduct

had greatly displeased the congress, and was what chiefly determin-

ed them to send him, soon after, a successor in the person of John

Adams. The congress decreed, that ' whereas the marquis de la

Fayette, out of his great zeal to the cause of liberty, in which the
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United States were engaged, had left his family and connections,

and at his own expense come over to offer his services without pen-

eion or particular allowance, and was anxious to risk iiis life in their

defense, they accepted his services ; and that in consideration of

his zeal, illustrious family and connections, he was invested with the

rank of major-general in the army of the United States.' The mar-

quis, having repaired to the camp, was received with consideration

by general Washington, and soon there was established between

them that warm friendship which subsisted until the death of the

American general.

The A -nerican army was at this time strong in number ; it amount-

ed, including, however, the militia, little accustomed to regular battle,

to fifteen thousand men. It was full of confidence in its chiefs ; and

animated by their example and exhortations. The news was then

received that the British fleet was in sight of Cape IVIay, at the

mouth of the Delaware, steering eastward. Washington immediately

conceived some alarm for the banks of the Hudson, which he had

always watched with care from the commencement of the war. He
ordered the troops that were to come from Peek's Kill to join him

in New Jersey, not to move ; and those who were already on the

march, to halt in their positions.

The seventh of August, the British squadron was perceived anew

at the entrance of the Delaware ; but it disappeared a little after,

and was not heard of again for several days. The commander-in-

chief could not penetrate the design of the enemy ; still in doubt, he

continued stationary, not knowing where the tempest was to strike.

But after a certain lapse of time, even the length of delay led him to

suspect that the views of Howe were by no means directed towards

the Hudson ; for the winds having prevailed for a long time from

the south, if such had been his intention, he would already have been

arrived at the destined spot. Washington was therefore inclined to

believe that the English meditated an expedition against some part

of the southern provinces. He felt indeed some solicitude for the

bay of Chesapeake ; but, as it was at no great distance from the

mouths of the Delaware, the enemy ought already to have made his

appearance there. Upon these considerations, he more feared for

the safety of Charleston, South Carolina ; but even if so, he was

unable to arrive in time to the relief of that city. Besides, that

country was naturally unhealthy, and especially at the present

season.

There was also danger that Howe might re-embark his troops,

and make a sudden push against Philadelphia, which, in the absence

oi the army, must inevitably fall into his power. It therefore appear-
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cd much more prudent to maintain a position which admitted of

watching over Pennsylvania, and to leave the Carolinas with their

own means only to defend themselves as well as they could against

the invasions of the enemy. But in order to compensate the losses

which might perhaps ensue in that quarter, Washington resolved to

march with all his troops towards the Hudson, to be ready to turn

his arms according to circumstances, either against Burgoyne to-

wards Fort Edward, or against Chnton towards New York, then

divested of the greater part of its defenders.

He had scarcely formed this determination, when he was informed

that the enemy had appeared with all his forces in the Chesapeake.

This intelligence put an end to all hisuncertainties, and hethen saw

distinctly the course he had to pursue. He dispatched orders to

all the detached corps to join him by forced marches in the environs

of Philadelphia, for the purpose of proceeding thence, to the head of

the Chesapeake. The militia of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,

and the northern parts of Virginia, were ordered to take aims and

repair to the principal army.

While these preparations were making on the part of the Ameri-

cans, the English fleet enterea with full sails into the Chesapeake

bay, and profiting of a favorable wind, proceeded as far up as the

point called Elk Head. From the time of its departure from Sandy

Hook, this squadron had experienced the most contrary winds, and

had been more than a week in doubling the capes of Delaware. The
English oenerals were there informed that the Americans had so

effectually obstructed the navigation of that river, that it would be

equally dangerous and fruitless to attempt the passage up to Phila-

delphia.

Though some persons maintain that they might easily have disem-

barked at Wilmington, whence there was an excellent road leading

directly to that city. However this was, they preferred to proceed

further south, and to sail up the Chesapeake bay as far as that part

of Maryland which borders on Pennsylvania, and is at no great dis-

tance from Philadelphia. But in the passage from the Delaware to

the Chesapeake, the winds were so constantly unfavorable that they

could not enter the bay till towards the last of August. This delay

was excessively prejudicial to the English army ; the troops being

crowded into the vessels alo.ig with the horses and all the baggage,

in the midst of the hottest season of the year. The health of the

soldiers would have suffered still more, if the generals had not taken

the precaution to put on board a large stock of fresh provisions and

a copious supply of water. The sea became more propitious in the

Chesapeake, and the squadron soon gained the coasts of Maryland.
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Thus the two armies advanced, each towards the other, amidst the

anxious expectation of the American people.

About this time an expedition was undertaken by general Sullivan,

against Staten Island, the commencement of which had created hopes

of a more happy termination. He landed without opposition, and

took many prisoners, but was afterwards repulsed with heavy loss.

He then rapidly retired towards Philadelphia, On the twenty-fifth

of August, the British army, eighteen thousand strong, was disem-

barked not far from the head of the river Elk. It was plentifully

furnished with all the equipage of war, excepting the defect of

horses, as well for the cavalry as for the baggage. The scarcity of

forage had caused many of them to perish the preceding winter, and

a considerable number had died also in the late passage.

This was a serious disadvantage for the royal troops ; who, in the

vast plains of Pennsylvania, might have employed cavalry with sin-

gular effect. On the twenty-seventh, the English vanguard arrived

at the head of the Elk, and the day following at Gray's Hill. Here

it was afterwards joined by the rear guard under general Knyphausen,

who had been left upon the coast to cover the debarkation of the

stores and artillery.

The whole army took post behind the river Christiana, having

Newark upon the right, and Pencada or Atkins on the left. A
column commanded by lord Cornwallis, having fallen in with Max-

weii's riflemen, routed and pursued them as far as the further side of

White Clay Creek, with the loss of some dead and wounded.

The American army, in order to encourage the partisans of inde-

pendence and overawe the disaffected, marched through the city of

Philadelphia ; it afterwards advanced towards the enemy, and en-

camped behind White Clay Creek. A little after, leaving only the

riflemen in the camp, Washington retired with the main body of his

army behind the Red Clay Creek, occupying with his right wing

the town of Newport, situated near the Christiana, and upon the

great road to Philadelphia ; his left was at Hockesen. But this line

was little capable of defense.

The enemy, re-inforced by the rear guard under general Grant,

threatened with his right the center of the Americans, extended his

left as if with the intention of turning their right flank. Washington

saw the danger, and retired with his troops behind the Brandywine

;

he encamped on the rising grounds which extend from Chadsford,in

the direction of northwest to southeast. The riflemen of Maxwell

scoured the right bank of the Brandywine, in order to harass and

retard the enemy. The militia under the command of general Arm-

strong, guarded a passage below the principal encampment of Wash-
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ington, and the right wing lined the banks of the river higher up,

where the passages were most difficult. The passage of Chadsford,

as the most practicable of all, was defended by the chief force of the

army. The troops being thus disposed, the American general wait-

ed the approach of the English. Although the Brandywine, being

fordable almost every where, could not serve as a sufficient defense

against the impetuosity of the enemy, yet Washington had taken

post upon its banks, from a conviction that a battle was now inevita-

ble, and thait Philadelphia could only be saved by a victory. Gene

ral Howe displayed the front of his army, but not, however, without

great circumspection. Being arrived at Kennen Square, a short dis-

tance from the river, he detached his light horse to the right upon

Wilmington, to the left upon the Lancaster road, and in front to

wards Chadsford. The two armies found themselves within seven

miles of each other, the Brandywine flowing between them.

Early in the morning of the eleventh of September, the British

army marched to the enemy. Howe had formed his army in two

columns ; the right commanded by general Knyphausen, the left by

lord Cornwallis. His plan was, that while the first should make

repea«ted feints to attempt the passage of Chadsford, in order to

occupy the attention of the republicans, the second should take a

long circuit to the upper part of the river, and cross at a place where

it is divided into two shallow streams. The English marksmen fell

in with those of Maxwell, and a smart skirmish was immediately

engaged. The latter were at first repulsed ; but being re-inforced

from the camp, they compelled the English to retire in their turn.

But at length, they also were re-inforced, and Maxwell was con-

strained to withdraw his detachment behind the river. Meanwhile,

Knyphausen advanced with his column, and commenced a furious

cannonade upon the passage of Chadsford, making all his dispositions

as if he intended to force it. The Americans defended themselves

with gallantry, and even passed several detachments of light troops

to the other side, in order to. harass the enemy's flanks. But after a

course of skirmishes, sometimes advancing, and at others obliged to

retire, they were finally, with an eager pursuit, driven over the river.

Knyphausen then appeared more than ever determined to pass the

ford ; he stormed, and kept up an incredible noise. In this manner

the attention of the Americans was fully occupied in the neighbor-

hood of Chadsford. Meanwhile, lord Cornwallis, at the head of the

second column, took a circuitous march to the left, and gained un-

perceived the forks of the Brandywine. By this rapid movement,

he passed both branches of the river at Trimble's and at Jeffery'ff

Fords, without opposition, about two o'clock in the afternoon, and
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then turning short down the river, took the road to Dilworth, in order

to fall upon the right flank of the American army. The republican

general, however, received intelligence of this movement about noon,

and, as it usually happens in similar cases, the reports exaggerated

i-ts importance exceedingly; it being represented that general Howe
commanded this division in person. Washington therefore decided

immediatel)' for the most judicious, though boldest measure ; this

was to pass the river with the center and left wing of his army, and

overwhelm Knyphausen by the most furious attack. He justly re-

flected that the advantage he should obtain upon the enemy's right,

would amply compensate the loss that his own might sustain at the

same time. Accordingly, he ordered general Sullivan to pass the

Brandywine with his division at an uppsr ford, and attack the left of

Knyphausen, while he, in person, should cross lower down, and fall

upon the right of that general.

They were both already in motion in order to execute this design,

when a second report arrived, which represented what had really

taken place as false, or in other words, that the enemy had not

crossed the tw o branches of the river, and that he had not made his

appearance upon the right flank of the American troops. Deceived

by this false intelligence, Washington desisted ; and Greene, who had

already passed with the vanguard, was ordered back. In the midst

of these uncertainties, the commander-in-chief at length received

the positive assurance, not only that the English had appeared upon

the left bank, but also that they were about to fall in great force

upon the right wing. It was composed of the brigades of generals

Stephens, Sterling, and Sullivan ; the first was the most advanced,

and consequently the nearest to the English ; the two others were

posted in the order of their rank, that of Sullivan being next to the

center. This general was immediately detached from the main body,

to support the two former brigades, and, being the senior officer,

took the command of the whole wing. Washington himself, fol-

lowed by general Greene, approached with two strong divisions to-

wards this wing, and posted himself between it and the corps he had

left at Chadsford, under general Wayne, to oppose the passage of

Knyphausen. These two divisions, under the immediate orders of

the commander-in-chief, served as a corps of reserve, ready to march,

according to circumstances, to the succor of Sullivan or of Wayne.

But the column of Cornwallis was already in sight of the Ameri-

cans. Sullivan drew up his troops on the commanding ground above

Birmingham meeting-house, with his left extending towards the

Braudyyvine, and both his flanks covered with very thick woods.

His artillery was advantageously planted upon the neighboring hills

;
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but it appears that Sullivan's own brigade, having taken a long cir-

cuit, arrived too late upon the field of battle, and had not yet occu-

pied the position assigned it, when the action commenced. The
English, having reconnoitered the dispositions of the Americans, im-

mediately formed, and fell upon them with the utmost impetuosity.

The engagement became equally fierce on both sides about four

o'clock in the afternoon. For some length of time the Americans

defended themselves with great valor, and the carnage was terrible.

But such was the emulation which invigorated the eflforts of the

English and Hessians, that neither the advantages of situation, nor a

heavy and well supported fire of small arms and artillery, nor the

unshaken courage of the Americans, were able to resist their impet-

uosity. The light infantry, chasseurs, grenadiers, and guards, threvr

themselves with such fury into the midst of the republican battalions,

that they were forced to give way. Their left flank was first thrown

into confusion, but the rout soon became general. The vanquished

fled into the woods in their rear; the victors pursued, and advanced

by the great road towards Dilworth. On the first fire of the artille-

ry, Washington, having no doubt of what was passing, had pushed
forward the reserve to the succor of Sullivan. But this corps, on
approaching the field of battle, fell in with the flying soldiers of Sul-

livan, and perceived that no hope remained of retrieving the fortune

of the day. General Greene, by a judicious maneuver, opened his

ranks to receive the fugitives, and after their passage, having closed

them anew, he retired in good order ; checking the pursuit of the

enemy by a continual fire of the artillery which covered his rear.

Having come to a defile, covered on both sides with woods, he drew
up his men there, and again faced the enemy. His corps was com-
posed of Virginians and Pennsylvanians ; they defended themselves

with gallantry ; the former, especially, commanded by colonel Ste-

phens, made an heroic stand.

Knyphausen, finding the Americans to be fully engaged on their

right, and observing that the corps opposed to him at Chadsford was
enfeebled by the troops which had been detached to the succor of

Sullivan, began to make dispositions for crossing the river in reality.

The passage of Chadsford was defended by an intrenchment and
battery. The republicans stood firm at first ; but upon intelligence

of the defeat of their right, and seeing some of the British troops

who had penetrated through the woods, come out upon their flank,

they r'^tired in disorder, abandoning their artillery and munitions to

the German general. In their retreat, or rather flight, they passed

behind the position of general Greene, who still defended himself,

and was the last to quit the field of battle. Finally, it being already

D
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dark, after a long and obstinate conflict, he also retired. The whole

army retreated that night to Chester, and the day following to

Philadelphia.

There the fugitives arrived incessantly, having effected their

escape through by-ways and circuitous routes. The victors passed

the night on the field of battle. If darkness had not arrived season-

ably, it is very probable that the whole American army would have

been destroyed. The loss of the republicans was computed at about

three hundred killed, six hundred wounded, and near four hundred

taken prisoners. They also lost ten field pieces and a howitzer.

The loss in the royal army was not in proportion, being something

under five hundred, of which the slain did not amount to one fifth.

The French officers were of great utility to the Americans, as

well in forming the troops, as in rallying them when thrown intf>

confusion. One of them, the baron St. Ovary, was made a pris-

oner, to the great regret of congress, who bore him a particular esteem.

Captain de Fluryhad a horse killed under him in the hottest of the

action. The congress gave him another a few days after. The
marquis de la Fayette, while he was endeavoring, by his words and

example, to rally the fugitives, was wounded in the leg. He con-

tinued, nevertheless, to fulfil his duty both as a soldier in fighting,

and as a general, in cheering the troops and re-establishing order.

The count Pulaski, a noble Pole, also displayed an undaunted

courage, at the head of the light horse. The congress manifested

their sense of his merit by giving him, shortly after, the rank of brig-

adier and the command of the cavalry.

If all the American troops in the action of the Brandywine had

fought with the same intrepidity as the Virginians and Pennsyl vanians,

and especially if Washington had not been led into error by a false

Teport, perhaps, notwithstanding the inferiority of number and the im-

perfection of arms, he would have gained the victory, or, at least,

would have made it more sanguinary to the English. However this

might have been, it must be admitted that general Howe's order of

battle was excellent ; that his movements were executed with as

much ability as promptitude ; and that his troops, English as well as

German, behaved admirably well.

The day after the battle, towards evening, the Enghsh dispatched

a detachment of light troops to Wilmington, a place situated at the

confluence of the Christiana and the Brandywine. There they took

prisoner the governor of the state of Delaware, and seized a consid

erable quantity of coined money, as well as other property, both public

and private, and some papers of importance.

The other towns of lower Pennsylvania followed the fortune ol
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the victorious party ; they were all received into the king's obedi-

ence.

The congress, far from being discouraged by so heavy a reverse,

endeavored, on the contrary, to persuade the people that it was by

no means so decisive, but that affairs might soon resume a favorable

aspect. They gave out, that though the English had remained ia

possession of the field of battle, yet their victory was far from being

complete, since their loss was not less, and perhaps greater, than that

of the Americans. They affirmed, that although their army was in

part dispersed, still it was safe ; and, in a few days, would be rallied,

and ill a condition to meet the enemy. Finally, that bold demon-

strations might inspire that confidence which, perhaps, words alone

would not have produced, the congress appeared to have no idea of

quitting Philadelphia. They ordered that fifteen hundred regulars

should be marched to that city from Peek's Kill ; that the militia of

New Jersey, with those of Philadelphia, the brigade of general Small-

wood, and a regiment of the line, then at Alexandria, should proceed

with all possible dispatch to re-inforce the principal army in Pennsyl-

vania. They empowered general Washington to impress all wagons,

horses, provisions, and other articles necessary for the use of the armj,

on giving certificates to the owners, who were to be satisfied from

tlie continental treasury. The commander-in-chief exerted himself

to inspire his troops with fresh courage ; he persuaded them that thej

had not shown themselves at all inferior to their adversaries ; and thai

at another time they might decide in their favor what was left in

doubt at the Brandywine. He gave them a day for refreshment, in

the environs of Germantown ; but took care to send out the lightesl

and freshest corps upon the right bank of the Schuylkill, as for as

Chester, in order to watch the motions of the enemy, to repress his

excursions, and at the same time to collect the dispersed and strag-

gling Americans. As to himself, he repaired to Philadelphia, where

he had frequent conferences with the congress, in order to concert

with them the measures to be pursued for the re-establishment ol

affairs. But the fifteenth he returned to camp, and repassing, with

all his forces, from the left to the right bank of the Schuylkill, pro-

ceeded on the Lancaster road as far as the Warren tavern, with the

intention of risking another engagement. Conjecturing that the

enemy must be much incumbered with their sick and wounded, he

ordered Smallwood to hang with his light troops on their flank or

rear, as occasion might require, and do them all the harm he could.

At the same time, the bridge over the Schuylkill was ordered to be

loosened from its moorings, to swing on the Philadelphia side ; and

general Armstrong, with the Pennsylvania militia, was directed to
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guard the passes over that river, for the defense of which M. de

Portail, chief of engineers, constructed such sudden works as might

be of immediate use.

General Howe, having passed the night of the eleventh on the field

of battle, sent the following day a strong detachment to Concord,

commanded by general Grant, who was joined afterwards by lord

Cornwallis. They marched together towards Chester, upon the bank

of the Delaware, as if they intended to surprise Philadelphia. Plowe,

with the main body of his army, advanced to gain the Lancaster

road, and had arrived on the sixteenth near Goshen, when he re-

ceived intelligence that Washington was approaching with all his

troops to give him battle, and was already within five miles of Goshen.

With great alacrity, both armies immediately prepared for action

;

the advanced parties had met, when there came up so violent a fall

of rain, that the soldiers were forced to cease their fire. The Amer-
icans, especially, suffered exceedingly from it in their arms and am-

munition. Their gunlocks not being well secured, many of their

muskets were rendered unfit for use. Their cartridge-boxes had

been so badly constructed as not to protect their powder from the

severity of the tempest.

These circumstances compelled Washington to defer the engage-

ment. He therefore recrossed the Schuylkill at Parker's Ferry, an 1

encamped upon the eastern bank of that river, on both sides of

Perkyomy Creek. But as this retreat left general Smalhvood too

much exposed to be surrounded by the enemy, general Wayne, with

his division, was detached to the rear of the British, with orders to

join him ; and carefully concealing himself and his movements, to

seize every occasion which their march might offer, of engaging them

to advantage.

The extreme severity of the weather entirely stopped the British

army, and prevented any pursuit. They made no other movement

than merely to unite their columns, and then took post at Tryduffin,

whence they detached a party to seize a magazine of flour and other

stores, which the republicans had deposited at Valley Forge. Howe
discovered by his spies, that general Wayne, with fifteen hundred

men, was lying in the woods in the rear, and not far from the left

wing of his army. Suspecting some scheme of enterprise, he deter-

mined to avert the stroke, by causing Wayne to experience the check

he destined for him. Accordingly, in the night of the thirteenth, he

detached general Grey, with two regiments and a body of light in-

fantry, to surprise the enemy. That general conducted the enter-

prise with great prudence and activity. Stealing his way through the

woods, he arrived undiscovered, about one in the morning, before the
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encampment of Wayne. Having forced his pickets without noise,

the British detachment, guided by the hght of their fires, rushed in

upon the enemy, torpid with sleep and chilled with terror. In the

midst of this obscurity and confusion, a shocking slaughter was exe-

cuted with bayonets. The Americans lost many of their men, with

their baggage, arms, and stores. The whole corps must have been

cut off, if Wayne had not preserved his coolness ; he promptly rallied

a few regiments, who withstood the shock of the enemy, und covered

the retreat of the others. The loss of the English was very incon-

siderable. When this attack commenced, general Smallwood, who was
coming up to join Wayne, was already within a mile of the field of

battle ; and, had he commanded troops who were to be relied on,

might have given a very different turn to the night. But his militia,

who were excessively alarmed, thought oniy of their own safety ; and

having fallen in with a party returning from the pursuit of Wayne,
they instantly fled in confusion.

Having thus secured his rear, the British general re,3olved to bring

the Americans to action, or to press them so far from Philadelphia as

should enable him to push suddenly across the Schuylkill, and turn

without danger to his right, in order to take possession of that city.

To this end he made such movements upon the v^^^stern bank, as to

give the enemy jealousy that he intended to cross higher up, where

the river was more shallow, and after turning his right flank, to seize

the extensive magazines of provisions and military stores, which had
been established at Reading. In order to oppose so great a mischief,

Washington retired with his army up the river, and encamped at

Potts Grove. Howe, on intelligence of this change of the enemy's

position, immediately crossed the Schuylkill without opposition; a

part of his troops being passed at Gordon's Ford, and the rest lower

down at Flatland Ford. On the night of the twenty-third, the whole

British army encamped upon the left bank ; thus finding itself be-

tween the army of Washington and the city of Philadelphia.

It was now self-evident that nothing could save that city from the

grasp of the English, unless the American general chose to risk a

battle for its rescue.

But Washington, more »v'ded by prudence than by the v/ishes

and clamors of the multitude, abstained from resorting to that fatal

experiment He deemed it a measure of blind temerity to commit
the fate of America to the uncertain issue of a general engagement.
He daily expected the arrival of the remaining troops of Wayne and
Smallwood, the continental troops of Peek's Kill and the provincial

militia of New Jersey, under the command of general Dickinson.

The soldiers were less fatigued than worn down by continual

VOL. II. D*
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marches, bad roads, want of food, and sufferings of every denomina-

tion. A council of war being assembled, and the condition of the

army considered, it was unanimously decided to remain on the pres-

ent ground, until the expected re-inforcements should arrive, and

to allow the harassed troops a few days for repose.

Washington resolved to proceed in every point with extreme cir-

cumspection, holding himself ready to seize the occasions which

Heaven might offer him for the glory of its own cause, and for the

good of the republic. Philadelphia was therefore abandoned as a

prey which could not escape the enemy.

When it was known in that city that the violent rain which fell on

the sixteenth, had prevented the two armies from coming to action,

and that Washington had been constrained to retire behind the

Schuylkill, congress adjourned itself to the twenty-seventh, at Lan-

caster. At the same time, the public magazines and archives were

evacuated with all diligence ; the vessels lying at the wharves were

removed up the Delaware. About twenty individuals were taken

into custody, the greater part of them Quakers, avowed enemies to

the state ; having positively refused to give any security in writing,

or even verbal attestation, of submission or allegiance to the present

government. Tiiiey were sent off to Staunton, in Virginia, as a

place of security.

With unshaken confidence m the virtue of Washington, as a suffi-

cient pledge for the hope of the republic, the congress invested him

with the same dictatorial powers that were conceded him after the

reverses of New Jersey. At length, the rumor of the approach of

the English increasing from hour to hour, they left the city. Lord

Cornwallis entered Philadelphia the twenty-sixth of September, at

the head of a detachment of British and Hessian grenadiers. The

rest of the army remained in the camp of Germantown. Thus the

rich and populous capital of the whole confederation fell into the

power of the royalists, after a sanguinary battle, and a series of

maneuvers, no less masterly than painful, of the two armies. The

Quakers, and all the other loyalists who had remained there, wel-

comed the English with transports of gratulation. Washington, de-

scending along the left bank of the Schuylkill, approached within

sixteen miles of Germantown. He encamped at Skippach Creek,

purposing to accommodate his measures to the state of things.

The loss of Philadelphia did not produce among the Americans a

particle of that discouragement which the Enghsh had flattered them-

selves would be the consequence of this event. The latter, on find-

ing themselves masters of that city, erected batteries upon the Dela-

ware, in order to command the whole breadth of the river, prevent
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any sudden attack by water, and interdict to the republicans all navi-

gation between its upper and lower parts. While they were engaged
in these works, the Americans, with the frigate Delaware anchored
within five hundred yards of the unfinished batteries, and with some
smaller vessels, commenced a very heavy cannonade both upon the

batteries and the town. They did not, however, display the judg-

ment which their knowledge of the river might be supposed to afford
;

for upon the falling of the tide, the Delaware grounded so effectually

that she could not be got off, which being perceived by the English,

they brought their cannon to play upon her with so much effect that

she was soon obliged to strike her colors. The same fire compelled

the other vessels to retire up the river, with the loss of a schooner

which was driven ashore.

The Americans, under the apprehension of what afterwards hap-

pened, that is, of not being able to preserve Philadelphia, had, with

great labor and expense, constructed all manner of works to interrupt

the navigation of the river, in order to prevent the British fleet from
communicating with the troops that might occupy the city. They
knew that the army of Washington, when it should have received its

re-inforcements, would soon be in a condition to take the field anew,
and to cut off the enemy's supplies on the side of Pennsylvania ; if,

therefore, unable to procure them by water, the English must in a
short time be compelled to evacuate the city. Pursuant to this rea-

soning, the Americans had erected works and batteries upon a flat,

low, marshy island, or rather a bank of mud and sand which had
been accumulated in the Delaware near the junction of the Schuylkill,

and which from its nature was called Mud, but from these defenses,

Fort Island. On the opposite shore of New Jersey, at a place

called Red Bank, they had also constructed a fort or redoubt, well

covered with heavy artillery. In the deep navigable channel be-

tween or under the cover of these batteries they had sunk several

ranges of frames or machines, the construction of which we have
already described in a foregoing book. About three miles lower

down, they had sunk other ranges of these machines, and were con-
structing for their protection some considerable and extensive works,
which, though not yet finished, were in such forwardness, as to be
provided with artillery, and to command their object, at a place on
the Jersey side, called Billings Point. These works and machines
were further supported by several galleys, mounting heavy cannon,
together with two floating batteries, a number of armed vessels, and
small craft of various kinds, and some fire-ships.

The English well knew the importance of opening for themselves

« free communication with the sea, by means of the Delaware ; sine*
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their operations could never be considered secure, so long as the

enemy should maintain positions upon the banks of that river ; and
accordingly they deliberated upon the means of reducing them.

Immediately after the success of the Brandywine, lord Howe, who
commanded the whole fleet, had made sail for the mouth of the

Delaware, and several light vessels had already arrived in that river,

among others the Roebuck, commanded by captain Hammond.
That officer represented to general Howe, that if sufficient forces

were sent to attack the fort at Billings Point, on the Jersey shore, it

might be taken without difficulty ; and that he would then take upon
himself to open a passage for the vessels through the chevaux-de-

frize. The general approved this project, and detached two regi-

ment under colonel Stirling, to carry it into effect. The detach-

ment, having crossed the river from Chester, the moment they had
set foot upon the Jersey shore, marched with all speed to attack the

fort in rear.

The Americans, not thinking themselves able to sustain the ene-

my's assault, immediately spiked their artillery, set fire to the bar-

racks, and abandoned the place with precipitation. The English

waited to destroy or to render unserviceable those parts of the works
which fronted the river, and this success, with the spirit and perse-

verance exhibited by the officers and crews of the ships under his

command, enabled Hammond, through great difficulties, to carry the

principal object of the expedition into effect, by cutting away and
weighing up so much of the chevaux-de-frize as opened a narrow

passage for the shipping through this lower barrier.

The two regiments of Stirling returned, after their expedition, to

Chester, whither another had been sent to meet them, in order that

they might all together form a sufficient escort for a large convoy of

provisions to the camp.

Washington, who had not left his position at Skippach Creek,

being informed that three regiments had been thus detached, and

knowing that lord Cornwallis lay at Philadelphia with four battalions

of grenadiers, perceived that the army of Howe must be sensibly

weakened. He determined, therefore, to avail himself of this favor-

able circumstance, and to fall unexpectedly upon the British army
encamped at Germantown.

He took this resolution with the more confidence, as he was now
re-inforced by the junction of the troops from Peek's Kill and the

Maryland militia.

Germantown is a considerable village, about half a dozen miles

from Philadelphia, and which, stretching on both sides of the greal

road to the northward, forms a continued street of two miles in
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length. The British line of encampment crossed Germantown at

right angles about the center, the left wing extending on the west,

from the town to the Schuylkill. That wing was covered in front by

the mounted and dismounted German chasseurs, who were station-

ed a little above towards the American camp ; a battalion of light

infantry and the Queen's American rangers were in the front of the

right. The center, being posted within the town, was guarded by

the fortieth regiment, and another battalion of light infantry station-

ed about three quarters of a mile above tiie head of the village.

Washington resolved to attack the British by surprise, not doubting

that, if he succeeded in breaking them, as they were not only dis-

tant, but totally separated from the fleet, his victory must be decisive

He so disposed his troops, that the divisions of Sullivan and Wayne,

flanked by Conway's brigade, were to march down the main road,

and entering the town by the way of Chesnut Hill, to attack the

English center, and the right flank of their left wing ; the divisions

of Greene and Stephens, flanked by Macdougall's brigade, were to

take a circuit towards the east, by the Limekiln road, and entering

the town at the market-house, to attack the left flank of the right

wing. The intention of the American general in seizing the village

of Germantown by a double attack, was effectually to separate the

right and left wings of the royal army, which must have given him

a certain victory. In order that the left flank of the left wing might

not contract itself, and support the right flank of the same wing,

general Armstrong, with the Pennsylvania militia, was ordered to

march down the bridge road upon the banks of the Schuylkill, and

endeavor to turn the English, if they should retire from that river.

In like manner, to prevent the right flank of the right wing from

going to the succor of the left flank, which rested upon German-
town, the militia of Maryland and Jersey, under generals Smallwood
and Forman, were to march down the Old York road, and to fall

upon the English on that extremity of their wing. The division of

lord Sterling, and the brigades of generals Nash and Maxwell,

formed the reserve. These dispositions being made, Washington

quitted his camp at Skippach Creek, and moved towards the enemy,

on the third of October, about seven in the evening. Parties of

cavalry silently scoured all the roads, to seize any individual who
might have given notice to the British general of the danger that

threatened him. Washington in person accompanied the column of

Sullivan and Wayne. The march was rapid and silent.

At three o'clock in the morning, the British patroles discovered the

approach of the Americans ; the troops were soon called to arms

;

each took his post with the precipitation of surprise. About sunrise
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the Americans came up. General Conway, having driven in the pick

ets, fell upon the fortieth regiment and the battalion of light infantry.

These corps, after a short resistance, being overpowered by numbers,

were pressed and pursued into the village. Fortune appeared al-

ready to have declared herself in favor of the Americans ; and cer-

tainly if they had gained complete possession of Germantown,

nothing could have frustrated them of the most signal victory. But

in this conjuncture, lieutenant-colonel Musgrave threw himself, with

six companies of the fortieth regiment, into a large and strong stone

house, situated near the head of the village, from which he poured

upon the assailants so terrible a fire of musketry that they could ad-

vance no futther. The Americans attempted to storm this unex-

pected covert of the enemy, but those within continued to defend

themselves with resolution. They finally brought cannon up to the

assault, but such was the intrepidity of the English, and the violence

of their fire, that it was found impossible to dislodge them. During

this time, general Greene had approached the right wing, and routed,

after a slight engagement, the light infantry and Queen's rangers.

Afterwards, turning a little to his right, and towards Germantown, he

fell upon the left flank of the enemy's right wing, and endeavored to

enter the village. Meanwhile, he expected that the Pennsylvania

militia, under Armstrong, upon the right, and the militia of Maryland

and Jersey, commanded by Smallwood and Forman on the left,

would have executed the orders of the commander-in-chief, by at-

tacking and turning, the first the left, and the second the right, flank

of the British army. But either because the obstacles they encoun-

tered had retarded them, or that they wanted ardor, the former

arrived in sight of the German chasseurs, and did not attack them
;

the latter appeared too late upon the field of battle.

The consequence was, that general Grey, finding his left flank se-

cure, marched, with nearly the whole of the left wing, to the assist-

ance of the center, which, notwithstanding the unexpected resistance

of colonel Musgrave, was excessively hard pressed in Germantown,

wheie the Americans gained ground incessantly. The battie was

now very warm at that village, the attack and the defense being

equally vigorous. The issue appeared for some time dubious. Gen-

eral Agnew was mortally wounded, while charging with great brave-

ry, at the head of the fourth brigade. The American colonel Mat-

thews, of the column of Greene, assailed the English with so much

fury that he drove them before him into the town. He had taken a

large number of prisoners, and was about entering the village, wiien

he perceived that a thick fog and the unevenness of the ground had

caused him to lose sight of the rest of his division. Being soon en-
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veloped by the extremity of the right wing, which fell back upon

him when it had discovered that nothing was to be apprehended from

the tardy approach of the militia of Maryland and Jersey, he was

compelled to surrender with all his party ; the English had already

rescued their prisoners. This check was th« cause that two regi-

ments of the English right wing were enabled to throw themselves

into Germantown, and to attack the Americans who had entered it

in flank. Unable to sustain the shock, they retired precipitately,

leaving a great number of killed and wounded. Lieutenant-colonel

Musgrave, to whom belongs the principal honor of this aftair, was

then relieved from all peril. General Grey, being absolute master

of Germantown, flew to the succor of the right wing, which was

engaged with the left of the column of Greene. The Americans

then took to flight, abandoning to the English, throughout the line,

a victory of which, in the commencement of the action, they had felt

assured.

The principal causes of the failure of this well concerted enter-

prise, were the extreme haziness of the weather ; which was so thick,

that the Americans could neither discover the situation nor move-

ments of the British army, nor yet those of their own ; the inequali-

ty of the ground, which incessantly broke the ranks of their battal-

ions ; an inconvenience more serious and difficult to be repaired for

new and inexperienced troops, as were most of the Americans, than

for the English veterans ; and, finally, the unexpected resistance of

Musgrave, who found means, in a critical moment, to transform a

mere house into an impregnable fortress.

Thus fortune, who at first had appeared disposed to favor one

party, suddenly declared herself on the side of their adversaries.

Lord Cornwallis, being at Philadelphia, upon intelligence of the

attack upon the camp, flew to its succor with a corps of cavalry and

the grenadiers ; but when he reached the field of battle, the Ameri-

cans had already left it. They had two hundred men killed in this

action; the number of wounded amounted to six hundred; and

about four hundred were made prisoners. One of their most la-

mented losses was that of general Nash, of North Carolina. The
loss of the British was little over five hundred in killed and wounded

;

among the former were brigadier-general Agnew, an officer of rare

merit, and colonel Bird. The American army saved all its artillery,

and retreated the same day about twenty miles, to Perkyomy

Creek.

The congress expressed in decided terms their approbation, both

Off the plan of this enterprise and the courage with which it wa»

executed ; for which their thanks were given to the general and th»
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army. General Stephens, however, was cashiered for misconduct

on the rcircat.

A few days after the battle, the royal army removed from German-
town to Philadelphia. The want of provisions would not have

permitted Howe to follow the enemy into his fastnesses, and he was

desirous of co-operating with the naval force in opening the navi-

gation of the Delaware. Washington, having received a small re-

inforcement of fifteen hundred militia, and a state regiment from

Virginia, again advanced a few miles towards the English, and en-

camped once more at Skippach Creek. Thus, the British general

might have seen that he had to grapple with an adversary, who, far

from allowing himself to be discouraged by adverse fortune, seemed,

on the contrary, to gain by it more formidable energies ; who, the

moment after defeat, was prepared to resume the offensive ; and

whose firmness and activity were such, that even the victories ob-

tained by his adversaries only yielded them the effects of defeat.

Nor was the taking of Philadelphia attended with those advantages

which were expected from it.

The inhabitants of the country were not in the least intimidated

by that event ; and the victorious army, surrounded on all sides by

enemies, found itself, as it were, immured within the precincts of the

city. Washington, posted on the heights of the Schuylkill, main-

tained a menacing attitude ; he employed his cavalry and light troops

in scouring the country between the banks of that river and those of

the Delaware. He thus repressed the excursions of the English,

prevented them from foraging with safety, and deterred the disaffect-

ed or the avaricious among the people of the country from convey-

ing provisions to their camp. Moreover, the congress passed a reso-

lution, subjecting to martial law and to death all those who should

furnish the royal troops with provisions, or any other aids whatsoever.

Compelled to relinquish the hope of supporting his army from the

adjacent country, the British general now applied himself with dili-

gence to the task of removing the obstructions of the Delaware, and

opening a free communication wiih the fleet. The enterprise pre-

sented difficulties and dangers of no ordinary magnitude. To suc-

ceed in this operation, it was necessary to seize Mud Island, which

was defended by FortMifllin, and the point of Red Bank, where the

Americans had erected Fort Mercer. After the reduction of these

two fortresses, the upper chevaux-de-frize might be destroyed.

General Howe, therefore, resolved to attack them both at the sanft

time, in concert with those ships which had been able to pass thfc

lower barrier. Batteries of heavy artillery had been erected on the

Pennsylvania side, in front of Mud Island, to assist in dislodging tht
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enemy from that position. The garrison of Fort Mifflin was com-

manded by cok>nel Smith, and that of Fort Mercer by colonel

Greene, both officers in great esteem among the Americans.

General Howe had arranged for the attack of Fort Mifflin, tha\

while the batteries on the western shore should open their fire upon

its right flank, the Vigilant ship of war, passing up the narrow chan-

nel which separates Hog Island from the Pennsylvania shore, should

cannonade it in the rear, and the frigates, with the ships Isis and

Augusta in front, approaching it by the middle channel, which is

considerably wider and deeper. As to Fort Mercer, it was also to

be attacked in the rear, on the side of New Jersey, by landing troops

on the left bank of the Delaware.

According to these dispositions, the English put themselves in

motion on the evening of the twenty-first of October. Colonel Do-

nop, a German officer, who had distinguished himself in the course

of this campaign, passed the Delaware from Philadelphia, with a

strong detachment of Hessians, at Cooper's Ferry. Then marching

down upon the Jersey shore, along the bank of the river, he arrived,

at a late hour the following day, in the rear of Red Bank. The
fortifications consisted of extensive outer works, within which was a

strong pahsaded intrenchment, well furnished with artillery. Donop
attacked the fort with the utmost gallantry. The Americans, after a

slight resistance in the outer intrenchment, finding their number too

small to man it sufficiently, withdrew into the body of the redoubt,

where they made a vigorous defense.

Their intrepidity and the vvant of scaling ladders baffled all the

efforts of the Hessians. Colonel Donop was mortally wounded and

taken prisoner. Several of his best officers were killed or disabled
;

colonel Mingerode himself, the second in command, received a dan-

gerous wound. The Hessians were then severely repulsed ; and

lieutenant-colonel Linsing drew them off with precipitation ; but

even in their retreat they suffered extremely by the fire of the ene-

my's galleys and floating batteries. The loss of the Hessians was

estimated at no less than four or five hundred men. Donop expired

of his wounds the next day. The Americans owed much of their

success to the Chevalier de Plessis, a French officer, who directed

the artillery with great ability and valor. The vanquished returned

to Philadelphia.

Meanwhile, the ships had advanced, in order to be in readiness t«

attack Mud Island. After having made their way with difficulty

through the lower barrier, the Augusta man of war, several frigates

and other smaller vessels, waited above it for the tide ; the moment
the flood set in, they proceeded towards their destined stations. But

TOL. U. B
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a strong northerly wind prevented the Vigilant from taking the post

assigned her between Hog Island and the Pennsylvania shore.

Moreover, the obstructions which the Americans had sunk in the

bed of the river, had, in some degree, altered its natural channel.

By this means, the Augusta and Merlin were grounded so fast, at

some distance from the chevaux-dc-frize, that there was no possibil-

ity of getting them off. The frigates, however, reached their sta-

tions, and commenced a cannonade upon Fort Mifflin, while the

batteries on shore were also opened upon the garrison. The Amer-

icans defended themselves with spirit, and night soon put an end to

the engagement. Early next morning the English renewed the

attack, not that in the present state of things they expected to reduce

the fort, but in the hope that, under cover of their fire, the two ships

which were grounded might be got off*. Notwithstanding their

efforts, the Augusta took fire and blew up ; the Merlin, which could

not be removed, was hastily evacuated and laid in a train of destruc-

tion. The frigates, despairing of success, and fearing the effect of

the explosion, retired with the utmost expedition. The congress

voted their thanks and a sword to colonels Greene and Smith, for

Having so gallantly defended the two forts.

The ill success of these two attacks did not, however, discourage

the British commanders ; and such was the importance of opening

the navigation of the Delaware, as well to secure the arrival of stores

and supplies, as to obtain a free communication with the fleet, that

they resolved to leave no means unessayed for the attainment of this

object.

Fort Mifflin was placed at the lower end of Mud Island, having

its principal fortifications in front, for the purpose of repelling ships

coming up the river. At the opposite extremity, no attack being

expected, as the naval means of the British in Philadelphia were too

feeble to excite alarm, the fort was surrounded only by a wet ditch.

This part, however, was flanked by a blockhouse at each of its an-

gles, one of which had been much damaged in the late attack. A
little above Mud Island is another small morassy island called Prov-

ince Islmul ; this the English had occupied in order to be able to

batter Fort Mifflin in its rear, and weakest part. They were inces-

santly employed in conveying thither heavy artillery, provisions, and

stores, by a difficult channel, near the west bank of the river, behind

Hog Island. They also erected fortifications, in the most suitable

places. The Americans perceived distinctly that when the enemy

should have completed his works on this island, their position on Mud
Island would no longer be tenable.
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Washington would have desired, by a sudden expedition, to dis-

lodge the EngUsh from Province Island, but as Howe had thrown a

bridge over the Schuylkill, he might, while the Americans were at-

tempting this stroke, have fallen upon their rear and cut off their

retreat. If the American general marched with all his army to cover

it, he exposed himself to a general battle, which he wished to avoid.

It appeared to him imprudent to put so much at hazard, after the

late unfortunate actions. He felt the greater repugnance to embrace

adventurous counsels, as he was already apprised of the successes

obtained by the northern army ; in consequence of which, a great

part of the troops employed against Burgoyne, might be drawn to

re-inforce his own. He abstained, therefore, from undertaking the

enterprise against Province Island, hoping, however, that the courage

•of the defenders of Fort Mifflin, and the succors that might be sent

them secretly, would suffice to prolong their resistance.

But every thing being prepared on the side of the English, they

executed their attack the fifteenth of November. All the ships, be-

ing arrived at their posts, opened a furious cannonade. The Ameri-

cans answered it, at first, with no less vigor from the fort, from tho

batteries of New Jersey, and from the galleys which were stationed

near that shore. But at length, the works being battered down and

the ditches filled up with their ruins, their situation became critical.

They perceived t!ie English were taking measures for storming

the body of the fortress the following morning, and being sensible

that, in the prescat state of things, it was not defensible, having sent

off their stores, they set fire to every thing that was capable of

receiving it, and evacuated the place in the night. They Vithdrew

to Red Bank. The next day the English took possession of the

fort.

It still remained to dislodge the soldiers of congress from Red
Bank, before the obstructions of the Delaware could be entirely re-

moved. This operation was of absolute necessity ; for, although

some vessels of easy burden, being loaded with provisions from the

country about Chester, where the inhabitants were well afiected to

the royal cause, brought scanty supplies to Philadelphia, yet the

scarcity in that city became daily more distressing; and firewood was

almost totally wanting.

In consequence of these considerations, general Howe, having

covered Philadelphia by intrenchments, extending from the De'a-

ware to the Schuylkill, and having received some re-inforcementa

from New York, sent Cornwallis with a strong detachment to the

Jersey shore, with instructions to collect provisions, and attack Fort

Mercer in the rear. That general, having crossed from Chester to
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Billings Point, prepared to execute the orders he had received. He
was there joined by a body of forces just arrived from New York.

Washington, upon intelligence of this movement, being earnestly

desirous to preserve, if practicable, a position so capable of arrest-

ing the progress of the enemy, had ordered major-general Greene,

iin officer he much esteemed for his talents and intrepidity, to pass,

also, at the head of a strong detachment, into New Jersey. A hope

was entertained that he would be able, not only to protect Fort

Mercer, but to obtain some decisive advantage over lord Corn-

wallis ; as the situation of the fort, which the British general could

only invest by placing himself between Timber and Manto Creeks,

neither of them fordable for a great distance from the Delaware,

would expose the assailants to great peril from a respectable force

in their rear. General Greene passed the Delaware, and landed at

Burlington. He was accompanied by the marquis de la Fayette

who was eager to enter the field again, though not yet well cured of

his wound.

This division was to be re-inforced by the troops expected from

the banks of the Hudson. The march was commenced ; but gene-

ral Greene, being informed that Cornwallis was become greatly

superior to him in number, by the junction of the re-inforcemen I

from New York, abandoned the plan of giving him battle. Heiu..-

colonel Greene, who commanded the garrison, losing all hope of

guccor, and apprised of the approach of Cornwallis, evacuated Fort

Mercer, and Red Bank, leaving his artillery, with a considerable quan-

tity of cannon ball and stores, in the power of the royalists. The

English dismantled the fort, and demohshed all the works.

The American shipping having now lost all protection on either

side of the river, several galleys and other 'U-med vessels took the

advantage of a favorable night to pass the batteries of Philadelphia,

and escape to places of security further up. The English, on per-

ceiving this transaction, sent an officer with a party of seamen to

man the Delaware frigate, and took such other measures as rendered

the escaping of the remainder impracticable. Thus environed, the

crews abandoned and set fire to their vessels, which were all con-

sumed, to the amount of seventeen, of different sorts, including two

floating batteries, and four fire ships. The English, having secured.

as we have seen, the command of the river, labored to clear it of all

the impediments with which the Americans had obstructed its chan-

nel. But the difficulties they had to surmount were extreme, and

the season was far advanced, it being already the last of November.

With all these efforts they could only obtain such an opening through

the upper barrier as admitted vessels of easy burden. These were
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accordingly employed for the transport of provisions and stores to

Philadelphia. Although the royalists had thus partly succeeded in

re-establishing the navigation of the Delaware, the resistance of the

republicans had been so strenuous and so long, that general Howe
could find no opportunity for attacking the army of Washington

before it was re-inforced by the victorious troops of the Hudson.

Acting always with prudence, the British general would never expose

himself to the hazard of a battle until he was sure of being able to

communicate freely with the fleet of the admiral, his brother, as well

on account of supplies, as for the security of retreat i*i case of mis-

fortune. General Greene had remained in New Jersey. He had

already been joined by several corps sent by general Gates to the as-

sistance of the army of Pennsylvania ; among them was that of Mor-

gan's riflemen, become celebrated by a multitude of brilliant exploits.

Washington was not without hopes that Greene would find occasion

to gain some advantage that might counterbalance the losses, which

it had been impossible to avoid. But Cornwallis had so fortified

himself on Gloucester Point, that he was perfectly secure from any

enterprise on the part of general Greene. Washington then became

apprehensive that the British general, having accomplished all the

objects of his expedition into New Jersey, by the reduction of Fort

Mercer, the junction with his re-inforcements, and the expediting of

a great quantity of provisions to Philadelphia, might suddenly recross

the Delaware, and thus enable Howe, with all his forces, to attack

the American 'army while divided. Greene was therefore ordered

to repass the river immediately, and join the principal army at

Skippach Creek. Similar considerations determined general Howe
to direct the detachment of Cornwallis to rejoin him without delay.

Before, however, the two parties evacuated New Jersey, Morgan's

rifle corps and some detachments of militia, commanded by the

marquis de la Fayette, gallantly attacked and routed a body of

Hessians and English grenadiers. After this affair, the marquis, who

had till then served as a volunteer, was invested by congress with

the command of a division of the army.

Washington had at length been re-inforced by the troops which

Gates had sent him ; their march had experienced difficulties and

frequent delays. Gates himselfhad shown much repugnance to put

them in motion ; and, besides, they had manifested a mutinous spirit

towards their chiefs, declaring that they would not march without

money and without clothing. Their officers, however, finally suc-

ceeded in persuading them to proceed. This aid was composed of

four thousand men of approved courage, and flushed with recent vic-

tory ; but squalid in their appearance, from fatigues and want of
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necessaries. After the junction of these troops, Washington advan-

ced within fourteen miles of Philadelphia, to a place called White

Marsh, where he encamped in a very strong position, with his right

to the Wissahickon Creek, and the front partly covered by Sandy

Run. At this time the American army consisted of twelve thousand

regulars and something over, with about three thousand militia.

Howe had with him but little more than twelve thousand lighting

men.

He was ardently desirous, however, ofgiving battle. Hoping that

the late re-inforcements would animate liis adversary with the same

desire, he marched on the fourth of December towards the enemy,

fully determined to make another trial of the fortune of arms. He
took post on Chesnut Hill, in front of the enemy's right, at only three

miles distance. Some skirmishes happened, in which the royalists

generally had the advantage. But Howe, finding that the right of

the enemy afforded no opening for an attack, changed his ground

before day on the seventh, and took a new position opposite to their

center and left, not more than a mile from their lines. He continued

to extend upon the enemy's left, as if his intention was to turn it, and

attack in the rear. Washington did not shun the battle, but chose to

receive it in his lines. According to his invariable plan, he thought,

first of all, of the preservation of the army, on which depended the

fate of all America. At length, the British general, finding that

nothing could provoke or entice him into the field, and that his camp

was in every part inaccessible, after a variety of fruitless maneuvers,

returned to Philadelphia. The British army suffered greatly in these

marches and countermarches, from the severity of the weather, both

officers and soldiers being totally destitute of tents and field equipage
5

this, added to the fatigues of war, had reduced them to -a deplorable

condition. Upon this account, and considering the steadiness of the

enemy in declining to fight without every probability of success, gene-

ral Howe determined to place his troops in winter quarters at Phila-

delphia ; having first, however, sent out a strong detachment of

cavalry, under lord Cornwallis, to make a general forage on the west-

ern side of the Schuylkill. Washington, in like manner, resolved to

give his troops winter lodgings ; but he was undecided where to

choose them. He was not willing to leave the country exposed to

the depredations of the enemy, and yet he wished to avoid extending

his quarters too much, lest they should be forced at different point*

by sudden attacks.

On the west side of the Schuylkill, about twenty miles from Phil-

adelphia, is a deep and rugged hollow, called Valley Forge. UjJon

the mountainons flanks of this valiey, and upon a vast plain which
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overlooks it, as well as all the adjacent country, Washington finally

concluded to establish his army for the winter.

His soldiers were too ill clothed to admit of their being exposed

to the inclemency of that season under mere tents ; it was therefore

decided that a sufficient number of huts should be erected, to be

made of logs, and filled in with mortar, in which they would find a

more effectual shelter. The whole army began :to marcn towards

Valley Forge ; some soldiers were seen to drop dead with cold

;

others, without shoes, had their feet cut by the ice, and left th'iir

tracks in blood. After the most painful efforts, the troops at length

reached their destined quarters. They immediately set about con-

structing their habitations, which they erected upon the plan of a

regular city. All was movement ; some cut down trees, others

fashioned them ; in a short time all the barracks were completed,

and the soldiers comfortably lodged. After a severe and sanguinary

campaign of four months, the two armies appeared thus to enjoy

some repose, sufficiently protected from the rigors of the season.

The British general had derived no other fruit from all his victories,

and from all his maneuvers, than simply that of having procured ex-

cellent winter quarters for his army.

1778. In this alternation of good and ill success, passed the year

1777 for the two belligerent parties in America. If the Americans,

in the war of Canada and upon the banks of the Hudson, gave bril-

liant proofs of no common valor ; if, in their campaign of Pennsyl-

vania, they bore their reverses with an heroic firmness, they exhibit-

ed in their quarters of Valley Forge such examples of constancy and

resignation, as we should not dare to pronounce ever to have been

equaled by other nations, in any age or any country. They had not

only to endure the extreme inclemency of the season, but the most

distressing destitution of things the most necessary to life. These

sufferings of the army originated from several causes, such as the

pressure of circumstances, the avarice of the contractors or purchas-

ing commissaries, the adverse dispositions of the inhabitants, and,

finally, the little experience of congress itself in affairs relating to

public administration, especially in the military department.

Scarcely were the troops established in their encampment of Val-

ley Forge, when, Howe having sent a strong detachment to forage

on the islands of the Delaware, and the country about Derby, Wash-

ington, in order to oppose it, was inclined to march a considerable

part of his army towasds that point. But on viewing the state of

the magazines, it was discovered, with surprise and alarm, that they

contained no more than one day's provision.

In such pressing danger of a total famine^ and the entire dissolu-
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licif of the army, it became necessary not only to relinquish the de-

sign of marching against the English, but instantly to detach parties

tlifferent ways to seize, as in an enemy's country, the provision re-

quisite to satisfy the present wants of the army. Washington was

authorized to take this measure by the urgency of the conjuncture,

and by the decree of congress, which conferred upon him dictjitorial

powers. The foragers executed their commissions, and by incredi-

ble exertions, and not without exciting the greatest discontent among

the country people, victualed the camp for a few days ; but soon the

same distress was felt anew, and the same resource could not the

second ti.Tie afford relief. Whatever efforts were made, little could

be gleaned, as well because the adjacent country was already near-

ly exhausted, as because the inhabitants were careful to conceal in

the woods and swamps, their cattle, and other articles, liable to be

taken for the use of the army ; they acted thus, either from contra-

riety of opinion, or from love of gain. They preferred to encoun-

ter all the perils of carrying their supplies to Philadelphia, where

they were paid for them in ready money, to reserving them for the

use of their own soldiers, because, in the latter case, they only re-

ceived certificates to be discharged at some future time. They much

doubted whether they would ever be liquidated, so great was their

want of confidence in the stability of the government, and they

were not ignorant that some of these bills had been refused payment

when fully due.

The commander-in-chief had not neglected to write, in the most

pressing terms, to the governors of New England, requesting them

to send forward subsistence for the army with all possible expedi-

tion, and especially supplies of cattle, which abound in those prov-

inces. The purchasing commissaries had repaired thither, and con-

tracted, particularly in Connecticut, for immense quantities of pro-

\isions, well knowing the impossibility of subsisting an army, for any

length of time, by compulsory requisitions. But these means were

slow in operating the desired relief; and a false measure of congress

had nearly frustrated the effect which was expected from the con-

tracts. The victories of Howe, and the gloomy aspect of affairs in

Pennsylvania, and, perhaps, more than all, the- enormous issues of

bills of credit, which the congress, controlled by a fatal necessity,

were continually making, had occasioned these bills to fall at that

epoch to one fourth of their nominal value, so that one hundred dol-

lars in paper would command no more than twenty-five dollars in

specie. The price of articles of the first necessity had advanced

nearly in proportion, and the commissaries, in order to concluda

their bargains, had been obhged to conform to the current rates
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The congress disapproved of their doings, attributing to the avarice

of the citizens what was really the effect of the public distress. Ac-

cordingly, they either annulled the contracts or postponed the exe-

cution of them. Not satisfied with this, they passed a resolution

which could not appear to have been dictated by an indispensable

necessity, since, from its very nature, it could never be carried into

effect. They invited the different states of the Union to determine

and establish by express laws, not only the price of labor, but alsc

that of all articles of common use in human life. The several states

complied with the recommendation of congress, and apprized things

by law. The result was, that the citizens secreted their effects, and

buyers could find nothing they wanted, either in the public markets

or elsewhere.

Famine began to prevail in the camp of Valley Forge ; already

the most alarming consequences were apprehended. Notwithstand-

ing their admirable patience, the soldiers murmured, and a mutiny

appeared inevitable. The congress, at length constrained by the

force of things, retraced their steps, and recommended to the several

state legislatures the repeal of all laws on the subject of prices.

The contracts of the purchasing commissaries were allowed to

take effect. But the difficulty of procuring a sufficient number of

wheel carriages still delayed the arrival of the convoys. Washington,

to prevent the total dissolution of his army, ordered a general forage

in the neighborhood of the camp, under the direction of general

Greene. Captains Lee and Mac Lane, officers no less sagacious

than active, were charged with a similar commission in the states of

Maryland and Delaware ; and colonel Tilghman in New Jersey.

Each of these executed the orders of the commander-in-chief with

equal zeal and effect ; they penetrated into the most retired places

of concealment, where they found grain and cattle in abundance.

Captains Mac Lane and Lee, in particular, discovered large droves

in the marshy meadows on the Delaware, ready to be expedited for

Philadelphia, which they soon caused to take the direction of Valley

Forge. Thus the camp found itself again victualed for the present.

It may perhaps appear unaccountable, that the American government

should not seasonably have employed those means which might have

prevented so urgent a peril. It is, however, certain, that soon after

the commencement of hostilities, the congress had appointed colonel

Trumbull, a man of excellent abilities, and a zealous patriot, to su-

perintend the purchasing of necessaries for the troops. But from

his want of experience, and perhaps of sufficient support on the part

of the government, as yet not well consolidated, it had resulted,

that the array was often on the Doin* '^f suffering from the deficiency
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of supplies ; hence the plans of tlie commander-in-chief were fre-

quently frustrated, and the movements of his army embarrassed, to

the loss of many fair opportunities for the most important strokes.

When, afterwards, about the middle of the year 1777, the depart-

ment of colonel Trumbull began to be administered with more regu-

larity, the congress, believing that the more officers of supply they

had under their control, the better the troops would be served, cre-

ated two commissaries-general, the one of purchases and the other of

issues. They determined that each of these commissaries-general

should have four deputies, to be appointed by congress, not remova-

Dle by the head of tlie department, and accountable to themselves

only.

They afterwards resolved that the quarter-master-general's de-

partment should be executed on the following plan

:

' First, the military line, to be styled the quarter-master-general's,

is to include the regulating of marches, encampments and order of

battle. Second, the commissary of forage. Third, the commissary

of horses and wagons. Fourth, the agent for the purchase of tents,

intrenching tools, building of barracks, and for all the smaller sup-

plies of the department.' Colonel Trumbull, dissatisfied with this

multiplicity of departments, and still more with this independence of

the deputies with respect to the head of the department, requested

the congress to appoint him a successor. The congress persisted in

their plan. The old order of things being thus annihilated, and the

new not yet organized, there followed those serious inconveniences

which we have mentioned above.

Congress at length perceived the inevitable preponderancy in

times of war, and especially in new states, of military men and atiairs

over civil ; they saw there was no possibility of inducing the generals,

who all disapproved it, to execute their plan for the administration of

the army. It was accordingly abandoned, and general Greene, who

enjoyed the entire confidence of the commander-in-chief, was ap-

pointed quarter-master-general, and a very suitable person, named

Wadsworth, commissary-general of purchases ; both having power

tc appoint and remove their assistants. But these measures wero

not adopted till very late ; and before the salutary effects of the new

system could be felt, the army was a prey to such mischiefs and

miseries, as brought the republic to the very brink of destruction.

The distresses of the troops were far from being confined to dearth

of sustenance ; the greatest scarcity, or rather a total want of all

other necessaries, was also experienced in the camp. It was utterly

unprovided even of clothing, an article so essential to the health, as

well as to the spirits of the soldiers ; tattered and half naked, they
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would sooner have been taken for so many mendicants, than defend-

ers of a generous country.

Some few had one shirt, but many only the moiety of one, and

the greater part none at all. Many, for want of shoes, walked bare-

loot on the frozen ground. Few, if any, had blankets for the night.

Great numbers sickened ; others, unfitted for service by the cold and

their nakedness, were excused by their officers from all miUtary duty,

and either remained in their barracks, or were lodged in the houses

of the neighboring farmers. Near three thousand men were thus

rendered incapable of bearing arms. Congress had neglected no

care to provide a remedy for so alarming an evil. They had author-

ized the commander-in-chief, as we have already said, to seize,

wherever he might be, and from any person whatever, all articles of

necessity for the army ; and nothing could be more essential than to

clothe it. But Washington felt great repugnance to using this power

;

as, on the one hand, it exasperated the citizens, and, on the other, it

accustomed the soldiers to lay hands on the property of others. The
congress considered these scruples unseasonable ; they recommended

to the legislatures of each state to enact laws, appointing suitable

persons to seize and take for the use of the army, all articles proper

for the clothing of soldiers, on condition, however, of paying the pro-

prietors foi" the articles so taken, at a rate to be fixed by the conven-

tion of the committees appointed for this purpose by the several

states.

They also created a commissary-general of clothing for the troops,

to be assisted by a deputy commissary in each state, as well for the

purpose of superintending the compulsory requisitions, as in order, if

practicable, to procure all that was necessary by way of contracts.

But these measures were slow in producing the desired effect. Many
detested the thought of wresting from their fellow citizens what they

would not sell voluntarily. There prevailed, besides, at this time, in

all the states, a scarcity of cloths, linens, leather, and generally of

all the articles that were most wanted. Nevertheless, the deputy

commissary of the clothing department in Massachusetts, had suc-

ceeded in concluding contracts with several merchants for large quan-

tities of merchandise, at the rate of ten to eighteen per cent, above

the current price. Their terms appeared exorbitant to some, and

even to the congress, and much was said about the avarice of the

merchants. It was, however, just to consider, that the bills they re-

ceived in payment were already fallen to one fourth of their nominal

value ; that the merchandise in question was extremely scarce in the

country ; that the price of labor was greatly advanced, and that it

was become extremely difficult tomake remittance to foreign countries.
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Whether it was that these murmurs had piqued the merchants, or that

cupidit) had really more power over them than the promises of the

government, several of those who had entered into contracts refused

to furnish, unless they were paid in advance. The congress, being

informed of this determination, addressed a letter to the state gov-

ernments, requesting that the goods should be seized from such as re-

fused to fulfill their contracts, at prices to be fixed by commissioners

appointed for that purpose under the state authority. Tl>ese resolu-

tions of congress, and the letters written to the states by Washington,

urging them in the most earnest language to come to the succor of

his suffering army, at length produced all the effect that was desired
;

yet not so promptly, however, but that the greater part of the win-

ter was already elapsed when the first convoys of clothing arrived

at the camp.

To all the miseries of the army already enumerated, must still be

added the want of straw. The soldiers, overwhelmed with lassitude,

enfeebled by hunger, and benumbed with cold in their service by

day and by night, had no other bed in their huts except the bare and

humid ground. This cause, joined to the others that have been re-

lated, propagated diseases ; the hospitals were as rapidly replenished

as death evacuated them ; their administration was no less defective

in its organization than that of the camp. The unsuilableness of

the buildings in which they had been established, the excessive pen-

ury of every kind of furniture, and the multitude of sick that crowd-

ed them, had generated an insupportable fetor. The hospital fever

broke out in them, and daily swept off the most robust as well as the

feeble. It was not possible to remedy it by often changing the lin-

en, for of this they were utterly unprovided ; nor by a more salubri-

ous diet, when the coarsest was scarcely attainable ; nor even by

medicines, which were either absolutely wanting, or of the worst

quality, and adulterated through the cupidity of the contractors ;
for

such, in general, has been the nature of these furnishers of armies,

that they should rather be denominated the artisans of scarcity ; they

have always preferred money to the life of the soldier. Hence ii

was, that the American hospital resembled more a receptacle for the

dying than a refuge for the sick ; far from restoring health to th«

diseased, it more often proved mortal to the well. This pestilen

tial den was the terror of the army. The soldiers preferred perish-

ing with cold in the open air, to being buried alive in the midst of

the dead. Whether it was the effect of inevitable necessity, or of

the avarice of men, it is but too certain, that an untimely death car-

ried off a multitude of brave soldiers, who, with better attentions.
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might have deen preserved for the defense of their country in its dis-

tress.

All these disorders, so pernicious to the republic, took their origin

in the causes we have related, and partly also in the military organi-

zation itself. The chiefs appeared to acknowledge no system, and

the subalterns no restraint of obedience. Horses were allowed to

perish in the highways, or to escape into the fields, without search.

The roads were incumbered with carts belongmg to the army, and

unfit for service. Hence it happened, that when the incredible ex-

ertions of the government and of good citizens had succeeded in

collecting provisions for the army, they could not be conveyed to the

camp, and, by long delays, they were again dispersed, or wasted.

This defect of carriages was equally prejudicial to the transportation

of arms and military stores, which were, in consequence, abandoned

to the discretion of those who either plundered them, or suffered

them to be plundered. An incalculable quantity of public effects

was thus dissipated or destroyed. In the camp of Valley Forge,

men were constrained to perform, as they really did, with incon-

ceivable patience, the service of beasts of draught, as well in procur-

ing firewood as in drawing the artillery. And certainly, nothing

could be imagined to equal the sufferings which the American army

had to undergo in the course of this winter, except the almost super-

human firmness with which they bore them. Not but that a certain

number, seduced by the royalists, deserted their colors, and slunk

off to the British army in Philadelphia ; but these were mostly

Europeans, who had entered the continental service. The trueborn

Americans, supported by their patriotism, as by their love and vene-

ration for the commander-in-chief, manifested an unshaken perseve-

rance ; they chose rather to suffer all the extremes of famine and of

frost, than to violate, in this perilous hour, the faith they had pledged

to their country. They were encouraged, it is true, by the example

of their generals, who, with an air of serenity, took part in all their

fatigues, and shared in all their privations. But can it be dissem-

bled, that if general Howe had seen fit to seize the opportunity, and

had suddenly attacked the camp at Valley Forge, he would inevita-

bly have gained a complete victory ? Without military stores and

without provisions, how could the Americans have defended their

intrenchments ? Besides, to enter the field anew, in the midst of so

rigorous a season, was become for them an absolute impossibiUty.

On the first of February, four thousand of their men were incapable

of any kind of service, for want of clothing. The condition of the

rest was verv Uttle better. In a word, out of the seventeen thou
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and men that were in camp, it would have been difficult to must«r

five thousand fit for service.

We pretend not to decide what were the motives of the British

general for not taking advantage of a conjuncture so favorable. It

appears to us, at least, that the extreme regard he had to the preser-

vation of his troops, did but lead him on this occasion to reserve

them for greater perils ; and his circumspection rather deserves the

appellation of timidity than of prudence.

Washington was filled with anguish at the calamities of his army.

But nothing gave him more pain than to see his sol4iers exposed to

the most pernicious example ; tiie officers openly declared the design

of resigning their commissions ; many of them had already left the

army, and returned to their families. This determination was prin-

cipally owing to the depreciation of paper money ; it was become

BO considerable, and the price of all articles of consumption, as well

for this reason as from the difficulties of commerce, was so prodi-

giously advanced, that the officers, far from being able to live as it be

came their rank, had not even the means of providing for their sub-

sistence. Some had already exhausted their private resources to

maintain a decent appearance, and others, destitute of patrimonial

fortilne, had been forced to contract debts, or restrict themselves to

a parsimony little worthy of the rank with which they were invested.

Hence a disinclination for the service became almost universal. Nor

should it be supposed that only the less deserving or worthless

desired to resign ; for the regiments being incomplete, and the num-

ber of officers too great, their retreat would not have been an evil

;

but it was especially the bravest, the most distinguished, the most

spirited, who, disdaining more than others the state of degradation

to which they were reduced, were fully resolved to quit the army, in

order to escape from it. Alarmed at the progress of the evil, Wash-

ington endeavored to resist it, by the use of those remedies which

he believed the most suitable ; he spared neither promises nor en-

couragements ; he wrote the most pressing letters to the congress,

that they might seriously consider tlie subject, and take the proper

measures thereon. He exhorted them, especially, to secure half pay

to the officers after the war, either for hfe or for a definite term. He
observed that it was easy to talk of patriotism, and to cite a few-

examples froni ancient history of great enterprises carried by this

alone to a successful conclusion ; but that those who relied solely

upon individual sacrifices for the support of a long and sanguinary

war, must not expect to enjoy their illusion long ; that it was neces^-

ary to take the passions of men as they are, and not as it might be

wislied to find them ; that the love of country had indeed operated
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great things in the commencement of the present revolution ; but

that to continue and complete it, required also the incentive of inter-

est and the hope of reward. The congress manifested at first very

little inclination to adopt the propositions of the commander-in-chief,

either because they deemed them too extraordinary, or from reluc-

tance to load the state with so heavy a burden ; or, finally, because

they thought the grants of lands to the officers and soldiers, of which

we have made mention in its place, ought to satisfy the wishes of

men possessed of any moderation. But at length, submitting to

necessity, they decreed an allowance of half pay for life to the offi-

cers of the army, with the reservation, however, to the government,

of the power to com.mute it, if deemed expedient, for the sum of

six years' half pay. A short time after they passed another resolu-

tion, which restricted the allowance of half pay to seven years, dating

from the end of the war. These measures, though salutary, were

not taken till too late, and, moreover, were not sufficiently spontane-

ous on the part of the government. Already more than two hun-

dred officers of real merit had given up their commissions ; and it

was again exemplified on this occasion, that a benefit long delayed

loses much of its value. Nor should the congress have forgotten,

that the fx)unders of a new state control not, but are controlled by,

soldiers ; and that since their support is so indispensable, and it is

impossible to resist them, the wiser course is to content them.

In the midst of his anxieties, created by the causes we have men-

tioned, Washington had the additional chagrin of finding that certain

intrigues were in agitation against himself. The impatient, who

would have events to succeed each other with the same rapidity as

their own desires, and the ambitious, who, to raise themselves, are

always ready to impute to others the strokes of fortune, or the effects

of necessity, gave out on all occasions, and even published in the

gazettes, that the reverses of the two preceding years, in New Jersey

and in Pennsylvania, were more owing to the incapacity of the com-

mander-in-chief than to any other cause. They enlarged upon the

victories of Gates, whom, they placed far above Washington, and

were continually extolling the neroic valor of the Americans, which

rendered them capable of the most splendid achievements, when

they were led to battle by an able commander. Nor was it merely

among private persons that these slanders were circulated; discon-

tent caused them to be repeated by men in office, gave them admit-

tance into several of the state legislatures, into the midst of the

army, and finally, even into the congress itself. It appeared, thai

the object of these machinations was to give Washington so manj

disgusts that he should of himself retire from the head of the army
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and thus make room for the immediate promotion of Gates to that

exalted station. Whether this general himself had any hand in the

intrigue, is a matter of uncertainty. If the rectitude and acknowl-

edged generosity of his character be considered, it will appear more

probable that he had not. But ambition is a passion of inconceivar-

ble subtilty, wiiich insinuates itself under the appearances of virtue,

and too often corrupts and sullies the most ingenuous minds. It is

certain that Gates was not ignorant of the object of the combination,

and that he threw no difficulties in the way. Perhaps he enter-

tained the opinion, and the authors of these machinations with him,

that Washington was not able to sustain so great a weight, and in-

tended, by giving him a successor, to save the country. As for us,

that respect for truth which ought to be our only guide, compels us

to declare that the leaders of this combination, very little concerned

for the public good, were immoderately so for their own, and that

the aim of all their efforts was, to advance themselves and their

friends at the expense of others. Among them, and of the first

rank, was general Conway, one of the most wily and restless intri-

guers, that ])asscd in those times from Europe into America. De-

claiming and vociferating, incessantly besieging all the members of

congress with liis complaints, he pretended that there existed no

sort of discipline in the American army, that there was no two regi-

ments which maneuvered alike, and not two officers in any regiment

who could execute or command the military exercises; in a v.. :J,

he had said and done so much, that the congress appointed him

inspector and major-general. This appointment excited loud mur-

murs in the camp, and the brigadier-generals remonstrated. But

this man, bent on attaining his purposes, and whose audacity knew

no bounds, openly spoke of the commander-in-chief in the most

derogatory terms ; and, as it always happens in times of adversity,

he readily found those who believed him.

The assembly of Pennsylvania was the first to break the ice ; on

the report that Washington was moving into winter quarters, they

addressed a remonstrance to congress, severely censuring this meas-

ure of the commander-in-chief, and expressing, in very plain words,

their dissatisfaction at the mode in which he had conducted the war.

The Pennsylvanians were excessively chagrined at the loss of their

capital, forgetful of their own backwardness in strengthening the

army, which had twice fought superior numbers in their defense. It

was, moreover, behoved, at the time, that the m.embers of congress

from Massachusetts, and particularly Samuel Adams, had never been

able to brook that the supreme command of all the armies should

Have been conferred upon a Virginian, to the exclusion of the gene-
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rals of their province, who then enjoyed a reputation not infcrioi,

and perhaps superior to that of Washington. It appeared also that

these delegates, being the most zealous partisans of the revolution,

were far from approving the moderation of the commander-in chief.

They would have preferred placing at the head of affairs a more

ardent and decided republican ; and it is asserted that they were on

the point of demanding an inquiry into the causes of the unsuccess-

ful issue of the campaigns of the years 1776 and 1777.

This had not effect. But a board of war was created, under the

direction of generals Gates and Mifflin, both of whom, if they were

not, were thought to be, among the authors of these machinations

against Washington. Anonymous letters were circulated, in which

he was cruelly lacerated ; they made him responsible as well for the

disastrous campaigns of Jersey and Pennsylvania, as for the deplora-

ble condition to which the troops were reduced in their winter quar-

ters. One of these letters was addressed to Laurens, the president

of congress ; it was filled with heavy accusations against the com-

mander-in-chief. Another, similar, was sent to Henry, the governor

of Virginia; both transmitted them to Washington. Supported by

that elevated spirit, and by that firmness which no reverses of fortune

could abate, the serenity he enjoyed was not even for a moment inter-

rupted. He received with the same temper another determination

of congress, matured in concert with the new board of war, perhaps

to let it be seen that they knew how to act by themselves, or because

they had really withdrawn from the commander-in-chief a great part

of the confidence they had placed in him in times past. They had

projected a new expedition against Canada. It was proposed to place

at the head of this enterprise the marquis de la Fayette, whose qual-

ifications, as a Frenchman of illustrious rank, promised peculiar

advantages for the conquest of a province recently French. But,

perhai)s, also, the authors of this scheme had it principally in view, in

separating La Fayette from Washington, to deprive the commander-

in-chief of the defense he found in so faithful a friend. He was to

have been accompanied by the same Conway mentioned above, and

by general Starke. Washington, without having been at all consulted

upon this expedition, and even without its being communicated to him,

received orders to put Hazen's regiment of Canadians on the march

for Albany. He obeyed without delay. The marquis, on his arrir

val at Albany, found nothing prepared for the expedition ; neither

men, nor arms, nor munitions. He complained of it to congress

;

the enterprise was relinquished. Washington was authorized to recall

the young Frenchman to his camp ; as to Conway, he was not invited

thither. Soon after, having made himself the object of general an*-

VOL. u F«
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madversion by the arrogance of his manners, and his intrigues against

Washington, he requested and obtained leave to resign. He was
succeeded in the office of inspector-general by the baron Steuben, a

Prussian officer of distinguished reputation, who, perfectly versed in

the tactics of Frederick II., undertook to teach them to the soldiers

of congress. By his exertions the Americans learned to maneuver
with uniformity, and their discipline was essentially improved.

It would be impossible to express with what indignation the whole

army and the best citizens were filled, on hearing of the machinations

that were in agitation against the illustrious chief, who possessed

their entire affisction. An universal outcry arose against the in-

triguers. Conway no longer durst show himself among the soldiers,

who threatened to wreak their vengeance upon him. He repaired

to York, in Pennsylvania, where at that time the congress resided.

As to Samuel Adams, hurried away by the enthusiasm of his patri-

otic sentiments, he had probably acted from no other motive but the

good of the state ; even he thought it prudent, however, to keep aloof

from the officers and soldiers, under tlie apprehension of injury from

the effiscts of their fury. If the congress, yielding to the artifices

and importunities of the enemies of Washington, had been induced

to take the resolutions we have related, they were nevertheless not

ignorant how dangerous, in affairs of state, are changes made with-

out due reflection. They were perfectly aware that France, whose

intervention they hoped soon to obtain, would never repose in a man
English born, as was Gates, the unbounded confidence she had al-

ready placed in the American chief. They could not but perceive

that, though there might be a warrior possessed of talents equal to

those of Washington, there was none who could rival him in fidelity,

in rectitude, in goodness, and still less in the esteem of the people and

the affection of the soldiers. Upon these considerations, the congress

maintained a firm stand against all intrigues, and manifested no ap-

pearance of a disposition to take the supreme command from one

who had approved himselt so worthy to hold it. Washington was

fully apprised of the artifices that were employed to diminish his

well earned reputation ; far from allowing them to intimidate him,

he did not even appear to notice them. He indulged none of that

secret discontent which men of weak minds, or whose hearts are de-

voured by ambition, are too apt, in similar circumstances, to cherish

against their country ; his zeal for his duty never experienced the

smallest remission. This conjuncture certainly enabled him to ex-

hibit his moderation and his constancy in all their splendor ; it prov-

ed that he could vonrmidi himself. Ho was in the midst of an ap-

my dejected by r defeats, destitute of every accommodation»
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and reduced to the verge of famine. Gates, at the same time, shone

with all the luster of recent victory, and all the renown of his an-

cient exploits. As to Washington, lacerated by the pubhc prints,

denounced in anonymous letters, publicly accused by the represen

tation of different provinces, even the congress seemed ready to aban-

don him to the fury of his enemies. In the midst of a storm so

formidable, he maintained entire, not only the stability, but even the

calmness of his mind ; all devotion to his country, he seemed to

have forgotten himself. The twenty-third of January he wrote

from Valley Forge, that neither interest nor ambition had engaged

^ him in the public service ; that he had accepted, and not solicited

the command ; that he had not undertaken it without that distrust

of himself, felt by every man not destitute of all knowledge, from

the apprehension of not being able to perform, worthily, the part

assigned him ; that, as far as his abilities had permitted, he had ful-

filled his duty, aiming as invariably at the object proposed, as the

magnetic needle points to the pole ; that as soon as the nation should

no longer desire his services, or another should be found more ca-

pable than himself, of satisfying its expectations, he should quit the

helm, and return to a private station, with as much pleasure as ever

the wearied traveler retired to rest ; that he wished from the bottom

of his heart, his successor might experience more propitious gales,

and less numerous obstacles ; that if his exertions had not answered

the expectations of his fellow citizens, no one could lament it more

sincerely than himself; but that he thought proper to add, a day

would come, when the interests of America would no longer exact

of him an impenetrable mystery ; and that until then he would not

be the first to reveal truths which might prejudice his country, what-

ever wrongs to himself might result from his silence. By the con-

cluding words, he alluded to the insidious proceedings of the ambi-

tious, the shameful malversations of the army contractors, and the

peculations or delinquencies of all those by whose fault the army

was reduced to such an extremity of distress and calamity.

May this admirable moderation of Washington teach those in

elevated stations, that popular rewards and public favor should nev-

er be measured by the standard of self-love, and that though the

rulers of nations are often ungrateful, men who sincerely love their

country, may still find consolations and glory in knowing how to

control even a just resentment.

Washington, in the midst of so trying a crisis, not only alway»*

kept the mastery of himself but he often consulted the congress

upon the military operations he meditated, upon the measures to bo

Ukeii, in order to fill up the regiments ; and, finally, upon all the
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means of placing the army in a condition to commence the ensuing

campaign with the necessary resources.

It was known that tlie British general expected large re-inforc©-

ments from Europe ; Washington was desirous of resuming hostilities

early, in order to attack him before they arrived. Tiiis plan was of

extreme importance ; he was accordingly indefatigable in urging the

congress and the governments of the several states, by frequent let-

ters, that the preparations for the campaign might experience no
delay. All would equally have wished to comply with the desires

of the commander-in-chief; but deliberations are taken of necessity

Dut tardily in popular governments.

What ought to have been ready in the beginning of spring, was

but scantily forthcoming in the course of all the summer. Even
tlie organization of the army was not completed until about the last

of May. Until then there was observed an extreme disparity, not

only between the regiments of different states, but even between those

of the same state ; a confusion productive of singular detriment to

the service. But by a decree of the 27th of May, the infantry, caval-

ry, artillery, and engineers, were organized upon an uniform system

in all parts of the army. These delays might have proved essential-

ly prejudicial to the American arms, if unforeseen events had not

prevented the Biitish generals from opening the campaign so soon

as they would have desired. They contented themselves with de-

taching their light troops to scour the country in the neighborhood

of Philadelphia and the nearer parts of New Jersey, in order to forage

and secure the roads. These excursions produced nothing remarka-

ble, except it be that an English detachment having surprised, in

the month of March, a party of Americans at the bridges of Quinton

and Hancock, all the soldiers who composed it were barbarously

massacred, while crying for quarter. The English, about the same

time, undertook an expedition up the Delaware, in order to destroy

tlie magazines of Bordentown, and to take or burn the vessels which

llie Americans had withdrawn up the river between Philadelphia

and Trenton. In both these enterprises they succeeded to their

wishes. They attempted also to surprise the marquis de la Fayette,

who was encamped at Baron Hill, on the left bank of the Schuylkill,,

with a considerable body of troops ; but he baffled their enterprise

oy his activity and judicious dispositions, although in the commence-

ment of the action, general Grant had obtained some advantage

over him.

While these events were passing on land, hostilities were also

prosecuted upon sea, where the Americans daily acquired reputation.

They manifested so bold and enterprising a spirit in their maritime
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expeditions, that the British commerce suffered on their part incred-

ible losses. Since the commencement of the war in 1776, they

had aheady captured upwards of five hundred Enghsh vessels, of

different sizes, and all with cargoes of great value. Emboldened by

their success, even the coasts of Great Britain were not secure from

theii insults, where they daily took numerous prizes. The royal

navy, however, opposed their enterprises, and took many of their

ships in the seas of America and of Europe ; but the advantage,

nevertheless, remained very decidedly with the Americans.

In the meantime, sir Henry Clinton was arrived at Philadelphia,

having been appointed commander-in-chief of all the royal forces, in

the place of sir William Howe, who returned to England. Dissatis-

fied with the ministers, who had not sent him all the re-inforcements

he considered necessary to the decision of the war, he had offered

his resignation, and the ministers had accepted it with promptitude.

They did not forgive him for not having more effectually co-operated

with Burgoyne, and for not having displayed all the vigor, in the

conduct of the war, which they would have desired. And certainly

he rather merits the praise of a prudent than of an adventurous

commander. If commendation is due him for the vigor and rare

ability he actually displayed in certain expeditions, perhaps he will

not escape reprehension for not having undertaken any of greater

magnitude and of more importance. In the commencement of the

war, when the minds in America were most inflamed, and the English

had not yet collected their troops, or received their re-inforcements,

perhaps this circumspection and this dilatory system of war, was well

judged ; for never should all be committed to fortune with only a

partial exertion of force ; and the enemy is attacked at the greatest

advantage after his ardor has already cooled. But when a great

part of the Americans, exhausted by expenses, wearied by a long

war and by the scarcity of every thing, were become more disposed

to return to their former condition, and when the English had receiv-

ed all the re-inforcements they could expect, the British general

should have placed all his hopes of victory in the rapidity and terror

of his arms. This course seems to have been recommended to him

by prudence itself, when it is considered, that besides the probability

of victory, which a regular battk^. always offered to the English, the

total defeat of the army of congress involved, if not infallibly, at

least in all likelihood, the absolute submission of America ; while, on

the other hand, the rout of the British army would not have rendered

the Americans more inflexible than they were, and, moreover, would

not in the least have changed the dispositions of the French govern-

ment, which, since the capitulation of Saratoga, manifestly tended to
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tvar. The consequences of a decisive victory were, theiefore, mora

advantat^cous than those of the most complete discomfiture could

have been detrimental. Howe vahaed himself upon being thought

very sparing of the blood of his soldiers, as he could only draw re-

inforcements from so great a distance ; and, perhaps, he feared that

if he lost a pitched battle, the inhabitants might rise in fury and ut-

terly exterminate the relics of his routed army. But so sanguinary

an overthrow was not to be apprehended with such soldiers and with

such officers. Besides, in the worst event, he was sure of a retreat

on board the fleet, by rallying the troops in a place accessible to it.

On any hypothesis, things were now got to such a head, that it

was essential to strike a decisive blow ; for, upon the continuance of

a war in which France was about to take part, the independence of

America could scarcely appear doubtful. However the truth was,

Howe certainly possessed an elevated and generous mind ; he had

also the desire, though rarely the power, to prevent the atrocities

perpetrated by his troops ; no curb could restrain the brutal fury of

tlie Germans who followed his standard. Humane towards his sol-

diers, affable with his officers, a foe to disorder and violence, he was

the object of general esteem and affection.

Before his departure, the officers of the army were disposed to

give him a brilliant carousal ; it consisted in jousts and tournaments,

marches, evolutions, triumphal arches and honorary inscriptions.

This entertainment, from the variety of ingredients, was called a

medley. The evening terminated with a magnificent exhibition of

fireworks. Sir William Howe embarked, a few days after, on board

tlie frigate Andromeda. He arrived the second of July at London,

where the ministerial party assailed him with torrents of invective,

while that in opposition exalted him above the stars.

CND OF BOOK NINTH.
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1778, On hearing of the catastrophe which had befallen Bur-

goyne, and of the almost fruitless victories of Howe, the British

nation was seized with sullen affliction and discontent. The dejec-

tion was as profound as the hopes conceived had been sanguine, and

the promises of ministers magnificent.

The parliament had acquiesced in all their demands, with respect

to the prosecution of the war, and they had not failed to transmit to

America, with promptitude, whatever was essential to the success of

the preceding campaign. The generals invested with command,

and the soldiers who had fought under them, were not inferior in rep-

utation to any that England, or even Europe could produce. Hence

it was inferred, that there must exist in the very nature of things,

some insurmountable obstacle to victory, and the issue of the war

began to be despaired of. For better or stronger armies could not

be dispatched to America, than those which had already been sent

;

and if the Americans, in the outset of their revolution, had not only

withstood the English troops, but if they had even vanquished and

disarmed them, of what might they not be thought capable in future,

when, deriving new confidence from their successes, they should

have consolidated their state by practice and experience, and availed

themselves of the time which had been allowed them, to develope

still greater forces against their enemies ? Accordingly, so far from

there being any prospect of gaining what was not possessed, the

danger appeared imminent of losing what was. Great fears wera

entertained especially for Canada, where the garrisons were extreme-

ly feeble, and the victorious army was upon the frontiers. No little

apprehension was also felt, lest, in the heat of parties, some commotion

might break out within that province, prejudicial to the interests of

the king ; independence being an enticing lure for every people, and

especially for distant nations, and the example of the Americans was

likely to influence their neighbors. Nor could it be dissembled, be-

sides, that the Canadians, being French, for the most part, their na-

tional aversion would tend to fortify this natural proclivity, and final-

ly, perhaps, produce some formidable convulsion. The British gov-

ernment beheld with grief, that enlistments became every day more

diflScult in America, where the loyalists appeared intimidated by the

recent victories of the republicans ; and even in England, where the

spirit of opposition showed itself more powerfully than ever, an ex-

treme repugnance was evidenced to bearing arms in a distant and
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dangerous war, which many pronounced unjust and cruel, and which,

even at that epoch, every thing announced, must terminate inglori-

ously. Nor was the prospect more flattering of obtaining new troops

from Germany ; for the enormous armies kept on foot by the empe-

ror, and the kinj of Prussia, exacted such a multitude of recruits,

that the agents of England could not hope to procure them in any

considerable number. Moreover, the intervention of France and the

commissioners of congress with those sovereigns, or that disposition

to favor the American cause, which unequivocally manifested itself

in all parts of Europe, had already determined several German

princes to refuse a passage through their states to those feeble par-

ties of recruits which, with incredible pains and expense, were glean-

ed bv the British agents. But there was one consideration which,

more than any other, impeded the success of their negotiations ; the

moment was manifestly approaching, when France would declare

herself in favor of the Americans, no longer by secret intrigues, or the

tacit protection afforded to their privateers, but openly, and with

arms in hand. Already all her preparations for war, and especially

her maritime armaments, were completed. The late victories of the

Americans upon the borders of the Hudson, and even the constan-

cy they had exhibited after their reverses upon the banks of the

Delaware, were sufficient pledges that their cause might be espoused

without any hazard of finding in them a fickle, a faithless, or a fe^

ble allv. The occasion so long and so ardently desired by the French

for humbling the British power and arrogance, was at length offered

them by propitious fortune. Their wishes were admirably served by

the blind obstinacv of the British ministers and generals, who had

judged as erroneously of the nature and importance of things, as of

the valor and constancy of the Americans. It was not at all doubted

in England, that France would avail hen-elf of the means which

presented themselves to her grasp, to repiiir her ancient losses. This

inevitable crisis took strong hold of the public attention, and all

perceived the necessity either of a iong, and in no common degree

perilous struggle, or of an accommodation, upon little honorable

terms, with that very people whose petitions had always been reject-

ed, and who had been exasperated by so many outrages, before they

were assailed by so cruel a war. Though the ministers and their ad-

herents failed not to advance plausible reasons to justify themselves,

and to authorize their conduct, yet the general opinion inclined to

consider it as the most prudent counsel to listen at length to the de-

mands of the Americans, and to adopt the course of procedure re-

peatedly proposed by the orators of the opposition, who had recom-

mended that hostilities should be suspended, and a negotiation set on
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foot, which might lead to an admissible adjustment. Heavy complaints

were heard on all parts, that so many favorable occasions for reconcil-

iation had been allowed to escape, as if it was intended to wait the ar-

rival of that fatal moment when it would no longer be possible either

to negotiate with honor, or to fight v/ith g\ory : and when, instead

of any hope of subduing or conciliating America, there was too much
reason to fear the loss of other inestimable portions of the Britisli

empire.

All the attemptsmade previous to that time, for reducing the Amer-

icans to submission by force of arms, having proved completely

abortive, it was bitterly regretted that, before undertaking new efforts,

the failure of which must secure the triumph of the enemy, there

had not been a disposition to listen to the conciliatory propositions

submitted to parliament by the earl of Chatham, in the sitting of the

thirtieth of May, of the year last elapsed. Foreseeing the calami-

ties which were about to fall upon his country, since the ministers

were resolved to prosecute extreme measures, and perceiving dis-

tinctly that to the dangers of an intestine struggle would soon be

added the perils of a foreign war, this illustrious man, though bowed
with age, and laboring under a painful malady, had caused himself

to be carried to the house of lords, where, in that strain of admira-

ble eloquence, which always chained attention, he exerted the most

magnanimous efforts to appease animosities, to extinguish the flames

of war, to procure the repeal of those disastrous laws which had light-

ed them, and opposed an insuperable bar to the return of concord.

' My lords,' he said, • this is a flying moment, perhaps but six weeks

left to arrest the dangers that surround us. The gathering storm

may break ; it has already opened, and in part burst. It is difficult

for government, after all that has passed, to shake hands with the

defiers of the king, defiers of the parliament, defiers of the people.

I am a defier of nobody : but if an end is not put to this war, there

is an end to this country. I do not trust my judgment in my pres-

ent state of health ; this is the judgment of my better days : the re-

sult of forty years' attention to America.
•' They are rebels ; but what are they rebels for : Surely not for

defending their unquestionable rights ? What have these rebels done

heretofore ? I remember when they raised four regiments on their

own bottom, and took Louisburgh from the veteran troops of France.

But their excesses have been great. I do not mean their panecryric ;

but must observe in attenuation, the erroneous and infatuated coun-

sels which have prevailed , the door to mercy and justice has been

shut against them. But they may still be taken up upon the grounds

of their former submission. I state to you th/^ importance of Amer-

VOL. >I. G
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ica ; it is a double market ; the market of consumption and the mar-

ket of supply. Tills doiihlf; market for millions, with naval stores, you

are giving to your herc^ditary rival. America lias carried you tlirough

four wars, and will now carry you to your death, if you don't take

things in time. In the sportsman's phrase, when you have found

yourselves at fault, you must try back. You have ransacked every

corner of Lower Saxony ; but forty thousand (Jcrman boors never

Ciiu Hubflue ten times the number of J>ritish freemen ;
they may

ravage, tln;y cannot confjuer,

* Jiut you would conquer, you say ! Why, what would you conquer

;

the map of America ? I am ready to meet any general offtcer on the

subject. What will you do out of the protection of your fleet ? In

the winter, if tog<;th(;r, your troops are starvcfl ; and if di;-persed, they

are taken ofl' in detail. I am experienced in spring hoi)e.s and vernal

promises; I know what ministers throw out; but at last will come

your equinoctial disappointment. They tell you—what ? I'hat your

army will Ix; as strong as last year, when it was not strong enough.

You have got nothing in America but stiitions. You have been three

years teacliing them the art of war ; they are apt scholars ; and 1

will venturf; to tell your lordships, that the American gentry will make

officers enough, (it to command the troo[)s of all the Muroi;ean

powers. What you have sent there, are tf>o many to make peace,

too few U) niake war. If you conquer them, what then ? You can-

not make them resjiect you
;
you f;anMot make them wear your cloth.

You will jjlant an invincible hatred in their breasts against you. You

are giving America to France at the expense of twelve millions a

year. The intercourse has proflucfjd evf.ry thing to her ;
ancl Eng-

land, old England, must pay for all. Your trade languishes, your

taxes increase, your revenues dwindle ; France, at this moment, is

securing and drawing to lic-rself that cfimmerce which created your

H,am(;n, which fed your islands, wliich wiis tli<; principal source of

your wealth, prosperity and power. We have tried for uncondltionar

iubmission ; try what can be gained by unconditional redress. We
chall thus evince a conciliatory spirit, and open the way to concord.

''i'he ministers affirm there is no sort of tr(;aty with Franco.

Then there is still a moment left; the point of hojior is still safe.

The instant a treaty afipears you must declare war, though you had

only five ships of the llnf; in England ; but Fraiicf; will dcP^r a treaty

as long as (>osslble, to wail the effect of our sell-dcslroyiiig counsels.

You are now at the mercy of every little German chancery ; and

the prr;tensions of France will increase daily, so as to become an

avowed parly in eilhf;r peace or war. The dlgnily of the govern-

ment in objected; but less dignity will be loht in the repeal of
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oppressive laws, than in submitting to the demands of German chan-

ceries. We are the aggressors. We have invaded the colonists

as much as tlje Spanish armada invaded England. Mercy cannot

do harm ; it will seat the king where he ought to be, throned in the

hearts of his people ; and millions at home and abroad, now employed

in obloquy and revolt, would pray for him. The revocation I propose,

and amnesty, may produce a respectable division in America, and

unanimity at home. It will give America an option ; she has yet

had no option. You have said, " Lay down your arms,^^ and she

has given you the Spartan answer, " Come, takeJ'
'

Neither the authority of such a man, nor the force of his speech,

nor present evils, nor yet the fear of future, were sufficient to procure

the adoption of his proposition. Those who opposed it, contended

that it would by no means satisfy the Americans, since from the out-

set they had aimed at independency. They talked of the dignity of

the realm, of the weakness of France, of the number of loyalists

ready to declare themselves, the moment an occasion should offer

itself; they harangued upon the tyranny of congress, already become
insupportable to all the Americans, upon the emptiness of its treasury,

and the rapid depreciation of the bills of credit ; finally, they en-

larged upon that impatience which was universally manifested for

the return of order, and the blessings enjoyed by the rest of the sub-

jects of the British government.

In the midst of these contradictions had been agitated the question

of peace and v/ar; Vv'hile the veil of uncertainty stili shaded the future,

and experience had not yet ascertained the effect of all the forces

sent into America. But now the trial had been made, and the result

being on the one hand so calamitous, and so dubious on the other,

the obstinacy of ministers was almost universally condemned, while

the wisdom and foresight of the earl of Chatham were extolled to

the skies. That such opinions should have been entertained by those

whose interests and passions were so immediately concerned, is cer-

tainly no matter of astonishment ; but it may be advanced with

confidence, that the measure proposed by this, in other respects,

most sagacious statesman, would have resulted in very doubtful con-

sequences, to use no stronger words.

At this time, the Americans had already declared their indepen-

dence • what the proposed concession, seconded by formidable

armies, might have operated before this declaration, they could no
longer have done after it, especially when by the effect of this very

declaration, and of the lesistance made to the arms of Howe upon
the territory of New Jersey, the Americans confidently expected to

obtain the succors of France. ' Besides, if, at this epoch, the issue
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of a negotiation was uncertain, it would indubitably have reflected

little honor upon the government to have condescended to an ar-

rangement, without having first made a trial of the elhcacy of the

armies it had collected and sent to America, with so much eifori,

and at so heavy an expense. Victory, too, as it was reasonable to

think, would have produced submission, or at least conditions more

favorable to Great Britain.

The ministers therefore being resolved to continue the war, exerted

their utmost diligence to repair those evils which the faults of men,

or an inauspicious destiny, had drawn upon the state in the course of

the preceding year. Their attention was first directed to the means

of raising new troops, and of procuring more abundant pecuniary

resources than had been granted them by the parliament. They
reflected, that although there was a powerful party in the kingdom

who condemned the American war, still there existed another who
approved it highly, either from conviction or from their devotion to

the ministry. To this class they addressed themselves, not doubting

their readiness to assist them with zeal in procuring the men and the

funds they wanted. Dreading, however, the clamors of the opposi-

tion, who might represent this levy of soldiers and money, though

voluntary, as a violation of the constitution, they carried this scheme

into efiect in the recess of parliament, which happened at the begin-

ning of the current year, and which, with the same object in view,

they prolonged beyond the accustomed term. They were the m-' re

sanguine in their hopes of success, inasmuch as, since the declaration

of independence, and the secret alliance with France, of which

every day furnished new evidences, the greater part of those who
had shown themselves at first the warmest partisans of the Americans,

had now deserted them, and gone over to the ministerial party. The
ministers accordingly dispatched their agenta into the diflerent prov-

inces of the kingdom, and especially those where they had the

greatest influence, with instructions to spur the inhabitants to enlist,

and to lend their support to the state by voluntary gifts. These

emissaries were to expatiate on the ingratitude of the Americans,

the enmity of France, the necessities of the country, the glory and

splendor of the English name, which must be transmitted unsullied

to posterity. Their exertions were attended with success in some

cities of the first order, and even in some towns of inferior rank

;

but none manifested greater zeal than Liverpool and Manchester,

each of which raised, at their own expense, a regiment of a thousand

men. The Scotch, naturally a warlike people, and much devoted

to the cause of government in the present war, exhibited the utmost

ardor to engage in the service. Edinburgh levied a thousand men,
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Glasgow an equal number. The Highlanders, a hardy race, descend-

ed in hordes from their craggy hills, to follow the royal standard.

Equal promptitude was manifested in contributing to the public

expense; and free gifts multiplied every day. The government would

have wished that the city of London, on account of its population

and wealth, and of its importance as the capital of the kingdom, had

placed itself at the head of this contribution. It was hoped that

city would raise and maintain at its own expense five thousand men
for three years, or until the end of the war. This hope proved illu-

sory. The citizens, being convened, refused peremptorily. The
common council returned an answer equally unfavorable. The
partisans of the ministry were not discouraged. They vociferated

at every corner that it was a shame for the city of London, that, after

having voted, but a few days before, considerable sums for the relief

of Americans taken with arras in hand leveled against England, it

should now refuse to give the slightest succor to the country. The
friends of the ministry assembled, and subscribed twenty thousand

pounds sterling. The same maneuvers took place at Bristol, and

with the same success. This city would not furnish troops ; it con-

sented only to give the same sum as London. The ministers expe-

rienced still more difficulties in the country ; the landholders being

grown sulky at the weight of their assessments, and at having been

deceived by promises that the American taxes were to be in diminu-

tion of their own. Upon the whole, this project of voluntary levies,

and gratuitous contributions, though not absolutely fruitless, was still

very far from affording the resources which had been counted upon.

It, however, became the subject of violent declamations in parlia-

ment; but with the usual event ; the ministry triumphed.

While such was the procedure of the English government, in order

to sustain the struggle in which it was engaged, the congress urged

with new fervor the negotiations which they had already, a longtime

back, set on foot with the court of France. The American com-

missioners had left nothing unessayed that could decide it to declare

openly in their favor ; but however pressing were their solicitations

with the French ministers to induce them to take a definitive reso-

lution, they had not as yet obtained any thing but evasive and dila-

tory answers. In this first period of the American revolution, con-

sidering the uncertainty of its issue, France hesitated to espouse

the quarrel of a people whose force appeared insufficient to sustain

the pressure of so perilous an enterprise. She feared lest the colo-

nists might all at once desist, and resume all their ancient relations

with England. Those who directed the counsels of France v/ere

not ignorant, that at the very moment in which she should declaro
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herself, the British ministry, by acquiescing in the concessions de-

manded by the Americans, might instantly disarm them, and that

France would then find herself alone saddled with a war, without

motive, and without object.

To this consideration was added, that before coming to an open

rupture with Great Britain, it was essential to restore order in the

finances, and to re-establish the marine, both having suffered exces-

sively from tiie disorder, disasters and prodigality of the preceding

reign. The declaration of independence, it is true, had removed

the danger of a sudden reconciliation ; but it was still possible to

doubt the success of resistance. Nor should we omit to say, that,

though France would rather see America independent, than recon-

ciled with England, she relished the prospect of a long war between

them still better than independence. Perhaps, even, she would have

liked best of all a conquest by dint of arms, and the consequent

subjugation ; for, upon this hypothesis, the English colonies, rav-

aged and ruined, would have ceased to enrich the mother country,

by the benefits of their commerce in time of peace; and in time of

war, the English loould no longer have found in their colonics those

powerful auxiliaries, who so often had succored them with so much

^cacy. Should the colonies, though vanquished, preserve their

ancient prosperity, then England would be constrained to maintain

in them a part of her force, in order to prevent the revolts she

would have continually to dread on the part of a people impressed

with the recollection of so many outrages and cruelties.

But upon the second hypothesis, or that of independence, it was

impossible to dissemble that the example would be pernicious for

the colonies of the other European powers, and that the smallest of

the probable inconveniences, would be the necessity of granting

them, to the great prejudice of the mother country, a full and entire

liberty of commerce. These considerations, carefully weighed by

the French ministers, so wrought, that repressing their ardor for war,

they covered their projects with an impenetrable veil, and drew the

negotiation into length. They restricted themselves to expressions

of benevolence towards the Americans, and to granting them clan-

destinely the succors we have spoken of in another place. And

even those succors were furnished with more or less mystery, more

or less liberality, as fortune showed herself propitious or adverse to

the American arms. Such was the rigor with which France adhered,

or appeared to adhere, to this wary pohcy, either with a view of not

breaking before the time with England, or in order the more effec-

tually to place the Americans at her discretion, and constrain them

to subscribe to all her demands, that when the news arrived at Pari*
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of the capture of Ticonderoga, and of the victorious march of Bur-

goyne towa rds Albany, events which seemed to decide in favor of

the EngUsh., instructions were immediately dispatched to Nantz, and

the other ports of the kingdom, that no American privateers should

be suffered 'to enter them, except from indispensable necessity, as

to repair th(bir vessels, to obtain provisions, or to escape the perils

of the sea. Thus France, pursuing invariably the route prescribed

by reason of state, which admirably suited her convenience, on the

one hand amused the British ministers with protestations of friend-

ship, and oij the other encouraged the Americans with secret suc-

cors, by the uncertainty and scantiness of them, inflaming their ardor,

and confirming their resolution by continual promises of future co-

operation. Unshackled in her movements, she thus pledged her-

self to no party, but tranquilly waited to see what course things

would take. The agents of congress did not fail, however, to urge

and besiege the cabinet of Versailles to come at length to a final

decision. But the French ministers, with many tosses and shrugs,

alledged a variety of excuses in support of their system of procras-

tination, at one time, that the fleet expected from Newfoundland,

crowded with excellent seamen, was not yet arrived ; at another, that

the galleons of Spain were still at sea, and now some other subter-

fuge was invented. Thus alternately advancing and receding, never

allowing their intentions to be fathomed, they kept the Americans

in continual uncertainty. Finally, the commissioners, out of all pa-

tience, and determined, if practicable, without waiting longer, to ex-

tricate themselves from this labyrinth, imagined an expedient for

reducing the French ministers themselves to the necessity of drop-

ping the vizor ; this was to suggest, that if France did not assist

them immediately, the Americans could defer no longer a voluntar)

or compulsory arrangement with England.

To this effect, they waited upon the ministers about the middle

of August, 1777, with a memorial in which they represented, that if

France supposed that the war could be continued for any consider

able time longer without her interference, she was much mistaken.

' Indeed,' continued the memorial, ' the British government have

every thing to lose and nothing to gain, by continuing the war.

After the present campaign, they will therefore doubtless make it

their great and last effort to recover the dominion of America, and

terminate the war. They probably hope that a few victories may,

by the chance of war, be obtained ; and that these on one hand, and

the wants and distresses of the colonists on the other, may induce

them to return again to a dependence, more or less limited, on Great

Britain They must be sensible, that if ever Ame"<*» is to >w. «•-,
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quered by them, it must be within the present year ; ithat if it be

impossible to do it in this year of tlie dispute, it will b^; madness to

fixpcct more success afterwards, when the difficulties of the Ameri-

cans' former situation are removed ; when their new independent

governments have acquired stability ; and when the people are be-

come, as they soon will be, well armed, disciplined and ^supplied with

!lI1 the means of resistance.

' The British ministry must therefore be sensible, thjit a continu-

ation of hostilities against the colonies, after this year, fcan only tend

to prolong the danger, or invite an additional war in Europe ; and

tlicy therefore doubtless intend, after having tried the success of this

campaign, however it may end, to make peace on the best terms

which can be obtained ; and if they cannot recover the colonies as

subjects, to admit their claim of independency, and secure them by

a federal alliance. Therefore no means are left for France to pre-

vent the colonists from being shortly reconciled to ('ircat Britain,

either as subjects or allies, but to enter immediately into such engage-

ments with them as will necessarily preclude all others ;
such as will

permanently bind and secure their commerce and friendship, and

enable them as well to repel the attacks, as to spurn at the offers of

tJieir present enemy.
' France must remember,' it was added, ' that the first resistance

of the colonists was not to obtain independency, but a redress of their

grievances ; and that there are many among them who might even

now be satisfied with a limited subjectipn to the British crown. A
majority has indeed put in for the prize of independency ; they have

done it on a confidence that France, attentive to her most important

interests, would soon give them open and effectual support. But

when they find themselves disappointed ; when they see some of

tlie powers of Europe furnish troops to assist in their subjugation >

another power, alluding to Portugal, proscribing their commerce

;

and the rest looking on as indifferent spectators ; it is very probable

that, despairing of foreign aid, and severely pressed by their enemies

and their own internal wants and distresses, they may be inclined to

accept of such terms as it will be the interest of the British govern

ment to grant them. Lord George Germain, but a few weeks since

declared in the house of commons that his hope of ending the Amer

lean war this year, was principally founded on the disappointment

which the colonists would feel, when they discover that no assistance

is Kkely to be given them from France. The British adherents in

America will spare no pains to spread and increase that disappoint-

ment, by discouraging representations ; they already intimate that

France, equally hostile to both parties, foments the present war.
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only to make them mutually instrumental in each other's destruc-

tion.

' Should Great Britain, by these and other means, detach the

colonies, and re-unite them to herself, France will irrecoverably lose

the most favorable opportunity ever offered to any nation, of hum-

bhng a powerful, arrogant, and hereditary enemy.

'But it is not simply the opportunity of reducing Great Britain,

which France will lose by her present inactivity ; for her own safely,

and that of all her American possessions, will be endangered the

moment in which a reconciliation takes place between Britain and

America. The king and ministry of Great Britain know and feel

that France has encouraged and assisted the colonists in their pres-

ent resistance ; and they are as much incensed against her, as they

would be, were she openly to declare war. In truth, France has

done too much, unless she intends to do more.

' Can any one doubt but that whenever peace with America is ob-

tained by Great Britain, whatever may be the conditions of it, the

whole British force now on the continent of America, will be sud-

denly transported to the West Indies, and employed in subduing the

French sugar islands there, to recompense the losses and expenses

which Great Britain has suffered and incurred in this war, and to

revenge the insult and injury France has done her by the encourage-

ment and assistance which she is supposed to have secretly given

the colonists against Great Britain ?'

Such was the purport of the memorial presented to the French

government, in order to terminate its hesitations ; but this also was

without success. The ministers were no less ingenious in discover-

ing new evasions ; they chose to wait to see the progress of this war.

The news of the taking of Ticonderoga, and the fear of still more

decisive operations on the part of general Howe, maintained their

doubts and indecision. They were loath to have no other part to

play than extending the hand to insurgents, when already their

wreck appeared inevitable. We venture not to say, that in this

occurrence was again verified the vulgar maxim : the uvfortunate

have no friends; but it appeared, at least, that the cabinet of Ver-

sailles was determined to procrastinate until the distress of the Amer-

icans was arrived at such a point as to become their only law ; that

it might obtain from them the better conditions for France. Besides,

as at this tmie there was much appearance that the British arms

would carry all before them, an accommodation between the mother

country and the colonies seemed less probable than ever ; and this

was wluit the French government haJ feared the most. The minis-

ters of England, supposing them victorious in America, would have
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listened to no conditions short of an absolute submission ; and the

French appeared to desire this extremity even more than indepen-

dence, provided only, that it was introduced by a long and desolat-

ing war.

Disgusted by so many delays, the American commissioners no long-

er entertained any doubt as to the secret policy which guided the

French in this conjuncture. In their despair, they had well nigh

broken off all negotiation with a government that reputed their mis-

fortunes a source of prosperity to itself. Unable, therefore, to ac-

complish their views with France, and discerning no other prospect

of safety, the Americans again addressed themselves to England,

proposing to her the recognition of their independence. This point

conceded, they would have yielded, in all others, to such conditions

as should most tend to save the honor of the mother country. They

represented, that if the British ministry knew how to profit of the

occasion, it depended on themselves to stipulate an arrangement so

conducive to the prosperity of Great Britain, that she vvould seek in

vain to procure herself similar advantages by any other means. But

the British government, elated with the first successes of Burgoyne,

and persuaded that fortune could not escape him, refused to listen

to any overtures for accommodation, and rejected the proposition

with disdain. The blindness of the British ministers v/as incurable
;

the x\mericans, in the midst of the most disastrous reverses, and de-

prived of all hope of foreign succor, strenuously refusing to renounce

their independence, insisting even to make it an indispensable con-

dition of their reconciliation, it was manifest that the re-union of the

two states was become impossible ; and that since the necessity of

things and inexorable destiny pronounced that America should no

longer be subject, it was better to have her for an ally than for an ene-

my. But the defeat and capture of Burgoyne, by announcing with

such energy the rising greatness of America, had given new ardor

to the patriots ; new hopes and new fears to the French. Their re-

ciprocal situation became less ambiguous ; each began to manifest

more positive resolutions. England herself, if her king and his

ministers had yielded less to their individual prepossessions, would

have prudently paused ; and abandoning an enterprise above her

strength, would have resorted to the only way of safety that she had

left. But pride, obstinacy and intrigue are too often the ruin of

slates; cuid lord Bute was incessnnthj smoothing that route for

Icing George. After the victory of Saratoga, the Americans pur-

sued with rare sagacity the policy prescribed by their new circum-

stances. Their conduct demonstrated as much ability as experience

in allairs of state. They reflected, that as their successes had m-
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creased their strength, rendered their alliance more desirable, and

banished all doubts from enlightened minds respecting their inde-

pendence, nothing could be better calculated on their part, than to

give 'ealousy to France, by pretending a disposition to make alliance

with En"-Iand ; and disquietude to England, by the appearance of

courting the strictest union with France. They hoped by this con-

duct to arrive at length to something conclusive. Accordingly, the

same express that carried to England the news of the capitulation of

Saratoga, was the bearer of dispatches, the drift of which was to

insinuate, that the Americans, disgusted by the excessive delays of

the French, and indignant at not having received in the midst of their

reverses, avowed and more efficacious succors, were eagerly desirous

of an accommodation with England, and to conclude with her a

treaty of commerce, provided she acknowledged their independence.

In order to give more weight to this suggestion, it was added, that

the colonists would feel particular gratification in a reconciliation

with their ancient country; whereas, in the contrary case, they

should be compelled to throw themselves into the arms of the in-

veterate and implacable enemy of the English name.
"^

General Gates, on whom his recent victory reflected so much

luster, wrote, to the same effect, to one of the most distinguished

members of parliament. These steps of the chiefs of the American

revolution were likewise necessary to satisfy the people, who would

not, without extreme repugnance, have seen themselves thrust pre-

cipitately into the party of France, before having attempted every

probable mode of effecting an adjustment with England. The pre-

judices they entertained against France were still in all their force
;

and the persuasion that this power had speculated upon their misfor-

tunes, had greatly exasperated their aversion. These negotiations

were no secret to the court of Versailles, as they had been commu-

nicated to Frankhn, who knew how to make the best use of them
;

the umbrage they gave the French ministers will be readily con-

ceived. Franklin, about the same time, received instructions to

reiterate his expostulations with the government, that it might at

length discover itself, since otherwise, it was to be feared that Eng-

land, convinced by the catastrophe of Burgoyne, and even by the

useless victories of Howe, that the reduction of America, by dint of

arms, was absolutely impossible, would acknowledge independence.

The Americans, he added, finding themselves deserted by the

French, will be constrained to listen to the overtures of the English,

and to accept of favor wherever they find it ; and such an arrange-

ment could not have effect but to the irreparable prejudice of the

interests of France. The ministers perceived clearly that the time
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was come, in which, if they would not lose the fruit of all their

policy, it was necessary finally to lay aside the personage of the fox,

and to assume the nature of the lion. Judging the British ministers

by themselves, they supposed them entirely exempt from all passion,

as statesmen ought to be ; consequently, fearing the measures which

their wisdom might prescribe, they determined to resume, and bring

to a conclusion, the negotiations they had opened already, so long

since, with the Americans, and which they had so shrewdly pro-

longed.

This decision appeared to them the more urgent, as they were not

ignorant that the great body of the inhabitants of America, their

independence once established, would much more willingly have

coalesced with the English, a people of the same blood, of the same

language, of the same manners, and still not entirely forgetful of

former friendship, than with the French, a nation not only foreign

and rival, but reputed faithless ; whose long hesitations had counte-

nanced the imputation, and against whom, from their tenderest child-

hood, they had fostered the most unfavorable prepossessions. On
the other hand, the Americans had supported three entire years of

the most trying distress, without having ever discovered the least

disposition to relinquish their enterprise, or the least mark of weari-

ness in their conflict with adverse fortune. Their moderation had

not deserted them in success ; and the perseverance of their efforts

had given to the first victories of the English all the consequences

of defeats. These considerations had persuaded the ministers of

France, that America had knowledge, power, and will, to keep the

faith of treaties.

The resolution of finally taking an active part in this war, by

extending an auxiliary hand to the Americans, could not fail, besides,

of being highly agreeable to the greater part of the French nation.

The motive of it was not merely to be found in the inveterate hatred

borne the English, in the remembrance of recent wounds, in the

desire of revenge, and in the political opinions, which, at that period,

had spread throughout the kingdom, but also in numerous and pow-

erful considerations of commercial advantage. The trade which

had been carried on between France and America, since the com-

mencement of disturbances, and especially since the breaking out of

hostilities, had yielded the French merchants immense gains. All

of these, therefore, eagerly desired that the new order of things

might be perpetuated by independence, in order never to see the

times revived, in which the prohibitory laws of parliament, and espe-

cially the act of navigation, would have deprived them of these

benefits. It is true, however, that they had not found this conv*
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mercG so lucrative as they had anticipated; for several of them,

hurried away by the excessive love of gain, and principally those of

the maritime cities, had dispatched to America ships loaded with

valuable merchandise, a great number of which had been taken on

the passage by the British cruisers. But even these losses stimulated

their desire to be able to continue the same commerce, and to wit*

ness the reduction of that British audacity which pretended to reign

alone upon an element common to the whole universe. They hoped

that the royal navy in open war would afford protection to the ships

of commerce ; and that force would thus shield the enterprises of

cupidity. The French had, besides, in this conjuncture, the hope, or

rather the certainty, that Spain would take part in the quarrel. This

was a consideration of weight, in addition to the motives which

always influenced them. That kingdom had a formidable marine,

and was animated with so strong a desire to make trial of it against

England, that the French court, rigidly adhering to its plan of cir-

cumspection, had hitherto thought it prudent to check rather than

stimulate the cabinet of Madrid. It was not in the least doubted,

that all the united forces of the house of Bourbon, already so long

prepared, and directed towards the same object, were more than

sufficient to take down the intolerable arrogance of the English, to

protect rich cargoes from their insults, and even to cause the com-

merce of the two Indies to pass almost entirely into the hands of

the French and Spaniards.

Thus favored by circumstances, and by the voice of the people,

the French government had more need of prudence to restrain it

from precipitating its resolutions, than of ardor, to incite it to en-

counter the hazards of fortune. Never, assuredly, had any govern-

ment to adopt a counsel more recommended by the unanimous and

ardent wishes of its subjects, or which promised a more fortunate

issue, or more brilliant advantages. Unable, therefore, to resist

longer the pressing solicitations of the agents of congress, the minis

ter^ resolved at length to seize the occasion, and to conclude with

America the treaty which had been the object of such long negotia-

tions. But as, heretofore, the intention of France had been to elude

any positive engagement, the articles of the convention, though often

and dehberately discussed, were not yet settled. Under the appre-

hension, however, that the British government, in case of further

delays, might tem.pt the Americans with conciliatory overtures, the

French ministers concluded to signify to the commissioners of con-

gress the preliminaries of the treaty of friendship and commerce, to

be stipulated between the two states. This communication was made

the sixteenth of December, 1777, by M. Gerard, royal syndic of the

H
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city of Strasbourg, and secretary of the king's council of state. Its

|)urj)ort was as follows :
' That F'ranee would not only acknowledge,

but support with all her forces, the independence of the United

States, and would conclude with them a treaty of amity and com-

merce ; that in the stipulations of this treaty she would take no ad-

vantage of the present situation of the United States, but that the

articl<;s of it should be of the same nature as if the said states had

been long established, and were constituted in all the plenitude of

their strength ; that his most christian majesty plainly foresaw that in

taking this step, he should probably enter upon a war with Great

Britain ; but that he desired no indemnification upon that score on

the part of the United States ; not pretending to act solely with a

view to their particular interest, since, besides the benevolence he

bore them, it was manifest, that the power of England would be di-

minished by the dismemberment of her colonies. The king expect-

ed only, with full confidence, from the United States, that whatever

was the peace which might be concluded eventually, they would

never renounce their independence, and resume the yoke of British

domination.' This declaration on the part of France, re-assured the

minds of the Americans ; it was followed by very active negotiations

during all the month of January. They were immediately commu-

nicated to Spain, that she might also, if so inclined, become a party

to the convention ; nor was it long before a favorable answer was

received from that court.

All difficulties beino; surmounted, and the conditions acceded to

on the one part and on the other, upon the sixth of February was

concluded tha treaty of amity between his most christian majesty

and the United States of America. It was signed on behalf of the

king by M. Gerard, and for the United States by Benjamin Franklin,

Silas Deane, and Arthur Lee. By tliis treaty, in which the king of

France considered the United States of America as an independent

nation, were regulated between the contracting parties, various mari-

time and commercial interests concerning the duties which merchant

vessels were to pay in the ports of the friendly state ; it guarantied

llie reciprocal protection of vessels in time of war ; the rigiit of fish-

ery, and especially that which the French carried on upon the banks

of Newfoundland, by virtue of the treaties of Utrecht and of Paris

;

it exempted from the right of Aubaine, as well the French in Amer-

ica, as the Americans in France ; it provided for the exercise of

commerce, and the admission of privateers with one of the contract-

ing parties, in case the other should be at war with a third power.

''^o this effect, in order to preclude all occasion of dissension, it was

dciermmed by an express clause, what articles, in time of war, should
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be deemed contraband, and what should be considered free, and

consequently might be freely transported, and introduced by the sub

jects of the two powers into enemy ports ; those excepted, liowever,

which should be found, at the time, besieged, blockaded or invested.

It was also agreed, that the ships and vessels of the contracting par-

ties should not be subject to any visit ; it being intended that all visit

or search should take place prior to the clearance of the shipping,

and that contraband articles should be seized in port, and not upon

the voyage, except, however, the cases, where there should exist in

dications or proofs of fraud. It was stipulated, besides, that in or-

der to facilitate the commerce of the United States with France, his

most christian majesty should grant them, as well in Europe as in

the islands of America, subject to his dominion, several free ports.

Finally, the king pledged himself to employ his good offices and me

diatioH with the emperor of Morocco, and with the regencies of Al

giers, Tripoli, Tunis, and other powers of the coast of Barbary, in

order that provision should be made in the best possible mode for

the accommodation and security of the: citizens, ships, and merchan-

dise, 'of the United States of America.' It is to be observed, that

this treaty, besides the recognition made in it of American indepen-

dence, was completely subversive of the principles which the British

government had uhiformly attempted to establish as well with respect

to the commerce of neutrals, in time of war, as with regard to the

blockade of the ports of an enemy state by the British squadrons.

Consequently, it was easy to foresee tliat, although France had not

contracted to furnish succors of any sort to the United States, Great

Britain, nevertheless, on being so wounded to the quick in her pride,

and in her most essential interests, would manifest a keen resent-

ment, and would probably declare war against France. Hence it

was, that the contracting parties concluded the same day another,

eventual, treaty of alliance, offensive and defensive, which was to

take its effect so soon as war should break out between Franco and

England. The two parties engaged to assist each other with good

offices, with counsel, and with arms. It was stipulated, a thing until

then unheard of, on the part of a king, that the essential and express

object of the alliance, was to maintain effectually the liberty, sove-

reignty, and independence of the United States. It was also cove-

nantefl, that if the remaining provinces of Great Britain upon the

American continent, or the Bermuda islands, came to be conquered,

they should become confederates or dependents of the United States

;

but if any of the islands were taken situated within, or at the en-

tranc(j of the gulf of Mexico, these should belong to the crown of

France. It was agreed, that neither of the two parties could con
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elude truce or peace with Great Britain withcAit the consent of the

ether. They reciprocally obligated themselves not to lay duwn

arms, until tha independence of the United States should be either

formally or tacitly acknowledged in treaties whicii should terminate

the war. They guarantied to each other, that is, the United States

to the king of France, his preseiit possessions in America, as well

as those he might obtain by the treaty of peace ; and the king of

France, to the United States, liberty, sovereignty and independence,

absolute and unlimited, as well in point of government as of com-

merce, and likewise those possessions, additions and conquests which

the confederation might acquire in the domains of Great Britain in

North America. A separate and secret article reserved to the king

of Spain the faculty of becoming a party to the treaty of amity and

commerce, as well as to that of alliance, at such time as he siiould

think proper.

Thus France, ever bearing in mind the wounds received in the

war of Canada, and always jealous of the power of England, at first

by wily intrigues and distant suggestions, then by clandestine suc-

cors, and if convenient disavowed, had encouraged the English col-

onies in their resistance ; at length, openly taking them l^y the hand.

«he saluted them independent. The French government displayed

a profound policy, and singular dexterity in the execution of this

plan ; it may even be affirmed, that in no other aftair, however im-

portant, and in no other time, has it ever exhibited so much sagac.-.y

and stabiUty. Its operations were covert, while it was perilous to

come out, and it threw off the mask so soon as the successes of the

colonists permitted them to be looked upon as safe allies. It took

the field when its armies, and especially its fleets, were in perfect

preparation, when all its subjects were favorably disposed, when every

thing, in a word, promised victory. It would be difricult to paint the

transports of exultation which burst forth in France on the publi-

cation of the new treaties. The merchants enjoyed in advance tliose

riches which until then had been confined to the ports of England
;

the landholders imagined that their taxes would be diminished in

proportion to the increased prosperity of commerce ; the soldiers,

and especially the seamen, hoped to avenge their affronts, and re-

cover their ancient glory ; the generous spirits exulted that France

declared herself, as she should be, the protectress of the oppressed

;

the friends of liberal principles applauded her for having undertaken

the defense of liberty. All united in blessing the long wished for

occasion of repressing the detestable pride of a rival nation. A.U

were persuaded that the losses sustained in the preceding reign were

about to be repaired ; it was every where exclaimed, that the desii-
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nies promised to the crown of France weie about to be accom-

plished. ' Such,' it was said, ' are the happy auspices which usher

in the reign of a clement and beloved prince ; too long have we suf-

fered ; let us hail the dawn of a more fortunate future.' Nor was

it only in France that this enthusiasni of joy was witnessed ; the same

disposition of minds prevailed in almost all the states of Europe.

The Europeans lauded, and exalted to the skies, the generosity

and tiie magnanimity of Louis XVI. Such, at that time, was the

general abhorrence excited by the conduct of the British govern-

ment ; or such was the affection borne to the American cause.

Shortly after the subscription of the treaties, and long before they

were made public, the British ministry had knowledge of them.

It is asserted that some of its members, wishing to embrace this

occasion for the re-establishment of concord between the two parties,

proposed in the secret councils to acknowledge immediately the

independence of the colonies, and to negotiate with them a treaty of

commerce and alhance. But the king, either guided by iiis natural

obstinacy, or docile as heretofore to the instigations of lord Bute, re-

fused his consent to this measure. It was therefore resolved to pro-

ceed by middle vvays, which, if they are the least painful, lead also

the most rarely to success. They consisted, on this occasion, not in

acknowledging independence, which, at this time, it was c-isier to

deny than to prevent, but in renouncing the right of taxation, in re-

voking the laws complained of, in granting pardons, in acknowledging

for a certain time the American authorities ; and, finally, in negotiat-

ing with them. This plan of conduct, which was not less, and per-

haps more derogatory to the dignity of the crown than the acknowl-

edgment of independence, offered, besides, less real advantage to

England ; it was accordingly blamed by all prudent and intelligent

politicians. None could avoid seeing, that if it was questionable,

whether these measures would have operated the desired effect be-

fore the declaration of independence and the alliance with France,

it was indubitable that afterwards they must prove absolutely fruitless.

That proclivity which men have by nature towards independence,

was likely to prevail in t!ie minds of the Americans over the proposal

of resuming their former yoke, whatever were the advantages that

could have resulted from it. Another consideration must have acted

upon them, and particularly upon their chiefs ; they were not igno-

rant, that in state matters it is little prudent to confide in the pardon

of princes ; neither had they forgotten that these very ministers, who
made them such bland proposals, were the same men who haa at-

tempted to starve America, had filled it with ferocious soldiers, with

devastation and with blood. Besides, if the Americans should have

VOL. II. H*
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broken the faith which they had just pledged to France, they would

have declared themselves c;uilty of a scandalous perfidy ; abandoned

by their new allies, could they have hoped, after such treachery, to

find; in their utmost distress, a single power on earth that would deign

to succor them? They would have found themselves exposed,

without shield or defense, to the fury and vengeance of Great

Britain.

But, perhaps, the British ministers believed, that if the measures

proposed were not to bring about an arrangement, they might, al

least, divide opinions, give birth to powerful parties, and thus, by in-

testine dissensions, facilitate the triumph of England. Perhaps, also,

and i)robably they persuaded themselves, that if the Americans re-

jected the propositions for an adjustment, they would at least have a

colorable pretense for continuing the war. But whether the proce-

dure of the ministers at this juncture was free or forced, lord North,

in the sitting of the house of commons, of the nineteenth of Febru-

ary, made a very grave speech upon the present state of aftairs. He
remarked, that sir William Howe had not only been in the late ac-

tions, and in the whole course of the campaign, in goodness of troops,

and in all manner of supplies, but in numbers, too, much superior to

the enemy ; that Burgoyne had been in numbers, until the affair at

Bennington, near twice as strong as the army opposed to him ; that

lixty thousand men and upwards had been sent to America, a force

which even exceeded the demands of the generals ; but fortune had

shown herself so unpropitious, that it had been impossible to reap

those advantages which were reasonably to have been expected from

it. He concluded with saying, that althougli Great Britain was most

able to continue the war, not only from the abundance of men, and

the strength of the navy, but from the flourishing condition of the

finances, which might be still increased by a loan at low interest, yet

out of that desire which every good government ought to have, to

put an end to war, the ministry had determined to submit to the de-

liberations of the house certain conciliatory propositions, from which

he expected the most happy results. The general attention was

evinced by a profound silence ; no mark of approbation was mani-

fested by any party. Astonishment, dejection and fear overclouded

tne whole assembly ; so diflerent was the present language of the

ministers from what they had ever used before ; it was concluded

they had been forced to it by some serious cause. Fox took thi«

opportunity to exclaim, that the treaty of alliance between Franc©

and the United States was already signed ; the agitation and tumult

became extreme. Lord North moved the resolution, that the par-

liament could not in future imoose any tax or duty in tiie coloiiie*
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of North America, except such only as should be deemed beneficial

to commerce, and the product even of those to be collected under

the authority of the respective colonies, and to be employed for their

use and advantage. He proposed, besides, that five commissioners

should be appointed, empowered to adjust with any assembly or in-

dividual whatsoever, the diflferences existing between Great Britain

and her colonies, it being understootl, however, that the compacts

were not to take effect till ratified by the parliament.

The commissioners were, also, to be authorized to proclaim arnvs-

tices wherever they should think proper, to suspend prohibitory laws,

and generally all laws promulgated since the tenth of February, one

thousand seven hundred and sixty-three; and to pardon whoever,

and as many as they pleased. Finally, they were to have authority

to appoint governors and commanders-in-chief in the reconciled

provinces.

Tiius the British ministers, now urged by necessity, all at once

conceded what they had refused during fifteen years, and what they

had been contending for in a sanguinary and cruel war, already of

three years standing. Whether it was the fault of fortune, or their

own, ihey appeared in this conjuncture, as in all others, inflexible

when they should have yielded, and pliant when too late. Incapa-

ble of controlling events, they were dragged along by them. The

bills proposed passed almost without opposition in parliament; but

without, they excited universal discontent. ' Such concessions,' it

was vociferated, • are too unworthy of the British name and power

:

they would only be admissible in an extremity, such as. Heaven be

thanked, England is still far from being reduced to ; they are calcu-

lated to sow discouragement among us, to enervate our armies, to

embolden our enemies, and to detach our aUies. Since the right of

taxation is renounced, which was the first motive and cause of the

war, why not go farther, and acknowledge independency ?
' In a

word, the ministers were charged with having done too much, or too

little ; the common fate of those, who from timidity betake them-

selves to half measures ; whose prudence and vigor prove equally

vain. Nor were the ministers only exposed to the animadversions

of the opposite party ; the most moderate citizens expressed a no

less decided disapprobation. Nevertheless, the king appointed, not

long after, for commissioners, the earl of Carlisle, lord Howe, Wil-

liam Eden, George Johnstone, and the commander-in-chief of the

English army in America ; individuals highly distinguished, either

by their rank, or by the celebrity of their achievements, or by their

intelligence and experience in American anair ; th- earl of Carlisle,

Eden and Johnstone, sailed from St. Helen's the twenty-first of

Ap*U. on board the ship Trident.
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In tho midst of this complicalion of novel events, and of novel

measures, and while the entire British nation was anxiously looking

towards the future, the marquis de IN'oailles, ambassador of his most

christian majesty, at the court of England, in pursuance of instruc-

tions from his sovereign, delivered, on the thirteenth of March, ta

lord Weymouth, secretary of state for foreign affairs, the following

declaration :

' Tiie United States of America, which are in full possession of the

independence declared by their act of the fourth of July, one thou-

sand seven hundred and seventy-six, having made a proposal to the

king to « onsolidate, by a formal convention, the connections that

have begun to be established between the two nations, the resj)cctive

plenipotentiaries have signed a treaty of amity and commerce, in-

tended to fcrve as a basis for mutual good correspondence.

' His majesty, being resolved to cultivate the good understanding

subsisting between France and Great Britain, by all the means com-

patible with his dignity, and with the good of his subjects, thinks that

he ought to impart this step to the court of London, and declare to

It, at the same time, that the contracting parties have had attention

notto stipulate any exclusive advantage in favor of the French nation,

and that tho United States have preserved the liberty of treating

with all nations whatsoever on the same foot of equality and re-

ciprocity.

' In making this communication to the court of London, the king

is firmly persuaded, that it will find in it fresh proofs of his majesty's

constant and sincere dispositions for peace ; and that his Britannic

majesty, animated by. the same sentiments, will equally avoid every

thing that may interrupt good harmony ; and that he will take, in

particular, effectual measures to hinder the commerce of his majesty's

subjects with the United States of America from being disturbed and

cause to be observed, in this respect, the usages received between

trading nations, and the rules that may be considered as subsisting

between the crowns of France and Great Britain.

' In thif just confidence, the underwritten ambassador might think

it superfluous to apprise the British ministry, that the king his mas-

ter, being determined effectually to protect the lawful freedom of the

commerce of his subjects, and to sustain the honor of his flag, his

majesty has taken, in consequence, eventual measures, in concert

with the United States of North America.'

This t'eclaration, so full of matter in itself, and presented with very

little ceremony by the French ambassador, stung British pride to the

quick. If it was one of those sh evvd turns which are not unusual

among princes in their reciprocal intercourse, it was also one of those
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which they are not accustomed to forgive. France had foreseen ita

consequences, and far from dreading them, they were the very ob-

ject of her wishes and hopes. Lord North communicated, the

seventeenth ofMarch, the note of the French minister to the house of

commons, with a message from the king, purporting that his majesty

had thought proper, iii consequence of this offensive declaration on

the pirt of the government of France, to recall his ambassadoi from

that court ; that he had been sincerely desirous to preserve the tran-

quillity of Europe ; and that he trusted he should not stand respon-

sible for its interruption, if he resented so unprovoked, and so unjust

an aggression on the honor of his crown, and the essential interests of

his kingdoms, contrary to the most solemn assurances, subversive of

the law of nations, and injurious to the rights of every sovereign

power in Europe. He concluded with saying, that relying with the

firmest confidence on the zeal of his people, he hoped to be in a

condition to repel every insult and attack, and to maintain and uphold

the power and reputation of his crown.

This resolution surprised no one ; it was already the subject of

conversation in all companies. Lord North moved the usual address

of thanks to the king, with assurance of the support of parliament.

A member named Baker proposed that the king should be entreated

to remove from his counsels those persons in whom his people could

no longer repose any sort of confidence. This amendment was sup-

ported with great spirit. It was then that governor Pownall, a man
of weight, and particularly conversant in American affairs, rose and

spoke in much the following terms :

' I do not deem it consistent with the business of this solemn day,

which is about to decide upon the immediate re-establishment, or

irreparable ruin of our country, to go into the inquiry whether the

present ministers are longer to be trusted with the conduct of the

battered ship of the state, in the midst of tempests, or whether we

are ti commit the helm toother hands. Considerations of far higher

importance, if 1 am not mistaken, demand all your attention. For

vi^hatever these ministers may be, against whom I hear such bitter

murmurs, if we have the wisdom to take this day a suitable resolu-

tion, I have not the least doubt that even they will be capable of

executing it with success. If, on the contrary, persisting in the meas-

ures which have brought us into this critical position, we add a new

blunder to all our past errors, neither these nor any other ministers

can save us from perdition.

' Besides, those who are desirous of investigating the causes of our

disasters, and who impute them to the present servants of the crown,

will have an early opportunity for sifting that subject to their wisii. iii
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the regular examination of their conduct, which is to occupy this

house in a few days. But what is the business before us, and what

is the subject of our immediate deliberations ? Faithless and haughty

France rises against us ; she threatens us with war, if we presume to

resent, nay, if we do not accept the insulting conditions she dictates.

Where is the citizen who loves his country, where is the Briton who

is not Hred with indignation, who is not impatient to avenge the out-

rages of tliis implacable rival ? I also have British blood in my veins

;

I feel it in the transports which animate me, I approve high ar d mag-

nanimous resolutions. But what I condemn, and so long as I have

life will always condemn, is the impolicy of hurrying to encounter

two wars instead of one, and of choosing rather to add a new enemy

to the old, than to be reconciled with the latter, in order to operate in

concert agaijist the former. To vanquish France and America to-

gether, is an enterprise to be reckoned among impossible events ; to

triumph over the first after having disarmed the second, is not only

possible, but easy. But in order to attain this object, it is necessary

to acknowledge, what we can no longer prevent, 1 mean American

independence. And what are the obstacles which oppose so salu-

tary a resolution ? or by what reasons can it be combated ? Perhaps

the desire of glory, or the honor of the crown ? But honor resides

in victoiy ; shame in defeat ; and in affairs of state, the useful is al-

ways honorable.

' We should consider also, that in acknowledging the independence

of the United States, we acknowledge not only what is, but also what

we have already recognized, if not in form, at least in fact. In those

veiy acts of conciliation which we have so lately passed, we acknowl-

edge, if we would speak ingenuously, that we have renounced all

sort ofsupremacy. If our intention is to maintain it, we have already

gone too far ; but if our desire of peace be sincere, we have not gone

far enough ; and every step we shall take to put the Americans back

from independency, will convince them the more of the necessity of

going forward. Inveterate inclinations are not so easily changed, and

resolutions taken after long and mature deliberations, are not so

lightly diverted.

' If we look well into the great acts of their proceedings, we shall

soon be satisfied that they were not suddenly taken up as an ebulli-

tion of enthusiasm, or in the bitterness of passion or revenge, but

rather as coming on of course, by a train of events, linked together

oy a system of policy. Their march was slow, but in measured

steps ; feeling their ground before they set their foot on it
;
yet when

onf.e set, there fixed forever. Th(;y made their declaration of rights

111 1774, itself but little compatible with British supremacy. Thej
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afterwards confirmed it by a manifesto, in which they proclaimed

their reasons for taking up arms ; and finally they declared their

independence, which is but the pinnacle and accomplishment of that

work which they had long since commenced, which they were assist-

ed in j)erfecling by the very nature of things, and which they havo

so valiantly defended in three successive campaigns.

' If these people, when they viewed their cause abandoned, as to

all assistance which they looked to in Europe ; when sinking, as to

all appearance of what the utmost exertions of their own resources

had done; when clouded with despair; would not give up the ground

of independence, on which they were determined to stand ; what

hopes can there be, and from what quarter, that they will now, when

every eveilt of fate and fortune is reversed to us, and turned in their

favor ; when they feel their own power able to resist, to counteract,

and in one deplorable instance superior to, and victorious over ours

;

when they see their cause taken up in Europe ; when they find the

nations among which they have taken their equal station, acknowl-

edging their independency, and concluding treaties with them as such

;

when France has actually and avowedly done it ; when it is known

that Spain must follow, and that Holland will ; what hopes can there

be, and from what quarter, that they will, all at once, pull down their

own new governments, to receive our provincial ones ? that they

will dissolve their confederation ? that they will disavow all their

reasons for taking up arms ; and give up all those rights which they

have declared, claimed and insisted upon, in order to receive such

others at our hands, as supremacy on one hand will, and dependency

on the other can admit them to? And how can we hope to conquer,

when surrounded by his allies, the enemy, who, single, has repulsed

your attacks ? France abounds in hardy and gallant warriors ; she

will inundate with them the plains of America; and then, whether

we shall be able, I say not to conquer, but to resist, let each be his

own judge.

' We are in sight of the coasts of France ; we see them lined with

formidable maritime preparations ; and though we may not fear, we
ought at least to guard against, an attnck upon this very territory,

where we are meditating the destruction of America, who combats

us, and of France, who seconds her. It follows that those soldiers

who might have been sent to America, must remain in Great Britain

to defend our hallowed laws, our sacred altars, our country itself,

against the fury of the French. Already the numerous fleet of

Brest is perfectly prepared to put to sea ; already the coasts of

Normandy swarm with troops that seem to menace a descent upon

our natal hrid. And what are we doing in the mean time? We
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are here deliberating whether it is better to have divers enemies,

than one only ; whether it is more expedient to encounter at once

America and Europe in league for our destruction, than to make

head against Europe with the arms oi America to back us ? But

am I alone in maintaining that the safety of England is attached to

the measure I propose ? All prudent men profess the same opinion
;

the unanimous voice of the people repeats it ; the pompous but vain

declamations of the ministers they have learned to interpret as the

denunciations of irreparable calamities to the country. Of this the

too certain proof is found in the fall of the public funds ; which

took place the moment there was any mention of this new ministe-

rial frenzy, of this obstinacy more Scotch than English. Tell us

then, ministers, sometimes so weakly credulous, at all times so obsti-

nate in your resolutions, if you have easily effected {»!ic late loan,

and what is the rate of interest you have paid ? But you are silent.

Will not this then suffice to convince you of the perversity of your

measures ?

' I know there are some who are careful to give out that the ac-

knowledgment of independence, besides being a measure little to

our honor, would offer no certain advantage, since we have no as-

surance that it would satisfy the Americans. But how can we believe

that the Americans will prefer the alliance of France to ours ? Are

not these the same French who formerly attempted to subjugate

them ? Are not these the same French whose wishes would have

led them to extinguish the name and language of the English ? How
can it be supposed that the Americans have not yet reflected that

England, their bulwark, once prostrated, they will be abandoned,

without defense, to the power of France, who will dispose of them

as she sees fit ? How should they not perceive this artifice of the

French, not new, but now prepared and rendered more dangerous

by our own imprudence, which consists in laboring to dissolve our

union in order to crush us separately ? The Americans will undoubt-

edly prefer the friendship and alliance of France to dependency

;

but believe me^ v\lien I assure you, that they \Aill like infinitely bet-

ter the alliance of Great Britain, conjointly with independence.

Besides, it is a secret to nobody that the Americans arc incensed

against France for having in this very negotiation profited of their

distress, to try to drive a hard and inequitable bargain with tnem:

thus setting a price upon their independence. Let us avail our-

selves, if we are wise, of the effects of French avarice, and we may

thus make friends of those whom we can no longer have for subjects.

Independent of the reasons I have urged, the interest of reciprocal

commerce alone, if every other part of the ground be taken equai.
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would determine the Americans to prefer our friendship to that of

France. But why should I multiply arguments to convince you of

that which I can in an in§tant demonstrate beyond all doubt ? I

have seen, and read with my own eyes, a letter written by Benjamm

Franklin, a man, as you all know, of irrefragable authority with his

countrymen. In this letter, transmitted to London since the con-

clusion of the treaty of alliance between France and America, he

affirms that if Great Britain would renounce her supremacy, and treat

with the Americans as an independent nation, peace might be re-

established immediately. These are not the news and silly reports

with which our good ministers allow themselves to be amused by

refugees. But if we may count upon the friendship and alliance of

independent America, it is equally clear, that instead of being weak-

ened by the separation, we should become but the more capable of

attack, and the more vigorous for defense. For a part of these

troops, which are now employed to no effect in our colonies, might

then be taken with advantage to form such garrisons in Canada and

Nova Scotia, as would put those provir^ces out of all insult and dan-

ger. The rest of the forces there might be employed to protect our

islands, and to attack those of France, which, thus taken by surprise,

would inevitably fall into our hands. As to the fleet, we could so

dispose it as to cover and defend at once all our possessions and our

commerce in the two hemispheres. Thus delivered from all dis-

quietude on the part of America, we should be enabled to bend all

our thoughts and all our forces against France ; and make her pay

the forfeit of her insolence and audacity.

' On these considerations, I think that, abandoning half measures,

we should extend the powers of the commissioners to the enabling

them to treat, consult, and finally to agree and acknowledge the

Americans as independent ; on condition, and in the moment, that

they will, as such, ^orm a federal treaty, offensive and defensive and

commercial with us. If I am not greatly mistaken, we should reap

more advantage from this single resolution, than from several victo-

ries, in a war become hopeless.

' But if, on the contrary, we persist in our infatuation, we shall

learn, to our irreparable prejudice, how costly it is to trust more to

appearances than reality, and 1k>w dangerous to listen to the perni-

cious counsels of fury and pride. Be assured, if the commis-

sioners are not empowered to acknowledge independence, they had

better never go : their going will be a mockery, and end in disgrace.'

These considerations, weighty in themselves, and the emphatic

manner of the orator, made a deep impression upon the mmds of his

auditors ; it was perceived that several members of the ministerial

VOL. u.
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party began to waver. But the minister of war, Jcnkinson, a person-

age of no little authority, immediately answered by the following

speech :

' Nations, no less than individuals, ought to pursue that which is

just and honest ; and if this be their duty, it is equally also their

interest, since it generally conducts them to glory and to greatness.

On tj.2 other hand, what can be more fatal to the felicity of states,

than the unc( rtainty and instability of counsels ?

'Resolutions always fluctuating betray, in those who govern, either

weakness of mind, or timidity of spirit ; and prevent them from ever

attaining the end proposed. This axiom admitted, I hope to have

little difficulty in persuading the house that in the present question,

where we see prejudiced men hurried away by vain chimeras, it is

as rigorously required by justice and our dignity as by the most

essential interests of the state, that we should not depart from the

counsels we pursue. . However fortune may turn her wheel, the war

we wage is just. Such the wisdom of parliament has decreed it

;

such the voice of the people has proclaimed it ; such the very nature

of things confirms it. Why it has not been more successful, I will

not nov»' take upon me to say. Whatever may have been the causes,

the want of success has at last brought upon us the insults and

meditated attacks of the French. Is there any one here, who, in

such a situation, would have Great Britain despond, would have her

stoop to unworthy resolutions, and, through fear of the French, ac-

knowledge herself vanquished by her ancient subjects ? But what do

I say ?- There are men who would have us tremble for ourselves
;

and who imagine they already see the French banners floating at the

gates of London. But disregarding the vain terrors of these, I know
not whether to say ambitious or timorous men, I pledge njyself to

demonstrate, that the course we have hitherto pursued is not only

that of justice and honor, but that it is capable jf conducting us to

the object of our desires.

' I shall begin with asking these bosom friends of rebels, if they

are certain that it is all America, or only a seditious handful, whose

craft and audacity have raised them to the head of aflairs, who claim

independency ? For my own part, I confess that this independence

appears to me rather a vision that floats in certain brains, inflamed

by the rage of innovation, on that side of the Atlantic as well as on

this, than any general wish of the people. This is what oil men of

sense declare, who have resided in the midst of that misguided mul-

titude ; this is attested by the thousands of royalists who have

flocked to the royal standard in New York, and who have fought for

the king in the plains of Saratoga, and on the banks of the Brandy-
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wine. This, finally, is proclaimed by the very prisons, crowded

willi iniuibitants, who have chosen rather to part with their liberty,

than to renounce their allegiance ; and have preferred an imminent

peril of death, to a participation in rebellion. If their co-operation

has not proved of that utility, which, from their number and force,

was to have been expected, this must be imputed not to their

indifference, but rather to the inconsiderate zeal which caused them
to break out prematurely. There is every reason to think that to

such subjects as remained faithful until England set up the pretension

of taxation, many others will join themselves now that she has

renounced it; for already all are convinced how much better it is to

live under the mild sway of an equitable prince, than under the

tyranny of new and ambitious men. And why should I here omit

the ties of consanguinity, the common language, the mutual interests,

the conformity of manners, and the recollection of ancient union ?

I appeal even to the testimony of my adversary, with regard to the

avarice and revolting behavior of France, during the negotiation of

alliance ; and can it be doubtful that to this new, insatiable, arrogant

and fiiithless friend, the Americans will prefer their old, tried, benefi-

cent and affjctionato fellovz-citizens ? Nor should I omit to mention

a well known fact ; the finances of congress arc exhausted ; their

soldiers are naked and famishing ; they can satisfy none of the wants

of the state ; creditors are without remedy against their debtors

;

hence arise scandals v/ithout end, private hatreds, and unanimous
maledictions against the governm.ent.

' There is not an individual among the Americans, but sees that, in

accepting the terms ofiered by Great Britain, the public credit will

be re-e.:tablished, private property secured, and abundance in all ))arts

of the social body restored. They will concur, with the more ardor,

in establishing this prosperity, when they shall see powerful England

resolved on continuing the war with redoubled energy. Certainly

they Vv'ill not believe that any succors they can receive from haughty

France will compel us very speedily to accept of ignominious con-

ditions. Yes, methinks I already see, or I am strangely mistaken,

the people of America Hocking to the royal standard ; every thing

in\Ites them to it; fidelity towards the sovereign, the love of the

English name, the hope of a happier future, their aversion to their

new and unaccustomed allies, and, finally, the hatred they bear to

the tyranny of congress.

' It is then that we shall have cause to applaud our constancy,

then shall we acknowledge that the most honorable counsels, as the

most worthy of so great a realm, are also the most useful and safe.

So far from thinking the new war against France ouglit to dismay
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as, I sec in it only grounds of better liopes. If, Uf to the present

time, we have had but htlle success against the Aincrieans, wljatover

mav have l>een the cause of it, where is the Enjihshniar. who does

mot hope, nay, who docs not firmly believe, that the l''rcnch are

about to furnish us with occasions for the most brilliant triumpjis?

As for myself, I find the pledge of it in the recollection of our past

achievements, in the love of our ancient glory, in the present ardor

of our troops, and especially in the strength of our navy. The ad-

vantages we shall gain over the French by land and sea, will recom-

pense the losses we have sustuined in America. Th'j Americans,

finding their hopes frustrated, which they had so confidently placed

on the efficacy of the succors of their new allies, will be struck with

terror ; they will prefer the certain peace of an ac^ommwlation to

future independence, rendered daily more uncertain by new defeats

of their allies. Besides, who will presume to aflirm that fortune will

not become more propitious to us even upon the territory of Ameri-

ca? Is it going too far to believe, that when our armies shall direct

their march towards the open and fertile provinces inhubitcvi by the

loyalists, they will be more successful than they could be in nioun-

tainous, steril, savage regions, swarming with rebels ? For myself,

I have not a particle of doubt that we shall find in Georgia and the

Carolinas, the most ample indemnification for the unlucky campaigns

of New Jersey and of Pennsylvania. But I admit, which God for-

bid, fresh disasters ; I will nevertheless maintain that we ought lo

prosecute what we have commenced. If we lose our colonies, we
shall not lose honor. 1 would rather American independence, if

ever it must exist, should be the offspring of inexorable destiny, than

of a base condescension on our part.

' Shall France tiien find us so tame, as, at the bare shadow of her

enmity, to abandon our possessions, and tamely yield up to her all

our glory ; we, who have thfe time still green in memory, when, after

having by victories on victories trampled upon her pride and prostrat-

ed her powf ;!•. we triumphantly scoured all seas, and the continent

of America!
' Of what country then are the authors of such timid counsels ?

English perhaps. As for myself, I cannot believe it. Who are these

pusillanimous spirits, who paint our aft'airs as if they were desperate ?

Are tl.';y women or affrighted children ? I should incline to believe

the latter, if I did noi see them often holding forth within these walls

their sinister predictions, indulging their favorite w him of reviling

their country, expatiating with apparent delight upon its weakness,

and magnifying the power of its ambitious enemy. And what is then

this France, at the gathering of whose frowns we are to shudder ?
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Whore arc her seamen trained to naval maneuvers ? Where are her

sohiiers fonpcd in battles ? 1 will tell those who do not know it, or

who aflbct not to know it, that she is at this very moment attacked

with an internal malad} that will paralyze her strength at the very

/nomcnt she may wish to move. Who of you is ignorant that she

labors under an annual deficiency of thirty millions ? Who knows
not that she is destitute of the resources of loans ? licr rich cispital

ists being as distrustful as tiicy are rare,

' But it is not in the sinking of credit only that France is distress-

ed ; the spirit of free inquiry, and the effects of an extended com-
merce, have introduced opinions among the Frencli people, that are

wholly incojiipatible with their government. Contrary to all jmccc-

dent, contrary to all ideas of that government, a reasoning has prop-

agated, and even entered into some of the lines of business, that the

twentieth is a free gift, and that every individual has a right to judge

of its necessity, and oversee its employment.
* Besides this, one bad effect of the zeal with which they pre-

tended to take up the American cause, and which they now leara

in earnest to Iravc an affection for, has tainted their princii)les with

the spirit of rej)ublicanism. Those principles of liberty always di-

miuisli llie force of government ; and if they take root and grownup

in France, wo shall see that government as distracted and unsettled

as any other.

' I hear talk of the difficulty of borrowing among ourselves, and

of the depression of the public funds ; but the lenders have already

come forward ; and I understand tiie ffrst payment is already made.

The interest they have demanded is not only not usurious, but it is

even much more moderate than our enemies would have wished, or

than our croaking orators predicted. As to the fall of the funds, it

has been very inconsiderable, and they have even risen to-day. But

how shall I treat the grand bugbear of French invasion ? We have

a formidable ffeet, thirty thousand regular troops; and at a moment's

warning, could muster such a botly of militia as would make France

desist from, or bitterly rue her projects. It is n" --uch easy task to

vanquish Britons; their country falls not a prey so lightly to whom-
soever. We arc told also that the Americans are ready to contract

alliance with us, and that they have manifested such a wish ; and
we have already seen men credulous enough to catch at the lure.

Do we not know that those who agitate these intrigues, if indeed

any credit is due to such rumors, are the very same persons who
violate the capitulation of Saratoga, the same who imprison, who
torture, who massacre the loyal subjects of the king? For my part,

I fear the gift and its bearer ; 1 fear American wiles ; I fear Ui«

I*.
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French school ; I fear they wish to degrade us by the refusal, after

having mocked us by their offers. Hitherto I have been considering

exclusively what policy demands of you ; I will now briefly remind
you of the claims of justice, gratitude and humanity. Think of those

who, in the midst of tlie rage of rebellion, have preserved their fideli-

ty to the king, to yourselves, to the country. Have compassion for

those who have placed all their hopes in your constancy.

' Take [)ity on the wives, on the widows, on the children of those,

who, now exposed without defense to the fury of the insurgents,

offer up their prayers to Heaven for the prosperity of your arms, and
see no glimpse of any period to their torments but in your victory.

Will you abandon all these? Will you allow them to, become the

victims of the confidence they placed in you ? Will the English

show less perseverance in their own cause, than the loyalists have

manifested on their behalf? Ah ! such abominable counsels were
never yet embraced by this generous kingdom. Already, methinks,

I see your noble bosoms pant with indignation ; already I hear your

voices cry vengeance on outrages so unexampled, while your liands

grasp the arms which are about to inflict it. On, then, ye fathers

of the state ! accomplish the high destiny that awaits you. Save the

honor of the kingdom, succor the unfortunate, protect the faithful,

defend the country. Let Europe acknowledge, and France prove

to her cost, that it is pure British blood which still flows in your veins.

To condense therefore in a few words what I feel and what I think,

[ move, that the proposition of my adversary being rejected, the

king be assured that his faithful commons are ready to furnish him
with the means that shall be necessary to maintain the honor of his

people, and the dignity of his crown.'

As soon as Jenkinson had finished speaking, there followed an
incredible agitation in the house. At length the votes were taken,

and it was carried almost unanimously, that an address of thanks

should be presented to the king, that war should be continued against

the colonies, and declared against France.

But in tlie sitting of the house of lords of the seventh of April,

after the duke of Richmond had concluded a very solid and very el-

oquent speech, proving that it was time to give another direction to

the affairs of the kingdom, that house became the scene of a melan-

»',holy event. The earl of Chatham, though sinking under a mortal

infirmity, had dragged himself to his place in parliament. Shocked
at the new measures that were thrown out there, and determined

not to consent to the separation of America, he pronounced these

words, which were the last of his life :
' I have made an eflbrt, almost

beyond the Dowers of my constitution, to come down to the house on
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tliisday to express the indignttion I feel at an idea, which, 1 under-

stand, has been proposed to ycu, of yielding up the sovereignty of

America

!

' My lords, I rejoice that the grave has not closed upon me ; that

I am still alive to hft up my voice against the dismemberment of this

ancient and most noble monarchy ! I'ressed down, as I am, by the

hand of infirmity, 1 am little able to assist my country in this most

perilous conjuncture ; but, my lords, while I have sense and memory,

1 will never consent to deprive the royal oflfspring of the house

of Brunswick, the heirs of the princess Sophia, of their fairest

inheritance.

' Where is the man that will dare to advise such a measure ? Ilis

majesty succeeded to an empire as great in extent as its reputation

was unsullied. Shall we tarnish the lustre of this nation by an igno-

minious surrender of its rights and fairest possessions ? Shall this

great kingdom, that has survived, whole and entire, the Danish depre-

dations, the Scottish inroads, and the Norman conquest ; that has

stood the threatened invasion of the Spanish armada, now fall j^ros-

trate before the house of Bourbon ? Surely, my lords, this nation is

no longer what it was ! ShaTl a people that, seventeen years ago, was

the terror of the world, now stoop so low as to tell its ancient invete-

rate enemy. Take all we have, only give us peace ! It is impossible.

In God's name, if it is absolutely necessary to declare either for peace

or war, and the former cannot be preserved with honor, why is not

the hitter commenced without hesitation ? I am not, I confess, well

informed of the resources of this kingdom ; but I trust it has suffi-

cient to maintain its just rights. But, my lords, any state is better

than despair. Let us at least make one effort ; and if we must fall,

let us fall like men !

'

Here the earl of Chatham ended his speech. The duke of Rich-

mond rose, and endeavored to prove that ihe conquest of America

by force of arms was become impracticable ; that consequently it

was wiser to secure her friendship by a treaty of alliance, than to

throw her into the arms of France. The earl of Chatham wished to

reply, but after two or three unsuccessful attempts to stand, he fell

down in a swoon on his seat. He was immediately assisted by the

duke of Cumberland, and several other principal members of the

house. They removed him into an adjacent apartment, called the

Prince's chamber. The confusion and disorder became extreme.

The duke of Richmond proposed, that in consideration of this public

calamity, the house should adjourn to the following day ; and it was

accordingly done. The next day the debate was resumed upon the
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moli(ir« of ihc duke of Richmond ; but it was finally ejected by a
iiigo n:ajority.

Tlie eleventh of May was the last day of William Pitt, earl of

Chatham ; he was in his seventieth year. His obsequies were cele-

brated the eighth of June, with extraordinary pomp, in Westminster

Abbey ; where a monument was erected to him a short time after.

This man, whether for his genius, his virtues, or the great thiiigs he

did for his country, is rather to be paralleled with the ancients, than

preferred to the moderns. He governed for a considerable time the

opulent kmgdom of Great Britain ; he raised it to such a pitch of

splendor, as the English at no other period had ever known, or even

presumed to hope for ; and he died, if not in poverty, at least with

so narrow a fortune, that it would not have been sufficient to main-

tain his family honorably ; a thing at that time sufficiently remarkable,

and which in the present age might pass for a prodigy ! But his

grateful country recompensed in the children the virtue of the father.

The parliament granted a perpetual annuity of four thousand pounds

sterling to the family of Chatham, besides paying twenty thousand

pounds of debts which the late earl had been compelled to contract,

in order to support his rank and his numerous household. No indi-

vidual until thLt time, except the duke of Marlborough, had received

in England such high and liberal rewards. The earl of Chatham
was no less distinguished as a great orator, than as a profound states-

man, and immaculate citizen. He defended with arhnirable elo-

quence, before parliament, those resolutions which, he had maturely

discussed and fiimly adopted in the consultations of the cabinet.

Some, it is true, blamed in his speeches the too frequent use of

figures, and a certain pomp of style much savoring of the taste of

those times. But this great minister surpassed all the rulers of na-

tions of his age, in the art of exciting, even to enthusiasm, the zeal

of the servants of the state, civil as well as military ; a talent which

Heaven confers but rarely, and only upon privileged individuals. In

a word, he was a man whose name will never be pronounced with-

out encomiums, and the resplendent glory of whose virtues will

clernally recommend them to imitation.

We now resume the thread of events. The British ministers,

seeing that war with France was become inevitable, took ail the

measures they judged necessary to sustain it. They exerted them-

selves therein with the more ardor, as they could not but perceive

that if England showed herself with disadvantage m this contest

against France and America, Spain, and perhiips even Holland,

would not long remain neuter ; whereas, on the other hand, a prompt

and brilliant victory might intimidate the two latter powers from de-
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daring themselves. Their attention was occupied especially in

pressing their maritime preparations, as therein consisted tlie princi-

pal defense of the kingdom, and the pledge of success. But on a

strict examination into the state of the navy, it was found to bo nei-

ther so numerous, nor so well provided, as had been supposed, and

as the urgency of circumstances required. This afflicting discovery

excited a general clamor. In the two houses of parliament, the

duke of Bolton and Fox inveighed with great asperity against tiie

earl of Sandwich, who was first lord of the admiralty. No diligence,

however, was omitted to remedy all deficiencies. To cheer the

public mind in so trying a conjuncture, and especially to inspirit the

seamen, by giving them a chief possessed of their full confidence,

the ministers appointed to the command of the fleet lying at Ports-

mouth, admiral Keppel, an officer of distinguished ability, and highly

celebrated for his brilliant achievements in the preceding wars. Lords

Hawke and Anson, those two bright luminaries of the British marine,

had honored him with their esteem and closest friendship ; in a word,

no choice could have been so agreeable to the British nation at large

as that of admiral Keppel. He refused not the appointment, not-

withstanding that he was already arrived at an age in which man
prefers repose to action, and that he could aspire to no greater glory

than what he had acquired ; he nmst even have felt a sort of repug-

nance to commit it anew to the hazard of battles. To these con-

siderations was added another untoward particular, which was, tliat,

Qs a whig, the ministers eyed him with jealousy ; a circumstance

which, in the course of events, might occasion him many disgusts.

But more thoughtful for the good of his country, which claimed his

services, than of his private convenience, he hesitated not to accept

the charge, to which he was invited by the public voice. The vice-

admirals, Harland and Palliser, both officers of high reputation, were

appointed to second him in command. On his arrival at Portsmouth,

Keppel. instead of a great fleet ready to proceed to sea, found, to

his extreme surprise, bnly six sail of the line prepared for immedi-

ate service, crews incomplete, provisions insufficient, and naval mu-
nitions wanting. The ministers alledged that the other ships had

been detached on different services, but that they were to return

shortly. However it was, the admiral exerted an activity so astonish-

ing, that by the middle of June he found himself in condition to put

to sea with twenty ships of the line, and not without expectation of

prompt re-inforcements. He sailed from St. Helens on the thir-

teenth, accompanied by the fervent prayers of all England. The
posture of affairs was inexpressibly critical and alarming. It was

known that France had a numerous flee* at Brest, completely man-
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ned and equipped for sea ; the ships which conveyed the riches of

Indi.T were expected from day to day, and might become the prey of

the French. This disaster, so great in itself, by the loss of such

treasures, must have involved another of still greater consequence,

that of an immense number of sailors, who were counted upon to

man the ships of war. To this momentous consideration were

joined the defense of the vast extent of the British coasts, the safety

of the capital itself, the preservation of the arsenals, the repositories

of all the elements of the greatness of England, and the basis of all

her hopes ; and all these objects, rather of vita! than of great impor-

tance, were confided to the proicction of tv/enty ships !

Meanwhile the land preparations were pushed with no less ardor

than the maritime. The recruiting service was prosecuted with

success ; the miliiia were assembled, and formed into regiments

upon the model of regular troops. Encampments were established

in such places as were thought most exposed to the attempts of the

enemy. Thus- the English made their dispositions to meet the im-

pending war. The government had already ordered, by way of reprisal,

the det-ention of all the French vessels thai were found in the ports

But France, who for a long time had purposed to turn her arms

against England, was better provided with all the implements of war.

Her fleet was numerous, and all her arsenals were in full activity.

The court of Versailles, on intelligence of the hostile manner with

which king George had answered the declaration of the marquis de

Noaillcs, immediately dispatched orders to the difi'erent ports, pro-

hibiting the departure of all English vessels. This measure, taken

reciprocally by the two powers, j^roduced but little effect ; the mas-

ters of merchant vessels, foreseeing a rupture, had hastened to re-

cover their own shores. France, henceforth, laying aside all hesita-

tions, felt it due to herself to assume the attitude which becomes a

great and powerful nation. She was disposed to perfect the work

commenced by her declaration, and tore-assure the minds of her new

allies by a step from v^hich it was impossible to fall back without

shame. She therefore resolved to receive, and formally acknowl-

edge, the American oomnir^sioners, as ambassadors of a free and

independent nation! Hov. England must have been stung by this

afiront it is not difli' .
!'; .magine.

On the twenty-'nrst of March, the three commissioners we-re

introduced by the /count do Vergennes before the throne, whereon

was seated the kin-.g . Louis XVL, in the midst of the grandees of his

court. In this cc'^mnnv none of those formalities were omitted

which it. was usual 1 ;rve, whenever the kings of France gave

audience totlie ar. 'rs of sovereign and independent nations

;
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a truly remarkable event, and such as history, perhaps, affords no

example of! The Americans herein experienced belter fortune

than other nations that have acquired independence ; as, for cxa-nple,

the Svvitzers and Dutch, who were not without difficulty, nor till af-

ter a lono^ time, acknowledged independent by those very powers that

had assisted them to break the yoke of their masters.

France, having thus dropped tlie mask, could not but perceive thai

in the present war she must depend more upon her fleets than upon

her armies. She was not unmindful, that an essential part of mari-

time war consists in capturing, as well the armed ships of the ene-

my, to diminish his power, as those of commerce, to exhaust his re-

sources ; an object always of primary importance, but most especial-

ly such in a war with England. The court of Versailles according-

ly determined to employ an incentive that should sti';uilate the ardor

of both officers and crews. It had been usual in France, in order

to encourage the armaments on cruise, to grant certain recompenses

to the captors of ships of war : and to those of merchant vessels, one

third of the produce of their sale. The king, by a decree of the twen-

ty-eighth of March, ordained that the enemy ships of war and cruisers,,

which should be taken by his own, should belong in full and entire

property to the commanders, officers and crews, who should have-

captured them ; and that, in like manner, two thirds of the value

of merchant ships and of their cargoes, should become the property

of the captors; the- other third, being reserved, to be deposited m
the fund destined for the relief of invalid seamen. This decree, sign-

ed by the king, and countersigned by the duke de Pentiiicvre, grand-

admiral of France, was to have been put in execution the fourth of

the following May ; nevertheless, whether Louis XVI., as some think,

5wayed hj the natural benignity of his character, was reluctant to

give the signal for the effusion of blood, or that policy disposed him

to wait till the English should have committed the first hostilities,

the edict was not pubUshed and executed until the beginning of July.

With a view to prevent the English government, fearing for itself,

from being able to send re-inforcements to America, regiments wero

ordered to march from all parts of France upon the coasts that look

towards England. Already a formidable army was found assembled,

and ready, in all appearance, to be embarked on board the grand ar-

mament at Brest, for a descent upon the opposite shore. All the

labors of that port were pushed with unexampled activity ; more than

thirty ships of the line were already completely equipped there, be-

sides a great number of frigates ; the latter were particularly intend-

ed for cruising against the British commerce. Another considerable

fleet was about to put to sea from the port of Toulon.
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This sudden resurrection of the French marine was the subject of

cxlrcrne surprise to all nations, and particularly to England, who,

accustomed to domineer upon the ocean, scarcely knew how to

believe that there should thus all at once have risen up a power in

condition to contend with her for the scepter of the seas. In truth,

the state of debility into which I'^rance had fallen at the epoch of the

death of Louis XIV. not only rendered it impossible to remedy the

weakness in which the French navy was left at the conclusion of the

war of the Spanish succession, but it even occasioned those ships

which remained to perish in the docks for want of repairs. The wars

of Italy, of Flanders, and of Germany, which took place under the

reign of Louis XV., by drawing all the efforts and all the resources

of the state to the land service, produced a fatal coldness towards the

marine department. France contented herself with arming a few

ships, rather to protect her own commerce, than to disturb that of the
"

enemy; hence vdisastrous defeats, and losses without number. To
all these causes was joined the opinion, natural to the inhabitants of

France, satisfied with the fertility of their lands, and the multitude

of their manufactures, that they have little need of a strong navy and

of maritime traffic. But finally, the increase of the products of their

colonies, and the immense gain they derived from the sale of them

m foreign markets, drew the attention of the French to the impor-

tance of external commerce.

They perceived, at the same time, that without a military marine

to protect the mercantile, maritime commerce must always be uncer-

tain, and consequently sickly and unprofitable ; and that war may

destroy, in a few daysv the fruits of a long peace. On these consid-

erations, the court of* France devoted its cares to the creation and

maintenance of a flteet sufficiently formidable to command respect

during peace, or to make war with success, and protect commercu

from the insults of enemy vessels.

The present American war, which opened so brilliant a perspec-

tive to the French, furnished also a powerful incentive to these new

designs. In order not to want skiUful officers to manage the ships,

the seamen of the merchant shipping, in imitation of the evampie of

the English and Dwtch, were called into the service of the royal navy.

Besides this, in pursuance of a well conceived plan, there were sent

out in the years 1772, 17' .5, and 1776, three fleets, commanded by

three excellent seamen, the counts d'Orvilliers, De Guichen, and

Duchaffault. These excursions served as schools of practice, m
which the officers and crews formed themselves to evolutions and

maneuvers. In brief, the efTorts of the French government were so

unremitting; and it was so seconded by the general ardor, that at the
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commencement of the present war, its navy equaled, if it did not

surpass, that of England ; speaking, however, of the fleets which the

latter had then fitted for immediate service, or in such forwardness

that they could put to sea within a short space of time. Nor was

France disposed to keep this navy idle in her ports. The cabinet of

Versailles meditated two expeditions equally important ; the one was

to be executed by the armament at Brest, the other by the fleet of

Toulon. The latter, putting to sea as soon as possible, was to repair

with all celerity to America, and suddenly to make its appearance

in the waters of the Delaware.

Hence two events were likely to result, equally pernicious to Great

Britain ; namely, that the squadron of lord Howe, which had gone

up that river, and which was greatly inferior in force to that of France,

would, without any doubt, have been destroyed, or must have fallen

into the power of the French. That squadron annihilated or taken,

the army under general Clinton, pressed in front by Washington, and

in rear by the French fleet thus possessed of the Delaware, would

also have been constrained to surrender, or, certainly, v*ould have

had an extremely perilous retreat. So decisive a blow must have

put an end to the whole American war. This plan of campaign had

been debated and agreed upon at Paris, between the commissioners

of congress and the ministry. Nor was the execution of it delayed
;

on the thirteenth of April, the French fleet sailed from Toulon. It

was composed of twelve sail of the line, and four large frigates, and

commanded by the count d'Estaing, a man of great valor, and of

an active genius. It took out a considerable corps of troops to serve

on shore. Silas Deane, one of the American commissioners, who

v/as recalled, and M. Gerard, whom the king had appointed his

minister to the United States, were on board . Fortune showed herself

favorable to these first essays. The wind seconded the voyage ot

the fleet ; and, though the British ministry had been promptly ad-

vised of its departure, their ignorance of tlie route taken by the count

d'Estaing, and the strong west winds which prevailed for some days,

so retarded the decisions of the admiralty, that it was not till the

first of June they ordered admiral Byron to make sail with twelve

ships for America ; he was to replace lord Howe, who had requested

leave to return to Ensland. As for the fleet of Brest, more consid-

erable, and commanded by the count d'OrvilHers, who was impa-

tient to realize the hopes which had been placed in his talents, it was

destined to scour the seas of Europe, in order to keep alive upon

the coasts of Great Britain the fear of an invasion. He relied espe-

cially upon his frigates, which were very numerous, to intercept the

merchant fleets laden with rich cargoes, which the Enghsh then ex-
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pected from the two Indies. Thus things were rapidly verging to

an open rupture between the two states, and immediate l.ostihties

were expected, though war was not yet declared on either part, ac-

cording to the established usages of Europe. Universal attention

was roused by the contest going to conimence between France and

England ; events of moment were expected from the collision of two

such powerful nations. Nor was fortune slow to light the first fires

of this conflagration, which soon involved the four quarters of the

world in its flames. Scarcely had admiral Keppel got out to sea, the

thirteenth of June, from St. Helens, and shaped his course for the

bay of Biscay, when he discovered, at no great distance, two ships

of considerable size, with two other smaller vessels, which appeared

to be watching the motions of his fleet. These were the two French

frigates called the Licorne and the Belle Poulc. The admiral found

himself in a very delicate situation. On the one hand he desired

much to make himself master of the ships, in order to procure infor-

mation respecting the state and position of the Brest fleet ; on the

other, war was not yet declared between the two nations, and the

causing it to break out might be imputed to his temerity. Nor did

he find any thing in the instiuctions of the ministers which could

remove his perplexity; as they were exceedingly loose, and left

every thing almost entirely to his discretion. It should be added,

that Keppel being of a party in opposition to that of the ministers,

his conduct, in case he commenced hostilities, was hable to be inter-

preted unfavorably, since his adversaries might attribute to political

motives what appeared to be the inevitable result of circumstances.

In this painful embarrassment, Keppel, like the good citizen he was,

chose rather to serve his country at his own peril, than to hazard its

interest by his indecision. Accordingly, the seventeenth of .June,

he ordered his ships to give chase to the French. Between five and

six in the afternoon, the English frigate Milford came up with the

Licorne, and her captain, in very civil terms, summoned the French

commander to repair under the stern of admiral Keppel. The

Frenchman at first refused ; but seeing the Hector ship of the fine

come up, which saluted with ball, he submitted to his destiny, and

following that vessel, took station in the British fleet.

During this time, captain Marshall, with his frigate Arethusa, of

twenty-eight six pounders, in company with the Alert cutter, was in

pursuit of the Belle Poule, which carried twenty-six twelve pounders,

and was accompanied by a corvette of ten guns.

The Arethusa, being the better sailer, arrived about six in the

evening within musket shot of the Belle Poule. Marshall informed

the French captain, M. de la Clocheterie, of his orders to bring him
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under the stern of the admiral. To this, de la Clocheterie returned

a spirited refusal. The Arethusa then fired a shot across the Belle

Poule, which she returned with a discharge of her broadside. A
fierce engagement between the two frigates ensued ; animated by an

equal emulation, and bent on carrying the victory, in this first action,

the most extraordinary efforts of resolution were displayed on both

sides. The conflict continued for more than two hours, with severe

damage to both parties, as the sea was calm, and the vessels extreme-

ly near. The French were superior in the weight of metal, the

number of their crew, and the proximity of their coasts ; while the

English were benefited by the number of guns, and especially by

the presence of two ships of the line, the Vahant and the Monarch

;

which, though prevented by the calm from coming up to take part

in the action, nevertheless greatly disquieted the French captain,

and exceedingly circumscribed his movements. Finally, after an

obstinate contest, the English frigate, finding herself too close upon

the coasts of France, despairing of being able to overpower her ad-

versary, and having sustained much injury in her m.asts, spars and

rigging, profited of a light breeze, which sprung up at that moment,

to withdraw. She was afterwards towed off to the fleet by the

Valiant and Monarch. During her retreat, the French saluted her

vv'ith fifty balls ; but she returned them not one. The Belle Poule

would even have pursued her, but for the damage she had received

herself, besides the proximity of the two men of war, and even of

the whole English armament.

La Clocheterie, thinking it more prudent to consult his safety, went

to cast anchor for the night in the midst of the shoals, near Plouas-

cat. The next morning, the two English ships came to reconnoiter

his position, and ascertain whether it was possible to approach the

frigate near enough to take her. But finding the obstacles of the

rocks insuperable, they abandoned the enterprise, and returned to

join the fleet. For the same causes, and at the same time, the Eng-

lish cutter and the French corvette joined battle with equal fury, but

with different success. After an hour of the most vigorous resist-

ance, the corvette surrendered. The Arethusa, in this action, had

eight men killed and thirty-six w^ounded. The loss of the Belle

Poule was forty killed, and fifty-seven wounded. Among the

first was M. de St. Marsault, lieutenant of the frigate ; among the

second, M. de la Roche de Kerandraon, ensign ; Bouvet, an auxil-

iary officer, and M. de la Clocheterie himself, who received two

contusions.

In the mornmg of the eighteenth, the frigate Licorne, which had

been stationed in the middle of the EngUsh fleet, having made a
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movement which gave the Enghsh some suspicion, they fired a shot

actoss her way, as a signal to keep in company with t!ie other sliips.

Immediately, to t!je great astonishment of the admiral, and of the

whole English fleet, she discharged a broadside and a volley of mus-

ketry into the America, of sixty-four guns, commanded by lord

Longford, which lay tiie nearest to her. Tliis done, she struck hbt

colors, as if, tired of this middle state between peace and war in

which she was kept, she iiad preferred, though a prisoner, to consti-

tute herself in open war. Keppel sent her to Plymouth. In the

mean time, another French frigate, named the Pallas, fell in with the

English fleet ; the admiral detained her, changing her officers and

crew. Such was his conduct with regard to F'rench vessels of war.

As to merchant ships, though a great number of them fell within

his reach, he permitted them to continue their voyage vvitliout inter-

ruption, not thinking himself authorized to stop them.

The action of the Belle Poule excited no little enthusiasm in

France, where the remembrance of so many defeats was still recent

;

and it is unquestionable that the officers and all the crew of that

frigate had signalized as much valor As nautical ability. Their con-

duct occasioned a sincere joy, and it was diligently extolled, in order

to animate the public mind by these brilliant beginnings. The

king showed himself lavish of favors tov/ards tliose Vvho had fought

;

he appointed M. de la Clocheterie captain of ship ; Bouvet, lieutr-i-

ant of frigate ; and gave the cross of Saint Louis to Roche Ken .-

dracn. Pensions were granted to the sister of Saint Marsault, to

the widows, and to the children of those who had fallen in the ac-

tion. Tiie English were not so generous towards captains ^Marshall,

and Fairfax, commander of the cutter ; but they received the enco-

miums of the admiralty and of their fellovz-citizens.

But the king of France, considering the affair of the Belle Poule,

and the seizure of other frigates, as a sufficient motive for executing

his projects, ordered reprisals against the vessels of Great Britain.

He immediately caused to be published his decree concerning prizes,

as if the sending of the count d'Estaing to America, with such or-

ders as he was the bearer of, was not yet to be reputed a com.mence-

ment of war. The English went through the same formalities, thus

authorizing by words what they had already done, at least with re-

gard to ships of war. Until this time, the two parties had endeav-

ored to barm each other by all possible means, without resorting to

the accustomed declarations.

The papers found aboard the French frigates, and the questions

put to the prisoners, furnished admiral Keppel with important intel-

ligence. He learned that in the part of Brest were thirty-two ships
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of the line, with ten or twelve frigates, all in complete readiness to

put to sea ; whereas all his own forces consisted in twenty sai. of the

line and three frigates. He found himself already in sight of the

Isle of Ouessant, and consequently near the coasts of France. His

position was truly embarrassing. The proximity and -uperiority of

the enemy rendered his present station imminently perilous. To
encounter the hazards of a battle which might expose the safety of

the kingdom, was rather an act of temerity, tlian a courageous reso-

lution. On the other nand, to retire from the coasts of an enemy

he had braved a monient since, appeared to him a step too .unworthy

of his own reputation, and of the Enghsh name. But finally, con-

sulting utility more than appearances, and his duty rather than the

point of honor, he tacked about for England, and entered Portsmouth

the twenty-seventh of June.

Immediately, some, from the spirit of party, and in order to excul

pate the ministers, others to appease the national pride, pulled him

to pieces without mercy. It might have seemed that his retreat had

sullied the glory of England ; and some were so transported by their

fury as to cotnpare Keppel to Byng. The admiral supported with

admirable constahcy the outrages of the multitude, and the invectives

of the party who excited them. He busied himself only with the

means of re-inforcing his fleet, and of putting it in condition to scour

the seas anew ; the admiralty powerfully seconded his zeal, and the

success corresponded to his exertions. The first divisions of the

East and West India fleets arrived about that time, and furnished a

great number of excellent seamen to the naval armament. Thus

re-inforced, it weighed anchor and put to sea the ninth of July. It

was composed of twenty-four ships of the line, which were afterwards

joined by six more of the same class. It comprehended a ship of

one hundred guns, named the Victory, which bore the admiral's

flag, six of ninety, one of eighty, and fifteen of seventy-four ; the

rest were of sixty-four.

They were all well manned and equipped, and commanded by

excellent officers. The frigates were insufficient in number ; there

were only five or six, with two fire-ships. The fleet was divided into

three squadrons ; the van was commanded by sir Robert Harland,

vice-admiral of the Red ; the center by admiral Keppel, assisted by

admiral Campbell, a consummate seaman, who, on the score of an-

cient friendship, had chosen to accompany him as the first captain

of the Victory. The rear was conducted by sir Hugh Palliser, vice-

admiral of the Blue, and one of the members of the board of admi-

ralty. Finding themselves so strong, and no longer doubting of

VOL. II.
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victory, the English made their appearance upon the coasts of

France.

They sought the French fleet with ail diligence, impatient to give

it battle, in order to preserve their commerce, to efface the dishonor

of having a few days before yielded the sea to the enemy ; finally,

to sustain their ancient renown, and to cause fortune to incline in their

favor from the very commencement of hostilities. Meanwhile, the

French fleet had also come out of port the eighth of July. It was in

like manner formed in three divisions ; the first commanded by the

count Duchaffault, the center by the count d'Orvillicrs.captain-gene-

lal, and the third by the duke de Chartres, prince of the blood, who

was seconded and guided by admiral de la Motte Piquet. These

three divisions comprised thirty-two sail of t!ie line, among which

were the admiral's ship, la Bretagne, of one hundred and ten guns,

la Ville de Paris, of ninety, which carried the count de Guichen ; two

of eighty, twelve of seventy-four, one of seventy, two of sixty-four,

one of sixty, and two of fifty, besides a great number of frigates.

It was the intention of the count d'Orvilliers not to come to an

engagement except with great probabilities of success ; and this by

no means for want of an intrepid valor, and of a perfect knowl-

edge of naval tactics ; but he chose first to exercise his crevvs

thoroughly. He hoped, also, without exposing Iiimself to the hazards

of an action, to give England some severe blows, by employing his

hght vessels to capture the convoys which she daily expected from

the two Indies. He shaped his course for the Isle of Ouessant, in

the full persuasion that the British fl^et, which he supposed to con-

sist but of twenty sail of the hne, would not presume to venture out

of port, or, if it showed itself, that he should certainly defeat or

disperse it, and that, in all events, he should acquire the dominion of

the sea. Fortune appeared to favor these first efforts ; scarcely had

he quitted the road of Brest, when he discovered the English frigate,

the Lively, which admiral Keppel had detached upon discovery ; he

ordered her to be chased, and she was soon taken. The entire

world was attentive to what might ensue, on seeing the two most

potent nations of Europe marshaled the one against the other, on

the ocean. To this object, and not in vain, had the government of

France aimed all its calculations for several years back. Its ships

were completely equipped, its seamen well trained, its captams

excellent. It remained only that fortune should smile upon such

magnanimous designs. The two fleets came in sight of each other

in the evening of the twenty-third of July, the Isle of Ouessant being

thirty leagues distant, and the wind at west. The count d'Orvil-

liers, beheving the enemy weaker than he was in reality, desired
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impatiently to bring him to action. But on approaching the British

fleet, and finding it nearly as strong as his own, he avoided an

engagement no less cautiously than he had eagerly sought it at first.

As he had the advantage of the wind, it was impossible for the

English to force him to it, against his will. During the night, two

French ships were driven by the force of the wind to the leeward of

the British fleet. Admiral Keppel, having perceived it in the morn-

ing, made signal to give chase and cut them ofl" from the main body

of their fleet. He hoped that in order to save ;hem, the French

admiral would give him battle, or at least that these ships would

be taken, or so forced out of their course that it would be impos-

sible for them to rejoin their fleet. The count d'Orvilliers prefer-

red not to make any movement to succor them ;
and thus the

two vessels, though they had the good fortune to escape the English,

were chased so far, that they could take no part in the events which

followed.

During the four following days the two fleets remained in sight

;

the British admiral endeavoring all the time to get the wind, or to

beat up so near the French fleet as to force it to action. But to

arrive at this object, it was impossible to maintain the disposition

entire ; and therefore Keppel had commanded that the ships should

take rank according to their swiftness, as they gained to the wind-

ward, with attention, however, to keep their distances as much as

possible. This movement was also necessary, in order not to lose

sight of the enemy. But it was not without danger, since it might

offer the French an occasion to fall suddenly with superior force

upon some one of the English ships. 'It was also the cause, that on

the twenty-seventh, the day of battle, the French fleet was formed

in better order than that of England, which appeared deranged.

On the morning of that day, the wind continuing from the west, and

favoring the French, the two fleets were separated, one from the

other, a distance of only three leagues, in such a manner, however,

that the English rear found itself a little more to the leeward than

the center and van. Keppel therefore ordered Palliser, who com-

manded it, to press up to the windward, in order to form in a line

with the two other divisions of the fleet. Palliser executed the

orders of the admiral. This movement induced the count d'Orvil-

liers to believe, and perhaps not without reason, as Palliser con-

tinued to crowd more and more to the windward, that it was the

intention of the enemy to attack the French rear, and to gain on the

opposite tack the weathergage of that division. To defeat this

maneuver, he directly put his ships about, and reversing his order

of battle, his rear became van. This very movement, together with
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some variations in the wirul, of which the English dexterously availed

themselves, brouj^ht the two fleets so near eaeh other, that the

action commenced innnediately, the wind blowing from tiie west,

and the French running from north to south, the English from south

to nt)rth. Tiiis manner of combating, by which a cU)se vuid station-

ary action was avoided, the ships firing onlv as they passed each

otlun" in opposilc directions, was the result of the maneuver just

made by the French licet.

It suited the jount d'Orvilliers so nmch the better, as, since ho

liad not been able to declines the engagement, it assnrcul him, at

least, tliai it ci)nld not bi; decisive. For it was a neci>ssary conse-

quence of this order of battle, that the two fleets nmst break their

line during the action, and that the party who should have snslaint;d

tlu> l(>ast damage, could not innnediately j)ursue tlu-ir advanlag(!S,

wh'ther against any particular ship of the enemy, or against his

entire ilei't. The two fleets thus standing on opposite tacks, and

but a slight distance apart, the first ships of the English van, and
those of the French rear, which, as we have said, was become the

van, began to exchange broadsides, and the battle was joined suc-

cessively, as the whole English lino passed close alongside of the

vvhoI(> I'ri'nch line; so that the rear, conunanded by sir Hugh Palli-

ser, and the van by the count Duchatrault, were the last to attack

each other. M'lu^ etVects of this collision were very destructive on
both sidt\s ; but as the I'^'cik h, according to their custom, had tired

at the tackling, and th(> English, as they usually do, at the l)ody of

the ships, the hulls of the French vessels were more severely dani-

ag(Hl than those of tluMr eni'inies ; whereas the English wvvo much
grentiM- sulfcrers in tluMr masts, yards, and rigging. The l"'r(M>ch,

]>roliting of this advantage of their sails, soon tacked, and formed

their lint! anew. TIk; ikitish van and center also in a short time

recovered their stations, though the admiral's ship had sull'ered

extremely. IJut the ships of l^alliser and several others, not only

had not yet tacked, but being in a disablini contlition, tht^y obeyed

the wind, and fell rapidly to leoward. In this state of things,

wheth(>r the count d'Orvilliers intended, as the English prett-nd, to

cut tlu'ir line, ;md separate these ships from the r«>st of the licet, or,

as the I'rench affirm, wishing to place himself under the wind, in

order, as he expected a second battle, to (h^pnve the English of the

ftdvanlagi' he would thus gain for himseli", of using the lower batteries

with etVect, he made signals for all his fleet to advance by a succes-

sive mov(>ment, and penetrate between the ships of Keppel and

those of l*aHis(>r.

The English admiral, perceiving the design of his adversary,
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immediately put his ships about, and stood athwart the enemy's

foremost division, directing at the same time sir Robert Harland lo

form his division in a hue astern, in order to face the enemy, till sir

Hugli Palliser could bring up his ships. It is not clear, whether

this movement of Keppel frustrated the project of the count d'Orvil-

liers for intercepting Palliser's division, or whether it was merely

the intention of that admiral to get under the wind ; but certain it is,

that in consequence of this evolution the English remained to the

windward. It was therefore in their power to renew the battle,

provided, however, that all their sliips had been in condition to take

part in the action ; an<'. this would have been the wish of Keppel.

But the squadron of Palliser, since the admiral and Harland liad

thrown themselves between him and the French, to whom they were
now very near, found itself to the windward of the other divisions,

and, of course, remote from the French fleet, and little within reach

to be of any assistance in case of a new engagement. On this con-

sideration, Keppel made a signal for all the ships to the windward to

resume their respective posts in the order of battle. Here a mistake

happened, which prevented the execution of his orders. Palliser's

ship, the Formidable, not having repeated the signal, the captains of

the other ships understood that of Keppel as an order to rally in

the wake of the commander of their own division, which they did

accordingly.

JMeanwhile, the French continued drawn up, to leeward, in order

of battle. Keppel renewed the same signal, but with no better suc-

cess. Afterwards, about five in the evening, [Palliser says at seven,]

he commanded the captain of the frigate Fox to convey to Palliser

a verbal message of the same imj)ort as tiie order he had already

intimated by signals. It was still in vain ; neither the Formidable
nor the other shii)s obeyed. On seeing this, and the day far spent,

Keppel made the signal to each of the ships of PalHser to resume

their stations in the line ; excepting, however, the Formidable, ap-

parently from a certain regard to the rank and particular functions

of the vice-admiral. This time, his orders were executed ; but night

came, and put an end to all possibility of furtlier operations against

the enemy.

Such were the causes which prevented admiral Keppel from renew-
ing tlie battle ; whether the disobedience of Palliser proceeded from

the impossibility of managing his ships, disabled in the engagement,
as seems probable, and as the court martial decided, in the solemn
trial whiclj followed, or that it was owing to any personal pique of

that olFiccr, who, being of the ministerial party, was politically at

variance with Keppel. Be this as it may, the French thence took
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occasion to say, that from noon till night they offered battle to Kep-

pel, who would not accept it. The fact in itself is incontestable
;

but as to the intentions of the British admiral, it is certam that he

was well disposed to recommence the action, but was prevented by

the obstacles we have just related.

Satisfied with their conduct in this combat, and with its issue,

which might be represented as a victory, a thing so important at this

first epoch of the war, or finding the condition of their fleet too shat-

tered to warrant their exposing themselves to the hazards of a second

battle, the French profited in the night ofa fair wind to recover their

own coasts ; and entered the next day witn full sails into the port of

Brest. They had, however, left in the place of battle, three ships

with lights at the mast heads, to deceive the English into the belief

that all their fleet was still there. At break of day, the French fleet

was already at such a distance that it was only discernible from the

mast heads of the largest ships in the British fleet ; nothing remained

in sight but the three vessels above mentioned. Keppel ordered the

Prince George, the Robust, and another ship, to give them chase,

but as they were good sailers, and the English had suffered extremely

in their sails and rigging, this pursuit was fruitless. Admiral

Keppel made the best of his way to Plymouth, where he purposed

to repair the damages of his fleet ; he left, how^ever, some ships that

had suflfered the least, to protect the British trade, and especially the

fleets which were expected.

The English, in this action, had one hundred and forty killed,

and about four hundred wounded. The loss of the French is

uncertain ; but it is probable that it exceeded that of the English.

Some private authorities lead to this belief, as also the throng of

sailors and marines with which they are accustomed to fill their

vessels.

The two fleets proceeded again to sea the next month. But

whether they mutually sought to meet each other, as they gave out,

or that each endeavored to avoid the other, as it was reciprocally

asserted, it is certain that they did not meet again. It is equally

indisputable that the trade of England was eftcctually protected
;

while, on the other hand, an immense number of French vessels,

with rich and valuable cargoes, fell into the power of the enemy.

These losses excited the complaints of the cities of Bordeaux, Nantz,

Saint Malo, and Havre de Grace.

Such was the issue of the battle of Ouessant, which commenced

the European war. The English observed in it, to their great sur-

prise, that the French not only fought with their accustomed valor

but that they displayed also no ordinary dexterity in profiting of the
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advantage of wind, in the management of their ships, and in theii

naval evolutions. Hence they could not but infer, that if they ob-

tained successes in the present war, they would have to pay dearer

for them than in the last.

Public rejoicings were made in France, to animate the people,

and inspire them with better hopes. The impression was quite dif-

ferent in England ; some complained of Keppel, others of Palliser.

accordmg to the various humors of the parties ; all of fortune. Af-

ter certain warm discussions, the admiral and vice-admiral were both

put upon trial ; but both were acquitted ; the first, to the universal

exultation of the people ; the second, to the particular gratification

of the friends of the ministry.

END OF BOOK TENTH.
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BOOK ELEVENTH.

1778. The unfortunate issue of the war of Canada, and the in-

utility of the advantages obtained in the campaign of Pennsylvania,

had at length shaken the obstinacy of the British ministers. They

began to believe that it was impossible to reduce the Americans by

force of arms ; and every day confirmed them in this persuasion,

since France, so powerful by land and by sea, had united her forces

to those of the congress It was too manifest to be doubted, that if

the Americans had been able to withstand, in the preceding cam-

paign, the utmost efforts of England, it would be infinitely more easy

for them to resist in future ; their union being more consolidated b)-

time, their hopes secured by propitious fortune, and their arms

seconded by those of a formidable potentate. Besides, it was no

longer to be hoped that as many troops could be sent to America in

future years as had been sent thither in the past. For, without ref-

erence to the almost absolute impossibility of procuring more Ger-

man troops, and the extreme slowness of recruiting in England, there

was to be feared an invasion of the French, in the very heart of the

kingdom, and moreover, it was necessary to throw strong garrisons

into the West India islands, to shelter them from the assaults of the

French, who were known to have a respectable force in their vicin-

ity. It was no mystery in the British cabinet, that the principal ob-

ject which the French were aiming at in the present war, after the

separation of America from Great Britain, was the conquest of the

rich colonies of England in the West Indies ; and that in anticipation

%jf events they had assembled numerous troops in their own posses-

sions. The English islands of the West Indies thus found themselves

exposed, almost without defense, to the attempts of the enemy.

Whether the ministers had beheved that war with France was not

likely to break out immediately, or that they had relied upon their

sanguine hopes of a complete triumph in the preceding campaign,

they had flattered themselves that, in any event, their victories upon

the American continent would enable tiieni to pass into their islands,

in good time, all the succors that could be necessary. Jealousy was

also entertained of Canada, not only on the part of the Americans,

but also, and much more, on that of the French ; for the Canadians

were more French than English, and the memory of their origin

appeared to be still dear to them. It was therefore necessary to leave

m that province such garrisons as could answer for it. These vari-

ous considerations not only rendered it impracticable to re-inforce
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the armies which acted against the United States, but even imposed

the necessity of weakening them by detachments for the differenl

exigencies of the service. But, on the other hand, the courage of

the ministers did not desert them. They hoped that otiers of accom-
modation, a new mode of conducting the war, and, perhaps, victories

over France, would enable them to compass that which by arms alone

they had hitherto failed to obtain. They persuaded themselves that

the Americans, tired of a long war, and finding their resources ex-

hausted, would readily consent to an arrangement ; or that, even if

the congress refused, the greater part of the nation, at least, would
manifest an eagerness to listen to their proposals ; and already they

beheld intestine dissensions opening the way to the re-establishment

of ancient relations, if not an absolute subjugation.

To provide for this consummation, the clause had been added to

the act of conciliation, which empowered the commissioners to treat,

not only with any public authority, but even with every description

of private citizens whatsoever. After having encountered an ob-

stinate resistance in the inhabitants of the northern provinces, they

had been assured by the refugees, in whom they put all their trust,

that they would find far more pliable matter in those of the south.

They determined accordingly to make ll^ese the seat of the war, in

the hope, that as they abounded more in subjects devoted to the

crown, they would manifest greater repugnance to combating the

troops of the king, and more inclination to listen to his ne<Totiators.

Besides, the fertile lands and exuberant pasturage of these provinces

rendered them extremely accommodate for the subsistence of armies,

at the same time that the inhabitants would have a motive in this

very abundance the more to dread the devastations inseparable from
war. But whatever was the foundation of these hopes, the minis-

ters were resolved to resume hostilities as soon as the negotiations •

should cea.e to promise any result, in order to avoid the appearance

of yielding to the threats of France. Without allowing themselves

to be intimidated by the consequences which might attend the war
with America, they considered themselves bound by that regard

which every state owes to its own honor and dignity, to try yet for

a time the fortune of arms. If it proved necesisary at last lo ac-

knowledge the independence of America, which was become the

principal point in contest, they thought it could never be too late for

that, and they reputed it better to submit honorably to adverse for-

tune and the decision of the sword, than to bow ignominiously, and
without combat, to the menaces of an arrogant enemy. Such were
the motives which influenced the British ministers in the present pe-

riod of the war, and which were afterwards the basis of all their res-

VOL. II. K
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olntions. But perfectly sensible that if England made no new over-

tures, the congress would not fail to ratify the treaty contracted vvith

France, and that it would become then much more difficult for that

body to retract its resolutions, the British ministers hastened to

transmit to America the bill of conciliation, even before it had yet

been approved in parliament. They flattered themselves that the

Americans thus finding that England renounced what had been tho

first and capital cawse of the differences, that is, the right of taxa-

tion, all other difficulties would be promptly smoothed, and the rat-

ification of the treaty readily prevented. This first point gained, the

commissioners would only have had, as it were, to appear, in order

to affix the seal to a definitive arrangement. Accordingly, copies

of the bill were received at New York about the middle of the month

of April. Governor Tryon, a shrewd and active man, as we have

seen, after having caused it to be published in the city, found means

to circulate it among the Americans, much extolling the good dispo-

sitions of the government towards America. He wrote at the same

time to general Washington, and to Trumbull, the governor of New
Jersey, requesting them, a thing really without example, to bring this

project of an act of parliament to the knowledge of soldiers and of

inhabitants. Washingto.i referred the whole to the congress, that

they might take the proper measures. Trumbull replied to Tryon

m a very energetic style, that he was not a little surprised at this

strange mode of negotiation between two nations ; that in similar

cases, demands and propositions are addressed, not to the multitude,

but to those who govern ; that there had been a time, indeed, when
such a proposal of the mother country might have been received

with alacrity and gratitude, but that such time was irrevocably elapsed.

He reminded of petitions rejected, hostilities commenced -.nd pros-

ecuted with so much barbarity on the part of the Engli^ i, their in-

Bolence in good fortune, the cruelties exercised against prisoners,

injuries which had interposed an insuperable obstacle to reconcilia-

tion. ' Peace,' he added, ' cannot subsist but with our independence.

The English will then find the Americans as sincere friends as they

are now determined and dangerous enemies. If they vtould have

peace, let them abandon all insidious procedures, and demand it

openly of those who can grant it.' Meanwhile, the congress, on re-

ceipt of their general's dispatches, deliberated upon the step they

had to take.

Considering themselves as already sure of the assistance of France,

and indignant of these new machinations of the English, they decreed

that any men, or body of men whatsoever, who should presume to

make any separate or partial convention or agreement witn -commi*"
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sioners under the crown of Great Britain, should be reputed and

treated as enemies of the United States ; that these states could not

enter into any conference or treaty with the agents of Great Britain,

except they should, as a preliminary thereto, either withdraw their

fleets and armies, or else in positive and express terms acknowledge

the independence of the United States. Finally, it being the design of

the enemy to lull the inhabitants of America, by this soothing sound

of peace, into a neglect of warlike preparations, it was earnestly rec-

ommended to the different states to use the most strenuous exer-

tions to have their respective quotas of continental troops in th.e field

as soon as possible ; and that all the militia of the said states might

be hcldin readiness to act as occasion might require. The congress

then, in order to show of how little importance they esteemed the

bills of parliament, and the intrigues of Tryon to diffuse them, em-

braced the generous counsel of causing them to be published in the

public prints, together with the resolutions they had just passed.

But on the other hand, under the apprehension that many of those

who had hitherto attached themselves to the English party, in de-

spair of finding pardon in their country, might not only persist in their

obstinacy, but profiting of the amnesty offered by the British goverD-

ment, might also employ their influence to draw over to its interest

even such as had remained faitliful to the common cause, they pass-

ed a resolution, rccomniending to the several states, to grant a full

remission of all guilt and penalties, except the restrictions they might

deem necessary, to all those who had borne arms against the United

States, or assisted the enemy in any way whatsoever. Each indi-

vidual was assured of pardon for the offenses he might have coni-

mitted up to that time, and the citizens were invited to a mutual

forgiveness and oblivion of past wrongs and injuries.

But the English soldiers in America, strangers to the political

considerations by which states are guided, and bitterly irritated at

the obstinnte resistance of the Americans, were inconceivably shocked

at heariii.g of the unexpected resolutions of the ministers. They

were for absolute conquest, and submission without reserve. They

could not endure this shameful condescension ; they asked why

this ignominious retraction, why this solicitude to offer what at first

was refused v/ith so much pertinacity? They expected, upon the

faith of promises, a re-inforcement of twenty thousand of their fellow-

soldiers, and they received in their stead acts of concession. The

discontent was so extreiTse in the camp, as to manifest itself in sedi-

tious words, and acts of violence ; the soldiers in their fury presumed

even to rend their colors ; others, and principally the Scotch, tore in

pieces the acts of parliament. If such was the indignation of the
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British troops, it is easy to conceive what was tlie despair oi the

American refugees. They saw blasted in a moment llieir conhdent

hopes of returning victorious to their habitations ; and perhaps some

of them gnashed at finding themselves frustrated of intended ven-

geance.

W ith sorauch industry and so little fruit did the agents of England

labor in America to conciliate minds towards the mother country j

and with so much energy and success did the congress endeavor to

baffle all their eflbrts !

The second of May was the day destined to carry to its utmost

height the exultation of the Americans, and to put the seal to the

dismemberment of the vast and powerful British empire. On this

day arrived at Casco Bay, the French frigate Ln Sensible, com-

manded by M. de Marigny. She had been selected as an excellent

sailer, to bear to the congress the treaties concluded with France

;

she had departed from Brest the eighth of March, having on board

Simon Deane, brother of Silas. She brought, besides, happy news

of all the European continent, and of an unanimity still more sincere

than ever, of the people and of the princes in favor of America.

The congress was immediately convened : we shall not attempt to

describe their satisfaction and alacrity at the sight of the treaties.

They were ratified as soon as read. Unable to control the flush oc-

casioned by sogreat an event, they forgot the rules of prudence. New

states loo frequently err in this ; allowing themselves to be huri-;. l

away bv an inconsiderate ardor, and impatient to communicate it to

the people they govern, they are betrayed into impolitic steps. In

this respect, widely different from ancient states ;
these, always cir

cumspect and wrapped up in mystery, are reluctant to break silence

even when every thing appears to exact it. The congress at once

made public the dispatches they had just received ; tiiis disclosure

was disagreeable to several powers, and especially to Spain, who

would have chosen not to declare herself before the appointed time.

Tiie proclamation issued to that effect, spoke not only of the treaty of

commerce concluded with France, but even of the treaty of alliance
;

it announced, without any reserve, that the emperor of Germany, the

kings of Spain and Prussia, were determined to support them ;
that

the king of Prussia, in particular, would not permit that the troops

levied in Hesse and llanau should pass through liis territories in

order to embark in the English vessels, and that he would be the

second potentate in Europe who would acknowledge the indepen-

dence of America ; that fifty thousand French were marched upon

the coasts of Normandy and of Brittany ; and, finally, that the navies

of France and Spain (as if the intervention of this power was already
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secured) amounted to two hundred ships, ready to sail for the suc-

cor of America. The congress afterwards drew up and published

a soleir.n address to tlie people of America ; this piece ".vas wrought

with nn?ch care, though a htlle strange from its tun.id style, rmd the

re igious sentences with which it was interspersed. It was leconri-

mended to a!i ministers of the gospel, of whatever denomination, to

read this address to their congregations, immediately after divine

service. It represented in the most vivid colors the vicissitudes of

the state in the course of the late years ; the virtue, the courage, the

patience of the Americans ; the perfidy, the injustice, the cruelty,

the tyranny of the English ; the assistance of God visibly afforded to

the just cause ; and the ancient weakness of the colonies succeeded

by their present security. ' The haughty prince,' continued the

address, ' who spurned us from his ieet with contumely and disdain,

and the parliament which proscribed us, now descend to offer terma

of accommodation.
' Wiiile in the full career of victory, they pulled off the mask, and

avowed their intended despotism. But having lavished in vain the

blood and treasure of their subjects in pursuit of this execrable pur-

pose, they now endeavor to ensnare us with the insidious offers of

reconciliation. They intend to lull you with fallacious hopes of

peace, until they can assemble new armies to prosecute their nefirious

designs. If this is not the case, why do they strain tvery nerve to

levy men throughout their islands ? Why do they meanly court every

little tyrant of Europe to sell them his unhappy slaves ? Why do they

continue to imbitter the minds of the savages against you ? Surely,

this is not the way to conciliate the affections of America. Be not,

therefore, deceived. You have still to expect one severe conflicL

Your foreign alliances, though they secure your independence, can-

not secure your country from desolation, your habitations from

plunder, your wives from insult or violation, nor your children from

butchery. Foiled in their principal design, you must expect to feel

the rage of disappointed ambition. Arise then ! to your tents ! and

gird you for battle ! It is time to turn the headlong current of ven-

geance upon the head of the destroyer. They have filled up the

measure of their abominations, and like ripe fruit must soon drop

from the tree. Although much is done, yet much remains to do.

Expect not peace, while any corner of America is in possession of

your foes. You nmst drive them away from this land of promise, a

land flowing indeed with milk and honey. Your brethren, at the

extremities of the continent, already implore your friendship and

proiecuon. It is your duty togrant their request. They hunger and

J K*
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tl-iirst after liberty. Be it yours to dispense to them the heavenly

gilt, '• since a kind Providence has placed it in your power."
'

Tiie congress also published those articles of the treaty of amity

and commerce which related to the reciprocal intercourse beiween

the two nations, to the end that the inhabitants of the United States

might govern themselves conformably to the same. They exhorted

them to consider the French as their brethren, and to behave

towards them with the friendship and attention due to the subjects

of a great prince, who with the highest magnanimity and wisdom had

treated with the United States on terms of perfect equality and

mutual advantage, thereby rendering himself the protector of the

rights of mankind.

Great were the rejoicings in all parts of the United States ; the

name of Louis XVI. was in all mouths. Every where he was pro-

claimed the protector of liberty, the defender of America, the savior

of the country. These j(»yful tidings were announced with great

solemnity to the army, which still occupied the camp of Valley

Forge ; the soldiers were under arms, and all the corps formed iu

order of battle.

Meanwhile, the three pacificatory commissioners, Carlisle, Eden,

and Joh..stone, had arrived in the waters of the Delaware at the

beginning of June ; they repaired to Philadelphia the ninth. Gene-

ral Clinton notified their arrival to Washington, praying him to send

a passport to doctor Ferguson, secretary of the commissioners, that

he might, without danger, deliver their dispatches to the congress.

Washington refused the passport, and his refusal obtained the special

approbation of the government. The commissioners then decided

to forward their letters by the ordinary post. The congress received

them in their sitting of the thirteenth, with an express from Washing-

ton. They were read to certain words iu the letter directed ' to his

excellency Henry Laurens, the president and others, the members
of congress.' IN o sooner were they heard, than a violent clamor

arose
; many members exclaimed that the reading ought to be mter-

rupted on account of the offensive language against his most christian

majesty.

The words were these :
' We cannot but remark the insidious in-

terposition of a power, which has from the first settlement of the

colonies been actuated with enmity to us both ; and notwithstanding

the pretended date or present form of the French offers to North
America, it is notorious that they have only been made, because it

was believed that Great Britain had conceived the design of an

amicable arrangement, and with a view to prevent reconciliation, and

prolong this destructive war.' After animated debates, tlie further
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consideration of tlie subject v/as adjourned to the next sitting. The

question was agitated with equal vehemence the following days.

Finally, the congress, having demonstrated, by the warmth of this

discussion, the respect they bore to their august aliy, reflected, on the

other hand, that it was more prudent to answer than to keep silence.

ft was easy to lay before the people such motives as were likely to

dissuade them from accepting tlie proposals of England, whereas a

refusal to notice them might occasion discontents prejudicial to the

state. They determined, accordingly, to read the dispatches of the

commissioners. They consisted in the letter addressed to the

president of congress, a copy of their conuTiission, and three acts of

parliament. The commissioners offered in their letter more than would

have been required, in the origin of the quarrel, to appease the minds

of the colonists and re-establish tranquillity ; but less than was neces-

sary at present to obtain peace. They endeavored to persuade the

Americans that the conditions of the arrangement were not only

favorable, but also perfectly sure, and of such a nature that the two

parties would know, for the future, upon what footing they were to

live together ; that their friendship would thus be established upon

solid bases, as it should be, in order to be durable. They declared

themselves ready to consent to an immediate cessation «)f liostilities

by sea and land ; to restore a free intercourse, and to renew the

common benefits of naturalization throughout the several parts of the

empire ; to extend every freedom to trade that the respective inter-

ests of both parties could require ; to agree that no military force

should be kept up in the different states of North America, without

the consent of the general congress, or of the particular assemblies;

to concur in such measures as would be requisite to discharge the

debts of America, and to raise the credit and the value of the paper

circulation ; to perpetuate the common union by a reciprocal depii->

tati(»n of agents from the different states, who should have the priv-

ilege of a seat and voice in the parliament of Great Britain ; or if

sent from Britain, in that case, to have a seat and voice in the assem-

bly of the different states to whicii they might be deputed respective-

ly ; in order to attend to the several interests of those by whom they

were deputed ; to establish the right and power of the respective

legislatures in each particular state, of settling its revenue and its

civil and military establishment, and of exercising a perfect freedom

of legislation and internal government, so that the British states

throughout North America, acting vvith those of Europe in peace

and war, under one common sovereign, might have the irrevociible

enjoyment of every privilege that was short of a total separation ol
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interest, or consisfent with that union of force on which the security

of Iwitish religion and hberty (lej)encied.

t'iaaiiy, the commissioners e.\[)ressed their desire to o|>en confer-

ences with congress, or with some of its members, either at New
York, at Philadelphia, or at Yorktown, or in such other place as it

might please the congress to appoint.

Thus, to terminate a war, already pushed to a great length, those

who in its origin would hear of nothing short of the absolute reduc-

tion of x\merica, abated all the rigor of their conditions.

IMeanwhile. the congress took into serious consideration the state

of affairs. The debates that ensued upon this subject, were drawn
into length ; not that any individual thought of renouncing indepen-

dence, but all took an interest in the form of the answer to be given

to the conraiissioners. The discussion was continued until the sev-

enteenth of June. On that day, the congress answered with as much
conciseness as dignity ; they already felt how greatly their position

was nseliorated by the success of their arms and the alliance of

France. Their reply purported, that the arts of the British parlia-

ment, the very commission of the agents, and their letters to con-

gress, supposed the people of the United States to be subjects of the

crown of Great Britain, and were founded on the idea of depen-

dence, wliich was utterly inadmissible ; that, nevertheless, the Amer-
icans were inclined to peace, notwithstanding the unjust claims from

which the war had originated, and the savage manner in which it

had been conducted. That congress would therefore be ready to

enter upon the consideration of a treaty of peace and commerce,

not inconsistent with treaties already subsisting, when the king of

Great Britain should demonstrate a sincere disposition for that pur-

pose ; of which no ether proof could be admitted but that of an ex-

plicit acknowledgment of the independence of the United States, or

the withdrawing of his fleets and armies.

Thus, the Americans, steady in their resolutions, chose rather to

trust to their own fortune, which they had already proved, and lo

the hope they placed in that of France, than to link ihemselves anew
to the tottering destiny of England ; abandoning all idea of peace,

war became the sole object of their solicitude. Such was the issue

of the attempts to effect an accommodation ; and thus were extin-

guished the hopes which the negotiation had given birth to in Eng-
land. But not consenting to concessions until the time for them was

passed, the English justified the refusal of the Americans. It can-

not be affirmed that these overtures on the part of the first, were

c.nly an artifice to divide tiie second among themselves, to detach

Jicni from France, and lo have them afterwards at their discretion ;
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but it is certain that after so many rancorous animosities, so many
sanguinary battles, after the innumerable excesses of rapine, cruellj

and lust, the Americans could not be blamed for suspecting the

British ministers of a design to insnare them.

The wound was incurable, and friendship could not be restored.

This was a truth of universal evidence ; the seeming inclined to be-

lieve the contrary, was sufiicient to inspire apprehensions of treach-

ery, and the extreme of distrust in all flattering promises. Whoever
shall reflect attentively upon the long series of events which we have

related up to this time, will perceive that the Americans were always

constant in their resolution, the English always versaiilc, uncertain,

and wavering. Hence it is not at all surprising that those found

new friends, and that these not only lost theirs, but also made ene-

mies of them at the very moment when they could do them the least

harm, and might receive the most from them. Vigorous resolutions

prevent danger ; half measures invite and aggravate it.

But the chiefs of the American revolution were not without appre-

hension that the insidious caresses, the new concessions of England,

and the secret intrigues of the commissioners, might act powerfully

upon the minds of such citizens as were weak or impatient for re-

pose. Tlie congress, however, was not disposed to give any other

answer except that which has been recounted above. They excited

therefore several writers to justify their resolutions and to defend the

cause of America. This course appeared to them the niore proper,

inasmuch as the English commissioners, Laving lost all hope of suc-

ceeding with the congress, had resorted to the expedient of dissemi-

nating in the countr^^ a multitude of writings, by which they en-

deavored to persuade the people that the obstinacy of congress

would hurry America into an abyss, by alienating her from her old

friends, and giving her up a prey to an inveterate enemy. This

step of the commissioners furnished the patriots with a new argument

to put t!ie people on tlieir guard against the artifices and intrigues of

the agents of England. Among the writers of this epoch, deserving

of particular mention, is Drayton, one of the deputies of South Car-

olina, and a man of no common erudition. He endeavored to de-

monstrate in the public papers, that the United States having al-

ready treated with France, as free states, and in order to maintain

their independence, they could not now negotiate with the British

comnussioners upon the basis of submission, without renounci.'ig that

faith and ingenuousness which ought to preside over aJl their trans-

actions, without exposing the American people to be accounted

faithless and infamous, and consequently to lose for ever all hope of

foreign succors; while on the other hand they would find them-
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selves pLicccI without resource in the power of those who had given

llicu) iieiclofore such fatal proofs of their perfidy and cruelty. ' Be-

sides,' lie added, ' tlic conventions that wc might make with the

commissioners would not be definitive ; they would need the ratifica-

tion of the king, of the ministers, and of the parliament ; and what

assurance have wc that they would have it ? But let it be supposed,

ca;i we be assured that a future parliament will not annul all these

treaties ? Let us not forget, that we hav'c to do with an enemy as

faithless and fraudulent as barbarous. How is it possible not to sus-

pect a snare, when we hear the commissioners offer us propositions

whicii exceed their powers, and contradict even the acts of parlia-

ment ?
' Thus the patriots repulsed the oflfers, the promises, and the

arguments of the British commissioners. Finding no accessible

point, the latter, were at length convinced that ail hope of concilia-

tion m.ust be relinquished. If they could still have remained under

any illusion upon this point, it must soon have been dissipated by the

evacuation which their generals made, at the same instant, of the

city of Philadelphia, the acquisition of which had beep the fruit of

80 much blood, and of two arduous campaigns. The ministers

feared, what actually happened, that a French lleet might suddenly

enter tlie Delaware, and place the British army, which occupied

Philadelphia, in extreme jeopardy. Their design was, besides, to

carry the war into the southern provinces, and t'o send a part of the

troops to defend their islands of the "West Indies against the attacks

of the new enemy. The 'liminulion that must result fro:n it in the

army of the continent, induced them to send orders to Clinton, by
the commissioner Eden, to evacuate Philadelphia without delay, and
to fall back upon New York. This measure, dictated by prudence,

and even by necessity, was interpreted by the Americans as a symp-
tom of terror ; and it consequently must have had the most prejudi-

cial influence upon the success of the negotiations. What need

have wc, they said, to enter inio an accommodation with the Eng-
lish, wiien their retreat is a virtual avowal of the inferiority of their

arms ?

Be this as it may, Clinton prepared to execute the orders of his

government. But in order to repair by land to New York, it was
necessary to traverse NeVv Jersey, a province, in which, for reasons

already stated, he must expect to meet only with enemies. It was,

besides, exhausted by long war. Foreseeing, therefore, that he
might want provisions, the English general, before evacuating Phila-

delphia, had collected them in considerable quantity, and loaded

them upon a great number of carriages. It is true, that as the fleet

of lord ilovvc still remained in the waters of the Delaware, the* army
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might have been transporied to New York by sea ; the Amerirtuns

themselves expected it. and Wasliington apprehended it much. j)ut

the difficulties and delays of the embarkation, and perhaps. also the

fear of encountering the French fleet in superior force, deterred the

English from taking this route. Clinton and Howe having made the

necessary dispositions, the whole army passed the Delaware very

early on the twenty-second of June ; and, descending the river a

httle, landed at Gloucester Point, u[)on the territory of Xew Jersey.

It immediately proceeded, with all its baggage, towards HaddonHeld,

where it arrived the same day.

Washington was soon apprised in his camp at Valley Forge, that

the British army was in motion ; without loss of time he sent general

Dickinson to assemble the militia of New Jersey under arms. At

the same time, in order to support them by a respectable corps of

continental troops, he ordered general ^laxwell to march into Nev?

Jersey. Their mutual efforts were to embarrass, by all possible im-

pediments, the retreat of the British army ; to break jip the roads,

to cut the bridges, to fell trees, and to plant them in abattis. It was

recommended to them at the same time to avoid hazardous move-

ments and unexpected actions. Such were the first steps taken by

Washington in order to retard the enemy, until he could advance

b.imself with the main body of his army into New Jersey, and ob-

serve in person what there was to be done. In t>lie meantime, he

assembled his council of war at Valley Forge, and subm.itted to their

deliberation vrhether it was proper, by harassing the enemy's rear,

to do him all the harm possible, without, however, coming to a gene-

ral engagement ; or whether it was more advisable to attack him in

front, and try the fortune of a decisive battle. The opinions ditiered,

and were for some time in balance. General Lee, who a little

before had been exchanged for Prescott, considering the equality of

the forces of the two armies, and the posture of affairs, become too

favorable to be exposed without necessity to the hazard of battles,

perhaps also having little confidence in the discipline of the Ameri-

can troops, was of the opinion that they should not be put to the

test anew, and that an action should be avoided. He was for being

content with following the enemy, observing his motions, and pre-

venting him from ravaging the country. This counsel was adopted

by the greater part of the generals. The others, among whom was

Washington himself, thought differently, and v»'ere inclined, in case

a favorable occasion should present itself, to engage a geneial affair.

They could not bring their minds to endure that the enemy should

retire with impunity during so long a march, and ihey persuaded

themselves that they had every thing to expect from soldiers whosa
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constancy, the rigor of the seasons, and the scarcity of thinrirs the

most necessary to Hfe, had not been able to subdue. They reilect-

cd, besides, tliat the Enghsh army was embarrassed with the most

cumbersome baggage, and thsy doubted not but that, in the nume-

rous defiles it would have to thread, some favorable occasion must

offer Itself to attack with advantage. Nevertheless, the opinion of

the majority prevailed, not without evident dissatisfaction on the part

of Washington, who, according to his character of personal perti-

nacity, remained steadfast in his way of thinking.

The same day in which the English abandoned Philadelphia, he

moved from his camp of Valley Forge, and crossing the Delaware

at Coryells Ferry, because Clinton was marching up the river, he

went tD take post at Hopewell. He was in great uncertainty

respecting the designs of the enemy. Their slow march, which was

the effect of the immoderate quantity of their baggage, and not a

stratagem, induced him to suspect that their aim was to draw him

beyond the Rariton, into the open plains of New Jersey, and then,

rapidly, turning his right, to lock him against the river, and constrain

him to join battle with disadvantage. He proceeded, therefore, with

extreme circumspection, and did not allow himself to be enticed to

venture across the Rariton.

Meanwhile, the English had already reached Allentown. Wash-

ington detached Morgan with his light horse, to harass their right

flank, while Maxwell and Dickinson infested them on the left, and

general Cadwallader in rear. But when Clinton found himself in

Allentown, he reflected upon the way he had to take in order to

arrive at New York, By turning towards the Rariton, he might pro-

ceed to Brunswick, pass the river there, push for Staten Island, and

thence to New York. Another route presented itself on the right,

by passing through Monmouth and gaining with rapidity the heights

of Middletown, whence it was easy to pass to Sandy Hook ; from

that point, the fleet of Howe, which awaited the army, could trans-

port it to New York. General Clinton conceived it an extremely

liazardous enterprise to attempt the passage of the Rariton, with an

army encumbered by such immense convoys, and in the presence of

that of \\^ashington, which he knew was soon to be re-inforced by

the northern troops, under the command of general Gates. He
concluded therefore to pursue the road of Monmouth, and immedi-

ately commenced the march. Washington, who till then had remain-

ed in doubt, because the road from Allentown leads alike to Nevf

Brunswick and to Monmouth, as soon as he got this intellig'^nce,

detached general Wayne with a' thousand regular troops to re-

inforce the corps of Cadwallader. in order to enable him with mors
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effl-'cl to harass, and retard the enemy- The simultaneous action of

the dctacliments of Wayne, Cadwallader, Dickinson and Morgan,

beinff of extreme importance, the commander-in-chief put them all

under the command of major-general La Fayette. But the danger

increasing at every instant, as tiie American van had alreadv come

up with the English rear, Washington judged it necessary to sup-

port it by other corps of regular troops. He directed general Lee

to press forward with two brigades. As the senior, Lee took the

command of the whole vanguard, leaving to the marquis de la Fay-

ette only that of the militia and light horse. General Lee occupied

Englishtown. Washington followed a little distance from the main

body of the army, and encamped at Cranberry. Morgan continued

to infest the right flank of the English, and Dickinson their left.

Things were fast verging to a decisive event. The British army was

encamped upon the heights of Freehold ; descending thence towards

Monmouth, a deep valley is entered, three miles in length and one

in breadth ; it is broken with hillocks, woods, and morasses. Gene-

ral Clinton, seeing the enemy so near, and the battle inevitable, with-

drew all the baggage from the rear, and passed it into the charge of

the van, commanded by general Knyphausen, that while himself

with the rearguard kept the enemy in check, it might be conducted

without molestation to a place of safety upon the hills of Middle-

town. The rear guard, which he retained during the night of the

twentv-sevcnth in his encampment at Freehold, consisted of severa*

battalions of English infantry, both heavy and light, the Hessian

grenadiers, and a regiment of cavalry.

The next morning at daybreak, Knyphausen descended into the

valley with the vanguard and his convoy, on his way towards IMid-

dletown, and was soon at a good distance from the camp. Clinton,

with the select?d corps he had kept with him, still maintained his

position, as well to retard the enemy, as to give time for the baggage

to gain the heights. Washington, promptly informed of all that

passed, and apprehensive that the English would effect their design

of posting themselves in the mountains of Middletown, the distance

being only a few miles, in which case it became impossible to inter-

rupt their retreat to New York, resolved to give them battle without

further delay.

He ordered general Lee to attack the enemy in front, while Mor-

gan and Dickmson should descend into the valley upon his flanks,

the first to the right, the second to the left, in order to attempt the

column of Knyphausen, encumbered with its long train of carriages

and packhorses. Each put himself in motion to obey. General

Clinton, having resumed his march, was already descended from the

L
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heights of Freehold, when he perceived that the Americans were

also descending with irnpetuosiiy in order to attack him. lie vva»

informed at the same instant, that Knypiiausen was exposed to the

greatest peril, his con.oy being engaged in defiles, that continued

several miles. Clinton, finding himself under the necessity of fight-

ing, instantly took the only resolution that could extricate him from

the embarrassments of his position. He determined to turn upcR

the Americans who menaced his rear, and to charge them with the

utmost vigor. He persuaded himself that, thrown into disorder by

this unexpected attack, they would hasten to recall to their succov

the corps they had detached to intercept the baggage. Thus the

English rear guard, commanded by Cornwallis and Clinton himself,

and the American vanguard, conducted by general Leo, and the

marquis de la Fayette, advanced the one against the other with a

firm resolution to engage.

The artillery began to play, and the Queen's dragoons charged

and routed the light horse of La Fayette. Lee, surprised at the un-

expected determination of Clinton to face about upon the Americans,

and the rapidity with which he had carried it into execution, waa

constrained to form his troops upon ground by no means favorable.

He had behind him a ravine which rendered his retreat almost im-

practicable in case of check. Perhi^ps also he was piqued at being

forced to join battle after having supported the contrary opinion.

At the first charge of the English he fell back, not without dis-

order, probably occasioned by the difficulty of the ground. The
enemy pursued him across the ravine, and pressed him hard before

he had time to rally. In this critical moment, Washington arrived

with his corps. Having kept himself ready to move at any instant,

he had pushed forward at the first sound of the firing, having ordered

his soldiers to leave behind them whatever could impede their march,

even to the knapsacks, which they usually carried upon all occasions.

On seeing the retreat or rather flight of the troops of Lee, he was

not miaster of his anger: he addressed some very harsh words to that

general, and applied himself with equal prudence and courage to

restore the fortune of the day. It was necessary, first of all, to ar-

lest for a f:!W moments the impetuosity of the English, in order to

give time for all the corps of the rear guard to come up. Accord-

ingly, the commander-in-chief ordered the battalions of colonels

Stewart and Ramsay to occupy an important post on the left, behind

a tuft of wood, and there to sustain the first efforts of the enemy.

Stung by the reproaches of his general, and stimulated by the point

of honor, even Lee n.ade extreme exertions to rally his troops. He
disposed them on more advantageous ground, where they defended
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therr.sclvcs valiantly. The Eilglish were constrained to renew their

attacks in order to dislodge them. But at length, Leo, as well as

Stewart and Ramsay, overpowered by numbers, were forced to fail

back : they withdrew, iiowever, without any confusion. Lee retired

to rally anew behind Englishtown ; but in the meantime the Amer-

ican rear guard had arrived upon the field of battle. Washington

disposed these fresh troops, partly in a neighboring wood, and partly

upon a liill situated on the left, from which some pieces of cannon,

which lord Sterling had planted there, severely annoyed the enemy,

Tl}c infantry were drawn up in the center, at the foot of the hill in

front of the enemy. At the same time, general Greene, who, on this

Gi.y, commanded the righ.t wing, and who had advanced considerably,

on being apprised of the retreat of the vanguard, very prudently

concluded also to fall back.

As soon as he was arrived upon the field of battle, he took a very

strong position on the right of lord Sterling. He likewise poste^i

ins artillery upon a lofty eminence, wh.cnce it cruelly infested th«

left wing of the enemy. The English, being thus arrested, and find

ing so harsh a reception in front, attempted to turn the left fiank of

the Aniericanrj ; but they were repulsed by the light infantry which

Wasliington had sent tiiere for this purpose. They tiien directed

tlieir clVorts against his right, which they endeavored to surrouiid.

But overvvhelmed by the artillery of Greene, they were soon forcx3d

to retreat. As soon as Washington saw them give way, h(> caused

them to be charged vigorously by the infantry under general Wayn©.

The English turned the back, and recrossing the ravine, went to

form anew upon the same ground where general Lee had made hia

first halt. \'iclory was no longer doubtful ; but the new position of

the English was still formidable. Their flanks vv'ero covere<l by

v.'oo'js and deep morasses, and their front, being protected by th©

san;e ravine which had deranged the troops of Lee in the beginning

of the action, could only be reached through a narrow pass.

Wasliington, nevertliclcss, made his dispositions for renewing the

engagement, having ordered general Poor to charge them upon the

riglit with his own brigade and a corps of Carolinian militia, and

general Woodfort to attack them upon the left, while the artillery

slioulil play on them in front. Both exerted themselves with alacrity

lo evecute their orders, and to surmount the obstacles wliich defended

the flauks of the British army. But the ground was so broken

and <liiHcult that night came on before they had been able to obtain

any advantage. Tiie action soon ceased throughout the line. AV'ash-

ington would have desired to re-commence it the next morning, with

the day ; he therefore kept all his troops under arms during the night.
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He was vigilant that every tiling should be ready ; sparing neither

cares nor fatigue. But the thougiits of Clinton were very dilFerently

occupied. His vanguard and his baggage were already arrived in

safety near Middletown. His calculation had not deceived him, for

he had no sooner attacked the corps of Lee, than that general has-

tened to recall the light troops which had been detached to fall upon
the baggage and the soldiers that guarded it, as they filed through the

valley. During the action, they had continued to march upon Mid-
dletown, and they had arrived the same evening at secure positions

on the hills. Clinton, besides, had not to blush for this day, since

with his rearguard he had repulsed the American van, and had finally

arrested the whole army of the enemy. His troops were greatly

inferior in number to those of Washington ; but it would have been
an imprudence, even for an army of equal force, to risk a new
engagement, when so great a part of it was at such a distance, and
in a country whose inhabitants and whose surface presented httie

else but o))position and obstacles. The loss of the battle would have
been followed by the total ruin of the army. On all these considera-

tions, he decided for retreat. He took advantage of the obscurity of

jiight in order not to be followed, and to avoid the intolerable sultri

ness of the climate during the (hy. About ten at night, tiic Ameri-

cans say at midnight, he put his columns in motion for Middletown,

Avith so profound a silence, that the enemy, though extremely ne^r,

and attentive to observe him, perceived not his retreat. Clinton wrote,

that his march was favored by moonlight. This circumstance ailbrded

the Americans an abundance of merriment; it being observed that

the moon was then at its fourth day, and that it was set a little before

eleven at night. Washiiigton, on his part, had to take into consider-

ation the excessive heat of the season, the weariness of his troops,

the natiire of the country, very sandy, and without water ; finally, the

distance which the enemy had already gained upon him during the

tiiglit. He consequently relinquished the thought of pursuing them
and allowed his army to repose in the camp of Englishtown until the

first of .luly. He took this step with the less reluctance, as he con-

sidered it now impracticable to prevent or disturb the embarkation of
the English at Sandy Hook.

Such was the issue of the battle of Freehold, or of Monmouth, as

It is called by the Americans. If they had the worse in its com-
mencement, it terminated in their favor. And it appears very prob-

able, that if the division under Lee had made a firm stand, they

would have gained the most decisive victory. The English, in this

engagement, had three hundred killed, and an equal number wound-
ed ; about one hundred were made prisoners. Manv of them als©
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deserted, especially of the Hessians. Few were slain on the sirjo of

the Americans. On the one part and on the other many soldiers

died, not of wounds, but of the intense iieat of tiie weather, added to

the fatigue of the day. Washington greatly commended his troops

for the valor they had signalizxd, and particularly general Wayne,
The congress voted thanks to the army, and especially to the ofH»

cers and commander-in-chief. But general Loc, a man of an irasci-

ble character, could not brook the mdignity he holieved to have been

oflTered him by Washington, in the presence of his soldiers. II< -lere-

fore wrote two letters to the commander-in-chief, in which his resent-

ment caused him to forget all bounds of respect. They occasioned

the revival of an affair which the usual prudence and moderation of

Washington would have inclined him to pass by. Lee was arrested

and brougiit before a court martial, to make answer to the three fol-

lowing charges ; for disobedience, in not attacking the enemy on the

twcntv-ci2,hth of June, agreeably to his instructions : for havinfj made
an umieccssary, disorderly, and shameful retreat ; and for disres])ect

to the commander-in-chief in his two letters. He defended himself

with great ingenuity, and with a sort of eloquence, so that impartial

and military men remained in doubt whether he was really culf)able

or not. Nevertheless, the court martial found him guilty of all the

charges, bating the epithet of shameful, which was ex[>unge(i, and

sentenced him to be sujpended for one year; a judgment cert;iinly

cither too mild, if Lee was guilty, or too severe, if innocent. This

affair occasioned much conversation, some approving, others blaming

the sentence. The congress, though with some hesitation, con-

firmed it.

On the first of July, Washington directed the march of his army

towards the Hudson, in order to secure the passages of the moun-
tains, now the English were in force at New York. He left, how-

ever, some detachments of light troops, and particularly Morgan's dra-

goons, in the lower parts of New Jersey, to take up deserters, ajid to

repress the incursions of the enemy.

While such were the operations of Washington and of Clinton in

New Jersey, general Gates, with a part of the northern army, had

descended along the banks of the Hudson, in order to disquiet tlie

English in New York. By this judicious movement, the garrison of

that city, under apprehensions for itself, was prevented from march-

ing to the support of those who were engziged with the enemy in Ne<v

Jersey.

Meanwhile, the British army was arrived, the thirtieth of Jime. at

Middletoun, net far from Sandy Hook. The fleet under lord Howe
was already at anchor there, though it had been detained u long timt

VOL. ii. L
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in the Delaware by calms. Sandy Hook had been in time past a

peninsula, which, formin;:^ a point, extended in the mouth ol" the bay

of I\ew York ; but in the preceding winter it had been disjoined

from the main land by a violent storm and inundation, and converted

ihto an island. The timely arrival of the fleet delivered the army

from the imminent peril to which it would have been exposed, had it

been unable to pass this new strait. But a bridge of boats was con-

structed with incredible expedition ; and the whole army passed over

the channel into Sandy Hook island, whence it was soon after con-

veyed by the fleet to New York ; ignorant of the extreme danger it

had so narrowly escaped.

The count d'Estaing, with his powerful armament, was at length

arrived in the seas of America. After having made his appearance

upon the coasts of Virginia, he had entered the mouth of the Dela-

ware, in the night of the eighth of July. If he could have gained

that position a (cw days sooner, and before the fleet of Howe had got

out of the river, or even if he had fallen in with it on its passage from

the Delaware to Sandy Hook, it is beyond doubt that he would have

entirely destroyed that squadron, which only consisted of two ships

of the line, a few frigates, and a certain number of transports. The

British army would then have been inclosed by the Americans at

land, and by the French at sea. Hemmed in by mountains and an

impassable tract of country, it would have found it impossible to force

its way to New York. Destitute of provisions, and cut off' from all

communication, it must have been compelled at last to surrender, and

at Middletown would have been renewed the capitulation of Saratoga.

This event might therefore have decided the fate of the whole war.

But after having commenced with favorable winds, the voyage of the

French admiral was so protracted by frequent calms, or by rough

weather, that he not only did not arrive in time to surprise the squad-

ron of Howe in the Delaware, and the army of Clinton at Philadel-

phia, as had been the scope of his plan, but also that he did not

enter the waters of that river until the one was withdrawn to the

anchorage of Sandy Hook, and the other behind the walls of New
Vork.

But though the land troops might think themselves in safety within

tlsat city, the fleet was exposed to manifest peril in the road of Sandy

Hook. .'Vssoon as t!ie count d'Estaingwas informed of the move-

ments of the enemy, he promptly lookjiis resolution. He put to sea

anew, and suddenly made his appearance, the eleventh of .Tuly, in

luriu of the Brllish squadron ancliored at Sandy Hook. His own

C.msisfed of twelve s\\\\)s of the line, perfectly equipped, among which

were two of eighty guns, and six of seventy-four ; he had, besides^
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throe or four lar<Te frigates. On the other hand, the British squadron

Mas composed of only six ships of si.vty-four guns, llnce of fiftv. and
two of forty, wiih some frigates and sloops. They were not in good
condition, having been long absent from England, and their crews

were very deficient in number. It is also to be observed, that when
the French fleet appeared so unexpectedly, that of Howe was not

in the order of battle suitable to receive it. If, therefore, the count

d'Estaing, immediately upon his arrival, had pushed forward and
attempted to force the entrance of the harbor, there must have en-

sued, considering the valor and ability of tlie two parties, a most ob-

stinate and sanguinary engagement; an engagement, however, v.hich

the superiority of the French would in all probability have decided

in their favor.

The count d'Estaing appeared disposed to enter ; the English

prepared to receive hun. But such is the nature of the mout!. of

the bay of New York, that, though sufhciently broad, it is obstruct-

ed by a bar, v':ich runs from Long Island towards Sandy Hook, so

that between tne latter and the extremity of the bar, there is left l)ut

a very narrow ship channel. Nevertheless, the bar being at a cer-

tain depth under water, light vessels may pass it with facility, espe-

cially at flood tide; but it was doubtful whether large ships, like

those of the French, could surmount this obstacle. The count

d'Estaing took counsel of the American pilots, sent him by the con-

gress ; he feared that his ships, and especially the Langucdoc and
Tonnant, which dr(;w more water than the others, would not be able

to pass. He therefore relinquished the enterprise, and withdrew to

anchor upon the coast of New Jersey, about four miles from Sandy
Hook, and not far from the town of Shrewsbury. There, tiavii.i^

recruited his water and provisions, he concerted witli the Ainericj.u

generals respecting the expedition of Rhode Island, which he med-
itated, since he had missed that of the Delaware.

The English imagined that the French admiral was only waiting

i'l this anchorage for the higii tides at the end of July. Lndcr the

apprehension of an appro:iching attack, they accordingly prei)are.l

themselves for a vigorous defense. The ardor manifested on th:s

occasion by their troops, both in the land and sea service, cannc I

be too highly commended. Meanwhile, several English vessels ihht

were bound to New York, far from supposing that the French were

become masters of the sea, fell daily into tlieir power, imder the very

eyes of their own pco})lo of the s(juadron, whose indignation was
vehement; but they had no means of reniedv.

Fin;illy, on t!se twenty-second of July, the uhole Frer.ch (Icit

appeared at tlie entrance of Sandy Hook. The wind favored it, an J
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the tide nas very high. The English expected an action which must
necessarily issue either in a victory without example, or in the total

destruction of their fleet ; hut after some uncertain movements, the

count d'Estaing all at once stood olT towards the south, and relieved

his enemy from all fear. His departure could not have been better

timed for the English ; for from the twenty-second to the thirtieth

of July, several ships of admiral Byron's squadron, whicii had been
dispersed and shattered by storms and a tedious passage, arrived

successively at Sandy Hook. If the count d'Estaing had remained
a few days longer on that station, not one of them could have es-

caped him. Of this number were the Renown and the Centurion
of fifty guns, the Reasonable of sixty-four, and the Cornwall of

seventy-four.

Ad.niral Howe, thus finding himself, with infinite gratification, in

condition to resume the open sea, sailed in search of the count
d'Estaing, whom he afterwards found at Newport in Rhode Island.

But previous to relating what passed between the two admirals,

the order of history requires that we should recount wjiat happened
between the British commissioners and the congress. The former

had not entirely abandoned their enterprise, and they still continued

upon tlie American continent.

Johnstone, one of their number, had formerly resided a long time

upon t!ie shores of America, where he had formed an acquaintance

with many of the principal inhabitants of the country. He had like-

wise been governor of one of the colonies, where his active and
cultivated genius, with his insinuating manners, had procured him
an extensive influence. Being, besides, a member of parliament,

he had there always warmly defended the cause of America and
had shown himself one of the most resolute antagonists of the minis-

try. These motives, to which, perhaps, i^ was owing that he had
been selected for a commissioner, persua-lcd liiin that he might suc-

ceed in edccting in America, l)y his sug'jestions aiic a private corre-

spondence, w hat his colleagues, perchance, could r jt have obtained

by open negotiations, always subject tc the restrair is of circumspec-

tion and distr ist. He believed, at leust, that by f nticing the princi-

pal repuhlicanswithbrilliant prospects of honors 8 id wealth, he should

smooth the difficulties which impeded the open (ions of the commis-
sioners, it is not known wfiether he pursued this course of his own
motion, or with the privity, or evjn by the cc/nmand of the govern-

ment. Nevertheless, the tenor of the letters \e wrote upon this head,

woulil lead to the belief that t).e ministers were no Mongers to his

v^esigns. In fact, contrary to the uniforno practice of those who ex-

ercise a delegated power, he praised llie '.esistance which the Amer-
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jcans hnd made, up to that time, agair.'^t the unjust and arrogant

laws of Enofland ; a frankness he would scarcely have ventured, if

he hud not been guided by the instructions of the ministers. Ths

style in which he wrote to the most considerable citizens, and even

to the members of congress, would sooner have caused him to bo

taken for an agent of that body, than for an envoy of the British

government. He professed a desire to be admitted into the interior

of the country, and to discourse face to face with men, v.hose vir-

tues he admired above those of the Greeks and Romans, in order to

be able to describe them to his children. He affirmed that they had

worthily wielded the pen and the sword in vindicating the rights of

their country, and of the human race ; he overwhelmed them with

protestations of his love and veneration. The congress had some

suspicions, and at last positive knowledge of these intrigues. They

recommended to the difTerent states, and directed the commander-

in-chief, and other officers, to hold a strict hand to the efifect that all

correspondence with the enemy should cease. By a subsequent res-

olution, it was ordained that all letters of a public nature receivcii

by any members of congress, from the agents or subjects of the king

of Great Britain, should be laid before that assembly.

Thus became public those letters addressed by Johnstone to three

members of congress, one to Francis Dana, another to general

Reed, and a third to Robert ^lorris. In the first, he assured that

doctor Franklin had approved the conditions of the arrangement that

was proposed ; that France had been induced to conclude the treaty

of alliance, not from any regard for the interests of America, bot

from the dread of reconciliation ; that Spain was dissatisfied, acd

disapproved the conduct of the court of Versailles. In the secoi-d,

after lavishing praises on general Reed, he continued with sayirie^.

that the man who could be instrumental in restoring harmony i*^;-

twecn the two states, would deserve more from the king and people,

than ever was yet bestowed on human kind. In tJie third, which ne

had also filled with compliments, he admitted that he believed the

men who had conducted the affiiirs of America incapable of being

influenced by i.mproper motives, and added the following words :

'but in all such transactions there is risk ; and 1 think that whoever

ventures, should be secured, at the same time, that honor and emolu-

ment should naturally follow the fortunes of those who have steered

the vessel in the storm, and brouglit her safely into port. I think

Washington and the president have a right to every favor that grate-

ful nations can bestow, if they could once more unite our interests',

and s[>are the miseries and devastations of war.' Such were iho

baits with which, as the Americans said, George Johnstone attempted
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the fidelity of the first autliontics of tlio Unitod States ; such
were the words of blandishment he caused to resound in their ears,

in order to seduce them to betray their country. But tii:it which
gave the congress most offense, and which they profited of with the

greatest address to render the British cause and pro])ositions alike

odious to the inhabitants of America, was the following transaction:

general Reed stated that a lady had sought him, on the part of .John-

stone, and had earnestly exhorted him to promote the re-union of the

two countries, promising, in case of success, a reward of teji thousand

pounds sterling, and any office in the colonies in the king's gift.

The general replied, as he affirmed, that he loas not wort'i pa has-

ing •; but that such as he was, th", king of Great Britain irci: not

rich enough to do it. The congress, in their indignation, declared

that these being direct attempts to corrupt and bribe the congress of

the United States of America, it was incompatible with their honor

to hold any manner of correspondence or intercourse with George

Johnstone ; especially to negotiate with him upon affairs in which

the cause of liberty and virtue was interested.

Tiiis declaration, which was sent by a flag to the commissioners,

produced a very severe answer from Johnstone, which, if he had
clothed in more moderate language, would have gained him more
credit with his readers. He affected to consider the declaration of

congress as an honor, and not as a matter of offense ; he observed

that while that assembly only contended for the essential privileges

necessary to t!ie preservation of their liberty and the redress of their

grievances, their censure would have filled his soul with bitterness

and with grief; but since the congress, deaf to the piteous cries of

so many citizens overwhelmed by the calamities of war, had sullied

by motives of personal ambition the principles of their first resistance
;

since lie sa^v tjiem bend the knee before the ambassador of France,

and form alliance with the ancient enemy of the two countries, with

the manifest intention of reducing the power of the mother cou.itry,

]ie was quite unconcerned what might be the opinions of such men
U'itii regard to him. As to the accusations drawn from his letters,

he neither denied nor confessed. lie simply affirmed, that the

present resolution of congress was no better Ibunded than that they

had taken concerning t!ie cartridge-boxes of Burgoyne's army. He
rcser\cd, however, the liberty of justifying his conduct, before his

departure from America; and added, that in the mean time, ho

shoidd abstain from acting in the character of a commissioner.

His colleagues, Carlisle, Cfnton, and Eden, issued a counter

declaration, wherein they disclaimed all participation and knowledge

of the mutters specified by the congress in their resolutions. They
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eApres«'0(l, at the same time, the highest opinion of the abilities of

Johnstone, of the uprightness of his intentions, and of the equity

and generosity of those sentiments and principles upon which lie was

desirous of founding a reconciliation between the disunited parts of

the British enijiire.

But the design of the commissioners in this declaration was not

so much to exculpate themselves, as to counteract the in^prcssii.n

produced by the treaties with France, and to demonstrate to the

people at large that congress had no right to ratify then. They

had placed great hopes in this step. They were not igi orant that

many Americans had abated their ardor, and even conceived a secret

discontent, since the much magnified succor of the count d'Estaing

had proved of so litlle, or rather of no utility. The comniis?ioner3

were also, as usual, stimulated by the refugees, who reminded them

continually of the multitude and power of the loyalists. They ex-

patiated, therefore, upon the perfidy of France, upon the ambition of

congress, and they exerted theniselves, especially, to prove that the

latter, in a case of this importance, where the salvation or the ruin of

all Ainerica v/as at stake, had not, even by their own constitution,

the power to ratify the treaties with France, without consulting theil

constituents ; at a time, too, when such offers of accommodation

were expected on the part of Great Britain, as not only far exceeded

the demands, but even the hopes of the inhabitants of America.

They concluded with observing, that the faith of the nation was not

pledged by the ratification of congress.

The opposite party wanted not writers who endeavored to defeat

the efTectof these insinuations. The most conspicuous among them

were Drayton, already mentioned, and Thomas Paine, author of the

work entitled Common Sense. Whatever were the merits of this

controversy, it is certain that the publications of the commissioners

were absolutely fruitless. Not a proselyte was made.

The British agents, being now persuaded that all hopes of recon-

ciliation were illusory, determined, before their departuie, to publish

a manifesto, in which they threatened the Americans with the ex-

tremes of the most desolating war that man could conceive. They

hoped that terror would produce those effects which their conciliatory

offers had failed of attaining. This plan of hostilities had long been

advocated in England, by the friends of coercion, as the readiest and

most effectual. It would bring, they believed, such distress on the

colonies as would not fail to compel them to submit. They repre-

sented the vast continent of America as peculiarly open to incursions

and ravages ; its coasts were of so immense an extent, that they could

not possibly be guarded against an enemy that was mastc/ at sea
j
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there were innumerable bays, creeks and inlets, where descents mifht

bo made unobstructed. The rivers were such as afforded a navif^a-

tion for ships of force far into the interior of the country ; thus it

would be easy to penetrate to most of the towns and settlements,

and to spread destruction into the heart of every province on the

continent.

The commissioners, inclining to adopt these views, commenced
(heir inanifcsto with a retrospect of the transactions and conduct of

the congress ; cliarging them with an obstinate rejection of the

proffers of accommodation on the part of Great Britain, and repre-

senting them as unauthorized to exercise the powers they had as-

sumed. On the other hand, they magnified their own endeavors to

bring about a restoration of peace and happiness to America. They
gave notice, that it was their intention to return shortly to England,

as their stay in a country where their commission had been treated

with so little notice and respect, was inconsistent with the dignity

of the p(-wer they represented. They professed, however, the same

readiness as ever to promote tlie objects of their mission, and to

continue t!ie conciliatory offers that were its principal motive. Final-

ly, they solemnly warned the people of the alteration that would be

made in the future method of carrying on the war, should the colo-

nies persist in their resistance to Great Britain, and in their unnatu-

ral connection with France.

' The policy, as well as the benevolence of Great Britain,' said

they, ' has hitherto checked the extremes of war, when they tended

to distress a people, still considered as fellow-subjects, and to desolate

a country shortly to become again a source of mutual advantage
;

hut when that country not only estranges herself from England, but

mortgages herself and her resources to her enemy, the whole contest

irf changed ; and the question is, how far Great Britain may, by every

means in her power, destroy or render useless a connection contrived

for her ruin, and for the aggrandizement of France ? Under such

circumstances, the laws of self-preservation must direct the conduct

of Great Britain ; and if the British colonies are to become an

accession of power to France, will direct her to render that accession

of as little avail as possible to her enemy.'

This manifesto, which was the object of the severest animadver-

! Hon, and which was even condemned by several orators of parliament,

and particularly by Fox, as cruel and barbarous, produced no greater

effect upon the minds of the Americans than had been operated by

the offers of peace.

Tlic corfgress immediately issued a proclamation, warning all tho

inluibitanti who lived in places exposed to the descent-s and ravages
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of a ferocious enemy, to remove, on the appearance of danger, to

the distance of at least thirty miles, together with their families, their

cattle, and all their movable property. But if the measures adopted

by the British commissioners were justly censured, those taken by

the congress are at least by no means to be commended. They rec

ommended, that whenever the enemy proceeded to burn or destroy

any town, the people should, in the same manner, ravage, burn and

destroy the houses and properties of all tories and enemies to the

independence of America, and secure their persons ; without treating

them, however, or their famihes,with any cruelty ; since the Ameri-

cans should abhor to imitate their adversaries, or the aUies they had

subsidized, whether Germans, blacks, or savages.

Such are the excesses to which even the most civilized men are

liable to be transported, when under the pestilent influence of party

spirit. The British threatened to do what they had already done,

and the Americans, the very thingthey so justly condemned in their

enemies. But impassioned man is more prone to imitate evil in

others, than dispassionate man to imitate good.

Some time after, lest the extreme rigor of the English declarations

should give birth to new thoughts among the people, the congress

published a manifesto, in which they premised, that since they had

not been able to prevent, they had endeavored, at least, to alleviate

the calamities of war. But they asserted that the conduct of their

enemies had been the very reverse. ' They,' said the manifesto;

' have laid waste the open country, burned the defenseless villages,

and butchered the citizens of America. Their prisons have been

the slauo-hter-houses of her soldiers, their ships of her seamen ; and

the severest injuries have been aggravated by the grossest insults.

Foiled in their vain attempts to subjugate the unconquerable spirit of

freedom, they have meanly assailed the representatives of America

with bribes, with deceit, and the servility of adulation. They have

made a mock of religion by impious appeals to God, while in the

violation of his sacred command. They have made a mock even of

reason itself, by endeavoring to prove that the liberty and happiness

of America could safely be intrusted to those who have sold their

own, unawed by the sense of virtue or of shame. Treated with the

contempt which such conduct deserved, they have applied to ind>-

viduals. They have solicited them to break the bonds of allegiance,

and imbue their souls with the blackest crimes. But fearing that

none could be found through these United States equal lothe wiciied-

ness of their purpose, to influence weak minds, they have threatened

more wide devastation.

* While the shadow of hope remained that our enemies could be

VOL. II. M
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taught by our exaniplc to respect those laws which are held sacrea

among civilized nations, and to comply with the dictates of a religion

which they pretend, in common with us, to believe and revere, they

have been left to the influence of that religion and that example.

But since their incorrigible dispositions cannot be touched by kind-

ness and compassion, it becomes our duty by other means to vindi-

cate the rights of humanity.
' We, therefore, the congress of the United States of America

do solemnly declare and proclaim, that if our enemies presume to

execute their threats, or persist in their present career of barbarity,

we will take such exemplary vengeance as shall deter others from a

like conduct. We appeal to that God who searcheth the hearts ot

men, for the rectitude of our intentions ; and in his noly presence

declare, that as we are not moved by any light and hasty suggestions

of anger or revenge, so, through every possible change of fortune, we

will adhere to this our determination.'

At the same epoch, the marquis de la Fayette, indignant at the

manner in whicii the British commissioners had spoken of France in

their letter of the tv/enty-sixth of August, in attributing her interfer-

ence in the present quarrel to ambition, and to the desire of seeing

the two parties consume each other in a long war, wrote to the earl

of Carlisle, demanding reparation for the insult offered to his country,

and challenging him to single combat.

The earl declined this meeting, saying, that as he had acted on

that occasion in the character of a commissioner, his language and

conduct had been official, and consequently he was accountable for

them to no one except to his king and country. He concluded his

answer with observing, that in regard to national disputes, they would

be better adjusted when admiral Byron and the count d'Estaing

should have met upon the ocean.

A short time after, the commissioners, unable to effect any of the

objects of their mission, embarked for England. All hope from ne-

gotiation being now vanished, every thought was devoted with new

ardor to the way of arms. Meanwhile, the congress had returned to

Philadelphia, a few days after the English evacuated that city. On
the sixth of August they received publicly, and with all the ceremo-

nies usual on similar occasions, M. Gerard, minister plenipotentiary

of the king of France. This envoy delivered at first his letters of

credence, whic/t were signed by Louis XVI., and directed to his veru

dear great frier, ds and allies, the president and members of the gen-

eral Congress of the United States df America. He made a very

apposite speech in which he set forth the benevolent intentions of

France towardf the United States, and the reciprocal obligation of
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the two contracting parties to execute the engagements stipulated in

the eventual treaty, in order to defeat the hostile measures and de-

signs of the common enemy. He announced, that on his part, his

most christian majesty had ah'eady sent to their assistance a nume-
rous and powerful fleet. He closed, witli expressing a hope that the

principles which might be adopted by the respective governments!

would tend to strengthen those bonds of union, which had originated

in the mutual interest of the tv.'o nations.

The president, Henry Laurens, answered with much ease and
dignity ; that the present treaties sufficed to demonstrate the wisdom
and magnanimity of the most christian king ; that the virtuous citi-

zens of America could never cease to acknowledge the hand of a

gracious Providence, in raising them up so pov/erful and illustrious a

friend. That the congress had no doubt, but that the confidence his

majesty reposed in the firmness of the United States would receive

additional strength from every day's experience. That since Eng-
land, fro:n her insatiable lust of domination, was resolved to prolong

the war, and v/ith it the miseries of mankind, they were deiermined

to fulfill all the conditions of the eventual treaty, although they had
no more ardent wish than to spare human blood, by laying down at

once their resentments and their arms ; that they lioped the assist-

ance of so wise and generous an ally, would at length open the eyes

of Great Britain, and bring her to a sense of justice and moderation.

The autiioritics of Pennsylvania, many strangers of note, the officers

of the army, and a great number of distinguished citizens, were pres-

ent at this audience. The public joy was now at its height. All

hearts were filled, not only with the hope of independence, for that

was considered as no longer doubtful, but also with brilliant antici-

pations of future prosperity ; the American empire, with the inter-

ference of France, appeared already estabUshed for ever.

Thus a king extended an au.xiliary hand to a republic against

another king ! Thus the French nation came to the succor of one
English people against another English people ; thus the European
powers, who until then had acknowledged no other independent

nations in America, except the savages and barbarians, looking upon
all the others as subjects, began to recognize as independent and sov-

ereign a civilized nation, and to form alliance with it, as such, by au-

thentic treaties. An event assuredly worthy to arrest our particular

attention ; since the discovery of America by Columbus, none of

equal or of similar importance had passed before the eyes of men.
Such, in America, were the fruits either of the love of liberty or the

desire of independence. Such were the consequences, in Europe, of
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a blind obstinacy, or of a pride perhaps necessary on the one part

;

of jealousy of power and a thirst of vengeance on the other

!

The fourteenth of September, the congress appointed doctor Ben-

jamin Franklin minister plenipotentiary of the United States at the

court of France.

We have already related how, and by what causes, the expedition

of the Delaware, by which the allies had hoped to destroy the Brit-

ish fleet and army at a single blow, had failed to have effect. De-

sirous, therefore, of achieving some other enterprise of importance,

which might both honor their arms, and procure them an essential

advantage, they resolved to direct their operations against Rhode

Island. This expedition offered them greater facilities than any

other ; the situation of places being such that the land troops of the

Americans, and the naval forces of the French, could lend each other

mutual assistance, and bring their joint energies to bear upon the

same point. This design had been concerted between the generals

of congress and d'Estaing, while he lay at anchor off Sandy Hook.

General Sullivan had already been sent into that part, in order to take

the command of the troops destined for the expedition, and in the

meantime to assemble the militia of ^ew England. General Greene

liad likewise been directed to proceed to Rhode Island ; born in that

province, he possessed great credit and influence among its inhab-

itants. The general of the British army, having penetrated the de-

sign of the allies, had sent from New York considerable re-inforoc-

ments to major-general Pigot, who commanded in Rhode Island,

which carried his garrison to six thousand men. General Sullivan

had established his camp near Providence ; it was composed of about

ten thousand men, including militia. The plan which had been agreed

upon was, that while SuUivan should make a descent upon the island

from the northward. d'Estaing was to force the harbor of Newport

from the south, destroy the British shippiieg at anchor there, and

assault the town with vigor. The British garrison, thus pressed be-

tween two fires, it was thought, would soon, of necessity, be com-

pelled to surrender.

The state of Rhode Island is principally composed of several ad-

jacent islands, the largest of which gives its name to the whole prov-

ince. Between the eastern coast of this island and the main land,

is an arm of the sea, which, extending considerably towards the north,

expands into the bay of Mount Hope. This arm is denominated

Seaconnet, or the eastern passage. Between Rnode Island and the

island of Conanicut is another very narrow passage, named the Main

Channel. Finally, between the western coast of Conanicui island

and the main land is found a third arm of the sea, known by the
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name of the western, or Narraganset passage. The town of New-

port is situated upon the western shore of Rhode Island Proper, op-

posite to the island of Conanicut. At a short distance from the

town, to the northeast, rise a chain of hills which stretch almost across

the island from the eastern passage to the Main Channel. The

English had fortified these heights with much care, in order to cover

the town against an attack from the Americans, who were likely to

approach by the north part of the island.

General Pigot prepared himself for an able and vigorous defense.

He very prudently recalled the garrison of Conanicut island, and

concentrated his forces about Newport. He also withdrew into the

town the artillery and the cattle. The posts that were dispersed in

different parts of the island, and especially the soldiers who occupied

the northern point, were ordered to fall back upon the town as soon

as they should discover the enemy's approach. The part of the town

which looked towards the sea was fortified with extreme diligence

;

vessels of transport were sunk in such places as might obstruct the

approaches by water to the most important batteries ; the rest were

burned. The frigates were removed higher up for safer moorings.

But to provide for the worst, they were stripped of their artillery and

stores. The seamen belonging to the vessels sunk or destroyed, were

employed to serve the artillery of the ramparts ; a service they ^vell

understood, and greatly coveted.

Meanwhile the count d'Estaing, on his departure from Sandy

Hook, after standing to the southward as far as the mouth of the

Delaware, changed his course and bore to the northeast upon Rhode
Island. He arrived the twenty-ninth of July at Point Judith, and

anchored with the most of his ships just without Brenton's Ledge,

about five miles from Newport. Two of his vessels went up the

Narraganset passage, and cast anchor to the north of Conanicut.

Several frigates entered the Seaconnet passage ; the English on their

approach set fire to a corvette and two armed galleys which had been

stationed there. During several days the French admiral made no

attempt to penetrate the Main Channel, in order to attack the town

of Newport, as it had been concerted with the Americans. This

delay was occasioned by that of the re-inforcements of militia which

general Sullivan expected, and which were deemed essential to the

security of the enterprise. Finally, the eighth of August, all the

preparations being completed, and the wind favorable, the French

squadron entered the harbor of Newport, and coasting the town, dis-

charged their broadsides into it, and received the fire of the batteries

on shore ; but little execution was done on either side. They anchor-

ed a little above the town, between Goats Island and Conanicut, but

M*
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nearest to the latter, which was already occupied by the Americans.

The English in the meantime, finding they could not save several

frigates and other vessels of less f rce, concluded to burn them.

The next day, general Sullivan, who had moved from Providence

down to that part of the main land which bears from the east upon

Rhode Island, crossed the Seaconn^t passage at Rowland's Ferry,

and landed with all his troops upon ,iie north end of the island. It

appears that this movement was high.y oifensive to the count d'Es-

taing, who expected to have been the first to set foot on shore in the

island. General Sullivan hoped that the attack would now be delay-

ed no longer, when the same day, the ninth of August, signals

announced the whole squadron of lord Howe, who, on receiving

intelligence that Rhode Island was menaced by the French, had

hastened to the succor of genera-l Pigot. Notwithstanding the

re-inforcement he had lately received, he was still inferior to his

enemy, considering the size of his ships, and their Vt^eight of metal.

His squadron, though more numerous, consisted of only one ship of

seventy-four, seven of sixty-four, and five of fifty guns, with several

frigates. He hoped, however, that fortune would oflfer him an occa-

sion to join battle with the advantage of wind, or of some other

circumstances. And certainly if, from the time he had taken the

resolution of moving to the relief of Rhode Island, the winds had

not retarded his progress, he would have arrived at the very moment
when the French squadron was dispersed in the different channels

formed by the adjacent islands ; in which case he would have had

all the chances of victory in his favor. But his passage was so

difficult, that he was unable to arrive till the day after that in which

the count d'Estaing had put himself in safety, with all his fleet, in

the Main Channel.

Having carefully examined, as well the nature of the places, as

the position of the French ships, and having also communicated to

the same end with general Pigot, the British admiral concluded that

there was no hope left him of succoring the town, especially as the

winds continued contrary. The harbor was so situated, the entrance

so narrow, the apparatus of defense on the island of Conanicut so

formidable, that the enterprise could not have been attempted, not

only by an inferior squadron, as was that of Howe, but even by a

greatly superior force, without temerity. For the same cause, if the

French admiral, agreeably to the plan concerted with Sullivan, had

been disposed to persist, and not to quit his station until he had

afforded that general all the co-operation in his power, there is good

reason to believe that the town of Newport would have fallen into

the hands of the allies.
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But the count d'Estaing, like a true Frenchman, full of ardor

and impatience, upon a change of wind to the northeast, in the morn-

ing of the tenth, was seized with an impulse that he could not

master, to profit of this circumstance to sail out of the harbor, ia

order to attack the enemy. He accordingly stood out to sea, in

search of the British fleet. Admiral Howe, on seeing so formidable

an armament advance to engage him, and being under the wind,

whicli gave the French the weathergage, declined coming to action,

and maneuvered with great ability in order to gain that advantage for

himself. A contest ensued for it, which lasted the whole day ; the

French admiral striving to retain it with equal eagerness. The wind

still continuing on the eleventh unfavorable to the British, Howe
resolved, notwithstanding, to meet the enemy. He therefore formed

his squadron so that it could be joined by three fire-ships, which

were towed by the frigates. The French also disposed their ships

in order of battle, and the moment already approached that was to

decide which of the two powerful adversaries should remain master

of the American seas. But at the same instant, a strong gale com-
menced, which, soon after increasing, became a violent storm. The
tempest, which lasted forty-eight hours, not only separated and dis-

persed the two fleets, but did them so much damage, that they were
both rendered unfit for action, and compelled to put into port to

repair. Tlie French squadron suffered even more than the English,

especially in their masts and rigging. The Languedoc, of ninety

guns, the admiral's ship, lost her rudder and all her masts. Float-

ing in this condition, at the mercy of tlie currents, she was met by
the English ship Fienown, of fifty guns, commanded by captaui

Dawson, who attacked her with so much vigor and dexterity, that

had not darkness interposed, together with the gale, which had not

yet sufficiently abated, B\ie jiiust inevitably have struck ; as she

could only use seven or eight of her guns. Some French ships ap-

peared with the return ofday. They bore down upon captain Daw-
son, and gave chase, though without being able to come up with

him. But they at least delivered their admiral from the imminent
peril to which they found him exposed.

The same day, the English ship Preston, of fifty guns, fell in with

the Tonnant, of eighty, with only her mainmast standing. He at-

tacked her ; but was compelled, by the coming on of night, to dis-

continue the engagement till next morning, when the appearance of

several French ships constrained him to withdraw. The British

squadron returned to Sandy Hook and New York, for the purpose

of refitting ; the repairs were pushed with the greatest diligence.

The French recovered the harbor of Newport.
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In the mean time, general Sullivan, though impeded by bad

•vcatlier, and other difficulties which had retarded the arrival of his

stores and artillery, had advanced very near to Newport. He already

had occupied Honeymans Hill, and was engaged with great activity

in constructing batteries. The besieged were not wanting to them-

selves ; they erected new fortifications and new batteries, to answer

those of the Americans. But notwithstanding their efforts, if the

count d'Estaing, on returning from his more prejudicial than useful

enterprise upon the sea, had chosen to co-operate with the Ameri-

cans, it is certain, that the position of general Pigot would have been

excessively critical.

Assailed on the one side by the Americans, the English could not

have hoped to defend themselves, if the French, on the other, in

addition to the fire of their ships, had landed, as they easily might

have done, a strong detachment on the southern point of the island,

in order to assault the left flank of the town, which was known to be

the weakest. But the count d'Estaing had very different intentions.

He dispatched a letter to Sullivan, informing him that, in pursuance

of orders from his sovereign, and of the advice of all his officers, he

had taken the resolution to carry the fleet to Boston. His instruc-

tions were, it is true, to sail for that port if his fleet should meet

with any disaster, or if a superior British fleet should appear on the

coast.

The injuries sustained by the storm, and the information which

had been received that Byron had arrived at Halifax, were consid-

ered as producing the state of things contemplated by the instruc-

tions o{ the ministry. The Americans, convinced that the depart-

ure of the count d'Estaing would be the ruin of the expedition,

added entreaties to remonstrances, in order to dissuade him from so

fatal a measure.

Generals Greene and La Fayette besought him that he would not,

by persisting in his resolution, abandon the interests of the common

cause ; they represented to him the importance, to France, as well

as America, of the enterprise commenced ; that it was already so

well advanced as to leave no doubt of success ; that it could not be

relinquished in its present stage without shaming and disgusting the

Americans,who,confidingin the promised co-operation of the French

fleet, had undertaken it with alacrity, and made incredible exertions

to provide the requisite stores ; that to be deserted at so critical a

moment would furnish a triumph to the disaffected, who would not

fail to exclaim, that such was French faith, and the fruit of the alli-

ance ; that the successive miscarriages of the Delaware, of Sandy

Hook, and finally this of Newport, coald not but carry to its height
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the exasperation of minds. They added, that with a fleet in so

shattered a condition, it would be very difficult to pass the shoals of

Nantucket ; that it could be lepaired more conveniently at Newport

than at Boston ; and finally, that its present station afforded advan-

tages over Boston for distressing the enemy, while in the event of

the arrival of a superior fleet, it would be no more secure at Boston

than at Newport. All was fruitless. The count d'Estaing got

under sail the twenty-second of August, and three days after came

to anchor in the harbor of Boston.

Whatever is to be thought of this resolution of d'Estaing, wiiich,

it apjXiars, was not only approved, but even strenuously recommended

by his council, it is certain that it made a violent impression upon

the minds of the republicans, and excited loud clamors throughout

America. The militia, who with so much zeal had hastened to join

Sullivan in Rhode Island, finding themselves thus deserted by their

allies, immediately disbanded, so that the besiegers were reduced, in

a short time, from about ten thousand men to not more than half that

number, while the force of the enemy consisted of six thousand vet-

erans.

In so abrupt a reverse of fortune, and seeing the allied fleet retire,

while that of the enemy approached, the American general soon

determined to fall back upon the main land, and evacuate the island

entirely. He began the twenty-sixth of August to pass his heavy

artillery and baggage towards the northern point of the island, and

on the twenty-ninth he put himself in motion, with all thj^ army.'

Though warmly pursued by the English and Hessians, he rejoined

his van without loss. But the enemy coming up in more force, there

ensued a very hot affair in the environs of Quaker Hill, in which

many soldiers fell on both sides. At length, the Americans repulsed

the English with admirable resolution. In the night of the thirtieth,

the corps of Sullivan recovered the main land by the passages of

Bristol and Howland's Ferry. Such was the issue of an expedition,

undertaken, not only with the fairest prospect of success, burt which

had been carried to the very threshold of a brilliant termination.

The American general made his retreat in time ; for the next day

general Clinton arrived with four thousand men and a light squadron,

to the relief of Newport. If the winds had favored him more, or if

general Sullivan had been less prompt to retreat, assailed on the

island by an enemy whose force was double his own, and his way to

the continent intercepted by the English vessels, his position would

nave been little less than desperate. His prudence received merited

acknowledgments on the part of congress.
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Admiral Howe, having refitted his ships with astonishing dispatch,

stood out to sea, and sailed towards Boston. He hoped to arrive

there before his adversary, and consequently to intercept his retreat

tiiither, or at least to attack him in the outer harbor. He arrived,

indeed, on the thirtieth of August, in the bay of Boston, But he

was unable to accomphsh either the one or the other of his designs

;

the count d'Estaing was already in port ; and the batteries erected

by the Americans upon the most commanding points of the coast

rendered all attack impracticable. The British admiral, therefore,

returned to New York, where he found a re-inforcement of several

ships, which rendered his fleet superior to that of the French. He
availed himself of this circumstance, and of the permission he had

received some time before, to resign the command to admiral Gam-
bier, until the arrival of admiral Byron upon that station, which

took place the sixteenth of September. Lord Howe soon after re-

turned to England. This illustrious seaman rendered important ser-

vices to his country, in the campaigns of Pennsylvania, New York,

and Rhode Island, services which would have had more brilHant

results, if the ability of the commanders on shore had equaled hifs

own. Even to sa) nothing of the activity he displayed in transport-

ing to a distant country so numerous an army as that of his brother

sir William, the talent and firmness with which he surmounted the

obstacles that opposed his entrance into the Delaware, deserve the

highest commendation. When the count d'Estaing made his ap-

pearan(;e with a formidable fleet, and much superior to his own, he

nevertheless prepared to receive him at Sandy Hook ; afterwards

by offering him battle, he baffled his designs against Newport ; and

then the French admiral, disabled by the tempest, forced to seek

refuge in the port of Boston, issued no more, except to make the

best of his way to the West Indies ; thus totally abandoning the

execution of the plan concerted by the allies for the campaign of

this year upon the coasts of America. Finding Newport secure,

general Clinton returned to New York. He afterwards detached

general Grey, who was at New London, upon an expedition of much
importance towards the east. Buzzards Bay, and the adjacent

rivers, served as a retreat for a multitude of privateers, the number

and boldness of which occasioned infinite prejudice to the British

commerce of New York, Long Island, and Rhode Island. Clinton

resolved to chastise an enemy that seemed to defy him, and to put

an end to his maritime excursions. This task was committed to the

charge of general Grey. He arrived with some transports, effected

his landing in the bay, and destroyed about sixty large vessels,

besides a number of small craft. Proceeding then to New Bedford
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and Fair Haven, upon the banks of the river Acushnet, and con-

ducting himself more hke a pirate than a real soldier, he destroyed

or burned warehouses of immense value, full of sugar, rum, molasses,

tobacco, drugs and other merchandise. Not content with these

lavages, he passed into the neighboring island, called Martha's Vine-

yard, the soil of which is very fertile, and which served as a refuge

for the most daring cruisers. He levied on the inhabitants a con-

tribution of live stock to the great refreshment of the garrisons of

New York. He carried off, besides, a considerable quantity of arms

and ammunition.

Returned to New York, he soon undertook another expedition,

against the village of Old Tappan, where he surprised a regiment of

American light horse. His conduct on this occasion was not exempt

from the reproach of cruelty. A few days after, the English made

an incursion against Little Egg Harbor, upon the coast of New
Jersey, where they destroyed much shipping, and brought off a

considerable booty. They afterwards attacked by surprise the legion

of Pulaski, and made great slaughter of it. The carnage would

have been still greater, if Pulaski had not come up, with bis usual

bravery, at the head of his cavalry. The English re-embarked, and

returned to New York.

It was at this epoch that the French and American generals medi-

tated a new expedition against Canada. Besides the possession of

so important a province, there appeared a possibility of ruining the

British fisheries upon the banks of Newfoundland, and, by reducing

the cities of Quebec and Halifax, of putting an end to the maritime

power of England upon those shores. The French were the princi-

pal movers of this enterprise ; their minister, and d'Estaing, perhaps,

with covert views ; the marquis de la Fayette, whose youth answered

for his ignorance of these political wiles, with frankness, and from

the love of glory. He was to have been employed in the expedition

as one of the first generals. The count d'Estaing published a

manifesto, addressed to the Canadians in the name of his king, in

which, after reminding them of their French origin, their ancient

exploits, and happiness they had enjoyed under the paternal scepter

of the Bourbons, he declared that all the ancient subjects of the king

in North America, who should cease to acknowledge the English

domination, should find safety and protection. But Washington

showed himself opposed to this project, and he developed his motives

to the congress ; his opinion prevailed.

The congress alleged that their finances, their arsenals, their

magazines, their armies, were not in a state to warrant the undertaking

of so vast an enterprise ; and that they should experience too pungent
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regrets to find themselves in the event unable to fulfill their engage-

jnents towards their allies. Such was their public language ; but the

truth is, they apprehended a snare, and that the conquest of Canada

would have been made for France, and not for America.

The retreat of the count d'Estaing, at the moment when Newport

was about to fall into the power of the combined armies, had greatly

irritated the minds of the Americans, particularly in the northern prov-

inces. Many began to entertain a loathing towards allies who seemed

to forget all interests except their own. To this motive of aversion

was added the remembrance, still recent, especially with the lowei

classes, of ancient quarrels and national jealousies, which the new

alliance, and the need of French succors, had not sufficed to

obliterate. Washington and other leading Americans endeavored to

appease these discontents, which, they foresaw, might lead to serious

mischief. The count d'Estaing, on his part, was no less careful,

during his stay in the port of Boston, not only to avoid all occasion of

misunderstanding, but also to conciliate by every means in his power

the affection of his new allies. The conduct of the French officers,

and even of the common sailors, was truly exemplary. This extreme

circumspection, however, did not prevent the occurrence, on the

thirteenth of September, of a violent affray between some Bostonians

and the French. The latter were overpowere-d by number, and the

chevalier de Saint Sauveur lost his life in it. The selectmen of the

town, to allay the resentment of the French, showed themselves very

solicitous to punish the offenders. They published a reward to

whoever should make known the authors of the tumult. They

declared, at the same time, that the citizens had not been in fault.,

but EngUsh sailors made prisoners by the cruisers, and deserters

from the army of Burgoyne, who had enlisted in the Boston priva-

teers. Tranquillity was restored. The count d'Estaing, whether

he was satisfied, or that from prudence he chose to appear so, made

no further inquiry into this affair. No offender was discovered. The

government of Massachusetts decreed a monument to be erected to

Saint Sauveur.

The night of the sixth of the same month of September had wit-

nessed a scene far more serious, at Charleston, South Carolina,

between the French and American sailors. It terminated in a formal

battle. The Americans were the first to provoke their allies by

the most reproachful language ; the latter resented it. From words

it came to blows ; the French were soon driven out of the city, and

forced to take refuge on board their ships. Thence they fired with

artillery and nmsketry against the town ; the Americans, on their

part, fired upon the French vessels from the adjoining wharves and
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shore. Many lives were lost on both sides. A reward of a thousand

pounds sterling was promised, but in vain, to whoever should discover

the authors of this broil. The commander-in-chief of the province

exhorted the inhabitants, in a proclamation, to consider the French
as good and faithful allies and friends. There was even a lavf

passed, about this time, to prevent the recurrence of a similar licen-

tiousness, whether of words or actions. Thus ended the riots of

Boston and of Charleston, which were attributed, if not with truth,

at least with prudence, to British artifice and instigation. For tho

chiefs of the American government were not without apprehension

that these animosities might deprive them of their new allies, whosd
resolutions, they knew, were not irrevocable.

The savages took a more active part than ever in the campaign of

this year. Though they had been intimidated by the success of

general Gates, and had sent him congratulations for himself and the

United States, the intrigues and presents of the British agents had

not lo6t their po.ver over them. Moreover, the emigrant colonists,

who had retired among these barbarians, excited them continually

by instigations, which, together with their natural thirst forblood and

pillage, determined them without scruple to make incursions upon
the northern frontiers, where they spread terror and desolation.

The most ruthless chiefs that guided them in these sanguinary expe-

ditions, were colonel Butler, who had already signalized himself in

this war, and a certain Brandt, born of mixed blood, the most fero-

cious being ever produced by human nature, often too prodigal of

similar monsters. They spared neither age, nor sex, nor condition,

nor even their own kindred; every where indiscriminately they carried

devastation and death. The knowledge which the refugees had of

the country, the insulated position of the habitations, scattered here

and there in the wilderness, the distance from the seat of government,

and the necessity of employing the national force in other remote

parts, offered the Indians every facility for executing their enter-

prises, and retiring with impunity. No means had hitherto been

found of repressing the inroads of so cruel an enemy.

But in the midst of this general devastation, there happened an

event which, perhaps, would be found without example in the history

of inhuman men. Inhabitants of Connecticut had planted on the

eastern branch of the Susquehanna, towards the extremity of Penn-
sylvania, and upon the road of Oswego, the settlement of Wyoming.
Populous and flourishing, its prosperity was the subject ofadmiration>

It consisted of eight townships, each containing a square of five miles,

beautifully situated on both sides of the river. The mildness of the

climate answered to the fertility of the soil. The inhabitants were

N
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Strangers alike to excessive wealth, which elates and depraves, and

to poverty, wiiich discourages and degrades. All lived in a happy

mediocrity, frugal of their own, and coveting nothing from others.

Incessantly occupied in rural toils, they avoided idleness, and all the

vices of which it is the source. In a word, this little country pre-

sented in reality the image of those fabulous times which the poets

have described under the name of the Golden Age. But their

domestic felicity was no counterpoise to the zeal with which they

were animated for the common cause ; they took up arms and flew

to succor their country. It is said they had furnished to the army

no less than a thousand soldiers, a number truly prodigious for so

feeble a population, and so happy in their homes. Yet, notwith-

standing the drain of all this vigorous youth, the abundance of

harvests sustained no diminution. Their crowded granaries, and

pastures replenished with fat cattle, offered an exhaustless resource

to the American army.

But neither so many advantages, nor even the retired situation of

these unfortunate colonists, could exempt them from the baneful

influence of party spirit. Although the tories, as they called tbem,

were not so numerous as the partisans of liberty, yet they challenged

attention by the arrogance of their character and the extent of their

pretensions. Hence, not only families were seen armed against

families, but even sons sided against their fathers, brothers against

brothers, and, at last, wives against husbands. So true it is, that no

virtue is proof against the fanaticism of opinion, and no happiness

against political divisions. The tories were, besides, exasperated at

their losses in the incursions they had made in company with the

savages in the preceding campaign ; but that which envenomed them

the most was, that several individuals of the same party, who, having

quitted their habitations, were come to claim hospitality, then so much
in honor among the Americans, and particularly at Wyoming, had

been arrested as suspected persons, and sent to take their trial in

Connecticut. Others had been expelled from the colony. Thus

hatreds became continually more and more rancorous. The tories

SWOP.' revenge; they coalesced with the Indians. The time was

favorable, as the youth of Wyoming were at the army. In order

the better to secure success, and to surprise their enemies before they

should think of standing upon their defense, they resorted to artifice.

They pretended the most friendly dispositions, while they meditated

only war and vengeance.

A few weeks before they purposed to execute their horrible enter-

prise, they sent several messengers, charged with protestations of

their earnest desire to cultivate peace. These perfidies lulled the
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inhabitants of W^^oming into a deceitful security, while they procured

the tories and savages the means of concerting with tlseir partisans,

and of observing the immediate state of the colony. Notwithstand-

ing the solemn assurances of the Indians, the colonists, as it often

happens when great calamities are about to fall on a people, seemed

to have a sort of presentiment of their approaching fate. They
wrote to Washington, praying him to send them immediate assist-

ance. Their dispatches did not reach him ^ they were intercepted

by the Pennsylvanian loyalists; and they would, besides, have arrived

too late. The savages had already made their appearance upon the

frontiers of t!ie colony ; the plunder they had made there was of

little importance, but the cruelties they had perpetrated were affright-

ful ; the mournful prelude of those more terrible scenes which were

shortly to follow !

About the commencement of the month of July, the Indians sud-

denly appeared in force upon the banks of the Susquehanna. They
were headed by the John Butler and Brandt already named, with

other chiefs of their nation, distinguished by their extreme ferocity

in the preceding expeditions. This troop amounted in all to sixteen

hundred men, of whom less than a fourth were Indians, and tlie rest

tories, disguised and painted to resemble them. The oliicers, iiow-r

ever, wore the uniforms of their rank, and had the appearance of

legulars. The colonists of Wyoming, finding their friends so remote,

and their enemies so near, had constructed for their security four

forts, in which, and upon different points of the frontier, ihoy had

distri'buted about five hundred men. The whole colony was p^laced

under the command of Zebulon Butler, cousin of John, a man, who
with some courage was totally devoid of capacity. He was even

accused of treachery ; but this imputation is not proved. It is at

least certain that one of the forts which stood nearest to the frontiers,

was intrusted to soldiers infected with the opinions of the tories, and

who gave it up, without resistance, at the first approach of the enemy.

The second, on being vigorously assaulted, surrendered at di.scretion.

The savages spared, it is true, the women and children, but butchered

all the rest without exception. Zebulon then withdreu', with all his

people, into the principal fort, called Kingston. The old men, the

women, the children, the sick, in a word, all that were unable to bear

arms, repaired thither in throngs, and uttering lamentable cries, as to

the last refuge where any hope of safety remained. The position

was susceptible of defense ; and if Zebulon had held firm, he might

have lioped to withstand the enemy until the arrival of succors.

But John Butler was lavish of promises, in order to draw him out,

in which he succeeded, by persuading him that if he would consent
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to a parley in the open field, the siege would soon be raised and

every thing accommodated. John retired, in fact, with all his corps

;

Zebulon afterwards marched out to the place appointed for the con-

ference, at a considerable distance from the fort ; from motives of

caution, he took with him four hundred men well armed, being nearly

the whole strength of his garrison. If this step was not dictated by

Ireacheryj it must, qit least, be attributed to a very strange simplicity.

Having come to the spot agreed on, Zebulon found no living being

there. Reluctant to return without an interview, he advanced toward?

the foot of a mountain, at a still greater distance from the fort, hojjing

he might there lind some person to confer with. The fartlicr he

proceeded in this dismal solitude, the more he had occasion to remark

that no token appeared of the presence or vicinity of human crea-

tures. But far from halting, as if impelled by an irresistible destiny,

he continued his march. The country, meanwhile, began to be

overshaded by thick forests ; at length, in a winding path, he per-

ceived a flag, which seemed to wave liim on. The individual who
bore it, as ff afraid of treachery from his side, retired as he ad-

vanced, still making the same signals. But already the Indians,

who knew the country, profiting of the obscurity of the woods, had

completely surrounded him. The unfortunate American, without

suspicion of the peril he was in, continued to press forward in order

to assure the traitors that he would not betray them. He wis

awakened but too soon from this dream of security; in an instuiit

the savages sprung from their ambush, and fell upon him with hid-

eous yells.

He formed his little troop into a compact column, and showed

more presence of mind in danger than he had manifested in the

negotiation. Though surprised, the Americans exhibited such vig-

or and resolution that the advantage was rather on their side, when

a soldier, either through treachery or cowardice, cried out aloud,

*Tlic colonel has ordered a retreat.'' The Americans immediately

break, the savages leap in among the ranks, and a horrible carnage

ensues. The fugitives fall by missiles, the resisting by clubs and

tomahawks. The wounded overturn those that are not, the dead

and the dying are heaped together promiscuously. Happy those

who expire the soonest ! The savages reserve the living for tor-

tures ! and the infuriate tories, if other arms fail them, mangle the

prisoners with their nails ! Never v»'as rout so deplorable ; never

was massacre accompanied with so many horrors. Nearly all the

Americans perished ; about sixty escaped from the butchery, and

with Zebulon, made then* way good to a redoubt upon the other

bank of the Susquehanna.
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The conquerors invested Kingston anew, and to dismay the relics

of the garrison by the most execrable spectacle, they hurled into the

place above two hundred scal})s, still reeking with the blood of their

slaughtered brethren. Colonel Dennison, who commanded the fort,

seeing the impossibility of defense, sent out a flag to inquire of

Butler what terms would be allowed the garrison, on surrendering

the fort ? He answered, with all the fellness of his inhuman charac-

ter, and in a single word—the hatchet. Reduced to this dreadful

extremity, the colonel still made whatresistance he could. At length,

having lost almost all his soldiers, he surrendered at discretion. The
savages entered the fort, and began to drag out the vanquished, who,

knowing the hands they were in, expected no mercy. But impa-

tient of the tedious process of murder in detail, the barbarians after-

wards bethought themselves of enclosing the men, women, and

children promiscuously in the houses and barracks, to which they

set tire and consumed all within, listening, delighted, to the moans

and shrieks of the expiring multitude.

The fort of Wilkesbarre still remained in the power of the colo-

nists of Wyoming. The victors presented themselves before it;

those within, hoping to find mercy, surrendered at discretion, and

without resistance. But if opposition exasperated these ferocious

men, or rather these tigers, insatiable of human blood, submission

did not soften them. Their rage was principally exercised upon the

soldiers of the garrison ; all of whom they put to death, with a bar-

barity ingenious in tortures. As for the rest, men, women, and chil-

dren, v.'ho appeared to them not to merit any special attention, they

burned them as before, in the houses and barracks. The forts being

fallen into their hands, the barbarians proceeded, without obstacle, to

the devastation of the country. They employed at once, fire, sword,

and all instruments of destruction. The crops of every description

were consigned to the flames. The habitations, granaries, and other

constructi'ons, the fruit of years of human industry, sunk in ruin

under the destructive strokes of these cannibals. But who will

believe that their fury, not yet satiated upon human creatures, was
also wreaked upon the very beasts ? That they cut out tlie tongues

of the horses and cattle, and left them to wander in the midst of

those fields lately so luxuriant, and now in desolation, seeming to

enjoy the torments of their lingering death ?

We have long hesitated whether we ought to relate particular in-

stances of this demoniac cruelty ; the bare remembrance of them

njfiies us shudder. But on reflecting that these examples may
deter good princes from war, and citizens from civil discord, we
have deemed it useful to record them. Captain Bedlock haviii^

VOL. II N,
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been strij)ped naked, the savages stuck 5.lKirp pine splinters into a.,

pans of his body ; and then a heap of knots of the same wood being

piled round him, the whole was set on fire, and his two companions,

the captains Ranson and Durgee, thrown alive into the flames. The

tones appeared to vie ivith, and even to surpass, the savages in bar-

barity. One of them, whose mother had married a second husband,

butchered her with his own hand, and afterwards massacred his

father-in-law, his own sisters, and their infants in the cradle. Anoth-

er killed his own father, and exterminated all his family. A third

imbrued his hands in the blood of his brothers, his sisters, his

brother-in-law, and his father-in-law.

These were a part only of the horrors perpetrated by the loyalists

and Indians, at the excision of Wyoming. Other atrocities, if pos-

sible, still more abominable, we leave in silence.

Those who had survived the massacres were no less worthy of

commiseration ; they were women and children, who had escaped

to the woods at the time their husbands and fathers expired under

the blo\^ s of the barbarians. Dispersed and wandering in the forests,

as chance a)id fear directed their steps, without clothes, without food,

without guide, these defenseless fugitives suffered every degree of

distress. Several of the women were delivered alone in the woods,

at a great distance from every possibility of rehef. The most robust

and resolute alone escaped ; the others perished ; their bodies and

those of their hapless infants became the prey of wild beasts. Thus

the most flourishing colony then existing in America was totally

erased.

The destruction of Wyoming, and the cruelties which accompa-

nied it, filled all the inhabitants of America with horror, with com-

passion, and with indignant fury. They fully purposed, on a future

day, to exact a condign vengeance ; but in the present state of the

war, it was not in their power to execute their intent immediately.

They undertook, however, this year, some expeditions against the

Indians, Without being of decisive importance, they deserve to be

remarked for the courage and ability with which they were exe-

cuted. Colonel Clarke, at the head of a strong detachment, marched

from Virginia against the settlements established by the Canadians

on the upper Mississippi, in the country of the Illinois.

He purposed, also, to chastise, even in their most sequestered

receptacles, this ruthless race. Having descended the Ohio, he

directed his march northward, towards Kaskaskias, the principal

village of the Canadian establishments. The republicans came u\>vn

the inhabitants in s!e°p, and met with very little resistance. They

ttfterwards scoured theadjacent country, and seized other places of
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the settlement. Filled with dismay, tlie inhabitants hastened to

swear allegiance to the United States. Thence, colonel Clarke

marched against the barbarian tribes ; he penetrated into their

inmost retreats and most secret recesses, and put all to sword

and fire.

The savages experienced in their own huts and families those

calamities which they had so frequently carried home to others.

This castigation rendered them, for a while, more timid in their

excursions, and encouraged the Americans to defend them-

selves.

A similar expedition was undertaken, some time after, by another

colonel Butler, against the tories and Indians of the banks of the

Susquehanna; the same who had been the authors of the rum of

Wyoming. He ravaged and burned several villages ; the houses,

barns, harvests, mills, every thing was laid in ashes and desolation.

The inhabitants had been apprised in season, and had made their

escape, else they would doubtless have paid dearly for Wyoming.
The Americans, having accomplished their object, retired within their

limits, but not without having encountered excessive fatigues and no

little peril. Thus terminated the Indian war of this year. The
republicans had not only to combat the English in front, and to repel

the savages and refugees who assailed them in rear ; they were also

not a little infested by the disaffected within the country. Of this

class none were more animated than the Quakers. At first, they

had embraced, or at least appeared to embrace, the principles of the

revolution, and even stiii there existed among them several of the

most distinguished patriots, such as generals Greene and Mifllin.

Nevertheless, the greater number inclined for England, whether

because they were weary of the length of the war, or that they had

merely desired the reformation of the laws, and not independence.

Perhaps, too, they had persuaded themselves, that after the conquest

of Philadelphia, all America would be reduced, without difliculty,

and that therefore it was useful to their interests to appease the

victor by a prompt submission, in order to obtain favors from the

British government, which would be refused to the more obstinate.

They at least showed themselves forward to serve the Englisli, as

guides and as spies. Several of them, as we have related, had been

sent out of the state, or imprisoned. Some had even suffered at

Philadelphia the penalties denounced against those who conspired

against liberty, and held correspondence with the enemy. The
republicans hoped, by these examples, to cure the restless spirit of

the opposite party. The etTorts of the discontented were not, how-

ever, greatly to be feared ; the open assurance and consent of tho
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frieiKlrf of the revolution easily triumphed over the secret artifices of

their adversaries.

In the n^jantitne, the marquis de la Fayette, desiring to serve his

king in the war, v*'hich he doubted not was about to break out in

Europe, and hoping also to promote by his representations the cause

of the United States with the French government, requested of con

gress permission to repass the Atlantic.

Washington, who bore him a sincere affection, and who considered,

besides, tiie importance of his name, was desirous that only a tempo-

rary leave might be granted him, without the discontinuance of his

appointments. He wrote to congress, accordingly, and they readily

acceded to his views ; they, moreover, addressed a letter to the mar-

quis, returning him their thanks for the disinterested zeal which led

him to America, and for the services he had rendered to the United

States, by the exertion of his courage and abilities on so many signal

occasiosis. They also directed doctor Franklin to present him with

a sword decorated with devices commemorative of his achievements.

Finally, they recommended him strongly to the most christian king.

The marquis de la Fayette took leave of congress, and sailed for

Euroj)e, with the intention of returning as soon as possible. On his

arrival in France, he was received equally well by the king and by

the people, Franklin delivered him the sword, engraved with the

emblems of his brilliant exploits. He was represented wounding the

British lion, and receiving a branch of laurel from the hands of Amer-
ica, released from her chains. America herself was figured by a

crescent, with these words ; Crcscam., ut prosim. On the other side

vi'as inscribed. Car noji ? the motto which M. de la Fayette had

chosen at his departure from France. This masterpiece of art ap-

peared a recompense worthy of the valrant defender of America.

The count d'Estaing still lay at anchor in the liarbor of Boston,

where he was occupied in victualing his fleet. This operation would

have been of very difficult accomplishment, from the scarcity of wheat

experienced by the northern colonies, since the interruption of their

commer:e with those of the south, if the privateers of New England

had not made so considerable a number of prizes, that not only the

fleet,butalso the inhabitants of Massachusetts and Connecticut, were

thereby abundantly supplied. Admiral Byron was no sooner arrived

at New York, than he applied himself with the utmost diligence to

refitting his ships, in order to resume the sea. The moment he was

prepared for it, he got under sail, and stood for Boston, for the pur-

pose of observing the motions of the French squadron. But the ad-

verse fortune which attended him from Europe to America, seemed

still to pursue him on these shores. A furious tempest having
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driven liim off the coast, his ships were again so damaged and shat-

tered, that he was constrained to take shelter in Rhode Island, The

count d'Estaing embraced this opportunity of quitting the harbor ol'

Boston unmolested, and sailed the third of November for the West

Indies ; where he was called by the orders of his sovereign, and the

events of the war. The English well knowing his designs, and the

weakness of the garrisons in the islands of their dependency, com-

modore Hotham departed the same day from Sandy Hook, and also

shaped his course for the West Indies, with six ships of war. They

had on board five thousand land troops, commanded by major-gen-

eral Grant. Admiral Byron followed him the fourteenth of Decem-

ber, with all his fleet.

About the same time colonel Campbell embarked at New York,

with a strong corps of English and Germans, upon an expedition

against Georgia. He was convoyed by commodore Hyde Parker,

with a Sv:iUadron of a few ships. Thus the theater of the war, after

several campaigns in the provinces of the north and of the center,

was all at once transported into the islands and states of the souih.

ilSNI> or BOOK KLr.VFNTU.
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BOOK TWELFTH.
1778. D' EsTAiNG and Hotham were not yet arrived in the

West Indies, when commodore Evans had made a descent upon the

two islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, both very favorably situated

for Jhe fishery of Newfoundland. Being almost without defense, he

occupied them easily ; and, as if he had wished to efface every ves-

tige of the French domination, he imitated the conduct of barbarians,

and utterly destroyed the habitations, storehouses, and scaft"oldings

which had been constructed for the use of the fishery. He after-

wards embarked all the inhabitants, who, with the garrisons, am.ount-

ed to two thousand souls, and sent them to Europe.

The French made themselves ample amends for this loss, by seiz-

ing, as they did soon after, the island of Dominica; which, being

situated betv,?ren Guadaloupe and Martinico, was of the last conse-

quence to the future operations in that part. Of this the British

government was not ignorant, and therefore had fortified it with dil-

igence, and furnished it with a formidable artillery. But neither the

garrison nor the munitions corresponded to the importance of its lo-

cal position ; the public magazines were nearly empty, and all the

soldiers m the island scarcely amounted to five hundred ; the great-

er part militia. For a long time, the members of the opposition in

parliament, and the merchants of London, had complained aloud that

the islands of the West Indies were left without sufficient garrisons,

and, as it were, abandoned to the discretion of the enemy. ' But all

these remonstrances had been vain; whether the war of America

had absorbed all the cares of the ministers, or that it had deprived

them of the means of sending troops into those islands. The French,

on the contrary, were in such force in their colonies, as to be in a

condition not only to defend themselves, but also to attack their neigh-

bors. IMoreover, they had been the first to receive the news of the

declaration of war in Europe. The English frigates dispatclied to

announce it, had fallen into the power of the French, upon the coasts

of St. Domingo ; so that admiral Barrington, who was stationed at

Barbadoes with two ships of the line and two frigates, was first

informed of the state of affairs from the manifesto published at Mar-

tinico, by the marquis de Bouille, governor of that island. The
capture of the frigates had likewise apprised liim that war was not

only declared but commenced. This admiral showed himself very

undecided with respect to the course he had to pursue; not having
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new instructions, he felt bound to adhere to the old, which required

him to conthiue in the station of Barbadoes.

The marquis de Bouille, an active man, and prompt in taking his

resolutions, willing to avail himself of the uncertainty and weakness

of the English, determined to commence his oi)erations with an

enterprise of importance. Having embarked with two tiiousand land

troops in eighteen transports, under convoy of the frigates Tourterelle,

Diligente, and Amphitrite, he arrived at the island of Dominica, the

seventh of September, about daybreak. He immediately put all his

forces on shore. M. de Fonteneau, protected by the fire of the

Diligente, pushed forward to fort Cachac, and seized it without

resistance. The English cannonaded briskly from fort Roseau, and

the battery of Lubieres. Nevertheless, M. de la Chaise, at the head

of the rangers of the Auxerrese regiment, advanced impetuously up

to the battery ; the French soldiers entered by the embrasures, and

grappling the mouths of the cannon, made themselves masters of them.

During this time, the viscount de Damas had gained the heights

which commanded fort Roseau, and the marquis de Bouillc, with

the main body of his troops, had entered the suburbs. The frigate

Tourterelle also battered the fort on her part ; the English, however,

defended themselves with vigor. But at length, governor Stuart,

seeing his forces so inferior, and the French about to scale for the

assauh, demanded to capitulate. The marquis de Bouille, whether

with intent to engage by liis moderation the governors of other Eng-

lish islands to surrender more easily, or because he feared the arrival

of Harrington, who was very near, or, as it should be presumed,

merely consulting the generosity of his own character, granted the

most honorable conditions to the enemy. The garrison were treated

with all the honors of war, and the inhabitants secured in the posses-

sion of all their property ; no change was to be made in the laws or

the administration of justice. If, at the termination of the war, the

island should be ceded to France, they were to have the option of

retaining their present system of government, or of conforming to that

established in the French islands. They were also to be at liberty, in

such case, to retire with all their properly, wherever they might see

fit ; those who should remain, were not to be bound to any duty to

the king of France, more than what they had owed to their natural

sovereign.

The French found on the fortifications and in the magazines an

hundred and sixty-four pieces of excellent cannon, and twenty-four

mortars, besides a certain quantity of military stores. The privateers

that were found in the ports of the island, were cither destroyed or

carried away. The capitulation was observed w ith the strictest (idcl
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ity ; no kind of plunder or irregularity was permitted. As a recom-

pense for their services upon this occasion, the general distributed

among his soldiers a pecuniary gratification. He remained but a

short time at Dominica, and having left the marquis Duchilleau for

governor, with a garrison of fifteen hundred men, he returned to Mar-

tinico. But if the moderation and generosity of the mar(|uis de

Bouille were deserving of the highest encomium, the conduct of

Duchilleau was no less memorable for its violence and inhumanity.

He countenanced the unbridled licentiousness of his troops, and thus

abandoned, as it were, the vanquished to the discretion of the vict >rs.

Such are the deplorable effects of national hatred ! The inhabitants

of Dominica were not delivered from the rigorous domination of

Duchilleau until peace was re-established between the two states.

As soon as he was informed of the attack upon Dominica, admi-

ral Barrington, deeming the importance of the occurrence as para

mount to his instructions, sailed with all possible speed to its assist-

ance, in order, if not too late, to frustrate the attempt of the enemy.

But he did not arrive until the marquis de Bouille was already in

safely under the cannon of Martinico. His presence, however, contrib-

uted much to re-assure the inhabitants of the neighboring English

islands, whom the fate of Dominica and their own defenseless con

dition had filled with consternation.

But tliis expedition was only the prelude to more important events,

which succeeded soon after. The count d'Estaingand commodore

Hotham had taken their departure for the West Indies, as we have

related, on the same day ; the first for Martinico, the second for

Barbadoes. The two fleets sailed in a parallel direction during great

part of the voyage, and very near each other, but without knowing

any thing of their proximity ; the English, however, suspecting the

danfrer, were extremely careful to keep their squadron as close and

collected as possible. If it consisted of smaller vessels than those

of the French, it was also much more numerous. The count

d'Eslaing, if he had been at all aware of the real state of things, might

have profited of his great superiority to overwhelm the British feet,

and especially its numerous vessels of transport, which canicd out

the land forces, wherein consisted the only means of preserving to

the British crown its rich possessions in those seas. A violent storm,

iKjwever, having dispersed the two fleets, three English vess(Js fell

in with those of the French, and were taken. This incident apprised

d'Estaing of what iiad fallen out ; but from the dispersion of his

squadron he was unable to give chase. He determined, nevertheless,

to change his course; and, instead of contmuing to stand for Martinico,

he steered in the direction of Antigua, under the persuasion that the
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British were bound for that island, and not to Barbadoes. He hoped

to be able to arrive there before they were landed, or even anchored

in the ports, and consequently to prostrate at a single blow their

whole force by sea and land. This stroke would have been almost

without remedy for England ; so complete a victory would have en-

abled the count d'Estaing to annihilate her domination in the West

Indies. But fortune had decided otherwise. The English shaped

their course directly for Barbadoes, and reached it safely the tenth of

December. Hotham there made his junction with Barrington, who

was already returned.

The French admiral, having arrived very promptly in the water*

of Antigua, remained cruising there for several days ; but at length,

not seeing the enemy appear, and concluding that they had take»

another direction, he changed his own, and stood for Martinico.

The English generals, having no suspicion of the vicinity of so

formidable an enemy, determined without delay to attack St. Lucia

Its position in the front of Martinico, its natural strength, and its

works, rendered this post of extreme importance for the operations

of the war. Admiral Barrington, having taken on board his squad-

ron a corps of four thousand selected troops, sailed for St. Lucia, and

arrived there the thirteenth of December. General Meadows land-^

ed at the head of a strong detachment, and advanced with celerity

to gain the heights which command the north shore of the bay oi

Grand Cul de Sac. They were occupied by the chevalier de Micou,

the commandant of the island, with some few regulars, and the mili-

tia of the country. He made the most of a few pieces of artillery

to annoy the debarkation of the English, and their march toward*

the hills. But unable with so small a force to prolong the valiant

resistance he opposed at first, he fell back upon the capital, called

Morne Fortune. The English took possession of the heights. At

the same time, general Prescott had landed with five regiments, and

had occupied all the positions contiguous to the bay. The next

morning, Meadows forming the van and Prescott the rear, the Eng-

lish marched against the town of Morne Fortune. Overpowered by

number, the chevalier Micou was forced to abandon it tc the enemy.

He retired into the more rough and difficult parts of the island, where

he was also protected by his artillery. As fast as he fell back, Pres-

cott took care to occupy the posts with troops and artillery. Bui

general Meadows thought it essential to make himself master of Ca-

reenage harbor, situated three miles to the north of Grand Cul do

Sac bay ; the French might, in fact, have landed succors tfiere, and

attacked the British in flank. In defiance of the difficulty of the

places, and the heat of a burning sun, he pressed forward to sciza

VOL. if O
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the iKiiglit called de la Vierge, which rises on the north side of Ca-

reenage harbor, and completely commands its entrance. Another

detachment occupied the south point of the harbor, and erected a

battery upon it. General Calder, with the rest of the troops, took

position on the south side of Grand Cul de Sac bay, so that from

this point to the northern shore of the Careenage, all the posts fell

into the power of the English. The squadron of Barrington lay at

anchor in Grand Cul de Sac bay, his vessels of war at the entrance,

and those of transport within. The chevalier de Micou continued

still to occupy a very strong fort upon the crest of the mountains.

The English might already consider themselves as sure of success,

and the French had no hope left but in the immediate succor of the

count d'Estaing, when this admiral all at once appeared in view of

tire island, with his original squadron of twelve sail of the line, ac-

companied by a numerous fleet of frigates, privateers, and transports,

which brought a land force of nine thousand men. He had received

early intelligence of the attack on St. Lucia ; an event which he

considered as the most fortunate ttiat could have happened, it seem-

ing to aflbrd the means of destroying at a single blow, and from his

great superiority almost without risii, the Kritish»power in the West

Indies. Accordingly, he had not delayed a moment to embark, in

order to pounce upon an enemy that did not expect him. And in

truth, if he '.ad arrived twenty-four hours sooner,, his hopes must

have been realized. But the English were already in possession of

the principal posts, and had fortified themselves therein ; moreover,

the day was far advanced, when the French armament appeared

;

it was necessary to defer the attack until the ensuing morning. Ad-

miral Barrington profited of the night, to make his dispositions for

sustaining it. He caused the transports to be removed into the bot-

tom of the Granu Cul de Sac, to be as remote from danger as pos-

sible ; the ships of war he placed in tlieir respective stations, so as to

form a line across its entrance, and repel the efl^orts of tlie enemy to

the most advantage. His force consisted only of his own ship, the

Prince of Wales, of seventy-four guns, the Boyne, of seventy, St.

Albans and Nonesuch, of sixty-four, the Centurion and Isis, of fifty

each, and three frigates.

The count d'Estaing, not mistrusting that Careenage harbor was

already occupied by the enemy, stood in for it with his whole fleet,

on the morning of the fifteenth. His purpose was to take land there,

and hasten to attack the right flank of the English, who, as he had

observed himself, occupied the Grand Cul de Sac. But no sooner

had he presented himself before the entrance of the Careenage than

tlie English batteries erected upon the two points, opened a heavj
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firo, which damaged several of his vessels, and particularly his own
ship, the Languedoc. Convinced of the impossibihty of operating a

dericcnt in this part, he bore down, with ten sail of the line, on the

British admiral, with intent to force the passage, and penetrate into

the bay, which must have proved the utter ruin of the English. A
w'arm engagement ensued; but, supported by the batteries from the

shore, the British valiantly sustained the attack of an enemy so

superior. D'Estaing drew off a little ; but, tovvards evening, he

renewed the battle with twelve ships. His efforts were still more

impetuous ; he directed the fire of his artillery principally against

the left of the British line. But neither the re-inforcement he had

received, nor the singular firmness and gallantry displayed by all his

people, were capable of rendering this attack more successful than

the former. The English made so vigorous and so well supported a

defense, that d'Estaing was again compelled to retire, with his ships

severely damaged, and in no little confusion. Admiral Barrington

acquired imperishable glory ; he secured to his country the possession

of an island which, only twenty-four hours after its conquest, had

been upon the point of falling anew under the dominion of its ancient

masters. But d'Estaing, finding that fortune was disposed to frov/n

on his maritime attacks, resorted to his land forces, which were very

considerable. Accordingly, in the night of the sixteenth and the

following morning, he landed his troops in Choc bay, which lies

betiveen Gros islet and the Careenage. His intention was to attack

general iMeadows, who, with a corps of thirteen hundred men, was

encamped in the little peninsula de la Vierge, situated between the

Careenage and t,he above named Choc bay. He had great hopes

of being able to surprise and cut him off entirely, as well by reason

of the difficulty of the places which separated this corps from all the

others, as from the diversions which he proposed to make by threat-

oning several points at once. In pursuance of this plan, he advanced

from Choc bay towards the peninsula, with five thousand of his best

troops, in order to attack the lines of Meadows, which were drawn

across the isthmus that joins it to the main land. He had formed

three columns ; the right was commanded by himself, the center by

the count de Loewendal, and the left by the marquis de Bouille.

The French moved at first with admirable order; but as they

approached, their position became extremely critical. They found

themselves severely enfiladed by the artillery of JMorne Fortune,

which the chev&lier de Micou, on evacuating that fort, had neglected

to spike. But notwithstanding this impediment, they rushed on to

the charge with incredible impetuosity. The English expected their

approach with equal coolness ; the/ suffered them to advance to the
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intrenchments without opposition ; when, after firing once, they

received them on the bayonet. That fire had, of course, a dreadful

eft'ect ; hut the French, notwithstanding, supported the conflict with

undaunted resolution. Already seventy of them had leapt within

the intrenchment, where they acquitted themselves strenuously

;

but the English enveloped them, and soon they were all victims of

their temerity. Nevertheless, the assailants recovered their breath,

and returned to the charge with no less eagerness and fury thin at

first. The English encountered them with the same intrepidity, and

a second time compelled them to withdraw. But d'Estaing, in the

transport of his ardor, unable to endure that so feeble a detachment

ihould baffle the eflforts of his numerous veterans, ordered a third

attack. He was promptly obeyed. But the soldiers, being much

exhausted by their exertions in the first two, no longer displayed the

tame vigor. They were totally broken, and obliged to retreat, leaving

(heir dead and wounded in the power of the victors. It was, how-

ever, agreed soon after, that the French should be permitted to bury

the one, and to carry off the other ; d'Estaing having ren(lert,d

himself accountable for the wounded as prisoners of wart General

Meadows manifested, in this affair, equal ability and valor ;
though

wounded in the very commencement of the action, no persuasions

could induce him to quit the field until it was decided. The loss of

the French was serious. Four hundred were killed on the spot;

five hundred were so severely wounded as to be rendered incapable

ot service ; five hundred others were wounded slightly. The loss of

the English, in consequence of the advantage of their position, was

inconsiderable. The count d'Estaing left his troops on shore still,

for several days after the battle ; during this time he continued

Btanding off and on with his fleet, in sight of the island, hoping that

some occasion might present itself of bperatiiij, more effectively. But

at length he embarked his troops, in the night of the twenty-eighth,

and sailed to Martinico the following day, having abandoned the

enterprise of St. Vincent and Grenada, which islands he had pur-

posed to attack. The day after his departure, the chevalier de

Micou capitulated ; his garrison consisted of only an hundred men.

He obtained the most favorable conditions. He marched out with

all the honors of war ; his soldiers retained their baggage, but not

their arms. The inhabitants, and espjcial'y the curates, were pro-

tected in their persons, property, and reVy on. They were to pay

to the king of Great Britain the same tax,/ only, t-hat they were

accustomed to pay to the king of France ; /hiall), they were not to

DO compelled to bear arms against their late sovereign
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The Enfrlish found in the forts fifty-nine pieces of cannon, a great

number of muskets, and an immense quantity of mihtary stores.

Thus fell into the power of the English the island of St. Lucia ; it

was an acquisition of extreme importance to them. They made of

It a place of arms for all their forces in the West Indies, and the

repository of all theii niuni%ons. From its proximity to Martinico,

they were enabled, witf^out risk, to watch all the movements of the

French in tito bay oi Fort Royal, and to intercept the re-inforce-

ments and convoy* th-it mjfjnt approach it by the channel of St.

Lucia. They strengthened it with many new works, and constantly

maintained i?i it {i numerous garrison, notwithstanding the great loss

of men it cost thtm fivun the insalubrity of the climate.

A few days after the retreat of the count d'Estaing, admiral Byron

arrived in that part with nine sail of the line, and came to anchor a^

St. Lucia.

There resulted from it a sort of tacit truce between the two

parties ; the English having too decided a superiority of naval, and

the French of land forces. This armistice, which lasted five months,

was not interrupted until the squadron of commodore Rawley had

joined the fleet of Byron, and the count d'Estaing had been re-'o-

forced by that of the chevalier de la Motte Piquet, and of the coui.

de Grasse. These several re-inforcements were dispatched from

Europe to the West Indies about the close of the year ; the two

governments having reflected at the same time how important it was

to have formidable maritime forces in the midst of these rich island.%

situated at little distance one from the other, and intermingled, as it

were, with those of the enemy.

It is time to return upon the American continent. The British

ministers and generals had taken the determination to direct their

greatest efforts towards the southern parts of the confederation.

Under the persuasion that the inhabitants of these provinces sup-

ported with repugnance the yoke of the republicans, they hoped tc

find in the loyalists an efficacious co-operation for the re-establish-

ment of the royal authority. Other, and no less powerful motives,

conduced to decide them for this expedition. The provinces of the

south, and especially Georgia and Carolina, abound in fertile lands,

which produce copious crops of wheat, and particularly of rice, than

which nothing coiild be more essential to the support of a fleet and
anny, at so great a distance from their principal sources of supply.

The parts of the American teiritory -.vhich had hitherto fallen into

the power ot the English, had offered ^em but a feeble resource,

and they were obliged to draw the greatest part of their provisions

from Europe, through all the perils of the sea, and the swarms of.
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American privateers wliicli continually preyed on their convoys. It

is, besides, to be observed, that the roe of Georgia and South Caro-

lina served to nourish the French fleets, and the troops that formed

iiio garrisons of their islands in the West Indies,

The quiet and security which these provinces had hitherto enjoy-

ed, admitted so vigorous a cultivation, that the products of it not

only furnished an inexhaustible resource U the allies of the Amer-

icans, but, being exported to the markets of Europe, constituted the

material of a commerce, by which they received those supplies

which were necessary, as well to the support of the war, as to the

conducting of the common business and affairs of life. The English

also reflected that, as Georgia borders upon East Florida, the hitter

was exposed to constant alarms and incursions on the part of the

republicans ; and they were convinced that there existed no effectual

means of securing the quiet of that province, short of compelling the

troops of congress to evacuate Georgia and the Carolinas. The

conquest of the first of these provinces, they had little doubt, would

insure them that of the two others ; and they promised themselves

with full assurance the possession of Charleston, a rich and populous

city, and of extreme importance, both for its situation and port.

Such were the advantages the English expected to derive from their

expedition against the southern provinces.

To these considerations was added another ; the severity of the

geason no longer admitted operations in the mountainous provinces

of the north. Accordingly, general Clinton, as we have related in

the preceding book, had embarked for Georgia, under convoy of

commodore Hyde Parker, a detachment of twenty-five hundred

men, consisting of English, Hessians and refugees. He hoped by

the assistance of these last, and their partisans, to find easy admis-

sion into that province. This corps was under the command of

colonel Campbell, an oflicer of distinguished valor and capacity.

Clinton, at the same time, had ordered general Prevost, who com-

manded in the Floridas, to collect all the troops that could be spared

fiom the defense of those provinces, and to march also against

Georgia, in order that it might be attacked at once in front, on the

part of the sea, by Campbell, and in flank, on the banks of the

Savannah river, by Prevost. The plan o'' \his expedition thus

arranged, commodore Hyde Parker and colo.iel Campbell arrived,

towards the close of De\;ember, at the isle of Tybee, situated near

the mouth of the Sava anah. The transports had little difficulty in

passing the bar and entering into that river. They were followed, a

few days after, by the ships of war, so that all the fleet lay together

at anchor in its waters on the twenty-seventh of December, ready t*
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execute the orders of the commanders for the invasion of the prov-

ince. The latter, not knowing what were the forces, the measures

of defense, and the intentions of the republicans, detached some
light infantry to scour the adjacent banks. They took two Geor-

gians, from whom it was understood that no intimation had been

received in the province of the project of the royalists ; that conse-

quently no preparations for defense had been made ; that the bat-

teries which protected the entrance of the rivers were out of condi-

tion, and that the armed galleys were so placed that they might

easily be surprised. It was also learned that the garrison of Savan-

nah, the capital of the province, was very feeble, but that it was soon

to be re-inforced. Upon this intelligence, the British commander
no longer delayed to commence his operations.

The whole country on the two banks of the Savannah, from its

mouth to a considerable distance above, being a continued tract of

deep marsh, intersected by the extensive creeks of St. Augustine ana

Tybee, it offers no point capable of serving as a place of debarkation.

The English were therefore under the necessity of moving higher up.

in order to reach the usual landing place, at which commences a very

narrow causeway that leads to the city. This post, extremely diffi-

cult of itself, might have been vigorously defended by the Americans.

But, surprised by an unexpected attack, or destitute of sufficient

force, they made no opposition to the descent of the English, who
landed at first their light troops. The causeway leads through a rice

swamp, and is flanked on each side by a deep ditch. Six hundred

yards above the landing place, and at the head of the causeway, rises

an abrupt eminence, upon which was situated the house of a certain

Gcrridoe. It was occupied by a detachment of republicans. As
soon as the light infantry, the greater part Scotch Highlanders, had

landed under the command of captain Cameron, they formed, and
pushed forward along the dike to attack the post of the Americans.

The latter received them with a smart fire of musketry ; Cameron
was mortally wounded. Incensed at the loss ul their captain, the

Highlanders advanced with such rapidity, that the Americans had

no time for charging again, and instantly fled. The English seized

the height; colonel Campbell, having ascended it, in order to view

the country, discovered the army of the enemy drawn up about half

a mile east of the town of Savannah. It was commanded by major-

general Robert Howe, and appeared disposed to make a firm stand,

to cover the capital of the province. It consisted in a strong corps

of continental troops, and the militia of the country. It was so dis-

posed that its two wings extended on the two sides of the great road

leading to Savannah. The right, under the command of colonel Eu-
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gee, and composed of Carolinians, was to the south, Iiaving its flank

towards the country protected by a wooded swamp and by the liouses

of Tatnai. The left, having the road on its right flank, was covered

on t!u; left by rice swamps. It consisted for the most part of Geor-

gians, under the orders of colonel Elbert. One piece of cannon was

planted at each extremity of the American line, and two pieces

occupied the traverse, across ihe great road in the center. About

one hundred yards in front of tiiis traverse, at a critical point between

two swamps, a trench was cut across the road, and about one hun-

dred yards in front of the trench, ran a marshy rivulet, the bridge

over which had been destroyed. Lastly, the Americans had on

their rear the town of Savannah itself, which was surrounded by a

moat.

The British commander, having left a detachment to guard the

landing-place, and another to secure a neighboring cross road to

cover his rear, advanced directly towards the enemy. He endeav-

ored to devise the most expedient mode of attacking them in the

strong position they occupied. By the movements of the Americans,

he was not long in perceiving that they expected and even desired

that he should engage their left wing ; he accordingly omitted no

means in use on similar occasions, with experienced commanders,

that could serve to cherish that opinion and continue its delusion.

He drew off" a part of his forces to form on his right, where he also

displayed his light infantry. His intention, however, was to attack the

right wing of the Americans. While making liis dispositions, chance

tlnew into his hands a negro, by whom he was informed of a private

path through the wooded swamp on the enemy's right, which led to

their rear. The negro offered to show the way, and promised

infallible success. Colonel Campbell resolved to profit of the occa-

sion which fortune seemed to have provided him. He accordingly

directed sir James l^aird to pursue with his light infantry the indi-

cated path, turn the right of the Americans, and fall in by surprise

upon their rear. The New York volunteers under colonel Trumbull

were ordered to support the light infantry. While Baird and Trum-
bull, guided by the negro, proceeded to execute this movement,

Campbell posted his artillery in a field on the left of the road,

concealed from the enemy by a swell of ground in the front. It was

destined to bear upon the Carolinians, and to cannonade any body

of troops in flank, which they might detach into the wood to retard

the progress of Baird's light infantry. Meanwhile, the republicans

contmued to ply their artillery wath great animation ; the royalists

were motionless ; a circumstance which doubtless would have excited

alarm if their enemies had been either more experienced, or lesfl
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sanguine. At length, when Campbell conceived that Baird had
reached his position, he suddenly unmasked his artillery, and
marched briskly on to the enemy, who were still totally blind to

their danger.

The charge of the English and Hessians was so impetuous, that the

Americans, unable to withstand its shock, immediately fell into con-

fusion and dispersed. The victors pursued them. During this time,

the light infantry of Baird had gained the rear of the American right.

They fell in with a body of Georgian militia, who were stationed

to guard the great road from Ogeeche, and routed them at the

first onset. As they were in pursuit of the fugitives, on their way to

fall upon the main body of the Americans, the latter, already dis-

comfited, came running across the plain full in their front. The
disorder and dismay that now ensued, were past all remedy : the

victory of the English was complete. Thirty-eight commissioned

officers, upwards of four hundred non-commissioned and privates,

forty-eight pieces of cannon, twenty-three mortars, the fort with its

ammunition and stores, the shipping in the river, a large quantity of

provisions, with the capital of Georgia, were all in the hands of the

conquerors before dark. The loss of the Americans, owing to their

prompt flight, was very small. Only about fourscore fell in the

action and pursuit, and about thirty more perished in their attempts

to escape through the swamp. The English lost perhaps not twenty

men in dead and wounded. This singular good fortune was the fruit

of the excellent dispositions of colonel Campbell. He distinguished

himself no less by a humanity the more deserving of praise, as he

could not have forgotten the harsh treatment he had received in the

prisons of Boston. Not only was the town of Savannah preserved

from pillage, but such was the excellent discipline observed, that

though the English entered it with the fugitives, as into a city taken

by storm, not a single person suffered who had not arms in his hand,

and who was not, besides, in the act either of flight or resistance. A
strong circumstantial testimony, that those enormities so frequently

committed in time of war, should with more justice be charged to the

negligence or immediate participation of the chiefs, than to the un-
governable license of the soldiers.

1779. Having thus made themselves masters of the capital, the

British trooj)s soon overran the whole province of Georgia. Their
commander issued a proclamation, by which he offered pardon to

deserters, and exhorted the friends of the English name to repair to

the royal standard, promising them assistance and protection ; this

step was not altogether fruitless. A considerable number presented

themselves ; they were formed into a rcajiment of light dragoons
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But the more determined republicans, preferring exile to submission,

withdrew into South Carolina.

Tlie English also employed all their address to induce the repub-

hcan soldiers they had made prisoners to enlist in the service of the

king ; but their efforts were nearly fruitless. They were, therefore,

crowded on board vessels, where, from the heat of the weather in the

following summer, and the bad air concomitant with their mode of

confinement, the greater part perished. The officers were sent on

parole to Sunbury, the only town in the province which still held for

the congress ; but Moses Allen, the chaplain of the Georgians, was

retained, and thrust, a prisoner on board the vessels, among the

common soldiers. This minister of religion had not contented him-

self with exciting the people to assert their independence, in his

discourses from the pulpit ; he appeared also, with arms in hand,

on the field of battle, exhibiting in his own person an admirable

example of valor, and devotion to the cause of country.

Yi'eary of the protracted rigors of his captivity, he one day threw

himself into the river, hoping to escape, by swimming, to a neigh-

boring island ; but he was drowned, to the great regret of all his

fellow-citizens, who venerated his virtues, and justly appreciated his

intrepidity. The Americans, too much enfeebled to keep the field,

passed the Savannah at Zubly, and retreated into South Carolina.

The English, on the contrary, now masters of the greater part of

Georgia, frequently scoured the banks of the river, in order to d's-

quict the enemy, who was still in possession of the countries situated

on the left bank.

In the meantime, general Prevost had put himself on the m.arch

from East Florida, to execute the orders of general Clinton. He
had to struggle with the most formidable impediments, as well from

the difficulty of the places as from the want of provisions. At length,

after excessive fatigues and hardships, being arrived in Georgia, he

attacked the fort of Sunbury. The garrison, consisting of about two

hundred men, made some show of defense ; and gave him the

trouble of opening trenches. But, although they were supported by

som»: 2 med vessels and galleys, yet all hope of relief being now

totally cut off by the reduction of the rest of the province, they found

ii necessary to surrender at discretion. They were treated humanely.

'J'his happened just at the time when colonel Campbell had already

sei nut on an expedition for the reduction of Sunbury. The two

Enijiish corps made their junction with reciprocal felicitations.

G(;iKMaI Prevost repaired to Savannah, where he took the command

of nil the British troops that, coming from New York and from St.

A cgustine, had conquered to the king the entire province of Georgia.
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After such brilliant success, the British commanders deliberated

upon what they had to do next. They were perfectly aware that

their forces were not sufficient to act in a decisive manner against

Carolina, a powerful province, animated with the same spirit, espe-

cially in the maritime parts, and governed by men endowed with the

best talents, and exercising a great influence over the multitude.

The reduction of Georgia was, in truth, the only object which gene-

ral Clinton had as yet proposed to himself. He had purposed to

defer the invasion of Carolina until the arrival of the re-inforcements

which admiral Arbuthnot was to bring him from England. Never

thelcss, considering the importance to the success of future operations

of continuing offensive war, rather than halting upon the defensive, it

was determined to make several excursions into Carolina, in order to

keep alive in that province the terror of the royal arms, and to

re-animate the hopes of the loyalists. Major-general Gardner was

accordingly detached with a numerous corps, to take possession of

Port Royal. But this expedition had the most disastrous issue

;

the Carolinians fell vigorously upon the English, and expelled them

from the island with severe loss, both in officers and soldierfj.

On the failure of this project, the British generals endeavored to

excite a movement among the adversaries of congress. They in-

habited, as we have related, in very considerable number, the back

parts of Georgia and the two Carolinas. The hope placed in them

was one of the principal causes that had occasioned the invasion of

the southern provinces to be undertaken. Of these loyalists there

were several sorts ; some, more violent and rancorous, had not only

abandoned their country, but had attached themselves to the Indians,

in order to inflict all possible mischief on their fellow-citizens, in the

incursions on the frontiers. Others lived solitary and wandering

upon the extreme confines of the Carolinas, watching with the most

eager attention for any favorable occasion that might offer itself, for

the recovery of their settlements. Others, finally, either less bitter

or more politic, continued to reside in the midst of the republicans,

feigning an acquiescence in the will of the majority. Though they

had quitted arms for the labors of agriculture, they were still always

ready to resume them, whenever tiie possibility of a new change

should become perceptible. In the meantime, they had recourse to

artifice, and exerted their utmost diligence to keep their outlawed

friends advised of all that passed within the country, and especially

of all the movements of the republicans ; of this, the generals of

the king were not ignorant.

In order, therefore,- to encourage and support the loyalists, they

moved up the Savamah as far as Augusta. As soon as they were

in possession of that Dost, they left no means unattempted thai could
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re-animate their partisans, and excite them to assemble in arms

They seat a;nong them numerous emissaries, who exaggerated tQ

them the might of the royal forces. They assured them that if they

would but unite, they would become incomparably superior to their

enemies ; they were prodigal of promises and presents ; they exas-

perated minds already imbittered by flaming pictures of the cruelties

committed by the republicans. Such were the opinions propagated

by the British generals among the friends of the king. Their insti-

gations produced the intended effect; the loyalists took arms, and

j)uiting themselves under the command of colonel Boyd, one of their

chiefs, they descended along the western frontiers of Carolina, in

order to join the royal army. More properly robbers than soldiers,

Iney continually deviated from their route, in order to indulge their

passion for pillage. What they could neither consume nor carry off,

they consigned to the flames. They had already. passed the Savan-

nah, and were near the British posts, when they were encountered by

colonel Pickens, who headed a strong detachment of Carolinians,

levied in the district of ]\mety-six. Instantly, the action was engaged-

with all the fury excited by civil rancor, and all the desperation

inspired by the fear of those evils which the vanquished would have

to suffer at the hands of the victors. The battle lasted for a full

hour. At length the loyalists were broken and completely routed.

Boyd remained dead upon the field ; all were dispersed ; many fell

into the power of the republicans. Seventy were condemned to

death ; only five, however, were executed. This success made a

deep impression throughout Georgia, where the disaffected were

already on the point of arming against the congress. The incur-

sions of the loyalists were repressed, and the republicans could

proceed with greater security in their preparations for defense

against the royal arms. Another consequence of it was, that the

English evacuated Augusta, and, retiring lower down, concentered

their force in the environs of Savannah.

This measure was the more prudent on their part, as general Lin-

coln, to whom congress had intrusted the command of all the troops

in the southern provinces, was already arrived, and had encamped at

Black Swamp, on the left bank of the Savannah, at no great distance

from Augusta. This general, born in Massachusetts, having distin-

guished himself in the campaigns of the north, had been proposed to

the congress by the Carolinians themselves, on their first receiving

intelligence of the projects of the enemy against the southern prov-

inces. The congress had yielded the more readily to their recom-

mendation, as they hud themselves a high opinion of the talents ol

general Lincoln, and were not iirnorant how essential it is to the su<^
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cess of operations, that soldiers should have perfect confidence in

their chiefs. The president, Lowndes, employed all the means in

his power to inHamc the ardor of the inhabitants of South Carolina,

and to excite them to take arms in defense of country. In private,

as well as in public, he addressed them the inost stimulatin;;^ exhor-

tations ; he directed that all the cattle of the islands and towns situ-

ated upon the coast, should be withdrawn into the interior of the coun-

try. The militia assembled and joined the continental troops. The
same zeal for the public cause broke forth at the approach of danger

m North Carolina ; in a few days, two thousand of it= militia uere

imbodied under the generals Asheand Rutherford. Ifthis corps could

have been furnished with arms as promptly as the conjuncture required,

it would have made its junction in time with that of general Howe,

and perhaps might have decided in his favor the fortune of the daj^

of Savannah. The enthusiasm of the Carolinian patriots was then

at its height ; every day added to the strength of tiieir army. Thej
had indeed great efforts to make. Washington was far from thenij

and before succors could arrive, they were exposed to the most fatal

reverses. Moreover, the commander-in-chief was himself much oc-

cupied vvith the guard of the passes of the mountains, and his forcca

were continually mined by a pest which was still but imperfectly rem-

edied ; the shortness of engagements. It was not to be expected,

then, that he should strip himself in order to re-inforce the army of

the south
;
yet more, the same intestine disease which enfeebled the

army of Washington, was also the cause that little reliance could be

placed in that of Lincoln, althougli it was already combined with the

relics of the corps of Robert Howe. With the exception of six hun-

dred continental troops, the rest were militia, little accustomed to

war. and bound only to a few montlis of service. General Lincoln^

however, not in the least discouraged, found resources even in his

own ardor. In order at first to show himself to the enemy, he had

repaired to Black Swamp, on the north side of the Savannah. This-

movement, together with the recent discomfiture of the loyalists, had

induced the British general to retire down the river, leaving, howev-

er, an advanced post at Hudson's Ferry. But Lincoln extended hig

views farther ; he purposed to restrict the enemy still more, and to

press him dose upon the coast, in order to deprive him of the re-

sources he would find in those fertile countries, and to put an end

to the intercourse, whether open or secret, which he kept up witlt

the loyalists of the upper parts. He accordingly ordered general

Ashe to leave his baggage behind, and, passing the Savannah, to take

post on a little river called Briar Creek This order was executed

with diligence, and the camg seated in a very strong position. It

P
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was covered in front by the creek, which for several miles above was

too deep to be forded ; on the left by the Savunn;d) and a deep n;o-

rass ; tlie right was secured by a corps of cavalry. General Asho

had v.i-tli him about two tiiousand men.

Notwithstanding tiie strength of his encampment, the English

resolved to attack him. Colonel Prevost, who was posted at Ilud-

son's Ferry, set out on this expedition. Having divided his force in

two columns, he advanced the right, with two pieces of cannon^

towards Briar Creek, with an apparent view of intending to pass it,

in order to take up the attention of the republicans. The left, con-

sisting of nine hundred men, among which were grenadiers, Tght

infimtry, and horse, he led himself a circuitous march of abnut fifty

miles, in order to cross Briar Creek, and thereby, turning the right,

to fall unexpectedly upon the rear of the enemy. At the same time,

general Prevost made such dispositions and movements on the bor-

ders of the river, between Savannah and Ebenezer, as were l.kely

to divert general Lincoln from thinking of Ashe. This general, who,

in such a proximity of the enemy, should have redoubled his watch-

fulness, instead of having the country scoured by his cavalry, had

detached it upon some distant and unprofitable expedition. The

English, therefore, arrived so unexpectedly, though in open daylight,

that the Americans received the first notice of danger from the havoo

which the assailants made in their camp. The militia were panic

struck, and fled without firing a shot. But many of them encountered

in flig'iit that death which tliey miglit have avoided by a gallant

resistance. Their cowardice did not shield them ; the deep marsh

-and the river which should have afliorded security became now tho

instruments of their destruction. Blinded by their fi-ght and terror,

they were swallowed up in the one, or drowned in the other. The

regular troops of Georgia and the Carolinas, commanded and ani-

mated by general Elbert, made a brave resistance ; but, abandoned

by the militia, and overwhelmed by number, they were also compelled

to retreat. This rout of Briar Creek took place the third of IMarch.

The Americans lost seven pieces of cannon, all their arms and

Qnmiunition. with not a few killed and prisoners. The number of

the drowned and wounded is not known ; but it appears that more

perished in the water than by wounds. Of all the corps rf general

Ashe, scarcely four hundred soldiers rejoined general Lincoln, wha,

in consequence of this disaster, found his forces diminished more

than a fourth part. This victory rendered the royal troops again

masters of all Georgia. It opened them communications with the

loyalists in the back parts of this province and the two Carolinas^

Tliose who were not yet recovered of tlie terror inspired by theit
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reccr.t dofcut. took frcsli coura^jc ; there was nothing now to prevent

their going to rc-inforce the royal army.

The Carolinians, though cleci)ly affected at so severe a check,

were not, however, disheartened ; and, in order to prevent the victo-

rious enemy from overrunning their fertile territory, they made every

exertion to assemble their militia, and to re-animate their ardor.

Ri'Torous penalties were decreed against those who should refuse to

march when called out, or to obey their commanders ;
high bounties

were promised ; regiments of horse were organized ;
the otHcera

•were chosen among the most leading men of the country. John

Rutlodge, a man of extensive influence, was elected governor of

the province, and empowered to do whatever he should judge neces-

sary to the public welfare. Animated by the love of country, and

stimulatcil bv the prospect of those evils which would be their portion

if the English should gain possession of the province, the republicans

disjilayed so much zeal and activity in their preparations for defense,

that by the middle of April, general Lincoln found himself at the

head of more than five thousand fighting men.

Wliile these preparations were in j)roccss in the Carolinas, general

Prevosl busied himself in Georgia in re-organizing all those parts of

the service which had suffered by the war. He established an in-

ternal administration in t!ie province, and strenuously urged the loyal-

ists to rally around him. lie did not inniiediately attempt to cross the

Savannah, because it was extremely swoln by the rains ; and, besides,

he had not a sufficient force to attack lower Carolina, where there

were none but patriots ; and general Lincoln, notwithstanding the

rout of Briar Creek, still maintained hi-; position on the left bank,

readv to oppose him, if he inclined to pass. Not, however, that the

American general was in a condition to act offensively before he was

re-inforccd ; he might even have deemed himself extremely fort^mate

in not being attacked. But as soon as he found his force augmented,

as we have just seen, he made a movement which provoked another

of extreme im])ortance, on the part of his adversary. He mar(died,

about the beginning of May, towards Augusta, whether to protect an

assembly of the deputies of the province, which was to convene in

that town, or for the pur))ose of taking a strong position in upj^er

Georijia, in order to watch over the interests of the confederation in

that part, and to interrupt the transmission of provisions and recruits

which the loyalists furnished to the British. He was already arrived

in Georgia, and all his measures were taken for the execution of hia

design. He had left general Moultrie, with fifteen hundrxjd men, in

front of general Prevost, in order to dispute his passa.^e across the

Savannah. He considered this corps the more si^lciert for the
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defense of the left hank and the approaches of Charleston, tne

capital ot South Carolina, inasmuch as the breadth of the river, the

marshes which border it on the north side, and tiie numerous creeks

which intersect that province, appeared to him obstacles capable bjl

tli^niselves of arresting the enemy.

But general Frevost saw his position in a difierent light. His army

was increased by the junction of the loyalists. He hoperl that liis

presence in Carolina would excite some moAfements there ; he wanted

provisions, which he was sure of finding in abundance in that prov-

ince ; and lastly, I)e calculated that the effect of his invasion w ould

be to recall Lincoln from Georgia, and perhaps to afford an oj)pGr-

tunity of engaging him with advantage. Determined by these con-

siderations, he j)ut himself at the head of a corps of three thousand

men, among English, loyalists, and Indians, and passed t!ie Savannah

with its adjacent marshes, though not without excessive difficulties.

The militia under Moultrie, surprised and dismayed at such intrepid-

ity, gave way, and after a feeble resistance fell back upon Charles-

ton. Moultrie, with the handful he had left, and the light horse of

.Pulaski, exerted his utmost efforts to retard the enemy ; but he was

«oon compelled to yield to force. Astonished himself at the facility

with which he had triumphed over the natural impediments of the

country, and the resistance of the republicans, Prevost extended h.l'i

views to objects of greater moment. The drift of his expcditloa

was at first merely to forage ; he was disposed to give it a nobler

aim, and ventured to meditate an attack upon the important city of

Charleston. He promised himself that it would soon fall into his

power, when he should have acquired the control of the open

country.

The loyalists, in the eagerness of their hopes and wishes, which

ihey too frequentJy substituted for realities, failed not to improve this

disposition, which, was so favorable to them. They assured Prevost

that they had correspondence with the principal inhabitants of the

city, and that the moment the royal standard should be descried from

its battlement-^, their adherents would rise and throw open its gates.

Moreover, they offered to serve as guides to the army, and to furiiish

ail the information that could be desired respecting the nature of the

country. Another consideration came to the support of their repre-

seniation-
; though general Lincoln could not but know the Britisji

had crossed the Savannah, and menaced the capital, yet he manifest-

ed no intention of moving to its relief; so fully was he persuaded

that the royalists designed nothing more tlian to pillage the country.

General Prevost, therefore, pursued his march towards Charleston

in great security, hoping, in the consternation at liis sudden appear-
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anco. In enter it withriit rpposition. iNIeamvhile, when Lincoln was

convinced, by the continual approarlies of tfie enemy, ryf the reality

of Ills (lesi'Tns, lie immediately (ietaclicd a body of infantry, inf)nnted

on horseback, for the greater expedition, to the defense of the capi-

tal, a!id collecting the militia of the upper country, returned witii his

vholo force to act as circumstances miglit offer for its relief. The

English had arrived at Ashley river, which bathes the wal 5 of

Charleston on the south; they passed it immediately, and toak post

within httle more than cannon ^hot of that city, between the river

Ashley and another called the Cooper, which (lows a little to the

north of it. The Carolinians had made all the preparations for

defense which the shortness of time admitted. They bad burnt the

suburbs, and cut a trench in the rear of the city from one r'.ver to

the othrr. The fortifications had been repaired, anrl batteries erected

upon ail the chain of works which formed the cincture of t!ie town.

Governor Rutledge had arrived tliere two days before, with five

hundred militia, as well as colonel Harris, who had brought tho

succor sent by general Lincoln, after a forced march of more than

forty miles at every stage. The count Pulaski was also come to

re-infnce the garrison with the dragoons of his legion, which was

called t!ic Amrican L-gion. The i)resence of all these troo})s re-

assured the inhabitants ; they would have thought themselves fortu-

nate in obtaining an honorable cajjitulation if this succor had not

readied them, or if the English, instead of suspending tiieir march,

as they did, had made their appearance two days sooner. The gar-

rison passed the whole night under arms ; the houses, and tho entire

circuit of the walls, were iliurninated. On the following morning, the

British general summoned the town, offering very favorable condi-

tions. The Americans sent cut their commissioners to negotiate,

and the conference was opened. But they neglected nothing that

could draw it into length, as soon as they discovered that the be-

siegers were not in force sufficient to carry the place, before, in all

probability, general Lincoln would arrive to its deliverance. Ac-

cordingly, they proposed that their j)rovince should remain neuter

durin:^ the war; and that, at the (conclusion of peace, it should be

decid<;d whether Charleston was to belong to the United States or to

Great Britain.

The English answered that their generals had not come there with

legislative powers, and that since the garrison were armed, they must

surrender prisoners of war. Other proposals were made on both

sides, which were not accepted, and the English lost the whole day

in this negotiation, which was not broken oft* till in the evening.

Tlie inhabitants, expecting to be attacked during the night, inada

VOL. II. V*
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every prcpunilion for a vigorous defense. Finding liimsclf totally

disappointed in every lio|)e that had been held out to him relative lo

Ciiarleston, general Prevost began to reflect that the ramparts wore

furnished with a formidable artillery, and flanked by a flotilla of

armed shipping and galleys; that the garrison was even more numer-

ous than his own army ; that he had neither battering artiliery, nor

a naval force to co-operate with his land forces; that the vajigniird of

the army of Lincoln had already appeared, and that himself was fast

approaciiing ; and lastly, that if he were repulsed with any consider-

able loss, which was much to be apprehended, his situation, involved

as he was m a labyrinth of rivers and creeks, surrounded on all sides

by a superior ene:ny, seemed scarcely to admit of u hope that any

part of his army could have been preserved. Under these consid-

erations, he profited of the obscurity of night, and directed his re-

treat towards Georgia. But instead of taking the way of the land,

which was too dangerous, he passed his troops into the islands of St.

James and St. John, which lie to the southward of Charleston, and

whose cultivation and fertility oflere<I abundant resources. As t'roni

Charleston to Savannah there extends along the coast a continued

succession of little contiguous islands, so separated from the continent

as to aflord both navigable channels and excellent harbors, Prevost

could be at no loss about the means of repairing to the hitter city.

His immediate design was to establish liis camp on the island of

Port Royal, situated near the mouth of the Savannah, and no less

remarkable for its salubrity than fruitfulness. These quarters w( re

the more desirable, as the sickly and almost pestilential season aheadv

approached in the Carolinas and Georgia, and the British troops,

not yet accustomed to the climate, were peculiarly exposed to its

mortal influence.

While Prevost was engaged in passing his troops from one island

to another, general Lincoln, who by the main land had followed

the movements of the enemy, thought it a proper opportunity to

attack colonel Maitiand, who, witii a corps of English, Hessians an«l

Carolinian loyalists, was encamped at the pass of Stono Ferry, on

the inlet between the continent and the iskmd of St. John
;

this

post, besides its natural advantages, was well covered with redoubts,

an abaitis, and artdlery. The Americans attacked with vigor, but

they found a no less obstinate resistance. At length, overwhelmed

by the enemy's artillery, and unable with their field pieces to mak«

any impression on his fortifications, they retired at the approach of a

re-inforcement which came to the support of Maitiand. The Eng-

lish, after establishing posts upon the most important points, proceed-

ed to occupy their cantonments on the island of Port Roy.. I. Tiie
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Americans returned, for the most part, into theirs ; and theunhcahhi-

n<^ss of the season put a stop to all further operations of either purty.

The En'dish thus remained in peaceab!'^. possession of t!ie whole

province of Georgia ; and the Americany found some consolation in

having raised the siege of Charleston, though the vicinity of the

enemy still loft them in apprehension of a new invasion in South

Carolina. The incirsion of which this rich and flourishing province

had just been the theater, so far from servii, j the interests of the

king, was highly prejudicial to his cause. If it enriched his oOiccrs

and soldiers, it caused the ruin of a greal number of inhabitants.

The royal troops were not satisfied with pillaging; they spared

neither women, nor children, nor sick. Herein they had the negroes

for spies and companions, who, being very numerous in all the pi ices

thev traversed, flocked ujion their route in the hope of obtaining

liberty. To recommend iheni-elves to the English, they put every

thing to sack, and if their masters had conce iled any valuable eilects,

they hastened to discover them to their insatiable spoilers. Such

was the rapacity of these robbers, that not content with stripping

liouscs of their richest furniture, and individuals of their most pre-

cious ornaments, they violated even the sanctuary of the dead, and,

gasping for gold, went rummaging among the tombs.

Whatever they could not carry off, they destroyed. How many

delightful gardens were ravaged ! What magnificent habitations were

devoted to the flames ! Every where ruins and ashes. The very

cattle, whatever was their utility, found no quarter with these barba-

rians. Vain would be the attempt to paint the brutal fury of this

lawless soldiery, and especially of those exasperated and ferocious

Africans. But the heaviest loss which the planters of Carolina had

to sustain, was that of these very slaves. Upwards of four thousand

were taken from them : some were carried to the English islands

;

others perished of hunger in the woods, or by a pestilential disease

which broke out among them soon after.

And here should be recollected the barbarous manifesto published

by the British commissioners on (juitting America, after the failure oi"

their negotiations ; their abominable threats were but too faithrully

executed in Carolina. A cry of horror arose throughout the ci\ilized

world, against the ferocity of the British armies. Such, also, was the

disordered state of things to which Georgia, by various progressive

steps, was at length reduced.

About the same time, general Clinton meditated, in his camp at

New York, a project whose execution appeared to him to corre-

spoiifl with the views of the ministry, or, at least, proper to second

tlie expedition of Carohna. He expected to insure its success by
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keeping V irijinia in continual alarm by cruel biit usoIcps fiovastaiions

up')'.) t!:c; coast of tl)at opulent province. Having as.senihled a suita-

ble number of sliips, under the coinman;] of coinnoJorc Collier, he

embarked a corps of two thousand men, condueted by ^leneraj Mat-

thews. They jjroceeded to the Chesapeake, and leavmg asullicicnt

force in Hampton Roa<l to block up that port and the entrance of the

river Ja:i:es, went to take land on the banks of El:zabetii river. The

Britisli i;umedialely puslied forward against the town of l^ortsmouth,

and entered it uilhout resistance. Fort Nelson was also abandoned

totluMi at th'j fust rumor of their approacli. They found it equally'

easy to occu])y the town, or rather the ruins of the town of iVorlolk,

on »ie o|^pos.te side of the river. Pursuin<j; their march with the

samccc.ierity, they made themselves masters of Suflblk, on the ri;4ht

bank of the Nansemond river. In all these places, as well as at

Keaipers l^anding, Siicphcrds, Gosport, Tanners Creek, in a word,

throuj^hout the extent of territory into which they penetrated, their

pa.s.sage was marked by cruelty and devastation. They demolished

the magazines, brought ofl'or destroyed tiie provisions, and burned or

took away an iuunense quantity of shipping. Several thousand barrels

of salted provisions, which had been pn.'parcd for Washington's army,

and a great quant ty of stores, also fell into their power. Their booty

in tobacco even surpassed tiieir hope ; in brief, this rich and fertile

country uas converted in a few days into one vast scene of smoking

ruins. In tlieir indignation the Virginians sent to ask the English

tvhat silt of war tliis icas I They answered, f/ifv/: i/ieij lucre com-

tntmleJ to visit the same treatm-nt up m all t/iocc who refused to obey

the J:in<r. I/istcning to the insinuations of the refugees, who inces-

santly affirmed that Virginia contained a host of loyalists, that were

only waiting for a rallying |)oint to raise the f)rovince in revolt, the

Bril'sh commanders were much inclined to prolong their stay in it;

and thought of fortifying themselves in Portsmouth, in order to make
it their place of arms. They wrote, accordingly, to general Clinton,

demanding Ins orders. But Clinton, weary of this piratical war, and

less eager than connuodore Collier to swallow the brilliant delusions

of the refugees, did not approve the plan proposed. On the contrary,

lie (lirc<:ted the chiefs of the expedition, alter securing their prizes,

(o rejoin him at Nca' York. He needed this force himself, lor an

enterprise of no little importance, which he was upon the point of

tindertaking, up the Hudson. Virginia, therefore, ceased for that

time to be the theater of these barbarous depredations.

The Americans had constructed, at great labor and expense, very

strong works lit the posts of Verplanks Neck and Stony Point, situ-

Qted on nearly opposite points of land, the first on the east, and th©
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Oilior on tlie west Side of the Hudson. They defended tin; much

frc(iuciUcd pass called Kings Ferry, which could not fall into t!ie

power of the English without coinj)eHing the Americans to take a

circuit of ninety miles up the river, iii order to communicate between

the northern and southern provinces. General Clinton had there-

fore resolved to seize these two positions. Washington, who lay

with his army at Middlebrook, was at too great a distance to inter-

rupt the execution of the design.

The English, accordingly, set out upon this expedition about the Inst

,

of May. Commodore Collier conducted the squadron that ascended

the river, general Vaughan the column of the right, which landerl on

the eastern bank, a little below Verplanks,and Clinton in person, the

column of tiie left, with which he disembarked on tiie western bank,

below Stony Point. The Americans, finding the enemy so near, and

not being prepared to receive him, evacuated Stony Point, where

they uere soon replaced by the royal troops. But at Verplanks there

was more resistance ; the republicans had erected on this pomt a

small but strong and complete work, which tliey called Fort la Fay-

ette ; this was defended by artillery and a small garrison. It was

unfortunately commanded by the heights of Stony Point, upon which

the English, by their exertions during the night, had planted a battery

of heavy cannon, and another of mortars. Early on the following

morning, they opened a tempest of fire upon Fort la Fayette. The

attack was supported in front by commodore Collier, who advanced

with his galleys and gunboats within reach of the fort; anti general

Vaughan, having made a circuit through the hills, was at length arriv-

ed, and had closely invested it on the land side. The garrison,

seeing that all possibility of relief was now cut off, and that their fire

was totally overpowered and lost in the magnitude of that which they

received, surrendered at discretion the following morning. They

were treated humanely. General Clmton gave direction for com-

pleting the works of Stony Point ; and with a view to the ulterior

operations of the campaign, encamped his army at Philipsburgh, about

half way between Verplanks and the city of New Yor!;. But neither

Clmton nor Washington was disposed to run the hazard of a battle
;

they both expected re-inforcements, the one from England, the other

from the allies of the United States. Such was the cause of the

inaction of the belligerent parties, during this campaign in the middle

provinces.

In defect of conquests, the British generals were disposed, at least,

to rid themselves of the privateers that torm.ented them, and to rc-

fiume the war v f devastation.

Tiie coasts of Connecticut which border the sound, afforded sJiel-
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tcr to a muUItiulcof extremely enterprising privatecrsmen, who inter-

cepted whatever made its a[)pearance in their waters, to the utter

destruction o^ the eommerce of New York by the sound, and conse-

quently to t!ie infinite prejudice of the British fleet and army, which

had Irjcn accustomed to draw the greater jjart of their provisions

from that part. With a view of curing the evil, Chnton onlered

governor Trvon to embark for Connecticut wilhastrongdetachment.

He accordingly j)roceeded to make a descent at New Haven, where

he dislodircd the militia, after some irregular resistance, and destroyed

whatever he found in the port. Thence he advanced to Fairfield,

whhh he devoted to the flames. Norwalk and Greenfield were in like

manner laid in ashes. The loss of the Americans was prodigious ; be-

sides that of their houses and eflects, a considerable number of ships,

cither lini-shed or on the stocks, with a still greater of whale boats and

small craft, w ith stores and merchandise to an inunense amount, were

all destroyed. Trvon, far from blushing at such shameful excesses,

even boasted of them, insisting that he had thereby rendered impor-

tant services to the king. Could he have thought that in a war against

an entire people, it was rather his duty to desolate than to conquer?

And what otiier name can be given to ravages and conflagrations

which conduce to no decisive result, but tiial of gratuitous enormities?

But, if this mental obliquity, if this cruel frenzy in an individual, who

was not a stranger to civilization, have but too many examples in the

history of men, still is it not astonishing, that he should have per-

suaded himself that by such means he could induce the Americans to

replace themselves under the royal standard ? It is worthy of remark,

'

in eiicct, that in the midst of ravage and combustion, he issued a

proclamation, by which he exhorted the inhabitants to return to their

ancient duty and allegiance. But whether this mode of operation

was displeasing to Clinton, who perhaps had only desired the destruc-

tion of the shipping, and not thatof houses and temples, orfrom what-

ever other more real motive, he ordered Tryon to cease hostilities, rrnd

to rejoin him immediately, at New Yo:k. But the melancholy ves-

tiges of tlie rage of the English were not effaced by his retreat, and

tliese piratical invasions redoubled the abhorrence attached to their

name.

While the coasts of Connecticut were thus desolated by the

British anus, the Americans undertook an expedition which afforded

a brilliant demonstration that, so far from wanting courage, they

coul 1 vie in boldness with the most celebrated nations of Europe.

The English had laiiorcd with such industry in finishing the works

at Stoiiy Point, that tliey had already reduced that rock to the con-

dition t>f a real fortress. They had furnisluid it with a numerous and
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selected garrison. Tlie stores were abundant, the defensive jjrcpa-

rations lurnii-iable. These (considerations could not, houover, dis-

counii^e Washington, who, on hearing of the capture of Stony l^>iat

and V^erplanks, had advanced and taken post on t'se brow of tho

mount:iins of the Hu Ison, from fori'iing the desigii to surprise and

attempt both ihe-c forts by assault. He charged general Wuyne
with the attack of Stony Point, and general Howe with tluit of Vcr-

planks. He provided the first with a st'-ong detacliment of t!ie most

enterprising and veteran infantry in all his army.

These troops set out nn tlie'.r expedition the fifteenth of July, and

having accomj.jished their march over high mountains, througli deep

morasses, difiicidt defiles, and roads exceedingly bad and narrow,

arrived about eight o'clock in the evening within a mile of Stony

Point. General Wayne then halted to reconnoiter t!ie »••- rks, and to

observe the situation of the garrison. The Englis!), however, did

not perceive him. He formed his corps in two column?^ an i put

himself at t!ie head of the riglit. It was preceded by a vanguard of

a hundred and fifty picked men, commanded by t.'iat b;ave and

adventurous Frenchman, lieutenant- colonel Fleury. Tliis vanguard

was itself guided by a forlorn hope of about twenty, led by lieutenant

Gibbon. The column on the left, conducted by major Stewart, had

a similar vanguard, also preceded by a forlorn hope under licuten*

ant Knox. These forlorn hopes, among otiier offices, were particu-

larly intended to remove the abattis and other obstructions, wliich

lay in the way of the succeeding troops. General Wayne directed

both columns to march in order and silence, with unloaded muskcti

and fixed bayonets. At midnight they arrived under the walls of

the fort. The two columns attacked upon the fianks, wliile major

Murfec ennrased the attention of the garrison bv a feint in tlieir front.

An unexpected obstacle presented itself; t!ie deep morass which

covered the works was at tliis time overllowed by the tide, Tho
English opened a most tremendous fire of musketry, and of cannon

loaded with grape-shot; but neither the inundated morass, nor a

double palisade, nor the bastioned ramparts, nor l!ie storm of firo

that was poured from them, could arrest the impetuosity of tho

Americans; they opened their v.-ay with the bayonet, p-ostrated

whatever opposed them, scaled the fort, and the two columns met in

the centre of the works. General Wayne received a contusion in

the head, by a musket ball, as he passed the last abattis ; colonel

Fleury struck with his own hand the royal standard that waveJ upon

the walls. Of the forlorn hope of Gibbon, seventeen oi't of tho

twenty perished in the attack. The English lost u})wards of six

hundred men in killed and prisoners. The conquerois abstained
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from pillage and from all disorder ; a conduct the more worthy lo bo
commended, as they had still j)resent in mind the ravages and ImiIcIi-

cries which their enemies had so recently committed in Carolina, in

Connecticut, and in Virginia. Humanity imparted new eflulgence

to the victory which valor had obtained.

The attack meditated against Verj)lanks had not the same suc-

cess
;
general Howe encountered insurmountable obstacles. Mean-

while, Clinton had received intelligence of the capture of Stony

Point ; and, being resolved not to suffer the enemy to establish

themselves in that position, he instantly detached a corps of cavalry

and light infantry to dislodge them. But Washington had attained

his object; he had originally intended nothing more than to make
himself master of the artillery and stores of the fort, to destroy the

works, and to bring off the garrison. It was absolutely inconsistent

with his views to risk a general action, in order to favor a partial

operation ; he therefore ordered general Wayne to retire ; which he

did successfully, after having dispiantled the fortifications. This

expedition, so glorious for the American arms, was celebrated with

rapture in all parts of the confederation. The congress decreed

their acknowledgments to Washington, and to Wayne, to Floury,

Stewart, Gibbon, and Knox. They presented general Wayne with

a medal of gold, which represented this brilliant achievement.

Floury and Stewart received a similar medal of silver. Not willing

to leave the bravery of their soldiers without its retribution, they

ordered an estimate of the military stores taken at Stony Point, and

the value thereof to be shared among thejn.

Rendered more daring and adventurous by the success of this

enterprise, the republicans frequently harassed the outposts of the

royal army. The continual skirmishes that followed were alternate-

ly advantageous or disastrous to the two parties. One of the most

considerable was engaged at Paulus Hook, on the right bank of tho

Hudson, opposite to J\ew York; the Americans were treated rather

roughly in it.

An expedition of much more importance took place on the river

Penobscot, near the eastern confines of New England, on the side

of Nova Scotia. Colonel iMaclcan had embarked from Halifax nilh

a strong division of regulars, with a view of establishing a post, at

!he mouth of that river, in the county of Lincoln. On his arrival in

the Penobscot, he took possession of an advantageous situation, and

proceeded to fortify himself. From that position he purpos(;d to

tnnoy the eastern frontiers of the confofleration ; and by this diver-

sion in Massachusetts, he hoped to j)revent the inhabitants nf thai

province from .sending rc-infcrcemcnts to the army of Washingtoo,
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This movement occr.sioncd nn iinusunl alarm at Boston, nnd it was

determined to make all possihlc cfl'oits to dislodge the enemy Ircm a

post which smoothed his way to more considerable enterprises. An
armament was fitted out with extraordinary dispatch : and in order

to secure vessels of transport as well as sailors, an cm.bars^o o-f forty

days was laid on all their shipping. The crews and the troops wero

assembled witli equal promptitude, and all the preparations for th©

expedition we^-e soon completed. The squadron was under the

conduct of commodore Saltonslall, and the land troops were com-

manded by general Lovell. They sailed for the mouth of the

Penobscot.

Colonel Maclean had received at first rumors, and afterwards

undoubted intelligence, of the preparations that were making at

Boston. He employed all the means which the shortness of notice

left at his disposal, to secure his defense. The republicans appear-

ed ; their first attempts to land were rendered vain by the intrepid

resistance of the royal troops ; they redoubled their eftorts, and at-

iength succeeded in eflfecting that object. General Lovell, instead

of attacking immediately, which would have ensured him victory, set

about intrenching hiujself. The English resumed courage. Thero

was a continual firing of artillery for fifteen days. Finally, the works

which covered the position of the English being partly ruined, the-

Americans resolved to proceed to the assault. Colonel IMaclean

was informed of their design, and prepared himself to receive

them.

In the morning he was \mder arms ; but a profound silence pre

vailed in the camp of the besiegers ; their stillness and imi.iobility

appeared inexplicable. The colonel sent to reconnoiier, and he

soon learns, to his extreme surprise, that the enemy's lines are-

totally evacuated, that he has not left even a guard, and that he ha»

re-embarked his troops, arms and stores. The cause of so abrupt a
resolution was not long in disclosing itself. Commodore Collier had

suddenly made his appearance at the mouth of the Penobscot. Ho
liad been apprised of the critical situation of Maclean, and had

immediately departed from Sandy Hook, with a sufficient squadron..

His maneuvers now indicated the design to attack the flot'lla of

Massacb.usetts ; the republicans fell into confusion, and the royalisti

completed their discomfiture without difficulty. The vessels of war

and of transport were all taken or blown up, to the incalculable detri-

ment of the Bostoni-ins, who had taken on themselves the whole

burthen of this expedition. The soldiers and sailors, to escape the

conqueror, were forced to penetrate the most disirial solitudes and

pathless forests, where the extremes of hardship attended their

VOL. U. Q
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retreat. Sallonstall and Lovcll, but especially the first, l)ccnip.e the

objects of i)ubric execration. Tliey were every where loaded with

the reproaches of stupidity and cowardice. The fatal issue f)f the

enterprise of Penobscot, was calculated to teach the inhabitants of

Massachusetts a truth, which it cost them much to learn, namely,

that in confederate states, nothing is more imprudent than to opeiato

partially. For it appears that their leaders in this atlair, far from

concerting with the generals of congress, did not even acquaint

them with their designs. Thus, with the exception of the conquest

of (ieorgia, the operations of this campaign were conducted with a

sort of languor, and produced no results of any considerable impor-

tance. The month of July was, however, sufficiently remarkable

for the terrible reprisals which the Americans, under the ccjiduct of

general Sullivan, exercised against the Indians. The expeditions

undertaken against them the preceding year, by the colonels Butler

and Clarke, had not completely satisfied the congress : they were

still animated with desire to exact an exemplary vengeance for the

enormities of Wyoming. Moreover, they deemed it indispensably

necessary to repress the incursions of these savages, who, rendered

more daring by impunity, and excited by the presents of British

emissaries, incessantly desolated the frontiers of the confederation.

But by far the most formidable of all the Indian nations, were the

Six Tribes, who derived a degree of power from the league con-

tracted between them, from a scheme of polity more resembling that

of civilized stales, and, especially, from the great number of Euro-

pean adventurers who had established themselves among them, and

had taught them to wield their arms, and to make war wit!) more

dexterity. Interlinked with these, were other savage tribes of

inferior note. The Oneidas, however, should be excepted, who

observed a perfect neutrality towards the congress. The American

government, therefore, resolved a decisive stroke, to deliver its^elf

forever from this cruel scourge, and at the same time to vii-'t upon

the heads of these barbarians the innocent blood of Wyoming. Cir-

cumstances appeared to favor the execution of this design, since the

\Aar. as we have already seen, was becom.e strangely torpid in the

niaiilinie parts. Agreeably to the plan of the expedition, general

Sullivan, who was charged with its execution, proceeded up the

Susquehanna, with a corps of about three thousand men, as faj as

Wyoming, where he waited the arrival of general James Clinton,

who joined him from the banks of the Mohawk, at the head of si.v-

teen hundred soldiers. He was followed by a great number of

pioneers, sumpter-men, carters, and oth.cr species of workmen, to

open the roads, transport provisions, and ravage tiic country. 'J'lie
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Stock of provisions was conr.vlcrablc. but not so aoundant as n-ciicral

Siillivaii coul;! have wisIic.J The army had to traverse an iiTimciii'C

tract of country, where no supph^s were to be expected. The
horses were sufficient in number, and the artillery consisted of six

fielvd pieces with two howitzers. The two generals made their junc-

tion at Wyoming, the twenty-first of August. They immediately

set out for the upper parts of the Susquehanna. Upon the rumor of
their destination, the Indians had made all tlie preparations in their

power, to avert from their country the impending perdition, lender

the conduct of the same Johnson, Butler, and Brandt, who have
beesi mentioned in the preceding book, they had assembled in great

number, and had been joined by two hundred and fifty loyalists.

Full of confidence in their strength, they had advanced as far as

Newtown, a village which lay upon the route of Sullivan. Here,

whde waiting his approach, they threw up a very extensive intrench-

inent, which they strengthened with a palisade, and some imperfect

redoubts after the European manner. As soon as Sullivan arrived,

he ordered the attack. The Indians defended themselves with great

vigor for more than two hours, though they had no artillery. To
dislodge them more easily from their lines, the American comuiand
er ordered general Poor to draw ofT to the right, and turn their

position. At sight of this movement, which had not slackened the

attack in front, the Indians lost their courage, and fled in disorder.

Few were killed, however, and none fell into the ix)wer of the

victors. The Americans took possession of iVewtown. The terrotj-

struck savages made no other stand. Sullivan had, therefore, no
furtlier obstacle to contend with in overrunning their country, except

the excessive difiiculty of the ways, and the embarrassment of sub-

sistence. Ilis patience and dexterity triumphed over both. 11©

guided his troops into the very heart of the settlements, whose inhab-

itants, men, women, and children, had already escaped to the

deserts, and buried themselves in the most inaccessible forests. The
habitations were burned, the crops were ravaged, the fruit trees cut

down. The officers charged with the execution of ther.e devasta-

tions, were themselves ashamed of them ; some even ventured to

remonstrate that they were not accustomed to exercise the vocation

of banditti. But Sullivan, being himself controled by sn[)erior

orders, was inexorable. His soldiers served him with ardor; the

remembrance of Wyoming was fuel to their rage. They burned an

immense quantity of grain.* They utterly destroyed forty vilhigcs,

and left no single trace of vegetation upon tl e surface of the ground

• One hundred ( nd sixty thousand busiicls of torn were destroyed
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All ihc cattle which h:id not been removed by the Indiana, were
brought oft", or killed upon the spot. None of the bounties of natm-e.

none of the products of hunii.n industry, escuped tiie fury of the

Americans.

This expedition was not only remarkable for the rigor with which

it was executed, but also for the light it threw upon the condition of

these savage tribes. They were found more advanced in civilization

than was believed, or even than could have been reasonably sup-

posed. Their houses were placed in the most pleasant and healthy

situations ; they were roomy, neat, and not without a sort of ele<_niiice;

so that little more could iiavc been U'shcd. Their fields, covered

with luxuriant harvests, attested that the art of culture was not un-

Ivnown to them. The antiquity and marvellous beauty of their fruit

trees, with the number of their orchards, were incontestable indica-

tions that it was no little time since they were arrived at this degree

of civil improvement. The sowing of grain and planting of trees

being an incontrovertible proof that man looks forward to the future.

it is manifest how erroneous was the opinion, wiiicli had hillicrto

been maintained, that the savages were totally devoid of forecast.

Their progress is to be attributed to the increase of their population,

to their intercourse with Europeans, and particularly to the etibrts of

missionaries, who, in times past, and ever! perh.aps at t'-.is epot-ii, hr.d

lived, or were living among them. Tlio catastrojhe of which they

were now the victims, so filled them with consternation, ll)at they

never after made any considerable movement. General Sullivan,

having accomplished his mission, returned to Easton, in Pennsylvania.

His officers and soldiers addressed him letters of thanks and felicita-

tion, which were also made public by means of the press ; whether

they did this of their own motion, or in comnliance uith the insinu-

ations of Sullivan, w ho was rather a light man, and exceedingly vaiu

withal. A short time after, alledging the derangement of health, he

requested leave to resign, and obtr/med it easily ; the members of

congress were weary of his continual ostentation, no less than of the

Iial)itual asperity of his language with respect to themselves.

Having related the events, which took place upon the American

continent, between the royalists and republicans, and between the

latter and the savages, the order of this history reouires that we should

pass to the recital of the ofjcrations of the English and French in

the West Indies, after the first had been re-inforced by the-S(]uadron

of commodore Rawj(>y, and the second by that of the count do

Grasse. By the addition of these new forces, the strength of iht;

hostile fleets was rendered nearly ctjui I. The English were strongly

desirous of a na\al battle: but the count d'l:^st;iing, being much
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superior in land forces to admiral Byroii: had principally in view the

con<iti(.'st of the nc:ghl)oring Hnglish islands. He declined a ;:^eneral

cn^^a;jje!i;ent, which, if unsuccessful, would render his superiority by

land of no avail. He therefore lay quietly at anchor in Fort Jioval

of ,Mart!nico, wtjiting a fivorable occasion to attempt so:iie enter-

prise of tnonient for the service of his sovereign. Fortune delayed

not long to offer it ; admiral Byron had sailed the sixth of June from

St. liUcia, for the island of St. Christophers, where the West hidia

fleet of merchantmen had assembled, to wait for convoy. His inli n-

tion was to escort them with his whole squadron, for some con-

siderahle part of their voyage to Europe. He reflecied that he

could not leave a part of it in any of the ports of those islands, without

exposing it to the attacks of an enemy greatly superior in force; he

knew, besides, that M. de la Motte Piquet was then on his way from

France with a strong re-inforcement to d'Estaing; and it was plain,

that no ordinary convoy would have been sufficient for the protection

of the British merchant fleet, in case of its falling in with that squad-

ron. No sooner was Byron departed from St. Lucia, than the

French hastened to profit of his absence. D'Estaing detached the

chevalier de St. Ruinain, with five ships and four hundred land

troops, between regulars and militia, to attack the island of St. Vin-

cents. This officer fully answered the confidence of the admiral

;

notwithstanding the currents which drifted him out of his course, and

the loss of one ship, he at length effected his landing. He immedi-

ately occupied, sword in hand, the heights which command Kingston,

the capital of the island. The Caribbs, or aborigines, an intrepid

and warlike race, came in nndtitude to join the assailants. Governor

Morris, though he had more troops to defend himself than de Rumain
had to attack him, perhaps through fear of the Caribbs, whom the

avarice and cruelty of the English had greatly exasperated, surren-

dered upon terms. The capitulation was honorable, and sinjilar to

that which the governor of Dominica had obtained, when that island

fell into the power of the' French.

In the meantime, the count d'Estaing was re-inforced by the

arrival of the squadron commanded by M. de la Motte Piquet. His

lleet now consisted of twenty-five sail of the line, among which were
two of eighty guns and eleven of seventy-four.

This increase of force rendered him superior to Byron, who had
only nineteen sail of the line, of which one of ninety guns, and eleven

of seventy-four; the others of inferior rate. La Motte Piquet had

also l)rought a re-inforcement of regular troops, with a copious sui)ply

of naval and military stores and provisions. The count d'Estaing,
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ivilii such means at his disposal, was encouraged to extend llio scale

of his projects.

The conquest of Grenada was the immediate object of his enter-

prise. The natural strength of that island presenteJ great difhculties

;

but its situation and j^roducts rendered it highly important. He had

long thought of this expedition, but had chosen to defer its execution

until he should become possessed of a superiority by sex. The

junction of la Motte Piquet having therefore decided him, he sailed

the thirtieth of June from Martinico, and the second of July came ta

anchor in the harbor of Molinier. Me immediately landed twenty-

three hundred men, for the n^.ost part Irish, in the service of France,

under the conduct of colonel Dillon. They rapidly occupied tho

adjacent posts. The governor of the island v.as lord Macartney,

and its garrison consisted of two hundred regulars, with six hundred

luilitia. They were posted upon a height called Monw dc I'llipi-

tnf, which, besides being naturally very steej), the English had ren-

dered still more difficult of access by rude walls of stone, erected

from distance to distance up tlie ascent. They had also fortified its

declivity with a strong palisade, and, above it, with three intrench-

ments. towering in gradation. This hill commands tlie town of St.

George, the fortress, and harbor. D'Kstaing sent to summon Ma-

cartney. He answered, in truth he did not know the force of tho

French, but that he well knew his own, and was determined to defend

jiimself. The French commander was not ignorant that the principal

hope of success lay in the celerity of his opr-ations. He was fully

persuaded that, if he delayed his attack, he should be interrupted by

the arrival of Byron, to tl-.e relief of the island. He, therefore, gave

orders for the assault, without hesitation. The following night the

French approached the hill, and by two o'clock in the morning they

had invested it on every side. To divide the attention of the enemy,

they were formed in three columns, the right commanded by tlvo

viscount de Noailles, the left by Dillon, and that of the center by the

count d'Cstaing in person, who had intrepidly put himself at the

head of the grenadiers. The artillery, not having cannon to serve,

requested and were permitted to form the van. The action was

commenced by a false attack at the foot of the hill, on the part of

tho river St. John. At this signal, the three columns, with great

order and greater resolution, pressed up the hill to the u. sault. The

besieged sustained their onset with much firmness, and for an instant

the success appeared doubtful. The English even pretend to have

repulsed the assailants. But animated by their chiefs, they returned

to the charge with irresistible impetuosity. The soldiers supported

and impelled one another. Keither the palisades, nor the steepness
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of l!ie nrcl'vity, nor llic pnrnpcts, nor the most violent fire could

arrest the Frencli ; their «ictory was complete. DT.stuing, with

his greiiadiors, sprung the (irsl in'.o the English intrenchment'--. The
others followed. In a moment all the works were inundat'-d with

cneaiies. The EnglisL' demantled (jiiarter ; the French grantcl it.

The darkness of the nigiit had increased the horror of t!ic coniljat,

and even the glory of the victors. They seized eleven cannon, of

difterent sizes, and six mortars. At break of day they turned ihis

artJiery against the fort, which was still in the power of the Eng!:.»li.

At the first discharge, Macartney sent a Hag, with an oiTer to capilJi-

late. D'Estamg granted him an hour and a half for framing his

proposals ; those, which at the end of this time he presented, were

rejected. The French general then framed some terms hln!:^elf,

with wliich he required innncdiate compliance, without the smallest

deviation on either side, or relaxation on his. But these were so

unexampled and extraordinary, that Macartney and the inhabitants

thouilit it better to abandon themselves, without any condition, V> the

discretion of the conf|uerors, than to accept them ; and accordingly

did so. If the French in this assault displayed a valor deserving of

eternal memory, the moderation and humanity which they manifested

after the victory, merit no inferior encomium. The capital was

preserved from pillage, to which it u-as liable by the ordinary rules

of war. The inhabitants were protected in their persons and prop-

erties. Dillon, in paiticular, distinguished himself by the generosity

of his behavior. The French found in the fort an iiundred pieces

of cannon and sixteen mortars ; they made seven hundred prisoners.

They also seized thirty merchant vessels, with rich cargoes, that lay

in the harbor. Their loss, in killed and Yvounded, a;nounted to little

more than a hundrt^d men.

The count d'Estaing had soon occasion to felicitate himself upon
tlie uromptitude with which he had prosecuted his enterprise of (jren-

ada. For, on the sixth of July, Byron, with all his fleet, ap[;eared

in view of St. George's harbor. It was accompanied by a great

nu:iiber of transports, filled with troops, drawn from St. Lucia.

This admiral, after acco.npanying the hoineward bound West India

fleet till out of danger, and appointing them a convoy to see theni

safe iiome, hatl returned with eighteen ships of the line and one
frigate to St. Lucia. On beii:g ap|)rised of the reduction of St.

Vincent, he sailed immediately with a body of troops under general

Grant lor its recovery. They had not proceeded far, when they

wcie informed tliat the count d'Estalng had attacked Grenada. On
this intelligence they directly changed ilieir course, and made tho

best of their way tor its relief. The French admiral had been
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apprised, by the fri^ratcs he had sciil out upon discovery, of the

apj)ro:K h of the Hiilish fleet. He iniiMediately ordered the captains

of Ills ships to get under sail, and form llieir hue well oft' the coast.

So jic imd already obeyed, and the others were preparing to follow

them, when the JJritish armament came up, all sail out, and otl'ered

battle to the count d'Estaing. The winds blew from the cast and

east northeast, and were consequently favorable to a squadron com-

ing from St. Lucia tovvards Grenadti.

Upon sight of the British fleet, the French adiniral ordered thos6

ships which had not yet hoisted tlieir anchors, to slip iheir cables,

and prox-'.l to take their stations with the others in order of b::t'le.

But as the l>ritish approached with rapidity, these vessels [laced

therasclves in the line wherever they could the soonest, without hav-

ing regard to their ordinary posts. The English had the advantage of

the wind, a;:d were standing for Grenada, under the persuasion that

Macartney still helJ out. Their transports were far astern of their

rear. The French were under the wind, and standing upon the

opposite t:'xk The British admiral was eager to come to close action,

from a confidence that lie could thus put the French fleet to rout,

and recover the island. On the other hand, the count d'Estaing,

who, by the reduction of Grenada, had attained his principal o!>ject,

was in no disj)osition to hazard anew a {)oint already decided. His

intention was, therefore, to avoid a decisive engagement, and to con-

fine himself to tiie preservation of his new acquisition. With these

dilTerent views, the two admirals advanced to the encounter. Only

fifteen of the French ships were able at first to take part in the ac

tion, the others having been forced to leeward by the violence of the

currents. Vice-admiral Earrington, who commanded the British

rear, advanced with three ships, the Prince of Wales, the Boyne. and

the Sultan, and closed with the van of the cnc'riy. A warm engage-

mcjit ensued, but the three English ships, not being supported in

time by the rest of their division, and having to contend with a nuich

superior force, were extremely damaged, especially in their sails and

rigging.

Such is the ordinary efl'ect of the manner of firing of the French

in naval battles; and in this, they levelL-d from- a good distance and

under the wind, which also contributed to raise their shot higher.

Barrington was wounded. Meanwhile, the rest of the British squ 1 1-

rou joined him ; and on his part, d'Estaing had rallied those of his

ships which had not been able at first to form in a Ime with the fifteen

that conuT.enced the action. The English still continued to push

their way towards Grenada, while their transports kept on their left

towards the open sea, their line of battle covering them from the
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French lloct. The two armaments beiiiii tlms drawn out on

opposite tacks, the battle eontiiiued till lliey were entirely passed

each other. But the EngHsh ships liavin^ arrived in chase, and

consequently rather in disorder, whereas the L'rench, as later fioin

port, and in belter condition, had more conunand of their move-

ments, and had kept their distances better, it followed tliat so:i;e of

liie first had to endure the wliole weight of fire from many or lVo;n

all of t!u; secon<l. Among those that suffered the most were the

Grafton, the Cornwall, and the Lion. The last was so shattered as

to bo very near going to the bottom ; and the Monmouth, having

ventured singly to arrest the progress of the French van, in order to

bring on a close action, had been left little better than a wreck.

Meanwhile, the head of the British van, continuing its course, was

arrived at the nsoutii of St. George's harbor. But t!ie French

colors that waved on the fort, and tlie fire of the batteries, no longer

permitted admiral Byron to doubt of the capture of t!ie island.

Convinced, that in the present state of his fieet he could not hope

ifor success against so great a superiority of force, he direc.'ed captain

Barker, who had charge of the transports, to alter his coarse Jind

make the best of his way to Antigua or St. Christophers. In order

to [irotect him from the pursuit of the enemy, he stood with his fleet

to the nortirvvard. But the three ships, the Grafton, Cornwall and

Lion, from tlieir disabletl condition, not only remained far asiern, but

fell so fast to the leeward that it was to be feared they would be cut

oll'bv the French. The count d'Estaing, having observed their situa-

tion, had in efiect put his shii)s about and steered to the south, in order

to effect what Byron apprehended, that is, to intercept them. But, to

defeat this design, the British admiral instantly changed his tack, and

eteered again to the southward. While the hostile fleets thus maneu-

vered in sight of each other, the Lion bore away, with what sail sh.o

had left, to the west, and in a few days arrived at Jamaica. DT^s-

taing might easily have seized her ; but he chose not to disperse

his fleet, for fear of falling to leeward of Grenada, whither it was

his intent to return for moorings. The Grafton and Cornwall found

means to rejoin their admiral l)efore the French could reach them.

The Monmouth, no longer able to keep the sea, was seni wiih all

dispatch to Antigua. The two fleets continued in sight the one of

the other, till night, the English still plying to windward, in order to

cover llie retreat of the transports. The inferiority of their force,

and the condition of their ships, deterred them from renewing the

engagement. The French rciuained to leeward, without attenjpiing

to disquiet them, whether by reason of this position, or because t!;eir

admiral thought it imprudent t^ run new risks He might clui:2) a
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victory for u hat lie had already achieved, and he nad prokibly mo-

tives for avoidiiiir decisive actions. The follow in;i w.OTivvi^ he came

to anchor in the road of St. George's, amid^t the acclamations of the

•oldicrs aiid of the French inhabitants, who had been spectators of

the action. The British transports, one only excepted, which fell

into l.he hands of the enemy, all arrived in safety at St. Christo] hers.

Admiral Bvron, after remaining a few days longer at sea, repaired

to the same island, fur the purpose of refitting his ships, which were

grievously damaged.

The British lo^t in this engagement one hundred and eiglity-three

killed, and three hcndred and forty-six wounded. The loss ut the

French was more considerable, owing as well to the mode of fiiing

of the Englisii, as to the great number botli of sailors and land forces

with which tlieir ships were crowded. Besides many officers oi

note, tiicv had about two hundred men killed, and the number of

their v.oundcd amounted to nearly tight hundred.

Tlie news of the battle of Grenada was welcomed in France v.ilh

great de:r onstrations of joy. According to the usage observed on

occasiofi of important victories, the king wrote to the archbishop of

Paris directing that a Te Dtum should be sung in the metropolitaQ

churc'i. The count d'Estaing pretended, in etfect, to have been

victorious ; lie alledged in his fiivor that he had ke])t his lights burning

during all the nigiu subsequent to the engagement ; that Byron had

for several hours refused to renew it, though all the while he had the

advantage of tlie wind ; that the British had made no movement to

preserve the Lion, when retiring with difficulty towards the west : that

the Frencli fleet h:i:l captured one of tlie enemy's ships, conjuered

Grenada, and battled the project of Byron for its recovery ; and,

finally, that it had secured the empire of the sea in the West Indies.

It is indeed true, that the British admiral, in consequence of the dis-

abled condition of his fleet, had found it necessary to take slieiter at

St. Christophers, where he was decided to retnain until the enemy

should become weaker or himself stronger. His retreat spread con

sterna lion among the inhabitants of all t!ie British islands, who had not

for a long time, nor perhaps ever before, seen the French masters at

sea. A short time after the action, d'Fstaing. having repaired his

ships set sail afresh, and paraded with his whole force, in sight of St.

Christoj.iiers. Byron lay safely moored in t!ie harbor of Basse

Terre: tlie French admiral sought in vain to draw him out to com

bat. Finding him ohstmate in his irn.nmbility, he shaped his course

for St. Drniin:io, where he assembled the merciiantmen of the dif-

ferent islau Is. and dis])atched' theru for Europe, under convoy of

tlirec ships of the line and three frigates.

i

\
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In tilis state of things, tlicre being mucli of the season lor opera-

tions j-till unexpired, t!ie count d'Estaing deliberated unon tlio

course to be pursued, with most advantage to the interests of liis

sovereio-n. But in t!ie meantime, he received letters from America,

advisinn- him of the extreme disi^atisfaction with which th.c rcniibli-

cans observed that the alliance with France had hitherto pro luccd

nothing, upon the American continent, that corresponded eitlicr to

the greatness of their ally, or to the general expectation of the Amer-

icans. It was represented to the French admiral that the enormous

expenses incurred in the expedition of Rhode Island, had been worse

Ihan fruitless ; that the zeal with which the French fleet had been

equipped and victualed by tlic Bostonians, had produced no better

effect than its immediate desertion of their coasts upon distant ex-

peditions ; that the benefits of the alliance were a nullity for the

Americans, since the loss of Savannah and all Georgia, which had

resulted from the retirement of the French, was not compensated

by the recovery of Philadelphia, even throwing tliat event into the

scale, as an indirect consequence of their co-operation, and suppos-

ing that the American arms would not otherwise have compelled

the British to abandon that capital ; that the occupation of Georgia

by the enemy was fraught with consequences still mor-: alarming,

since it opened h.im an easy entrance into the Carolinas ; that he

was already established in the heart of America, and drew his sus-

tenance thence ; that meanwhile, the French commanders were

cruising the West Indian seas, enriching themselves with the con-

quest of British possessions, and leaving the Americans to sustain

by themselves the whole burden of this desperate war ; that it ought

not, therefore, to be wondered at, if the number of the discontented

increased every day in proportion to the rapid diminution of the

partisans of France. These complaints were concluded wit!i the

most earnest instances and obsecrations that he would not abandon

a faithful ally in the midst of surrounding perils.

The count d'Estaing could not but listen to these representations,

although he had received instructions from his court, to return imme-

diately to Europe with the twelve ships of the line and four frigates,

\\ hich composed the fleet of Toulon. He was directed, by l!ie same

instructions, to detach three sail of the hue and two frigates, un-'wa^

the conduct of La Motte Piquet, for the station of St. Domingo.iction

to leave eight other ships of the line to winter at !\la:tinico,jrincipal

the command of the count de Grasse, who was to co-opertand, that

t!i(! marquis de Bouille, (ar the reduction of other Engli-v^er, genera]

Such were then the intentions of the French ministers; - three thou-

tialions with the court of Spain were in full activity, aiK'nch amounted
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tlio Americans to foci rill tlicir distress, in order to obtam in *hr^ trea-

ty iiK;y were ui)oui foriniiig willi iiis catholic iniijesty, more la>. Ara-

bic sti|)Ml;nions for c:ich uiembcr of the family comi)act. Jiut d"JCs-

taing thfiUgiil it beucr to obey the generous impulses of his iunirt,

than the orders of tiic ministry. To deprive the Americans of all

pretext for doubting the sincerity of his good dispositions towards

them, he set sail with twenty-two sail of the line and eight frigites.

He had two objects in contemplation, both of the highest imjjor-

tanc(; ; but he could come to no decision until he had first advised

with the ffenerals of con":ress. The first was the destruction of the

force under general Prevost, and thus freeing the province of Geor-

gia from the presence of the English, and South Carolina from the

danger of tiicir vicinity. The second was more decisive, and l.kely

to be attendetl with more difficulties; and that was, to attaclv. con-

jointly with Washington, the British force at New York, by sea and

land at the same time. The succ(\ss of these two entfsrprises would

have sufficed to put an end to the war u[)on the American continent.

It was on the first of September that the count d'Estaing made
his api)earance upon the coasts of Georgia, with twenty ships of the

line. He had detached two to Charleston of South Carolina, to give

notice of his arrival in those waters. It was totally unexpected to

the English; their ship, the Experiment, of fifty guns, commanded

bv captain Wallace, was o!)liged, after a stubborn resistance, to sur-

render to t'le French. Three British frigates shared the like fate, as

^vell as five transports loaded with provisions. This prize was highly

ccceplable to the victors, who were nnich in want of supplies, (len-

eral Prevost was then at Savannah, with only a ]wrt of his troops;

the remainder were still in their cantonments, on the island of Port

Royal, near the coast of Carolina. At sight of so pressing a danger,

he sent orders by exj^vess to colonel ISbiitland, who commanded on

that island, to rejoin him with all possible celerity. He likewise re-

called the detacliment that occupied Sunbury. The vessels at an-

chor in the Savannah were removed higher up, to secure them from

the fire of the enemy, or sunk to ob-truct his passage. Other im-

jMidiments for the same pur|)ose were planted in the river. The

iiiitish also destroyed the batteries they had erected on the island of

sifipsee, and compelled the blacks to work without intermission at

ChristtMtifications. The seamen, who had been put ashore, joined

Terre ; t.' troops, and were especially employed for tiie service of tht)

bat. Fill!,

for St. Do us of d'Estaing's arrival excited transports of exultation nt

ferent isl;i;i:b Gen Mai J^incoln immediately commenced his march

tliroc ships ol" lat the head of a strong detaclnncnt. A great nunilicf
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of small craft were dispatched to the French admiral, to facilitate the

debarKation of troops upon the coast, which large vessels cannot

approach very near. With the assistance of these light vessels, d'Es-

tain2, who had anchored off the bar which lies at the mouth of the

Savannah, was enabled to land his troops at Beaulieu, about thirteen

miles from the town of Savannah. At the same time his frigates were

occupied in taking possession of the lower river, and of the diflferent

inlets ; approaching as near to the town and lines as the circum-

stances of water and defense would admit. On the fifteenth of Sep-

tember, the French appeared under the walls of Savannah. They

were accompanied by Pulaski's legion, who had made a forced march

to join them. After some slight skirmishes, general Prevost con-

tracted all his posts within the cover of the artillery on the works.

Colonel Maitland not being yet arrived, the garrison, far from being

sufficient for acting offensively, were scarcely competent to the de-

fense of the works.

D'Estaing imperiously summoned Prevost to surrender the place

;

he announced in high language, that he commanded the same troops,,

a detachment of whom had recently taken the Hospital Hill, in Gre-

nada, by storm ; that he owed it to his humanity to remind him of it,

after which, it could not be imputed to him, if he should not be able

to restrain the fury of his soldiers, in the event of a fruitless resist-

ance. The Americans observed with extreme displeasure and jeal-

ousy, that the summons was made exclusively in the name of the

king of France.

General Prevost, reflecting that his re-inforcements had not yet

joined him, and that his lines were still in a very imperfect state of

defense, thought it prudent to gain all the time that was possible, by

pretending a willingness to negotiate a capitulation. He accordingly

answered the French admiral, that he neither could nor should sur-

render without being first made acquainted with the conditions, and

that he begged him to be more explicit on that head. Messages pa.ssed

backwards and forwards ; and at length, so shrewd was Prevost, and

so simple or so confident was d'Estaing, that a truce of twenty-four

hours was agreed upon, to afford time for deliberation. During this

interval, colonel Maitland arrived with the troops from Port Royal*

after having surmounted a variety of obstructions, and made his way

through almost impassable swamps and morasses. On the junction

of this re-inforcement, upon which depended, in truth, the principal

hope of defense, Prevost gave the French admiral to understand, that

he should hold out to the last. Two days before, however, general

Lincoln had joined the camp of the besiegers with about three thou-

sand men, among regular troops and militia. The French amounted
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to between four and five thousand. The garrison, including sailors

and loyalists, consisted of about three thousand men : the French

established their quarters to the right, and the Americans to the left

of the place. After the refusal of the British commander to surren-

der upon the first summons, the allies could not expect that a mere

assault should triumph over a formidable garrison, intrenched behind

works which they strengthened every day. It was, therefore, resolved

to commence a regular siege. The trenches were opened imme-

diately, and were carried on with so much vigor, that by the twenty-

fourth of September, a sap had been pushed to within three hundred

yards .of the abattis, on the left flank of the town. The besieged were

active in their endeavors to interrupt the works ; but their efforts were

inefiectual. Finally, the trenches being completed, and the batteries

armed, the bombardment commenced in the nigh* of the third of

October ; the fire became still more violent at daybreak on the

morning of the fourth, when tliirty-seven pieces of cannon and nine

mortars were unmasked ; while sixteen other pieces of cannon

enfiladed the works from the shipping. To increase the terror, the

besiegers launched carcasses into the town, which burned several

houses. Five entire days of this tempestuous fire caused infinite

mischief to the town, but made little impression upon the fortifica'

tions, which the besieged repaired with diligence, v^herever they were

at all damaged. It even seemed, that amidst the storm of balls and

bombs, they daily acquired new strength and solidity. The garrison,

and such of the inhabitants as joined the troops in defending the

ramparts, received httle injury. But the fate of the women, chil-

dren, and unarmed multitude, was indeed worthy of pity. Their

lives were continually threatened by the fall of their burning roofs.

Many perished, others, more unfortunate, were miserably crippled.

Touched by their distress, general Prevost wrote to d'Estaing, re-

questing permission that they should be sent aboard ships down the

river, and placed under the protection of a French ship of war, in

which state they were to continue until the business of the siege should

be decided. At the same time acquainting him, that his own wife

and family should be among the first to profit of the indulgence. The

anticipation of such a request was more to have been expected from

a generous enemy than its refusal ; since the reduction of the place

depended on force, and not on famine. But the French admiral,

whether he acted of himself or at the instigation of general Lincoln,

who, like all the inhabitants of Massachusetts, carried the spirit of

party to the extreme, after a delay of three hours, returned a haugh-

ty answer to this demand. He objected that Prevost had deceived

Wm by the truce, and that his present proposition very probabljr
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concealed a new artifice. He suspected him of intending by this

stratagem to cover the rich spoils of Carolina. He assured him,

finally, that he sincerely lamented the unhappy condition of the

individuals for whom he petitioned, but that general Prevost must

impute it wholly to himself, and those illusions which had darkened

his understanding.

Whatever was the ability of the British engineers, and especially

that of captain Moncrieffe, who rendered eminent services in this

siege ; whatever was the valor with which the garrison defended the

breaches, incessandy repaired by their exertions, the British general

could have had little hope of holding out long, and still less of a

successful defence, if the enemy had persevered in his gradual ap-

proaches. But d'Estaing experienced great difficulties. Far from

expecting to encounter so obstinate a resistance under the walls of

Savannah, he had calculated with such confidence on a prompt sur-

render, that he had come to anclior with his fleet of heavy capital

iihips, upon an inhospitable coast, and in a most critical season of the

year. He had even signified to the Americans, that he could not

remain on shore more than eight or ten days. Twenty had already

elapsed since the siege had commenced, and still there appeared no

immediate prospect of its termination. The season was growing

worse every day, and the naval officers were continually representing

to their admiral the perils to which he would expose the ships and

tcoops of the king, if he persisted any longer in the prosecution of

this expedition. It might also happen, that a British fleet would

arrive with every advantage united, and force the French squadron

to engage, at a moment when a part of its crews and artillery were

thus employed in the siege of Savannah. Under these considera-

tions, although the trenches were not yet carried to the requisite

perfection, and though no consideral)le breach had been opened, the

count d'Estaing resolved to attempt the assault. Necessity now

tirged him to this extreme counsel, after having delayed to embrace

it, when, at his landing, he had found the works not yet completed,

and the garrison not yet rc-inforced by colonel Maitland.

He consulted with general Lincoln upon the plan of attack ; it

was determined to direct it against the -.-ight flank of the place. On
this side, a swampy hollow way might bring the besiegers under

cover to within fifty yards of some of the principal works, and. at

some points still nearer.

The ninth of October, before day, the count d'Estaing and gene-

ral Lincoln, having formed the flower of both armies in three

columns, advanced by the hollow way to reconnoiter the point of

attack. But through the darkness, they took a greater circuit to the
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left, and got deeper in the bog than they needed or intended U

have done ; a circumstance which, besides the loss of time, could

scarcely fail of producing some disorder in the columns. Tliey,

however, soon formed anew, approached the foot of the walls, and

mounted to the assault with incredible spirit and audacity. It is

said, that the English had notice of it the preceding evening, and

that they were, consequently, prepared. It is certain, at least, that

they defended themselves with a vigor not inferior to that which as-

sailed them. A redoubt on the Ebenezer road became the scene of

the most terrible conflict. But every where the same courage wag

displayed, and no where could it be conjectured which of the parties

victory was disposed to crown. D'Estaing and Lincoln were at the

head of their columns, exposed to the most violent fire. Prevost,

Maitland and Moncriefle, displayed an equal ardor ; they continually

atiniulated their soldiers to repulse from their walls, to exterminate

these rebels to the king, and those inveterate enemies of the British

name. The combat was supported for above an hour with the same

fury. But little by little the assailants became exhausted by their

efforts. They were excessively galled by the artillery, which Mon-

criefle had disposed with extreme dexterity, and which assailed them

in almost every direction with a deluge of balls and grape-shot. The

violence of the attack abated, and the besieged hailed the moment in

which they saw tlieir safety in their own hands. They made a vigoi-

ous sally ; a corps of grenadiers and marines was at the head of the

column which, in a few instants, swept the ramparts and ditches.

Not content with this first success, and hurried on by their impetu-

osity, the English pursued their enemies, and drove them in the

greatest confusion through the abattis into the hollow we have men-

tioned. This movement was executed with such rapidity, that the

re-inforcements which Prevost had pushed forward could not arrive

in time to take part in it. Nor should it be omitted, that in the

height of the assault, the count Pulaski, at the head of two hundred

light horse, charging at full speed, attempted to penetrate into the

town, in order to assail the British in rear. But he received a mor-

tal wound ; his troops, on seeing him fall, were discouraged, and fell

back.

When the fog and smoke were dissipated, which had darkened

the air during the combat, horrible was the spectacle that discovered

itself. Heaps of dead and dying covered the ground, and particu-

larly near the Ebenezer redoubts : streams of blood rilled from the

wrecks ; lamentable cries arose on every side. The allies requested

a truce, with leave to bury the dead, and carry off" the wounded : the

first was granted, but a restriction laid in point of distance us to the
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rest. The assault of Savannah cost the allies a great sacrifice of

men. The loss of the French in killed and wounded amounted to

upwards of seven hundred ; more than forty of whom were officers.

Amon^ the wounded were d'Estaing himself, the viscounts deFon-

tange and de Bethizy, and the baron de Steding. The Americans

lost in slain and wounded about four hundred. The loss on the

British side, as they fought secure, was inconsiderable. Great civili-

ties now passed between the French camp and the British Unes, and

many apologies were made for the answer returned general Prevost

with respect to the women and children. They were now pressed

to place themselves in the situation which they had then requested
;

the Chimera, com.manded by the chevalier de St. Rumain, was

named for the reception of the general's wife, her children and

company. Prevost answered with a certain bluntness, that what

had been once refused, and that in terms of insult, could not in any

circumstance be deemed worth the acceptance.

A few days after died the count Pulaski, a Pole of illustrious birth.

Finding no opportunity in his own country to employ his sword in

the defense of liberty, of which he was one of the most zealous par-

tisans, he took the generous resolution to repair to the succor of the

cause he adored in America. If he lost his life there, he also left a

name revered by all the brave. It is related, that when his death

Avas announced to the king of Poland, he exclaimed, ' Pulaski

!

always valiant, but always foe to kings.' It cannot be denied that

king Stanislaus had good reason to complain of him. The congress

decreed him a monument.

The eighteenth of October, the allied army raised the siege of Sa-

vannah ; its retreat was effected so precipitately, that it was impos-

sible for the English to pursue it. General Lincoln passed his reg-

ular troops to the left bank of the Savannah, the militia disbanded

Tne French re-embarked with aV. their troops, artillery and stores

The count d'Estaing immediately set sail to clear the coasts of

America. His intention was to return to Europe with a part of his

tleet, and to send the remainder to the West Indies ; but a violent

storm dispersed his ships, and he had great difficulty in getting them

together again.

Such was the issue of the count d'Estaing's campaign upon the

coasts of North America, of that campaign in which the allies had

placed such sanguine hopes. After missing the expedition of the

Delaware, he twice abandoned that of Newport at the moment for

its accomplishment. Finally, under the walls of Savannah, he

showed himself at first too circumspect ; he delayed the attack, and

afterwards precipitated an assault which resulted in discomfiture

YOU II R«
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He conquered, it is true, two important islands in the West Indies,

and fought with no Httle glory a veteran British fleet, commanded by

the most able seamen. D'Estaingwas no less precipitate in coim-

sel than impetuous in execution. If fortune, as the friend of the

adventurous, had shown herself more propitious to his eftbrts, or to

the excellent plans which had been framed for him by the French

ministry, he would indubitably have given paralyzing strokes to the

naval power of England ; he would have afforded America all that

assistance on which she had founded her hopes of promptly termi-

nating the war.

It must be admitted, however, that if the co-operation of the French

admiral was not so advantageous to the Americans as they might rea-

Eonubly have expected, it was, nevertheless, far from being without

its utility. His presence was a check upon the English, and pre-

vented them from moving so soon as they purposed to have done

against the southern provinces. Moreover, the British ministers,

fearing not only for Rhode Island, but even for New York, if their

troops continued dispersedly to occupy both these provinces, besides

other positions, ordered general Clinton to evacuate the first. He
accordingly did so, the twenty-fifth of October, and withdrew the

garrison to New York. Thus Rhode Island, which had fallen with-

out resistance into the hands of the royalists, returned peaceably into

the power of the republicans. As the fleet of the count d'Estaing

was then upon the coasts of Georgia, the British generals, under the

apprehension of its coming suddenly upon Rhode Island, made their

retreat from Newport with so much precipitation, that they left be-

hind them all their heavy artillery, and a considerable quantity of

stores. The Americans took possession of them immediately. They

keptUhe British colors floating on the ramparts for several days ;

tbrs' stratagem decoyed into their power many of the king's vessels,

which came to surrender themselves at Newport.

Having related the military operations of this campaign, as well

on the American continent as in the West Indies, it is not without

interest to cast a glance upon the affairs of the interior, and to ex-

amine what was, at this epoch, the state of the finances, what were

the opinions and the intrigues of the different parties which agitated

a people embarked in the tumultuous career of revolution. If the

union of the arms of France with those of the congress had procured

real advantages to the Americans, and if it authorized them to hope

well of the future, it cannot be denied, on the other hand, that it had

a prejudicial effect upon their public spirit. This powerful proteo-

tion itself, with the hopes which were its immediate and necessary

result, easily persuaded the colonists that their quarrel approached
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its decision, that England would soon have to yield, and that in the

n;eahtime they might take their ease till the moment of deliverance

si ould arrive. This same cause, which should have excited their

emulation towards their great ally, and stimulated them to concur

With fresh ardor to the common aim, seemed, on the contrary, to

have abated their courage. They were impatient to enjoy that re-

pose during the continuance of danger which they ought not to have

desired until they had fully attained their intent. Amidst the bril-

liant images of approaching felicity with which their glowing imagi-

nations continually regaled them, they forgot to reflect that success

might still elude them while in the act of grasping it. France, on

seeing their torpor, might have changed her counsels ; had she not

in their indolence a plausible pretext and a new motive for a policy

which never hesitates to serve itself at the sacrifice of its allies ?

Was it not possible even that Spain, whose accession was ardently

desired as the pledge of victory, might refuse to combat for a cause

so frigidly supported by its own defenders ? The Americans seem-

ed not to recollect, that, if formidable armies hasten the final decision

of wars, they only also can render the conditions of peace honorable.

All these considerations were in a manner slighted by the bulk of the

nation. Content with what they had hitherto done, and placing

great reliance in the efficacy of French succors, they seemed in-

clined to leave to their allies the care of settling their quarrel. The

indifference which had infected all classes, was as profound as the

enthusiasm of former years had been intense. There could not have

existed a more sinister augury; experience demonstrates that though

it be but too easy to inflame a people the first time, nothing is more

difficult than to re-kindle its ardor when once extinct. The leading

Americans, ancf Washington in particular, were too enlightened not

to take alarm at this state of things ; they saw the evil in all its extent,

and spared no exertions in applying such remedies as they could.

They had recourse to exhortations, to the remembrance of past ex-

ploits ; they represented the necessity of not forfeiting the respect

of the allies ; the perils that still impended ; the power and the in-

trigu^is of England ; all was in vain. Imbosomed in apathy, these

reckle^s spirits abandoned to chance the decision of their dearest in

terests ; nothing could rouse them. The recruiting of the army pro-

gressed wuh the most tedious slowness. The soldiers that were un

der Washingi -^n, some because they had completed their engagements,

others because jhey were tired of serving, deserted their colors, and

retired to their henries. And by what means were they to be re-

placed ? Scarcely a T^w individuals were found who would engage,

according to the regulations of congress, for three years or till the end
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of the war. Engagements for a shorter term ecu d be of no utihty

to the service, and the backwardness of the people warranted no cal-

culation even upon that resource. To draw them by lot, and con-

strain them to march, was thought, and was, in fact, too dangerous

a measure to be adopted in the present temper of minds. The same

lethargy seemed to have overspread the army itself. It was well for

it, that the English were so little enterprising.

Such was the real origin of the languor that characterized all the

operations of this year's campaign. Washington, besides, adhering

to iiis uniform purpose of never coming to action, except with every

pr<jbability of success, would not commit to the hazard of battles the

fate of a cause, which he considered as already gained. Far from

challenging the enemy, he deemed himself extremely fortunate in

not being attacked. If events had taken the direction they should

have done, he would doubtless have found some opportunity to strike

an important blow for the service and glory of his country. Perhaps

the English would not have passed the year so quietly as they did

in Nevi^ York ; and perhaps Rhode Island would have fallen less

tardily under the domination of America.

The royal troops, in effect, had been much weakened in the first

months of the year, by the detachments they were obliged to make
to the West Indies and Georgia. But it almost always happens that

the most propitious occasions are lost amidst the tumult of popular

revolutions ; wherein the government, as being new, shows itself the

more feeble, as the opinions of individuals manifest themselves with

less restraint, and greater violence ; and public opinion, which can

only originate from the settled order of things, as yet, has no basis.

If sometimes success attend the enterprise, it must more frequently

be imputed to chance than to calculation. Such was, at this epoch,

the condition of the people of America. If in Georgia and Carolina

some efforts were made to repel the enemy, it was principally the

work of the mihtia of these two provinces, whose interest was then

immediately at stake. The others folded their arms, or contented

themselves with the adoption of spiritless measures. As if they con-

sidered themselves released from the ties of the confederation, they

made not their own cause of the danger that menaced the neighbor-

ing provinces. Nor were the Americans chargeable only with luke-

warmness, and this strange indifference to the fate of country ; there

also began to prevail among them a shameless thirst of gain, an

unbridled desire of riches, no matter by what means acquired. The

most illicit, the most disgraceful ways, were no obstacle to this

devouring passion. As it happens but too often in political revolu-

tions, there had sprung up a race cf men who sought to make their
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private advantage of the public distress. Dependence or indepen-

dence, liberty or no liberty, were all one to them, provided they could

fatten on the substance of the state. While good citizens were

wasting themselves in camps, or in the discharge of the most

arduous functions ; while they were devoting to their country, their

time, their estates, their very existence, these insatiable robbers were

plundering, and sharing out, without a blush, the public fortune, and

private fortunes. All private contracts became the object of their

usurious interference and nefarious gains ; all army supplies enriched

them with peculations ; and the state often paid dearly for what it

never obtained. Nor let any imagine that the most sincere and

virtuous friends of their country ever made so pompous a parade of

their zeal ! To hear these vile beings, they only were animated with

a genuine and glowing patriotism. Every citizen of eminent rank, or

invested with any public authority whatever, who refused to connive

at their rapines, was immediately denounced as lukewarm, tory^

royalist, sold to England ; it would seem that the first duty of those

who governed the republic in times of such distress, was to fill the

cofi^ers of these flaming patriots. That their own praises should

always have hung upon their lips is not to be wondered at ; for there

has never existed a robber, who had not been first a cheat ; but

what seems really strange, and almost staggers belief, is that they

could have found partisans and dupes. This public pest spread

wider every day; it had already gangrened the very heart of the

state. The good were silenced, the corrupt plumed themselves upon

their efirontery ; every thing presaged an approaching ruin ; it was

the hope of England. Shall we attempt to penetrate the causes of

so great a change, in a nation once so distinguished for the purity of

its manners ?

It will be found, that besides the general relaxation, which war

too generally produces in the morals of the people, new govern-

ments, destitute of money, are constrained to procure it, and all their

resources at the hands of usurers. Tlie example is contagious ; it

rapidly obtains throughout the community. These same govern-

ments find themselves compelled by the force of circumstances to

give the preference and yield much to individuals who adhere, or

pretend to adhere to their party. They accept for security in the

most important transactions, a zeal for the public good, whether real

or feigned. If it is necessary that they should welcome such sort of

beings when they present themselves, they must, for the same rea-

son, be tender in punishing when they detect them in delinquency.

Briefly, in such an order of things, the man of worth must, of ne-

cessity, make room for the man of naught. Not only unpunished.
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but tolerated, but employed, but encouraged, the species rapidly jtiul-

tiplies. Like pestilential bodies, whose bare contact infects those

that are sound, vice soon poisons honesty in the hearts it can steal

upon.

But one of the first and most operative causes of so deplorable a

change in American morality, unquestionably lay in the depreciation

of paper money. It was such at the commencement of this year,

that eight dollars in bills could only command one in specie. The

fall of this paper was daily accelerated, as well from the continual

emissions by the congress, as by the little efficacy of the French

succors, and the disasters of Georgia. In the month of December,

a dollar in specie could hardly be obtained with forty of paper.*

Nor is there any thing surprising in this, when it is considered that,

independent of the dubious stability of the state, there was, in the

month of September, the sum of one hundred and fifty-nine millions,

nine hundred and forty-eightthousand, eight hundred and eighty-two

dollars of the paper of congress in the thirteen United States. If to

this mass be added the bills emitted by the particular provinces, it

will readily be seen how immeasurably the aggregate amount of this

sort of debt surpassed the resources of the new republic. The rapid

declension of this currency is further accounted for by the extreme

activity with which the loyalists and English employed t*hemselves in

counterfeiting it. There often arrived from England entire chests of

those spurious bills, and so perfectly imitated that they were scarcely

to be distinguished from the genuine. The British generals, and

especially Clinton, though in reluctant obedience to the orders of the

ministry, spared no pains in disseminating them throughout the con-

tinent. It cannot be doubted, but that the cabinet of St. James

considered this falsification of the bills of credit, as a most effica-

cious mean for the recovery of its colonies. The British ministers

were perfectly aware that it was the only pecuniary resource at the

disposal of congress for the support of the war, and they calculated

by draining it to disarm the Americans. Unquestionably it v/as

neither the first time nor the last that this mode of making war has

been resorted to ; but it will always, nevertheless, be held in abhor-

rence by all good men. For public faith sljould always be respected,

even between enemies ; and of all perfidies is there one more fright-

ful, and especially more vile than the counterfeiting of money ? In

addition to all this, the commerce which the Americans had been

wont to carry on, by means of their products, with England and other

nations, was totally interrupted ; and as their soil and industry fur-

* The cost of a simple repast, or a pair of shoes, was from forty to fifty dollar.** of

this depreciated paper.
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nished them with but a small part of the articles essential to war,

they were under the necessity of procuring them from abroad, and

with gold and silver. Hence it resulted that specie, which even

before the war had become distressingly scarce, diminished progres-

sively, and daily advanced in price, in the ratio of its rarity. The
bills proportionably lost their value in public estimation. From their

alarming depreciation it followed not only that all purses were closed,

and that the markets, scantily, and with extreme difficulty supplied,

became the object of the continual murmurs of the people, but even

that the faith of contracts was violated, and that individual probity

was every where relaxed. With httle, debtors acquitted themselves

of much towards their creditors. Very few, at first, resorted to this

unworthy expedient ; but as evil propagates itself more rapidly than

good, a multitude of citizens stained themselves with the same re-

proach, and the contagion became general. Herein the faithless

and avaricious debtor was no respecter of persons ; Washington him-

self experienced this odious return from persons he had generously

succored in their necessities.

The distress of the times had likewise given birth to another race

of men, who devoted themselves to the business of speculating upon

the depreciation of bills, dexterously profiting of a temporary rise or

fall ; and these variations of current price depended much less on

the more or less favorable posture of public affairs, than upon news
invented and circulated by those jobbers, or their intrigues and mo-
nopolies. Useful arts, and the labors of a fair commerce, were aban-

doned for the more alluring chances of paper negotiations. The
basest of men enriched themselves ; the most estimable sunk into

indigence. The finances of the state, the fortunes of individuals,

experienced the same confusion. Nor was avarice the extent of the

evil ; the contagion of that pestiferous passion attacked the very

source of every virtue. Private interest every where carried it

against the interests of the pubhc. A greater number than it is easy

to believe, looked upon the love of country as a mere illusion, which

held out no better prospect than ruin and desolation. Nobody would
enlist without exorbitant bounty ; nobody would contract to furnish

the public supplies, none would supply the contractors, without enor-

mous profits first lodged in their hands ; none would accept of an

office or magistracy without perfect assurance of a scandalous salary

and illicit perquisites. The disorder, the depravation, were pushed
to such a point, that perhaps never was the ancient adage more de-

plorably confirmed, that there is no halting-place on the road of
corruption.

To th** insatiable thirst of gold was joined the rage of party spirit

,
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even the members of congress could not escape its vortex. Hence

they too often disputed among themselves about their personal affairs,

instead of discussing the grave and important interests of the state.

When a feeble nation places itself under the patronage of one that

is powerful, and looks up to it for protection, that nation must expect

to find its bosom agitated by the tumults of party and the fury of

faction. Some citizens, more occupied with their country's interests,

or their own ambition, than the necessity of maintaining a good un-

derstanding with the more powerful nation, depart from the route

which policy would have prescribed. Unguarded in their language

and actions, they are continually liable to give umbrage to the agents

of their great ally. Others, guided by the love of their country, or

by their private interest, show themselves more feeble ; they yield

without resistance, they flatter and caress. Each of these parties is

equally in error. The first, pluming themselves in vain upon the

name of independents, cannot in all respects assume the manners it

implies, when they have an indispensable need of a tutelary support.

The second omit to reflect that their excessive condescension does

but embolden their ally to crave without measure as without end.

To observe a just medium between these extremes, requires a con-

summate prudence. The latter class are, of course, by far the most

agreeable to the agents of the guardian power ; they find them

docile instruments, and if, as too often happens, assailable on the

side of avarice, or ambition, prompt to serve as spies, as informers,

as tools, whose base devotion no longer knows a check. The con-

trast and rivalship of these two factions soon degenerate into open

war. The one reproaches the other with sacrificing the state to their

cupidity, with betraying it, selling it to their protectors ; with no

longer having a country save that of their new masters ;
they load

them with contempt and execration. These answer their adversa-

ries that an ill-timed arrogance may deprive the state of an indis-

pensable prop ; that it will be time enough to put on airs of indepen-

dence when it is actually achieved ; that in all their discussions, wise

men, and especially statesmen, describe a curve, when a right line

leads to a precipice ; that affairs of state should not be swayed by

the self love of individuals ; that in policy the most useful is always

the most honorable; and, finally, that no one ought to blush when

he attains the object of his aim. Such was the language of the

more moderate among those called dependents. But others, hurried

away by the spirit of party, or wishing to disguise their baseness,

exclaimed aloud that the Independents were the enemies of France •

that they were friends of England ; with her they kept up a trai-
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torous correspondence ; to her they betrayed the secrets of the

state ; that they would fain violate the faith of treaties, and dissolve

the aUiance solemnly concluded with the French, in order to listen

to the proposals of England, and throw themselves into her arms.

It is to be observed, in effect, that at this very time, the British

ministers were laboring incessantly to seduce the chiefs of the Amer-

ican government with new offers of peace, even at the acknowledg-

ment of independence. The scope of this conduct might have

been to excite the jealousy of France, or to foment factions in Amer-

ica, or perhaps really to obtain peace and alliance with the United

States.

However it was, these overtures had in part the effect which the

British cabinet probably had expected ; they were but too well

seconded by a species of men who find their proper element in con-

fusion; and intestine dissensions agitated every part of the American

continent. Not private citizens only, but the very members of the

government, applied themselves with infinitely more ardor to pull

each other to pieces, than to the discharge of their duties. These

seeds of discord had long been germinating ; they developed them-

selves with still greater rapidity, when Silas Deane returned to the

United States aboard the squadron of the count d'Estaing. At first

commercial agent of America in Europe, he had been one of the

three commissioners who had signed the treaty of alliance at Paris

Secretly irritated at having been recalled, in haste to turn accuser

before being accused himself, and careful to make his court to the

French, he declared every where, and afterwards printed, that tha

congress would not hear the report of his mission to Paris ; that

they refused to adjust his accounts ; that Arthur Lee, one of the three

commissioners, William Lee, American consul in Europe, and their

two brothers, members of congress, kept up a secret correspondence

with England ; that they, and all their adherents, endeavored in va-

rious ways to disgust the court of France, and especially in opposing

the reimbursement to particular Frenchmen of sums which they

had expended at the commencement of the war in the purchase of

arms and military stores for account of America. That they were

now intriguing to displace Franklin, as they had before attempted to

pull down Washington ; that, in a word, they had conspired to

change men and things, and to give another direction to the policy of

the state. The writing which Deane published and distributed with

profusion, in the month of December, 1778, produced a vehement

stir ; the spirit of party eagerly seized this new subject of discord

and hatred. The brothers Lee answered with moderation ; but

Thomas Paine and William Drayton stepped forward to avenge them

VOL. II. s
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roundly. They retorted upon Deane, that the congress not only

consented to hear him, but that they had already heard liim, and had

notified him that they were ready to give him audience anew ; that

if they had not passed his accounts, it was for want of verifications
;

Deane having himself, either through forgetfulness or design, left

them behind in France ; that if Arthur Lee kept up a corrcKpon-

dcnce v/ith England, he was sufficiently authorized in it by his char-

acter of ambassador ; that during his residence at Paris, he had ad-

dressed the congress letters incomparably more able, luminous, and

fraught with intelligence, than those of liis calumniator, v.ho had

never written a word of any solidity ; that the friendship of a power

so generous as France could be better preserved by an erect and no-

nle deportment, than by a servile adulation towards its agents ; that

if the reimbursement of those Frenchmen who had furnished arms

and munitions had not been yet effected, it was because that Deane

himself, in concert with the other commissioncTS of congress, had

written that no payment was to be made for these supplies, which

were to be considered as the voluntary gifts of zealous friends of

America ; that no thought had ever been entertained of recalling

Franklin, because it was perfectly well known how much the advices

furnished by that estimable man, as well as the contracts he had made

in France, differed from every thing in the correspondence and op-

erations of Silas Deane ; that neither was it forgotten what difference

of manners and pretensions existed between those Frenchmen who
had treated with Franklin for an engagement in the American ser-

vice, and those whom Deane had sent out to America ; that no one

could better judge than himself whether the facts recapitulated were

likely to redound to his honor ; that, as for the rest, it little became

Deane to call up the intrigues, real or supposed, of which Wash-

ington had been the object, since himself, when he resided at Paris

as agent for the congress, had suggested for serious deliberation,

whether it would not be advantageous to confide the supreme com-

mand of the American troops to one of the most distinguished gen-

erals of Europe, as for example, to prince Ferdinand, or Mareschal

de Broglie ; that it was right and proper to keep the faith pledged to

France, but that it was right and proper also, agreeably to the usage

of all states, to hear the propositions, and to receive the overtures,

which promised to promote the welfare of the country, from what-

ev/' -larter they might come,
i /e mov

, .enor of the paragraphs published by Paine and Drayton was

, . J
"

eins: agreeable to Gerard, the minister of France ; he no-

.
th

^^^" ^^^ avowal of negotiations kept up with England,

^ *" 'ration of a refusal to liquidate the disbursements made
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by his countrymen. He addressed very energetic complaints to the

congress ; in order to appease him, that assembly declared that they

disapproved the contents of the published memorials, and that they

were convinced that the supplies furnished by certain French indi-

viduals could not be considered as a gift. The congress had, in

trut'i, been made debtor for them in the accounts presented, whether

the intention of those who furnished them had never been to ofier

them as a mere donative, or that Deane had made them the object

of a sordid speculation. Opinions were then much divided on that

point. The congress, moreover, renewed the declaration that the

United States v/ould never conclude either peace or truce with Great

Britain, v/ithout the formal and previous consent of their august ally.

Thomas Paine requested and obtained leave to resign the office he

filled, of secretary of congress for the foreign department. The
government either was, or pretended to be dissatisfied with him, for

the disclosure he had made, in this discussion, of facts which it

would rather have kept still under the veil.

So many elements of discord would perhaps have sufficed to

kindle civil war in America, if its inhabitants had been less familiar-

ized with liberty. Their attention was, besides, taken up by two

important objects ; one was the imminent peril to which the two

Carolinas were exposed a short time after, in consequence of the

siege of Charleston by sir Henry Clinton ; the other, the negotiations

opened v.'ith Spain, and soon afterwards, the active fart she took in

the war. The court of Madrid, as we have already seen, glowed

with a desire to interfere in the grand quarrel which had just broken

out. Besides the mutual hatred which animated tlie English and

Spanish nations, Spain had also in view to humble the odious British

arrogance, to recover Gibraltar and Jamaica, and to conquer the

two Floridas, tvhich appeared to her essential to the entire command

of the gulf of Mexico. She was now also stimulated by France,

who, not content with representing to her the common interest she

had in this war, pressed her and summoned her every day to fulfill

the stipulations of the family compact. Meanwhile, particular con-

siderations pointed her to a more circumspect procedure. A merican

independence could scarcely seem to smile upon her entirely, when
she reflected on the contagion of example, and her own colonies.

Her backwardness to declare herself was also perhaps concerted

with France, in order toebtain better conditions from the Americans.

The court of Versailles had regretted to find itself constrained to

take a decisive step, after the unexpected victory of general Gates,

which had started the apprehension that England would consent, for

the sake of reconciliation with her colonies, to acknowledge their
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independence. France would much rather have persisted in her

original plan, and stood aloof still for a long time, waiting for the

Americans to be reduced to the last extremity, in order to wring

Oom them more advantageous conditions for herself, than those of

*he two treaties of commerce and alliance. But the success of the

A.mericans having baffled her designs, she still had in reserve the

chance of making them pay around price for the accession of Spam.

With this drift, she magnified excessively the advantages they might

expect from it, in order to extort from their impatience, what precip-

itation had defeated her of at the time of her own declaration.

The ultimate object of all these maneuvers, was to secure to the

jiubjects of France, in the future treaty of peace, the fisheries of

Newfoundland, to the exclusion of the citizens of the United States
;

and to Spain, the possession of the two Floridas, the exclusive navi-

gation of the INIississippi, with the sovereignty of the regions situated

on the left bank of that river, and behind the frontiers of the confed-

erate provinces. Accordingly, to prove to the Americans how

strong an interest he took in their cause, and to Europe, according

to usage, his ardent desire to preserve peace, the king of Spain

offered his mediation. He considered it, moreover, as a justificative

measure of the war he was about to undertake, for he was by no

means ignorant that England would not accept it. The court of

London knew too well that Spain, united to France by the strictest

ties, could not be an impartial mediatrix ; it knew also, that media-

tors of this description always finish with becoming declared enemies.

The court of Madrid intending also to establish, as the basis of the

negotiation for peace, that Great Britain sliould treat her colonies as

independent, it was not presumable that she would accept a condi-

tion which was precisely the principal point in contest. Neverthe-

less, the marquis d'Almadovar, his catholic majesty's ambassador,

presented to the court of London a plan of accommodation, which

contained, besides the article above, those which follow. That, in

order the more easily to extinguish the flames of war, the crowns of

France and of Great Britain should lay down arms and consent to a

general truce ; that their respective plenipotentiaries should convene

at a place agreed upon, for the purpose of adjusting their differences

;

that Great Britain should grant a like truce to the American colo-

»iies ; that a line of boundary should be drawn, which neither of the

belligerent parties might transcend during the armistice ; that both

his Britannic majesty and the colonies should send one or more

commissioners to the city of ISladrid, in order to consent to the pre-

ceding conditions, and all such others as might tend to conciliation.

To this offer of mediation the British ministers made only evasive
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and dilatory answers. If they were not disposed i^ accept it,, since

it invoivcd the acknowledgment of independence, they avoided also

to reject it too ostensibly, as well not to excite the discontent of their

nation, as to gain time to open negotiations with the courts of

Europe. Their intention was to offer advantageous conditions to

France, in order to detach her from America, and to America, in

order to detach her from France. And, in case, as they presumed,

these negotiations should fail of success, they purposed to use strenu-

ous endeavors with the other powers, in order to excite some move-

ment in Europe against France. They hoped thus to find her so

much employment on shore, that she would be obliged to neglect her

marine, and that it would of course become an easy task to vanquish

it. They conceived also, that when America should see her ally

engaged in a new struggle, she would show herself more disposed to

enter into an arrangement with England. Such was then the policy

of the powers at war, and of those that were inclined to take part

therein.

Meanwhile, France and Spain, with a viev/ of obtaining fronr.

America the conditions which, since her separation with England,

v.'ere the main scope of their counsels, notified to the congress,

through M. Gerard, the French minister at Philadelphia, the offer

of mediation made to the court of London by that of Madrid. He
was directed to observe, that the object of all mediation being peace,

it was natural to presume that conferences were about to be opened

for its negotiation and conclusion. He invited the congress to ap-

point plenipotentiaries to take part in these negotiations, whether

with England or with Spain ; he also urged the expediency of their

making known the basis on which they were disposed to treat. He
added, that he felt it his duty to intimate that circumstances did not

permit the United States to carry their pretensions higher than their

fortune ; that, consequently, it was desirable that they should be

moderate in their demands, in order not to furnish England with a

pretext for standing out, and that Spain might be enabled to prose-

cute her mediation to a successful conclusion. ' As to the acknowl-

edgment of American independence,' continued the French minister,

' it is to be expected that Great Britain, out of that pride which

sovereigns have, and which it becomes them to have, will manifest

an extreme repugnance to making it in form. This case has been

provided for in the treaty of alliance, where it is stipulated that its

object is to obtain for the United States independence, whether

express or imphed. France knows, by her own experience, what it

costs monarchs to proclaim in formal terms the independence of

those they have once governed as subjects Spain, in preceding
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ages, did but tacitly acknowledge the independence of Holland, aftei

a war of thirty years, and not formally till after a resistance of

seventy. Up to this very time, the republic of Geneva and the

thirteen Swiss Cantons have not as yet been able to obtain from the

states of which they made part, an express acknowledgment of their

independence and sovereignty. As for the rest, since you enjoy the

object of your wishes, you ought to attach very little importance to

mere words.' It is to be remarked, thai the French minister aflected

to be much in earnest in his efforts to bring over the Americans to

this way of thinking, because he w'as convinced that they would

not adopt it ; and that therefore to induce France and Spain to exact

on their behalf an express acknowledgment of independence, they

would acquiesce in whatever den^ands those powers might choose to

make.

In order to confirm them the more in the refusal of what he

demanded, he took care to remind them that the United States

appeared to him, from their situation and the vigor of their resis-

tance, to have higher claims than ever Holland, Geneva, and Swit-

zerland could have made any pretensions to. Fearing, hov/ever,

the insufficiency of these means to decide the Americans to yield

the desired concessions, he 'proceeded to suggest, that not only was

it necessary to enable the mediator by the moderation of their de-

mands to inspire England with pacific dispositions, but that it was

moreover expedient to offer the mediator such advantages as might

determine him to make common cause with France and America,

in case Great Britain should refuse peace. He extolled the power

of the triple alliance that was meditated, and represented it as the

guaranty of certain triumph. He set forth that though the arms of

France and America were indeed capable of resisting those of the

enemy, the junction of the forces of Spain could alone render them

preponderant, and prevent the catastrophe which might result from

a single sinister event; that hitherto the balance had been equal be-

tween the two parties, but that a new weight was necessary to make

it turn in favor of the Americans. The French minister closed this

declaration with a disclosure of the pretensions of his court with re-

spect to the fishery of Newfoundland, and those of Spain relative to

the two Floridas, the Mississippi, and the western territory, which

now forms the state of Kentucky. The congress deliberated upon

these communications. They considered, on the one hand, that

the intervention of Spain was very desirable for America ; but on

the other, that she held it at too high a rate. They consequently

felt the utmost repugnance to subscribe to all the concessions which

the courts of Versailles and Madrid appeared disposed to wrest from
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them. Very warm debates ensued upon these different points. All

the members consented to guaranty to Spain the possession of the

two Floridas, but also refused to grant her the exclusive naviga-

tion of t!ie Mississippi ; the relinquishment of the western territory

was objected to by many, and that of the Newfoundland fislicry al-

most universally, especially on the part of the New England deputies.

Beside this extreme diversity of opinions, a powerful motive prevent-

ed the Americans from taking any definitive resolution ; they Imd

penetrated, that such was the eagerness of the Spaniards to come to

blows with the English, that in any event, it could not be long before

a rupture must take place between the two nations. In eflect the

congress consumed so much time in answering, in appointing plen-

ipotentiaries, and in preparing their instructions, that hostilities were

already commenced between these powers, not only in Europe, but

also in America.

By the beginning of August, don Bernard Galvez, governor of

Louisiana, for the king of Spain, had undertaken with success an

expedition against the British possessions upon the Mississippi, This

news, and still much more, the certain intelligence that the same don

Galvez had solemnly proclaimed the independence of the United

States at New Orleans, caused the Americans to drop at once all

further thought of concession. Notwithstanding the hostilities now

commenced between Spain and England, the French minister per-

sisted in maintaining that England manifested pacific dispositions,

and that the cabinets of Versailles and Madrid were more than ever

animated by the same sentiments. But enlightened by what passed

before their eyes, the Americans instructed their plenipotentiary at

the court of France, as also the one destined to treat with that of

London, to keep steadily in view that the first object of the defensive

war wawed by the allies, was to establish the independence of the

United States; that consequently the preliminary basis of all negotia-

tion with Great Britain must be the acknowledgment of the freedom,

independence and sovereignty of the said states, which acknowledg-

ment must be secured and guarantied according to the form and

stipulations of the treaty of alliance with his most christian majesty.

As to the right of fishery upon the banks of Newfoundland, the

Americans insisted that it should be preserved to them, with the

clause that if they were disquieted by England in its exercise, France

should consider it as case of alliance. They further enjoined their

plenipotentiaries to use all possible exertions to obtain from England

the cession of Canada and Nova Scotia, in favor of the United States,

observing, however, that the rejection of this proposition should

not be an obstacle to the re-establishment of peace^ The idea of this
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last demand had been suggested by the deputies of Massachusetts,

and other provinces of New England. The plenipotentiaries were

authorized to agree to a suspension of arms during the continuance

of the negotiations, with the reservation, however, that the ally ot

the United States should likewise consent to it, and that the troops

of the enemy should entirely evacuate their territory. Such was the

substance of the instructions given to the American plenipotentiaries;

as to the rest, they were to be guided by their own wisdom, the laws

of the confederation, and the counsels of the court of France.

The war being already actually commenced between Spain and

England, the chevalier de la Luzerne^ wiio succeeded M. Gerard at

Philadelphia, could no longer urge with the congress the advantages

and necessity of the co-operation of the Spanish force, as a motive

for their yielding the above mentioned concessions. But he did not

omit to place in the strongest light all the benefits which would result

to the United States from connecting themselves with the court

of Madrid by treaties of commerce and alliance, which should regu-

late their common and respective interests, whether present or future.

' It is evident,' he said, ' that Spain will display more vigorous ef-

forts against England, when she knows the advantage that is to ac-

crue to herself from a war undertaken chiefly for the utility and in

terests of the United States. On the other hand, it is no less man-

ifest, how extremely it interests the honor and consolidation of the

republic to have its independence formally acknowledged by so great

and powerful a monarch as his catholic majesty, and to be united to

him by treaties of amity and alliance. An alliance,' he added, ' than

which nothing could more gratify his most christian majesty, who,

united to the king of Spain by the most sacred ties, and to America

by the bonds of the tenderest friendship, could not but desire with

ardor to see the most complete and durable harmony established be-

tween them.' The French minister expatiated largely upon this sub-

ject, adding still other arguments drawn from public law.

All his efforts were vain. The congress saw too clearly that if

Spain took part in the war, it was neither out of regard for the inter-

ests, nor for the independence of America, which in the present

state of things was no longer a matter of doubt, but for her own sake,

and particularly to reduce the maritime power of England. Accord-

ingly, they showed themselves little disposed to make new sacrifices-

Wishing, however, to testify their desire to form alliance with the

king of Spain, they appointed John Jay their minister plenipotentiary

to the court of Madrid. His instructions were to endeavor to dis-

pose that court to be satisfied with a mere treaty of amity and com-

merce with the United States. He was, moreover, directed to declare,
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that if his catholic majesty entered into the league against Great Brit

ain, the United States would consent that ne should secure for himself

the possession of the Floridas ; and even, if England gave her consent

to it in the treaty of peace, the United States would guaranty him this

new acquisition with the condition that they should continue to enjoy

tlie navigation of the Mississippi to the sea. As to the territory situ-

ated on the eastern bank of the river, they declared that it could not

be renounced. The minister of congress was likewise to solicit the

king of France, as the chief of the alliance, to employ his mediation

in order to accelerate the conclusion of the treaties with Spain. He

was charged with some other demands at the court of Madrid. But

piqued at the refusal of congress to consent to the stipulations which

she had most at heart, Spain not only demonstrated on her part a

disposition equally unyielding, but after having declared war against

Great Britain, she would neither acknowledge the independence of

the United States, nor receive nor send ambassadors. At the same

time in which Jay was appointed plenipotentiary to the court of Ma-

drid, John Adams was elected minister plenipotentiary to negotiate

a treaty of peace and commerce with England.

Such was, then, the situation of affairs in America. In Europe

they took the direction which had been foreseen by all prudent men,

and which was desired even by those who pretended a wish t(j attain

an opposite object. Spain had completed her maritime armaments

;

she was arrived at the point where she had purposed to throw off" the

mask. She wanted to take an open part in the war ; and joining her

forces with those of France, to aim such rapid blows at the excessive

naval power of England, as should transfer to the Bourbons the

, scepter of the sea. She would fain have a plausible pretext to justify

her conduct. She accordingly resolved to renew her offers of medi-

ation at the court of London, and to urge the British government in

such a manner, that it should at length be constrained to declare itself

iiie first. The marquis d'Almodovar, the Spanish minister at Lon-

don, made, in the month of June, the most pressing instances to the

British ministry, in order to extort a definitive answer. The moment

seemed the better chosen, as it was already known that the count

d'Orvillicrs had sailed from Brest with the whole French armament,

and was standing to the south in order to join, near the isle of Cizar-

ga, with the Spanish fleet, which lay, in expellent condition, expect-

ing him in those waters. The two allied courts felt yet more confirmed

m their resolution, when they saw the English marine in no situation

to balance their united forces. Whether from absolute necessity, or

from negligence on the part of ministers, it is certain that the arma-

ments of England at this period were very far inferior to her dangers.
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She answered, nevertheless, that she could not admit the condition

of independence, even with the modifications proposed by Spain.

The Spanish minister then departed from London, after having de-

livered a declaration to lord Weymouth, secretary of state. This

rescript recapitulated, beside the rejection of the mediation, several

other motives of war, such as insults offered at sea to the Spanish

flag, hostile incursions upon the lands of the king, instigations to the

savages to infest the Spanish subjects of Louisiana, the violation of

the rights of his catholic majesty in the bay of Honduras, and other

like grievances. The court of London answered by a counter dec-

laration, in which it endeavored, as usual, to destroy all the asser-

tions of that of Madrid. The king of England recalled lord Grant-

ham, his ambassador in Spain. He afterwards issued a proclama-

tion of reprisals on that power, and another regulating the distribu-

tion of prizes. At the same time, France, as the preponderant and

leading part of the alliance, published a manifesto, in which she laid

before tlie eyes of Europe the motives which had constrained the

two allied courts to take up arms.

These motives, detailed at great length, may be reduced to the

following points ; the necessity of avenging injuries received, and

the desire, certainly sincere, to put down the tyrannical empire which

England had usurped, and pretended to maintain upon the ocean.

The king of Spain likewise pubhshed different oflicial papers. Two
royal cedulas demonstrated to the nation the necessity and justice

of the war. They were followed by a very prolix manifesto, which

advanced a hundred causes of rupture with Great Britain ; the

greater part had been already announced in the declaration of the

marquis d'Almodovar. It was added in this, and represented as a

direct outrage, that at the very time when the British ministers re-

jected the propositions openly made by Spain, as mediatrix, they

had employed secret agents to make the most alluring offers to the

court of France, if she would abandon the colonies and conclude a

separate peace with England. ' At the same epoch,' said the mani-

festo, ' the British cabinet had clandestinely dispatched another agent

to doctor Franklin at Paris. Divers propositions were made to that

minister, in order to detach the Americans from France, and bring

them to an arrangement with Great Britain. The British govern-

ment offers them conditions not only similar to those it has disdained

and rejected when they proceeded from the part of his catholic maj-

esty, but much more favorable still.' The first wrongs specified,

that is, the insults on the Spanish flag, the hostile incursions upon

the king's territory, and the unjust decrees of courts of admiralty,

might have obtained a sufficient reparation, if the two part es had
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been at that time less animated with enmity towards each other. As

to the reproach of duplicity imputed to the British ministers with

respect to their conduct during the discussions of the mediation, if

the historian cannot positively applaud them, he will find at least

that it is difficult to blame them for it, and still more so to discover

in it a sufficient ground of u^ar. In effect, these political wiles, far

from being new or extraordinary, are but too frequent ; all states-

men, and especially those who employ them, consider such means,

if not honorable, at least allowable for attaining their ends. But, as

we have already observed, the primary and capital motive, to which

all the others did little more than serve as a veil, was the wish to de-

stroy the maritime superiority of England. The king of Spain even

made the avowal of it, herein also imitating the candor of the king

of France. lie formally declared in his manifesto, that in order to

obtain a durable peace, it was necessary to set bounds to the im-

moderate power of England by sea, and to demonstrate the falsity of

those principles upon which she founded her usurpation. He con-

cluded with observing, that the other maritime powers, and all the

nations of the universe, were interested in the triumph of so equita-

ble a cause. This argument was no doubt as just as it was noble

;

but it vvould have been more honorable still, if the tyrannical domi-

nation of England, about which so much noise was then made, had

not been, not only peaceably tolerated for a long series of years, but

even formally acknowledged. The king of Great Britain replied

with another manifesto, wherein no little address was displayed in re»

futing the assertions of the two kings, his enemies. It closed with

the most energetic, but the most ordinary protestations of his regard

for humanity. Since these pompous declamations have been brought

into use between the governments of civilized nations, is it found

that wars are become less frequent, or less destructive ?

While the two belligerent parties were endeavoring to justify their

conduct in the sight of the universe, while each of the kings was

protesting that he had not been the first disturber of peace, the fleets

of France and Spain presented themselves with formidable parade

upon the coasts of Great Britain. They consisted of sixty-six ships

of the line, comprehending a Spaniard of one hundred and fourteen

guns, the San Trinidad, two Frenchmen of one hundred and ten,

and one hundred and four, the Bretagne and the Ville de Paris,

eight others of eighty, and fifteen of seventy-four ; the rest of less

force. This immense armada was followed by a cloud of frigates,

corvettes, cutters, and fire ships. It was commanded in chief by

the count d'Orvilliers, who mounted the Bretagne ; the vanguard

was under the conduct of the count de Guichen, and the rear
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under the conduct of don Gaston. The vanguard was itself pre-

ceded by a hght squadron commanded by M. de la Touche Tre-

ville, and composed of five swift sailing ships, and all the frigates

which were not attached to the first divisions. The object of this squad-

ron was to discover and announce whatever should appear at sea.

Finally, the armament was followed by another squadron of observa-

tion, composed of sixteen ships of the line, at the orders of don TiCwis

de Cordova. The design of the allies was, according to appear-

ances, to make a descent upon that part of the coasts of Greai

Britain which they should find the most conveniently accessible.

Every thing seemed to conspire in their favor; even the importance

of the enterprise, the immensity of their forces, the defenseless con-

dition of Ireland, the inferiority of the British marine, the weakness

of the regular troops that remained for the defense of England, since

the greater part had been sent to America and the West Indies.

Beside this fleet, one of the most tremendous which the ocean had

ever borne, three hundred transports were prepared at Havre de

Grace, St. INIalo, and other ports on that coast. All was in move-

ment in the northern provinces of France. Upwards of forty thou-

sand men fined the coasts of Normandy and Britanny ; many other

regiments were on the march to join them from other parts of the

kingdom. The king appointed the generals who were to conduct

the expedition. The troops, who were already assembled upon the

coasts that looked towards England, daily exercised themselves in

the various maneuvers of embarkation and debarkation. Each

soldier manifested the most eager desire to set foot on the opposite

shore, in order to combat and prostrate an ancient rival. An artil-

lery as numerous as well served, was attached to this army ; five

thousand grenadiers, the flower of the French troops, had been

drawn from all the regiments, to form the vanguard, and strike the

first blows.

England was seasonably apprised of the preparations of France,

and the invasion with which she was menaced. The ministers had

promptly directed all the measures of defense, which the shortness

of time and the present state of the kingdom admitted ; they had

assembled thirty-eight ships of the line, under the command of ad-

miral sir Charles Hardy, and had sent him to cruise in the Bay of Bis-

cay, in order, if still possible, to prevent the junction of the two

hostile fleets. It is difficult to comprenend, that armaments which

occupied so vast an extent of sea, and whose light squadrons were

reciprocally on the look out, should not have encountered, or come

to any knowledge the one of the other. The king of England issued

a proclamation, informing his subjects that the enemy threatened to
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invade the kingdom . The officers in command upon the coasts were

ordered to stand on the alert, and at the first appearance of danger to

remove the cattle and provisions to a proper distance. The mihtia

exercised continually in arms, and held themselves in readiness to

march to the places of debarkation. The royal guards themselves

•expected every moment the order to march. All minds were

strongly excited at the danger of the country ; but amidst the senti-

ments of fear and hope which agitated them, the resolution to resist

valiantly was general.

Meanwhile, the combined fleet, which had been detained a long

time by calms at the entrance of the channel, all at once made its

appearance there, the fifteenth of August ; it presented itself before

Plymouth with dread display. The alarm was immediately spread

among the inhabitants of the coasts ; the militia flew to their post

;

the guards were doubled at the arsenals of Plymouth and Portsmouth.

The bank in the latter town was closed ; all commerce was suspend-

ed. From all parts of the coast of Cornwall, whole families were

seen flying towards the inland countries with their most valuable

effects. A new incident added to the universal panic. The Ardent

ship of the line, of sixty-four guns, which had sailed from Ports-

mouth, in order to join the fleet of Admiral Hardy, fell into the hands

of the French in view of Plymouth. During this time the British

admiral was standing off and on near the mouth of the channel ; his

inferiority, and the position of the enemy, not permitting him to

bring succor to his country, amidst the perils that menaced it. But

what men could not do, was operated by chance. At the moment

when the success of this great enterprise was going to be decided,

all at once there sprung up a violent gale from the northeast, which

forced the combined fleet to quit the channel for the open sea. The

gale having abated, it displayed itself anew from the Lands End and

the Scilly islands to the chops of the channel, with intent to inter-

cept admiral Hardy, and to prevent his retreat into the ports of Eng-

land. Nevertheless, he profited with so much ability of a favorable

wind, that on the thirty- first of August he made good his entrance

into the channel in full view of the allies, who could not hinder him.

His design was, to entice them up to the narrowest part of the strait,

where the superiority of numbers would avail them little, and the

advantage of position would thus compensate the inequality of forces.

The allies followed him as far as Plymouth. Each of the hostile

fleets preserved the best order ; the British, to avoid being approach-

ed till after having arrived at the desirable point, and to be always

prepared to fall upon such of the enemy's vessels as should chase

them too near ; the French and Spaniards, to keep together, and to

T
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gain Plymouth before the enemy. But admiral Hardy having eluded

all the projects of his adversary, the count d'Orvilliers decided to

retire from the coasts of England, and return to Brest. His retreat

was attributed at the time to several causes, such as the continued

prevalence of east winds, the want of provisions, the proximity of

the equinox, and the great sickness and mortality among his crews,

by which some of the ships were totally disabled.

Such was the issue of an expedition which seemed to portend the

downfall of a most powerful empire. If there never had been so

great a naval force assembled on the seas, so r>ever were effects less

answerable to appearances. Enfeebled by the loss of more than

five thousand sailors, victims of the epidemic, the combined fleet

could attempt no enterprise during the rest of the campaign. It

followed that the weaker gathered those fruits which the stronger

might reasonably have expected. Not only the numerous fleets

of British merchantmen, loaded with the riches of the two Indies,

arrived happily in the ports of Great Britain, but the squadron of

Hardy put to sea again, and captured a multitude of French and

Spanish vessels. Europe was astonished ; she had not expected

that so many preparations and such mighty efforts were to end in this

wise. The glory of the British marine thus acquired a new luster.

The allies had, assuredly, shown no want either of ability or of

valor ; but the greater part of men judge of merit by success, and

the arms of the enemies of England lost much of their splendor.

But whatever might be the causes which prevented the great navaJ

armaments of the belligerent powers from coming to a decisive ac-

tion, a few days after their retreat several partial combats were en-

gaged, in which the French, the English, and the Americans seemed

to vie for the palm of deep and desperate valor. The count d'Or-

villiers had sent out from Brest, to observe the movements of the

British fleet, the frigate Surveillante, commanded by the chevalier

du Couedic, and the cutter Expedition, at the orders of the viscount

de Roquefeuil. These two vessels fell in, near the isle of Ouessant,

with the British frigate Quebec, captain Farmer, accompanied also

by a sloop called the Rambler. The two parties immediately en-

gaged with fury. The forces, skill, and bravery being equal on botn

sides, the action lasted three hours and a half. The frigates fought

so close that several times their yards got entangled. Their artillery

had already made a frightful ravage ; the decks were covered with

dead and wounded, their masts shivered and shot away ; they could

no longer be steered. Nor one nor other, however, seemed disposed

to retire or surrender. The French captain received a wound in

the head, and fainted ; but on recovering sense, he immediately re-
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sumed the command. Two fresh wounds in the belly could not

constrain him to give over ; on the contrary he gave orders for board-

ing. Captain Farmer displayed, on his part, an invincible courage.

To smooth the way for boarding, the French threw a great quantity

of grenades aboard the Quebec. Her sails took fire ; the flames

spread, and soon caught other parts of the ship. The English ex-

erted themselves to extinguish them, and obstinately refused to strike.

The chevalier du Couedic, to avoid the combustion, was forced to

tliink of retiring, which he with difficulty accomplished. His bow-

sprit got embarrassed with the rigging of the enemy. At length

the fire took the magazine of the British frigate, and she blew up,

with her colors waving to the last.

The French captain, with an example of humanity that cannot be

honored enough, devoted all his cares to saving the greatest possible

number of his enemies, who, to escape the flames, threw themselves

headlong into the sea. Only forty-three of them could be rescued

from the waves, the sole survivors of three hundred men who com-

posed the company of the Quebec. Captain Farmer was swallowed

up with the wreck of his ship. The French frigate was unable to

move ; the cutter Expedition disengaged herself from the Rambler,

which she hud combated with advantage, in order to succor the

Surveillante. She took her in tov/, and brought her the follovv'ing

day into the port of Brest. The French government, faithful to

its own examples, and those of civilized nations, sent free to Eng-

land the forty-three Englishmen, not willing to retain those prison

ers, who, in the same day, had escaped the fury of men, cannon,

fire and water. The French had forty killed and a hundred wound-

ed. The king promoted the chevalier du Couedic to the rank of

captain of a ship. But he could not long enjoy the glorious repu-

tation Vvdiich his valor and humanity had acquired him ;
his wounds

proved mortal three days after the engagement. He v>'as deeply

regretted in France ; his name was pronounced with distinction

throughout Europe, but no where with warmer eulogium than in

England.

A few days before, the coasts of Great Britain had witnessed a

combat no less sanguinary , and no less honorable for the two parties.

Paul Jones, a Scotchman by birth, but engaged in the service of the

United States, had established his cruise at first in the seas of Ire-

land, and afterwards in those of Scotland, where he was waiting for

an opportunity to make some prize, or, according to his practice, to

land upon some point of the coast in order to sack the country.

His flotilla was composed of the Bonhomme Richard, of forty guns,

the Alliance, of thirty-six, both American ships ; the Pallas, a French
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frigate of thirty-two, in the pay of congress, with two other smaller

vessels. He fell in with a British merchant fleet, on its return from

the Baltic, convoyed by captain Pearson, with tiie frigate Serapis, of

forty-four guns, and the Countess of Scarborough, of twenty.

Pearson had no sooner perceived Jones, than he bore down to

engage him, while the merchantmen endeavored to gain tiie coast.

The American flotilla formed to receive him. The two enemies

joined battle at about seven in the evening, with great resolution, and

the conflict was supported on both sides with equal valor. The

Serapis had the advantage of metal and maneuver; to obviate

which, Jones took the resolution to fight her closer. He advanced

till the two frigates were engaged yard to yard, and their sides so

near that the muzzles of their guns came in contact. In this posi-

tion they continued to fight from eight in the evening till ten, with an

audacity boidering on frenzy. But the artillery of the Americans

was no lon«::er capable of producing much eflect. The Richard,

having received several heavy shot between wind and water, could

now make no use whatever of her lower batteries, and two or three

of her upper guns had burst, to the destruction of those who served

them. Jones, at length, had only three lefttiiat could be worked, and

he employed them against the masts of the hostile frigate. Seeing

the little impression made by chain shot, he resorted to another

mode of attack. He threw a vast quantity of grenades and fire

works on board the British frigate. But his own now admitted the

water on all sides, and threatened every moment to go to the bottom.

Some of his officers, having perceived it, asked him if he would

surrender ? ' No,' he answered them in a tremendous tone, and

continued to push the grenades. The Serapis was already on fire

in several places ; the English could with difficulty extinguish the

flames. Finally, they caught a cartridge, which, in an instant, fired

all the others with a horrible explosion. All who stood near the

helm were killed, and all the cannon of that part were dismounted.

Meanwhile, Pearson was not disheartened ; he ordered his people to

board. Paul Jones prepared himself to repulse them. The Eng-

lish, in jumping on board him, found the Americans ready to receive

them on the point of their pikes ; they made the best of their way

back to their own vessel. But during this interval, the fire had com-

municated itself from the Serapis to the Bonhomme Richard, and

both were a prey to the flames. No peril could shake these despe-

rate men. The night was dark, the combatants could no longer see

each other but by the blaze of the conflagration, and through dense

volumes of smoke, while the sea was illuminated afar. At this mo-

ment, the American frigate Alliance came up. Amidst the confusion
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she discharged her broadside into the Richard, and killed a part of

her remaining defenders. As soon as she discovered her mistake,

she fell with augmented fury upon the Serapis. Then the valiant

Englishman., seeing a great part of his crew either killed or disabled,

his artillery dismounted, his vessel dismasted, and quite enveloped

in fiamcs, surrendered. All joined to extinguish the fire, and at

length it was accomplished. The eflforts made to stop the numer-

ous leaks of the Richard proved less fortunate ; she sunk the next

morning. Out of three hundred and seventy-five men that were

aboard that vessel, three hundred were killed or wounded. The
English had but forty-nine killed, and their wounded amounted to

no more than sixty-eight. History, perhaps, oflfers no example of

an action more fierce, obstinate and sanguinary. During this time

the Pallas had attacked the Countess of Scarborough,and had captured

her, not, however, without a stubborn resistance. After a victory so

hard earned, so deplorable, Jones wandered with his shattered ves-

sels for some days, at the mercy of the winds in the North sea. He
finally made his way good, on the sixth of October, into the waters

of the Texel.

The events which we have just related are all that claim notice in

the latter months of 1779, after tiie accession of Spain to the alli-

ance formed against England. But at the commencement of the

following year, other powers manifested dispositions which menaced

that state with new enemies, or at least with exceedingly dubious

friends.

1780. Ever since the commencement of the v/ar, the Dutch had

carried on privately a very lucrative commerce ; they conveyed into

the ports of France ship timber, as well as all sorts of military, and

especially naval, stores. The Enghsh were apprised of it, and the

British government had often complained of it, in strong terms, to the

Slates-General, not only as contrary to the rules which England was

accustomed to observe in time of war, with respect to the commerce

of neutrals, and which themselves either tacitly or expressly acknowl-

edged, but also as a violation of the treaties of commerce and alli-

ance existing between tlie two nations. The same government had

also remonstrated against the protection granted in Holland to French

and American privateers. The States-General answered on?y by

disavowal, or evasive explanations. But about the beginning of Janu-

ary, intelligence was received iji England, that a numerous convoy ot

Dutch vessels, laden with naval stores for account of France, was

already at sea, and that, in order to escape the vigilance of the Brit-

ish cruisers, this fleet had placed itself under the protection of tlie

VOL. II.
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count de Byland, who, with a squadron of ships of the line and frig-

ates, convoyed another merchant fleet bound for the Mediterranean.

The British admiralty dispatched captain Fielding, with a sufficient

number of ships, to examine the convoy, and to seize any vessels

containing contraband articles. The British squadron having met

that of Holland, captain Fielding requested permission to visit the

merchant ships. It was refused him. This notwithstanding, he

dispatched his boats for that purpose, which were fired at, and pre-

vented from executing their orders by the Dutch. Upon this, the

Englishman fired a shot ahead of the Dutch admiral ; it was answer-

ed by a broadside ; and count Byland, having received Fielding's in

return, and being in no condition of force to pursue the contest i'ur-

ther, then struck his colors. Most of the Dutch vessels that were

in the predicament which occasioned the contest, had already, by

pushing close to the shore, escaped the danger, and proceeded with-

out interruption to the French ports. The others were seized. The
Englishman then informed the Dutch admiral that he was at liberty

to hoist his colors and prosecute his voyage. He hoisted his color*

indeed ; but he refused to spiparate from any part of his convoy ; and

he accordingly, with the whole of the fleet, which was seized, accom-

panied the British squadron to fepithead. The ships and their car-

goes were confiscated as contraband. This intelligence excited a

violent clamor in Holland. The Dutch were at this time divided in

two parties, one of which held for France, and the other for England.

All those who belonged to the first were exceedingly indignant; they

exclaimed that no consideration should induce them to endure

patiently so daring an outrage. Even the partisans of the English

could not venture to justify their conduct. It was easy to foresee

that this incident was about to produce a rupture. Far from fear-

ing, the British government wished it ; it preferred an open war to

the clandestine assistance which Holland was lending to France.

It had, besides, already fixed a hankering eye upon the Dutch riches,

which, in the security of peace, were spread over the seas, or were

amassed, without defense, in distant islands. Moreover, the States-

General had made no preparation for war, and it was to be supposed

that they could not very suddenly enter the field.

This event, the instigations of France, the disposition to profit of

the critical situation of Great Britain, at that time assailed by so many
powerful enemies, and especially the desire to liberate the commerce

of neutrals from British vexations, gave origm to that league of the

states of the north, known by the name of the Armed Neutrality.

It had, if not for author, at least for chief, the empress of Russia, Oath
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anne II.. who was immediately joined by the kings of Sweden and

Denmark. The bases of this confederacy were, that neutral vessels

migiit freely navigate from one port to another, even upon the coasts

of belligerent powers ; that all effects appertaining to one of these

powers, become free so soon as they are on board a neutral vessel,

except such articles as by a prior treaty should have been declared

contraband ; that to determine what articles were to be considered

contraband, the empress of Russia referred to the tenth and eleventh

articles of her treaty with Great Britain, the obligations of which were

to be extended to all the other belligerent powers ; that to specify

what ports were to be deemed blockaded, it was agreed that those

only should be accounted as such, before which there should be sta-

tioned a sufficient number of enemy ships to render their entrance

perilous ; finally, that the preceding principles should serve as rules

in judicial proceedings, and in sentences to be pronounced respecting

the legality of prizes. To command respect for this confederation,

the three allied courts agreed, that each of them should keep a part

of its naval force equipped, and stationed so as to form an uninter-

rupted chain of ships prepared to protect their common trade, and to

afford each other mutual support and succor. They also agreed,

that when any vessel whatever should have shown by its papers that

it was not carrier of any contraband article, it might place itself

under the escort of ships of war, which should prevent its being stop-

ped, or diverted from its destination. This article, which ascribed to

the state interested, or to its allies, the right of judging of the nature

of cargoes with respect to contraband, appeared to exclude the right

of visit, so strenuously claimed by England ; against whom, notwith-

standing the general terms that were employed, it was manifest that

all this display of maritime force was directed. The allies accom-

panied the foregoing stipulations with professions of the most generous

sentiments ; they declared that they were armed for the defense of

the rights of nature and of nations ; for the liberty of the human
race, and for the prosperity of Europe in particular. In effect, the

European nations, with the exception of the Enghsh, manifested an

extreme satisfaction with this new plan of the northern powers ; the

wisdom and magnanimity of Catharine II. became the object of uni-

versal encomium ; so universal was the hatred which the maritime

vexations of England had excited against that power ! The articles

of tJie armed neutrality were communicated to all the European states,

especially to France, Spain, Holland, England, and Portugal, with

invitation to accede to them. The courts of Versailles and Madrid,

eager to profit of the circumstance to sow the seeds of division be-
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tween Great Britsin and neutrals, hastened to address their fehciia-

tions to the empress of Russia, and to answer that they were ready

Dot only to join the confederacy, but that they had long before given

their adrnirak and sea officers such instructions that the principles of

the armed neutrality were already in force as to thern. They added,

that equity liad directed thern to those very measures which were now

proclaimed by the confederate powers of the north. The c^iurt of

Lisbon, accui?torned to an excessive condescension towards Eng-

land, declined the alliance. The States-General of Holland delibe-

rdted upon the course they had to pursue. The British ministers,

either hoping or fearing what was to hapf)en, or in order to constrain

them to declare themselves, had already required them to furnish to

England the subsidies stipulated by the treaty of alliance. The

Dutch alledged iJ^ie inevitable tardiness of their deliberations ; the

truth was, they were determined to give nothing. The cabinet of St.

James then took a resolution calculated to compel them to a decis-

ion, and to prevent their joining the northern confederacy. It gave

them to understand, that notwithstanding the numl>er and power of

its enemies, it was resolved to proceed to the last extremities with

the Dutch nation, unless it adhered to the ancient system of neutral-

ity. A^xordingly the king of Great Britain issued a proclamation,

purporting that the non-performance of the States-General with re-

sfx,-r;t Vj the succors stipulated by the treaty of alliance, was to l>e

cf>nsidered as a violation of that treaty ; that they had thereby fallen

from those privileges which they derived only from the alliance
;
and

that the subjects of the United Provinces were, therefore, hencefor-

ward Uj be considered upon the same footing with those of othei

neutral states not allied. By this step the British king, even before

his demand had lx;en expressly rejected, freed himself from the obli-

gations of the trrj^ity of alliance. He hofx;d, by this vigorous prfK;e

dure, so to intimidate the Dutch, that they would decline entering into

the ahnost universal combination of Europe against the maritime pre-

tensions of England. His exfXir;tations were much disappointed.

The French fiarty jKjssessf^d a decided preponderance in the rcpul>-

lic, particularly in the mr>st influential provinces, such as Holland and

Went Friesland. The impression also produced by the insult offered

Byland, was t^xj rerxnt; hencfi, afte-r long and frequent debates, it

was voVid, with unanimity of provinces, that the subsidies to England

should not Ui paid ; moreover, that the escort of ships of war should

be given to the merchantmen of the republic, with the exception

only of thK>se which, acxording to the stipulations of former treaties,

might be deemed contral/and. It was further decreed, that the in-
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vitation of the empress of Russia should be accepted with gratitude,

and that a negotiation for that purpose should be opened with prince

GalHtzin, her majesty's envoy extraordinary to the States-General.

Already surrounded with enemies, and seeing Russia waver, whose

power and alhance demanded a serious attention, England, without

consenting to admit the principles of the armed neutrality, answered

by vague generalities, which manifested, at least, a desire to pre-

serve peace. Meanwhile, amidst the open or covert perils against

Vt'hich she had to defend herself, she not only betrayed no symptoms

of discouragement, but even discovered a determination to prose-

cute the war with vigor upon the American continent. The only

change which took place in her plans, as we have already seen, was

to leave merely sufficient garrisons in Nevi^ York, and to direct all

her efforts against the southern provinces. Accordingly, to enable

Clinton to attack the Carolinas, admiral Arbuthnot had set sail for

America, in the month of May, with a fleet of ships of war and up-

wards of four hundred transports. But soon after his departure

from the coasts of England, he received intelligence that the French,

under the conduct of the prince of Nassau, had attacked the isle of

Jersey, situated near the coasts of Normandy. Thinking it better to

conform to the empire of circumstances, than to his instructions, he

sent back his convoy into Torbay, and repaired with his squadron to

the relief of Jersey. The attempt of the French miscarried. The
admiral resumed his original route. But such were the obstacles

that ensued this retardment, that he lost much time in getting out of

tlie channel, and gaining sea room to shape his course for America
;

so that it was late in August before he arrived at New York. The
English, at first, however, made no movement, because they were

inhibited by the count d'Estaing, at that time engaged in the siege

of Savannah. Finally, on intelligence of the issue of that enter-

prise, and the departure of the French admiral from the coasts of

America, Clinton had embarked with seven thousand men, under

convoy of Arbuthnot, upon the expedition of South Carolina.

England intended not only to carry on the war with energy apon

the American continent, and to defend her possession in the West

Indies, but she even projected conquests in this quarter, if the occa-

sion should present itself. The ministers accordingly resolved to

send to those islands a considerable re-inforcement, both of ships and

troops, under the conduct of admiral Rodney, a man in whom the

government, and even the whole British nation, had reposed extreme

confidence. It appeared the more essential to dispatch these suc-

cors to the West Indies, as the French were preparing on theii
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part to pass thither a formidable re-inforcement under the count de

Guichen. But before admiral Rodney had put to sea, it was deemed

expedient to employ him in a more important expedition. Spain

had commenced hostilities by laying close siege and blockade to the

fortress of Gibraltar. The blockade was confided to admiral don

Barcelo, a seaman of great vigilance. He exerted his utmost dili-

gence to prevent any sort of supplies from finding their way into the

place. The garrison already began to suffer severely from scarcity.

They could not even hope to receive provision from the neighboring

coasts, by means of light boats which might have eluded the watch-

fulness of the Spaniards ; for the inhabitants of the Barbary shores,

and especially the emperor of Morocco, had declared themselves for

Spain, as soon as they ascertained the inferiority of the English m
the Mediterranean. There remained, therefore, no other way of

re-victualing the place but from England itself, and the convoy

destined for this purpose required a formidable escort. Rodney

was charged with this enterprise. He departed from the British

coasts in the first days of the year, with a fleet of twenty-one sail of

the line, and a considerable number of provision vessels. Fortune

favored his first eflbrts. He had only been a few days at sea, when

he fell in with a convoy of fifteen Spanish merchantmen, bound from

St. Sebastian to Cadiz, under the guard of the Guipuscoa, a new

ship of sixty-four guns, of four frigates from thirty-two to twenty-

six, and of two smaller vessels. Rodney gave chase, and took the

whole fleet. The capture was the more fortunate, as the greater part

of the vessels were loaded with wheat, flour, and other sorts of pro-

vision ; and the remainder with bale goods and naval stores. The

former he conveyed to Gibraltar, and the latter he sent back to

England, where the naval stores were much wanted. But this was

only the prelude to greater and more brilliant success. On the six-

teenth of January, admiral Rodney fell in, off cape St. Vincent,

with a Spanish squadron of eleven ships of the line, under the com-

mand of don Juan Langara. The Spanish admiral, if he had

chosen, might have avoided the encounter of a force so prodigously

superior to his own. But the moment he descried the enemy's sails

from his mast head, instead of sending out his frigates to reconnoiter,

and falling back upon a port, he immediately formed his ships in

order of battle. When, on the near approach of the English, he

became certain of their superiority, he endeavored to withdraw, but

it was already too late. Admiral Rodney had given the signal for a

general chase, with orders to engage as the ships came up in rota-

lion : taking at the same time the lee gage, to prevent the enemy's
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reti'eat into their own ports. The English ships so much outsailed

the Spanish, that by four in the evening the headmost had come up

with them, and began to engage ; their fire was returned with great

spirit and resolution by the Spaniards. The night was dark, tem-

pestuous and dismal ; the proximity of the shoals of St. Lucar ren-

dered the scene more terrible. Early in the action the Spanish ship

San Domingo, of seventy guns and six hundred men, blew up, and

all on board perished. The action and pursuit continued until two

in the morning. The Spanish admiral's ship, the Phoenix, of eighty

guns, with three others of seventy, were taken and carried safely

into Gibraltar. The San Eugenio and San JuHan had also surren-

dered to the English, who had shifted their officers, and put a cer-

tain number of British seamen on board each of them. But the sea

being rough, the night tempestuous, and the breakers very near,

the English officers, havi«g no pilots that knew the Spanish coast,

placed themselves at the discretion of their prisoners, who, from van-

quished becoming victors, carried the two ships into the port of

Cadiz. Two other ships of the line and two frigates, all greatly

damaged, escaped into the same port. The following day the Eng-

lish had great difficulty in extricating their fleet from the shoals, and

getting back into deep water. Don Juan de Langara had been

wounded severely.

Admiral Rodney hastened to profit of his victory ; he entered

Gibraltar. In a short time he deposited there all the supplies he had

brought
;
provision became so abundant that the fortress found itself

in a situation to endure a long siege without further recruit. After

having accomplished, with equal utihty to his country and glory to

himself, the orders of his court, Rodney proceeded, about the middle

of February, with a part of his force, for the West Indies. He left

the rest of his fleet with the Spanish prizes on their way to England,

under the conduct of rear-admisal Digby. Fortune, who had shown

herself so propitious to the English, seemed disposed to serve them

still on their return. They perceived at a great distance a squadron

consisting of several French ships of different sizes. It was a con-

voy bound to the Isle of France, under the protection of the Proteus

and Ajax, both of sixty-four guns, and of the frigate la Charmante.

The viscount du Chilleau commanded the wholfe. As soon as he

discovered the English, he made a signal to the Ajax and tr.e bulk

of the convoy to make their escape by the rear. As to himself, he

rallied about the Proteus, the frigate, and some smaller vessels, m
order to take up the attention of the enemy. His stratagem suc-

ceeded. Rear-admiral Digby gave no heed to the Ajax, and the
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greater part of the convoy which retired under her escort ; he was
fully occupied in pursuit of the Proteus, which sailed with such

celerity that she had little to fear ; but unluckily, she carried away
some of her spars, which so retarded her progress that she fell into

the hands of the English, together with three transports. Such was

the success of Rodney's expedition to Gibraltar. It was celebrated

in England by unusual rejoicings, as well on account of its real im--

portance, as because it was the first good news which had arrived

for so long a time. The parliament voted public thanks to George
Rodney.

Thus England, while she defended herself, on the one hand,

against her enemies in Europe, prepared herself, on the other, to

attack at once the republicans upon the American continent, and the

French and Spaniards in the West Indies. Her resolution in the

midst of so many perils, and such powerful foes, became the object

of universal admiration. Her constancy was compared to that of

Louis XIV., who nobly faced the coalition of all Europe against him.

She was declared to imitate the still more recent example of Fred-

eric the Great, who had withstood all the efforts of the most formida-

ble confederacy. Even those who had the most openly blamed the

conduct of the British government towards its colonies, were now
the very men who most extolled her present magnanimity. But

thinking men better appreciated the truth ; if they commended the

firmness of the British monarch, they neither compared him to Louis

XIV. nor yet to Frederic the Great. They reflected that England,

being an island, cannot, without extreme difficulty, be attacked in \i»

interior parts, and in the very elements of its force ; and that naval

battles are never so decisive as those of land. It cannot be denied,

however, that the ardor and intrepidity of the British nation seemed

to increase with all the dangers of its position. The most formidable

antagonists of the ministry suspendedtheir attacks, in order to devote

themselves exclusively to the necessities of the state. ' Let us first

triumph abroad,' they exclaimed ;
' we will then settle this contro-

versy between ourselves.' In the country, as in the most opulent

cities, a multitude of private individuals engaged to advance large

sums in order to levy and organize troops. Not private subjects

only, but political and commercial bodies vied in promptness to offer

the state their voluntary contributions. The East India Company
presented the government with three ships of seventy- four guns, and

a sum sufficient to raise and maintain six thousand seamen. Extras

ordinary bounties were given to those who presented themselves to

serve the king by sea or land. Tnis lure, together with the lev*
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of country and hatred for the French and Spaniards, drew sailors

to the ships in multitudes ; upon the whole surface of the kingdom

the militia were seen forming themselves to the exercise of arms.

In a word, all Great Britain was in motion to combat the Bourbons.

The people of Europe, who had thought at first that she would

find it difficult to resist the formidable forces which that house had

marshaled for her destruction, began to believe that so much cour^

age and firmness might be crowned with victory, or at least render

the struggle still for a long time dubious, and consistent with her

safety.

nro or book TWELrra.

U
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BOOK THIRTEENTH.
1780. I HAVE now to describe an obstinate war,, remarkable for

its numerous encounters and variety of success, and one which, pei-

haps, more than any other, has demonstrated how uncertain is the

fate of arms, how inconstant the favor of fortune, and with what per-

tinacity the human mind can arm itself in pursuit of that whereon

it has fixed rts desires. Victory often produced the effects of defeat,

and defeat those of victory ; the victors frequently became the van-

quished, the vanquished the victors. In little actions was exhibited

great valor ; and the prosperous or unfortunate efforts of a handful

of combatants had sometimes more important consequences than in

Europe attend those terrible battles, where valiant and powerful na-

tions rush to the shock of arms. The Carolinas saw no cessation

of this fierce conflict, till by numberless reverses the cause of Great

Britain began to be considered altogether hopeless upon the Ameri-

can continent.

Sir Henry Clinton, as we have related in the preceding book, had

departed from the state of New York for the expedition of the Car^

olinas ; the first object of it was the conquest of Charleston, the re-

duction of which, it was calculated, would involve that of the entire

province. He took with him seven to eight thousand men, English,

Hessians and loyalists. Among them was found a corps of excellent

cavalry, a species of force veiy essential to the success oi operations

in open and flat countries. Clinton had likewise taken care to fill

his transports with an immense quantity of military stores and pro-

vision. The English moved towards their object, animated with ex-

treme ardor and confidence of victory. The winds and sea were at

first highly favorable; but there afterwards arose a most violent

tempest, which dispersed the whole fleet, and greatly damaged the

most of the vessels. Some arrived about the last of January at

Tybee, in Georgia ; others were intercepted by the Americans-

One transport foundered, with all its lading; the horses, both artillery

and troop, that were on board, nearly all perished. These losses,

distressing at any time, were grievous and next to irreparable, under

the present circumstances. They, moreover, so retarded the enter-

prise of Charleston, that the Americans had time to put that place

in a state of defense.

All the dispersed corps at length re-assembled in Georgia. The

Tictorious troops of Savannah received those of Clinton with a high

flush of spirits ; all exerted themselves with emulation to remedy the
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disasters sustained in the passage. When all their preparations were

completed, that is, on the tenth of February, they set sail in the

transports, under convoy of some ships of war. Favored by the

winds, they soon reached the mouth of North Edisto, a river whicK

empties itself into the sea at a short distance from the Isle of St-

John upon the coast of South Carolina. After having reconnoitered

the places and passed the bar, the British army landed, and took

possession first of the above mentioned island, and next, that of

James, which stretches to the south of Charleston harbor. It after-

wards, by throwing a bridge over Wappoo Cut, extended its posts

on the main land to the banks of Ashley river, which washes the

walls of Charleston. From Wappoo Cut it was intended to pass the

troops in galleys and flat boats to the left bank of the Ashley, upon

which Charleston stands. But the delays occasioned by the events

of the pas-sage having given the Americans time to erect new fortifi-

cations, and to re-inforce the garrison, Clinton determined not to

undertake the siege till after having drawn a re-inforcement fron;

general Frevost, stationed at Savannah, whom he accordingly di-

rected to send him twelve hundred men, including the greatest num-

ber of cavalry possible. He had likewise written to Knyphausen,

who, after his departure, commanded in the state of New York, to

forward him, with all expedition, re-inforcements and munitions. A
few days after, general Patterson joined him with the troops from

Georgia, after having endured excessive fatigues, and surmounted

the numerous obstacles thrown in his way, not only by swoln rivers

and miiy roads, but also by the enemy, whose light detachments

nad hung on his left flank from Savannah to far within the frontiers

of Carolina. Meanwhile, Clinton intrenched himself upon the banks

of the Ashley and of the adjacent arms of the sea, in order to se-

cure his communications with the fleet. During this interval colo-

nel Tarleton, of whom there will be frequent mention in the course

of this history, an officer of cavalry, as skillful as enterprising, had

repaired to the fertile island of Port Royal, where, employing money

with the disaffected and force with the patriots, he spared no exer-

tions for the acquisition of horses to replace those lost in the pas-

sage. If he could not collect as many as the exigencies of the ser-

vice demanded, yet the success much surpassed his expecta*^*^^*'

Thus, about the last of March, every thing was in preparaf^on tor

commencing the siege of Charleston ; the British army wafJ separat-

ed from the place only by the waters of the river Ashley .

On the other hand, the Americans had omitted no-ae of thos

preparations, whether civil or military, which they dee'.med the mo

«uitabie for a vigorous defense ; although, in truth, "
it had not oc,

i
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io their power to effect all that was requisite to meet the danger of

the emergency. The paper currency was so out of credit with the

mhabitants of South Carolina, that it was excessively difficult to pur-

chase with it the necessaries of war. The want of soldiers was felt

with equal severity. The militia, impatient to enjoy repose after the

painful operations of Georgia, during the preceding winter, had dis-

banded and retired to their habitations.

Another motive also discouraged them from marching to the

succor of Charleston ; and that was, the fear of the sniall-pox.

which it was known prevailed in that city. Moreover, the six regi-

ments of the line, belonging to the provinces, were so enfeebled by

desertions, diseases, battle, and the expiration of engagements, that

all together did not amount to a thousand soldiers. It should hf.

added, that many of the Carolinians were induced to profit of the

amnesty offered by general Prevost, at Savannah, some through loy-

alty towards the king, others to preserve their effects from pillage.

In eftectj the English put to sack and devastation, without lenity, the

property of all those who continued to serve under the banners of

congress ; and, besides, the victory of Savannah had penetrated

minds with a great terror of the British arms. The major part were

reluctant to immure themselves within a city which they believed

little capable of resisting the assaults of so audacious an enemy.

Such was the penury of means to which South Carolina was

reduced ; the congress displayed not much more energy. They

had been seasonably apprised of the designs of the English, and

would fain have averted the storm they saw going to burst upon

South Carolina. But on the one hand, the weakness of the army

of Washington, which a great number of his soldiers had abandoned

at the termination of their engagement ; on the other, the force of

the garrisons which Clinton had left in the state of New York, ren-

dered it unadvisable to detach any effective succor to Charleston.

Nevertheless, to support by words those whom they were unable to

assist by deeds, or under the persuasion that the people, re-animated

at the peril which menaced South Carolina, would voluntarily fly to

arms, the congress wrote to the chiefs of that province, to arm them-

selves with constancy, for it was intended to send them a re-inforce-

me-nt of nine thousand men. But the fact proved that they could

•nly cend fifteen hundred, of the regular troops of North Carolina

and Vh-ginia. The congress dispatched, besides, two frigates, a

aorvette, 3^nd some smaller vessels, to maintain, if possible, a com-

municatif^n^ by sea with the besieged city. The Carolinians were

also exh<>rted\ to arm their slaves ; a scheme, however, wtiich was

not put/n exe(.\jution, whether because of the universal repugnance
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that was feU to such a measure, or because there was not at hand a

sufficiency of arms for the purpose. Notwithstanding this coldness

of the citizens, the magistrates of Charleston, encouraged by the

presence and words of general Lincoln, who directed all that con-

cerned the military part, held a general council, in which it was

resolved to defend the city to the last extremity. Yet more, know-

ing how important in the operations of war, and especially in all

cases of emergency, is the unity of measures and power, they con-

ferred a sort of dictature on John Rutledge, their governor, giving

him authority to do whatever he should think necessary to the safety

of the republic. They withheld, however, the power over the life of

citizens ; as he could punish none with death without a legal trial.

Vested with such an authority, Rutledge called out the militia ;
but

few displayed their colors. He then issued a proclamation, sum-

moning ail persons inscribed on the military rolls, or having property

in the city, to muster and join the garrison ; their disobedience for-

feited their estates. At so rigorous an order, some made their

appearance ; but still the number of those who took arms was far

from answering the wishes of the governor. The inhabitants of the

country seemed plunged in a kind of stupor ; they wished, before

they took their side, to see what would be the fate of events ; in

brief, the garrison of so considerable a city scarcely amounted to five

tliousand men, inclusive of regulars, militia, and seamen. The firsts

who were principally relied on for the defense of the place, were to

the number of about two thousand. Meanwhile, the fortifications

were pushed with indefatigable industry. They consisted, on the

land side, in a chain of redoubts, lines and batteries, extending

from one river to the other, and covered with an artillery of eighty

cannon and mortars. In the front of either flank, the works were

covered by swamps, originating from the opposite rivers, and tending

towards the center ; through which they were connected by a canal

passing from one to the other. Between these outward impediments

and the works were two strong rows of abattis, the trees being buried

slanting in the earth, so that their heads, facing outwards, formed a

kind of fraise work against the assailants ; and these were further

secured by a ditch double picketed. In the center, where the nat-

ural defenses were unequal to those on the flanks, the Americans

had constructed a horn work of masonry, as well to remedy that de-

fect, as to cover the pnncipal gate. Such were the fortifications which,

suetching across the neck behind the city, and from the Ashley river

to Cooper's river, defended it on the part of the land. But on th«

two sides where it is v/ashed by these rivers, the Americans had

contented themselves with erecting numerous batteries, constructed,
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ljbe better to resist shot, of earth mingled with palmetto wood. Al.

parts of the shore, where it was possible to land, had been secured

by strong palisades. To support the defenses on shore, the Ameri-

cans had a considerable marine force in the harbor, consisting m
eight of their own frigates, with one French frigate, besides several

smaller vessels, principally galleys. These were judiciously moored

at a narrow pass, between Sullivan's island and the middle ground
;

and if they had continued in this position, they might have severely

annoyed the British squadron, on its approach to Fort Moultrie,

situated on Sullivan's island, so much celebrated for the obstinate

and successful defense which it made against the attack of tiie Eng-

lish in 1776. But when admiral Arbuthnot advanced with his ships

to Charleston bar, the American flotilla, abandoning its station, and

leaving Fort Moultrie to its own fortune, retired to Charleston ; where

most of the ships, with a number of merchant vessels, being fitted

with chevaux-de-frize on their decks, were sunk to obstruct the

channel of Cooper's river, where it flows between the left part of thei

town and a low sand bank called Shute's Folly. Thus, with the

exception of Fort Moultrie, there remained nothing to prevent the

British fleet from entering the harbor, to co-operate with the land

forces. In this manner the inhabitants prepared to defend them-

selves valiantly against the attack of the enemy ; but they still found-

ed their hope on the succors of their neighbors of North Carolina

and Virginia.

Lincoln and Rutledge exhibited a rivalship of zeal and talent in

their etforts to impart fresh confidence to the besieged, and nev^

strength to the works. They were admirably seconded by two

French engineers, de Laumoy and de Cambray. The troops of

the line were charged with the defense of the intrenchments, as the

post of peril, and the militia had the guard of the banks of the

river.

As soon as Clinton had completed all his preparations, the twenty-

ninth of March, having left a detachment to guard his magazines at

Wappoo Cut, he passed the Ashley river without opposition, twelve

miles above Charleston. Immediately after his debarkation he sent

a body of infantry and cavalry to occupy the great road and scour

tlie country to within cannon-shot from the place. The army then

followed, and took post across the isthmus behind the city, at the

distance of a mile and a half. From this moment, the garrison lost

all communication with the land ; the enemy being masters of both

fides of the Ashley, there remained no way open for succors of

men and provision but across the Cooper on their left. The royal-

uts had soon transported to their camp, through the assistance of
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captain Elpliinstone with his boats and armed galleys, all the heavy

artillery, stores, and baggage. On the night of the first of April,

they broke ground within eight hundred yards of the American

works ; and in a week their guns were mounted in battery.

In the meantime, admiral Arbuthnot had made his dis'sositions for

passing the bar in order to gain the entrance of Charleston harbor.

The frigates, as drawing less water, passed without any difficulty
;

but the ships of the line could not be got over till after having been

lightened of their artillery, munitions, and even their water ; the

whole squadron passed on the twentieth of March. Arbuthnot came

to anchor at Five Fathom Hole ; he had still, however, to surmount,

before he could take an active part in the siege of Charleston, the

obstacle of Fort Moultrie, occupied by colonel Pinckney with a

respectable force. The English admiral, profiting of a south wind

and flood tide, weighed anchor on the ninth of April, and passing it

under a press of sail, took his station within cannon-shot from the

city near James island. Colonel Pinckney had opened all his artil-

lery upon the British vessels, at the moment of their passage ; but

such was the rapidity of their way, that it did them little damage.

The dead and wounded were less than thirty ; a solitary transport

was abandoned and burned.

In this state of things, the batteries ready to be opened, and the

place already invested by sea and land, Clinton and Arbuthnot sent

a joint summons to general Lincoln, holding out the fatal conse-

quences of a cannonade and storm, and stating the present as the

only favorable opportunity for preserving the lives and property of the

inhabitants. The American answered spiritedly, that he was deter-

mined to defend himself. The English immediately commenced
their fire ; the place answered it briskly. But the besiegers had the

advantage of a more numerous artillery, particularly in mortars, which

made great ravages. The pioneers and miners, under the direction

of the same MoncriefFe who had gained so much honor in the de-

fense of Savannah, pushed forward the works with extreme rapidity.

The second parallel was already completed and furnished with its

batteries ; every thing promised the English an approaching victory
;

but the Americans had assembled a corps on the upper part of

Cooper river, at a place called Monk's Corner. They were under

the conduct of general Huger ; and from that position they could

invest the besiegers on their rear, revictual Charleston, and in case

of extremity, enable the garrison to evacuate the place, and retreat

with safety into the country.

Besides, however feeble was this corps, it might serve as an inccD-

Uve and rallying point for continual accessions. North Carolina had
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already dispatched to their camp a great quantity of arms, stores

and baggage. Under these considerations, general CHnton detached

fourteen hundred men, under lieutenant-colonel Webster, to strike

at this body of republicans before it should become more considera-

ble, to break in upon the remaining communications of the besieged,

and to seize the principal passes of the country. Colonel Webster

was accompanied by Tarleton and Ferguson, both partisans of dis-

tinguished gallantry. The Americans had established their principal

cantonments on the left side of the Cooper, and being masters of

Biggins Bridge, on that river, they had passed all their cavalry to

the right bank. This position was strong, the bridge being accessw

ble only by a causeway through an impracticable morass ; but they

were off their guard, having neglected to post videttes, and to re-

connoiter the environs. Moreover, their dispositions were defective
,

they had placed the cavalry in front, and the infantry in rear. The

English arrived, unexpectedly, at three in the morning ; their attack

was impetuous ; it routed the Americans in a few instants ; all

perished save those who sought safety by flight. General Huger,

and the colonels Washington and Jamieson, threw themselves into

the morass, and were fortunate enough to escape by favor of the

darkness. Four hundred horses, a prize of high value, fell into the

hands of the victors, with many carriages loaded with arms, clothing

and stores. The royalists took possession of the bridge, and, soon

after, secured another passage lower down, and overrun the country

on the left side of the river, particularly the district of St. Thomas.

In this manner the besieged were deprived also of the Cooper river,

and Charleston found itself completely enclosed. The garrison was

not judged sufficiently strong to warrant any opposition to this en-

terprise. The Americans attempted only to fortify a point on the

left bank, called Point Lamprey ; but Webster's corps being consid-

erably re-inforced, and lord Cornwallis having taken the command

on that side of the river, they found themselves constrained to aban-

don this last post. The British foraged without obstacle, prevented

the assembling of the militia, and cut off every species of succor.

A few days after, Tarleton, having advanced with incredible celerity

upon the banks of the Santee river, attacked and routed another

body of republican cavalry. Commanded by colonel Buford ;
arms,

horses, munitions, every thing fell into the power of the victor. Ad-

verse fortune continued to pursue the republicans. Admiral Arbuth-

not landed on Sullivan's island a body of seamen and marines, men

ofapproved hardihood. He began to enclose Fort Moultrie ;
having

procured a full knowledge of the state of the garrison and defenses

of the place, he prepared to storm it on the part of the west and
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northwest, where the works were the weakest. The garrison, sen-

sible of the impossibility of relief, the English being masters of the

sea, and seeing the means of attack incomparably superior to those

of resistance, surrendered, the seventh of May. Thus Fort Moul-
trie, which four years before had repulsed all the forces of admi-

ral Hyde Parker, fell, without firmg a shot, into the power of the

royalists.

In the meantime, the besiegers had completed their third parallel,

which they carried close to the canal we have already described

;

and by a sap pushed to the dam which supplied it with water on the

right, they had drained it in several parts to the bottom. They
hastened to arm this parallel with its batteries, and to complete the

traverses and other mines of communication. The place being thus

environed, and the bombardment about to commence, Clinton sum-
moned Lincoln anew. A negotiation was opened, but the American
commander required not only that the citizens and militia should be

(ree with respect to their persons, but that they should also be per-

mitted to sell their property, and retire with the proceeds wherever

they might see fit ; the English general refused to grant these condi-

tions. He insisted that the whole garrison should surrender at dis-

cretion ; and, as to property, he would agree to nothing further than

that it should not be given up to pillage. The conferences were

broken off, and hostilities recommenced. The fortifications were
battered with violence by the heavy artillery ; bombs and carcasses

overwhelmed the town, and lighted frequent conflagrations ; the

Hessian marksmen felled all that showed themselves at the embra-

sures, or on the ramparts. Neither shelter nor retreat remained to

the besieged ; every thing indicated that the moment of surrender

must soon arrive. The fire of the place was already become lan-

guid ; its artillery was in part dismounted, and its best cannoniers

either killed or out of service ; and the English had pushed on their

works till they issued in the ditch of the place. The city was men-
aced with an assault ; discord began to break out within ; the timid

and those attached to the royal party murmured aloud ; they con-

jured Lincoln not to expose to inevitable destruction, so rich, so

important a city. They represented that the stock of provision was

nearly exhausted ; that the engineers considered it impossible to

sustain a storm ; in a word, that there was not the least way of safe-

ty left open.

In so terrible an extremity, Lincoln divested himself of his natu-

ral inflexibility ; and, on the twelfth of May, the capitulation was

«?igned. The garrison were allowed some of the honors of war ; but

thej were not to uncase their colors, nor their drums to beat a Brit-
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ish march. The continental troops and seamen were to keep their

baggage, and to remain prisoners of war until they were exchanged.

The niihtia were to be permitted to return to their respective homes,

as prisoners on parole ; and while they adhered to their parole, were

not to be molested by the British troops in person or property. The

citizens of all sorts to be considered as prisoners on parole, and to

hold their property on the same terms with the militia. The officers

of the army and navy to retain their servants, swords, pistols, and

their baggage unsearched. As to general Lincoln, he was to have

liberty to send a ship to Philadelphia with his dispatches.

Thus, after a siege of forty days, the capital of South Carolina

fell into the hands of the royalists. Seven general officers, ten con-

tinental regiments, much thinned, it is true, and three battalions of

artillery, prisoners of the English, gave signal importance to their

victory; the whole number of men in arms who were taken, was

estimated at six thousand. Four hundred pieces of artillery, of

every sort, were the prey of the victors, with no small quantity of

powder, balls and bombs ; three stout American frigates, one French,

and a polacre of the same nation, augmented the value of the con-

quest. The loss of men was not great on either side, and was not

very unequally shared.

The Carolinians complained greatly of their not being properly

assisted by their neighbors, particularly the Virginians, in this long

and arduous struggle. The conduct of general Lincoln was unani-

mously blamed, though very differently judged. Some reproached

him for having allowed himself to be cooped up in so extensive and

indefensible a town, instead of continuing the war in the open field.

They said that if he had taken this course, he might have preserved

to the Union a considerable army, and the most fertile part of tlie

pro-vince ; that it would have been much better to harass and fatigue

the enemy by marches, retreats, ambuscades, and well concerted at-

tacks ; that Washington had acted very differently, and with greater

utility to his country, when, to tlie loss of his army, he preferred that

of the island of New York, and even of the city of Philadelphia

itself. It was not Lincoln alone, however, who should have been

made responsible for events, but the congress and the neighboring

provincial states ; since they promised, at the approach of danger,

re-inforcements which they did not furnish.

Other censors of the general's conduct condemned him for not

having evacuated the town, when all the roads were still open on the

kft side of the Cooper river. But if he followed an opposite coun-

sel, it should be attributed, at first, to this same hope of promised

succor ; and then, after the rout of Monk's Corner, and the English
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had occupied the country between the Cooper and the Santee, to

the fear he justly entertained of encountering an infinite superiority

of force, particularly in cavalry, and to the repugnance he felt to

leave Charleston at discretion in the hands of the enemy.

As soon as general Clinton had taken possession of that capital,

he hastened to take all those measures, civil as weW as military,

w^hich were judged proper for the re-establishment of order ; he then

made his dispositions for recovering the rest of the province, whero

every thing promised to anticipate the will of the victor. Determin-

ed to follow up his success, before his own people should have

time to cool, or the enemy to take breath, he planned three expedi-

tions ; one towards the river Savannah, in Georgia, another upon

Ninety-Six, beyond the Saluda, both with a view to raise the loyal-

ists, very numerous in those parts ; the third was destined to scour

the country between the Cooper and Santee, in order to disperse

a body of republicans, who, under the conduct of colonel Buford,

were retiring by forced marches towards North Carolina. All three

were completely successful ; the inhabitants flocked from all parts

to meet the royal troops, declaring their desire to resume their an-

cient allegiance, and offering to defend the royal cause with arms in

hand. Many even of the inhabitants of Charleston, excited by

the proclamations of the British general, manifested a like zeal tc

combat under his banners. Lord CornwalHs, after having swept the

two banks of the Cooper and passed the Santee, made himself mas-

ter of Georgetown. Such was the devotion, either real or feigned,

of the inhabitants towards the king ; such was their terror, or their

desire to ingratiate themselves with the victor, that not content with

coming in from every quarter to offer their services, in support of

the royal government, they dragged in their train, as prisoners, those

friends of liberty, whom they had lately obeyed with such parade of

zeal, and whom they now denominated their oppressors. Mean-

while, colonel Buford continued his retreat with celerity, and it ap
peared next to impossible that he should be overtaken. Tarleton,

nevertheless, offered to attempt the enterprise, promising to reach

him. Cornwallis put under his command, for this object, a strong

corps of cavalry, with about a hundred light infantry mounted on

horseback. His march was so rapid, that on the twenty-eighth of

May he had gained Camden, where he learned that Buford had

departed the preceding day from Rugeleys Mills, and that he was

pushing on with extreme speed, in order to join another body of

republicans that was on the march from Salisbury to Charlotte, in

North Carolina. Tarleton saw the importance of preventing the

junction of these two corps j accordingly, notwithstanding the fatigue
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of men and horses, many of these having already dropped dead with

exhaustion, notwithstanding the heat of the season, he redoubled his

pace, and at length presented himself, after a march of one hundred

and five miles in fifty-four hours, at a place called Wacsaw, before

the object of his pursuit. The English summoned the Americans

to throw down tlieir arms ; the latter answered with spirit, that they

were prepared to defend themselves. The colonel drew up his

troops in order of battle ; they consisted of four hundred Virginia

regulars with a detachment of horse. He formed but one line, and

ordered his artillery and baggage to continue their march in his rear,

without halting ; his soldiers were directed to reserve their fire till

the British cavalry were approached within twenty yards. Tarleton

lost no time in preparation, but charged immediately. The Amer-

icans gave way after a faint resistance ; the English pursued them

with vigor, and the carnage was dreadful. Their victory was com-

plete ; all, in a manner, that were not killed on the spot, were wound-

ed and taken. Such was the rage of the victors, that they massar

cred many of those who offered to surrender. The Americans,

remembered it with horror. From that time it became with them a

proverbial mode of expressing the cruelties of a barbarous enemy, to

call them Tarleton's quarter. Artillery, baggage, munitions, colors,

every thing, fell into the power of the English. It appears that

colonel Buford committed two faults, the most serious of which was

the having awaited on open ground an enemy much superior in

cavalry. If, instead of sending his carriages behind him, as soon as

he perceived the royal troops, he had formed them into a cincture for

his corps, the English would not have attempted to force it, or

would have exposed themselves to a sanguinary repulse. The
second was that of forbidding his men to fire at the enemy, till he

was within twenty paces ; it ensued that Tarleton's cavalry was

enabled to charge with more order and efficacy. That officer in>

mediately returned, followed by the trophies of his victory, to Can>-

den, where he rejoined lord Cornwallis. The American division,

which had advanced to Charlotte, changed its plan, on hearing of

the discomfiture of Wacsaw, and fell back with precipitation on

Salisbury.

This reverse destroyed the last hopes of the Carolinians, and was

soon followed by their submission. General Clinton wrote to Lon^

Qon, that South Carolina was become English again, and that there

were few men in the province who were not prisoners to, or in armf

with the British forces. But he was perfectly aware that the con-

quest he owed to his arms could not be preserved but by the entire

re-establisliment of the civil administration. To this end, he deemed
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it essential to put minds at rest by the assurance of amnesty, and to

oblige the inhabitants to contribute to the defense of the country,

and to the restoration of the royal authority. Accordingly, in concert

with admiral Arbuthnot, he published a full and absolute pardon in

favor of those who should immediately return to their duty, prom-

^^ingthat no offenses and transgressions heretofore committed in con-

sequence of political troubles, should be subject to any investigation

whatever. He excepted only those who, under a mockery of the

forms of justice, had imbrued their hands in the blood of their fellow-

citizens, who had shown themselves adverse to revolt and usurpa-

tion. He had then to reflect that a great number of the Carolinians

were prisoners of war on parole, and that while they were considered

as such, they could not equitably be constrained to take arms in

favor of the king. But, in the pride of victory, Clinton thought he

might sport with the public faith, and got over this difficulty by

declaring, in a proclamation issued on the third of June, that the

prisoners of war were free, and released from their parole, with the

exception of the regular troops taken in Charleston and Fort Moul-

trie ; he added, that they were re-established in all the rights and

all the duties of British subjects. But that no doubt might remain

with regard to his intentions, and to prevent all conjecture, he gave

notice that every man must take an active part in support of the

royal government, and in the suppression of that anarchy which had

prevailed already but too long. For the attainment of this object,

he required all persons to be in readiness with their arms at a mo-

ment's warning ; those who had families, to form a militia for home

defense ; but those who had none, to serve with the royal forces for

any six months of the ensuing twelve, in which they might be called

upon to assist, as he said, ' in driving their rebel oppressors, and all

the miseries of war, far from the province.' They were not to be

employed, however, out of the two Carolinas and Georgia. Thus

citizens were armed against citizens, brothers against brothers ; thus

the same individuals who had been acknowledged as soldiers of the

congress, since they had been comprehended in the capitulation <i8

prisoners of war, were constrained to take arms for the king of Eng-

land ; a violence, if not unprecedented, at least odious, and which

rebounded, as we shall see by the sequel, on the heads of those who
were guilty of it. General Clinton, seeing the province in tranquilUty

,

and the ardor, which appeared universal, of the inhabitants to 'om

the royal standard, distributed his army in the most important gam-
sons ; when, leaving lord Cornwalhs in command of all the forces

stationed in South Carolina and Georgia, he departed fr'nn Charles

ton for his government of New York.

V
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That city, during his absence, had been exposed to a danger as

unexpected as alarming. A winter, unequaled in that cliniale for

its length and severity, had deprived New York and the adjoining

islands of all the defensive benefits of their insular situation ; the

Hudson river, with the straits and channels by which they are divided

and surrounded, were every where clothed with ice of such a strength

and thickness, aa would have adnr.itted the passage of armies, with

their heaviest carriages and artillery. This change, so suddenly

wrought in the nature oftheir situation, caused the British commanders

extreme disquietude ; they feared the more for the safety of New
York, as its garrison was then very feeble, and the army of Washing-

ton not far ofi'. Accordingly, they neglected none of those prudential

measures which are usual in similar cases ; all orders of men in New
York were embodied, armed and officered. The officers and crews

of the frigates undertook the charge of a redoubt ; and those of the

transports, victualers and merchantmen, were armed with pikes, for

the defense of the wharves and shipping. But Washington was in no

condition to profit of this unlooked for event. The small army which

remained with him hutted at Morristown, was inferior in strength even

to the British regular force at New York, exclusive of the armed in-

habitants and militia. He sent lord Sterling, it is true, to make an

attempt upon Staten Island, and to reconnoiter the ground ; but that

general, observing no movement in his favor on the part of the city,

returned to his first position. Thus the scourge of short engagements,

and the torpor which prevailed at that time among the Americans,

caused them to lose the most propitious occasion that could have been

desired, to strike a blow that would have sensibly affected the British

power. If their weakness constrained them to inaction in the vicin-

ity of New York, the English did not imitate their example. As

soon as the return of spring had freed them from the danger they had

apprehended during the season of ice, they renewed their predatory

exploits in New Jersey. Their object in these excursions of devas-

tation and plunder, was to favor the operations in Carohna, in order

that the enemy, feeUng insecure at various points, might carry suc-

cor to none.

About the beginning of June, and a few days previous to the return

of general Clinton, the generals Knyphausen, Robertson, and Tryon,

who, during his absence, commanded the troops cantoned at New
York, had entered New Jersey with a corps of five thousand men, and

had occupied Elizabethtown ; they conducted themselves there with

generosity, and abstained from all pillage. They afterwards advanced

and took possession of Connecticut Farms, a new and flourishing

village. Irritated at the resistance they had experienced in their
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march having been harassed incessantly by the country mihtia, who

nad risen against them from all the neighboring parts, they set fire to

this place ; only two houses escaped ; even the church was a prey

to the flames. This disaster was signahzed by a deplorable event,

which contributed not a little to redouble the indignation of the

republicans against the royalists. Among the inhabitants of Con-

necticut Farms was a young gentlewoman, as celebrated for her

virtues as for the singular beauty of her person. Her husband, James

Cadwell, v/as one of the most ardent and influential patriots in that

province. He urged her, and resorted to the entreaties of friends to

persuade her to withdraw from the danger ; but trusting to her own

innocence for protection, she awaited the invaders. She was sur-

rounded by her little children, and near her a nursery maid held in

her arms t!>e youngest of her offspring. A furious soldier appeared at

the wmdow, a Hessian, as it is said ; he took aim at this unfortunate

mother, and pierced her breast with an instantly mortal shot ; her

blood gushed upon all her tender orphans. Other soldiers rushed

into the house, and set it on fire, after having hastened to bury their

victim. Thus, at least, the republicans relate this horrible adventure.

The English pretended that the shot had been fired at random, and

even that it was discharged by the Americans, since it came from the

part by which t!iey retired. However the truth may be, the melan-

choly fate of this gentlewoman fired the breasts of the patriots with

such rage, that they flew from every quarter to take vengeance upon

the authors of so black a deed. The royal troops had put them-

selves on the march to seize a neighboring town called Springfield.

They had nearly reached it, when they were informed that general

Maxwell awaited them there, with a regiment of New Jersey regu-

lars and a strong body of militia, impatient for combat. The EngUsh

halted, and passed the night m that position. The next morning they

fell back with precipitation upon Elizabethtown, whether their com-

manders thought it imprudent to attack an enemy who bore so men-

acing a countenance, or that they had received intelligence, as they

publis.ied, that Washington had detached from Morristown a strong

re-inforcement to Maxwell. Tlie Americans pursued them wiih

warmth, but to little purpose, from the valor and regularity displayed

in their retreat.

At this conjuncture, general Clinton arrived at New York, and

immediately adopted a plan from which he promised himself the most

decisive success. His purpose was to dislodge Washington from the

strong position he occupied in the mountainous and difficult country

of Moirjsonia, which, forming a natural barrier, had furnished the

American captain-general with an impregnable shelter against tli:^.
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attacks of the English, even when his force was the most reduced.

Accordingly, Clinton, having embarked a considerable body of

troops at New York, executed such movements as made it appear

that his design was to ascend the Hudson river, in order to seize the

passes in the mountains towards the lakes. He had persuaded him-

self that Washington, as soon as he should be informed of this demon-

stration, would instantly put himself in motion, and, in the fear of

losing these passes, would advance with the whole or the greater part

of his force, in order to defend them. The British general intended to

seize this occasion to push rapidly with the troops he had at EUza-

bethtown, against the heights of Morrisonia, and thus to occupy the

positions which constituted the security of Washington. And, even

on the supposition that their distance should render it unadvisable to

maintain them, the destruction of the extensive magazines wliich the

republicans had established there, offered a powerful attraction.

Washington, in effect, who watched all the movements of Clinton,

penetrated his designs. Fearing for West Point, and the important

defiles of that part, he retained with him only the force indispensably

requisite to defend the heights of Morrisonia, and detached the rest

upon the banks of the Hudson, under general Greene. The royalists

then marched with rapidity from Elizabethtown towards Springfield.

This place is situated at the foot of the heights of Morrisonia, on the

right bank of a stream that descends from them, and covers it in

front. Colonel Angel guarded the bridge with a small detachn)ent,

but composed of picked men. Behind him the regiment of colonel

Shrieve formed a second line, and ascending towards the heights near

Shorts Hill, were posted the corps of Greene, Maxwell, and Stark.

There were few continental troops, but the militia were numerous

and full of ardor.

On arriving at the bridge, the royalists attacked colonel Angel

with great impetuosity. He defended himself bravely, killing many

of the enemy, and losing few of his own. At length, yielding to

number, he fell back in perfect order upon the second line. The Eng-

lish passed the bridge, and endeavored to pursue their advantage.

Shrieve resisted their efforts folr a while ; but too inferior in men,

and especially in artillery, he withdrew behind the corps of Greene.

The English, then examining the situation of places, and the strength

of the American intrenchments, abandoned the design of assaulting

them. Perhaps the approach of night, the impracticable nature of

the country, the obstinate defense of the bridge, the sight of thie

militia rushing towards the camp from all parts, and the danger of

losing all communication with Ehzabethtown, contributed to this

abrupt change in the resolutions of the British generals. Exaspe-
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rated at these unexpected obstacles, they devoted to pillags and

flames the flourishing village of Springfield ; they afterwards return-

ed upon Elizabethtovvn. Enraged at seeing this conflagration, the

republicans pursued the British troops with so much violence, that

only their discipline and the ability of their commanders could have

saved them from total destruction. They profited of the cover of

night to abandon the shores of New Jersey, and passed into Staten

.

Island. Thus the design of Clinton was baffled by a resistance for

which he was little prepared. The Enghsh gained by this expedi-

tion only the shame of repulse, and eternal detestation on the part

of their enemies. Washington, in oflicial reports, greatly commend-

ed the valor of his troops.

But it is time to resume our narrative of the affairs of Carolina.

The English administration, which, after the conquest of that prov-

ince, had been established by the royal troops, deliberated upon the

means of repairing the evils caused by the war and by civil dissen-

sions, in order to confirm the return of monarchical authority. Since

that of the congress had ceased to exist in the country, the paper

currency had fallen into such discredit, that it was not possible to

circulate it at any rate whatever. Many individuals had been forced

to receive, as re-imbursement for creditsof longstanding, those depre-

ciated bills ; others had balances still due them upon contracts stip-

ulated according to the nominal value of the paper. It was resolved,

therefore, to compel the debtors of-the first to account with them by

a new payment in specie, for the difference that existed between the

retil and the nominal value of the bills ; and to establish a scale of

proportion, according to which, those who owed arrearages should

satisfy their creditors in coined money. To this end, thirteen com

missioners were appointed. They were to inform themselves with

accuracy of the different degrees of the depreciation of the paper,

and afterwards to draw up a table of reduction, to serve as a legal

regulation in the payment of the debts above specified. The com-

missioners proceeded in the execution of this difficult task with equal

justice and discernment ; they compared the price of the products

of the country, during the circulation of the bills, with that they had

l»orne a year before the war. Examining then the diflferent rates

of exchange of the bills for specie, they formed, not only year by year,

but also month by month, a table, the first column of which contain-

ed the dates, the second the ratio of the value of the bills to that of

specie, the third the ratio of the value of bills to the price of produce,

and the fourth the proportional medium of depreciation. This ex-

unction of fii8 vsiue of bills of credit, occasioned by the presence

ot the English in Georgia and Carolina, induced those inhabitanti

VOL. II. V,
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who Still held them, to carry or send them into omer provinces, where

they continued to have some circulation. But this influx itself, added

to the loss of Carolina, and the sinister aspect which the situation

of the affairs of congress presented at this epoch, accelerated the fall

of paper money in all the states of the confederation. Too well con-

vinced that there was no remedy capable of arresting the progress

of this appalling evil, the congress determined to yield to the storm.

They decreed that in future their bills should pass, no longer at their

nominal, but only at their conventional value ; and they also drew

up a scale of depreciation for the regulation of payments. This res-

olution, which, though assuredly a violation of the public faith, was,

with the exception of dishonest debtors, both agreeable and advanta-

geous to -all classes. Can there, in fact, exist, for a nation, a great-

er calamity than to have a currency as the representative of money,

when that currency is fixed by law, and variable in opinion ? It is

also to be considered that the bills of credit were then in the hands,

not of the first, but of the last possessors, who had acquired them at

their depreciated value. It was only to be regretted that the congress

had made so many solemn protestations of their intention to main-

tain the nominal value of their paper. Even the tenor of the bills,

the terms of the law of their creation, all the public acts which related

to them, were so many engagements that a dollar in paper should

always be given and received for a dollar in silver. Scarcely were

a few months elapsed since the congress, in a circular letter, had

spoken of the same resolution they had now taken, as a measure of

the most flagrant injustice. In that letter they aflirm, that even the

supposition of a similar breach of faith, ought to excite universal ab-

horrence. But such is the nature of new governments, especially

in times of revolution, where aflfairs of state are so much under the

control of chance, that they frequently promise what they cannot

perform ; the empire of circumstances seems to them a fair plea for

not keeping faith. Their precarious positions should render them

at least less prodigal of promises and oaths ; but, as inexperienced

as presumptuous, and vainly believing their object attained, when

they have found means to push on for a day, they seem the more

bold in contracting engagements, the less it is in their power to ful-

fill them.

The proclamation by which the British commanders had absolved

the prisoners of war from their parole, and restored them to the

condition of British subjects, in order to compel them to join the

royal troops, had created a deep discontent among the Carolinians.

The greater part desired, since they had lost liberty, to remain at

least in tranquillity at their homes, thus conforming tliemselves lo
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the time, and submitting to necessity. If this repose had been

granted them, they would not have exerted themselves to obtain a

change ; they would have supported less impatiently the unhappy

situation of the republic ; little by little they would have accustomed

themselves to the new order of things, and would have forgotten the

past. But this proclamation rekindled their rage. They cried with

one voice, ' If we must resume arms, let us rather fight for America

and our friends, than for England and strangers !
' Many did as

they said. Released from their parole, considering themselves at

liberty to take arms anew, and determined to venture all to serve

their cauge, they repaired by circuitous and unfrequented ways into

North Carolina, which was still occupied by the troops of congress.

Others continued to remain in the country, and in the condition of

prisoners of war, deferring to take their resolution till the British

officers should actually summ^on them to enter the field. The greater

part, submitting to circumstances, could not resolve to abandon their

property, and withdraw into distant provinces, as some of their fel-

low-citizens had done. In dread of the persecutions of the English,

and even of their own countrymen, and desirous to win favor with

their new masters, they had recourse to dissimulation. They pre-

ferred to change their condition, and from prisoners of war to be-

come British subjects. This resolution appeared to them the more

expedient, as a report was then in circulation, perhaps purposely

forged, that the congress were come to the determination no longer

to dispute with the English the possession of the southern provinces.

This rumor was directly opposite to the truth ; for in the sitting of

the twenty-fifth of June, the congress had declared with much so-

lemnity that they purposed to make every possible exertion for their

recovery. But the prisoners of Carolina knew nothing of what

passed without, and from day to day they became more confirmed

in the idea that their country would remain under British domina-

tion. Thus, between choice and compulsion, the multitude resumed

the bonds of submission. But the Enghsh could have wished to

have all under their yoke ; they saw with pain that within as well is

without the province, there remained some individuals devoted to

the party of congress. Their resentment dictated the most extraor-

dinary measures against the property and families of those who had

emigrated, and of those who had remained prisoners of war. The
possessions of the first were sequestrated and ravaged ; their fami-

lies were jealously watched, and subjected, as rebels, to a thousand

vexations. The second were often separated from their hearths,

and confined in remote and unhealthy places. These rigors con-

strained some to retract, and bend the neck under the new slavery j
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others to ofler themselves as good and loyal subjects of the king.

Among them were found individuals who had manifested the most

ardor for the cause of liberty, and who had even filled the first offices,

under the popular government. They generally colored their con-

version with saying, tliat they had never aspired to independence,

and that they abhorred the alliance of France. Thus men will

rather stain themselves with falsehood and perjury, than live in mis-

fortune and poverty ! Such was the conduct of the inhabitants of

the country ; but those of the city, having, by the terms of capitula-

tion, the right to remain in their habitations, were not comprehended

in the proclamation of the third of June. It was requisite, there-

fore, to employ other means to induce them to stoop to allegiance.

The English and more zealous loyalists maneuvered in such a man-

ner, that mure than two hundred citizens of Charleston subscribed

and presented to the British generals an address, by which they

congratulated them upon their victories. This step had been con-

certed. It was answered them, that they should enjoy the protec-

tion of the state and all the privileges of British subjects, if they

would sign a declaration of their allegiance and readiness to support

the royal government. They obeyed ; and their example had many

imitators. Hence arose a distinction between subjects and prisoners.

The first were protected, honored and encouraged ; the second were

regarded with contempt, persecuted and harassed in their persons

and property. Their estates in the country were loaded with taxes,

and even ravaged. Within the city they were refused access to the

tribunals, if they had occasion to bring suits against their debtors
;

while, on the other hand, they were abandoned to all the prosecutions

of their creditors. Thus forced to pay, they were not permitted to

receive. They were not suffered to go out of the city without a

pass, which was often refused them without motive, and they were

even threatened with imprisonment unless they took the oath of al-

legiance. Their effects were given up to the pillage of the soldiery
;

iheir negroes were taken from them ; they had no means of redress,

but in yielding to what was exacted of them ;
while the claims of

subjects were admitted without question. The artisans were allowed

to labor, but not to enforce payment for their work, if their custom-

ers chose to refuse it. The Jews had been permitted to purchase

many valuable goods of the British traders who had followed the

army ; but unless they became subjects, they were not allowed to

sell them. In brief, threats, fraud, and force, were industriously

exercised to urge the inhabitants to violate their plighted faith, and

resume their ancient chains. The greater part had recourse to di*

nmulation, and, by becoming subjects, were made partakers of Brit*
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ish protection ; others, more firm, or more virtuous, refused to bend.

But they soon saw an unbridled soldiery sharing out their spoils
; ,

some were thrown into pestilential dungeons ; others, less unfortu-

nate or more prudent, condemned themselves to a voluntary exile.

Amidst the general desolation, the women of Carolina exhibited

an example of more than masculine fortirtude. They displayed so

ardent, so rare a love of country, that scarcely could there be found

in ancient or modern history an instance more worthy to excite sur-

prise and admiration. Far from being offended at the name of rebel

ladies, they esteemed it a title of distinction and glory. Instead of

showing themselves in assemblies, the seat of joy and brilliant pleas-

ures, they repaired on board ships, they descended into dungeons,

where their husbands, children and friends were in confinement;

they carried them consolations and encouragements. ' Summon

your magnanimity,' they said ;
' yield not to the fury of tyrants

;
hesi-

tate not to prefer prisons to infamy, death to servitude. America

has fixed her eyes on her beloved defenders
;
you will reap, doubt it

not, the fruit of your sufferings ; they will produce liberty, that

parent of all blessings ; they will shelter her forever from the assaults

of British banditti. You are the martyrs of a cause the most grate-

ful to Heaven and sacred for men.' By such words these generous

women mitigated the miseries of the unhappy prisoners. They

would never appear at the balls or routs that were given by the vic-

tors ; those who consented to attend them were instantly despised,

and dropped by all the others. The moment an American oflicer

arrived at Charleston as a prisoner of war, they sought him out, and

loaded him with attention and civilities. They often assembled in

the most retired parts of their houses, to deplore without restraint the

misfortunes of their country. Many of them imparted their noble

spirit to their hesitating and wavering husbands ; they determined them

to prefer a rigorous exile to their interests and to the sweets of life.

Exasperated at their constancy, the English condemned the most

zealous to banishment and confiscation. In bidding a last farewell

to their fathers, their children, their brothers, their husbands,

these heroines, far from betraying the least mark of weakness,

which in men might have been excused, exhorted them to arm

themselves with intrepidity. They conjured them not to allow fortune

to vanquish them, nor to suffer the Icve they bore their families to

render them unmindful of all they owed their country. When com-

prehended, soon after, in the general decree of banishment issued

against the partisans of liberty, they abandoned with the same firm

ness their natal soil. A supernatural alacrity seemed to animate

them when they accompanied their husbands into distant countries,
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and even when immured with them in the fetid ships, into which

they were inhumanly crowded. Reduced to the most frightful indi-

gence, they were seen to beg bread for themselves and families.

Among those who were nurtured in the lap of opulence, many passed

suddenly from the most delicate and the most elegant style of living,

to the rudest toils and to the humblest services. But humiliation

could not triumph over their resolution and cheerfulness ; their ex-

ample was a support to their companions in misfortune. To this

heroism of the women of Carolina, it is principally to be imputed,

that the love, and even the name of liberty, were not totally extin-

guished in the southern provinces. The English hence began to be

sensible, that their triumph was still far from secure. For, in every

affair of public interest, the general opinion never manifests itself

with more energy than when women take part in it with all the life

of their imagmation. Less powerful as well as less stable than that

of men when calm, it is far more vehement and pertinacious when

roused and inflamed.

Such was the spectacle presented at that time in South Carolina

;

on the one hand, an open resistance to the will of the conqueror, or

a feigned submission ; on the other, measures that continually ope-

rated an effect directly contrary to that which their authors expected

from them. Meanwhile, the heat of the season, the dubious state

of the province itself, and the necessity of deferring the campaign

until the harvest was over, occasioned an almost general suspension

of arms. It was not possible for the English to think of the con-

quest of North Carolina before the last of August or the beginning

of September. Lord Cornwallis resolved to canton his troops in

such a manner, that they should be in readiness to support the

loyalists, to repress the discontented, and to undertake the invasion

of that province as soon as the proper season should arrive. He
was particularly careful to collect provision and munitions of war.

His principal magazines were established at Camden, a large village

situated on the banks of the river Wateree, and upon the road which

leads into North Carolina.

He feared lest the loyalists of that province, stimulated by excess

of zeal, should break out before the time, which might lead to their

destruction. His emissaries continually exhorted them to await the

lime of harvest in tranquillity, and to content themselves with prepar-

ing subsistence for the royal troops, who would advance to their

succor towards the month of September. These prudent counsels

had not the effect to prevent the loyalists of Tryon county from

rising at the instigation of colonel Moore. But instantly crushed by

a corps of repubhcans, under the command of general R.uthcrford
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they paid dearly for the contempt with which they had presumed to

treat admonitions dictated by foresight. Eight hundred loyalists,

however, under the conduct of colonel Bryan, made good their junc-

tion with the royal troops. But while the British generals were

makinn- their dispositions to profit of the favorable season to attack

North Carolina, in order to open themselves a passage into the heart

of Virginia, the congress exerted all diligence to put themselves in

a situation to recover South Carolina. Their efforts, as we shall

see, were not without success. Thus the flames of war, for the

moment almost extinguished, were on the point of being rekindled

with more violence than ever.

Before entering upon the recital of the events of the bloody cam-

paign that ensued, it is necessary to describe what passed in the

West Indies between two powerful and equally spirited rivals. Al-

ready a very obstinate action had taken place between the chevalier

de la Motte Piquet and commodore Cornwallis, in the waters of La

Grange, to the east of Cape Francois. The first had four ships,

two of which of seventy-four guns, the Annibal and the Diademe.

The other had only three, the heaviest of which was the Lion, of

sixty-four guns. But this engagement was merely a prelude to the

battles that followed shortly after. About the last of March, the

count de Guichen had arrived in the West Indies with such consid-

erable re-inforcements, that the French fleet there amounted to twen-

ty-five sail of the line. Resolved to profit of their superiority

Dy sea as well as by land, the French embarked a strong body of

troops, under the conduct of the marquis de Bouille, and presented

themselves with twenty-two ships of the line before the island of St.

Lucia. Their intention was to carry it by assault. But general

Vaughan, who commanded on shore, had neglected no measure of

defense ; and admiral Hyde Parker, who had repaired thither from

the coasts of America, had so advantageously posted sixteen sail ot

the line at Gros Islet, that the French commanders abandoned the

project, and returned to Martinico. A few days after, admiral Rod-

ney arrived at St. Lucia with re-inforcements from Europe ; his

junction with Parker placed at his command twenty-two sail of the

line. Full of confidence in his strength, the English admiral sailed

immediately for Fort Royal bay in Martinico, in order to challenge

his enemy to battle. But the count de Guichen, who was not dis-

posed to engage a decisive action, except when he should think it

expedient, did not go out of the port. Rodney, having left some

swift sailing frigates to watch the motions of the French, and to give

notice, in case they should sail, returned with tne remainder of his

fleet to St. Lucia. The count de Guichen did not remain long
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inactive. He put to sea, in the night of the thirteenih of April, with

twenty-two sail of the line, and four thousand land troops, prepared

to undertake any operation that should offer some hope of success.

Rodney was soon advised of it, and sailed in quest of him ; his fleet

consisted of twenty ships of the line, and the Centurion of fifty guns.

He commanded the center himself, rear-admiral Hyde Parker the

van, and rear-admiral Rowley the rear division. The French were

standino; through the channel of Dominica, intending afterwards to

stretch off" to windward of Martinico. Their van was under the

conduct of the chevalier de Sade, the main body was led by the

commander-in-chief, the count de Guichen, and the rear by the

count de Grasse. The two armaments came in sight of each other

towards evening, on the sixteenth of April. The French, whose

ships were encumbered with soldiers, and who found themselves

under the wind, endeavored to avoid an engagement. But the Eng-

lish bore down upon them. The count de Guichen profited of the

night to maneuver so as not to be obliged to join battle ; Rodney,

on the conti-ary, in order to render it inevitable. On the succeeding

morninii, the two fleets executed various evolutions with admirable

skill ; and, a little before one o'clock, the French rear was broi"'

to action by the British van. For it is to be observed, that in tai

ing to take an inverse order of battle, the French van was becon

rear. Meanwhile, Rodney arrived with his division upon the Frencii

center ; his own ship, the Sandwich, of ninety guns, was encounter-

ed by M. de Guichen, in the Couronne, of eighty, and by his two

seconds, the Fendant and Triumphant. But in crowding sail before

the action, the French fleet had not been able to keep its distances

perfectly. Its rear, moreover, which had become head of the line,

being composed of more heavy sailing ships than those of the two

other divisions, there had resulted thence a considerable chasm

between that squadron and the center. This separation was still

increased by the drift of the Actionnaire, which, instead of standing,

as the last vessel of the center, the first of the rear, had suffered

herself to fall to leeward of the line. Rodney resolved to seize the

opportunity, and moved in order to cut off" this rear guard from the

rest of the fleet. But the Destin, commanded by M. Dumaitz de

Goimpy, being at the head of that division, threw herself across his

way, and engaged the Sandwich with so much vigor as to arrest his

passagi:. The French ship would have been crushed, however, by

a force so greatly superior, if the count de Guichen, perceiving the

design of his adversary, had not made a signal to the ships of his

center to put about, and push wind aft, all together, in order to

rejoin and extricate tiic rear Thia fnovenient; executed with
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extreme celerity, completely baffled the plan of the Britisl admiral,

and, consequently, saved the French fleet from a total defeat. Rod-

ney, now finding himself exposed to have the blow he had meditated

gainst his adversaiy retorted upon himself, recoiled instantly, and

pressed to regain his place in the line with his other ships. Soon

after he made his dispositions for renewing the action ; but seeing

the crippled condition of several of his ships, and the particularlj

dano-erous state of the Sandwich, which was "'ith difficulty kept

above water, he thought it more prudent to (U-«j st. The count dc

Guichen drew off to refit; he afterwards touchoi at Guadaloupe, in

order to put ashore his sick and wounded. Rodney continued to

maneuver in the open sea for some days, and then returned to

cruise off Fort Royal bay, hoping to intercept the French fleet,

which he believed was on its way for that anchorage. But at length,

the enemy not appearing, and finding it necessary to disembark the

sick and wounded; and to refit and water his fleet, he put into Choc

bay, in St. Lucia. The loss of the British, in this action, amounted

to one hundred and twenty killed, and to three hundred and fifty-

three wounded. Of the French, two hundred and twenty-one died,

and five hundred and forty were wounded. Rodney, in the report

of the battle which he sent to England, passed high encomiums on

liie talents and gallantry of the French admiral ; and added, that he

had been admirably seconded by his officers. This was an indirect

reproach to his own ; of whom, generally, he felt that he had much

reason to complain. The two parties alike claimed the honor of

victory, as it is usual in every combat, the issue of which is not deci-

sive. After having repaired his ships, and taken aboard the troops

under the command of the marquis de Bouille, M. de Guichen again

put to sea. His design was to ascend to windward of the islands by

the north of Guadaloupe, and then to disembark his land forces at

Gros Islet, in St. Lucia. Apprised of this movement, Rodney

immediately set sail in search of the French fleet. He issued from

the channel of St. Lucia, as it was standing off the extremity of

Martinico, towards Point de Salines. At sight of the British arma-

ment, the French admiral became sensible that he must abandon tlie

attack of St. Lucia. His prudence is to be applauded in abstaining

from coming to battle, although .lis position to windward of the

enemy had placed it in his power ; but he inclined first to secure

the. advantages which were offered him by the nature of those seat,

and the direction of the wind. H3 maneuvered to retain the weather-

gage, and, at the same time, to draw the English to windward ol

Martinico. In case of a check, ne had m that island a certain refuge,

tnd if victor, he left none for his enemy. The British admiral laboi^

WTOIL. 11.
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Cd on his part to gain the wind, and continued to approach moriP and

more. The hostile fleets had received each a re-inforcement oi one

•hip of the line ; the French, the Daupljin Royal ; the Englisii, ihe

Triumph. These evolutions, in which the two admirals displayed

no ordinary degree of skill and judgment in seamanship, were pro-

longed for several days, and still Rodney had not been able to nttait

the object of his efforts. The French, whose ships were superior it

point of sailing, to entice the English, as has been said, more t«

windward of Martinico, suffered themselves to be approached from

(^me to time, and then suddenly spreading all sail, departed out ot

reach :. this sport succeeded with them at first perfectly ; but av

length the\French were nearly entangled into a general engagement

in a situation which presented more than one sort of peril ; for theh

intention beiijg to avoid it, they found themselves in no suitable orde^

for battle. 'Jlhe wind had gradually veered to the south. Vigilant

to profit of this change, Rodney put his ships about, and pushed

on the other tack to gain the wind upon tlie French. He would

have effected his purpose, if the wind had not, in this critical mo-

inent, suddenly shifted to the southeast. The count de Guichen

could then also r)ut hiniself on the other tack, which movement pre-

iented such ai3i>nt to the English as no longer permitted them to

gain the winctif v^fim. He afterwards continued to retire in order to

avoid an auon^, But in consequence of the last maneuvers, the

two fleets bing teWought within cannon-shot of each other, the Eng-

lish pressd forwdird their van upon the French rear. It was already

towards light fa^dl, on the fifteenth of May. The headmost of the

y;'British slips, ana(i particularly the Albion, found themselves exposed

^unsuppoied to Ithe fire of the whole French division, and were

excessivcy damaJged. The others rejoined them ; but the French,

being bet er sail»;rs, then retired. Such was the second rencounter

between idmiran Rodney and the count de Guichen. The French

preserved) the afdvantage of the wind. The two armaments contin-

ued in sight oit each other during the three ensuing days, both ma-

neuver.nj* according to the plan of operations adopted by their re-

spective "adm.irals. Finally, in the morning of the nineteenth of

May, the English being advanced to the windward of INIartinico about

forty leagues, and distant between four and five, to the southeast,

from the French, the count de Guichen determined to accept battle,

«nd accordingly took in sail. But as soon as the British van wa»

within reach, he made a signal for his own to bear down upon it,

$nd the action was engaged with great spirit on both sides. Thf

Other divisions formed successively in order of battle, the Frencn

tetaining the weathergage. The conflict became general, the twa
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fleets combatinsj, the one with its starboard, the other with its laiv

board guns. But the shi[)s of the French van and center having

shortened sail in order to come to closer action with the enemy, ii

was to be feared lest the English should tack all at once in order tD

charo-e the rear, which was then at a considerable distance astern.

To prevent the fatal conse(]ucnces that might have ensued from such

a movement on the part of the enemy, M. de Guichen put about

himself, and proceeded to form again in a line with his rear. No
maneuver could have been more suitable to the conjuncture ; if it

had not been executed in season, the French admiral would have

found himself in the most perilous predicament. A few momenti

after, nine Briti<-h ships, having tacked, advanced with a press of sail

upon the French rear ; but when they saw that the main body and

van liad rejoined it, and that the three divisions presented themselve*

in the best order, they resumed their station in their own line.

Rodney rallied such ships as were dispersed, and again drew up his

fleet in order of battle. The two armaments thus remained in pres-

ence until night, and even till the succeeding morning, but without

reneiving the engagemc'nt ; they probably found that they had suflered

too much 'in this and in the preceding action. Rodney sent tlic

Conqueror, the Cornwall, and the Boyne, which were the most

damaged, to be rej)aired at St. Lucia, and set sail with the rest of

his fleet for Carlisle bay, in the island of Barbadoes. The Corn-

wall went to the bottom near the entrance of Careenage harbot-

The count de Guichen returned with his fleet to Fort Royal briy,m

Martinico. The loss of the Engl:sh in these two last actions vva»

fii.xty-eight killed, and three hundred wounded. The French lost

one hundred and fifty-eight killed, and upwards of eight hundred

wounded. Among the former were numbered many officers of dis-

tinction, and even the son of count de Guichen. The English

also had to regret several oflicers of much reputation. Such wa»

the result of the three battles fought between the French and Eng-

lish in the West Indies ; their forces were nearly equal ; their valor

and skill were entirely so.

Here it may be observed, of what importance are the talents and

experience of command(^rs to the event of combats, and to preserve

nations from the most terrible reverses. For it is evident, that if

either of the two hostile admirals, in the course of the three days wi
have been describing, or during all those which they passed in observ-

ing each other, had committed a single fault, the defeat and ruin of

his fleet must have been its inevitable consequence.

If liilherto the forces of France and of England had been pretty-

equally balanced in the West Indies, it was not long before the first
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acquired a decided superiority, by the junction of a Spanish squad-

ron which arrived in those seas. Spain had conceived an ardent

desire to acquire Jamaica ; and the French as eagerly coveted the

possession of the other islands which were still in the power of the

•nemy. If these objects had been attained, the English would have

witnessed the total extinction of their doniination in t!ie West Indies.

With such views don Joseph Solano had departed from Cadiz,

about the middle of April, with twelve sail of the line and some

frigates. This squadron escorted upwards of eighty transports, con-

taining eleven thousand Spanish infantry, with a prodigious quantity

•f artillery and munitions of war ; an armament as formidable as

flourishing, and suited, wiiiiout question, to justify the hopes with

which the allied courts had flattered themselves, particularly that of

Madrid. Already don Solano was well on his way across the At-

lantic, shapmg his course for Fort Royal, in Martinico. It was therq

he purposed to make his junction with all the French forces, Rod-

ney continued at anchor in Carlisle bay, attending to the health of

his crews, recruiting his provisions and water, and refitting his ships-

He had no mistrust of the storm that was about to burst upon hiin.

But captain Mann, who was cruising at large with the frigate Cerbe-

rus, fell in with the Spanish convoy ; aware of all the importance of

the discovery, and feeling assured that his admiral would receive it

well, he took upon himself to quit his cruise and return to the West

Indies, in order to give the alarm. Upon this intelligence, Rodney

put to sea with the least possible delay, for the purpose of meeting

the Spanish squadron ; confident of victory, if he could fall upon it

before its union with the French fleet. Conjecturing with reason,

that it was bound to Martinico, he awaited it upon the route usually

taken by vessels destined for that island. His dispositions were very

judicious ; but the prudence and precautions of the Spanish admiral

rendered them fruitless. Without any intimation of the design of

the English, and of the danger that menaced him, don Solano, as if

directed by a secret presentiment, instead of steering directly to-

wards Fort Royal, of Martinico, shaped his course more to the north

on his right, and stood for the islands of Dominica and Guadaioupe.

As soon as he was arrived in their vicinity, he detached a very swift

sailing frigate to the count de Guichen, to request him to come out

and join him. The French admiral issued with cigliteen ships ; and

being informed that the English were cruising to windward of ths

Antilles, in order to avoid encountering them, he sailed under the

lee of those islands. This voyage was so well conducted, that the

two armaments came together between Dominica and Guadaioupe

Assuredly if all these forces, which g«-eatly surpassed those of Rod
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ney, could have beeji preserved entire, or if the allies had acted mor«

in concert, they n'.ust have attained their object, namely, the abso-

lute aoiiihilation of the British power in the West Indies. But ihes*

forces, in appearance so formidable, bore within themselves the ele-

ments of their own destruction. The length of the passage, th*

want of fresh provision, the change of climate, and the defect of

cleanliness, had generated among the Spanish soldiers a contagious

fever, which had spread with incredible rapidity, and made horrible

ravages. Besides the deaths in the passage, the squadron had put

ashore twelve hundred sick at Dominica, and at least an equal numbe?
at Guadaloupe and Martinico. The salubrity of the air, and that of

the new diet on which they were put in those islands, did not, how-

ever, abate the fury of the pestilence ; it swept otf every day the

most valiant soldiers ; it soon attacked also the French, though with

less violence than the Spaniards. This unexpected scourge not only

diminished the ardor of the allies, but also deprived them of great

part of the means essential to the success of their enterprises ; they

were, moreover, thwarted by the clash of opinions. The Spaniard*

wanted to undertake in the first place the expedition of Jamaica, tlie

French that of St. Lucia and the neighboring islands. It followed,

that all these projects miscarried alike. Compelled to relinquish the

brilliant hopes with which they had flattered themselves, the allies

re-embarked their troops, scarcely yet well recovered, and made sail

in company towards the leeward islands. The count de Guichen

escorted the Spaniaids into the waters of St. Domingo, and then,

leaving them to pursue their voyage, came to anchor at Cape Fran-

cois. Here he made his junction with the squadron of M. de la

Motte Piquet, who had been stationed in that part for the protection

of commerce. The Spaniards proceeded to the Havanna. At the

news of the juncture of the allied fleets, Rodney repaired to Gros

Islet bay, in St. Lucia. But as soon as he was advised that they

had sailed from Martinico, he profited of a re-inforcement of ships

and troops that was arrived to him from England, under the conducl

of commodore Walsingham, to put Jamaica in a respectable state of

defense against the attacks of the allies. He kept the rest of hi«

force at St. Lucia, to watch the motions of the enemy and cover the

neighboring islands. Thus vanished the high hopes which had beei

conceived in France as well as in Spain, from the formidable war-

like apparatus directed against the British West Indies. This failuit

was less the fault of fortune than of that diversity of interests which

too frequently produces a want of harmony between allies ; they wiB

not march together towards the same object, and disunited they caji»»

not attain it.
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The events we have been relating were succeeded, in the Weat

Indies, by a sort of general truce between the two parties. Rut

though the fury of men was suspended for a while, that of the '^la-

ments broke out in a manner much more tremendous. It was now

the month of October, and the inhabitants of the islands were in the

enjoyment of that unexpected tranquillity which resulted from the

cessation of arms, when their shores, ajid the seas that washed them,

were assailed by so dreadful a tempest, that scarcely would there be

found a similar example in the whole series of maritime records,

however replete with shocking disasters and pitiable shipwrecks. If

this fearful scourge fell with more or less violence upon all the island*

of the V/est Indies, it no where raged with more destructive energy

than in the flourishing island of Barbadoes. It was on the morning

of the tenth that the tornado set in, and it hardly began to abate

forty-eight hours after.. The vessels that were moored in the port,

where they considered themselves in safety, were wrenched from

their anchors, launched into the open sea, and abandoned to the

mercy of the tempest. Nor was the condition of the inhabitants on

shore less worthy of compassion. In the following night, the vehe-

mence of the hurricane became yet more extreme ; houses were

demolished, trees uprooted, men and animals tossed hither and

thither, or overwhelmed by the ruins. The capital of the island

was well nigh rased to a level with the ground. The mansion of

the governor, the walls of which were three feet in thickness, was

shaken to its foundations, and every moment threatened to crumble

in ruins. Those within had hastened to barricade the doors and

windows to resist the whirlwinds ; all their efforts were of no avail.

The doors w-ere rent from their hinges, the bars and fastenings for-

ced ; and chasms started in the very walls. The governor with hia

family sought refuge in the subterraneous vaults ; but they were soon

driven from that shelter by the torrents of water that poured like a

new deluge from the sky. They issued then into the open country,

and with extreme difficulty and continual perils repaired under the

covert of a mound, upon which the flagstaff was erected ; but that

mass being itself rocked by the excessive fury of the wind, the ap-

prehension of being buried under the stones that were detached from

it, compelled them again to remove, and to retire from all habitation.

Happily for them they held together ; for, without the mutual aid they

Umt each other, they must all inevitably have perished. After a

long and toilsome march in the midst of ruins, they succeeded in

({aming a battery, where they stretched themselves face downward

on ^he ground, behind the carriages of the heaviest cannon, still a

wretched and doubtful asylum, since those very carnages were con*
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tinuallv put in motion by the impetuosity of tne storm. The other

houses in the city, being less solid, had been prostrated before that of

tlie governor, and their unhappy inhabitants wandered as chance

directed during that merciless night, without shelter and without suc-

cor. Many perished under the ruins of their dwellings ; othert

were the victims of the sudden inundation ; several were suffocated

in the mire. The thickness of the darkness, and the lurid fire of

the lightning, the continual peal of the tlounder, the horrible whistling

of the winds and rain, the doleful cries of the dying, the despondent

moans of those who were unable to succor them, the shrieks and

waitings of women and children, all seemed to announce the destruc-

tion of the world. But the return of day presented to the view of

the survivors a spectacle which the imagination scarcely dares to

depict. This island, lately so rich, so flourishing, so covered with

enchanting landscapes, appeared all of a sudden transformed into

one of those polar regions where an eternal winter reigns. Not an

edifice left standing ; wrecks and ruins every where ; every tree sub-

verted ; not an animal alive ; the earth strown with their remains,

intermingled with those of human beings ; the very surface of the

soil appeared no longer the same. Not merely the crops that were

In prospect, and those already gathered, had been devoured by the

aurricane ; tne gardens, the fields, those sources of the delight and

opulence of the colonists, had ceased to exist. In their place were

found deep sand or steril clay; the enclosures had disappeared;

the ditches v.ere filled up, the roads cut with deep ravines. The
dead amounted to some thousands ; thus much is known, though the

precise number is not ascertained. In effect, besides those whose

fallen houses became their tombs, how many were swept away by

the waves of the swoln sea and by the torrents, resembling rivers,

which gushed from the hills? The wind blew with a violence so

unheard of, that if credit be given to the most solemn documents, a

piece of cannon, which threw twelve-pound balls, was transported

from one battery to another at more than three hundred yards dis-

tance. Much of what escaped the fury of the tempest fell a prey

to the frantic violence of men. As soon as the gates of the prisons

were burst, the criminals sallied forth, and joining the negroes, always

prepared for nefarious deeds, they seemed to brave the wrath of

Heaven, and put every thing to sack and plunder. And perhaps the

whites would have been all massacred, and the whole island consign-

ed to perdition, if general Vaughan, who happened to be there at th«

time, had not watched over the public safety at the head of a bod?

of regular troops. His cares were successful in saving a considera»>

hk quantity of provision, but for which resource the inhabitant
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would only have escaped the ravages of the hurricant,. to be victim*

of (he no less horrible scourge of famine. Nor should it be passed

over in silence by a sincere friend of truth and honorable deeds,

that the Spanish prisoners of war, at this time considerably nume-

rous in Barbadoes, under the conduct of don Pedro San Jago, did

every thing that could be expected of brave and generous soldiers.

Far from profiting of this calamitous conjuncture to abuse their

liberty, they voluntarily encountered perils of every kind to succor

tJie unfortunate islanders, who warmly acknowledged their services.

The other islands, French as well as English, were not much less

d«:vastatcd than Barbadoes. At Jamaica, a violent earthquake add-

ed its horrors to the rage of the tornado ; the sea rose and over-

flowed its bounds with such impetuosity, that the inundation ex-

tended far into the interior of the island.

In consequence of the direction of the wind, the effects of the sea-

flood were the most destructive in the districts of Hanover and West-

moreland. While the inhabitants of Savanna la Mer, a considerable

village of Westmoreland, stood observing with dismay the extraordi-

nary swell of the sea. the accumulated surge broke over then), and

in an instant, men, animals, habitations, every thing, was carried with

it into the abyss. JN'ot a vestige remained of that unhappy town.

More than three hundred persons were thus swallowed up by the

,vaves. The most fertile fields were left overspread with a deep

stratum of steril sand. The most opulent families were reduced in a

moment to the extreme of indigence. If the fate of those on shore

was deplorable beyond all expression, the condition of those who were

upon the water was not less to be pitied. Some of the vessels were

dashed upon shoals and breakers, others foundered in the open ocean,

a few made their way good into port, but grievously battered and

damag;ed. The tempest was not only fatal to ships under sail ; it

spared not even those that were at anchor in the securest havens

Some bilged in port, and many were drifted out to sea by the resist

less fury of the billows. Among the first was the Thunderer, of

seventy-four guns, which sunk with all on board. Several frigate*

were so shattered that they were not thought worth repairing. The

English had to regret, in all, one ship of seventy-four, two of sixty-

four, and one of fifty guns, besides seven or eight frigates.

Amidst so many disasters, they found, at least, some succor in

the humanity of the marquis de Bouille. A number of English

tailors, the wretched relics of the crews of the Laurel and Andro-

meda, wrecked upon the coasts of Martinico, fell into the power

of that general. He sent them free to St. Lucia, saying, that ht

would not treat as prisoners men who had escaped the rage of ib#
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elements. He expressed a hope that the English would exei^-ise the

same fvciierosity towards those Frenchmen whom a similar destinf

rniuhl have delivered into their power. He testified his re.fjrets that

he'hud only been able to save so few of the English seamen, and that

amon<»' tiicm there was not a single officer. He concluded with

observing that, as the calamity had been common and general, hu-

manity t-hould be extended alike towards all its victim.s. The mer-

chants of Kingston, the capital of Jamaica, animated by the mos

honorable social sentiments, immediately made a subscription of ten

thousand pounds sterling for the relief of the sufferers. The parlia-

ment, as soon as it was apprised of this catastrophe, voted, notvvith-

etanding the pressure of the expenses of the war, a donation of eighty

thousand pounds sterling to the inhabitants of Barbadoes, and anoth-

er of forty thousand to those of Jamaica. Nor was public munifi-

cence the only source of their succors ; a great number of private

citizens likewise contributed largely to alleviate the distress(-< of

these unfortunate West Indians.

The fleet of the count de Guichen, and that of admiral Rodney,

were not exposed to the hurricane. The first was already departed

for Europe, in the month of August, escorting, with fourteen sail of

the line, a rich and numerous fleet of n)erchantmen. In conse-

quence of his departure, and in ignorance of his designs, Rodney,

to whom, moreover, the Spanish troops landed at the Havana gave

no little disquietude, detached a part of his force to cover Jamaica,

and made sail v/ith the rest for Neu- York. But before he reached

the American continent, and even before he departed from the West

Indies, there had happened a surprising revolution in public affairs,

of which we shall give r»n account in due time. While men were

en.orao-ed in so fierce a war upon the continent, and in the islands of

America, while they had to combat there the fury of the elements,

the belligerent powers were far from remaining inactive in Europe.

Greater unity was observable in the counsels of England ; but, how-

ever excellent her marine, it was inferior in force to that of tlie allied

courts. These, on the other hand, had more sl:ips and more sol-

diers ; but often directed towards very different objects, by opposite

interests, they did not obtain the success to which they might have

aspired. Thus, for example, the Spaniards, always principally aim-

ing at the conquest of Gibraltar, assembled their forces, and lavished

their treasure, at the foot of that fortress. From the same motive

they kept their ships in the port of Cadiz, instead of joining them

willj those of France, and attempting in concert to strike a decisive

olow at the British power. It followed that France was obli^i/'d to
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send her squadrons into that same port ; and, meanwhile, the British

fleets were blockading her Atlantic ports, intercepting her commerce,

capturing her convoys, and the frigates that escorted them.

Admiral Geary, who, on the death of sir Charles Hardy, had been

appointed to the command of the channel fleet, had put to sea with

about thirty sail of the line. He fell in, the third of July, with a fleet

of French merchantmen, loaded with cochineal, sugar, coffee, and

cotton, under the guard of the ship of war Le Fier, of fifty guns.

The English gave chase, and captured twelve sail, and probably

would have swept the whole convoy, but for a thick fog and the great

proximity of the coasts of France ; the rest made their ports in

safety. Several other French ships, and even some frigates, fell, a

ehort time after, into the power of the English, but not without a

gallant resistance. As we cannot go into a narrative of ail the en-

counters that took place, we will not, however, omit the name at

least of the chevalier de Kergarion, captain of the Belle Poule, who

with that frigate, of only thirty-two guns, defended himself a long

time against the Nonesuch man of war, of sixty-four, commanded

by James Wallace. Nor was it till after the death of the intrepid

Kergarion, that his successor, M. de la Motte Tabouret, yielded to

the necessity of striking his colors ; his frigate was completely dis-

masted ; the greater part of the crew had perished.

The allies made themselves ample amends for these losses on the

ninth of August. Towards the latter end of July, a numerous fleet

of king's ships and merchantmen had set sail from the ports of Eng-

land lor the two Indies. Five of the first, besides much of munitions

of war, arms and artillery, were loaded with an immense quantity

of rigging for the use of the British fleet, stationed in those dis-

tant seas. Eighteen others were either victualing ships or trans-

ports, carrying military stores and recruits, to re-inforce the army

of America. The others were vessels of commerce, whose car-

goes were extremely valuable. This fleet was escorted by the

Romulus ship of the line, and three frigates. It was pursuing its

voyage, having in sight, at agreat distance, the coasts of Spain, when,

in the night of the eighth of August, it fell into ihe midst of a squad-

ron of the combined fleet, which was cruising upon the accustomed

route of ships destined for the East or West Indies. The hostile

squadron was commanded by admiral don Lewis de Cordova. Tha
English mistook his lanterns at mast head for those of their own com-

mander, and steered accordingly. At break of day, they found them-

selves intermingled with the Spanish fleet. Don Cordova enveloped

tlieni, and shifted the crews of sixty vessels ; the ships of war escapea
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hini. His return to Cadiz was a real triumph. The people flocked

to behold the prisoners, and this rich booty ; a spectacle the mord

grateful lor being uncommon, and little expected. Near three thou-

sand onsoners were put ashore, of every condition, and of every ige.

Of this number were sixteen hundred sailors, a heavy loss for Eng-

land, and passengers not a few. The English even regretted much
less the cargoes of commercial articles than the munitions of war, of

which their armies and fleets in both Indies experienced the most

pressing need. So brilliant a success was received by the Spani^h

nation with infinite exultation. The news of it spread, on the con

trary, a sort of consternation in Great Britain. The ministers found

themselves the objects of the bitterest reproaches ; the public voice

accused them of temerity. ' They knew,' it was exclaimed, ' that

the allies had a formidable force at Cadiz ; why did they not direct

the convoy to avoid the coasts of Spain ?

'

The events of maritime war did not divert attention from the siege

df Gibraltar. Spain, as we have already seen, attached an extreme

importance to the conquest of this place. She appeared to make it

the capital object of the war, and the aim of all her efforts. It nmst

be admitted, in effect, that, apart from all political considerations, so

powerful a monarch could not have seen, without indignation, a for-

tress upon his own territory possessed by foreigners, who, from its

summit, appeared to set him at defiance. Gibraltar revived the his-

tory of Calais, which had also long appertained to England, but which

the French at length recovered ; the Spaniards promised themselves

the like good fortune. Accordingly, after that place had been re-

victualed by Rodney, the Spanish admiral, don Barcelo, exerted all

his vigilance to prevent its receiving any fresh succors. On the

other hand, general Mendoza, who commanded the troops on shore,

endeavored to press the fortress on the land side. He daily added

new works to his camp of St. Roch, and pushed his approaches with

all possible diligence. But whatever was the assiduity and ability of

the Spanish commanders, they were so thwarted by the instability of

the winds and sea, and the British officers displayed so much talent

and activity, that, from time to time, victualing transports found their

way into the place. The garrison forgot their sufferings, and re-

sumed courage, while the Spaniards could but gnash with rage at

seeing the resistance protracted so long beyond their confident ex-

pectations.

The efforts of the garrison were powerfully seconded by some

•hips of war which admiral Rodney had left in the port ; one of this

number was the Panther, of seventy-four guns. To rcnwvc SQ
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troublesome an obstacle, the Spaniards formed a design to burn thif

squadron with the transport vessels at anchor behind it. They hoped
even to involve in the conflagration the immense magazines of muni-

tions which had been constructed upon the shore. They prepared

for this purpose seven fire-ships, which were to be accompanied by

an immense number of armed galleys and boats. Don Barcelo ad-

vanced his fleet, and formed it in line of battle across the mouth of

the harbor, as well to direct and second the attack, as to intercept

any vessel that should attempt to escape. On the side of the land,

don Mendoza held himself in readiness to menace the garrison upon
all points ; he was to commence the most vigorous bombardment as

soon as the fire should break out on board the British squadron. The
night of the sixth of June was chosen for the enterprise. The dark-

ness, the wind, and the tide, were alike propitious. The English

manifested a perfect security. The fire-ships advanced, and every

thing promised success, when the Spaniards, either through impa-

tience, or from the extreme obscurity of the night, misjudging their

distance, or else not wishing to approach nearer, applied the fire with

too much precipitation. This unexpected sightapprised the English

of their danger. Immediately, without terror, and without confu-

sion, oflicers and soldiers throw themselves into boats, intrepidly

approach the fire-ships, make fast to them, and tow them oft' to places

where they can do no mischief. Tiie Spaniards, after this fruitless

attempt, withdrew.

Meanwhile, don Mendoza busied himself with unremitting ardor

in urging the labors of his lines. General Elliot, to whom the king

of England had confided the defense of the place, suff*ered his ad-

versary to go on ; but when he saw his works well nigh completed,

he opened upon them so violent a cannonade, that in a short time ho

demolished and ruined them entirely. He also made frequent sallies,

in which he filled up the trenches, and spiked the artillery of tho

besiegers. The English became daily more confident ; the Spaniards,

on the contrary, seemed less animated and sanguine. Chagrined

that a handful of men—since the garrison of Gibraltar, including offi-

cers, did not exceed six thousand combatants,—should not only pre-

sume to resist them, but even to attack them with success, they had

recourse to an expedient, which at length rendered the defense of

the place exceedingly difficult and perilous, and finally operated the

total destruction of the city ; and that was, to construct an immense
number of craft which they called gun-boats. Their burthen waf

from thirty to forty tons, and their crew from forty to fifty men : thef

Ucre armed at the prow with a twenty-six pounder ; others mounted
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mortars. Besides a large sail, they had fifteen oars on each side.

As they were easily worked, it was intended to employ them to over-

whelm the town and forts with bombs and balls during the nights,

and even, if the opportunity should present itself, to attack the

frio-ates. It was believed that two of these gun-boats might engage

a frigate with advantage, because of their little elevation above the

water, and the diminutive scope they afforded to the balls of the

enemy. The governor of Gibraltar not having a similar flotilla at

his disposal, it became almost impossible for him to avoid its effects.

The Spaniards were sensible of it, and this consideration revived

their ardor, and reanimated their hopes.

While the arms of England prevailed upon the American conti-

nent ; while those of the two ancient rivals balanced each other in

the West Indies, and the war was carried on in Europe with such

variety of success that it was singularly difficult to conjecture what

would be the issue of the mighty struggle, the situation of affairs in the

United Provinces, which had hitherto offered only doubt and incerti-

tude, began to assume a less ambiguous aspect. It seemed to have

been decreed by destiny, that the quarrel of America should shake the

whole globe. The coalition of the arms of Holland with those of th©

Bourbons and of the congress, seemed to consummate the formida-

ble league that was to level the last stroke at the British power.

From the very commencement of the troubles of America, her causes

had found many more partisans in Holland tnan that of England.

Many motives concurred to this disposition of minds ; the political

opinions which obtained generally in Europe ; the persuasion that

prevailed among the Hollanders that the interests of protestantism

were inseparable from this discussion ; the apprehension entertained

by the dissenters of the usurpations, real or supposed, of the church

of England ; and, finally, the similarity of the present condition of

the Americans to that in which the United Provinces found them-

selves in the tin)0 of their wars against Spain. It is, therefore, not

to be wondered at, if the French party in Holland gained every day

upon the English party. It is also to be observed, that even those

most attached to the latter party by the remembrance of ancient

friendship, by the community of commercial predilections, and bj

the apprehension of the evil that France might do them in future,

were among the most forward to condemn the policy pursued by the

liritish government towards its colonies. They censured it the moiu

sincerely, as they foresaw that one of its inevitable consequence*

would be to interrupt the good understanding they wished to pre-

serve, and to confirm the ascendency of French politics in Holland.
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To these considerations should be added, the jealousy that existed

of the povver of the stadtholder, allied by consanguinity to the king

of England ; it was feared lest that monarch might lend him support

to accomplish the usurpations he meditated, or was suspected of

meditating. The republicans, therefore, were not without anxious

apprehensions respecting the intentions of the British government.

They dreaded the dark reach of its policy ; they shuddered in think-

ing that it might one day subject them by the hand of the stadtholder

to that same destiny which it was now striving to entail on America.

Every day these sinister images were presented to all eyes ; they

had a powerful influence on public opinion. Of the seven United

Provinces, that which inclined the most decidedly for France was

by. far the most wealthy and powerful—Holland. The first of the

cities of the republic, Amsterdam, manifested the same sentiments.

To foment these dispositions, and to draw other provinces and

Other cities into the same way of thinking, the French government

had recourse to the agency of that love of gain, whose empire is par-

ticularly so despotic with those who apply themselves to commerce.

It declared that it would cause to be seized upon sea every Dutch

vessel found employed in any sort of trade with Great Britain, those

only excepted which belonged to the cities of Amsterdam and Har-

lem. The eflect of this measure was, that several important cities,

among others Rotterdam and Dordrecht, had gone over to France,

in order to participate in the privileges she granted.

It was already two years since from this complication of different

interests, there had resulted a standing negotiation, at Aix la Cha-

pelle, between John Neuville, acting in the name of the pensioner

Van Berkel, a declared partisan of France, and William Lee, com-

missioner on the part of congress. Van Berkel, as chief of the gov-

ernment of the city of Amsterdam, succeeded, after many and

protracted discussions, in bringing about a treaty of amity and com-

merce between that city and the United States of America. This

treaty, it was said, was merely eventual, since it was not to take

effect until the independence of the colonies should have been ac-

knowledged by England. But was it not a recognition of that inde-

pendence as already absolute, to negotiate and treat with the United

States ? The treaty, it is true, had only been concluded with the

single city of Amsterdam ; but it was hoped that the preponderance

of that capital in the province of Holland would easily draw after it

the rest oi that province, and that the example of Holland would

guide tlie other six.

\
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These negotiations were conducted with so much secrecy, that no

whisper of them had reached England. But the congress, ardently

desirous that the result of these mysterious stipulations should be as

public as possible, appointed to this effect their president, Laurens,

minister plenipotentiary to the States-General. Tins resolution was

the more readily adopted, since it was not doubted m America, and

the correctness of the opinion was demonstrated by the event, that

the Dutch were exasperated to the last degree by the insulting

shackles which England attempted to impose on their commerce with

France, and especially by that intolerable seizure of the convoy of

the count de Byland. Far from attempting to palliate these out-

rages, and to appease discontents, M. York, ambassador of the king

of England at the Hague, had just delivered the States-General a

rneniorial, framed in so arrogant a style, that it was universally

considered as offensive to the dignity of a free and independent

nation.

But fortune, who seems to make her sport of the best concerted

projects, Vv'iUed that those of the Hollanders should come to the

knowledge of the British ministers before they could receive theii

accomplishment. No sooner was Laurens departed from the Amer-

ican shores, than he was encountered and captured offNewfoundland,

by the British frigate Vestal. At sight of the enemy, he had thrown

all his papers overboard ; but by the celerity and dexterity of a

British sailor, they were rescued from the water before they were

materially injured. Laurens was carried to London, and shut up in

the tower as a state prisoner. Among his papers, the British minis-

ters found the treaty above mentioned, and some letters relative fe

the negotiations at Aix la Chapelle. Forthwith, M. York made a

great stir at the Hague. He required the States-General, in the

name of his master, not only to disavow the doings of the pensioner

Van Berkel, but also to make instant reparation to his Britannre

majesty, by the exemplary punishment of that magistrate and his

accomplices, as perturbators of the public peace, and violators of tliB

laws of nations. The States-General withholding their answer, tliB

British envoy renewed his instances with excessive fervor ; but the

Dutch government, cither from its reluctance to drop the mask at

present, or merely from the accustomed tardiness of its deliberations,

signified to York that the affair should be taken under serious con^

sideration. The States-General were inclined to gain time to recali

into their ports the rich cargoes they had afloat upon the ocean, aS

well as those which, in the security of a long peace, had been d»*

Dosited in their islands.
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On tne other hanu, the British ministers, goaded by impatience to

lay Iiann upon those nches, and httle disposed to allow the Dutch suf-

ficient leisure to make the necessary war preparations, pretended not

to be at all satisfied witti the answer of the States-General. They

recalled the ambassador at the Hague immediately. A little after,

there followed on both sides the usual declarations. Thus were dis-

solved all those relations of good understanding, which had so long

existed between two nations connected by reciprocal congenialities,

and by many and important common interests. This new enemy was

the more to be apprehended for England, as his dexterity in maritime

war was rendered more formidable by his proximity. But on the

one hand, pride, perhaps necessary to a powerful state, and the thirst

of conquest, always blamable and never satisfied ; on tlie other,

intestine dissensions, and the debility of land force, which inspired

more dread of continental neighbors than could well comport with

independence, precipitated Great Britain and Holland into a war

decidedly and openly condemned by all sound statesmen.

It is time to remand our attention upon the American continent.

After the capture of Charleston and invasion of South Carolina, a

great and astonishing change was wrought in the minds of the colo-

nists. Their salvation resulted from those very causes whicii seemed

to prognosticate an impending perdition. So true it is that the spur

of adversity forces men to exert, for their own interests, efibrts to

which the sweets of prosperity cannot induce them ! Never was

this truth better exemplified than in the present conjuncture ; the

reverses of Carolina, far from having dejected the Americans, devel-

oped in them, on the contrary, Ji couriige more active, and a con-

stancy more pertinacious. They could no longer be reproached

with that torpor which they had manifested in the preceding years,

with that apathy which had been the source of so nmch pain to their

chiefs, as of such heavy disasters to the republic. A new ardor in

flamed every heart to fiy to the succor of country ; there seemed u

rivalry for the glory of immolating all to the republic ; things looked

fts if the first days of the revolution were come back, when the same

spirit and the same zeal broke out on all parts against England.

Every where private interests were postponed to the public weal

;

every where it was exclaimed, ' Let us drive tiiis cruel enemy from

the most fertile provinces of the Union ; let us fly to the succoi oi

their inhabitants ; let us crush the satellites of England that have

gomehow escaped American steel, and terminate at a sijigle blow a

war protracted too long.' Thus ill fortune had again tempered the

Bouls of this people, at the very moment when they were supposed
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the victims of dejection and despair. Their lury was still quickened

by the devastations wliich the royal troops had recently committed

in Carolina and New Jersey. Their hope became confidence, on

observing that the consequences of the reduction of Charleston had

been to divide the enemy's forces, and to distribute them at so great

distances, that they might be attacked at every point with assurance

of success. And how were these hopes multiplied by the authentic

advice of the approaching arrival of French succors 1 Already a

great number of Americans counted the conquest of New York as a

compensation of the occupation of Charleston.

Tiie marquis de la Fayette was in effect just returned from France,

whence he had brought the most cheering intelligence. He an-

nounced that the troops were already embarked, and the ships that

bore them on the point of getting under sail for America. This

report might be depended on. The marquis de la Fayette had as-

certained it with his own eyes, after having exerted himself with

much zeal to accelerate the {)reparatives of the expedition. He was

v.'arrnly thanked for it by Washington and the congress. His pres-

ence was grateful to the American people ; it redoubled, especially,

the ardor of the soldiers, who mutually incited one another, to show

themselves not unworthy of the allies they expected. They declared

aloud that an eternal reproach would be their portion, if, through

a base apathy, they should lose the glorious occasion about to be

offered the*:! in this powerful co-operation of France. They re-

minded each other that the eyes ofall Europe were upon them, and thajt

on the issue of the present campaign depended tiie liberty, the glo-

ry, the future destiny of the American republic. The congress, all

the established authorities, and even private citizens of weight with

the multitude, dexterously profited of this new enthusiasm ; they

neglected no means that could cherish and propagate it. The con-

gress addressed circular letters to all the states, earnestly exhorting

them to complete the regiments, and dispatch to the army the con-

tingent that each of them was bound to furnish. These instances

were strongly seconded by generals Washington, Reed, and othei

influential chiefs.

Tlieir efforts had all the success desirable. The militia had recov-

ered their spirits, and they rejoined their colors from all quarters.

The authority of congress revived on every side, and acquired new
vigor. Sensible to the wants of the state, the capitalists subscribed

wiiii promptitude considerable sums to the relief of the public treas-

ure, ihe exhaustion of which was then extreme. The city of Phil»

adelphia first gave the example of these sacrifices ; it was not ui>-

VOL. n.
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Iruitful. It was soon followed by all Pennsylvania and the other

provinces. The ladies of Philadelphia, animated by the most ardent

patriotism, formed a society, and placed at their head mistress Wash-

ington, a wife worthy of such a husband. After having subscribed

for the use of the state to the extent of their means, they went from

house to house to stimulate the liberality of the citizens in favor of

the republic. Their zeal was not steril ; they collected large sums,

which they lodged in the public chest, to be used in bounties to such

soldiers as should merit them, and in augmentation of pay to all.

They were imitated with enthusiasm by the ladies of the other states.

But among all the institutions that signalized this epoch, none is more

worthy of attention than the establishment of a public bank. The

funds lodged in it by the stockholders, by lenders, and by congress,

might be employed to defray the army. The congress found herein

not only a great facility on the part of the most wealthy commercial

houses of Philadelphia, but even received from them the most gen-

erous offers. The subscribers obligated themselves to furnish a cap-

ital of three hundred thousand pounds Pennsylvania currency, which

rates the Spanish dollar at seven shillings and sixpence. It was to

have two directors, with authority to borrow money upon the credit

of the bank for six months, or any shorter time, and to give the

lenders bills bearing an interest of six per cent. The bank was to

receive the deposits of congress ; that is, the public revenue accru-

ing from taxes or other sources ; but when these deposits and the

funds borrowed should not suffice, the stockholders were bound to

furnish such proportion as should be deemed necessary, of the sums

for which they might have subscribed. The sums obtained in the

diflferent ways above mentioned, were not to be employed for any

other purpose but that of procuring supplies for the troops. The

stockholders were to appoint an agent, whose offlice it should be to

make purchases, and to transmit the articles bought, such as meat,

flour, rum, etc., to the commander-in-chief, or to the minister of

war ; this agent should have authority to draw upon the directors for

his payments. The said agent was also to keep open a store well

stocked with rum, sugar, coffee, salt, and other articles of general

consumption, with obligation to sell them by retail at the same price

he should have bought them for in quantity of those with whom he

should have contracted for the supplies of the army, with a view of

being more promptly and better served by those contractors. Al-

though, out of the bank, few lenders presented themselves, because

the greater part, before advancing their money, would have wished

more stability in the state, yet subscribers were soon found for a
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capil.ll of tliree hundred and fifteen thousand pounds of Pennsylva-

nia. Each of them gave their written obligation to furnish the di-

rectors a definite sum in gold or silver coin. Thus, private citizens,

prompted by the most laudable zeal for the country, stepped forward

to support the public credit with their personal responsibility ; a con-

duct the more worthy of encomium, as the situation of aflTairs still

offered but too many motives of doubt and distrust.

Could it have been imagined, however, that at the very moment

when a victorious enemy still threatened the existence of their infant

republic, the Americans did not rest content with offering their blood

and their treasure for its defense ? Amidst the din of arms, they

were studious to accelerate the advancement of philosophy, science

and the arts. They reflected that, without the succor of these

lights, war tends directly to barbarism, and even peace is deprived

of its most precious sweets. In devoting themselves to these noble

cares, they regarded not merely the advantages that were to redound

thence for the greater civilization of their country ; they had also in

view to demonstrate at home and abroad, by this profound security,

in the midst of so many agitations, what was their contempt for the

danger, and their confidence in the success of their enterprise. Such

were the considerations under which the state of Massachusetts

founded at Boston a society, or academy of arts and sciences. Its

statutes corresponded to the importance of the institution. Its labors

were principally directed to facilitate and encourage a knowledge of

the antiquities and natural history of America ; to ascertain the uses

to which its native productions might be applied ; to promote medi-

cal discoveries, mathematical inquiries, physical researches and ex-

periments, astronomical, meteorological and geographical observa-

tions ; improvements in the processes of agriculture, arts, manufac-

tures and commerce ; the academy was, in brief, to cultivate every

art and science that could tend to advance, according to its own lan-

guage, the * interests, the honor, the dignity, and the happiness of a

free, independent and virtuous people.' On the fourth of July, after

having celebrated with the greatest solemnity the anniversary of in-

dependence, the president of congress, the governor of the stale of

Pennsylvania, and the other authorities, both of the city and prov-

ince, as also the chevaHer de la Luzerne, the minister of France,

repaired with no ordinary pomp to the university, to attend the col-

lation of degrees. The director ol the studies delivered an address

well suited to the occasion. The generous spirit of the students

was fired with new ardor for their country ; all the audience shared

their enthusiasm, and drew from it the must felicitous presages. It
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was amidst this general display of zeal and efforts to proceed with

lionor in the chosen career, that the succors sent by France to the

support of iier allies, made their appearance at Rhode Island. At

this siglit, transports of exultation burst forth throughout the Amer-

ican continent. They consisted of a squadron of seven sail of the

line, among which was the Due de Bourgogne, of eighty-four guns,

with live frigates and two corvettes, under the conduct of M. de

Ternay. This force convoyed a great number of transports, which

brought six thousand soldiers, at the orders of tiie count de Rocham-

beau^ lieutenant-general of the armies of the king. According to

an agreement made between the court of Versailles and the congress,

Wasliin<Tton, as captain-general, was to command in chief all the

troops, as well French as American. The king of France had

created him, to this intent, lieutenant-general of his armies, and vice-

admiral of his fleets. The inhabitants of Newport celebrated the

arrival of the French by a general illumination. General Heath

received them with every mark of welcome and courtesy.

It being rumored at that time that Clinton meditated an attack upon

Rhode Island, the French troops were put in possession of all the

forts. They fortified themselves therein with so much diligence, that

in a short time they were in a situation to defy the efforts of any

enemy whatsoever.

Tii'e general assembly of the state of Rhode Island sent a deputar

tion to compliment the general of his most christian majesty. They

said many things of the profound acknowledgment of America to-

wards that generous monarch. They promised on their part every

sort of aid and succor. The count de Rochambeau answered them

that the corps he had brought was merely the vanguard of the army

which the king bis master was about to send to their assistance. That

his majesty sincerely wished the liberty a.io happiness of America,

and that his troops should observe an exemplary discipline among

those whom they were to regard in the light of kindred. He con-

cluded with saying, that, as brothers, he himself, his officers, and all

his people, had voluntarily devoted their lives to the service of the

Americans.

The presence and promises of the French general inspired all

hearts with courage and with hope ; but the partisans that England

had preserved in the country, were forced to disguise their rage.

Washington, the more to cement the union of the two nations, ordered

that m the banners of his army, the ground of black, which is the

color of America, should be surrounded with white, the distinctive

color of France.
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At this epoch, admiral Arbulhnot, who still occupied the New
York station, had with him only four ships of the line ; and, far from

contemplating an attack, was himself in dread of being attacked. A
few days after, however, admiral Graves arrived from England, with

six other sail of the line. This superiority of force decided the Eng-
lish to undertake an expedition against Rhode Island. Admiral

Graves repaired thither first with his squadron, to see if any mean
would ofier itself to destroy that of the enemy in the very harbor of

IS^ewport ; but the French iiad made such imposing preparations of

defense, that, without temerity, nothing could be attempted against

them. Ihe British squadron made the best of its way back to New
York. ^Meanwhile, general Clinton, being resolutely determined not

to suffer the French to establish themselves on a permanent footing

in that part, formed a design to attack Rhode Island with a picked

corps of six thousand men, that should disembark at some point the

most favorable to the enterprise. The admiral gave into the plan,

altlu ugh, to his private judgment, it presented little probability of suc-

cess. The British squadron got under sail, and already it had pro-

ceeded as far as Huntingdon bay, in Long Island, when Washington,

who watched all the movements of his adversary, began to stir.

Seeing general Clinton advance with so considerable a corps, and
finding himself, thanks to fresh re-inforcements, at the head of twelve

thousand men, lie descended by forced marchesalong the banks of the

Hudson. Arrived at Kings Bridge, he menaced to carry even the city

of New York, then disgarnished, and exposed almost without defense

to a coup de main. On the other hand, the militia of New England
had run to arms, panting to give the French, in the outset, a high

notion of their force and of their zeal. Already ten thousand men
were on the march towards Providenc-e, and a still greater number
were preparing to follow them. The British generals were not long

in being apprised of all these movements, and found themselves still

more divided in opinion than before. These motives, combined, de-

termined Clinton to relinquish his projects ; he returned without delay

to New York, with all his forces. The timidity manifested by the

English in this occurrence, was a fresh spur to the ardor of the Amer-
icans. They already considered the garrison of New York as van-

quished, and within their grasp. They had, moreover, a particular

subject of encouragement. The French that were arrived in Rhode
Island, had brought an immense quantity of the coined money of their

country. Acco.-ding to the custom of the military of their nation,

they never lost any occasion of spending it to the last crown. It fol-

Rv/ed that in a short time French specie became so common in tho
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United States, as to restore some vi^ror to the body politic, which,

from the exhaustion of its fmances, was become languid to a point

even ahnost threatening an absolute dissolution . The bills of credit,

it is true, experienced an increase of depression ; but this evil excited

no alarm. For a long time, this paper had lost all confidence, and

the state soon after relieved itself of it altogether, as will be seen in

the sequel of this history.

The various causes we have noticed had generally infused new

life into the Americans of the different states ; but it is to be observ

ed that they operated with more efficacy on the inhabitants of the

southern provinces. These were more immediately exposed to dan-

ger, and they had, besides, peculiar motives for detesting the inso-

lence of the English. Accordingly, as soon as the occasion was

offered them, they assembled upon different points of North Caroliiia,

and upon the extreme frontier of South Carolina. These assemblages,

commanded by daring chiefs, gave no little annoyance to the royal

troops. They insulted their posts, and sometimes even carried them.

But among all the officers who distinguished themselves at the head

of these desultory parties, none appeared with more splendor than colo-

nel Sumpter. Born himself in S6uth Carolina, his personal impor-

tance, military talents and prowess, had rendered him there an object

of general consideration. The greater part of those Carolinians whom

their aversion to British domination had induced to fly from their

homes, had hastened to place themselves under the standard of their

intrepid fellow-citizens. They were already sufficiently numerous to

keep the field, and to menace the enemy upon all points. They had

no pay, no uniforms, nor even any certain means of subsistence ;
they

lived upon what chance, or their own courage, provided them. They

experienced even a want of arms and munitions of war ; but they

made themselves rude weapons from the implements of husbandry ;

instead of balls of lead, they cast them of pewter, with tlie dishes

which the patriots cheerfully gave them for that purpose. These

resources, however, were very far from sufficing them. They were

seen, several times, to encounter the enemy with only three charges

of ammunition to a man. While the combat was engaged, some of

those who were destitute of arms or ammunition, kept themselves

aside, wailing till the death or wounds of their companions should

permit them 'to take their place. The most precious fruit, to their

eyes, of the advantage ; they gained over the Epglish, was that of

being enabled to acquire muskets and cartridges ai the expense of

the vanquished. At length, colonel Sumpter, finding 1 .....cif at the

head of a numerous corps, attacked one of the most important posi-
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tions of the enemy, at P 3cky Mount. He was repulsed, but not

discouragecf. Never giving repose either to liimself or to his adver-

saries, he fell, a shori time after, upon another British post, at Hang-

ing Rock, and put to the edge of the sword all that defended it,

regulars and loyalists. He subjected to a similar fate colonel Bryan,

who was come from North Carolina with a body of loyalists of that

province. Infesting the enemy upon all points at once, he eluded

all their efforts to quell him. His invincible courage and perfect

knowledge of the country offered him continually new resources.

As rapid in his attacks as industrious in his retreats, victor or van-

quished, he escaped all the snares of his foes. Colonel Williams

served no less usefully the same cause, at the head of a light detach-

ment of Carolinians of the district of Ninety-Six. In one of his

frequent excursions he surprised and cut in pieces a body of loyalists

on the banks of the river Ennoree. This partisan war had the

double advantage of restoring confidence to the Americans, of con-

tinually mining the f>.>rces of the Engi*lsh, and of supporting the

party of congress in these provinces. These smart skirmishes were

only, however, the prelude of the bloody battles that were about to

ensue between the principal armies.

As soon as Washington was first apprised of the siege of Charles-

ton, he had put on the march towards South Carolina a re-inforce-

ment of lourteen hundred continental troops of Maryland and of

Delaware, under the conduct of the baron de Kalb. That officer

displayed great activity in the execution of his orders, and, if it had

been possible for him to gain the point of his destination, it is proba-

ble that things would have taken another direction. But the defect

of provision, the difficulty of places, and the excessive heat of the

season, opposed him with such and so many impediments, that he

could only progress step by step. It is related, that this detachment

had no other subsistence for many days than the cattle that were

found astray in the woods. Sometimes, finding themselves totally

destitute of flesh and flour, the soldiers were constrained to sustain

life with the grain of unripe wheat and such fish as they could pro-

cure ; they supported such hardships and distress with an heroic

constancy. In passing through Virginia, they were re-inforced by

the militia, of that province ; and, on their arrival at the banks of

Deep river, they made their junction with the troops of North Caro-

lina, commanded by general Caswell. These detachments, combined,

formed a corps of six thousand effective men ; a force so considera-

ble with respect to the United States, as to induce the congress to

employ it without delay for the expulsion of the English from tho
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two Carolines. Wishing to confide this operation to a man whose

name should exercise a happy influence, thoy made choice of gen-

eral Gates. The baron dc Kalb was recalled ; as a stranger, unac-

quainted with the country, and ignorant of the proper mode of gov-

erning undisciplined militia, he could not retain the command.

General Gates ar'-ived at the camp on Deep river the twenty-fifth

of July. He immediately reviewed the troops, to ascertain their

number and quality. He afterwards advanced upon the Pedeo

river, which, in the lower parts, separates the northern from the

southern Carolina. The name and fortune of Gates produced so-

favorable and HO rapid an effect, that not only the militia flocked to

his standard, but also that muniti<;ns and provis.on abounded in his

camp. The general impulse was given. Already the inhabitants

of that tract of country which extends between the Pedee and Black

rivers, were in arms against the royal troops. Colonel Sumptcr^

with a corps o:" infantry and light horse, incessantly harassed the

left of th'. i"^:^hsh, in the hope of intercepting their communication

with Cluulcstui! ; his parties scoured ail the environs.

As soon as General Gates was arrived upon the confines of South

Carolina, he issued a proclamation, by which he invited the inhab-

itants to join him in vindicating the rights of America. He promised

an entire amne:,ty, and remission of all penalty in favor of those fronv

whom the victors should have extorted oaths, excepting only such

individuals as should have exercised acts of barbarity or depredation

against the persons and property of their fellow-citizens. This proc-

lamation was not unfruitful ; not only the people ran to arms in

multitude to support the cause of congress, but even the companies

levied in the province for the service of the king either revolted or

deserted. Strengthened by these accessions, colonel Sumpter be-

came every day a more formidable enemy for the English. While

Cornwallis was occupied at Charleston with the administration of

fCarolina, lord Rawdon had taken the command of the troops can-

toned at Camden and the adjacent country. He haJ directed

upon Georgetown a convoy of sick soldiers, under the escort of a

detachment of Carolinians, commanded by colonel Mills. About

the middle of the route, these militia mutined, and having seized their

officers, conducted them with the sick English to the camp of gene-

ral Gates. Colonel Lisle, one of those who had taken oath to the

king, gained over a battalion of militia that had been levied in the

name of Cornwallis, and led it entire to colonel Sumpter. The

latter, who incessantly scoured the western bank of tlie Wateree, had

capiured considerable convoys of munitions of war, rum lujd pro*
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vision that had been sent from Charleston upon Camden. There
had also fallen into his power, at the same time, a great number of

sick, with the soldiers that formed their escort. Already the route

from Camden to Ninety-Six was invested by the republicans

;

and they began to show themselves in force upon that from Cam-
den to Charleston. Thus the affairs of the king in the Carolinaa

began to assume an unfavorable aspect. Lord Rawdon, seeing so

lowering a tempest about to burst upon him, and destitute of suffi-

cient means to avert its eftects, concentered what troops he had in

the vicinity of Camden, and distributed his cantonments upon tho

right bank of Lynches Creek. He hastened to give notice of his

critical position to lord Cornwallis. In the meantime, Gates ap-

peared with all his forces upon the other bank, and encamped in the

front of the enemy. There ensued very warm and frequent skir-

mishes, with balanced success. The American general would have

desired a decisive action, and to profit of his superiority to attack

lord Rawdon even in his quarters. But on examination, finding the

enemy's position too strong, he dropped the design. His conduct

appeared dictated by wisdom ; but at the same time, he let slij) an
opportunity for gaining a signal advantage. If he had ascended by
forced marches to the source of the Lynche, he turned without

difTiculty the left wing of lord Rawdon, and might even seize

Camden on the roar of the British army ; this stroke would have

decided the fate of the campaign ; but either Gates did not see it,

or was afraid to undertake it. A short time after, the British gene-

ral, seeing his right menaced by a movement of the Americans, and

fearing for his magazines and hospital, abandoned the banks of

the Lynche, and fell back upon Camden with all his troops.

Plis retreat was in no shape molested by the enemy. At that

very time lord Cornwallis arrived in camp. Having surveyed the

state of things, /and finding to what a degree the forces and auda-

city of the republicans v^^ere augmented, he detached numerous par-

ties on discovery, filled up the companies with the more vigorou.9

convalescents, ordered distributions of arms, and the remounting of

Tarieton's legion, which needed horses. Notwithstanding all his

efforts, he had not, however, been able to assemble above two thou-

sand men, of whom about fifteen hundred were veteran troops, the

rest loyalists and refugees. To attack, with means so feeble, an

enemy so superior, appeared little less than temerity. Cornwallis

might indeed liave made his retreat to Charleston ; but in that case

he must have left about eight hundred sick, with a vast quantity of

valuable stores, to fall into the hands of the enemy. He likewise

Vol. U,
r
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foresa' ..., u !.ac jpting Charleston and Savannah, a retreat would
be at -uied with the loss of the two whole provinces of South Caro-

lina uiu Geor^iu. On the other hand, he observed, that the major

pa' '

'' his army was composed of soldiers as perfectly equipped as

ir (o war, and commanded by officers of approved valor and
fujiMy. H'; '' w in victory the entire reduction of the two Carolinas,

whereas even discomfiture could scarcely have worse consequences

tfian retreat

Under tlicse considerations, he determined not only to face the

enemy, bi't even to hazard a general action. Camden, the center

of the Dritish line, not being a fortified place, and the boldest reso-

lutions being often also the most fortunate, Cornwallis would noi

await ihe Americans in his cantonments. He formed a design to

f'.^iacl, the position of Rugeleys Mills, which the enemy occupied,

with a view of forcing him to an engagement. On the fifteenth of

August, all the royal troops were ordered to hold themselves in readi-

ness to march. About ten o'clock in the evening, the columns put

themselves in motion for Rugeleys. The first, commanded by colonel

Webster, consisted in light infantry and dragoons. The second,

under the conduct of lord Rawdon, was composed of Irish volun-

teers and loyalists. Two English battalions formed the reserve. In

the rear was the baggage and a detachment of grenadiers. The
English marched, amid the obscurity of the night, in the most pro-

found silence. The columns passed the little stream of Saunder,

and had already left Camden ten miles behind them. But while

the English were advancing upon Rugeleys Mills, the Americans
themselves had quitted that place, at ten o'clock, with intent to sur-

prise them. Gates and Cornwallis had both at once formed the

same design, the one against the other. The American van con-

sisted in the legion of cavalry of colonel Armand, flanked or he
right by the fight infantry of colonel Porterfield, afsd on the leU by
the light infantry of major Armstrong. Ne.Kt, murched tlio brigades

of Maryland regulars, with the militia of North Carolina and yir-

ginia. The baggage followed the i :>ar guard, formed of a num«r-
ous corps of volunteers, with light iiovse al the ^wo flanks. (<'eiie-

ral Gates had commanded his troops to mtirch compactly and in si-

lence, and not to fire without ordei . Ho had f^ent to Wacsaw, on
his rear, the sick, the unnecessary baggage, ia a word, wimtever
might tend to impede his march. Sc' nvoity pret -^ i tions, on b<Hh sides,

indicated that the two generals htd nii.tually penetrated one the

other. It was yet only two m the morning, .(/hen the advaiicfd

guard of the British army encountered ]J1»q head of the first Anaori-
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can column. It was briskly repulsed by colonel Porterfield ; but

that officer received a serious wound. The English, supported by
'

two regiments of infantry, charged the Americans in their turn. The
action was engaged with spirit, and the loss considerable on both

sides ; but, all of a sudden, equally fearing to hazard a nocturnal

conflict, the two generals suspended the fire, and again the most

profound silence reigned in the midst of darkness ; the day was im-

patiently awaited.

Meanwhile, Cornwallis ascertained by the people of the country,

that the ground was as propitious to him as it was unfavorable to the

enemy. Gates, in effect, could not advance to the attack but through

a narrow way, bordered on either side by deep swamps. This cir-

cumstance, by depriving the Americans of the advantage of supe-

rior number, re-established an equality of forces. The British ge»-

eral formed his plan of battle accordingly. By daylight he disposed

the front of his army in two divisions ; that of the right, commanded

by colonel Webster, had its right flank covered by a morass, and its

left supported upon the great road ; the other division, under the

conduct of lord Rawdon, had in like manner a morass on its left,

while its right was re-united by the highway to the corps of Web-
ster. The artillery was placed between the two divisions. A bat-

talion, drawn up behind each, served them as a sort of rear guard.

Tarleton's legion was posted upon the right of the road, in readi-

ness to attack the enemy or receive him, according to the occasion.

The Americans, on their part, made all the dispositions that appeared

to them the most suitable. Gates divided his vanguard in three

columns. That of the right, commanded by general Gist, having

the morass on its right, connected by its left upon the great road

with the column of the center, composed of the North Carolina mili-

tia, led by general Caswell. The column of tho left comprised the

rnilitia of Virginia, at the orders of general Stevens. Behind the

Virginians were posted the light infantry of Porterfield and Arm-

strong. Colonel Armand had placed his cavalry behind the left, to

lace tlie legion of Tarleton. The continental troops of Maryland

and Delaware formed the reserve. They were inured to war, and

upon their valor rested the chief hope of success. They were com-

manded by general Smallwood. The artillery was placed in part

upon the right of the continental troops, and in part upon the

highway.

Such was the order of battle of the two armies ; when, just as the

aciion was about to commence. Gates, not satisfied with the position

of the divisions of Caswell and Stevens, very impi odently ordered
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them to change it for another which appeared to him better. Corn-

waUis, at sight of this movement, resolved to profit of it instantly.

Accordingly, he ordered colonel Webster to advance and make a

vigorous attack upon Stevens, whose troops were still undulating,

from their not having yet been able to reform their ranks. Colonel

Webster obeyed with celerity. The battle thus commenced be-

tween the right of the English and the left of the Americans ; it soon

became general. The morning being still and hazy, the smoke
hung over and involved both armies in such a cloud that it was diffi-

cult to see the state of destruction on either side. The British

troops, however, intermingling a quick and heavy fire with sharp

charges at the point of the bayonet, evidently gained ground upon
the Americans. At length the Virginians, pressed by colonel Web-
ster, and already half broken by the unadvised movement directed

by Gates, after a feeble resistance, shamefully betook themselves to

flight. The Carolinian militia, finding themselves uncovered, soon

began to give way, and at last turned the back with a similar base-

ness. Their officers attempted in vain to rally them ; they were

themselves involved in the rout. The left wing of the Americans

was totally broken ; Gates and Caswell made some eftbrts to reform

it ; but Tarleton adroitly seized the decisive moment, and, with a fu-

rious charge, carried to its height the confusion and consternation of

that wing ; all the troops that composed it threw themselves into the

neighboring woods. Their flight exposed the left flank of a Caro-

linian regiment, and of the regulars of Maryland and Delaware, who
were already attacked in front. The right wing of the English, now
completely victorious, turned furiously upon the American center.

This division defended themselves with the utmost gallantry ; if it

was not in their power to restore the fortune of the day, they saved

at least the honor of the republican standard.

Opposing the enemy with a terrible fire, or the push of their bayo-

nets, they withstood all his efforts. The baron de Kalb led them
several times to the charge; and they even recovered lost ground.

But at length, surrounded on all sides, overwhelmed by number, and

penetrated by cavalry, they were constrained to abandon the field oi

battle, but without having left a bloodless victory to their foes.

Pierced with eleven wounds, the baron de Kalb fell dying into the

power of the victors. The rout was general ; each provided for his

own safety. General Gist could rally no more than a hundred in-

fantry, and the dragoons of Armand. The British cavalry pursued

the vanquisned with vehemence for the space of twenty-three miles,

and without halting; till exhaustion imposed the necessity of repose.
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The loss of the Americans in this action was very considerable.

The number of the dead, wounded and prisoners, was estimated at

upwards of two thousand. Among the first was general Gregory,

and among the prisoners, the baron de Kalb, and general Rutherford,

of Carolina. Eight pieces of brass cannon, two thousand stand of

arms, several colors, with all the baggage and stores, fell into the

hands of the conqueror. The loss of the British, in killed and

wounded, amounted, including officers, only to three hundred and

twenty-four.

Three days after the battle, the baron de Kalb, perceiving the

approach of death, requested his aid-de-camp, the chevalier Dubuis-

son, to express, in his name, to generals Gist and Smallwood, his high

sense of the valor displayed in the battle of Camden by the regular

troops of Maryland and Delaware. He spent his last breath in declar-

ing the satisfaction which he then felt in having fallen in the defense

of a cause so noble, and, to him, so dear. The congress ordered

that a monument should be erected to him at the city of Annapolis,

the capital of Maryland.

General Gates was reproached with several grave errors. The

least excusable was doubtless that of having undertaken to change

his order of battle in presence of tiie enemy. Perhaps he was also

in fault to march in the night unwarlike militia, who knew not even

how to keep their ranks. He retreated to Hillsborough, in North

Carolina. Generals Gist and Smallwood fell back upon Charlotte-

town, and afterwards upon Salisbury, where they endeavored to rally

the fugitives and to reorganize their divisions ; but the cause of Eng-

land triumphed throughout the province..of South Carolina ; the

banners of the republic no longer waved in any part of it. Colonel

Sumpter alone continued to show himself upon the banks of the

Wateree, with a corps of about a thousand men, and two field pieces.

But on the news of the late discomfiture of Gates, he retired

promptly towards the fords of Catawba, in the upper parts of North

Carolina. Lord Cor-nwallis, a man of great activity, reflecting that

his advantages were insecure till he should have destroyed this last

body of republicans, detached colonel Tarleton in pursuit of it. The
latter, moving with his accustomed celerity, fell unexpectedly upon

the position of Sumpter, who had thought he might take some re-

pose on the banks of Fishing creek. Tarleton surprised him so

completely, that his men, lying totally careless and at ease, were

mostly cut off from their arms. Their only resource was in a prompt

flight ; but a great number fell into the hands of the enemy, who
slaughtered them after they had surrendered. Tarleton alledged

Y»
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that lie could not grant them life, because his whole party was not

equal in number to one third of Sumpter's. At length the carnage,

ceased, when the English and loyalists that were detained prisoners

in the rear of Sumpter's position had been liberated. The cannon,

stores and baggage, were the prey of the victors. Colonel Sumpter^

with a few of his followers, made good their escape. The disaster

of his corps could not be imputed to him ; he had not omitted U

send out scouts upon the direction of the enemy, but that service

v/as acquitted with an unpardonable negligence. Tarleton returned

to Camden the third day, with his prisoners, booty, and the loyalists

he had retaken.

After the battle of Camden, Cornwallis, in order not to lose by

his tardiness the fruits of victory, could have wished to advance imme-

diately into North Carolina, a feeble province, and very ill disposed

towards the congress. Thence he could march to the conquest of

Virginia. Unquestionably, the presence of the victorious army in that

part would have dispersed the relics of the vanquished, prevented

their rallying anew, and encouraged the friends of the rovJ cause

lo show themselves, and even to act. But the Britisn general en

countered divers obstacles that opposed the execution of this plan.

The heat of the season was excessive, the chmate unhealthy, and the

hospitals were encumbered with wounded and sick. The necessaries

for encampment were almost entirely wanting ; there was noi a sin-

gle magazine upon the frontiers of the Carolinas ; and North Caro-

lina could furnish but very little provision. Yielding to these con-

siderations, CornwE^lis relinquished all ulterior operation, distributed

his troop-c in cantonisnents, and returned to Charleston. He thought

himself sur^' at leaslt of the submission of all South Carolina, and of

the not distant conc^uest of North, as soon as the season and the state

©f his magazines should favor the enterprise. In the meantime, he

wrote frequently to the friends of royalty in North Carolina, exhort-

ing them to take arms, to assemble in force, and to make themselves

masters of the most ardent republii^ans, with their munitions and

magazines. He counseled them even to seize the fugitives and

Bt»^agglers of the rebel army. He promised them, that it should not

be long before he marched to their assistance. And to inspire them

w«th confidence in his words, even before he could move with his

whole army, he detached major Ferguson, an able and enterprising

partisan, upon the western frontiers of North Carolina. He had

under his command a thousand loyalists and a corps of cavalry. His

mission was to encourage by his presence the enemies of the revo-

lution, and especially to open a correspondence with the inhabitants
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of Tryon county, who, more than the others, showed themselves at

tached to the name of England.

Unable to operate in the field, Cornwallis turned his attention to-

wards the internal administration, in order to consolidate the acqui-

sition of South Carolina. Resolved to have recourse to extreme

remedies for terminating the crisis in which that province found itseli,

he purposed to spread terror among the republicans by the rigor of

punishment, and deprive them of the means to do harm, by depriv-

ing them of the means to subsist. Accordingly, he addressed ortlers

to all the British commanders, that without any delay they should

cause to be hung all those individuals, who, after having served in

the militia levied by the king, had gone over to the rebels ; that they

should punish with imprisonment and confiscation those, who, having

submitted at first, had taken part in the last rebellion, to the end that

their effects might be applied to indemnify those subjects whom they

should have oppressed or despoiled. It cannot be denied, that if it

was possible to excuse such severity towards those who had exchanged

the condition of prisoners of war for that of British subjects, it was

worthy of an eternal blame in respect to those who had wished to

remain in the first of these conditions. In effect, had they not been

released from their parole by the authentic proclamation of Cornwal-

lis himself, under date of the third of June ? But victors, too often,

by vain subtilties, or even without deigning to have recourse to them,

especially in political convulsions, makes port of violating their faith,

as if it were a necessity for them to add to the evils inseparable fiom

war, all the vexations of perfidy ! However this might be, and how-

ever rigorous were the orders of Cornwallis, they were every where

punctually executed. Carolina was become a theater of proscrip-

tions. Several British officers openly testified their abhorrence of

this reign of blood ; but the greater part, and Tarleton more than any

other, commended it without shame, as useful and necessary to the

success of the royal cause. Already Tarleton had complained bit-

terly of the clemency, as he called it, exercised by Cornwallis prior

to the battle of Camden ; this clemency, he said, was not only good

for nothing, but also prejudicial in every thing, since it rendered

friends less hearty, and enemies more audacious. This reproach

would certainly have been founded, if it were true that in war utility

alone deserves regard, and that nothing is due to humanity, good

faith and justice. Nobody denies, for example, that to poison springs,

massacre all the prisoners that can be taken, bring oflf into slavery all

the inhabitants of a country, without distinction of age or sex, and

witliout regard for the law of nations, might sometimes have a use-
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ful tendency. We see, nevertheless, that in all time., civilized na-

tions, and conquerors not entirely barbarous, have abstained from

these horrible extremities. But in the present occurrence, the Eng-

lish showed themselves without pity for the most respectable men of

the country. The inhabitants ofCamden, of Ninety-Six, ofAugusta

and other places, saw inhumanly gibbeted men whose only crime

was that of having been too faithful to a cause which they consid-

ered as that of their country and of justice.

All minds were penetrated with horror ; all hearts were inflamed

with ar implacable and never-dying hatred against such ferocious

victors. A cry of vengeance resounded amidst this exasperated

people ; all detested a king who had devoted them to the oppression of

these brutal executors of his will. His standard became an object of

execration. The British generals learned by cruel experience, that

executions and despair are frail securities for the submission of a

people planted in distant regions, actuated by a common opinion, and

embarked with passion in a generous enterprise. Nor were these

the only rigors which CornwaUis thought it expedient to exercise, in

order to confirm the possession of the provinces conquered by his

arms. To complete the reduction of the patriots, he employed ar-

rests and sequestrations. He feared that the presence in Charles-

ton of the leading men, who, persevering in their character of prison-

ers of war, had refused to accept that of subjects, might tend to keep

alive a spirit of resistance. He hkewise learned, as the Britisii writers

affirm, that these prisoners had maintained a secret correspondence

with the enemies of the English name, the proofs of which had been

found in the baggage of the American generals captured at the battle

of Camden. These motives appeared to him sufficient to justify

the seizure and imprisonment at St. Augustine, in East Florida, of

more than thirty of the most influential chiefs of the American party.

They were all of the number of those who had taken the most active

part in the organization of the republican government, and who had

shown themselves the most ardent partisans of the present war. Then,

desirous to prevent those who were, or whom he believed, opposed

to Great Britain, from assisting the congress with their pecuniary

means, or with a hope to constrain them to submission, he issued a

proclamation, purporting the sequestration of the possessions of who-

ever should hold correspondence with the congress, act in its name,

join the enemies of England, or excite the people to revolt by word

or deed. He constituted, at the same time, a commissioner over

sequestrated estates, with obligation to account to the families of the

forfeited for a part of their net jevenue ; a fourth to those consisting
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of a wife and children, and a sixth to wives without children. A
clause required, however, that these families should reside in the

province. These different measures, combined with a rigorous

watchfulness over the movements of the suspected, appeared to the

English a sure guaranty for the return of tranquillity and obedience

in llie province of South Carolina. And as to North Carolina, it

could no longer hope to resist them when the weather became tem-

perate, and the harvests were over. We shall see, in the course

of this history, how far these hopes were confirmed by the event.

While the season had caused the suspension of hostilities in the

{wo Carolinas, and while, in the state of New York, the superiority

of tiie Americans by land, and that of the English by sea, had occa-

sioned a similar cessation of arms, an unexpected event arrested the

general attention. During some time, a design had been maturing

in the shades of mystery, v/hose execution, had it succeeded to the

wish of its authors, would have involved the totai ruin of the army
of Washington, and, perhaps, the entire subjugation of America. A
single instant more, and the work of so many years, cemented at

such a cost of gold and blood, might have been demolished to its

foundations by a cause altogether unthought of. The English had
Vv'ell nigh arrived, by means of treason, at that object which with five

years of intrigues and of combats they had not been able to attain;

and it was even at the hands of the man* they least suspected, that

the Americans were to have received the most fatal blow. They
had but too manifest a proof, that no confidence can be placed in

courage when disunited from virtue. They learned that men who
displayed tiie most enthusiasm for a cause, are often also those who
become ihe soonest unfaithful ; and that an insatiable thirst of pelf,

coupled with mad prodigalities, easily conduct the ambitious spend-

thrift to barter basely for gold even the safety of his country. Pri-

vate virtues are incontestably the original and only basis of public

integrity ; and it should never be forgotten, that the man without

morals, who arrives at the first offices of the republic, has no other

object but to satiate his ambition or his cupidity at the expense of

his fellow-citizens. If he encounter obstacles, he is ripe for deeds

of violence within, and treason without. The name of general Ar-

nold was deservedly dear to all the Americans ; they considered him
as one of their most intrepid defenders. Numerous wounds, and
especially that which had almost deprived him of the use of one
leg, had forced him to take repose at his seat in the country.

The congress, with the concurrence of Washington, in recom-

pense for his services appointed him commandant of Philadelphia,
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immediately after that city was evacuated by the English, and return-

ed under American domination. Here Arnold lived at an enormous

expense, and showed himself extremely grasping in order to support

it. He had established liimself in the house of Penn, and had fur-

nished it in the most sumptuo".s manner. His play, his table, his

balls, his concerts, his banquets, would have exhausted the most im-

mense fortune. His own, and the emoluments of his employment,

being far from sufficient to defray such extravagance, he had betaken

himself to commerce and privateering. His speculations proved

unfortunate ; his debts accumulated, his creditors tormented him.

His boundless arrogance revolted at so many embarrassments
;
yet

he would diminish nothing of this princely state. Under these cir-

cumstances, he conceived the shameful idea of re-imbursing himself

from the public treasure for all he had squandered in riotous living.

Accordingly, he rresented accounts more worthy of a shameless

usurer than of a general. The government, astonished and indig-

nant^ appointed commissioners to investigate them. They refused

not merely to approve them ; they reduced the claims of Arnold to

half. Enraged at their decision, he loaded them with reproaches and

insults, and appealed from it to the congress. Several of its members

were charged to examine these accounts anew, and to make report.

They declared that the commissioners had allowed Arnold more than

he had any right to demand. His wrath no longer observed measure

;

the congress itself became the object of the most indecent invectives

that ever fell from a man in high station. This conduct, far from

restoring tranquilUty, produced a quite contrary effect. That spirit

of order for which the Americans are distinguished, did not permit

them to quit thus an affair already in progress. Arnold was accused

of peculation by the state of Pennsylvania, and brought before a court

martial to take his trial. Among the charges laid against him, he

was accused of having converted to his own use tiie British merchan-

dise he had found and confiscated at Philadelphia, in 1778 ;
as also

of having employed the pubhc carriages for the service of different

private individuals, and especially for his own and that of his associ-

ates in the commerce of New Jersey. The court sentenced him to

be reprimanded by Washington. This sentence neither satisfied the

accused nor the accusers. The latter exclaimed that more regard

had been shown to the past services of Arnold than for justice ; the

former broke into bitter complaints of the iniquity of his judges and

ingratitude of his country. His pride could not brook so public »

disgrace ; he had seen himself the idol of his fellow-citizens, and he

was now become the object of their contempt, if not hatred. In
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the blindness of his vengeance, and in the hope that he might still

glut his passions with British gold, since he no longer could with Amer-

ican, he resolved to add perfidy to avidity, and treason to pillage.

Determined that his country should resume the yoke of England, he

developed his projects in a letter which he addressed to colonel Rob-

inson. General Clinton was immediately made acquainted with

its contents. He committed this secret negotiation to major Andre,

his aid-de-camp, a young man as distinguished for the suavity of his

manners and the gentleness of his temper, as for the singular comeli-

ness of his person. Arnold and Andre corresponded together, un-

der the assumed names of Gustavus and Anderson. The American

general was promised a corresponding rank in the British army, and

considerable sums of gold. He, on his part, engaged to render the

king some signal service. The consequence of this understanding

was a demand that West Point should be given up to the royal troops.

That fortress, situated upon the western bank of the Hudson, is of

extreme importance, in that it defends the passage of the mountains

in the upper part of the river. Accordingly, the Americans had been

at such pains and expense to render it impregnable, that it was called

with reason the. Gibraltar of America. Into this all-important citadel,

Arnold formally pledged himself to introdujce the English. Hence,

pretending to have taken an aversion to the residence of Philadel-

phia, and that he wished to resume an active service in the army, he

requested and obtained the command of West Point, and of all the

American troops cantoned in that quarter. But his plan embraced

more than the mere delivery of the fortress ; he purposed so to scat-

ter his forces in tlie environs, that Clinton might easily fall upon them

by surprise, and cut them off at the same stroke. Masters of West

Point, and having no more enemies before them, the English would

then have marched rapidly against Washington, who had distributed

his troops upon the two banks of the Hudson ; their destruction must

have been total and inevitable. Thus, therefore, besides West Point,

and those passes which had been so often disputed, and for which the

British government had undertaken the fatal expedition of Burgoyne,

the Americans would have lost their whole army, their artillery, their

munitions of war, and their best officers. May it not even be con-

jectured, that if the English should have profited of the confusion

and consternation which could not fail to have resulted from so

sudden a catastrophe, the United States would have found them-

selves necessitated to receive the law of the conqueror ?

About the middle of September, Washington had been called to

Hartford, in Connecticut, upon some affairs which required his pres-
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once. The conspirators considered the occasion propitious for the

accomplishment of their designs. It was agreed that, in order to

concert more particularly the last measures, major Andre should

repair secretly to the presence of Arnold. Accordingly, in the night

of the twenty-first of September, he landed from the Vulture sloop

of war, which already long since Clinton had stationed up the river

not far from West Point, to facilitate the correspondence between

the two parties. Arnold and Andre passed the whole night in con-

ference. The day having dawned before all their dispositions were

concluded, the British aid-de-camp was concealed in a secure place.

The following night, he wished to regain the Vulture ; but the boat-

men would not convey him thither, because the excess of his pre-

cautions had inspired them with some distrust. He was obliged to

take the way o^ the land. Arnold gave him a horse and a passport

under the name of Anderson. Until then he had worn the British

uniform under a riding coat* he threw it off, and took a common
dress, though, it is said, much against his will, and at the earnest

importunity of Arnold. He had already safely passed the American

guards and outposts, and might reasonably hope to arrive without

obstacle at New York ; but fate had reserved a different issue for

the infamous perfidy of Arnold, s"id the generous devotion of major

Andre towards his country.

As he was going through Tarrytown, a village situated in the

vicinity of the first British posts, three soldiers of the militia, who
happened to be there, threw themselves across his passage. He
showed them his passport; they suffered him to continue his route-

All of a sudden, one of these three men, more distrustful than his

comrades, thought he had observed something particular in the person

of the traveller ; he called him back. Andre asked them where

they were from. 'From down below,' they replied, intending tt>

say from New York. The young man, too frank to suspect a snare,

immediately answered, ' And so am I.' They arrest him. He then

declared himself, for what he was, a British officer. He offered all

the gold he had with him, a valuable watch, rewards and rank in the

British army as the price of his release ; all his efforts were vain.

John Paulding, David Williams, and Isaac Van Wert,—such were the

names of the three soldiers,—were found incorruptible ; a disinterest-

edness the more worthy of eulogium, as they were poor and obscure.

Thus, in the very moment when one of the most distinguished chiefjs

of the American army, a man celebrated throughout the world for

his brilliant exploits, betrayed, out of a base vengeance, the country

he had served, and sold it for a purse of gold, three common eoldieii
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preferred the honest to the useful, and fidelity to fortune. They

diligently searched their prisoner, and found in his boots several

papers written by the hand of Arnold himself, containing the most

detailed information with respect to the positions of the Americans,

their munitions, the garrison of West Point, and the most suitable

mode of directing an attack against that fortress. Major Andre was

conducted before the officer who co4Timanded the advanced posts.

,

Afraid of hurting Arnold by an immediate disclosure of his true

character, and braving the danger of being instantly put to death as

a spy, if it should be discovered that he had concealed his real name,

he persisted in affirming that he was Anderson, as indicated by his

passport. The American officer was at a loss what to decide ; he

could not persuade himself that his general, after having so often

shed his blood for the country, was now resolved to betray it. These

hesitations, the negations of Andre, the distance at which Washing-

ton, and even Arnold, found themselves, gave the latter time to

escape. As soon as he heard that Andre was arrested, he threw

himself into a boat and hastened on board the Vulture. The news

of this event excited universal amazement. The people could

scarcely credit the treachery of a man in whom they had so long

placed the utmost confidence. The peril they had run filled them

with consternation ; the happy chance which had rescued them from

it, appeared a prodigy. ' God,' they said, ' has not permitted that

men of honor should be victims of perfidy ; it is his almighty hand

that has saved us ; he approves and protects the cause of America.'

Maledictions were heaped upon Arnold, praises upon those who

had arrested Andre.

Meanwhile, Washington returned from Connecticut to his camp.

Suspecting, first of all, that the plot might have more extensive rami-

fications, and not knowing on what individuals to fix his eye, he

busied himself in taking the most prompt and efficacious measures

to baffle their pernicious designs. He feared also lest the contagion

of example might incite even those who were strangers to the con-

spiracy to entertain rash desires for a new order of thmgs. He
knew that the way once cleared by some audacious individuals, the

multitude are but too apt to hurry blindly after them. These ap-

prehensions oflfered themselves the more naturally to his mind, as the

pay of his troops was considerably in arrear, and as they were in

want of many of the necessaries not only of war, but even of life.

The precautions of the commander-in-chief were fortunately super-

fluous. Nobody stirred ; nothing led to the presumption of Arnold's

having had accomplices.
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When major Andre, from the time elapsed, could infer that Ar-

nold must be in safely, he revealed his name and rank. He ap-

peared less solicitous about his safety, than to prove that he was

neither an impostor nor a spy. He endeavored to refute the ap-

pearances which seemed to depose against him. He affirmed that

his intention had been merely to come and confer, upon neutral

ground, with a person designated by his general ; but that thence he

had been trepanned and drawn within the American lines. From

that moment, he added, none of his steps could be imputed to his

default, since he then found himself in the power of others. Wash-

ington, meanwhile, created a court martial ; among its members,

besides many of the most distinguished American officers, were the

marquis de la Fayette and the baron de Steuben. Major Andre ap-

peared before his judges ; they were specially charged to investi-

gate and define the nature of the offense, and the punishment it

involved, according to the laws of war. The demeanor of the young

Englishman was equally remote from arrogance and from mean-

ness. His blooming years, the ingenuous cast of his features, the

mild elegance of his manners, had conciliated him an interest in

every heart.

In the meantime, Arnold, being safely arrived on board the Vul-

ture, immediately wrote -d, letter to Washington. He impudently

declared in it that it was the same patriotism of which he had never

ceased to give proofs since the origin of the contest, which had now
prescribed him his present step, whatever men might think of it, al-

ways so ill judges of the actions of others. He .added, that he

asked nothing for himself, having already but too much experience

of the ingratitude of his country, but that he prayed and conjured

the commander-in-chief to have the goodness to preserve his wife

from the insults of an irritated people, by sending luer to Philadelphia

among her friends, or by permitting her to come and rejoin him at

New York. This letter was followed by a dispatch from colonel

Robinson, likewise dated on board the Vulture. He earnestly

demanded that major Andre should be released, urging, in his

defense, that he had gone ashore on public business and under the

protection of a flag, as well by the invitation of Arnold as by the

command of his own general ; that he was the bearer of a regular

passport for his return to New York ; that all his doings during the

time he had passed with the Americans, and especially the change

of his dress and name, had been dictated by the will of Arnold.

The colonel concluded with alledging that the major could no longer

be detained without a violation of the sanctity of flags and a con-
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temnt for all the laws of war as they are acknowledged and practiced

by all nations. General Clinton wrote in much the same style in

favor of Andre. In the letter of that general was enclosed a second

from Arnold ; its language could not pretend to the merit of reserve.

He insisted that in his character of American general, he was invest-

ed with the right to grant Andre the usual privilege of flags, that he

might approach in safety to confer with him ; and that in sending

him back, he was competent to choose any way he thought the most

proper. But major Andre betrayed less anxiety respecting his fate

than was manifested in his behalf by his countrymen and friends.

Naturally averse from all falsehood, from all subterfuge, desirous, if

he must part with life, to preserve it at least pure and spotless to his

last hour, he confessed ingenuously that he had by no means come

under the protection of a flag ; adding, that if he had come so

accompanied, he should certainly have returned under the same

escort. His language manifested an extreme attention to avoid

imputing fault to any ; abjuring, on the contrary, all dissimulation

in regard to what concerned him personally, he often avowed more

than was questioned him ; so much generosity and constancy were

universally admired. The fate of this unfortunate young man wrung

tears of compassion even from his judges. All would have wished

to save him, but the fact was too notorious. The court martial, on

the ground of his own confession, pronounced that he was, and ought

to be considered as a spy, and as such to be punished with death.

Washington notified this sentence to Clinton, in the answer to his

'etter. He recapitulated all the circumstances of the oflfense, in-

viting him to observe, that although they were of a nature to justify

towards major Andre the summary proceedings usual in the case of

spies, still he had preferred to act in respect of hirn with more

deliberation and scruple ; that it was therefore not without a perfect

knowledge of the cause that the court martial had passed the judg-

ment of which he apprised him. But Clinton, half delirious with

anguish at the destiny of Andre, whom he loved with the utmost

tenderness, did not restrict himself to the eftbrts he had already

made to preserve him. He again wrote to Washington, praying him

to consent to a conference between several delegates of the two

parties, in order to throw all the light possible upon so dubious an af-

fair. Washington complied with the proposal ; he sent general

Greene to Dobb's Ferry, where he was met by general Robertson on

the part of the English. The latter exerted himself with extreme

earnestness to prove that Andre could not be considered as a spy.

He repeated the arguments already advanced of the privilege of flag»,
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and of th3 necessity that controlled the actions of Andre while he

was in the power of Arnold. But perceiving that his reasoning pro-

duced no effect, he endeavored to persuade by the voice of humani

ly ; he alledged the essential importance of mitigating by generous

counsels the rigors of war; he extolled the clemency of general Clin-

ton, v/ho had never put to death any of those persons who had violat-

ed the laws of war; he reminded, that major Andre was particularly

dear to the general-in-chief, and that if he might be permitted to re-

conduct him to New York, any American, of whatever crime ac-

cused, and now in the power of the English, should be immediately

set a+ liberty. He made still another proposition ; and that was. to

suspend the execution of the judgment, and to refer the affair to the

decision of two officers familiar alike with the laws of war and of

nations, such as the generals Knyphausen and Rochambeau. Finally?

eneral Robertson presented a letter from Arnold, directed to Wash-

ington, by which he endeavored to exculpate the British pri^soner,

and to take all the blame of his conduct upon himself. He did not re-

tire till after having threatened the most terrible retaliations, if the

sentence of the court martial was executed ; he declared in particu-

lar, that the rebels of Carolina, whose life general Clinton had hith-

erto generously spared, should be immediately punished with death.

The mterposition of Arnold could not but tend to the prejudice of

Andre; and even if the Americans had been inclined to clemency,

his letter would have sufficed to divert them from it. The conference

had no effect.

Meanwhile, the young Englishman prepared himself for death.

He manifested, at its approach, not that contempt wliich is often no

other than dissimulation, or brutishness ; nor yet that weakness

which is peculiar to effeminate, or guilty men ; but that firmness

which is the noble characteristic of the virtuous and brave. He re-

gretted life, but he sighed still deeper at the manner of losing it. He
could have wished to die as a soldier, that is, to be shot ; but he was

doomed to the punishment of spies and malefactors, to the infamous

death of the halter. This idea struck him with horror ; he painted

it with force to the court martial. It made him no answer, not will-

ing to grant his request, and esteeming it a cruelty to refuse it ex-

pressly. Two other causes of despair increased the anguish of the

unhappy youth. One was the fear that his death would reduce to

indigence and wretchedness a mother and three sisters, whom he

tenderly loved, and whom he supported with his pay ; the second,

lest the public voice should accuse Clinton of having precipitated

him, by his orders, into his present dreadful situation. He could not
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think, without the most bitter regrets, that his death might be laid to

the charge of that man, whom he loved and respected the most
He obtained permission to write to him ; he used it but to recom-

mend to his protection his unhappy mother and sisters, and to bear

testimony tl>at it was not only against his intentions, but even against

his positive orders, that he had introduced himself into the camp of

the Americans, and had assumed a disguise. The second day of

October was destined to be the last of his existence. Brought to the

foot of the gibbet, he said ; And must I die thus ? He was answer-

ed, that it could not be otherwise. He did not dissemble his pro-

found grief. At length, after having passed a kw moments in prayer,

he pronounced these words, which were his last ;
' Bear witness that

I die as a brave man should die.' Such was the just but melan-

choly end of a young man deserving in so many respects of a better

destiny. It cast a damp of sadness over enemies as well as friends.

Arnold gnashed with rage, if, however, that polluted soul was still

capable of remorse. The English themseilves eyed him with abhor-

rence, both as traitor, and as original cause of the death of the

hapless Andre. In policy, nevertheless, any instrument being thought

good; provided it serves the end proposed, Arnold was created briga-

dier-general in the British armies. Clinton hoped that the name
and influence of this renegade would induce a great number of the

Americans to join the royal standard. Arnold at least was well

jiware, that since he had abandoned them, he could not show too

much fervor for the cause of England. And such beini; the irresisti-

ble ascendant of virtue, that even the most depraved are forced to

assume its semblance, he thought fit to publish a memorial, by which

he hoped to mask his infamy. He alledged that in the commence-
ment of the troubles, he had taken arms because he believed the

rights of his country were infringed ; that he had given into the

declaration of independence, although he had thought it ill timed
;

but that when Great Britain, like a relenting and tender mother, had

extended her arms to embrace them, offering them the most just

and the most honorable conditions, the refusal of the insurgents, and

especially their alliance with France, had entirely changed the nature

of the quarrel, and transformed a glorious cause into a criminal

revolt ; that ever since that epoch he had been desirous to resume

the relations of ancient allegiance towards England. He declaimed

with violence against the congress ; he painted in the most odious

colors its tyranny and avarice ; he railed against the union with

France, affecting a profound grief that the dearest interests of the

country had thus been sacrificed to an arrogant, inveterate and per

V(»L. II
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fidious enemy. He represented France as too feeble to establish

independence, as the bitterest foe of the protestant faith, as deceitfully

pretending a zeal for the liberty of the human race, while she held

her own children in vassalage and servitude. Arnold finished with,

declaring, that he had so long delayed the disclosure of his senti-

ments, from a wish, by some important service, to effect the deliver-

ance of his country, and at the same time to avoid as much as possible

the effusion of blood. He addressed this memorial to his country-

men in general. A few days after, he published another, directed

to the officers and soldiers of the American army. He exhorted

them to come and place themselves under the banners of the king,

where they would find promotion and increase of pay. He vaunted

of wishing to conduct the flower of the American nation to peace,

liberty and safety ; to rescue the country from the hands of France,

and of those who had brought it to the brink of perdition. He
affirmed that America was become a prey to avarice, an object of

scorn for her enemies, and of pity for her friends ; that she had ex-

changed her liberty for oppression. He represented the citizens

thrust into dungeons, despoiled of their property ; the youth dragged

to war, blood streaming in torrents. ' AVhat,' he exclaimed, ' is

America now, but a land of widows, orphans and beggars? If Eng-

land were to cease her efforts for her dehverance, how could she

hope to enjoy the exercise of that religion for which our fathers once

braved ocean, climate and deserts ? Has not the abject and profli-.

gate congress been seen of late to attend mass, and to participate in

the ceremonies ofan anti-christian church, against the corruptions of

which our pious ancestors would have borne testimony at the price

of their blood ?
' These declamations of a traitor proved the more

fruitless the more they were insolent and exaggerated. America,

moreover, had writers who stepped forward to lefute them, in a style

as animated as the reasoning was triumphant. They observed,

among other things, that none more than Arnold, even subsequent

to the rejection of accommodation with England, had been the de-

voted and obsequious courtier of Franco, none more than him had

danced attendance upon her generals and agents ; that on the first

arrival of the minister Gerard at Philadelphia, he had pressed him
to inhabit his house ; that he had lavished, in his honor, the most sump-
tuous banquets, the most splendid balls, the most gorgeous galas

;

that he had been the supple flatterer of Silas Deane, the most ser-

vile tool of France ; in a word, that on all occasions he had given the

French grounds to believe that they had not in all the United States

a more sincere friend than himself. * But such,' it was said, ' is the
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ordinary conduct of the ambitious ; alternately cringing and super-

cilious, they are not ashamed to tax others with tlieir own vices.'

Thus Arnold found retorted against himself those arguments from

which he had anticipated the most success.

As to the congress, they deemed it beneath their dignity to appear

to take the least notice of the perfidy or the pamphlets of Arnold.

Only to testify their high sense of the noble conduct of the three

soldiers who had arrested major Andre, they passed a resolution

creating in favor of each of them a life annuity of two hundred dol-

lars, free of all deductions. They also decreed that they should be

presented with a silver medal, struck express, bearing upon one face

the word Fidelity, and upon the other the following motto ; Vincit

amor patrife. The executive council of Pennsylvania issued a proc-

lamation, summoning Benedict Arnold, in company with some other

vile men, to appear before the tribunals to make answer for their

defection, and declaring them, otherwise, subject to all the pains and

penalties usually inflicted on criminals convicted of high treason.

This was the only act in which any public authority deigned to make
menlion of Arnold.

The details of the conspiracy of New York have necessarily

diverted our attention for some time from the theater of war. We
proceed now to recount the various success of the British arms in

the Carolinas. The month of September approached its close, when
the British generals, who had re-inforced their troops and recruited

their necessary stores and provision, resolved to re-enter the field and

complete those operations which they had commenced, and which

were to be the mostimportant fruit of the victory of Camden. They
flattered themselves that the rumor alone of their march upon

North Carolina would suffice to determine the American army to

evacuate it immediately. They already beheld in no distant per-

spective not only the conquest of that province, but also that of Vir-

ginia. They calculated that when to the possession of the two

Carolinas, of Georgia and New York, they should have added this,

Virginia, so fertile and so powerful, the Americans, crushed by the

burthen of the war, must of necessity submit to the laws of Great

Britain. The decline and humiliation of their enemies appeared to

them inevitable. Lord Cornwallis and general Clinton were to co-

operate simultaneously to bring about this grand result ; the first, by

advancing from South into North Carolina ; the second, by sending

a part of his army from New York into the lower parts of Virginia,

wheie, after having passed the Roanoke, it was to operate its junc-

tion with the army of Cornwallis upon the confines of North Caro-
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Una. In pursuance of this plan, Clinton had detached upon the

Chesapeake bay a corps of three thousand men, under the command
of general Leslie. He landed his troops as well at Portsmouth as

upon the adjacent points of that coast, ravaging and burning all the

maffir.ines^ and especially those of tobacco, of which an immense

quantity was destroyed. Many merchant vessels fell into the hands

of the English. In this quarter, they were to wait for news of the

approach of Cornwallis, then to push rapidly forward to the banks

of the Roanoke, where the junction was to be effected. But the

distance being great, and as unforeseen accidents might impede the

contemplated union of the two corps, Clinton had directed Leslie to

obey the orders of Cornwallis. His intention was, that if the junc-

tion by land was found subject to insurmountable obstacles, Corn-

wallis might cause a part of that corps to come round to him in the

Carolinas, by way of the sea. That general, on his part, had put

himself on the march from Camden upon Charlottetown, a village

situated in North Carolina. Nevertheless, to hold South Carolina in

check, and to preserve the way open to retreat thither, if it was

necessary, he had not contented himself with leaving a strong garri*

son in Charleston. Several detachments were distributed upon dif-

ferent points of the frontier ; colonel Brown was posted at Augusta,

colonel Cruger at Ninety-Six, and colonel Trumbull with a stronger

corps at Camden. Lord Cornwallis had then advanced, with the

main body of the army and some cavalry, by the way of Hanging

Rock, toward Catawba, while Tarleton with the rest of the cavalry

passed the Wateree and ascended along its eastern bank. The two

corps were to rendezvous, and re-unite at Charlottetown. They
arrived there in effect about the last of September. But the Eng-

lish were not slow in perceiving that they had undertaken a far more

arduous enterprise than they had contemplated. The country m the

environs of Charlottetown was steril,and broken by narrow and intri-

cate defiles. The inhabitants were not only hostile, but also most vigi-

lant and audacious in attacking detached parties, in cutting off couri-

ers and convoys while on the way from Camden to Charlottetown.

Hence the royalists could not sally into the open country, whether to

forage, or gain intelligence, except in strong detachments. Moreover,

colonel Sumpter, always enterprising, and prompt to seize any occa-

sion for infesting the British, seemed to be every where at once,

upon the frontiers of the two Carolinas. Another partisan corps, of

similar audacity, had just been formed under the conduct of colonel

Marion. Finally, the alarming intelligence was announced, that

colonel Clarke had assembled a numerous body of mountaineerf
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from the upper parts of the Caroiinas, a most hardy and warlike

race of men. Though the valiant defense of colonel Brown had

defeated a coup de main which they had attempted against Augusta,

yet they still kept the field. Their chief had led them into the

mountainous part, in order to unite with colonel Sumpter,or, at least,

if the corps of Ferguson prevented that, to await new rc-inforce-

ments of the mhabitants of those regions, whose ardor he well knew
The royalists thus found themselves surrounded by clouds of re-

publicans. Placed in the midst of a country where every thing

combined against them, they more resembled a besieged army than

troops marching upon an expedition. An unexpected accident came
to aggravate yet more the distress of their position. Colonel Fergu-

son, as we have already seen, had been detached by lord Cornwallis

upon the frontiers of North Carolina, to encourage the loyalists to

take arms. A considerable number had repaired to his standard,

but the greater part were of the most profligate and of the most

ferocious description of men. Believing any thing admissible with

the sanction of their chief, they put every thing on their passage to

fire and sword. Excesses so atrocious must have inflamed the

coldest hearts with the desire of vengeance ; they transported the

mountaineers with fury. They descended into the plain by torrents,

arming themselves with whatever chance threw within their reach.

They foamed at the name of Ferguson ; they conjured the chiefs

they had given themselves, to lead them upon the track of this mon-
ster, that they might make him expiate the ravages and blood with

which he had stained himself. Each of them carried, besides his

arms, a wallet and a blanket. They slept on the naked earth, in the

open air ; the water of the rivulet slaked their thirst ; they fed on
the cattle they drew after them, or on the game they killed in the

forests. They were conducted by the colonels Campbell, Cleveland,

Selby, Seveer, Williams, Brandy and Lacy. Every where they

demanded Ferguson with loud cries. At every step they swore to

exterminate him. At length they found him. But Ferguson was
not a man that any danger whatever could intimidate. He was
posted on a woody eminence which commands all the adjacent plain,

and has a circular base. It is called Kings Mountain. An advanced
guard defended its approach by the direct road. The mountaineers

soon forced them to fall back ; then, forming in several columns,
they endeavored to make their way good to the summit. The attack

and the defense were equally obstinate ; some from behind trees

others under the cover of rocks, maintained an extremely brisk fire

At length those commanded by Cleveland arrived upon the, b'-cw oC
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the hill. The English repulsed them with the bayonet. But the

column of Selby came up at the same instant, and it was necessary

to dispute the ground with it immediately. It began to give way,

when colonel Campbell took part in the combat. Ferguson received

him with gallantry ; but what could avail his efforts against assaults

incessantly renewed, and always with more fury ! He was surround-

ed ; and he did all that a man of skill and courage could do to ex-

tricate himself. But already the crown of the mount was inundated

with Americans. They summoned Ferguson in vain to surrender
;

he perished sword in hand. His successor immediately demanded
and obtained quarter. The carnage had been dreadful ; the royal-

ists had to regret above eleven hundred men in killed, wounded and

prisoners, a loss extremely serious in the present circumstances. All

the arms and munitions fell into the power of the conquerors. They
observed the laws of war towards the English ; but they displayed

an excessive rigor against th6 loyalists. They hung several without

listening to their remonstrances. They alledged, that this execution

was only a just reprisal for that of the republicans put to death by

the loyalists at Camden, at Ninety-Six, and at Augusta. They even

insisted that the persons whose lives they had taken, had forfeited

them by their crimes according to the laws of the country. Thus
was added to the inevitable rigors of war all the ferocity of civil

dissensions.

The mountaineers, after this victory, returned to their homes. The
check of Kings Mountain was a heavy blow to the British interests

in the Carolinas. The position of Cornwallis became critical. The
loyalists no longer manifested the same zeal to join him ; and he

found himself with a feeble army in the midst of a hostile and steril

country. He clearly foresaw that a n)ovement forward would but

increase the embarrassments under which he already labored. Com-
pelled, therefore, to relinquish for the present the invasion of ' orth

Carolina, where the public mind was decidedly in favor of the re-

publicans, he resolved, at least, to maintain himself in South Carolina

until he should have received re-inforcements. He accordingly

abandoned Charlottetown, repassed the Catawba, and took post at

Winnsborough. From that point, he was at hand to correspond with

Camden and Ninety-Six; and the fertility of the adjacent country

secured him better quarters. At the same time, he sent orders to

general Leslie, who was still in Virginia, to embark his troops forth-

with, and after having touched at Wilmington, to repair with all

expedition to Charleston.

The retreat of the English from Charlottetown to Winnsborough,
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and their defeat at Kings Mountain, animated the republicans with

uncommon alacrity. They hastened in multitude to place themselves

under the standards of their most daring chiefs, among whom the

more prominent were the colonels Sumpter and Marion. The latter

scoured the lower, the former the upper parts of the province.

Sometimes Camden, sometimes Ninety-Six were menaced. The
royal troops could scarcely quit their camp for provision, wood or

forage, witnout running the greatest hazard of being surprised To
put an end to these continual alarms, Tarleton made a movement
which menaced colonel Marion ; but the American, who intended

only to harass his enemy, and not to engage him in the open field,

retired precipitately. The Englishman pursued him ; but he receiv-

ed, at the same instant, orders from lord Cornwallis, enjoining him

to turn upon colonel Sumpter. That partisan was on the march

towards Ninety-Six ; he had already surprised major Wemis upon

Broad river, and captured many prisoners, both horse and foot.

Tarleton, exerting a scarcely credible diligence, appeared unexpect-

edly in the presence of Sumpter, who was encamped upon the right

bank of the river Tiger, at a place called Blackstocks. The position

of the Americans was formidably strong ; it was covered in front by

the river, log houses and palisades ; and upon the two flanks by

inaccessible mountains, or narrow and difficult defiles. Tarleton,

hurried on by his ardor, and fearing lest Sumpter should pass the

Tiger and escape him, left his light infantry, and even a part of his

legion, behind, and pushed forward upon the enemy with a body of

grenadiers and the rest of his cavalry. The action was engaged

with reciprocal desperation. A British regiment was so roughly

treated that it was compelled to fall back in the greatest disorder.

Tarleton, to restore the battle, headed an impetuous charge upon the

center of the Americans ; they received it without giving way. The
Englishman then found himself constrained to retreat, leaving upon

the field of battle a great number of dead and wounded, among
whom were found several officers of note. But night being come,

colonel Sumpter, who was dangerously wounded in the shoulder, did

not judge it prudent to await the British troops that Tarleton had

left behind him, and he accordingly repassed the river. His wound
not permitting him to retain the command, he was carried by faithful

soldiers into the secure regions of the mountains. The greater part

of his corps then disbanded. Tarleton, after having scoured, for a

few days, tlie country on the left bank of the Tiger, returned by easy

inarches to resume his position upon Broad river, in South Carolina.
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This petty war, these frequent rencounters, more and more invigo-

rated the warlike spirit of the troops of the two parties.

Meanwhile, general Gates had succeeded in assembling some few

troops, the greater part cavalry, and in order to support the partisans

of congress, as well as to afford them a rallying point, he recrossed

the river Yadkin, and took post at Charlottetown, with intent to

winter there. He thought that hostilities could not be continued

during the bad seasoi? >vhich was then about to set in. While he

applied himself with zeal to these preparatory dispositions, and for-

tune seemed inclined to smile upon him anew, general Greene arrived

at camp. His military reputation and his tried devotion to the cause

of the republic, had decided the congress and Washington to intrust

him with the command £»• the southern provinces, in the room of

Gates. The latter evinced, in this conjuncture, that country was

dearer to him than power and glory. He supported so unpleasant

dO ncident with such constancy, that he did not betray a single mark

of discontent. When he passed through Richmond, in returning to

his own province, the assembly of Virginia sent a deputation to com-

pliment him. It gave him assurance that the remembrance of his

glorious achievements could not be effaced by any misfortune, pray-

ing him to be persuaded that the Virginians in particular would never

neglect any occasion to manifest the gratitude they bore him, as

members of the American Union. General Greene brought with

him no re-inforcement from the northern army ; he expected to find

sufficient forces in the southern quarter. He was accompanied only

by colonel Morgan with some riflemen, who had acquired the highest

reputation. His army was consequently extremely feeble ; but the

woods, the swamps, the rivers, with which the country was every

where broken, were means of defense sufficient to re-assure him.

As his intention was merely to infest the enemy, by avoiding gene-

ral actions, he hpped to be able to harass, and little by little to re-

duce him. It was about the same time that general Leslie arrived

from Virginia at Charleston, with a re-inforcement of more than two

thousand regular troops. He found fresh orders in that city, in pur-

suance of which, he put himself immediately on the march with fif-

teen hundred men, to rejoin lord Cornwallis at Winnsborough.

1781. This addition of force renewed with the British general

the desire to reduce North Carolina, and to proceed thence inio

Virginia. But the better to secure the success of this enterprise, a

council of war decided that it should noi be confided to the army of

Cornwallis alone ; and that it was proper that it should be supported

by another expedition simultaneously directed on the part of Virginia
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itself; not that the troops which could be employed in that part were
in a situation to achieve the conquest of the province without the

assistance of lord Cornwallis, but they might at least be able to dis-

courage the Virginians from passing re-inforcements to general

Greene. Agreeably to this plan, Arnold had been detached to the

C'hesapeake bay, where he was to disembark his troops at whatever

point he might judge the most favorable to a mischievous impres-

sion. The English also flattered themselves, that his name and ex-

ample would influence a great number of the Americans to desert

from the colors of the republic to those of the king. Arnold received

this coinmission with ecstasy ; he departed to execute it with fifty

transports and sixteen hundred men. The moment he had landed,

he commenced the most shocking ravages. Richmond and Smith-

field experienced all his fury. But the country was alarmed on all

parts ; the inhabitants flew to arms ; he was obliged to fall back upon
Portsmouth, where he labored to intrench himself. He would not

abandon that coast, because he was sensible how much his presence

disquieted the Americans. On the other hand, however, he could

not, with forces so insufficient, keep the field in the midst of a prov-

ince whose numerous population was animated by the most violent

hatred against England.

This piratical expedition, therefore, produced but very imperfectly

the effect which the British generals had hoped from it. It delayed,

it is true, those succors which the Virginians destined for the Caro-

linas ; but not one of them joined Arnold. Devastations, plunder,

couffagrations, had no such fascination as could gain him partisans.

The campaign had already opened in South Carolina. The two
hostile generals maneuvered each according to the plan he had

framed. Lord Cornwallis had set out from Winnsborough, and was
marching between the Broad and Catawba rivers, on the upper route,

towards North Carolina. He had already arrived at Turkey Creek.

To arrest his progress, general Greene resolved to demonstrate an
intention to attack Ninety-Six, while colonel Morgan, with five hun-

dred Virginian regulars, some companies of militia, and the light

horse of colonel Washington, was detached to guard the passages of

the river Pacolet. As to Greene himself, he went to encamp at the

confluence of Hicks Creek with the Pedee, opposite to Cheraw Hill.

He was blamed, by many military critics, for having thus divided his

forces.^ In effect, if the English had pushed rapidly forward, they

might have thrown themselves between the corps of Greene and
Morgan, and crushed them both without difficulty. But perhaps the

.American general had calculated that the royalists were embarrassed

VOL. II.
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by too many obstacles to act with such celerity
;
perhaps, also, he

had not yet heard of the junction of Leslie and CornwalUs. The

latter general immediately detached Tarleton with his legion of cav-

alry and a body of infantry to cover Ninety-Six. On arriving in

that part, Tarleton found every thing quiet ; the enemy had retired

after some light skirmishes. He then determined to march against

Morgan, confident of being able either to rout him by surprise, or at

least to drive him beyond the Broad river, which would have left the

ways clear to the royal army. He consulted lord Cornwallis by let-

ter, who not only approved his design, but resolved also to concur to

its execution, by ascending the left bank of the Broad, in order to

menace the rear of Morgan. Every thing went well for them at first.

Tarleton, after having passed with equal celerity and good fortune the

rivers Ennoree and Tiger, presented himself upon the banks of the

Pacolet. Morgan retreated thence forthwith, and Tarleton set him-

self to pursue him. He pressed him hard. Morgan felt how full of

danger was become the passage of Broad river, in the presence of so

enterprising an enemy as now hung upon his rear. He therefore

thought it iDctter to make a stand. He formed his troops in two

divisions ; the first, composed of militia, under the conduct of colo-

nel Pickens, occupied the front of a wood, in view of the enemy

;

the second, commanded by colonel Howard, was concealed in

the wood itself, and consisted of his marksmen and oM continental

troops. Colonel Washington, with his cavalry, was posted behind

the second division, as a reserve. Tarleton soon came up, and

formed in two fines ; his infantry in the centre of each, and his horse

on the flanks. Every thing seemed to promise him victory. He wag

superior in cavalry, and his troops, both officers and soldiers, mani-

fested an extreme ardor. The English attacked the first American

line ; after a single discharge, with little harm to the enemy, it fled

in confusion. They then fell upon the second ; but here they found a

more obstinate resistance. The action was engaged and supported with

equal advantage. Tarleton, to decide it in his favor, pushed forward

a battalion of his second line, and at the same time directed a charge

of cavalry upon the right flank of the Americans. He was afraid to

attack their left, &upported by colonel Washington, who had already

vigorously repulsed an assault of the British light horse. The manei*-

ver of Tarleton had the expected effect ; the American regulars gave

way, and were thrown into disorder. The English rushed on, per-

suaded that the day was i:ow their own. Already Tarleton, with hi*

cavalry', was in full pursuit of the routed, when colonel Washington,

whose troop was still entire, feii upon the enemy with such impeta-
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osity, that in a few moments he had restored the battle. During this

mter\ aI, colonel Howard had rallied his continental troops, and led

them back upon the English. Colonel Pickens had also, by prodi-

gious efforts, re-assembled the militia, and again brought them to the

ire. Morgan was visible every where ; his presence and words re-

^inimated the spirits of his soldiers. He profited of that moment of

enthusiasm to precipitate them in one general charge upon the enemy.

The shock Vv'as so tremendous, that the Enghshat first paused, then

-ecoiled, and soon fled in confusion. The Americans pursued them

with inexpressible eagerness. It was in vain that the British ofncers

employed exhortations, prayers, and threats, to stay the fugitives ; the

iiscomfiture was total. Tarleton lost, in dead, wounded, and prison-

ers, more than eight hundred men, two pieces of cannon, the colors

of the seventh regiment, all his carriages and baggage. He regretted

especially the horses killed or taken in this engagement. The nature

of the country, which is flat and open, renders cavalry of the utmost

Importance to a campaign in that quarter.

Such was the issue of the battle of Cowpens, the effects of which

were heavily felt by the English during the whole course of the war

of the Carolinas and Virginia ; it was, in a word, decisive of the fate

of those provinces. Tlie destruction of the British cavalry, the total

defeat of Tarleton, who had been, until that epoch, the terror of the

inhabitants, animated them with fresh spirits. Dejection and de-

spondency were exchanged for confidence and enthusiasm. The

congress voted public thanks to colonel Morgan, and presented him

with a medal of gold. Colonels Washington and Howard received

medals of silver, and colonel Pickens a sword.

The news of the sanguinary check of Cowpens was extremely

afflictive to lord Cornwallis. He had lost in it the best part of his

light troops, and they were to have been the principal instrument of

his ulterior operations. But far from allowing himself to be discour-

aged by this blow, he resolved to prosecute his designs with the

corps he had left. He hoped to obtain from it the same service

as from light troops, by destroying his heavy baggage, and all the

carriages that were not of absolute necessity. Two entire days

were employed in the destruction of superfluous incumbrances. A
few wagons only were kept, for the accommodation of the sick and

wounded, and the transportation of salt and ammunition. The soldiei

Witnessed the annihilation of his most valuable effects ; the casks con

taining wine and rum were all staved, and the troops set forward v/ith

no other provision than a small quantity of flour. The royal armj

submitted to al these inconveniences with admirable temper and
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patience, and manifested the utmost eagerness to accomplish the

wishes of its general. He had two objects in view at that time. One
was, to fall immediately upon Morgan, worst him, retake the prisoners

he had made, and prevent his junction with general Greene, who still

continued upon Ilicks Creek. The second, and by fur the mosi

important, was to push forward by forced marches upon Salisbury.

and towards the sources of the Yadkin, before Greene should hav(i

crossed that river. If he effected this design, it followed of necessity,

that the American general would be cut off from the succors ho

expected from Virginia, and constrained either to retreat precipitate

ly, with the loss of his artillery and baggage, or to accept a battle

under every disadvantage. Lord Cornwallis set out upon the first of

these projects. He directed his march with celerity upon the Ca-

tawba, in the hope of surprising and crushing Morgan before he could

pass that river. But the Americans were upon their guard. After

his victory of Cowpens, Morgan, who knew very well that Cornwallis

was not far off, had sent his prisoners upon his rear, under the guard of

an experienced officer, and soon after set forward himself with all liis

troops towards the Catawba. Such was the diligence of his march,

that on the twenty-ninth of January he had crossed the river, with all

his artillery, stores, baggage and prisoners. The Americans were no

sooner upon the left bank than the British appeared on the right ; the

chagrin of Cornwallis is readily conceived. Morgan, still keeping

his prisoners on the march towards Virginia, neglected no measures

that might tend, if not to arrest, at least to retard the progress of the

royal troops. But they soon had even the elements to contend with.

There had fallen the preceding night such an abundant rain in tl>e

neighboring mountains, that the ford of Catawba became immediately

impassable. If this swell of the waters had taken place a few hours

sooner, Morgan would have found himself in a critical position.

In this state of things, general Greene arrived at the camp of

Morgan, and took the command upon himself. Penetrating the

designs of Cornwallis, he had left orders with the troops stationed at

Hicks Creek, to make the best of their way, without baggage or

incumbrance of any sort, towards the mountainous part, in order to

approach the sources of the rivers, where they become more forda-

ble. Their point of rendezvous was indicated at Guildford Court

House, in North Carolina. While Greene rejoined the corps of

Morgan, upon the left bank of the Catawba, general Huger executed

his orders with as much zeal as intelligence. The rains were such

as to be thought extraordinary even at this season ; the bridges were

broken, the streams excessively swoln, the roads deep and heavy, or
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Stony and knobbed by frost. The soldiers were destitute of shoes,

of clothing, and often of bread. They seemed to vie with the Eng-

lish in constancy, and supported all their sufferings without a mur-

mur. Not one of them deserted, and in this respect they had moro

merit than their adversaries. The Americans, in disbanding, re-

paired to their homes and repose ; whereas the English deserter

must have wandered in a country where every thing opposed him.

During the march of this division upon Guildford, the waters of the

Catawba diminished, and the royal troops prepared themselves to

cross it. But the republicans seemed determined to dispute their

passage. Besides the intrepid phalanx of Morgan, all the militia of

the counties of Rohan and Mecklenburgh, where the British name

was loathed, had assembled upon that point. Notwithstanding these

obstacles, Cornwallis took a resolution to attempi the enterprise.

He was excited to this movement by the hope of giving th«

enemy a decisive blow, either by reaching the corps of Huger before

its arrival at Guildford, or by throwing himself between it and Vir-

ginia. He accordingly marched and counter-marched along the

right bank of the Catawba, holding out an intent to pass in different

places, in order to elude the attention of the Americans. But his

real design was to cross at Gowan's Ford. In effect, on the morn-

ing of the first of February, the English entered the water ; the

river was broad, deep, and full of large stones. The republicans

were drawn up on the left bank, and commanded by general David-

son. But this corps was composed entirely of militia; Morgan with

his veterans guarded another passage. The English, however, had

to encounter a very brisk and well-directed fire ; but they supported

it with intrepidity, successfully traversed the bed of the river, and

gained the opposite bank. The Americans were formed to receive

them, and the action commenced. General Davidson was killed at

the first discharge ; his mihtia betook themselves to flight, and the

detachments posted at other points ran off in the same manner.

The whole royal army arrived without obstacle upon the left bank.

A single corps of mihtia, amidst the general rout, made a stand at

the post of Tarrant ; colonel Tarleton charged them vigorously, and

routed them with severe execution. But colonel Morgan retired

untouched, and with celerity, towards Salisbury. He hoped tc

arrive there in seasor cross tlie Yadkin at that place, and thus to

put a large river between him and the royal army. The English

followed him with great ardor, panting to take their revenge for the

defeat of Cowpens. But the American displayed so much activity,

and threw so many impediments in the way of his pursuers, that h«
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passed the Yadkin with all his troops, and without any loss, in the

first days of February
;
partly by the ford, and partly in batteaux.

He drew all the boats he could find to the left bank. The English

at length arrived, under the conduct of general O'Hara. They per-

ceived the enemy drawn up on the opposite side, prepared to oppose

their passage. They would, nevertheless, have attempted it but for

the sudden swell of the Yadkin, through the rains that fell that very

day. The pious inhabitants of America considered this sudden

increment of the rivers as a manifest token of the protection which

Heaven granted to the justice of their cause. They observed, that if

the waters of the Catawba, and afterwards those of the Yadkin, had

swelled a few hours sooner, their army, unable to cross, must have

been cut in pieces by the furious enemy that pursued it. If, on the

contrary, these rivers had not increased all of a sudden, a few hours

later, the British would have passed as easily as the Americans, and
would have intercepted their retreat. These two consecutive events,

and the critical moment at which they took place, were esteemed

alike providential. Seeing the impossibility of crossing the Yadkin
at the ford of Salisbury, which is the most commodious, and the

most frequented, Cornwallis resolved to march up the river, hoping

to find it fordable at the place where it branches ; this he eflected

;

but the delay occasioned by the circuit, afforded the Americans time

enough to reach Guildford without being disquieted. It was there,

that, on the seventh of February, the two divisions of the American

army operated their junction ; that of general Huger, which, notwith-

standing all his diligence, was the last to arrive, and that of colonel

Morgan. Greene felt the more joy at this union, as it was highly

honorable to his ability. Thus, by the prudence of the American

commanders, and by the fortitude and celerity of their soldiers,

together with a happy coincidence of fortuitous causes, was defeated

the double plan of lord Cornwallis. He could neither exterminate

Morgan, nor prevent his re-union with Huger. There remained now
but one operation which could indemnify him for so many losses;

and that was to cut Greene off from Virginia. The two armies

were already upon the confines of that province. It is separated

from North Carolina by the Roanoke, which in its upper part is

called the Dan. The British general, conceiving that river not ford-

able in the lower parts, calculated that if he could gain the high

country, he should be at liberty to mote as he might see fit. For

supposing that Greene could not pass the Dan, he would then be

surrounded on all sides ; on the north by Cornwallis himself, on the

west by great rivers, on the south by lord Rawdon, who remained
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at Camden with a respectable force, and on the east by the sea.

Moreover, notwithstanding the juncture of the American troops, they

were still so inferior to those of the English, that the latter consid-

ered themselves perfectly assured of a complete victory. The two

parties were equally aware that success must depend on the rapidity

of marches ; they accordingly both bent their course, with all possi-

ble velocity, upon the formidable parts of the Dan. The English,

desirous to repair the time lost in their preceding passages, exerted

prodigious efforts, and occupied the fords the first. The position of

Greene was now truly critical. He turned rapidly towards a lower

ford, called Boyds Ferry, uncertain of the safety or destruction of

his army, since he was ignorant if that ford was practicable. The

royal troops pursued him with vehemence ; they looked upon their

approaching victory as a positive certainty. Greene, in so pressing

an emergency, summoned all the faculties of his soul, and did aH

that could have been expected of a consummate general.

He formed a strong corps of his best light troops, consisting in the

regiments of cavalry of Lee, of Bland, and of Washington, in com-

panies of light infantry, drawn from regiments of the hne, and in

some riflemen. He charged the commander of this corps to sustain

the efforts of the enemy, and to bear in mind that the salvation of

the army was in his hands. As to himself, with the rest of his troops

and the heavy baggage, he proceeded with all expedition towards

Boyds Ferry. The royalists pushed forward with eagerness from

Salem to the sources of the Haw, from that point to Reedy Fork,

from there to Troublesome Creek, and thence towards the Dan.

But the detached corps which has just been mentioned, by continual

skirmishes, and the breaking up of roads and bridges, materially

retarded their march. Greene had already reached the margin of

the river ; he found it fordable ; some boats at hand accelerated the

passage ; he gained the Virginian shore ; all the baggage was passed

over with equal success. Even the gallant rear guard, which had

preserved the army, arrived a little after, and crossed with the same

aappy auspices, to the safe side of the river.

It was not long before the English, full of earnestness, made their

appearance upon the right of the Dan ; they perceived upon the

opposite bank the American army formed in menacing array. All

their hopes were vanished ; the fruit of all their efforts, of all their

sufferings, was lost irrecoverably. The retreat of general Greene

and the pursuit of lord Cornwallis, are worthy to be placed among

the most remarkable events of the American war ; they would hav«

done honor to the most celebrated captains of that, or any former

epoch
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Compelled so unexpectedly to relinquish the object of his sanguine

hope, lord Cornwallis meditated upon the course he had now to

pursue. The attack of Virginia, with forces so enfeebled as were

his own, appeared to him the more perilous, as the American army

preserved the most imposing attitude. Under this consideration, he

determined to remain in North Carolina, of which he was master,

and set himself to levy troops in the name of the king. With this

intent he quitted the banks of the Dan, and repaired by easy marches

to Hillsborough ; where, having erected the royal standard, he invited

(he inhabitants, by an energetic proclamation, to form themselves into

regular companies. But these efforts were not attended with the

success he had hoped ; a great number of the country people came

to his head quarters, but the greater part to satisfy their curiosity, to

gain intelligence, and to make their profit of it. All manifested an

extreme repugnance to arming against the congress. Lord Cornwallis

complained publicly of their coldness. He saw that he could place

no dependence upon the assistance of the people of this province,

formerly so celebrated for their attachment to the name of the king.

The long domination of the republicans, and the horrible enormities

committed by the royal troops in different parts of the American

continent, had given birth to sentiments of quite another cast. In-

sensibly detached from the cause of the king, the inhabitants, besides,

could not forget the vicinity of the republican army, which at any

moment might again penetrate into their province. About this time,

a British squadron, and a body of troops detached from Charleston,

took possession of Wilmington, a city of North Carolina, situated not

far from the mouth of Cape Fear river. They fortified themselves

there, seized munitions of war, and even some vessels, both French

and American. This expedition had been ordered by Cornwallis

prior to his departure from Winnsborough, in pursuit of Morgan.

Its principal object was that of opening a communication between

the country about Hillsborough and the sea, by the way of Cape

Fear river ; an object of the utmost importance, as it afforded a sure

mode of passing supplies to the army.

The retreat of Greene into Virginia, although it had not produced

upon the minds of those Carolinians who remained faithful to the

king, all that effect which Cornwallis had expected from it, had,

nevertheless, excited, in some, fresh hopes and desires of a new

order of things. The British general redoubled his efforts and in-

stances to induce them to take arms. The district situated between

the Haw and the Deep river, was represented as particularly abound-

ing in loyalists ; Cornwallis sent them Tarleton, to animate and
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imbody them. His exhortations were not in vain. The family of

Pill, one of the most considerable of the country, was also the most

ardent to set the example. Already a colonel of that family had

ttssembled a considerable body of his most audacious partisans, and
was on his way to join Tarleton. But general Greene, who was fully

sensible how prejudicial it would prove to the arms of congress if he

suffered its cause to succumb entirely in North Carolina, and fearing

lest the loyalists might operate a revolution in that province, had

detached anew, upon the right bank of the Dan, a body of cavalry

under the conduct of colonel Lee, with a view of intimidating the

partisans of England, re-assuring those of the congress, and disquiet-

ing the movements of the enemy in the interior of the country. He
intended also himself, as soon as he should have received his re-in-

forcements, which were already on the march, to repass the river,

and show himself again upon the territory of the Carolinas. The
recovery of those provinces was the fixed aim of all his thoughts.

Meanwhile, colonel Lee was by no means tardy in acting accord-

ing to the instructions of his general. The troop assembled by

colonel Pill was the first that fell in his way. These loyalists, totally

unacquainted with the profession of arms, knew so little how to clear

their march, that thinking they were going to/ meet Tarleton, they

threw themselves headlong into the corps of Lee. The Americans

enveloped and charged them with rapid vigor. The loyalists, still

supposing their atfair was with Tarleton, and that he mistook them
for republicans, were eager to make themselves known by reiterated

cries of ' Long live the king .' The fury of the assailants did but

rage the fiercer, and in a few instants all that survived were obliged

to surrender. Thus, this inexpert troop were led to slaughter by a

presumptuous chief, who had imagined that the spirit of party could

fill the place of knowledge and talents ! At the news of this event,

which was rather an execution than a combat, Tarleton, who was

not far off, put himself in motion, with intent to encounter Lee ; but

an order of Cornwallis checked him, and drew him back to Hillsbo-

rough. The cause of this sudden resolution of the British general,

was, that Greene, though even yet he had received only a small part

of his re-inforcements, had boldly re-passed the Dan, and menaced
again to overrun Carolina. Not, however, that his real intention

was to give his adversary battle before having assembled his whole

force ; but he wished to show Cornwallis and the patriots of the prov-

ince that he was in being, and able to keep the field. He chose a

position upon the left of the Dan, and very high up, towards the

sources of the Haw, in order to avoid the necessity of fighting.
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Oornwallis, on hearing that the American banners had re-appeared

in Carolina, quitted Hillsborough forthwith, and crossing the Haw
jit a lower ford, proceeded to encamp near Allemance creek, detach-

ing Tarleton with his cavalry to scour the country as far as Deep

river. Thus the two armies found themselves so near each other,

as to be separated only by the river Haw. Hence frequent skirmishes

ensued. In one of these rencounters, Tarleton did great mischief

to the corps of Lee, which was joined by the mountaineers and mili-

tia, under the command of captain Preston. The two generals ma-

neuvered a long time with uncommon ability ; the American to avoid

battle, the Englishman to force him to it. Greene had the good for-

tune, or the skill, to continue master of his movements. But to-

wards the middle of March, he received re-inforcements, which con-

sisted principally of continental troops. He was joined, at the same

time, by militia from Virginia, under the conduct of general Law-

son, as also by some Carolinian militia, led by the generals Butler

and Eaton. Having acquired more confidence in his strength, Greene

took a resolution no longer to dechne a decisive action, but, on the

contrary, to march directly to the enemy. He accordingly pushed

forward with all his troops, and took post at Guildford Court House.

He had reflected that being superior in number, and principally in

cavalry, he could not experience a total and irreparable defeat. The
worst consequence that could follow a loss of battle, was that of

placing him under the necessity of retiring into Virginia, where he

would have found the utmost facihty in re-establishing his army. He
had also to consider that the numerous militia assem.bled in his camp
would soon disband, unless he availed himself immediately of their

first ardor. On the other hand, if the,English were beaten, far from

their ships, entangled in a country where they were detested, and

without means of retreat, how could their army escape a total de-

struction ? They had therefore much more at risk than the Amer-

icans, in refering the decision of their fate to the chance of arms.

Lord Cornwallis saw distinctly, on his part, that it would be an

inexcusable imprudence to remain longer in the midst of a popula-

tion which every thing taught him to distrust, while a formidable

enemy menaced him in front. But retreat, in all respects so preju-

dicial to the interests of the king, was accompanied v/ilh so many

dangers, that it became next to impracticable. In turning his eyes

upon his camp, the British general beheld all soldiers nurtured in

the toils of war, and trained to victory in a host of combats. Baiv

ishing then all hesitation, he embraced, if not the least perilous, as-

suredly the most honorable course, and gave orders to advance upon
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Guildford. This resolution was undertaken irrevocably to put aa

end to unceriainiies by striking a decisive blow. To relieve his

march, and facilitate his retreat in case of a check, lord Cornwallis

sent his carriages and baggage under strong escort to Bells Mills, a

place situated upon the Deep river. Greene in Uke manner passed

his wagons to Iron Works, ten miles in the rear of his position.

The reconnoitering parties of the two armies went out in all direc-

tions for intelligence. The legion of Lee and that of Tarleton fell

in with each other in one of these excursions, and a fierce conflict

ensued. Lee at first had the advantage; but he was obliged to

give way in his turn, when Tarleton had been re-inforced. These

skirmishes were but the prelude of the battle for which both parties

were preparing themselves.

The Americans, on their side, numbered about six thousand men,

the greater part militia of Virginia and North Carolina ; the remain-

der consisted in regular troops from Virginia, Maryland and Dela-

ware. The English, including the Hessians, amounted to upwards

of twenty-four hundred soldiers. All the adjacent country was

clothed with thick wood, interspersed, here and there, with spots of

cultivytion. A gentle and woody declivity traversed and extended

far on both sides of the great road which lead^ from Salisbury to

Guildford. This road itself runs through the qenter of the forest.

In front, and before coming to the foot of the ,yil, there was a field

six hundred yards in breadth. Behind the for<s4, between its lower

etlge and the houses of Guildford, lay another field still more open,

and adapted to military evolutions. General Greene had thrown

troops into the wood that covered the slope, and had likewise occu-

pied the contiguous plain. In this position he purposed to receive

the enemy. His order of battle consisted in three divisions ; the

first, composed of the militia of North CaroUna, and commanded
by the generals Butler and Eaton, was posted towards the foot of

the hill, upon the fore edge of the forest ; its front was covered by

a thick hedge ; two pieces of cannon defended the great road. The
second division comprised the militia of Virginia, under the conduct

of the generals Stevens and Lawson ; it was formed in the wood
parallel to the first, and about eight hundred yards behind it. The
regular troops, under general Huger and colonel Williams, filled

the plain which extends from the forest to Guildford ; this ground

permitted them to maneuver, and to signalize their valor. Two
other pieces of cannon, planted upon an eminence which covered

their flank, commanded also the highway.

Colonel Washington, with his dragoons and Linch's riflemen, flank-
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cd the right wing, and colonel Lee, with a detachment of light infan-

try and the dragoons of Campbell, the left. The British general drew

up on l:is part. General Leslie, with an English regiment and the

Hessian regiment of Bose, occupied the right of the first line ; and

colonel Webster, with two English regiments, the left. A battalion of

guards formed a sort of reserve to the first, and another under gene-

ral O'Hara to the second. The artillery and grenadiers marched

in close column upon the great road. Tarleton was posted there

hkewise with his legion ; but his orders were not to move, except

upon emergency, until the infantry, after having carried the forest,

should have advanced into the plain behind it, where cavalry could

operate with facility. The action was commenced on both sides

by a brisk cannonade. The English, afterwards, leaving their artil-

lery behind, rushed forward through the fire of the enemy into the

intermediate plain. The Carolinian militia suffered them to ap-

proach without flinching, then began to fire. The English made but

one discharge, and immediately ran forward to charge with bayonets.

The Carolinians showed no firmness. Without awaiting the shock

of the enemy, notwithstanding the strength of their position, they

recoiled, and took shamefully to flight. Their officers vainly endeav-

ored to dissipate their terror, and to rally them. Thus the first line

of the American army was totally routed. General Stevens, seeing

the panic of the Carolinian mihtia, hastened to re-assure those he

commanded, by givrfjgout that the other had orders to fall back,

after the first discharges. He opened his ranks to let the fugitives

pass, and reclosed them immediately. The English, still advancing,

attacked the militia of Virginia. These bravely withstood their shock,

and disputed the ground with them for some time. At length, obliged

to give way, they also fell back, not without some disorder, upon the

continental troops. Meanwhile, as well by the effect of the combat,

as from the inequality of the ground, and thickness of the wood, the

line of the British was likewise broken, and open in several places.

Their commanders, to fill up these vacant spaces, pushed forward the

two reserves. Then, all this division, having passed the forest, formed

in the plain that was behind it, and fell upon the continental troops :

but all the impetuosity of this attack was of no avail against the intre-

pidity of that division. Their resistance was so obstinate that victory

for a while appeared uncertain. General Leslie, finding he could

make no impression upon the left of the Americans, and having suf-

fered excessively in the attempt, was constrained to retire behind a

ravine, in order to await the news of what might have passed in other

parts. The action was supported in the center with inexpressibift
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fierceness. Colonel Stewart, with the second battalion of guards

and a company of grenadiers, had fallen so vigorously upon the

troops of Delaware, that he had broken them, and taken from them

two pieces of cannon ; but the Marylanders came promptly to their

assistance, and not only restored the battle, but even forced the

English -to recoil in disorder. At thii noment colonel Washington

came up with his cavalry, charging the royalists with impetuosity
;

he put them to flight, cut most of them down, and recovered the two

pieces of cannon.

Colonel Stewart himself perished in the carnage. At this instant

the fate of the day hung by a single thread. If the Americans had

done all that was in their power, the whole British army was crushed.

After the defeat of the British guards and the death of Stewart, if

the republicans had occupied the hill which rises on the side of the

great road upon the hinder border of the wood, andf furnished it with

artillery, it cannot be doubled that victory wouldlhave declared for

them. For then the English would not have ha.(. power to advance

fresh troops into that part ; their left wing would have been separated

from the center and right ; and the battalions ojf guards would not

have been able to recover from the confusion Anto which they had

been thrown. But the Americans, content*' with the advantage

they had already obtained, instead of taking po(^session of the height,

repaired to the posts they occupied before the erijgagement. At sight

of this error, lieutenant-colonel Macleod haste. ,ed to take advantage

of it ; he advanced the artillery, placed it upq^ the aforesaid emi-

nence, and opened a destructive fire against the front of the conti-

nental troops. The grenadiers and another English regiment re-

appeared at the same instant upon the right of the plain, and made a

vigorous charge upon their flank. Another English regiment fell at

the same time upon their left, and Tarleton came up at full speed

with his legion. General O'Hara, though dangerously wounded,

had succeeded in rallying the British guards. All these succors

arrived so opportunely that the disorder of the center and first line

was promptly repaired.

The American regulars, who had to sustain unsupported the whole

weight of the action, finding themselves assailed on so many parts,

began to think of their retreat. They made it step by step, without

breaking their i;anks ; and invariably preserving a menacing attitude.

They were constrained, however, to abandon upon the field of battle,

not only the two field pieces which they had retaken, but two others

besides. Colonel Webster, then rejoining the center with his left

wing, made a brisk charge upon the extremity of the right of Greene,

and forced it to give way. Cornwallis abstained from sending the

Bb
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cavalry of Tarlelon's legion in pursuit of the Americans; he had

need of them in another part. His right was still engaged with the

left of Greene. The Hessian regiment of Bosc, commanded by

colonel de Buy, who in this day displayed an undaunted valor,

and the other British troops, exerted the most desperate efforts to

break the enemy, who defended himself with equal gallantry. The
ground was rough, and incumbered with trees and bushes ; the Amer-r

icans ava'led themselves of it to combat as marksmen with their

accustomed dexterity. If broken, they reformed, if forced to retire^

they returned, if dispersed, they rallied, and charged anew. In tho

height of this engagement, or rather of this multitude of partial ren-

counters, Tarlcton, who had defiled behind the right wing of the

royahsts, and who was covered by the smoke of their arms, as they

and purposely fired altogether to this end, fell briskly upon the ene-

my, and in a moment swept them from the ground they occupied,.

The militia threw themselves into the wood, and the Hessians at last

found themselves entirely disengaged from this long and obstinate

conflict. .

Thus terminated the stubborn and much varied battle of Guildford,

which was fought on the fifteenth of March. The American loss in

killed, wounded, prisoners, and missing, amounted to upwards of

thirteen hundred men. The prisoners were few. Almost all the

wounded belonged to the continental troops, and the fugitives dis-

persed, or returned to their homes, to the militia. Thegenerals Huget

and Stevens were among the wounded. The loss of the British

was, in proportion to their number, much more considerable. Their

dead and wounded exceeded six hundred. Besides colonel Stew-

art, they had to lament colonel Webster. The generals Howard and

O'Hara, the first in the army after lord Cornwallis, and colone)

Tarleton, received very severe wounds.

After the action, Greene withdrew behind the Reedy Fork, whero

he remained some time to collect the fugitives and stragglers.

Afterwards, continuing his retreat, he went to encamp at Iron Works,

upon Troublesome Creek. Cornwallis remained master of the field

of battle. But he was not merely unable to reap any of the o

nary fruits of victory, he was even constrained to embrace tbo.*

counsels, which are the usual resource of the vanquished. The
fatigue of his soldiers, the multitude of his wounded, the strengtli of

the new position which the American general had taken, and -he

superiority of the enemy in light troops, and particularly in cavalry,

prevented him from pursuing his success. Moreover, the number

and spirit of the partisans of congress seemed to increase with tha

coldness of the loyalists. Far from rearing the crest after the buttb
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of Guildford, they showed themselves quite deaf to the invocations

of Cornwallis, who urged them to take arms and assemble under his

banners. To crown his embarrassments, the scarcity of provision

became continually more and more sensible. These motives united,

determined the British general to fall back as far as Bells Mills,

upon the Deep river ; leaving at New Garden those of his wounded
that were least in condition to move. They fell into the power of

tlie republicans.

After having given his troops a few days' repose at Bells Mills,

and collected some provision, he marched towards Gross Creek,

upon the road to Wilmington. Greene followed him briskly, and

with a cloud of light infantry and horse, continually infested his rear.

He did not cease the pursuit till Cornwallis had arrived at Ramsays
Mills. The British had destroyed the bridge at thit place over the

Deep river, and the country, being excessively fteril, afforded no
means of sustenance. Swayed, however, by his^Idaring and enter-

prising character, the American general resolved to profit of the

present condition of the royalists. He took the determination to

march boldly upon South Carolina, which was.'then almost entirely

stripped of troops. He accordingly defiled hy forced marches to-

wards Camden. Though worsted at Guildford, Greene thus showed
himself in the field, with forces more formidable than ever. It was
the victors who fled before the vanquished ; ihe latter seemed to

have gained new alacrity and new ardor by tiieir reverses.

After a painful march, lord Cornwallis reached Wilmington, od
the seventh of April. Here he held a councin upon two operations,

!>oth of extreme importance. One was to uepair forthwith to the

relief of South Carolina ; the other to march into Virginia, in order

to make his junction with the troops of Arnold and with those which

had lately been sent thither under the conduct of general Philips.

The British generals were much divided in opinion respecting th<;

course to be adopted in a conjuncture which might decide the fate

of the whole war. Some were inclined that the army should march

immediately into Virginia. They alledged • that all the country

between tlie Cape Fear river and Camden was poor, exhausted,

and interrupted by frequent rivers and creeks ; that the passage of

the Pedee, in the presence of so formidable an enemy, was a rash

enterprise ; that the road by Georgetown presented the same diffi-

culties ; that the transportation of the troops to Charleston by sea,

was an undertaking that would require too much time and toil ; thai

there' was nothing to fear for the latter city ; that by attacking Vir-

ginia with an imposing force, Greene would be forced to abandon

the Carolinas ; that it would be impossible to airive in time to ths
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relief of lord Rawdon, who was then at Camden ; and that if he

was beaten before the arrival of re-inforcements, these succors them-

selves would be exposed to the almost inevitable peril of being cut

in pieces by an enemy incomparably superior in force.'

The partisans of the contrary opinion maintained, ' that the roads

of Virginia were not less, and perhaps more difficult, than those of

the Carolinas ; tiiat the tediousness of embarkations proceeded al-

ways from cavalry, and that this migiit easily make its way good by

land : the cavalry officers had asserted it, and especially Tarlcton,

who had offered to execute it ; that consequently, with fair wind,

nothing was easier than to arrive in season to the succor of the Caro-

linas ; that since it had not been possible to conquer Virginia, it was

essential at least to retain those provinces ; that the invasion of Vir-

ginia involved the certain sacrifice of two provinces, already in pos-

session, if not of three, from the dubious prospect of gaining one

only ; that the people of the Carolinas, imboldened by the approach

of G-eene, and by the distance of the royal army, were already

openly tending to a new order of things ; that the colonels Sumpter

and Marion showed themselves audaciously in the open field ; that if

there was nothing to fear for Charlep,ton, there was assuredly equal

reason for security with respect to Camden, defended by a numerous

garrison, and a general as skilful as valiant; that so long as the

places of Charleston and Camden should remain in the power of his

majesty, the Carolinas could not be wrested from his authority, with-

out being immediately and easily replaced under the yoke ; that it

was deeply to be regr^;tted that the march upon Camden had not

been undertaken at the very moment when, the army being still

upon Cross Creek, it was ascertained that thence to Wilmington the

Cape Fear river no longer aftbrded an open and safe navigation
;

that whatever uncertai'ity might have been thrown upon the success

of this operation by the delays which had already taken place, it was

nevertheless still possible, and that, consequently, it ought to be

undertaken.'

The first opinion obtained. After having riiade some stay at AVil-

mington, for the refreshment of his troops and the collection of pro-

vision, Cornv.'allis directed his march upon Virginia. This resolu-

tion of the commander of the British forces had the most remarka-

ble consequences ; it led to an event which may be considered as

Ihe principal cause of the prompt termination of this war, and the

consequent acltnowledgment of American independence.

F.ND OP BOOK THIRTEENTH.
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BOOK FOURTEENTH.
I7S1 After having pursued each other alternately, for a consid-

erable length of time, Greene and Cornvvallis diverged, as we have

seen, the first upon South Carolina, the second upon Virginia. But
while they were thus contending for American provinces, England
and Holland were preparing for war, and had even already com-
menced reciprocal hostilities. The former, who appeared to have

anticipated this war for some time back, and who, being already com-
pletely armed, could seize the occasion for making it with advantage,

hoped, by a sudden and impetuous attack, to level a decisive blow

at the power and wealth of her enemy. Such was the motive

which had induced her to hasten her declaration of war. It was not

doubted in England but that the success which would be gained

over Holland, would afford ample compensation for the losses which
had been sustained on the part of the French and Americans. The
British cabinet expected thus to bring into the negotiations for peace,

whenever they should take place, such an aggregate of advantages,

as would be sufficient to procure it the most favorable conditions.

The Hollanders, on the other hand, persuaded themselves that they

saw in the simultaneous display of those formidable forces to which
they were about to join their own, the sune means of resuscitating

their ancient maritime glory. They were especially elated with the

prospect of recovering the rich possessions \wiich had been wrested

from them in preceding wars, and of rescuing their commerce from

the outrageous vexations of England. The ai^dor which animated all

minds, manifested itself in the preparations that were made in the

ports of the republic. The States-General Ordered the equipment
of ninety-four ships of war, of which, eleven of the line, fifteen of

fifty guns, two of forty, and the rest of less force. Eighteen thou-

sand seamen formed the crews of this fleet. Fast-sailing vessels

were dispatched to the different Dutch possessions, to apprise the

governors of the commencement of hostilities, and to recommend
to them the greatest vigilance. The king of France ordained that in

all the ports of his dominions, any Dutch vessels found therein should

receive prompt notice of the new danger they had to fear at sea, on
the part of an alert and enterprising enemy. In taking this care of

the interests of her new ally, France wished to manifest her grati-

tude for the warmth with which Holland had espoused her cause.

But unfortunately all these precautions could not operate the bene-

ficial effects wnich were expected from them. The English, who.

VOL. u. Bb«
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long before the rupture, had meditated the design of attacking Hol-

land, profited with success of all the means which they had preparea

for her annoyance, before she had time to put herself in a state oi

defense. Some ships of war and several merchant vessels with

valuable cargoes fell into their power. In the number of the first

was the Rotterdam, of fifty guns, which was taken by the Warwick

ship of the line. But these losses were trivial, in comparison with

those whi<ch the Dutch sustained in the East Indies. The British

commanders in that part had received early instructions to make

themselves masters of the possessions of the republic, whether insular

or continental. The security of a long peace had occasioned m
them a desuetude of all defensive precaution ; and thus the riches

therein amassed might easily become the prey of the first enemy

who should present himself.

Admiral Rodney, who towards the close of the preceding year had

returned from New York to St. Lucia, and general Vaughan, con-

certed their operations forthwith. Herein they moved with the more

alacrity, as the king, by a late order, had granted to his land and sea

officers a considerable part of the booty that should be gained upon

the Dutch. After a vain attempt to re-capture the island of St.

^'incent, and having, in order to mask the real design, alarmed the

inhabitants of Martinico by a sudden appearance upon their coasts,

Rodney and Vaughan presented themselves unexpectedly, the third oi

February, before the island of St. Eustatius, belonging to the Dutch.

Their forces consisted of seventeen ships, and four thousand land

forces. This island was as defenseless as the wealth it contained

was prodigious. Although it is rough and mountainous, and affords

one only landing place, and that easily defensible, yet the governor,

with a handful of men for all garrison, could have no hope of being

able to repulse an attaick. The population itself comprised but a

very small number of Dutch ; the remainder was composed of men
of divers countries ancjl sentiments ;

French, Spaniards, Americans,

English, all persons occupied exclusively with their commerce, and

strangers to military service. The governor himself, almost without

soldiers and without arms, would sooner have believed any thing else,

tJian that he was menaced with an approaching attack.

The island of St. Eustatius is by nature arid and steril. It pro-

duces not above six or seven hundred hogsheads of sugar a year.

But it was become at this epoch the most frequented and richest em-

porium of the West Indies. Being a free port, it attracted a vast

conflux of merchants from all parts of the world, assured of finding

in it protection, facility of exchanges, and money in abundance. Its

neutrality in the midst of belligerent powers, had brought it to this
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flourisliing condition, and rendered it the mart of nations. Tiiitlier

went tlie Spaniards and French to dispose of their commodities,

and to procure the manuHicturcs of England. Thither repaired the

Enghsh to sell these merchandises, and to buy those of France and
Spain.

But no people derived more profit than the Americans from the

fortunate neutrality of St. Eustatius. They carried thither the prod-

uce of their soil, and to the incalculable utility of the cause they
defended, they obtained, in return, arms and military stores, ivith

which the French, Spaniards, Dutch, and even the English them-
selves, kept that market well supplied. Hence, an orator of the

House of Commons, hurried away by a blamable resentment, did

not scruple to say, ' that if St. Eustatius had been sunk to the bot-

tom of the ocean, American independence would have been crushed

in an instant.' The facts which followed were but too much in con-
sonance with this inhuman language. All Europe resounded with

complaints against British avarice.

Rodney and Vaughan sent a p&remptory summons to the governor
to surrender the island and its dependencies within an hour ; accom-
panied with a declaration or threat, that if any resistance was made,
he must abide by the consequences. M. de Graaf, totally ignorant

of the rupture, could scarcely believe the officer who delivered the

summons to be serious. He, however, reti|rned for answer, that,

being utterly incapable of makinganydefensej against the force which
invested the island, he must, of necessity, suijirender it ; only recom-
mending the town and inhabitants to the clemency and mercy of the

British commanders. We are about to relate what were the effects of

this recommendation. The wealth found in the place was so immense,
as to excite the astonishment even of the conquerors, notwithstand-

ing even their intimate previous knowledge of its nature and circum-
stances. AH the storehouses were not only filled with the most
precious merchandises, but the very streets and beach were covered
with hogsheads of tobacco and sugar. The value of the commodities
was estimated at a loose, but supposed moderate calculation, as being

considerably above three millions sterling. All, without distinction,

were seized, inventoried and confiscated.

The loss of the Dutch was severe \ it fell principally upon their

West India company, with the magistracy and citizens of Amsterdam,
to whom a considerable part of the property belonged. The English
observed it with no little gratification ; they were irritated against that

city more than against any other part of the United Provinces, on
account of the warmth it had manifested in favor of France. The
greatest weight of the calamity, however, appears to have fallen upon
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the British merchants, vvlio, confiding in the ncutra.ity of the place,

nnd in some acts of parliament, made to encourage the bringing of

their property from the islands lately taken by the French, had accu-

mulated a great quantity of West India produce, as well as of Euro-

pean goods, in this place. Nor was the K)ss of the Dutch confined

to the seizure of t!ie merchandise on shore ; above two hundred and

fifty vessels of all denominations, and many of them richly loaded,

were taken in the bay ; exclusive of a Dutch frigate of war, of thirty-

ciiiht iruns, and five armed vessels of less force. But fortune showed

herself still more adverse to the Hollanders. Rodney having infor-

mation that a fleet of about thirty large ships, richly laden with sugar

and other West India commodities, had, just before his arrival, sailed

from St. Eustatius for Holland, under convoy of a flag-ship of sixty

guns, he, with his ordinary activity, immediately dispatched two ships

of the line, the Monarch and Panther, with the Sybil frigate, in pursuit

of them. These soon overtook the convoy. The Dutch admiral,

Krull, notwithstanding the great inferiority of his force, resolved to

brave all the dangers of combat, ratiier than to surrender dishonora-

bly. With his ship, the INIars, he engaged the INIonarch, of seventy-

four guns ; but he was killed soon after the commencement of the

action, and his successor immediately struck. The Panther and

Sybil having in the mean time restrained the flight and separation of

the merchantmen, the wlkole convoy was taken.

The Dutch colors were kept up for some time in the fort of St.

Eustatius ; this stratagem was fatal to a considerable number of

French, Dutch, and American vessels, which were thus decoyed into

the hands of their enemies. The violation of the property of private

men, though enemies, a violation not sanctioned by the usages of

civilized nations, excited energetic remonstrances on the part of tho

inhabitants of the British West India islands, and of Great Britain

itself, so far as they were interested. They alledged, that their con-

nections with St. Eustatius, and the property they had lodged in it.

were all in pursuance to, and under the sanction of repeated acts of

the British parliament ; that in every age, all conquerors who have

not chosen to be classed with barbarians, have respected not only the

private property of their fellow-citizens, but even that of their ene-

mies ; and that this example might have the most pernicious conse-

quences. ' In effect,' said they, ' if, thro'igh the incalculable chances

of war, our islands should fall into the power of the enemy, would he

not be authorized, by the right of reprisal, to violate the property of

private Englishmen, and even to ruin them totally ? Did the French

give an example of this barbarous conduct when they became masters

of Grenada ? Did they lay hands upon tlie property of a single pi>
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vate individual, ihougli they had taken the island by assault, and with-

out any capitulation ? If the count d'Estaing went so far as to se-

quester, until peace, the estates of absentees, the court of Versailles

was not slow to condemn this resolution of its admiral, by ordering

the removal of the sequestrations. St. Eustatius was a free port,

and as such recognized by all the maritime powers of Europe, not

excepting England herself. Our kiws had not only permitted, but

oven encouraged a commerce with that island. The officers of the

British customs delivered clearances for those very goods destined

for St. Eustatius, which are now subjected to confiscation. Has not

this trade furnished the means of subsistence to the islands of Anti-

gua, and St. Christophers, whose inhabitants, but for this resource,

must have perished by famine, or thrown themselves into the arms

of the enemy ? The colonists of St. Eustatius are indebted in large

sums to British merchants ; how will they be able to clear these

balances if their effects remain confiscated ?

*

' In a word, it is to be presumed that the conquest of the Dutch
islands by the arms of the king, has been undertaken wit i noblar

views than that of pillaging and ruining their inhabitants.'

All these representations were of no avail. Rodney had acted II

strict conformity to the instructions of his government. He answer
cd the complainers, that he could not recover from his astonishmer

that Briti.sh merchants, instead of sending their goods into the wind
ward islands belonging to England, had sent them to a leeward island,

whither they could only have been transported with intent to supply

the wants of the enemies of their king and country. But it is to

be observed, that if these British merchants were in fault, the com-
manders of the king's vessels were still more biamable for having

brought in and sold at this same port of St. Eustatius the prizes tiiey

had captured at sea ; some laden with provisions, others with arms
and military stores ; which thus found their way to the enemies of

Great Britain, and served to recruit their resources for continuing the

war. Rodney added, that the island of St. Eustatius was Dutch, e^ery

thing in it was Dutch, was under the protection of the Dutch flag,

and as Dutch it should be treated. The rigor of these principles

was appl'.ed likewise to the neighboring small islands of St Martin
and Saba, which fell at the same time into the power of the English.

But the British commanders, not content with pillaging property,

proceeded to wreak their cruelty on persons. All individuals not

English were not only banished from the island, but subjected to

the most odious vexations. The Jews, who were numerous txnd

wealthy, were the first to experience the brutality of the con.jueior.

They were all crowded into the custom house ; searched frcnri hca.J
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to foot ; then the skirts of their coats were docked to the waist

Their trunks and portmanteaus were forced open and ransapked.

Stripped of their money and effects, they were, in tliat state of naked-

ness and wretchedness, transported as outlaws, and landed on the

island of St. Christophers. A sea captain named Santon was the

Buperintendent and chief executioner of the barbarity of his chiefs.

The Americans soon shared the fate of the Jews. After having un-

dergone a total spoliation, these unhappy people were sent to St.

Christophers, as a race devoted to misery and death. Among them,

however, were many of those loyalists, who had been obliged to fly

their native country through the part which they had taken in sup-

port of the British cause and government.

Thus expelled by their fellow-citizens as friends to the English, and

expelled by the English as friends to the Americans, these ill-fated

refugees were punished as severely for having preserved their fidelity

towards the king, as il" they had violated it. The assembly of Si.

Christophers manifested the most honorable compassion for these vic-

tims at once of rapine and of cruelty ; they passed an immediate act

for their relief and future provision, until they should have time to

recover from their calamitous situation. The French and Dutch

merchants were banished the last from St. Eustatius. This decree

was executed with particular rigor towards those of Amsterdam. In

the meantime, public sales were advertised, invitation given, and pro-

tection offered, to purchasers of all nations and sorts; and the island

of St. Eustatius became one of the greatest auctions that ever was open-

ed in the universe. It was attended by an inmiense concourse of the

merchants of friendly or neutral nations ; they bought as well for their

own account as on commission for the French and Spaniards, towhom
their vicinity and the war rendered those goods more valuable. Thus,

after having so cruelly treated the inhabitants of St. Eustatius, undei

the pretence that they had supplied the enemies of England, in the

ordinary way of commerce, the British commanders undertook them-

eelves to supply those enemies by opening a public market, and bid-

dmg buyers by proclarriation. Never perhaps was a more consider-

able sale; the gains of Rodney and Vaughan were immense; but it

was fated that they should not long enjoy them ; Heaven, as we shall

fioon see, had in reserve an exemplary chastisement for their avarice.

The loss of St. Eustatius was not the only misfortune which befell

the Dutch in the West Indies. It seemed as if the English, in their

real to reduce their new enemy, had foigottcn that they had any

other to encounter. Holland possessed on the continent of South

America, in that vast country anciently called Guiana, the important

colony of Surinam. The governor had made no preparations for
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defense ; he was even ignorant of the declaration of war. But all

of a sudden he was visited by a squadron of British privateers, mostly
belonging to Bristol. In contempt of all danger, they entered the
rivers of Demerary and Issequibo, and brought out from under the
guns of the Dutch forts and batteries, almost all the vessels of any
value in either river. The colonists of that part, seized with con-
sternation at the approach of these audacious cruisers, sent to make a
lender of their submission to the governor of Barbadoes

; requiring
no other terms but a participation of those which had been granted
to St. Eustatius, without knowing, however, what they were. The
governor readily consented to their wishes. When shortly after they
were apprised of the fate of St. Eustatius, they began to tremble for

their own. But Rodney showed himself more humane towards the
colonists of Demerary, Issequibo, and Berbice, who had voluntarily

put themselves under the British dominion, than he had been towards
those of St. Eustatius. He guarantied the safety of persons and
property, and made no change in their existing laws and authorities.

Thus fortune every where smiled upon the English, in their first

attempts against the Dutch possessions in the West Indies. They
were less successful against the Spaniards, who had recently invaded,
in considerable force, the confines of West Florida. Don Galvez,
the governor of Louisiana, and admiral don Solano, after having
been battered by a horrible tempest, had arrived before, and laid

siege to Pensacola, the capital of that province. The place was
strong ; and general Campbell, the commandant, defended himself
for a long time with great valor. But a bomb having fallen upon the
powder magazine, it exploded, and demolished the principal redoubt.
The Spaniards occupied it immediately, and made their dispositions

for assaulting the body of the place. Campbell then thought it best
to capitulate

; he obtained the most honorable conditions. Thus all

West Florida, which had been for the English one of the most
precious fruits of the war of Canada, returned after a few years

under the dominion of the Spaniards.

The order of history requires that we should now turn our atten-

tion from fields of battle, upon the cabinets which directed the
operations we have witnessed ; and that we should endeavor to

describe what was, at this period, the policy of the belligerent

powers.

The Americans conceived they had grounds to complain bitterly

of the French, their allies. They alledged that, saving some vaia
demonstrations from without, France had aflforded them no efhca-

cious assistance whatever ; and that she left them to struggle by
themselves against a powerful enemy. They affirmed, that ' tho
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French troops disembarked at Rhode Island, had not been able to

render them any service, through defect of a sufficient naval force

;

that they must continue equally useless, so long as they were not

supported by a respectable squadron ; that no success could be hoped
for, in that part, without being masters at sea ; that, meanwhile, the

English continued to possess Georgia, the greatest part of South
Carolina, all New York, and, moreover, they had now invaded Vir-

ginia ; that not a French battalion had been seen to move for the

defense or recovery of any of these provinces ; that while awaiting the

co-operation of their allies, the United States were oppressed by the

weight of an enterprise so much above their strength, that the war
consumed their population, paralyzed all industry, suspended al

culture, and, consequently, drained the sources of public revenue;

and that to crown so many calamities, there appeared no prospect of

their termination.

While the Americans thus vented their discontent, no little aston-

ishment was excited in Europe, that so formidable a coalition should

have proved so feeble in effect against the common enemy. Far from

bending, the English seemed, on the contrary, to have acquired more
elastic forces, and, a more daring spirit. They pressed the Ameri-

cans with vigor, while they held the mastery of the West Indian

seas, possessed themselves of the Dutch colonies, made conquests in

the East Indies, and kept fortune in equilibrium in Europe. This

state of things seemed to cloud the glory of the French and Spanish

names. The court of Versailles, as the soul and principal mover of

all this mass of forces, was itself the object of the heavy complaints

of the catholic king, who reproached it for not having promoted the

execution of his favorite projects, the conquest of Jamaica, and the

reduction of Gibraltar ; the siege of which he had already com-
menced. The Hollanders, on their part, who already felt the anguish

of so considerable losses, exclaimed that they were abandoned?

without any appearance of sympathy, to perils which they should not

have involved themselves in but for the counsels and instigations of

France. Their complaints were the more dolorous, as they had just

been informed that a formidable expedition was fitting out, in the

ports of Great Britain, against the Cape of Good Hope, an establish-

ment so vital for the preservation of their East India commerce.

They saw themselves menaced, in the oriental hemisphere, with

blows no less cruel than those which had so lately stunned them in

the New World. They perceived but too clearly that before it

would be possible for them to complete their preparations of defense,

and to dispatch succors into those remote regions, the English

would have time to accomplish their long meditated designs.
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Yielding to these various considerations and to the voice of his

own interest, the king of France determined to exert twofold vigor

and activity in the present campaign, in order to repair the time lost

m the preceding year. Accordingly the labors of the arsenal at

Brest were pushed with new ardor, while upon the different points

of the kinffdom, the land forces held themselves in readiness to act.

Three principal objects were contemplated by the ministry. The

first was, to send such a fleet to the West Indies, as, when united

to the squadron already in the ports of Martinico, should secure to

France a maritime superiority in those seas. This fleet, the com-

mand of which was intrusted to the count de Grasse, was to carry

out a strong body of land troops. By means of this re-inforcement,

the marquis de Bouille would find himself in a situation to undertake

some important expedition against the British islands. After the

accomplishment whereof, and before the season of hostilities should

have elapsed, the count de Grasse was to repair to the coasts of

America, in order to co-operate with the count de Rochambeau and

nsneral Washingfon. The second, was to send a squadron into the

African seas, in or < r to shield the Cape of Good Hope from the

dancrer that menaced it. After having provkled for the security of

(hat colony, the squadron was to proceed to the East Indies, where

idirriral Hughs had given a temporary superiority to the British flag.

Finally, the ministers meditated a brilliant stroke, in the seas of

Europe, in favor of the allied courts, and principally of Spain. An
expedition against Minorca was decided with unanimity. The Eng-

lish had penetrated, in great part, the plans of their enemies; and

were preparing to oppose them with all those obstacles which thej

deemed the most likely to render them abortive. They exerted an

extraordinary activity in equipping a fleet, which was to carry lord

Cornwallis a re-inforcement of several English regiments and three

thousand Hessians. It was hoped that this addition of force would

enable that general not only to maintain the conquests he had made,

but also to extend still further the progress of his arms. The victo-

ries of Camden and Guildford had inspired the British nation witli

n.ow confidence ; all promised themselves a speedy conclusion of the

war, and the subjugation of America. The British ministers even

flattered themselves that the fleet they sent to the West Indies, though

it was not considerable, would nevertheless prove sufficie.nt, by its

junction with the naval force already stationed there, to uphold the

present preponderance of England in those seas. The public atten-

tion was particularly attracted by an armament which consisted of

one ship of seventy-four guns, one of fifty-four, three of fifty, with

some fi igates, cutters, fire-ships and other light vessels. This squarl-

TOL. II. Cc
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ron was to serve as escort to a great number of transports loaded

with an immense quantity of arms and njiiitary stores. General

Meadows embarked in it with a body of three thousand picked sol-

diers. The fleet was under the orders of commodore Johnstone

Manifold were the conjectures in public circulation respecting the

object of this expedition, which the government studied to cover with

impenetrable secrecy. It was generally presumed to be destined for

the East Indies, in order to reduce all the French possessions in that

part. This supposition, so far as appeared from the events which

followed, was not destitute of foundation. But it would secrn also

that the war which broke out against Holland, constrained the British

ministry to change the destination of this armament, or at least to

restrict it to the attack of the Cape of Good Hope, and the re-in-

forcement of the troops which guarded the establishments in the

hither peninsula of India. It was deemed essential to provide for

their safety, even though it were not permitted by circumstances to

think of conquering those of the enemy. But of al) the cares which

occupied the British cabinet at this epoch, it assuredly had none

more urgent than that of re-victualing Gibraltar. Herein, besides

the importance of the place, the honor of the British nation was

deeply interested. The Spaniards and English seemed to have set

each other at defiance at the foot of this rock. The first, relying

upon the fleet which they had at Cadiz, expected to be able to in-

tercept whatever succors should approach for the relief of the

garrison. It already began to suffer excessively from the scarcity of

provisions ; the supplies which admiral Rodney had introduced the

preceding year, were almost entirely consumed, and what remained

were so marred as to be scarcely edible. Already general Elliot

had been constrained to lessen a fourth of his soldiers' ration. In

order to give them the example of privations, the officers ceased

to dress their hair with powder. But the inhabitants of the city

suflfered still more from the absolute want of the necessaries of life.

Such was the vigilance, and such the industry of the Spaniards in

their endeavors to cut off" all relief by sea, that since the supplies of

Rodney, scarcely a few vessels from the African shore and Minorca

had been able to make good their entrance into the port of Gibraltar.

But how far were these feeble succors from being in proportion to the

exigency ! Besides, the prices which the masters of these vessels

demanded for their commodities were so exorbitant, as to exceed

the faculties of the greater part of the inhabitants. The miserable

remains of the old provisions, spoilt as they were, commanded ex-

travagant rates.*

* Old seabiscuit, quite moldy, brought a shilling sterling the pound; and difficult tt»

bo foand Sour Hour, and damaged peas, were worth one shilling and four pence til*
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The garrison supported all their sufferings with a heioic firmness
;

6ut without prompt succors it was impossible to prevent that for-

midable place, the key of the Mediterranean, from soon reluming

under the domination of its ancient masters. The general attention,

in England, was directed towards this important point.

In Holland, meanwhile, the greatest industry was exerted in equip-

ping a fleet that should be capable of maintaining the dignity of the

republic, and of resuscitating its ancient glory. It was particu.aily

intended to protect the commerce of the Baltic against the rapacity

of England. These laudable intentions, however, were not attended

with all that effect which was to have been wished. Thegovernment
overruled the conflicting parties, but it could not prevent their fer-

menting covertly. Besides; a long peace had enervated minds, and

caused the neglect of naval preparations.

Such were, about that time, the projects and dispositions of the

powers engaged in this memorable contest. The preparatives of

war were immense ; the universe was in expectation of the most

important events. The English were the first t>put to sea. Their

intent was to succor Gibraltar. On the thirteenth of March, a

fleet of twenty-eight ships of the line set sail from Portsmouth. It

was obliged to cruise some days upon the coasts of Ireland, to wait

for the victualing ships and merchantmen which were aseembled, in

very great number, in the road of Cork. The convoys bound to the

two Indies departed under the protection of the fleet. When con-

ducted out of danger from the hostile fleets, they were to continue

their voyage. The squadron of commodore Johnstone sailed in

company with the great fleet ; being destined upon the expedition

against the Cape of Good Hope, it was to escort the East India

convoy up to that point. The armament was commanded by tlie

admirals Darby, Digby, and Lockhart Ross, each heading one of

the three divisions of which it was composed. The necessity of re-

victualing Gibraltar was notoriously evident, and the preparations

made by Great Britain for its accomplishment, could no longer be

concealed. The English themselves openly professed their inten-

tions on that head. The Spaniards were consequently too well

advised, not to have taken all the precautions in their power to con-

found the efforts of their enemies. They had armed, in the port of

pound. Blacksa.lt, the sweepings of warehouses, eight pence per pound ; butter, three,

(shilliiisrs per pound ; a turkey, when to be had, thirty shillings; a sucking p'.g, forty

ehilliDgb ; a duck, ten shillings and six pence ; a lean fowl, nine shillings ; a loin of veal,

at least a guinea; and the head of an ox was sold at a still greater price. Firewood

was so scarce, that cold water was used for washing linen, and the flatiron wa»
dispensed with; a thing which proved very prejudicial to the health of the troops,durJng

Uie cc'ld. humid season, which prevailed in the course of that winter.
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Cadiz, a fleet of thirty sail of the line. The court had placed It

under the conduct of don Lewis de Cordova, a seaman of higli

reputation. This was witiiout doubt an imposing force, and the

Spaniards had exaggerated it greatly beyond the truth, in order to

deter the English, if possible, from executing their intended enter-

prise. Wishing to corroborate also, by his audacity, any discouraging

apprehensions which the enemy might have entertained, don Lewis

often issued from the port of Cadiz, to parade along the coast of

Portugal, and even upon the route which the English must keep in

sailing towards Gibraltar. The Spaniards, moreover, gave out that

they were about to be joined by strong divisions of the French scpiad-

rons then at anchor as well ni the Atlantic ports as in that of Toulon.

There was, in effect, in the single port of Brest, so formidable a fleet,

that it would have sufficed alone to make a stand against the whole

British armament, and even to engage it with good hope of victory.

No less than twenty-six sail of the line were in that port in readiness

to put to sea. If this fleet should have made its junction with tha^

/)f Spain, the allies would have acquired such a preponderance ir»

those seas, as to have rendered the re-victualing of Gibraltar an ex-

tremely difficult enterprise for the English. The Spaniards conii-

dentlv depended upon the co-operation of the French. But the lat-

ter had it too much at heart to prosecute their designs in the West
Indies, and upon the American continent, as likewise to re-establish

their affairs in the east, to be willing to direct all their efforts singly

towards an object which had no real and direct utility but for Spain

alone. Accordingly, the count de Grasse put to sea, the twenty-

second of March, from the port of Brest, shaping his course towards

the West Indies. M. de Suffren sailed in company with him, having

under his orders a squadron consisting of fi .
f^ ships of the line, seve-

ral frigates, and a strong body of land forces. lie had instructions

to separate from the great fleet off" xMadeira, and to steer to the south,

towards the j>oint of Africa ; to preserve the Cape of Good Hope,

and afterwards proceed to the East Indies. Thus all these naval

forces, charged by their respective governments with the most im-

portant operations, got under sail almost at the same time. Without

the delay which detained the English upon the coasts of Ireland, it

's altogether probable that the French would have fallen in with

them, and that they would have settled, by a decisive battle in the

geas of Europe, that quarrel for which they were going to fight in

the two Indies.

Admiral Darb} sped by a favorable wind, stood for Cape St.

Vincent, which having made, he proceeded with the greatest circum-

spection, on account of the proximity of the Spanish armament.
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But don Lewis de Cordova, who for several days had been cruising

in t!ie bay of Cadiz, was no sooner apprised of Uie approach of ihe

English, than he lost all confidence in his own force. Forgetting

the importance of the post he had to defend, instead of awaiting the

enemy, lie returned with precipitation to Cadiz, leaving him the ways
(rce to Gibraltar.

AdiTiinil Darby reconnoitered Cadiz, and finding the Spaniards

were in no disposition to come forth, he immediately pushed forward

his convoy, consisting of about a hundred sail, under the guard of a

certain number of ships of war. A part of this squadron was to

take post in the bay of Gibraltar itself, to cover the transports against

the attempts of the Spanish gunboats ; the rest was destined to cruise

at the entrance of the strait, towards the Mediterranean, in order to

oppose any hostile force that might present itself on that side. The
admiral himself remained before Cadiz to observe the motions of the

Spaniards with due diligence. The event justified his dispositions.

The gunboats, it is true, made frequent attacks upon the transports,

and that with the more audacity, as their inconsiderable size screened

them in a manner from the effects of the enemy's artillery. The
annoyance of this musquito fleet put the English out of all patience

;

but still it had no result of any importance. They succeeded in

getting ashore all their munitions of war, and all their provisions

;

their exultation equaled the consternation of the Spaniards ; all Eu-
rope was in astonishment. The king of Spain, who had set his heart

t!j>on the conquest of Gibraltar, and who had already expended so

much treasure in the prosecution of this enterprise, persuaded him-

self that he was on the point of reaping the fruit of his efforts.

—

VVhen apprised of the event which still retarded the attainment of

his hopes, he flattered himself that his land troops would prove, per-

haps, more fortunate than his naval forces. His ardor was also

stimulated by an eager desire to wipe off the stain which he was

apprehensive would attach to his arms from the relief of Gibraltar.

The labors of the camp of St. Rock were resumed with ijicrease of

activity ; the trenches and works which beset the fortress, were fur-

nished with an immense quantity of artillery. The batteries mount-

ed no less than one hundred and sixty pieces of heavy cannon, with

eight} mortars of the largest caliber. On the twelfth of April, iho

British fleet being still at anchor in the port of Gibraltar, the whole oi

this train began to shower upon the place its tremendous volleys of balis

and bombs. The narrow extent of the spot upon which they fell left

no other refuge to the besieged but the casemates and vaulted places.

General Elliot, the governor, did not remain a peaceable spectator

of this tempest; he answered it bolt for bolt, thunder for thunder
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The whole mountain, enveloped in flame and smoke from its base to

its summit, resemliled a volcan'o in the heii^ht of the most terrible

eruption. The two neighboring shores of Europe and Africa wero

lined with people, wlio had thronged thither to contemplate this dread-

ful spectacle. But the inhabitants of the unhappy town were more

e .posed even than the soldiers themselves. Their terror was great,

ii It their dangers were still greater. The limbs of the dead and dying

V/cre scattered upon the ground ; women, with children in their arms,

ran distractedly, imploring a shelter which could not be offered them.

Some were seen crushed at the same time with their precious

burthen, and torn in a thousand pieces by the bursting bombs.

Others, with trembling hands, let themselves down precipices, in

order to retire the farthest possible from the seat of danger ; many

threw themselves into the casemates, where, breathing an infected

air, and deprived of repose by the dismal cries of the wounded who

expired around them, they tliought themselves happy in having

escaped an inevitable death. The town, situated upon the declivity of

the rock, and next the sea towards the west, was demolished to its

foundations. The Spanish gunboats contributed especially to this

disaster. Under cover of night, they slipped between the British

vessels, and after having effected their purpose, profited of a wind,

which commonly springs up in the morning, to return to the port of

Algesiras. Their destructive fire often reached those unhappy per-

sons who had sought, upon the flank of the mountain, a refuge

against the artillery of the Spanish lines. It continued to batter

the place for upwards of three weeks, with hardly any intermis-

sion, and was answered with equal vigor. The firing was then

relaxed on both sides ; the besiegers became sensible that their efforts

resulted in little more than a vain noise, and the besieged thought it

imprudent to expend their ammunition without necessity. Scarcely

a few shot, discharged by intervals from the fortress, attested that

the garrison wei>e upon the alert ; the greater part of the time, gene-

ral Elliot observed, in apparent tranquillity, the fruitless toils of his

enemy. It was calculated that in this short space of time, the Span-

iards consumed fifty tons of gunpowder ; thsy had fired seventy-

five thousand volleys of cannon balls, and twenty-five thousand of

bombs. Notwithstanding the narrowness of the place in which the

English were immured, they had lost but few men by the fire of this

immense artillery ; their wounded did not exceed two hundred and

fifty. As to the inhabitants, seeing their houses destroyed, and in

continual dread of new disasters, they demanded permission to retire.

General Elliot acquiesced in their desires, after having furnished

them with all the assistance in his power. The greater part em-
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barked in the fleet which had victualed the place, and repaired to

England.

Before it had arrived there, fortune, propitious to the French,

inflicted a heavy stroke upon their enemies ; which was considered

as a just chastisement for the robberies committed at St. Eustatius.

Intelligence had been received in France, that a numerous convoy
of ships laden with the rich spoils of that island, had left it about the

last of March, and were on their way for the ports of Great Britain.

It was also known, that this convoy was to be followed by another

noi less valuable, whith was freighted with the produce of Jamaica.

The first was guarded by four ships of war under admiral Hotham.
The moment could not have been more favorable to the French,
since the great English fleet was employed in succoring Gibraltar

The court of Versailles knew very well how to profit of so fair an
occasion

; it had equipped with great celerity, in the port of Brest, a
squadron destined to intercept the expected convoys. The cheva-

her de la Motte Piquet put to sea the fifteenth of April, at the head
of eight ships of the line, all excellent sailers. He struck into tho

middle of the convoy of St. Eustatius, and dispersed it entirely.

Twenty-two ships fell into his power, two others were taken by pri-

vateers. Some few, with the ships of war that had escorted them,
made their way good into the ports of Ireland. The British mer-
chants who had insured the captured ships, lost by this stroke

upwards of seven hundred thousand pounds sterling. Admiral Darby,
dating his homeward passage, was very early informed of the disaster.

He instantly made his dispositions for cutting oflf the retreat of la

Motte Piquet. But the French admiral, attentive to all the movements
of the enemy, and content with the brilliant advantages which he had
just obtained, left the convoy of Jamaica to pursue its voyao-e in

tranquillity, and returned without accident to Brest. So rich a cap-
ture created no little festivity in France.

Those who had projected this expedition, and those who had
executed it, were loaded with just praises. The fleet of admiral
Darby recovered the ports of England. In the meantime, the iwo
fleets of Johnstone and Suffren had put to sea for the Cape of Good
Hope. These two admirals had the most exact information respect-

ing each other's departure, intended route, and ulterior destir<'.tion.

But the Englishman was obliged to touch at the bay of Praya n St.

Jago, the most considerable ot the Cape de Verd islands. He was
occupied m recruiting his water and provision for the long voyage
he was about to undertake, and a great part of his crews were on
shore. M. de Suffren was soon apprised of it, and immediately

shaped his course with press of sail for the bay of Praya, where no
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hoped to Riupnso llic enemy. He kept so close along under a

longue oi" land vvlueli covers the port towards the cast, that he was

already on ihe point of entering it without being discovered. But

the British sliij) Isis, which lay near the mouth of the bay, perceived

beyond the eastern point the tops of several masts. Afterwards, by

the mode of maneuvering, it was known that they were French, and

the signal of enemy sails was given immediately. The commodore

recalif d his crews from the shore, and made all his dispositions for

battle Meanwhile the French squadron doubled the point, and

appeared all at once at the entrance of the bay. The attack coni-

menccvl f 'rthwith. The English had one ship of seventy-four guns,

four others of inferior force, three frigates, with several East India

Company ships, armed for war. The French had two ships of

seventy-four, and three of sixty-four guns. After having cannonaded

the Isis, which presented herself the first, they forced the entrance

of the harbor, passing into the midst of the British squadron, and

firing double broadsides, M. de Tremignon, with his ship the Hanni-

bal, which was ahead of the rest, advanced as far as possible, and

with admirable intrepidity cast anchor in the midst of the British

line, which assailed him from right and left. He was followed by

M. de Suflren, in the Hero, and afterwards the chevalier de Car-

daillac joined them with the Artesien. The two other ships could

not approach near enough to support them, and having fallen to

leeward after having discharged a few broadsides, they stood out to

sea. Two British ships, the Isis and the Romney, were unable to

take any considerable part in the action ; the first having sutVered

severely from the fire of the French, at the time of their entrance

into the bay, the second finding herself advanced too far within it.

The engagement was therefore reduced to that of three ships of the

line on either side ; the French fired both starboard and larboard

guns, as they had placed themselves in the centre of the English.

But at length, the British frigates, with the armed ships of the India

Company, having rallied, came up to the support of the commodore.

After the action irad lasted an hour and a half, the Artesien, having

lost her captain, and being no longer able to sustain so fierce a fire,

cut her cables and drew oflf. M. de Suffren, finding himself de-

prived of his rear guard, and exposed to be cannonaded at once on

both sides as well as in front and rear, took a similar resolution to

withdraw from the harbor. The retreat of the Hero and Artesien

left tlic Hannibal alone to sustain the whole weight of the enemy's

fire, and of course she suffered excessively ; she lost first her mizzen-

mast, then her mainm.ast, and at last her rudder. Nevertheless,

by incredible exertions she made her way good to the mouth of the
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bay, where she was taken in tow by the ship Sphynx. Her masts

being refitted as well as it was possible, she rejoined the rest of the

squadron. The English would fain have followed the French, in

order to re-commence the engagement; but the wind, the currents^

the approach of night, and the disabled state of the Isis, prevented

them from doing it. Such was the combat of Praya, which gave
occasion to several observations upon the conduct of the two admi-

rals. The British commander was censured for having anchored so

imprudently in an open and defenseless bay, when he must have
known tliat the enemy could not be far off. Vainly would he have
alledged, that he believed himself protected by the neutrality of the

place, the island of St. Jago belonging to the crown of Portugal ; for

he affirmed himself, that when the French see an opportunity for

seizing their advantage, they are not wont to respect these neutrali-

ties ; an accusation which, though it were founded, appears not the

less extraordinary from the mouth of an Englishman. Commodore
Johnstone committed, besides, great errors, in landing so great a

part of his crews, in placing his weakest ships at the entrance of the

bay, and in letting the Hannibal escape notwithstanding her crippled

condkion. M. de Sulfren, it was said on the other hand, ouffht not

?o have attempted to combat at anchor. Every probability assured

him a complete victory, if, instead of losing time in coming to anchor,

he had immediately resorted \o boarding, or even if he had fought

under sail an enemy that was in a good degree surprised and unpre-

pared for action.

As soon as the British squadron was refitted, it put to sea in pur-

suit of the French ; but finding them drawn up in order of battle, it

avoided a second engagement ; night, which soon came on, separat-

ed the two squadrons. Commodore Johnstone returned to the bay

of Praya. M. de Suffren, continuing his voyage to the south, and
towmg the Hannibal, repaired to False Bay at the Cape of Good
Hope. He was rejoined there by his convoy, which, during his

attack of Praya, he had left at sea, under the escort of the corvette

la Fortune. Thus was frustrated the design which the English had
njeditated against the Cape. Constrained to relinquish all hope of
conquest, they directed their force against the commerce of their ene-

mies. Commodore Johnstone was advised by his light vessels, that

several ships of the Dutch East India Company, very richly laden,

lay at anchor in the bay of Saldana, not far from the Cape itself.

Upon making the coasts of Africa, acting himself as pilot to his

squadron in the midst of shoals and reefs, crowding all sail by night,

concealing himself by day, he maneuvered with such dexterity, that

he arrived unexpectedly before the bay. He captured five of the
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most valuable ships ; the others were burnt. After having obtained

this advantage, which preserved him at least from the reproach of

having undertaken an expedition without utilit)', he detached a part

of his force to India, under general Meadows, and returned himself

with the Romney, his frigates, and rich prizes, to England. M. de

Suflicn, having thrown a strong garrison into the Cape of Good Hope,

continued his voyage for the East Indies. Thus the war which

raged already in Europe, America, and Africa, was about to redoubU;

its ^iole^.ce upon the distant banks of the Ganges.

Meanwhile, Gibraltar continued to hold out ; to the furious attack

given tliat place, had succeeded an almost total calm. The gun-

boats, alone, profited of the obscurity of night, to keep the gar-

rison in continual alarms. In order to restrain them, the governor

caused his advanced batteries to be armed with guns and mortar

pieces, peculiarly calculated to throw their shot to a great distance.

As they could now reach the camp of St. Roch, every time the gun-

boats made their attacks, the Spanish lines were assailed by the most

violent fire. Don Mendoza, having perceived that general Elliot did

thus By way of reprisal for the assaults of the gunboats, ordered the

commanders of the flotilla to desist from all further insult against the

place, and to keep their station quietly in the port of Algesiras. He
enjoined them, however, to exert the greatest vigilance to prevent

the entrance of supplies into the place. The Spaniards were inde-

fatigable in pushing forward their trenches. They had now brought

them quite to the foot of the rock, so that the circumvallation extend-

ed from right to left across tha whole breadth of the isthmus by

which the rock itself connects with the main land. They had exca-

vated upon their left the mine of communication between their outer

circumvallation and the parallels. General Elliot, full of security

upon the summit of the rock he defended, unwilling to lavish his

ammunition, without utility, had not disturbed the workmen. But

when he saw that their works were completed, lie resolved to de-

stroy them by the n^ost unexpected and vigorous sally. The twenty-

seventh of November, towards midnight, he issued from the place at

the head of three briiiades of infantry, commanded by general Ross.

Those troops were followed by a great number of pioneers, miners,

and engineers. The sally was conducted with suitable order and

silence. The English appeared all of a sudden before the advanced

guarns, and routed them in a few instants ; tjiey found tiiemselves

masters of tne first parallel, and proceeded to destroy it. The engi-

neers, furnished with combustible materials, set fire to every thing

thai was capable of receiving it. The carriages of the cannon were

rendered unserviceable, and the pieces, including the mortars, were
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spiked w-Mi admirable promptitude. The workmen tore up the plat-

forms and traverses, and leveled the breastworks with the ground.

All the magazines were successively consigned to the flames. A sin-

gle hall" hour witnessed the destruction of those works which hail been
erected at so vast an expense of toil and treasure. The Spaniards,

whether from the stupor of consternation, or supposing the enemy to

be much stronger than he was in reality, were afraid to go out of

their camp to repulse him. They contented themselves with keep-

ing up an incessant, though harmless fire, with balls and grape-shot.

The English, after having accomplished their purpose, returned

sound and safe into the fortress.

In the meantime, a project was conceived in Europe, the execution

of which could not fail to give a severe shock to the British power in

the Mediterranean. The Spaniards remained very ill satisfied with

France; they. believed themselves authorized to reproach her with

having hitherto consulted exclusively her own interests, to the prej-

udice of her allies. They complained with peculiar bitterness, that

she had in no shape promoted the expeditions of Jamaica and Gib-

raltar, as if she were loth to see the prosperity of the Spanish arms
in the seas of America and upon the European continent. The
revictualing of Gibraltar, on the part of the English, by dint of force,

without a single movement of any sort being made by the French

to prevent it, and the despair experienced by the Spaniards at having

consumed themselves in vain efforts for the reduction of that place,

had prodigiously increased their ill humor, and caused it to degene-

rate into an open discontent. The Spanish people murmured m bold

language ; the court was become the object of the most vehement
.animadversion. It was accused of having undertaken this expedition

merely in subservience to the ambitious views of France, and not at

all for the interests of the Spanish nation ; the Spaniards called it

a court war, a family icar. Stimulated by the vivacity of these com-
plaints,and reflecting,moreover,that the reduction, in whatever mode,
of the British power, was the augmentation of her own, France took

the resolution to give into some enterprise whose immediate fruit

should be gathered by Spain. An expedition against Jamaica neces-

sarily involving long delays, and a fresh attack upon Gibraltar prom-
ising no better than dubious results, it was determined to attempt

an operation, the success of which appeared the more probable, as

the English were far from expecting it ; and that was, the conquest

of the island of Minorca. If France had motives for wishing it with

eagerness, it must have been still more desirable for the Spaniards,

Minorca is so favorably situated for cruising, that it was become the

babituul resort of an immense number of privateers. Their audacit^j
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was not confined to infesting the seas, and disturbing the navigation

and commerce of the Spaniards and French ; they even intercepted

neutral vessels employed in trafficking with these two nations ; this

island also served asa place of arms for the English. They deposited

in it the munitions of war and provisions, which they drew from the

neighboring coasts of Africa, whether for the use of their shipping or

for the consumption of Gibraltar. The facility of the enterprise was

another persuasive invitation to attempt it. In effect, however im-

posing was fort St. Philip, from its position and works, the garrison

which guarded it was far from corresponding to the strength and

importance of the place ; it consisted of only four regiments, two of

th'em British and two Hanoverians, who altogether did not exceed

two thousand men. Notwithstanding the salubrity of the air, and the

abundance of fresh provisions, these troops were infected with the

scurvy. They were commanded by the generals Murray and Draper,

In pursuance of the plan concerted between the courts of Versailles

and Madrid, the count de Guichen departed from Brest, towards

the last of June, with eighteen sail of the line, and repaired to the

port of Cadiz, in order to join the Spanish fleet which awaited him

there. He had under him two general officers of great reputation,

M. de la Motte Piquet, and M. de Beausset. The Spanish fleet,

commanded by don Lewis de Cordova, and by the two vice-admj-

rals, don Gaston and don Vincent Droz, was composed of thirty

ships of the line. A corps of ten thousand selected troops was

embarked without any delay on board of this armament. It set sail

the twenty-second of July, and after having been much thwarted by

the winds, appeared in sight of Minorca the twentieth of August.

The debarkation was effected in Musquito Bay. The whole island

was occupied without obstacle, including the city of Mahon. its

capital. The garrison, too feeble to defend all these posts, had

evacuated them and thrown itself into fort St. Philip. A little

after, four French regiments arrived from Toulon, under the conduct

of the baron de Falkenhayn. The two courts had confided the

general command of all the forces employed upon this expedition to

the duke de Crillon, distinguished as well for his military knowledge,

as for his courage and thirst of glory. He had entered into the

service of Spain, and, as a Frenchman of illustrious birth, he was

thought the most suitable personage to head the common enterprise.

But the siege of fort St. Philip presented difficulties of no ordi-

nary magnitude. The works are cut in the solid rock, and mined in

ail their parts. The glacis, and covered way, likewise cut in the

rock, are mined, countermined, palisaded, and furnished with batteries

whlcli defend their approaches. Around the fosse, which is twenty
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feet in depth, runs a covered and looped gallery, which affords a

secure shelter to the garrison. Subterraneous communications are

excavated between the outer works and the body of the place. In

the latter, which forms a sort of labyrinth, are sunk deep wells with

drawn covers, and barbacans pierce the walls in all directions. The
castle itself, also surrounded by a countermined covered way, is

defended not only by counterscarps and half moons, but also by a

wall sixty feet high, and a fosse thirty-six feet deep. Finally, the

nucleus, which is a square tower flanked by four bastions, presents

walls eighty feet high, and a ditch forty feet deep, and cut in the

rock. This ditch has also its corridor and lodges. In the center of

all is an esplanade for marshaling the garrison. Around it are con-

structed the soldiers' barracks, and magazines for the munitions, both

bomb proof, and all wrought in the hard rock. To add to their safety,

the English had totally rased the neighboring city of St. Philip.

The allies approached the citadel with circumspection ; its lofty

position overlooking all the adjacent country, it was not by scooping

trenches, but by transporting and heaping earth, that they formed

their parallels. They raised a wall of about two hundred feet in

length, five in height, and six in thickness. This laborious construc-

tion was finished, without the besiegers having experienced any loss,

as Murray did not attempt a single sally, whether in consequence of

the weakness of the garrison, or from excess of confidence in the

strength of the place. He contented himself with keeping up a fire

of cannon and mortars, which produced no effect. The parallels

being completed, the duke de Crillon unmasked his batteries, and

fulminated the fortress with one hundred and eleven twenty-four

pounders, and thirty-three mortar pieces opening thirteen inches of

diameter.

During the siege of fort St. Philip, the combined fleets of France

and Spain, amounting to near fifty sail of the hne, under the count

de Guichen, bent their course towards the coasts of England. The
intention of the French admiral was to throw himself in the way
of the British fleet, and to attack it. The great inferiority of the

British rendered their defeat almost inevitable. The count de Gui-

chen also designed, by this movement, to prevent the enemy from

passing succors from England to Minorca. He even hoped to cut

off" and capture the convoys that were then on their passage from the

two Indies, bound for the ports of Great Britain. His views were

hkewisc directed upon another convoy, which was assembled at the

port of Cork, in Ireland, in order to watch its opportunity to make
sail for the East and West Indies. Perhaps the French admiral was

not without hopes that the sudden appearance of so formidable an

Dd
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armament upon the coasts of the British islands, might afford him an

occasion to reach them with a stroke of the last importance. He

hastened therefore to occupy the entrance of the channel in all its

breadth, by extending his line from the isle of Ushant to those of

Scilly. Admiral Darby was then at sea with twenty-one ships of the

line, and on the way to meet his convoy. He had the good fortune

to fall in with a neutral vessel, which apprised him of the approach

of the combined squadrons. But for this intelligence, he must inevi-

tably have fallen headlong into the midst of forces so superior to his

own, that he could hardly have retained the smallest hope of safety.

He instantly retired with all sails upon Torbay. He was there soon

re-inforced by several ships of the first rank, which carried his fleet

to thirty sail of the line. He disposed his order of battle in the form

of a crescent within the bay itself, although it is open, and little sus-

ceptible of defense. These dispositions, however, appeared to him

sufficient to repulse the enemy, in case they should present them-

selves. But the peril was really extreme ; they menaced at once the

fleet and the maritime cities. None was more exposed than Cork,

an unfortified place, and containing immense magazines of every

denomination. All England was thrown into a state of the most

anxious alarm. The allied armament at length appeared in sight of

Torbay. The count de Guichen immediately held a council of war,

to deliberate upon the course to be pursued in the present conjunc-

ture. His own opinion was in favor of attacking the British fleet in

the position it now occupied. He alledged, that it might be considered

as if caught in a net, and that a more auspicious occasion could never

present itself for wresting from Great Britain the dominion of the sea.

He represented what disgrace, what eternal regrets, would be incur-

red by allowing it to escape them. He maintained that the enemy,

cramped in his movement within a bay, from which there was no

outlet, must inevitably become the prey of the innumerable fire-ships

with which the combined fleets might support their attack . Finally,

he declared that the honor of the arms of the two allied sovereigns

was staked upon the issue of this expedition. Don Vincent Droz not

only concurred in the opinion of the admiral, but even offered to lead

the attempt at the head of the vanguard. But ^I. de Beausset, the

second in command, a seaman of high reputation, manifested a con-

trary opinion. He contended that the situation of the English squad-

ion would enable it to fight them at their great disadvantage ; they

could not attack it in a body, but must form their line ahead, and

fall down singly upon the enemy. This would expose every ship to

the collected fire of the whole British fleet, lying fast at anchor, and

drawn up in such a manner as to point all its guns at any object within
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its reach. He concluded with observing, that since an attack under

such circumstances could by no means be justified, it became expe-

dient to bend their attention exclusively upon an expedition, which,

though less brilliant, was certainly of great moment, the capture of

the West India convoy, probably at that instant not very far from the

shores of Europe. Don Lewis de Cordova, and all the other Spanish

officers, with the exception of don Vincent Droz, adopted the senti-

ment of M. de Beausset. The project of attacking the British fleet

was therefore rejected by a majority of votes. But if the allies would

not, or knew not how to profit of the occasion which fortune had

provided them, she seemed to take her revenge in baffling the designs

to which they had given the preference. Contagious maladies began

to rage on board their fleet, and especially on board the Spanish ships.

The weather became shortly after so tempestuous, that the two admi-

rals were obliged to think of their safety. The count de Guichen

returned to Brest, and don Lewis de Cordova to Cadiz. The Brit-

ish convoys reached their ports without obstacles. Thus this second

appearance of the allies upon the coasts of England proved as vain

as the first. Its only fruit was that of having impeded the succors

destined for Minorca. But if this campaign between France, Spain

and Eng:land passed, in the seas of Europe, without any great effu-

sion of blood, and almost entirely in demonstrations of little avail, it

was at least remarkable for the reciprocal animosity manifested be-

tween the English and Dutch. It brought to mind those fierce and

sanguinary battles which had procured so much celebrity for these

two nations in the seventeenth century. The Dutch carried on a

very lucrative commerce with Ihe produce of their colonies in the

Baltic sea. Having become, as it were, the general factors of the

nations of the north and of the south of Europe, their gains were

immense. They were drawn, besides, towards the countries of the

north, by the necessity of procuring from that part all the articles

employed in the construction of shipping. This intercourse was

become still more essential to them since their rupture with Great

Britain, in order to be able to put their navy in a condition to defend

the possessions and commerce of the republic, and to maintain the

honor of its flag. Their arsenals, however, were far from being

supplied with all the stores and materials requisite to the present

emergency. The English perceived of what importance it was for

them to impede the supplies of their enemies. With this intent, so

early as the month of June, they had put to sea four ships of the

line and one of f/tv guns, under the command of admiral Hyde

Parker, r very expert seaman, and father of him who served at that

time upon the coasts of America. His instructions were, to scour
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the northern seas, and do all the harm possible to the Dutch trade,

«uid, at his return, to take under his protection a rich convoy which

was assembled in the port of Elsineur.

Admiral Hyde Parker accomplished his mission with diligence

;

and already, being returned from the Baltic, he was conducting the

convoy through the German ocean on his way home. Since his

departure from Portsmouth, he had been joined by other ships,

among which one of seventy-four guns, called the Berwick, one of

forty-four, named the Dolphin, and several smaller vessels; so that

his squadron was composed of six sail of the line, exclusive of the

rest. The Dutch, during this time, had not neglected their prepara-

tives. They had succeeded in fitting out a squadron of seven ships

of the line, with several frigates or corvettes. They had given the

command of it to admiral Zoutman. He set sail, towards the mid-

dle of July, with a convoy of merchantmen, which he purposed to

escort into the Baltic. The Dutch squadron was joined soon after

by a stout American frigate called the Charlestown ; and, on the fifth

of August, it fell in with admiral Hyde Parker upon the Dogger

Bank. The British squadron was to windward ; at sight of the im-

posing force of the enemy, it sent its convoy homeward, under the

guard of frigates, and bore down upon the Dutch. The latter, as

soon as they discovered the English, likewise dispatched their con-

voy towards their own ports, and prepared themselves for battle.

They appeared to desire it with no less ardor than their adversaries.

The English formed their line with seven ships, of which one of

eighty guns, but old and in bad condition, two of seventy-four,

excellent, one of sixty-four, one of sixty, one of fifty, and lastly, a

frigate of forty-four. The line of the Dutch was formed in like

manner with seven ships, one of seventy-six, two of sixty-eight, three

of fifty-four, and one frigate of forty-four. The light vessels kept

themselves aside of the lino, ready to carry succor wherever it

might be required. The English came down upon the Dutch with

full sails, and before the wind ; the latter awaited them, firm at

their posts. A profound silence, the ordinary sign of pertinacious

resolution, reigned on board of both squadrons. No other sound

was heard but that of the creaking of pulleys, the whistling of the

wind, and the dashing of waves. The soldiers were formed upon

the deck, the cannoniers stood by their pieces, awaiting the signal to

commence the fire. It was not given until the squadrons were within

half musket shot distance of each other. The two admiral ships,

namely, the Fortitude, which carried Parker, and the admiral de

Ruyter, mounting Zoutman, attacked each other close alongside

with extreme impetuosity. The other ships imitated them, and soon
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the action became general. The Dutch had the superiority in

weight of metal, and in the aid of frigates, particularly in that of the

Charlestown. The rapidity of their evolutions enabled them to act

against the whole line, assailing the ships of the enemy in flank.

The English, on the other hand, were advantaged by the agility ot

maneuvers and a better supported fire. During near four hours,

the action was kept up with an equal spirit, and a balanced success.

The Dutch stood firm upon every point of their hne, and the English

redoubled efforts to carry a victory which they deemed it beneath

them to relinquish. But the rage of men was constrained to yield to

the force of elements. The ships, on the one part as well as on the

other, Vv'crc so terribly shattered that they were no longer manage-

able. They floated upon the water, like wrecks, at the discretion of

the wind, and their relative distance became at length so great, that

it was impossible to renew the engagement. The English received

incalculable damage in their masts and rigging.

After some hasty repairs, Hyde Parker endeavored to re-form his

line, in order to recommence the batde, provided Zoutman did not

decJ'ne it. He attempted to follow him, on seeing him stand for the

Te.xel. But all his efforts were vain. The Dutch ships, however,

were in no better condition. During the passage they had now
before them, their masts fell one after another ; the leaks were so

considerable, that the work of pumps became fruitless. All the

captains successively made their admiral signals of distress. The
Holland, of sixty-eight guns, went to the bottom, within thirty leagues

of the Texel ; the crew had but just time to save themselves, leav-

ing, in their precipitation, the unhappy wounded to a certain death.

The frigates were obliged to take the other ships in tow to enable

them to gain the port.

The Joss of the English in killed and wounded amounted to four

hundred and fifty, among whom were several distinguished officers.

In the number of the slain was captain Macartney, who commanded
the Princess Amelia, of eighty guns. The valor he signalized in the

combat honored his last moments ; but it was still less astonishing

than the intrepidity of his young son. This child, yet but seven

years old, remained constantly at the side of his father in the very

height of the action ; the unfortunate but heroic witness of the stroke

which snatched him from his fond affection. Lord Sandwich, first

lord of the admiralty, knowing that captain Macartney had left a nu-

merous family, and little fortune, adopted this courageous infant. In

England, unanimous praises were lavished upon all those who had

combated at the Dogger Bank. King George himself, as soon as he

knew that admiral Hyde Parker was arrived at the Nore, went to

VOL. II, Dd#
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pay him a visit on board of his ship, and expressed to him, as well

as to all his officers, the high sense he entertained of their valiant

conduct in this bloody rencounter. But the eld seaman, irritated

against the board of admiralty, who, in giving him so inadequate a

force, had frustrated him of an occasion for signalizing hin)self by a

great victory, tolu the king, with the blunt freedom of his profession,

that he wished him younger officers and better ships ; that for his

own part, he was become too old to serve any longer. In defiance

of the solicitations of the sovereign, of the courtiers, and of the

ministers, he persisted in his resolution, and immediately tendered

his resignation.

The government and public were no less forward, in Holland, to

acknowledge the services of the officers and men who, in the action

of the fifth of August, had sustained the ancient renown of the flag

of the United Provinces. The stadtholder, in the name of the States-

General, addressed public thanks to rear-admiral Zoutman, apprising

him, at the same time, of his promotion to the rank of vice-admiral.

The captains Dedel, Van Braam, and Kindsburghen, were created

rear-admirals. The same honor, and particular regrets, were con-

ferred upon the count de Bentinck, who was put ashore mortally

wounded. He had displayed equal skill and gallantry in the com-

mand of the Batavia. The loss of the Dutch in killed and wounded

was greater than that of the English. Such was the issue of the

naval battle of Dogger Bank, the best conducted, and the best

fought of all this war. It would be impossible to decide who came

oflf with the advantage ; but it is certain that the Dutch, having been

constrained to regain their ports for the purpose of refitting, found

themselves under the necessity of abandoning their design, which had

been to repair to the Baltic. This disappointment, however, did not

prevent the nation from cherishing new hopes ; the glorious recollec-

tion of past times revived in every breast.

As soon as the count de Guichen had re-entered the port of Brest,

\ the French government began to frame new designs. It was not

\ignorant that the count de Grasse, who commanded the West India

ilect, must soon stand in need of supplies and re-inforcements, both

^^i ships and troops. Naval stores are extremely scarce in thai

q^^rter, and the nature of the climate and of the waters is singularly

pr^j^idicial to ships, which get out of condition there with an incredible

rapid ity_ ^he forces which had been sent thither in this and the

preceojjjg campaign, might appear sufficient to execute the plans

which l-ad been formed in favor of the United States, and against the

more feei^ig ^f ^j^g British islands. But in order to attempt the

expeditioi. ^f Jamaica, to which Spain was continually stimulating
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her ally, it was requisite to have recourse to more formidable arma-

ments, as well by land as by sea. The court of Versailles was also

aware that the state of affairs in the East Indies required that fresh

forces should be sent thither, and moreover that the want of arms
and munitions of war began to be felt with urgency. Orders were
therefore given for the immediate equipment, at Brest, of a convoy
laden with all the necessary articles. Re-inforcements of troops

were prepared for embarkation, and the armament was pushed with

extraordinary activity. As soon as it was in readiness, the count de
Guichen put to sea at the head of the great fleet, and the marquis de
Vaudreuil with a particular squadron. The convoys destined for the

two Indies sailed under their protection. After having escoited

them till they were out of danger from the fleets upon the watch in

the ports of England, the count de Guichen was to stand to the south,

in order to join the Spanish squadron in the port of Cadiz. The
object of their combined action was to intercept the succors which
the English might attempt to send to Minorca. As to the marquis

de Vaudreuil, his destination was to conduct the re-inforcements of

troops to the West Indies, and to unite with the count de Grasse,

who was making dispositions in concert with the Spaniards for the

attack of Jamaica.

For a long time there had not issued from the ports of France
convoys so numerous and so richly laden with stores of every denom-
ination. The news of these immense preparations soon found its

way to England ; but, strange as it must seem, the ministers were not

informed of the force of the formidable squadrons that were to escort

the transports. They consequently directed admiral Kempenfeldt
to put to sea, with twelve ships of the line, one of fifty guns, and four

frigates, in order to cut off the French convoys. But the count de
Guichen had nineteen sail of the line ; and Kempenfeldt, instead of
taking, ran great risk of being taken.

In defiance of all probabilities, chance did that which human pru-

dence could not have brought to pass. The twelfth of December,
the weather being stormy, and the sea rough, the British admiral fell

in with a French convoy. He had the good fortune to be to windward
of the fleet of escort, which for that reason could not act. The
Englishman profited with great dexterity of so favorable an occasion

:

he captured twenty vessels, sunk several, and dispersed the rest.

He would have taken more of them if the weather had been less

thick, the sea more tranquil, and the number of his frigates greater.

Night came on ; the two admirals had rallied their ships. Kempen-
feldt sailed in company during the whole night, with intent to engage

the enemy at break of day. He knew not, however, what was iim
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force. When the morning came, he discovered it to leeward, and

finding it so superior to his own, he changed his plan. Not willing

to lose by imprudence what he had acquired by ability, or a benign

glance of fortune, he made the best of his way towards the ports of

England, where he arrived in safety with all his prizes. The num-

ber of his prisoners amounted to eleven hundred regular troops, and

six or seven hundred seamen. The transports were laden with a

considerable quantity of artillery, arms, and military stores. The

provisions, such as wine, oil, brandy, flour, biscuit, salt meats, &c.

were not in less abundance. But this loss was still but the com-

mencement of the disasters of the French fleet. It was assailed, the

following day, by a furiou^s tempest accompanied with continual thun-

der and lightning, and a most impetuous wind from the southwest

The greater part of the ships were obliged to recover the port of

Brest, in the most deplorable condition. Only two ships of the hne,

the Triumphant and the Brave, with five or six transports, w^ere able

to continue their voyage. This event had the most afl^icting conse-

quences for France ; she had not only to regret armaments and mu-

nitions of immense value, but also the precious time consumed in the

reparation of the ships of war. Six whole weeks elapsed before it

was possible for them to make sail anew for the West Indies. This

delay, as we shall see, was extremely prejudicial to the French arms

in that part.

While the war was thus prosecuted in Europe with varied success,

the count de Grasse sailed prosperously towards Martinico. To
accelerate his voyage, he had caused his ships of war to tow the

transports. Such was his diligence that he appeared in sight of that

island with an hundred and fifty sail, thirty days only after his depar-

ture from Brest. Admiral Rodney was promptly informed of the

approach of the French admiral. He saw very clearly the impor-

tance of preventing the junction of this new fleet with the squadrons

already existing in the ports of Martinico and of St. Domingo. The

count de Grasse brought with him twenty ships of the line, with one

of fifty guns, and seven or eight others awaited him in the ports

above mentioned. Rodney had only twenty-one ships of the line.

It is true, that Hyde Parker had four others at Jamaica. But besides

their being thought necessary to the defense of the island, they were

to leeward of the principal fleet, and consequently it would have

been next to impracticable for them to join it. Under these consid-

erations Rodney sent the two admirals Hood and Drake with seven-

teen ships to cruise before the entrance of Fort Royal harbor, in

Martinico, whither he knew the count de Grasse had bent the course

of his voyage

\
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It is quite difficult to explain the motives which induced the British

admiral to establish this cruise under Fort Royal ; his fleet was there

liable to fall to leeward, and thus to be compelled to leave between

itself and the land a free passage for the French fleet into the port.

A station more to windward, off" the point of Salines, seemed proper

to obviate these inconveniences. It was written, that Hood, who

was a man of great skill in naval affairs, had made remonstrances on

the subject of these dispositions ; but that Rodney, whose character

was headstrong, h^d dismissed him with an order to obey punctually.

The event soon demonstrated that the station of the point of Salines

would have been more suitable than that of Fort Royal. The twenty-

eighth of April, at evening, the count de Grasse appeared off that

point, with a most magnificent display of force. Admiral Hood was

immediately apprised by his frigates of the appearance of the French.

He instantly formed his line of battle, and bore down upon the ene-

my. His intention was to press to windward, in order afterwards

to approach so near the coasts of Martinico as to prevent the French

from passing between his ships and the land. Night came on during

this maneuver. At daybreak the English discovered the fleet of

the count de Grasse, standing along the coast in the best order. His

convoy of transports defiled behind the line of battle which he pre-

sented to the enemy. All his efforts were exerted to double the

Diamond Rock, which once past, nothing could prevent his entrance

into the port. The English, being to leeward, were not able to pre-

vent the four ships of the line, with that of fifty guns, in Fort Royal

harbor, from coming out to join the great fleet. This junction carried

the forces of the count de Grasse to twenty-six sail of the line ; and

gave him a decided superiority over Hood, although that admiral was

joined, at the same time, by a ship of seventy-four guns, which came

from St. Lucia. The English, however, persuading themselves that

a part of the French ships were merely armed in flute, took confi-

dence, and again bore down upon their adversaries. The French

admiral, mijidful to save his convoy, and reposing on his force, neither

sought nor shunned an engagement. As soon as the English were

within long shot of the French, the fire commenced on both sides.

It was supported thus, at a great distance, for about three hours, with

heavy damage to the first, and very little to the second. During the

act-ion the convoy entered the bay of Fort Royal. Disengaged from

this care, the French advanced in older to engage the enemy in close

fight. The English, on the contrary, began to retire, but in good

order. Their ships, being coppered, had such a superiority in point

of sailing, that it became impossible for the count de Grasse to come

up with them. Besides, the French rear guard not having crowded
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all sail, there had resulted such an opening between it and the

remainder of tlie fleet, that admiral Hood was near profiting of it to

cut the line. The count de Grasse perceived it in time, and filled

up so dangerous a void. He continued to pursue the English for

iwo days, and afterwards came to anchor in Fort Royal. Admiral

Hood had gained Antigua ; his ships, the Centaur, the Russell, liie

Forbay and the Intrepid, were excessively damaged in this engage-

ment. Admiral Rodney was still at St. Eustatius, mucii occupied

with the sale of the immense booty he had made, Vvhen he learned

that the count de Grasse, after having obtained an advantage over

sir Samuel Hood, was safely moored at Fort Royal. He perceived

that it was time to tiiink of something besides his mercantile interests,

and that the exertion of all his force was required of him if he wished

to maintain himself in the W^est Indies. He accordingly directed

the promptest dispositions, and hastened with three ships and a body

of troops to rejoin admiral Hood at Antigua. Plis plan \\'a<, to put

to sea again immediately, in order to oppose the designs of the

enemy, who, not content with his first successes, appeared to medi-

tate others, and more considerable. The French, in effect, lost no

time ; they were disposed to profit of the advantages which they had

now secured themselves.

After having attempted, though without effect, to surprise St.

Lucia, they proceeded with all expedition to attack the island of

Tobago. M. de Blanchelande debarked the first, at the head of

sixteen hundred men. He seized Scarborough and the fort which

defended it; general Ferguson, the governor, had little over four

hundred regular troops ; but they were supported by a great num-
ber of militia, well trained, and much attached to England. These

sentiments were common to all the inhabitants of Tobago. The
governor, finding himself too weak to defend the coasts, withdrew

into the interior of the island, to a post called Concordia. From
this lofty situation, the sea is discovered on the right and on the left

;

an important advantage for being promptly apprised of the approach

of succors. The marquis de Bouiile disembarked soon after, with

a re-inforcement of three thousand men. He made his junction

with M. dc Blanchelande under the walls of Concordia, vvhich was

then closely invested. At the same time, the count de Grasse

appeared in sight of the island with twenty-four ships of the line, to

prevent its being relieved. Governor Ferguson, as soon as he found

himself attacked, had dispatched a swift-sailing vessel to Rodney
with the intelligence, and a request for prompt assistance. Rodney
had already passed from Antigua to Barbadoes. Whether he be-

lieved the a&sailants more feeble, and th-s besieged more strong, than
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they really were, or that he was not apprised of the sailing of the

French admiral with all his fleet for Tobago, instead of repairing

with all his own to the relief of that island, he contented himself with

sending admiral Drake thither with six sail of the hne, some frigates,

and a body of about six hundred troops. Drake approached Toba-

go; but seeing the enemy in such force, he reUnquished the enterprise,

and hastened to regain Barbadoes. The count de Grasse pursued

him, but could not prevent his reaching that island in safety, and

advising admiral Rodney of the critical state of affairs. Meanwhile,

the governor of Tobago was hard pressed. The French having

taken possession of different heights which overlooked Concordia,

he determined to retreat to a post on the Main Ridge, where a few

huts had been built, and some provisions and ammunition previously

lodged for the purpose. The garrison was already arrived at Cale-

donia, and thus occupied the road or path which leads to the post

which they had in view. This road is so narrow and difficult that a

few men might defend it against a whole army. The marquis de

Bouille had reflected, that time and the nature of his enterprise did

not admit of the lingering process of a regular siege. It was evident,

however, that if the British governor should entrench himself in those

inaccessible positions, the reduction of the island would acquire a

series of operations as protracted as perilous. It would moreover

prove an obstacle to the execution of ulterior designs. Finally, it

was to be presumed that Rodney could not long delay to appear.

Under these considerations, the marquis de Bouille thought proper

to resort to more expeditious means than are usually employed in

war. Departing from the accustomed lenity of his character, per-

haps through irritation at the obstinacy of the islanders, and perhaps,

also, from resentment for the late transactions at St. Eustatius, he

sent to apprise the governed that he should begin with burning two

habitations and two sugar plantations. His menaces v/ere immedi-

ately accomplished. They were followed by that of consigning

twice as many to the same fate, at the commencement of every four

hours, until the island was laid waste or that a surrender should be

made.

The inhabitants, convinced that perseverance was total ruin, were

in no disposition to wait the slow approach of succors which the

precipitate retreat of Drake rendered hourly more uncertain. They

began to murmur ; and very soon, to negotiate for conditions with

the French general. Governor Ferguson at length perceived the

impossibiUty of controlling events. He observed a manifest dis-

couragement in his regular troops themselves, and felt that the

moment of capitulation was come. He obtained honorable terms,
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^nd similar to those which the marquis de Bouille, naturally gene-

rous towards his vanquished enemies, had granted to the inhabitants

of Dominica. These transactions took place in the early part of

June. Admiral Rodney appeared shortly after in view of the island

with all his armament. But, on intelligence of its surrender, and at

sight of the imposing force of the count de Grasse, he avoided an

engagement, and returned to Barbadoes. In this manner, the

French, availing themselves with equal sagacity and promptitude of

their naval superiority in the West Tndies, both galled their enemies

at sea, and deprived them of a rich and well fortified island.

These operations, however, were still but a part of the plan

formed by the French government, and committed to the care of the

count de Grasse. The instructions of that admiral enjoined him,

after having attempted all those enterprises which the season should

admit of in the West Indies, to repair with all his force to the coasts

of America, and there to co-operate with the French troops and those

of congress, to the entire extirj)ation of the British power in those

regions. Washington and Rochambeau awaited his arrival, in order

to commence the work. Already, by means of swift-sailing vessels,

they had concerted the plan of their combined action, after their

junction should have taken place. It was hoped by the republicans,

that besides his fleet, the French admiral would furnish five or six

thousand land troops, munitions of war and provisions, and especially

money, of which the Americans, and the French themselves, expe-

rienced the greatest penury. Finally, they pressed him to show

himself promptly, as well to support their efforts as to prevent the

arrival of British re-inforcements. The count de Grasse was per-

sonally stimulated by these important considerations. His imagina-

tion offered him a vivid perspective of the glory to be acquired by

achieving what the count d'Estaing had attempted in vain, namely,

the finishing of the American war by a decisive stroke. He accord-

ingly made sail from Martinico for Cape Francois, in the island of

St. Domingo. He was constrained to tarry there some time, to take

on board the troops and military stores destined for the continent.

But he exerted himself in vain to procure the needed funds. He
was joined, in that anchorage, by five ships of the line. All his prep-

arations being completed, he sailed the fifth of August, and com-

menced with escorting his numerous convoy till out of danger.

Afterwards, having touched at the Havanna for money, which the

Spaniards readily furnished him, he directed his course with a favor-

able wind for the Chesapeake. His fleet, composed of twenty-eight

sail of the line and several frigates, carried three thousand regular

troops, with every kind of succor ; and mighi be considered as the
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great hinge upon wnicn the fortune of the war, at least in America^

was to turn.

On the other hand, admiral Rodney, who followed with an atten-

tive eye the movements of tne count de Grasse, saw the imporlanco

of taking a decisive resolution. He instantly detached admiral

Hood to the coast of America with fourteen sail of the line to join

admiral Graves, and counteract the designs of the enemy. Beinj

nimself in feeble health, he set sail for England with some ships

much out of condition, and a large convoy. Rodney was censured

with extreme asperity for the counsels taken by him about that time;

and some even made him responsible for the sinister events which

ensued shortly after. His adversaries contended, that if he had

sailed with all his force, and without delay, in quest of the French

admiral, had touched at .Jamaica, in order to make his junction with

the squadron of Hyde Parker, and then had proceeded to the coasts

of North America, the count de Grasse would at least have found

imself compelled to relinquish his projects, if not exposed to a

defeat. ' Instead of adopting this measure,' said they, * the only one

that suited the occasion, Rodney, by returning to England with a part

of the lieaviest ships of his fleet, has reduced it to an alarming statt

of weakness, and abandoned the field of battle to the enemy.
' It is a capital error thus to have divided the armament into several

little squadrons, as leaving some ships at the leeward islands, whert

the French have not left one, and detaching three others to Jamaica,

which nobody thought of attacking, and, finally, sending sir Samuel

Hood with an unequal and insufficient force to America. Is it possi-

ble to be too much astonished that our admiral has chosen to fritter

away his force into small parts, at the very moment when the French

assembled all theirs upon a single point? The world may see what

are the effects of this fatal resolution ; it has already cost but too

many of England's tears.' Rodney nevertheless found defenderak

* The admiral's return to Europe,' they answered, ' was rather con-

strained by the state of his health, than decided by his choice. The
ships he has brought with him are in such a worn out state, that thej

could not have been repaired in the West Indies. The French

admiral having under his protection a rich and numerous convoy, il

was fairly to be presumed that he would not have left it to pursue itf

homeward voyage without a respectable escort. It was even to b»

supposed that he would have sent the greater part of his fleet along

with the merchantmen to France, and that he would only hav«

retained those ships which were m condition to undergo the Ameri-

can service. But independent of that circumstance, the force sent

to America under sir Samuel Hood, when combined with that of

VOL. II. £•
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admiral Graves, would have been perfectly adequate to sustain tho

brunt of the whole French fleet. But what has Graves done?

Instead of keeping his squadron entire and together in the port of

New York, he preferred to fatigue himself in a fruitless cruise before

Boston, until the bad weather which he met had disabled the greater

part of his ships. Hence it followed of necessity that even after the

wrival of admiral Hood at New York, our force was still inferior to

that of the French. It indeed now appears that no timely notice

had beer, received by admiral Graves either of the count de Grasse's

motions, or of Hood's destination to the coasts of America. But if

ihe expresses which sir George Rodney had dispatched for that

purpose ware taken by the enemy, or otherwise detained, it is no

fault on his side ; it is a misfortune to be regretted ; but which could

neither have been absolutely foreseen, nor prevented if it could.

Finally, the commander-in-chief cannot be reproached for having

detached sir Samuel Hood to America, instead of repairing thither

himself ; for what naval officer is more worthy of all our confidence

than Hood ?

'

Without undertaking to decide between these opposite opinions^

we shall content ourselves with remarking, that though, in military

facts, it is not allowable to judge by the event, it is nevertheless just

to consider the causes which have produced it ; and nothing is more

certain than that the conduct of admiral Rodney, in the present

conjuncture, had an influence upon the chances of the continental

struggle, upon the fortune of America herself, and even upon tli©

issue of all this war.

Having sketched the events which signalized the present year, as

well in Europe as in the West Indies, we are now to record those

which occupied the scene upon the continent of Ariierica. It wag

the theater of the principal efforts of the two parties that contended,

arms in hand, for its possession. Every where else the contest had

in view the success of the campaign, and to obtain a better peace

;

there, its object was existence itself. But before undertaking the

portraiture of military operations, it is necessary to apply the atten-

tion to objects which, though less brilliant and glorious, are. however,

the first source, and the firmest foundation of warlike exploits. Such,

doubtless, is the internal administration of the state. The situation of

the United States at the commencement of the year 1 78 1 ,
presented , in

general, only objects of affliction and disquietude. The efforts which

tlie Americans had made the preceding year, and the events which

liad passed in the Carolinas, had revived public spirit and produced

happy effects. But these effects being founded only upon the fugi-

tive ardor of particular men, and not upon a settled and pcrmuneot
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order of things, it followed tint discouragemont and distress rc-ap-

peared with more alarming symptoms than ever. Tlie public

treasury was empty, or only filled with bills of credit, no longer of

any v.ort!i. The army supplies totally failed, or were only procured

by compulsion, accompanied with certificates of receipt, which had

lost all sort of credit. The inhabitants became disgusted, and con-

cealed their commodities. If by dint of effort some scanty recruit

of provision was at length collected, it could not be transported to

the place of its destination, for want of money to pay the wagoners.

In some districts, where it was attempted to impress them, there arose

violent murmurs ; which even degenerated into more strenuous col-

lisions. No where had it been possible to form magazines ; scarcely

did there exist here and there some repositories, which often con-

tained neither food nor clothing of any denomination ; even th«

arsenals were without arms. The soldieis, covered with tatters, or

half naked, destitute of all comforts, implored in vain the compassion

of the country they defended. The veterans deserted ; the recruits

refused to join the army. The congress had decreed that by the

first of January, there should be thirty-seven thousand men under

arms ; it would have been difficult to have mustered the eiglith part

of that number in the month of May. In a word, it seemed as if

America, at the very crisis of her fate, was about to prove wanting

to herself, and that after having gained the better part of her car/eer,

she was more than half inclined to retrace her steps. Far from the

Americans being thought capable of waging an offensive war, it was

scarcely believed that they could defend their firesides. Already, it

begin to be feared that instead of assisting the French to drive out

the soldiers of king George, they u'ould prove unable to prevent the

latter from expelling the troops of Lewis XVI. So disastrous waa

the change of fortune occasioned by the exhaustion of the fin mces,

and, still more, by the want of a system of administration proper to

re-esiablish them. This state of things was not overlooked by the

American government, and it exerted every utmost effort to apply a

remedy. But its power was far from corresponding to its intention*.

The only means that congress had for administering to the wants of

the state, consisted in a new emission of bills of credit, or an increase

of taxes. But the paper money had lost all sort of value. Th©
congress itself had been constrained to request the different states to

repeal the laws by which they had made the billa of credit a tender

m all payments. It had even ordained that in all future contracts for

the supplies of the army, the prices should be stipulated in .-pecie.

This was tile same as declaring formally that t!io state itself would

no longer acknowledge its own bills for current money, and that this
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paper not only no longer had, but no longer could have, tiie least

value. As to taxes, the congress had not the right to impose ihein
j

it belonged exclusively to the provincial assemblies. But these

txercised it with more backwardness than could comport with the

public interests. This coldness proceeded from several causes.

The rulers of the particular states were, for the most part, men who
owed their places to popular favor. They apprehended losing it, if

they subjected to contributions of any importance, the inhabitants of a

country where, from the happy, siiall I call it, or baleful facility of

issuing paper money, to answer the public exigencies, ther were

accustomed to pay no taxes, or next to none. Moreover, allhougii

the bills of congress were entirely discredited, the particular states

•till had theirs, which, though much depreciated, were still current at

a certain rate; and the provincial legislatures apprehended, and noi

without reason, that taxes, pai/able in sjjc^cie, would cause them to

fall still lower. Nor should it be passed over in silence, that no gene-

ral rcgulaiion having established' the quota of contribution to be paid

by each province according to its particular faculties, all, through

mutual jealousy, were reluctant to vote taxes, for fear of loading

themselves more than their neighbors. Such was the spirit of dis-

trust and selfishness which made its appearance every where, when-

ever it was necessary to require of the citizens the smallest pecuniary

lacrifice. While they were looking at one another with a jealous

eye, and none would give the example, the finances of the state

were entirely exhausted, and the republic itself was menaced with a

total dissolution. It could not be hoped, on the other hand, that the

particular states would consent to invest the congress with authority

to impose taxes, as well because men with authority in hand are little

disposed to part with it, as because the opin'onsthen entertained by

the Americans on the subject of liberty, led them to view with dis-

quietude any increase of the power of congress. Finally, it should

be observed, that at this epoch, the Americans cherished an extreme

confidence in the pecuniary succors of friendly powers, and especially

of France. They were persuaded that no more u-as necessary than

that a minister of congress should present his requisition to any

European court, in order to obtain immediately whatever sums of

money it might please him to specify. As if foreigners were bound

to have more at heart than the Americans themselves, the interests

and prosperity of America. In a word, the resource of paper money

was no more, and that of taxes was yet to be created. Nor could it

be dissembled, that even upon the hypothesis of a system of taxation

in full operation, and as productive as possible, tlie produce would

Etill fall infmitely short of supplying the gulf of war, and, by conse-
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qiienco, tlial t!ic revenuo would continue enormously below tho

expense. Indeed, so ruinous were tlie charges of this war, that thej

amounted to no less than twenty millions ot" dollars a year ; and not

more than eijiht could have been counted upon, from the heaviest

taxes which, under these circumstances, the United States would

have been able to bear. A better administration of the public treasure

might doubtless have diminished the exorbitant expenses of the milita-

ry department; but it is nevertheless clear that they would always-

liave greatly exceeded the revenue. Actuated by these different re-

flections, the congress had hastened to instruct doctor Franklin to

use tho most pressing instances with the count de Vergenncs, who
at that time had the principal direction of affairs relating to America,

in order to obtain from Fiance a loan of some mdlions of livres, to-

wards defraying the expense of the war. Franklin was also direct-

ed to solicit permission of the court of Versailles to open anotlier loan

for account of tlie United States, with the French capitalists that were

inclined to favor the cause of America. The same instructions were

sent, v/ith a view of effecting si;nllar loans, to John Adams, and John

Jay ; the first, minister plenipotentiary of the United States, near the

republic of Holland ; the second, at the court of Madrid. The latter

was to insinuate to Spain, so great was the discouragement which

prevailed at that time in America, that t!ie United States would re-

nounce the navigation of the Mississippi, and even the possession of

a port upon that river ; the other was to persuade the Dutch that

important commercial advantages would be granted them. Franklin,

especially, was to represent to France, that without money the affairs

of America were desperate. It was recommended to these different

envoys to set forth all the resources which America offered as guar-

antee of her fiilelity in fulfilling her engagements. The congress

attached so much importance to the success of these negotiations,

that not content with havmg sent these new instructions to their min-

isters, they also dispatched colonel Laurens to France, with orders

to support by the most urgent solicitations the instances of Franklia

at the court of Versailles.

The court of Madrid was inflexible, because Jay would not agreo

to the renunciation above mentioned. Holland showed herself no

better disposed, because she doubted the responsibility of the new
state. France alone, who judiciously considered that aiding the vic-

tory of the United States, and preserving their existence, was of more

worth to her than the money they demanded, granted six millions of

livres, not as a loan, but as a gift. She seized this occasion to cx-

piess her dissatisfaction at the coldness with which the Americanp

tJieniselves contemplated the distr^^^s of their country. She exhorted
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tlietn to reflect, that when it is desired to accomplish honorable enter-

prises, it is requisite not to be avaricious in the means of success.

The court of Versailles did not oinil to make the most of its munifi-

cence, by setting forth all the weight of its own burdens. But the

sum it gave being too far short of the wants, it consented to become

securitv, in Holland, for a loan often millions of livres, to be ncgo-

tiat'.'d there by the United States. Notwithstanding this guarantee,

the loan progressing but slowly, the king of France consented to

make an advance of the sum total, which he drew from his own treas-

ury. He would not, however, authorize the loan proposed to be

opened with his subjects. The AmericJins had thus succe<;ded in

procuring from the court of France a subsidy of sixteen millions of

livres. A part of this sum, however, was already absorbed by the

payment of preceding drafts of the congress upon Franklin, for par-

ticidar exigencies of the state. The remainder was embarked for

America in specie, or employed by colonel Laurens in purchases of

clothing, arms, and munitions of war. The intention of the giver

of the six millions was, that this sum, being specially destined for the

use of the American army, should be kept in reserve, at the disposal

of general Washington, or placed in his hands, to the end tliat it might

jiot fidl into those of otiier authorities, who might perhaps apply it

to other branches of the public service. This condition was far from

being agreeable to the congress ; on the contrary, it displeased that

body particularly, under the impression that its soldiers would thus

become, as it were, stipendiaries of France ; and it feared lest they

might abate much of their dependence on itself. It therefore decreed,

that the articles bought with the money given by France, should be

consigned, on their arrival in America, to the department of war

;

but that all the ready money should be placed in the hands of the treas-

urer, to remain under his charge, and to be expended agreeably to

the orders of congress, and for the service of the state. This succor

on the part of France was of great utility to the United States ; it

increased exceedingly their obligations towards Lewis XVL But

before the negotiations which led to it were terminated, and the mon-

ey or supplies were arrived in America, a long time had elapsed
;

«nd the evil was grown to such a head, that the remedy had well nigh

come too late. The subsidy in itself was by no means adequate to

tlie n3cessity. But even had it been sufficient to answer the present

exigencies, it could not be considered as having accomplished its ob-

ject, so long as the same disorder continued to reign in the public

expenses. The treasury suffered still less from the poverty of reve-

tiues than fiom the prodigalities it had to supply. It had not escaped

tlie congress that this primordial defect in the administration of llio
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finances was the source of those perpetual embarrassments w!»ich had

beset them since the origin of the revolution. Firmly resolved to in-

troduce into that department a rigorous system of order and economy,

they appointed for treasurer Robert Morris, one of the deputies of

the state of Pennsylvania ; a man of high reputation, and po-sessed

of extensive knowledge and experience in commercial and financial

aflairs. His mind was active, his manners pure, his fortunu amjilc,

and his zeal for independence extremely ardent. He was author-

ized to oversee and direct the receipt and disbursement of the pub i".

money, to investigate the state of the public debt, and to digest and

report a new plan of administration. If the charge imposed on Mor-

ris was ponderous, the talent and firmness with which he sustained it,

were not less astonisliing. He was not slow in substituting regularity

for disorder, and good faith in the room of fraud.

The first, the most essentia! of tlie qualities of an administrator,

being exactness in the fulfillment of his obligations, the new treasurer

adhered with rigor to an invariable punctuality. He soon gathered

the fruits of it ; instead of a general distrust, there sprung up, by little

and little, a universal confidence. One of the first operatioiu of tlie

treasurer was to lay before congress an outline of a national bonk,

for oil the United States of America. He assigned to this bank a

capital of four hundred thousand dollars, divided in shares of four

hundred dollars each, in money of gold or silver, to be procured by

means of subscriptions ; by the same means this capital might be

increased, when expedient, and according to certain restrictions.

Twelve directors were to manage the bank ; it was recognized by

congress under the name of the president, directors and company of

the bank of North America. All its operations were to be subject to

the inspection of the treasurer. Such were the bases and principal

features of this establishment. The utility to be derived from it was,

that the bills of the bank, payable on demand, should be declared

legal money for the payment of all excises and taxes in each of the

United States, and receivable into the chests of the public treasury

as gold or silver. The congress adopted this plan by a special

decree. Subscribers presented themselves in throngs, and all the

shares were soon taken. The states realized an extraordinary

benefit Irom this institution. The treasurer, by means of exchequer

notes, was enabled to anticipate the produce of imposts and taxes.

Not content with having brought, by means of the bank, the capitals

and credit of the stockholders to the support of public credit, he wa»
disposed to operate the same effect in his own name, and with hii

private credit. He accordingly threw into circulation no small sum
of oblig^'itions signed by himself, and payable at different terms out o*
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forci/iti su!)si<lie«!, or even out of the revenues of the United States,

And altliough with time these obhgations hud amounted to upwards

of five hundred and eighty-one thousand dollars, they still never de-

preeialod, excepting, perhaps, a little towards the end of the war;

so great was tl>e confidence of the public in the good faith and

punctuality of the treasurer. Thus, at the very epoch in which the

credit of the state was almost entirely annihilated, and its bills nearly

without value, that of a single individual was stable and universal.

It is impossible to overrate the advantages which resulted to the

government from having, in these obligations of tlie treasuicr, the

means of anticipating the produce of taxes, at a time when such an-

ticipation was not o.dy necessary, but indispensable. By this aid it

was enabled to provide for the wants of the army, no longer by way

of requisitions, but by regular contracts. This new mode had the

most liaj)py elTects ; it produced economy in purchases, exactness in

6upprt«"s, and a cordial satisfaction among the people, who had always

manifested an extreme disgust at the compulsory requisitions. It

cannot be advanced, assuredly, that this anticipated employment of

the produce of taxes is an example to be imitated ; nor even can it

be denied, on the contrary, that it has dangers. But Robert IMorris

had the faculty of using this resource with so much discretion, and of

introducing so admirable an order and economy into all parts of the

public ex])ense, tliat no manner of inconvenience resulted from it.

But a foundation was necessary to all these new dispositions of the

treasurer ; and this foundation consisted in taxes. The congress

therefore decreed that the states should be required to furnish the

treasury, by way of assessments, with the sum of eight millions of

dollars ; and at the same time determined what should be, in this

sum. the contingent of each state. Such was the urgency of the

affairs of the republic, and the confidence that all had placed in the

treasurer, that the states conformed willingly to this new decree of

congress ; and thus ail efficacious remedy was at length applied to

the penury of the treasury. The solicitude of Robert Morris for the

prosperity of the state did not end here.

The province of Pennsylvania, as a country abounding in wheal,

was that from which was drawn the greater part of the supplies of

flour for the use of the army. The want of money had occasioned,

towards the beginning of the year, an extreme slowness in the de-

livery of these supplies. But Morris was no sooner in place, than

he employed his private credit in the piirchase of flour for the sol-

diers. He afterwards undertook, with the approbation of govern-

ment, to furnish the requisitions fot similar supplies that might bo

made upon Pennsylvania during the present year, on condition, how-
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ever, of being authorized to reimburse liimself froni the produce of

the apportioned contribution of that province. It amounted to up-

wards of eleven hundred and twenty thousand dollars. In tliis man-

ner, by the cares of the treasurer, public credit was resuscitated, and

the exhausted treasury was sufficiently replenished to meet expenses.

To him it was principally owing that the armies of America did not

disband ; and that the congress, instead of yielding to an inevitable

necessity, recovered the means not only of resisting the efforts of the

enemy, but even of resuming the oftensive with vigor and success.

Certainly, the Americans owed, and still owe, as much acknowledg-

ment to the fmancial operations of Robert Morris, as to the negotia-

tions ofBenjamin Franklin, or even to the arms ofGeorge Washington.

Before the salutary effect of this new system had braced the tot-

tering state, a sinister event had given room to fear that the present

year would prove the last of the republic. The terror it occasioned

was the fust cause, or at least the most powerful incitement, of the

introduction of a better method. At this time, as we have already

remarked, the soldiers experienced the most intolerable destitution,

not only of all the parts of military equipment, but even of articles

the most necessary to life. Their discontent was extreme. A par-

ticular motive still aggravated the ill humor of the regular troops of

Pennsylvania. They had enlisted for three years, or during all the war.

The ambiguity of the terms of their engagement led them to think it

had expireJ with the year 1730. They claimed, therefore, the right to

return to their homes, while thegovernment contended that they were

bound to serve to the end of the war. These two causes combined,

so heated all heads, that a violent tumult broke out in the night of the

first of January. The mutineers declared that they would march

under arms, to thie very place where congress was in session, in order

to obtain the redress of their grievances. Their number amounted to

near fifteen hundred men. The officers endeavored to quell the in-

surrection, but it was in vain ; and in the riot that ensued, several of

the seditious and one offiicer were killed. General Wayne presented

himself, a man by his valor of great authority with the soldiers ; he

advanced against the mutineers pistol in hand ; but he was told to

take care what he was about to do, or that even he would be cut to

pieces. Already their bayonets were directed against his breast.

Immediately after, collecting the artillery, baggage and wagons, wliich

belonged to their division, they put themselves on the march, in tlic

best order, upon Middlebrook. At night they intrenched themselves

with the same caution as if they had been in an enemy's country

They had elected for their chief a certain Williams, a British desert-

er, and had given ifnn a sort of counci. of war, composed ol all ihc
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sergeants of the companies. From Middlebrook they marched upon

Princeton, and encamped there. They would not suffer officers

among them. The marquis de la Fayette, general St. Clair, and

colonel Laurens, who had hastened to Princeton to endeavor to allay

the fersnent, were constrained to leave the town.

The news of the insurrection reached Philadelphia. The con-

gress viewed the affair in that serious light which its importance de-

manded. They immediately dispatched commissioners, among

whom were generals Reed and Sullivan, to investigate facts and

ordain measures calculated tore-establish tranquillity. Arrived in the

vicinity of Princeton, tliey sent to demand of the mutineers what was

the motive of their conduct, and what would content them ? They

answered with arrogance, that they were determined to be put off" no

lono-er with empty promises ; and their intention was, that all tho

soldiers who had served three years should have their discharge
;

that those who should be discharged, and those who should remain

in service, should receive immediately the full arrears of their pay,

clothing and provisions : and moreover, that they insisted on being

paid punctually for the future, without even the delay of twenty-four

hours.

General Clinton, who was at New York, being soon informed of

this defection in the American army, resolved to leave no means

untried that could turn it to advantage. He hastened to dispatch

to the insurgents, three American loyalists, commissioned to make

the following proposals to them in his name ; to be taken under tho

protection of the British government ; to have a free pardon for all

past oflcnses ; to have the pay due to them from congress faithfully

paid, without any expectation of military service in return, although

it would be received if voluntarily offered ; and the only conditions

required on their side, were to lay down their arms, and return to

their allegiance. The inability of congress to satisfy their just de-

mands, and the severity with which they would be treated if they

returned to their former servitude, were points to be strongly urged

by the agents ; and the insurgents were invited to send persons to

Amlxiy, to meet others who would be appointed by Clinton, in order

to dis( iiss and settle the treaty, and bring matters to a final conclu-

sion. But the British general thought proper to do yet more ; m
order to embolden the insurgents by his proximity, he passed over to

Staten Island with no small part of his troops. He would not, how-

ever, proceed still farther, and venture to set foot in New Jersey, for

fear of exciting a general alarm, and throwing the mutineers directly

back into the arms of congress. The insurgents made no positive

unswer to Clinton ; and they detained his emissaries. In the mean-
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time, the committee of congress and the delegates of the rebels had

opened a negotiation ; but such was the exasperation of minds on

botli sides, that it seemed next to impossible that the diH'erences

should be settled by an amicable adjustment. They first ofTcred to

grant discharges to those who had taken arms indeterminately, for

three years, or for the term of the war. In cases where the written

engagements could not be produced, the soldiers should be admitted

to make oath. They were promised certificates in reimbursement

of the sums they had lost by the depreciation of paper money ;

they were assured of the earliest possible payment of arrears ; of tho

immediate delivery of such articles of clothing as they stood in the

most urgent need of; and of a total oblivion with respect to their

past conduct. These propositions were not fruitless ; the mutineers

accepted them, and the disturbance was appeased. They afterwards

marched to Trenton, where the promises which had been made them

were realized. They delivered into the hands of the commissioners

the emissaries of Clinton, who were accordingly hanged without

ceremony or delay.

Thus terminated a tumult which had occasioned the most anxious

nppreiiensions to the American government, and inspired the British

general with the most flattering hopes. It is true that many excel-

lent soldiers solicited their discharge, and abandoned the army to

rejoin their families. Washington, during the mutiny, made no move-

ment whatever. He remained tranquil in his head-quarters at New
Windsor, on the banks of the Hudson. His conduct is tobeattrib-

uted to several motives. He apprehended lest his own soldiers

might take part in the insurrection, or lest their inconsiderable num-
ber rnight not be capable of overawing the mutineers. In retiring

from the borders of the Hudson, he must have left exposed to the

enterprises of the British general those passages which already had

been so often contested. His principal fear, however, was that of

lessening his authority over the troops, if he exerted it without suc-

cess, and it must be admitted that it might have had the most disas-

trous consequences. Perhaps also, within his own breast, he was
not sorry that the congress, as well as the governments of the se^ eral

•tates, should have been roused by such a spur ; that being struck

with the difficulty of collecting the funds necessary to the support of

tlie army, they might for the future redouble activity in that vital

part of the public service. A few days after this event, the regular

troops of New Jersey, excited by the example of the insurrection of

the Pennsylvanians, and encouraged by the success that attended it,

erected in like manner the standard of revolt. But Washington

marched against them a strong corps of soldiers whose fidelity has
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been proved in the late sedition ; the mutineers were soon brouglit

to a sense of duty ; and their ringleaders chastised with exemplary

severity. Tiiis act of rigor put an end to all mutinies. They were

followed at least by this salutary consequence, that the government,

more clear sighted with respect to its interests, made useful efforts to

remedy the origin of the evil. It sent to camp a sufficient quantity

of monev, in gold and silver, to discharge the pay of three months.

The soldiers, consoled by this relief, resumed patience to wait till the

operations of finance, which we have mentioned above, had produced

the happy efTects that were to be expected frjm them.

During the time in which the congress, supported by the opinion

of Washington and of the most influential individuals of the confed-

eration, labored to re-establish order in the internal administration,

the first source of military successes, the war was carried on with

spirit in the provinces of the south. General Greene marched at the

head of formidable forces to the deliverance of South Carolina.

Lord Cornwallis, considering it as a prey that could not escape him.

had left it almost without defense, in order to prosecute his designs

against Virginia. After his departure, the command of that province

devolved upon lord Rawdon, a young man full of ardor and talents.

He had established his head-quarters at Camden, a place fortified

with much diligence. Its garrison, however, was feeble, and, if it

sufficed for tiie defense of the town, it was by no means in a condi-

tion to keep tiie field. The same weakness existed in all the other

posts of the province, that were still occupied by the English. A»

the public sentiment was every where hostile to their domination,

they were compelled to divide their troops into a great number of

petty detachments, in order to maintain themselves in positions neces-

sary to their safety and subsistence. The principal of these points

were, the city of Charleston itself, and those of Camden, Ninety-

Six, and Augusta.

Upon the first rumor of the retreat of Cornwallis towards Virginia,

.he Carolinians had conceived hopes of a new order of things. Al-

ready, in many places, they had broken out with violence against

the British authorities. Sumpter and Marion, both very enterprising

men, fanned the fire of insurrection. They organized in regular com
panics all those ^f their party who rallied under their banners. They

held in check the frontiers of lower Carolina, while Greene, with the

main body of his army, marched upon Camden. His approach was

already felt in that city by a secret movement in his favor. To
animate the minds still more, he had detached colonel Lee, with hi»

light horse, to join Marion and Sumpter. Thus lord Rawdon found

lihnsolf all of a sudden assailed not only in front by the army ot
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Greene, but also in jeopardy of having the way intercepted to his

retreat upon Charleston. He was slow, however, in believing the

accounts which reached him respecting the movements of the enemy.

Lord Cornwallis had not neglected to notify him in an authentic

manner, that he evacuated Carolina to march against Virginia ; but

the inhabitants were so adverse to the British cause, that none of his

couriers had been able to traverse the country without falling into

their hands. And how was Rawdon to conceive that the fruit of the

Victory of Guildford should be to constrain lord Cornwallis to retire

before the enemy he had beaten ? Rawdon, however, did not allow

himself to be intimidated by the peril of his position ; he set himself,

on the contrary, to devise means for eluding it by his courage and

prudence. He would have wished to approach Charleston, but see-

ing the country infested by the light troops of Sumpter and Greene,

he soon relinquished the idea. He was also determined by the

consideration that Camden was a strong place, and capable of sus-

taining the first efforts of the enemy. He hastened, however, to

re-inforce the garrison with all those which he withdrew from posts

unsusceptible of defense : only leaving troops in fortified places.

Greene, at the head of his army, appeared in view of the ramparts

of Camden ; but he found them too well guarded to afford any

prospect of success from an attack, which he could only undertake

with insuflicient forces. He accordingly merely occupied the

heights, and intrenched himself upon an eminence, called Hobkirk

Hill, about a mile from the place. He was not without hopes of

being able to entice the British to combat ; for, though not in a

situation to force them behind their walls, he felt strong enough to

fight them in the open field. His position was formidably strong.

His front between the hill and Camden was covered by thick brush-

wood, and his left by a deep and impracticable swamp. The Amer-

icans guarded themselves with little care in this encampment ; they

placed too much confidence in the strength of the place, or in the

weakness of the enemy, or perhaps they did but abandon themselves

to that natural negligence which so many disasters had not yet been

able to cure them of. Lord Rawdon caused them to be watched

attentively ; he knew that they had sent their artillery to some dis-

tance in their rear, and immediately took a daring resolution, but

urged by circumstances, that of attacking. After having armed the

musicians, drummers, and every being in his army that was able to

rarry a fifelock, he left the city to the custody of the convalescents,

and marJied towards Hobkirk.

Not being able to cross the brushwood, nor yet the swamps,

which he had before him, he drew off to the right, and by taking

Ff
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an extensive circuit, turned the morass, and came down by surprise

upon the left flank of the American line. At the appearance of so

pressing a danger, Greene endeavored to repair, by the promptitude

of his dispositions, the negligence of which he felt himself culpable.

Having observed that the English marched very compact in a single

column, he conceived hopes of being able to fall upon their two

flanks. He accordingly ordered colonel Ford to attack the enemy's

left with a Maryland regiment, while colonel Campbell should assail

them on the right. He then directed a charge in front to be led

by colonel Gunby, while colonel Washington with his cavalry should

turn their right, and assault them in rear. The combat soon became

general, and was pushed with equal resolution on both sides. The
royal troops began at first to give way ; the ranks of their infantry

and cavalry were broken. Their disorder was still increased by a

violent fire of grape-shot, with which they were taken in rear by an

American battery which had just arrived upon the field of battle. In

this critical moment, lord Rawdon pushed forward a battalion of

Irish volunteers,and some other companies, of which he had formed

a reserve. These fresh troops restored the fortune of the day.

The action was grown excessively hot, and alternate undulations

equalized the success. But at length a Maryland regiment, vigor-

ously charged by the enemy, fell into confusion and took flight.

This struck a damp into the whole line, and the rout was shortly

general. The Americans attempted several times to rally, but

always in vain ; the English pushed them too fiercely. Tiiey enter-

ed almost at the same time with them into the intrenchments upon

the ridge.

IMeanwhile, colonel Washington, agreeably to the orders of his

general, had arrived with his corps of cavalry upon the rear of the

British army, before it had recovered from the disorder into which

it had been thrown by the first shock. He took advantage of it to

make a great number of prisoners. But when he saw that the posi-

tion of Greene was forced, he thought proper to retreat. A part of

the prisoners escaped ; the remainder he conducted to camp, wliere

he rejoined the main body of the army.

General Greene, after this check, had fallen back upon Gun
Swamp, five miles from Hobkirk, where he remained several days,

to collect the fugitives and re-organize the army. This aftair, which

was called the battle of Hobkirk, was fought the twenty-fifth of

April. Lord Rawdon, being inferior m cavalry, and enfeebled by a

great loss of men, instead of pursuing Greene, had re-entered within

the walls of Camden. He was desirous to make that place ths

center of his operations, and this he was the more inchned to do,
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since he nad just received a re-inforcement of troops under the con-

duct of colonel Watson. But he was informed that the inhabitants

of the whole interior country at his back, had revolted with one con-
sent, that already fort Watson had capitulated, and that those of
Granby, Orangeburgh and Motte, were closely invested. The last,

situated near the junction of the Congaree with the Santee, and con-
taining extensive magazines, was of no little importance. Lord
Rawdon, reflecting that all these forts were upon his rear, judged
his situation imminently hazardous. He therefore resolved to evac-

uate Camden, and retire lower down towards Charleston ; this

resolution he executed the ninth of 'Slay. He razed the fortifica-

tions, put in safety all the artillery and baggage, and brought off the

families of the loyalists, who by their zeal for the royal cause had
rendered themselves odious to the republicans. The whole army
arrived on the thirteenth at Nelsons Ferry, upon the banks of the

Santee river. Here, having received the unwelcome tidings that all

the forts mentioned above were fallen into the hands of the Ameri-
cans, the British general raised his camp, and carried it still farther

back to Eutaw Springs.

General Greene, perceiving that Rawdon, by retreating into the

lower parts of Carolina, had abandoned all thoughts of maintaining

himself in the upper country, formed a design to reduce ]\inety-Six

and Augusta, the only posts that still held out for the king. These
two forts were already invested by the militia headed by colonels

Pickens and Clarke. Greene appeared with his army before the

walls of Ninety-Six, and proceeded to push the siege by regular

approaches. One of the officers who distinguished themselves the

most in that operation was colonel Kosciusko, a young Pole, full of

enthusiasm for the cause of the Americans. The defense of the

place was directed by lieutenant-colonel Cruger. During this time,

colonel Pickens vigorously pushed his operations against the town of

Augusta, which was defended with equal bravery and ability by
colonel Brown. These two places were very strong, and could not

be reduced but by a long siege.

Meanwhile, Lord Rawdon saw with extreme solicitude that in

losing these posts, whose value he justly appreciated, he must also

lose the garrisons which defended them. A re-inforcement of three

regiments, newly arrived at Charleston from Ireland, gave him hopes

of being able to reheve these fortresses, and principally Ninety-Six.

Every course which presented itself to his mind being equally diffi-

cult and dangerous, he preferred, without hesitation, that which

appeared the most magnanimous. He received intelligence on his

inarch of the loss of Augusta. Pressed with great industry by colo-
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nel Pickens, and witnout hope of relief, thai place had just surren-

dered to the arms of congress. This disaster operated with the

British general as a new motive for endeavoring to preserve Ninety-

Six. Upon the rumor of the approach of Rawdon, Greene reflected

that the number and discipline of his soldiers was not sucii as to

afford a hope that he would be able to resist, at the same time, the

garrison of Ninety-Six, and the fresh and warlike troops that were

advancing against him. On the other hand, to raise the siege before

having attempted some vigorous stroke against the place, appeared

to him too disgraceful a step. Accordingly, however imjierfect

were the works of attack, he resolved to hazard an assault. He
had already reached the ditch, it is true, and had pushed a sap to

the foot of a bastion, but the fortifications were yet in a great meas-

ure entire. The body of the place was therefore to be considered

r^ being proof against insult. But general Greene was desirous at

east to save in his retreat the honor of the American arms. A
general assault was therefore given with extreme impetuosity, which

the English sustained with no less valor. Greene, seeing the terrible

carnage whicii the artillery made among his soldiers, in the ditcii

not yet filled up with the ruins of the breach, determined at length

to retire. Soon after this check, lord Rawdon being now but a

small distance from his camp, he raised it all at once, and withdrew

beyond the Tiger and the Broad rivers. The royalists followed

him, but in vain. The British general, having entered into Ninety-

Six, examined the state of the place, and was of opinion that it

could not hold out against a regular attack. He therefore put him-

self again on the march, directing it towards the lower parts of

Carolina, and proceeded to establish his head-quarters at Orange-

burgh. Imboldened by his retreat, Greene soon showed himself

before this last place. But at sight of the Britis.h forces, and of

their excellent position, covered by the windings of the river, he

paused, and bent his march towards the heights which border the

Santee.

The hot and sickly season being arrived, it effected that which

could not have been expected from the rage of men ; hostilities

ceased. It would seem that during this suspension of arms, civil

hatreds were rekindled with increase of fury. The English especial-

V. as if to revenge their defeats, showed themselves more exasperated

tnan the Americans. It was at this epoch that tiiere passed a lament-

able event, which excited to the highest degree the indignation of

all America, and particularly of the Carolinas. Colonel Isaac Hayne

had warmly espoused the cause of American Independence. Dur

ing the siege of Charleston he had served in a volunteer corps of
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light horse. After the surrender of that city, Hayne, who was
tenderly attached to his family, could not find in his heart to part

with it, in order to seek refuge in distant places against the tyranny

of the victors. He knew that other American officers had obtained

permission to return peaceably to their habitations, on giving their

parole not to act against the interests of the king. He repan-ed

therefore to Charleston, went to the British generals, and constituted

himseK their prisoner of war. But knowing all the resources of his

mind, and the authority he possessed among the inhabitants, they

wished to have him entirely in their power, and refused to receive

him in the character he was come to claim. They signified to him

that he must acknowledge himself for a British subject, or submit

to be detained in a rigorous captivity. This idea would not have

intimidated colonel Hayne ; but he could not endure that of being

so long separated from his wife and children. He knew also thai

they were under the attack of small-pox ; and soon after, in effect,

the mother and two of the children became the victims of that crue*

malady. Neither could he overlook, that if he did not accede to

what was exacted of him, an unbridled soldiery waited only the

signal to sack and devastate his plantations.

In this distressing alternative, the father, the husband triumphedl

in his breast ; he consented to invest himself with the condition of

British subject. The only favor he demanded was, that he might

not be constrained to bear arms against his party. This was solemnly

promised him by the British general Patterson, and by Simcoe, su-

perintendent of police at Charleston. But before taking this peril-

ous resolution, he had waited upon doctor Ramsay, the same who
afterwards wrote the history of the American revolution, praying

him to bear witness to the future that he by no means intended to

abandon the cause of independence. As soon as he had signed the

oath of allegiance, he had permission to return to his residence.

Meanwhile the war re-kindled with new violence ; and the Amer-
icans, hitherto beaten and dispersed, resumed the offensive with such

vigor that the British generals were alarmed at their progress. Then,

no longer regarding the promises which they had made to colonel

Hayne, they intimated to him an order to take arms and march with

.hem against the revolted republicans. He refused. The troops of

congress afterwards penetrated into the country ; the inhabitants of"

his district rose and elected him for their chief. No longer considering

himself bound to keep that faith which it appeared that others were;

not disposed to keep towards him, he yielded to the wish of hi.s

countrymen, and again took up those arms which he had laid

down through necessity. He scoured the country in the vicinity ot

TOL. II. F(*
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Charleston, at the head of a corps of dragoons. But it was not

long before he fell into an ambuscade laid for him by the British com-

manders. He was immediately conducted to the city, and thrust

into a deep dungeon. Without form of trial, lord llawdon and

colonel Balfour, the commandant of Charleston, condemned him

to death. This sentence appeared to every one, as it was in reality,

an act of barbarity. Even deserters are indulged with a regular

trial, and find defenders ; spies only are deprived of this privilege by

the laws of war. Royalists and republicans all equally pitied the

colonel, whose virtues they esteemed ; they would fain have saved

his life. They did not restrict themselves to mere wishes
;
a depu-

tation of loyalists, having the governor in behalf of the king at their

head, waited upon lord Rawdon, and earnestly solicited him in favor

of the condemned. The most distinguished ladies of Charleston

united their prayers to the general recommendation that his pardon

might be granted. His children, still of tender age, accompanied by

their nearest relations, and wearing mourning for their mother, whom
they had so recently lost, threw themselves at the feet of Rawdon,

demanding with the most touching cries the life of their unhappy

father. All the bystanders seconded with floods of tears the petition

of these hapless orphans. Rawdon and Balfour obstinately refused

to mitigate the rigor of their decision.

When about to be conducted to death, colonel Hayne called into

his presence his eldest son, then thirteen years of age. He delivered

him papers addressed to the congress, then said to him ;
' Thou

wilt come to the place of my execution ; thou wilt receive my body,

and cause it to be deposited in the tomb of our ancestors.' Being

arrived at the foot of the gibbet, he took leave in the most affecting

manner of the friends who surrounded him, and armed himself to his

last moment with the firmness which had honored his life. He was.

in the same degree, a man of worth, a tender father, a zealous

patriot, and an intrepid soldier. If the tyranny of the prince, or

the impatience of the people, render political revolutions sometimes

inevitable, it is certainly much to be deplored that the first and prin-

cipal victims of this scourge, should be, almost always, citizens the

most worthy of general esteem and aflfection. After having taken

this cruel vengeance of a man so universally respected, lord Rawdon

left the capital of Carolina clouded with melancholy, and brooding

terrible reprisals; he made sail for England. To this act of rigor

on the part of the English generals, without doubt, may be applied

the ancient adage ;
' An extreme justice is an extreme injury.' But

whatever may be thought of its justice, it must be admitted, that the

English, in showing themselves so ruthless at a moment when their
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affairs were already in such declension, appeared much more eager

to satiate the fury of a vanquished enemy than to accomplish an
equitable law. The aversion of the Americans for their barbarous

foes, acquired a new character of implacable animosity. The officers

of the army of general Greene solicited him to use reprisals, declar

ing that they were ready to run all the lisks that might ensue from it

He issued, in effect, a proclamation, by which he threatened to retali-

ate the death of colonel Hayne upon the persons of the British

officers that might fall into his hands. Thus to the evils inseparable

from war, were joined the excesses produced by hatred and ven-

geance.

General Greene, during this interval, had not remained idle in his

camp upon the heights of the Santee. He had occupied himself

without relaxation in strengthening his army, in perfecting the old

troops by frequent maneuvers, and in disciplining the new corps.

His diligence had not failed of success. Re-inforced by the militia

of the neighboring districts, he saw under his banners soldiers no less

formidable to the English by their warlike ardor than by their num-
ber. The temperature of the season being become less burning, at

the commencement of September, he resolved to employ his forces

in expelling the British troops from the few towns which they still

occupied in South Carolina, besides the city of Charleston. Having
taken a circuitous march towards the upper Congaree, he passed it,

and descended rapidly along the right bank with all his army, in order

to attack the English, who, under the command of colonel Stewart,

occupied the post of Macords Ferry, near the confluence of that

river with the Santee. The royalists, on seeing the approach of an
enemy so superior in force, and especially in cavalry, reflected that

they were too remote from Charleston, whence they drew their sub-

sistence. They hastened therefore to quit Macords Ferry, and fell

back upon Eutaw Springs, where they labored to intrench them-
selves. Greene pursued them thither, and the eighth of September
witnessed the battle ofEutaw Springs. According to the dispositions

of the American general, the vanguard was composed of the mihtia

of the two Carolinas, and the center of the regular troops of those

provinces, of Virginia, and of Maryland. Colonel Lee with his legion

covered the right flank, and colonel Henderson the left. The rear-

guard consisted of the dragoons of colonel Washington and the militia

of Delaware. It was a corps of reserve destined to support the first

lines. The artillery advanced upon their front.

The British commander formed his troops in two lines ; the firs*

was defended on the right by the little river Eutaw, and on the left

by a thick wood. The second, formin'^ a reserve, r.rown«H th^
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heights which command the Charleston road. After some skir-

mishing between the marksmen of the one and other army, they fell

back behind the ranks, and the engagement became general. It was

supported for a considerable time with balanced success ; but at

length, the militia of Carolina were broken, and retired in disorder.

The British division, whicii formed the left of the first line, quitted its

position to pursue them. In this movement it lost its distances, and

could no longer combat in company with the other part of the line.

The Americans observed this opening, and profited of it immediately.

Greene pushed forward his second line; it charged so vigorously,

that the English, in their turn, were shaken, and began to recoil in

confusion. To complete their rout, colonel Lee with his cavalry

turned their left, and fell upon their rear. This maneuver precipi-

tated the flight of all that wing of the British army. The right alone

still held firm. But Greene caused it to be attacked briskly in front

by the regular troops of Maryland and Virginia, while the cavalry of

colonel Washington took it in flank. The trepidation then became

general ; all the corps of the British army tumbled one over another,

through haste to recover their intrenchments. Already the Ameri-

cans had taken several pieces of artillery and a great number of

prisoners. Victory seemed completely in their hands. But how

often has it been remarked, that the events of war depend upon the

caprices of chance ! Troops accustomed to a rigid discipline are

frequently able to rally in the midst of disorder, and recover, in an

«nstant, what they appeared to have lost irreparably. The battle we

describe affords a memorable example of it. The English, in their

flight, threw themselves into a large and very strong house, where

they resolved to make a desperate defense. Others took shelter in

a thick and almost impenetrable brushwood ; and others in a garden

fenced with palisades. Here the action re-commenced with more

obstinacy than at first. The republicans did all that was to be ex-

pected of valiant soldiers, to dislodge their enemies from these new

posts. The house was battered by four pieces of artillery. Colonel

Washington, on the right, endeavored to penetrate into the wood, and

colonel Lee to force the garden. Their eflforts were vain ; the

English defended themselves so strenuously, that they repulsed the

assailants with heavy loss. Colonel Washington himself was wounded

and taken. The conflict was fierce, the carnage dreadful ; but no

where more than about the house. Meanwhile, colonel Stewart,

having rallied his right wing, pushed it forward, by a circuitous

movement, against the left flank of the Americans. This bold ma-

neuver convinced the American general that he would but vaioly

waste torrents of blood in further attempts to drive the enemy from
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their posts, and he ordered a retreat. He returned to his first en-

campment, some miles distant from the field of battle. This retro-

grade march was attributed to want of water. He brought off about

five hundred prisoners, and all his wounded, with the exception of

those who were too near the walls of the house. He lost two pieces

of cannon. The English passed the rest of the da) in their intrench-

ments. At night, they abandoned them, and descended to Monks
Corner. The Americans write that the royalists, in their hurry, had

staved the casks containing spirituous liquors, and broken, or thrown

into the Eutaw, a great quantity of arms. The loss of Greene in this

action was estimated at upwards of six hundred men in killed,

wounded and prisoners ; that of Stewart, inclusive of the missing,

was much more considerable. The American soldiers exhibited in

this combat an extraordinary valor. Impatient to close with their

enemies, they promptly resorted to the bayonet, a weapon which

they seemed to dread in the commencement of hostilities, and which

was now become so formidable in their war-trained hands. The
congress voted public thanks to those who had taken part in the

battle of Eutaw Springs. They presented general Greene with a

conquered standard acd a medal of gold.

A short time after, having received some re-inforcements, he re-

solved to make another trial of fortune, and marched against the

English in lower Carohna. His appearance in the environs of

Monks Corner, and of Dorchester, decided them to evacuate the

open country, and shut them.selves up entirely within Charleston.

They contented themselves with sending out scouts, and foraging

parties, who durst not venture far from the place. Greene, from his

great superiority in light troops, repulsed them upon all points, and

intercepted their convoys. In this manner the American general put

an end to the campaign of the south. After a long and sanguinary

struggle, his masterly maneuvers recovered to the confederation the

two Carolinas and Georgia, excepting only the two capitals of the

one and other province, which still obeyed the Enghsh, with a slender

portion of territory in their immediate vicinity ; such were the fruits

of the resolution taken by lord Cornwallis, at Wilmington, of carrying

his arms against Virginia. But to Greene great eulogies are due for

the talents he signalized in this conjuncture. When he came to

relieve general Gates in the command of the southern army, the

state of things was not only calamitous, but almost desperate. By
his genius, activity and boldness, the evil was remedied so promptly,

that from vanquished, his soldiers became soon victorious ; from

Jespondency, the people passed to a confidence without bounds

;
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and the English, but now so arrogant, were forced to seek their only

safety behind tlie walls of Charleston.

The social qualities, ingenuousness and affability of manners, set

off in Greene the glory of the warrior. His virtues triumphed over

envy itself; illustrious for the eminent services which he rendered

his country, and uniformly modest and unaffected, he merited that

his name should be transmitted immaculate to posterity. Virginia

was less fortunate than Carolina ; Arnold, as if he had coveted to

couple the name of bandit with that of traitor, carried fire and sword

into that province. Private property he respected as little as that of

the state. This horrible expedition, as we have already remarked,

had been ordained by the British generals with no other view but

that of seconding the efforts of Cornwalhs in the Carolinas, by

diverting the attention and dividing the forces of the enemy. In

effect, the reduction of Virginia to the power of the king, with means

60 inadequate, was a thing impossible to be executed, or even to be

expected. This was soon demonstrated. The disastrous conse-

quences of the plan adopted by Cornwallis, were equally fatal for

Arnold. Already, the rising of the militia of all the adjacent parts

had forced him to abandon the open country, and fall back with

precipitation upon Portsmouth, where he fortified himself with

extreme diligence. On the other hand, Washington, attentive to all

his movements, and wishing to gratify the just resentment of the

American nation towards its betrayer, formed a design to environ him

%o effectually, by land and sea, as to render his escape impossible.

With this intent, he had detached the marquis de la Fayette towards

Virginia, at the head of twelve hundred light infantry ; and had also

mduced the commander of the French fleet at Rhode Island to

dispatch a squadron of eight sail of the line, under the chevalier

Destouches, to cut off the retreat of Arnold from the Chesapeake.

But the English being early apprised of it, admiral Arbuthnot made

sail from New York with a squadron of equal force, and fell in with

the French off Cape Henry. A warm engagement ensued, in which

the loss of the two fleets was nearly balanced. The French, how-

ever, found themselves constrained to relinquish their designs, and

returned to Pvhode Island. Upon this intelligence, M. de la Fayette,

who was already arrived at Annapolis in Maryland, marciied thence

to the head of Elk. Thus Arnold escaped from, probably, the

most imminent danger in which he had ever been involved. The

Americans had afterwards occasion to send a flag to his head-

quarters. It is related, that the traitor general asked the person who

bore it, what they would have done with him if they had taken him ?

The American answered without hesitation ;
" If we had taken thee

\
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we should have buried, with every mark of honor, that of thy legs,

which was wounded when thou wast in our service ; the rest of thy

body we sliould have hanged."

On hearing of the danger which had menaced Arnold, general

Clinton doubted the generals of congress might be more happy in a

second attempt. He therefore immediately dispatched a re-inforce-

ment of two thousand men, under the conduct of general Phillips.

His junction with Arnold put them in condition to resume the

offensive ; and their inroads into Virginia were again signalized by

devastation and pillage. At Osborn, they destroyed a great number

of vessels, rich magazines of merchandise, and principally of tobacco.

The baron Steuben, who commanded the republicans, found himself

too weak to resist. Fortunately, the marquis de la Fayette arrived

in time to save the opulent city of Richmond. There, however, he

was forced to witness the conflagration ofManchester, a town situated

opposite to Richmond, upon the right bank of the James river.

The English were pleased to burn it without any necessity. But

soon this partisan war was directed towards a single and determinate

object. General Phillips had received intelligence that lord Corn-

wallis approached, and that he was already on the point of arriving

at Petersburgh. M. de la Fayette was advised of it likewise.

Both, accordingly, exerted themselves to reach Petersburgh before

tlie troops that were advancing from Carolina ; the one to join Corn-

wallis, the other to prevent this junction. The English outstripped

their adversaries, and occupied that httle city. There general

Phillips was carried off by a malignant fever ; his military talents

rendered his loss peculiarly painful to his party.

After a march of three hundred miles, in the midst of difficulties

of every sort, lord Cornwallis at length arrived at Petersburgh,

where he took the general command of all the British forces. The

estabhshment of the seat of war in Virginia, coincided perfectly with

the designs which the British ministers had formed upon this prov-

ince. As soon as they were informed of the victory of Guildford,

they had persuaded themselves that the two Carolinas were entirely

reduced under the authority of the king, and that little else remained

to be done, besides re-organizing in them the accustomed civil admin •

istration. They had not the least doubt that wise regulations would

consummate the work, which the arms of CornwaUis had so happily

commenced. They built, with particular confidence, on the support

of the loyalists. Notwithstanding so many fatal experiments, so

many abortive hopes, they still eagerly listened to all the illusions,

and to all the news spread by the refugees, so unavoidably impelled

by their position to cherish the wildest chimeras. The British
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government therefore expected that the co-operation of the loyalists,

a few garrisons left in the most important posts, together with the

terror of the arms of Cornwallis, would suffice to curb the patriots,

and to confirm the submission of these provinces. As to Virginia,

intersected by a great number of broad and deep rivers, whose

mouths form upon its coasts several gulfs or bays suitable for anchor-

age, the naval forces sent thither by Rodney from the West Indies,

seemed to guaranty the naval superiority of England in those wa-

ters. Accordingly, the ministers never allowed themselves to doubt,

that if this province could not be entirely reduced, it would at least

be very easy to press it and waste it to such a degree that its utility

should cease for the American union. They had therefore decided

that the commanders of the land forces should make choice of an

advantageous position upon the coasts of Virginia, and that they

should secure the possession of it by fortifications capable of repel-

ling all attacks of the enemy. This measure and the presumed

superiority of the British marine, appeared to the cabinet of St.

James a sure pledge of the entire subjugation of Virginia ; and

for the reasons already stated, it felt perfectly assured of the posses-

sion of the two Carolinas, as also of Georgia. It was deemed the

more certain that nothing was to be feared from the French squad-

rons, as the coasts of these vast provinces are nearly without ports,

and since the few they offer were in the power of the royal troops.

Finding themselves thus already masters of four rich provinces in the

south, as well as of that of New York, inestimable alike for its

resources, and for its ports, the ministers persuaded themselves that

the moment could not be distant when the Americans would yield

through weariness and exhaustion. They felicitated themselves that,

at all events, they were able to resume the offensive.

Such were the reasonings at London ; but it was not known there

that the British fleets, instead of having the advantage in point of

force, were decidedly inferior in the American seas; that the Caro-

hnas, instead of being in the power of the king, were returned

almost totally under that of the congress ; and that although Corn-

waUis was indeed arrived in Virginia, he had shown himself there,

notwithstanding his success at Guildford, rather as vanquished than

victor.

Meanwhile, Cornwallis, after having staid a few days at Peters-

burgh, where he was re-inforced by some hundred soldiers, sent him

from New Yorkby Clinton, took a resolution to cross the river James,

and penetrate into the interior of Virginia. He had little apprehen-

sion of meeting American troops ; supposing them both too weak

and too much dispersed to attempt resistance. In effect, the baron
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Steuben occupied the upper parts of the province, the marquis tie la

Fayette, the maritime districts, and general Wayne, who was on the

march with the regular troops of Pennsylvania, was still at a great

distance. Tlie British general therefore crossed the river without

opposition at Westover ; the marquis de la Fayette had retired behind

the Chickahominy. Thence Cornwallis detached a corps which

occupied Portsmouth. The loyalists, or those who wished to appear

such, repaired to that city in order to give in their paroles and

receive protections. The county of Hanover was entirely oveirun

by the foragers of the British army. Lord Cornwallis was informed,

about this time, that many of the most considerable men of the

country were assembled in convention at Charlotteville, to regulate

the affairs of the province ; and that the baron Steuben was posted

at tlje Point of Fork, situated at the junction of the rivers James

and Rivana. The Americans had established at this place maga-

zines of arms and munitions of war. These advices, added to the

consideration that this part of the territory, not having yet been the

theater of war, was likely to abound in every kind of supplies, deter-

mined lord Cornwallis to attempt, first of all, the expeditions of

Charlotteville and the Point of Fork. He committed the first to

Tarlelon, the second to Simcoe. Both were crowned with success.

The first, by the rapidity of his march, arrived so unexpectedly upon

the city that he seized a great number of deputies, and made himself

master of a considerable quantity of warlike stores and provision.

But the personage whom he had it most at heart to secure, was one

of those who escaped him, and that was Thomas Jefferson, since

president of the United States ; having had the good fortune to be

timely apprised of the approach of the British troops, he put himself

out of their reach ; not, however, without having first, with extreme

pains and the assistance of his neighbors, provided for the safety of

no small quantity of arms and ammunition. If Tarleton had some-

times complained of the too great benignity of his comrades, no one,

assuredly, could make him the same reproach. His rapacity a.nd

imprudence no longer observed any bounds ; nothing was sacred in

his sight, nothing escaped his barbarous hands. Simcoe, on liis part,

had moved with equal celerity against the baron Steuben. That

general might have made a vigorous resistance ; it is not known what

motive could have decided him to a precipitate retreat ; and yet he

was not able to protect his rear guard against the pursuit of the Brit-

ish, who reached it, and cut a part of it in pieces. When the

colonels Tarleton and Simcoe were returned to camp, lord Corn-

wallis, traversing a rich and fertile country, marched upon Rich-

mond, and, a little after, upon Williamsburgh, the capital of Virginia.

VOL. II. Gg
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His liglit troops, liowcvcr, could no longer forage at large ; the

marquis de la Fayette had joined the baron Sieuben, and having

been re-inforced by the Pennsylvania regiments of general Wayne,
ne found himself in a situation to watch all the movements of the

British army, and to cut off the parties that ventured to stray from

it. Cornvvallis received at this same time orders from general Clin-

ton, requiring him to re-embark a part of his troops for New York
Not that Clinton meditated any important stroke ; but he had been

advised of the approach of the alhes, and he expected to see the

storm burst upon his head. He fea-red at the same lime for New
York, Statcn Island, and Long Island ; his force was not sufficient

for their defense. In order to obey, Cornwallis marched his troops

towards the banks of the James river. He intended, after having

passed it, to repair to Portsmouth, where he would have embarked

the corps destined foi New York. But as M. de la Fayette follow-

ed him extremely close, he found himself constrained to make a halt

upon the left bank of the river, and to take possession of a strong

position, in order to repress the impetuosity of his adversary, and

give time to his troops for passing the artillery, munitions and bag-

gage to the other side. He encamped therefore along the river,

having his right covered by a pond, and the centre and left by

swamps.

Meanwhile, the American vanguard, commanded by general

Wayne, had advanced very near. The English dispatched spies

among the Americans, in order to make them beheve that the bulk

of the royal army had already passed to the right bank, and that

only a feeble rear guard remained upon the left, consisting of the

Bititish legion and some detachments of infantry. Whether the

republicans allowed themselves to be caught in this snare, or that

they were hurried away by an inconsiderate valor, they fell with

great fury upon the royal troops. Already the regular regiments of

Pennsylvania, led by general Wayne, had passed the sv.amp, and
fiercely assailed the left wing of the royalists ; and notwithstanding

the great superiority of the enemy, the assailants appeared nowise

daunted. But the English, having passed the pond, advanced against

the left wing, which consisted entirely of militia. Having dispersed

it without difficulty, they showed themselves upon the left flank of

Wayne. At the same time, evtending their own left beyond the

swamp, they had turned his right, and manifested an intention of

surrounding him on every side. The marquis de la Fayette per*

ceived this maneuver, and immediately directed Wayne to fall back.

He was unable to execute this movement without leaving two pieces

of cannon in the power of the enemy M. de la Fayette remained
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some time at Green Springs, in order to collect the scattered soldiers.

Cornwallis re-entered his intrenchments. The approach of niofht.

and the nature of the country, broken with woods and marshes, pre-

vented him from pursuing the Americans. The next morning before

sunrise, hedctaciied his cavalry upon the route taken by the marquis

de la Fayette, with orders to hang upon his rear, and harass him as

much as possible. All the harm it did him, consisted in the taking

of a few soldiers who had lagged behind. It is presumable, that if

Cornwallis had advanced the followingday with all his force, he might

have cut off the republicans entirely. But all his views were directed

towards Portsmouth, in order to embark the troops there which Clin-

ton expected at New York. When he had passed the river James

with his whole army, he accordingly hastened to Portsmouth ; but

upon a strict examination of places, he was convinced that they did

not offer him a position suitable by its strength and other advantages

to favor the ulterior designs of Clinton. He proceeded, however, with

diligence to embark the troops. In the meantime, he received nev

'nstructions from Clinton, directing him to return to Williamsburgh,

10 retain all the troops he had with him, and instead of Porismo4.ith,

to make his place of arms of Point Comfort, in order to have, in any

•.2vent, a secure retreat.

Two principal causes had determined general Clinton to embrace

this new resolution ; he had received from Europe a re-inforcement

.>f three thousand Germans ; and he was influenced, besides, by a

desire to open himself a passage by way of Hampton and the James

I'iver, towards that fertile and populous part of Virginia which lies

between the James and York rivers. But Point Comfort, on attentive

examination, was found an equally unfavorable and defective position

for an intrenched camp, and no less inco.mpetent than Portsmouth

for the purposes in view. It was therefore determined to relinquish

the design of fortifying it. The plan of future operations requiring,

however, the occupation of a fixed point in the country comprehend-

ed by the above mentioned rii ers, lord Cornwallis resolved to repass

the river James with all his a -my, and take up his head-quarters al

Yorktown. The marquis de la Fayette was desirous to oppose his

passage ; but the Americans that were in his camp would not con-

eent to march lower down towards Portsmouth.

Yorktown is a village situated upon the right bank of the river

Y ork, and oppcfeite to anothe r smaller town called Gloucester. The
latter is built upon a point of land which projects into the river from

the left side, and which considerably diminishes the breadth of its

channel. The water is deep there, and capable of receiving the largest

ehips of war. On the right of Yorktown flows a marshy stream ; in
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front of the place, for the distance of a mile, the ground is open and

level. In advance of this plain is a wood, whose left extends to the

river, and whose right is bordered by a creek. Beyond the wood

the country is champaign and cultivated. Cornwallis applied his

attention to intrench himself in the strongest possible manner upon

this ground.

After the affair of Jamestown, the marquis de la Fayette had

retired between the rivers Mattapony and Pamonky, the waters of

which, united, compose the York river. Upon intelligence of the

new i)osition taken by Cornwallis, he re-crossed the Pamonky, and

took post in the county of New Kent ; not that he intended to attack

the English ; his force did not admit of it ; but he was disposed, at

least, to liarass them, to repress their excursions, and to prevent

their foraging in the country. Washington had intrusted M. de la

Fayette with the charge of defending Virginia ; he acquitted him-

self of it in the most satisfactory manner ; sometimes by his maneu-

vers holding Cornwallis in check, and sometimes combating him with

vigor, he at length conducted liim to a place, where he might hope

to be seconded by the powerful French fleet that was expected upon

the American coast.

Hitherto tiie campaign of Virginia had presented no inconsidera-

ble vicissitude of events; but all equally destitute of importance.

The scene was changed ; and the plan which tended, by a decisive

Ktroke, to put an end to the whole American war, drew day by day

more near to its accomplishment. The American government was

informed that the count de Grasse, with his fleet and a body of land

troops, was about to arrive. It therefore neglected no dispositions

that were demanded by the occasion, in order to be in a situation to

profit of the great superiority which the allies were soon to have,

as well by land as by sea. To this end, Washington and Rocham-

beau had an interview at Wethersfield. The count de Barras, who

commanded the French squadron at anchor in Rhode Island, was

hkewise to have been present at the conference, but wasditained by

other duties. The siege of New York was resolved upon between

the two generals. They agreed, that it was necessary to wrest from

the English that shelter, which, from the commencement of hostilities

to the present hour, had been so favorable to their enterprises.

From that day, all the movements of the French and Americans

were directed towards this object. They had calculated them m
such a manner as that the appearance of the count de Grasse upon

the American coasts, should be the signal for commencing the siege.

Clinton so dreaded the blow, that solely on this account he had

determined, as we have seen, to recall a part of the tioops of Corn-
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wallis, prior to the arrival of the German corps. Washington cher-

ished good hope of success in the expedition of New York ; he felt

assured that the states of the Union, particularly those of ihe north,

would promptly satisfy the requisitions which had been made them,

to furnish each a determinate number of soldiers. But they had

accomplished only in part the desires of the commander-in-chief.

Instead of twelve or fifteen thousand continental troops that he had

iioped to assemble for an operation of this importance., he found him-

self at the head of only four or five thousand regulars, and about an
equal number of militia. It was. however, to be considered, tliat the

conquest of New York would require great efforts, since general

Clinton had a garrison there of more than ten thousand men. The
enterprise could not reasonably be undertaken with so inadequate a

force. Moreover, the count de Grasse had declared that, in conse-

quence of the orders of his sovereign, and of the convention he had

made with the Spaniards in the West Indies, it would not be possible

for him to remain upon the coast of America lat.i than the middle

of October ; and assuredly so short a space of tiu.c would not have

sufficed for the reduction of New York. Finally, it was known that

sea officers in general, and especially the French, had no little repug-

nance to crossing the bar which lies at the entrance of the harbor of

that city. All these considerations diverted Wasiiington from his

purpose of besieging New York. He rellected, that although his

army was too weak for that enterprise, it was nevertheless sufficient

to act with great probability of success against Cornwallis in Vir-

ginia ; and he accordingly decided for the more attainable object.

But the movements he had already made, having given jealousy to

Clinton for New York, he resolved, notwithstanding diat he had

changed his plan, to nourish the suspicions of his adversary by a
series of the most spirited demonstrations ; to the end that he might

not penetrate his real design, and throw obstacles in its way. In

order to lead him more speciously into the snare, he wrote letters to

the southern commanders and to members of the government, inform-

ing them of his determination to attack New York. He sent these

dispatches by such ways as he knew would expose them to be inter-

cepted by the enemy. The stratagem succeeded perfectly. Clin-

ton, full of apprehension for a city which had become his place of

arms, was mdefatigable in multiplying its defenses. In the mean-
time the count de Rochambeau had set out from Rhode Island, at

the head of five thousand French, and was already advanced near

the borders of the Hudson. Washington broke up his camp at

New Windsor, and went to meet him upon the eastern bank. After

their junction, the combined armies encamped at Philipsburgh, in a
Gg*
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situation to overawe Kingsbridge and tlie adjoining posts, and even
to alarm the island of JNew York. They afterwards actually look

post at Kingsbridge, and continued to insult the British out{)osts on
all sides. JNot content with these demonstrations, the principal

officers of both armies, attended by the engineers, reconnoitered the

island of ^cw York closely on both sides from the opposite sliores
;

and to render appearances the more serious, took plans of all the

works under the fire of their batteries. At the same time, a report

of the expected daily arrival of the count de Grasse was sedulously

propagated ; and to give it full confirmation, when they had received

advices from that commander of the time at which he hoped to

arrive at the Chesapeake, the French troops advanced towards

Sandy Hook, arid the coasts opposite Staten Island, with an apparent

view of seconding the operations of the fleet, in forcing the one and
seizing upon the other. This deception was carried so far, as to

the establishment of a bakery near the mouth of the Rarilon, and
just within the Hook.

According to these different movements of the combined army,

general Clinton no longer doubted but that New York was menaced
with an immediate attack. But the time was now at hand, when
this bandage, which had been drawn with so much address over the

eyes of the British commander, was ready to fall, and admit him to

a clear view of the truth. Wjjen AVashington had authentic intelli-

gence that the count de Grasse was no longer far from the Chesa-

peake, he suddenly passed the Croton, then the Hudson ; and
proceeded by forced marches through New Jersey to Trenton upon
the Delaware. He gave out, hov.ever, and even persuaded the

British general by his demonstrations, that his only object was to

draw him out of New York, in order to fight him in the open field

with superior forces. Clinton, thinking to defeat one slirewd turn

by another, remained behind his walls ; but the American general-

issimo, having at length received advice that the French fleet was in

sight of the coasts, no longer delayed to cross the Delaware. He
marched with extreme celerity across Pennsylvania, and appeared

all of a sudden at the head of Elk, upon the northern extremity of

the Chesapeake bay. An hour after, so admirably had the operations

been concerted, or rather by the most fortunate accident, the count

de Grasse entered into the bay the twenty-eighth of August, with

twenty-five sail of the line ; and no sooner was he arrived than he

set himself to execute the plan agreed upon. He blocked rp the

mouths of the two rivers of York and James. By making himself

master ot the first, he cut off all maritime correspondence between

Cornwallis and New York ; by the occupation of the second, he
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opened a communication with the marquis de la Fayette, wlio had

already descended as far as Williamsburgh. His position had occa-

sioned at first some disquietude. It was feared lest Cornwallis,

perceiving at length the circle that was traced around him, migiit

profit of the superiority that ho still had over the marquis, to fall

upon him, overwhelm him, and thus escape into the Carolinas. Not
a moment was lost in preventing so fatal a stroke ; three thousand

French troops embarked in light boats, and, commanded by the

marquis de St. Simon, ascended the James river, and made their

junction with the marquis de la Fayette ; he had established his

head-quarters at Williamsburgh. The English had already much
increased the fortifications of Yorklown, and were still at work on

them with indefatigable industry. The allies had therefore to

expect a siege in form ; and a powerful train of heavy artillery was

indispensably necessary. Three days before the arrival of M. de

Gracse in the Chesapeake, the count de Barras had made sail from

Rhode Island with four ships of the line and some frigates or cor-

vettes ; he had embarked whatever implements of siege he had

been able to collect. But he was not ignorant that a numerous
British squadron lay in the port of New York, and he was sensible

that the succor with which he was charged could not be intercept-

ed without destroying all hope of success. He had therefore stood

far out to sea, and, after reaching the waters of the Bahama islands,

had shaped his course for the Chesapeake. Admiral Hood had
appeared at the entrance of that bay, with fourteen sail of the line,

the very day on which the count de Grasse had arrived there ; dis-

appointed at not finding admiral Graves, whom he had counted upon
meeting in those waters, he immediately dispatched a swift-sailing

frigate to apprise him of his arrival, and proceeded, without loss of

time, to join him with all his fleet at Sandy Hook. Admiral Graves,

as we have already seen, had received no previous notice whatever

of the intended approach of Hood. His ships also had suffered

extremely by violent gales of wind, during his cruise in the waters of

Boston, and were entirely out of condition to put to sea. The chief

command having devolved on him, as senior officer, the moment ho
was informed that the count de Barras had set sail from Rhode
Island, he had pushed the reparation of his fleet with so much activ-

ity, that by the last day of August it was again fitted for sea. At
the head of nineteen sail of the line, he set sail for the Chesapeake,
which he hoped to gain before the count de Barras. It appears, that

he was still in total ignorance of the arrival of the count de Grasse

in that bay. As soon as the British admi»-al had made Cape Henry,
he discovered the French fleet, which consisted at that moment of
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twenty-four sail of the line. It extended from the cape to the bank

called the Middle Ground. Notwithstanding he had five ships less

than his adversary, Graves prepared himself instantly for action. On
the other hand, the count de Grasse, at sight of the Brilish fleet,

slipped his cables with admirable promptitude, and, full of confi-

dence in victory, advanced with press of sail to encounter the enemy.

The intention of the English was to engage as close an action as

possible. They perceived how fatal an influence the loss of so im-

portant an occasion miglit have upon the success of the British arms,

and even upon the issue of the war. A total defeat would scarcely

have been more prejudicial to the interests of England than a loose

and indecisive battle. It left the French masters of the Chesapeake,

and lord Cornwallis still exposed to the same perils. But the count

de Grasse, sensible of his advantages, would not commit to the

caprices of fortune the decision of events, which he considered him-

self as already certain of controlling. This prudent course seemed

also to be prescribed him by the absence of fifteen hundred of his

seamen, who were then employed in conveying M. de St. Siinon's

troops up the river James ; and the British fleet made its appear-

ance so suddenly, that there was no time for recalling them. The

count de Grasse wished only to arrest the enemy by partial and

distant collisions, long enough to cover the arrival of the count de

Barras.

With these opposite intentions the two admirals advanced the one

against the other. The engagement soon became extremely warm

between their vans ; some ships of the center also took part in it.

The French, who were not willing that the- action should become

too general, drew oflf their vanguard, which had already suffered

severely. The approach of night, and the nearness of hostile shores,

dissuaded the British admiral from the resolution of renewing the

eno-af^ement. His own van had likewise been very roughly treated.

The ships most damaged were the Shrewsbury, the Montague, the

Ajax, the Intrepid, and the Terrible. The latter was so shattered

and torn, that the water gained upon all the eflTorts of her pumps ; she

was burnt by order of admiral Graves. The English lost in this

action, in killed and wounded, three hundred and thirty-six sailors

and marines ; the French little more than two hundred.

The hostile fleets continued for four successive days, partly repair-

in<y their damages, and partly maneuvering in sight of each other ; but

the French having generally maintained the wind, and their motives

for not engaging a general affair remaining always the same, the

battle was not renewed. When at length the count de Grasse had

advice that the count de Barras was entered sound and safe into tho
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Chesapeake, with his squadron and convoy, he retired from the open

sea and came to anchor in t!ie interior of the bay. Fortune showed

herself in every thing adverse to the Enghsh. They had endeavored

to profit of the absence of the count de Grasse, to transmit dispatchesE

to lord Cornwallis, by the frigates Isis and Richmond ; they could

not accomplish their mission, and both fell into the power of the

Frencli.

Admiral Graves, seeing the disastrous condition of his fleet, the sea

becoming daily more tempestuous, and his hopes of intercepting the

convoy of M. de Barras entirely foiled, had, a few days after,

returned to New York. The French, becoming thus entirely mas-

ters of the bay, disembarked, in the first place, the artillery and

munitions of war whicli they had brought from Rhode Island, and

then employed the transports, with the frigates and light vessels of the

fleet, in conveying the army of Washington from Annapolis to the

mouth of James river, and thence to Wiliiamsburgh. At the head

of Elk, tiie combined army had not been able to collect shipping

enough for this passage.

Thus Cornwallis found himself restricted to the-place he occup^ied.

By an admirable concurrence of well concerted operations, and of

circumstances the most auspicious to his adversaries, his troops, still

seven thousand strong, were surrounded on every side. An army of

twenty thousand combatants, of which only a fifth part were militia,

invested Yorktovvn upon every point on the side of the land, while a

Peet of near thirty sail of the line, and a multitude of liijht vessels,

stationed at the mouths of the rivers James and York, rendered ;he

blockade of the place as complete as possible. The head-quarters

of the combined army had been established at first in Wiliiamsburgh,

a city which is only a few miles distant from Yorktovvn. Care had

been taken, however, to detach a considenible corps, consisting

mostly of cavalry, under the conduct of M. de Choisy and general

Wieden, to encamp on the left bank of the York, before the village

of Gloucester, in order to prevent the English from issuing thence to

forage. The French had taken post before Yorktown, on the left of

the camp, extending from the river above the town to tiie morass in

the center, where they were met by the Americans, who occupied

the right from the river lo that spot.

General Clintv:>n had it very miich at heart to extricate Cornwallis
;

and in consequence, while admiral Graves was under sail for the

Chesapeake, had meditated a diversion in Connecticut. He hoped,

by insulting that province, to draw thither a part of the American

forces ; knowing but too well that if they were left at liberty to push

the siege of Yorktown, the blockaded armv must inevitably surrender
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The principal object of this expedition was to seize New London, a

rich and flourishing town, situated upon the New Thames. Tlio

command of it was given to Arnold, who had just returned to New
York from his inroad into Virginia.

The access of the port of New London was rendered difficult by

two forts erected upon the opposite banks ; one called fort Trum-
bull, tlie other Griswold. The royalists, having disembarked, unex-

jpectedly, at daybreak, carried the first without much effort ; but the

socond made a vigorous resistance. Colonel Ledyard had promptly

thiown himself into it with a body of militia, and the work itself was
very strong, consisting in a walled square with flanks. The royal

troops nevertheless attacked with extreme vigor and gallantry ; they

were received with no less bravery and resolution. After a very

heavy fire on both sides, the English, with the utmost difficulty and
severe loss, effected a lodgment upon the fraizing, and at length made
their way good, with fixed bayonets, througli the embrasures, not-

withstanding the fierce defense made by the garrison, who, now
changing their weapons, fought desperately hand to hand with long

Epears. The assailants, when finally masters of the place, massacred

as well those who surrendered as those who resisted. The town of

New London itself was laid in ashes ; it is not known whether by

design or chance. A great number of vessels, richly laden, fell into

the power of Arnold. This first success obtained, the English, seeing

no movement made in their favor, and observing, on the contrary, the

noplmenacingdispositionsamongthe inhabitants, decided for retreat.

It was signalized by the most horrible devastations. This expedition

was, on their part, but a piratical inroad, absolutely without utility.

In vain did they endeavor to make a great noise with their march,

and their bloody executions in Connecticut ; Washington scarcely

deigned to notice it. Unshaken in hh prior designs, he knew per-

fectly that whoever should triumph at Yorktown would have decided

the whole of this campaign in his favor. Instead, therefore, of send-

ing troops into Connecticut, lie drew them all into Virginia.

Of tlie two attempts made to succor Cornwallis, the naval battle,

and the diversion against New London, neither had obtained its

object. Clinton assembled all the principal oflicers of his army in

council, in ord{;r to take their opinion upon the most prudent course

to be pursued in the present circumstances. Admiral Digby had

just arrived from Europe at New York, with three ships of the line,

another ship of the same force, and several frigates had also repaired

thither from the West Indies. And although, notwithstandmg these

difterent re-mforccments, the British flee! was still inferior to that ot

France, yet the pressure of the peril, and the importance of the con
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•uncture, determined the British commanders to put to sea, an(*

hasten to the rehef of the besieged army. They would have wishea

not to defer an instant the execution of their resolution ; but thrr

refitting of the ships damaged in the late engagement, constrained

them to wait. They hoped, however, that nothing woi;ld detain

them later than the fifth of October. This is what Clinton announced

to Cornwallis in a dispatch written in ciphers, which, notwithstand-

ing the extreme vigilance of the besiegers, reached him the twenty-

ninth of September. This letter made such an impression upon the

mind of Cornwallis, that he abandoned all his outposts and defenses,

and withdrew entirely within the works of the place. This resolu-

tion has been much censured by experienced military men ; and

some even of the superior officers of the garrison, opposed it openly.

Though the general-in-chief wrote that he had every reason to hop©

his re-inforcements would set sail from New York the fifth of Octo-

ber, should not Cornwallis have reflected that a multitude of unfore-

seen causes might derange this plan ; in a word, that of all human
enterprises, maritime expeditions are the most exposed to the acci-

dents of fortune ? All his cares, all his efforts, should therefore have

tended to prolong his defense ; and the outer works afforded him

the means for it. They were sufficiently strong; nothing had been

neglected in that respect, and the troops were numerous enough to

man them suitably. Is it possible, therefore, not to disapprove the

determination taken by Cornwallis to crowd his army into a town, or

rather into an intrenched camp, the works of which were still imper-

fect? Except, perhaps, upon the declivity of the hill towards the

river, the British troops were exposed on all sides to be raked by the

artillery of the enemy.

It may be presumed that in contracting his defenses, the British

general flattered himself this apparent indication of fear would re-

double the temerity of the French, and that by rushing immediatcfy

to the assault, they would place in his hands a certain and decisive

victory. But Washington was as prudent as intrepid ; and ttie

French generals, in those distant regions, showed themselves with

leason extremely sparing of the blood of their soldiers. An unani-

mous sentiment, moreover, repulsed every measure that could render

doubtful an enterprise having such fair pretensions to be considered

as certain. It was therefore resolved to open trenches, and to carry

on the siege in form, before attempting any attack with open force

against the body of the place.

Yorktown, as we have already said, is situated upon the right bank

of the river York. Its narrow circuit now comprised the definitive

fate of all the war. The English had surrounded it with fortification*
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of diflferent kinds. On the right or upper part, they had walled it

with a chain of redoubts, curtained one to another by a parapet and

palisade. The redoubts were fraized and palisaded, and were

covered besides by abattis and breastworks. A morassy ravine

extended along the front of these works. The besieged had erected

upon it another large redoubt with palisades and ditch ; this was the

strongest side of the place. In front, that is, in the center of the

circuit of the place, before which the morass became inundated, the

defenses consisted in a line of strong palisades, and in batteries which

commanded the dikes over which it was necessary to cross the ravine.

Upon the left flank of this front had been constructed a horn work,

in like manner defended by a ditch and palisade ; and although not

yet entirely completed, it was in such forwardness as already to have

opened several embrasures. As to the left, or lower part, it was

likewise fortified with redoubts and batteries interlinked by an

earthen parapet. Two other smaller, and not yet finished redoubts,

had been erected at a certain distance without towards the country,

in order the more effectually to cover this side, against which it was

presumed the principal attack would be directed. The adjacent

ground was flat, or furrowed by ravines, and consequently favorable

to the besiegers. The space comprised within the fortifications was
extremely circumscribed, and afforded no safety to the garrison.

Upon the opposite side of the river, the village of Gloucester had been

surrounded with earthen works, furnished with artillery where the

position admitted ; but these works were of little importance. The
trenches were opened by the allied armies in the night, between the

sixth and seventh of October. Notwithstanding the violent fire of

the besieged, they pushed their works with so much perseverance,

that soon they had completed their first parallel, erected the batteries,

md covered them with little less than a hundred pieces of heavy

3rdnance. The thickest walls could not have withstood the shock of

so heavy a fire, much less those of Yorktown, which were not com
pleted. So far were they from that state, that the British troops were

not less employed in their construction under the fire of the enemy,

than they were in their defense. In a few days most of their guns

were silenced, their defenses in many places ruined, and the shells

readied even the ships in the harbor, where the Charon of forty-four

guns, with some of the transports, were burnt. It was manifest that

valor was impotent against so formidable means of attack, and, conse-

quently, that the defense could notbeof longduration. The artillery

of the Americans was commanded by general Knox, who in this siege,

as in all the other actions of the war, displayed the talents of a

He had formed his cannoniers with sucb
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success, that tlie French themselves were astonished at the precision

of their maneuvers.

In the midst of so many perils, CornwalUs received a dispatch from

Clinton, which held out the hope that if the winds and unforeseen

accidents did not prevent, the relief would sail from New York the.

twelfth of October. He reminded him, however, that a plan of thix

nature was subject to a thousand unlucky casualties ; that he wished,

therefore, to be informed if it was deemed possible to hold out till

the middle of November; his intention, in the contrary case, bein^,

to march himself by way of the land, and to fall upon Philadelphia.

He could not, doubtless, have undertaken a more efficacious diver-

sion in favor of the besieged. Such were the formal promises of

general Clinton to lord Cornwallis. How, it may be asked, could

the English have deceived themselves so grossly with respect to the

time necessary for the reparation of their ships, that instead of de-

parting from New York the fifth of October, as they had announced,

they did not make sail until the nineteenth ? This miscalculation

seems difficult to be accounted for. It is certain only that the

promise of succors, and their unexpected delay, occasioned the loss

of the army. In the firm expectation of being soon relieved, Corn-

wallis persisted in his defense, and thus abstained from resorting to

the means of safety that were in his power. If it be just to acknowl-

edge a motive of excuse for his conduct in the first letter, by which

Clinton assured him that the fleet would set sail the fifth of October,

it will still remain very difficult to justify the resolution to which he

adhered, when he had been apprised by a second dispatch, that the

squadron could not put to sea until the twelfth, a dispatch which left

room for doubts even with respect to that. Among the principal

officers of the garrison commanded by lord Cornwallis, there

were not wanting those who advised him to evacuate a place

so little susceptible of a long defense, and to transport his army
suddenly to the left side of the river, where there was still left

him a way to escape from the fate that menaced him. They urged

hinj to withdraw in the night to Gloucester with the greater part of

his army. This passage might be effected easily with the shipping

that lay in the harbor. The superiority of force, and the surprise oi

an unexpected attack, precluded all doubt of their being able to dis-

perse the corps of M. de Choisy, who invested Gloucester. The
British army would thus find itself in that fertile country which is

situated between the York and the Rappahanock. Not having yet

been made the seat of war, it was sure to afford horses and provision

in abundance. By forced marches it would be possible to gain an

hundred miles upon the enemy, and to protect the retreat by a rear

Hh
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guard of three thousand pid<ed nien, both infantry and cavalry

Once masters of the country beyond the York, they would be a*

liberty to march upon Philadelphia, and there join general Clinton

who would have repaired thither through New Jersey, or to bent

their course towards the Carolinas, keeping the upper route, in orde

to pais the rivers above the points where they divide into several

branches. Either of these ways offered some hope of safety, since

Wasliington, for want of shipping, would not be able to cross the

river soon enough to follow the British army ; and not knowing the

direction it would have taken, he would be obliged to divide his

troops into several detachments. And even in the supposition that

he was apprised in time of their march, his pursuit would not be

prompt enough to come up with them ; since lodgings and subsist-

ence for so numerous an army must necessarily fail him. ' By
remaining here,' added the partisans of this opinion, ' we devote

ourselves to certain destruction ; by opening ourselves a passage, we
may yet find safety. We shall, in any event, have the consolation of

thinking that so magnanimous an attempt will shed new lustre upon
the arms of the king. If it is fated that so gallant an army cannot

escape captivity, let this not be till after it has exerted its utmost

force to avert it, and after having acquired an honored name and
bright fame among the brave !

'

Lord Cornwallis, whatever might have been his motives, would
never listen to these salutary counsels ; he persisted in his deter-

mination to defend himself behind walls that were indefensible.

Perhaps he persuaded himself that he could prolong his resistance

until the arrival of relief, and thus escape the blame to which he
exposed himself on the part of his sovereign, in hazarding his

army by an attempt to retreat. Perhaps, also, the uncertainty of

saving it by this resource, appeared to him as great as that of the

arrival of succors. But whatever was the private opinion of the

British general, it could have no influence upon that fatal issue which
was rapidly approaching. The besiegers had already commei>ced
the labors of the second parallel, and their activity seemed to increase

every day. They were now bu' lliree hundred yards from the place.

The English endeavored to ai r,f them by a deluge of bombs and
balls. But the artillery of the 1' it parallel kept up so heavy a fire,

that the besieged, far from beinj, able to interrupt the labors of the

second, soon beheld all their batt^.-its upon their left flank dismount-

ed. This event was the more prejudicial to them, as it was against

that very part that the allies directed their principal attack. In order

to complete their trenches, it remained for Ihem to dislodge the Eng-
lish from the two advanced redoubts of whiv U we '«ave made mention
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above. Washington gave orders that they should be carried by

assauit. With a view of exciting emulation between the two nations,

the attack on the redoubt upon the right was committed to the

Americans, and of the other to the French. The American detach-

ment was commanded by the marquis de la Fayette and by colonel

Hamilton, aid-de-camp of the commander in chief, a young man of

the liio-hest expectation. They were accompanied by colonel Lau-

rens, son of the former president of congress, who was at that time

confined in the tower of London. He was also a youth of the fairest

hope, and would infallibly have furnished a brilliant career if an un-

timely death had not snatched him from his family, and from his

country. The baron de Viomesnil, the count Charles de Damas,

and the count de Deux Fonts, commanded the French. The

commanders addressed their soldiers a short exhortation to in-

flame their courage ; they represented that this last effort would

brin<T them to the term of their glorious toils. The attack was

'jxtremely impetuous. On its success depended m a great meas-

ure that of the siege. Relying entirely upon their bayonets, the

Americans advanced with unloaded arms ; they passed the abattis

and palisades without waiting to remove them. The English, as-

tonished at so much audacity, attempted in vain to put theinselves

upon defense. The humanity of the conquerors equaled their

courage. They granted life to all those who demanded it, notwith-

.itanding the cruelties recently committed at New London. Young

Laurens gained great credit upon this occasion, and personally took

the comm.anding officer prisoner. The loss was very moderate

on both sides. The redoubt upon the left cost more efforts ; but at

length, the French chasseurs and grenadiers, animated by the exam-

ple of their chiefs, carried it with the bayonet. This double conquest

was no less useful to the allies than it was honorable for their arms.

Washington presented the two regiments of Gatinois and Deux Fonts,

who had contributed to it, with the two pieces of cannon uhich they

had taken. The besieged made no attempt to recover the two

redoubts. The besiegers hastened to include them in the second

parallel, which before the next morning was entirely completed.

The situation of the garrison was become so critical, that it could no

longer hope for safety. Cornwallis foresaw perfectly, that when the

besiegers should have opened the fire of the batteries of their second

parallel, all means of resistance would fail him. The greater part

of his artillery was dismounted, broken, or otherwise disabled ; the

walls were crumbled into the ditches; in a word, almost all the de-

fenses were rased. Having lost the use of his heavy artillery, the
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British commander gave with diflicultv some sio-n of resistance by

firing at intervals with his howitzers and small mortars.

In this state of things Cornvvallis, in order to retard as much as

was in his power the completion of the batteries upon the second

parallel, resolved to reach them by a vigorous sortie. He did not

flatter himself, however, that even by this expedient he should be able

to extricate himself from the alarming position he was in, nor yet to

protract his defense for any considerable space of time. He wrote

to general Clinton, that being exposed every moment to an assault

in ruined works, and an almost open town, with a garrison weakened

by sickness, the distress of York town was such that he could not

recommend to the fleet and army to run any great risk in endeavor-

ing to save it.

Meanwhile a detachment sallied from the place, on the night of

the sixteenth of October, under the conduct of colonel Abercroin-

bie. They deceived the enemy by answering as Americans ; and

having penetrated to the second parallel, made themselves masters of

two batteries, the one French and the other American. The French,

who had the guard of that part of the intrenchment, sufl'ered con-

siderably. The English spiked eleven pieces of cannon, and would

have done much more mischief, if the viscount de Noailles had not

charged them furiously, and driven them before him into the town.

This sortie was not of the least advantage to the besieged. The
cannon, which were hastily spiked, were soon again rendered fit for

service.

The fire of the place was entirely extinct. Scarcely did it throw

from time totim.e acohorn shell into the camp of the besiegers ; and

this last source of defense was nearly expended. The garrison was

sensibly enfeebled by disease ; fatigue and discouragement over-

whelmed even the soldiers who remained for service. All hope

was vanished ; an assault must prove irremediable. Straitened

on all sides, Cornwallis was constrained to resort to new expe-

dients. He had recourse to a measure v hich he ought to have

embraced before it was too late ; and tha was, to pass the river

suddenly with his garrison, and to try fortune upon the opposite bank.

He reflected, that even if it was not in his power to escape the enemy
entirely, he had at least the hope of reta "ding the moment of his

surrender ; and that, in any event, the allies occupied in pursuing him,

would not so soon have it in their power to turn tiieir tlioughts and

arms upon new enterprises. The boats are prepared ; the troops

embark ; they leave behind the baggage, the sick and wounded, and

a feeble detachment, in order to capitulate for the town's people,

with a letter from Cornwallis to Washington, recommending to the
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genorcsity of the conqueror the persons not in a condition to be

reniovod. Already a part of the troops are landed at Gloucester

Point; another embarks; the third division only is waited for; a

perfect calm prevails in the air and upon the waters ; every thing seem-

ed to favor the design of the British commander. But all of a sud-

den, at that critical moment of hope, apprehension and danger, arose

a violent storm of wind and rain, and all was lost. The boats were

all driven down the river, and the army, thus weakened and di\ided,

was involved in a state of the most imminent danger. The day be-

gan to appear. The besiegers opened a tremendous fire from all

.eir batteries ; the bombs showered copiously even into the river.

But the tempest, in the meantime, had abated ; the boats were able

to return, and the English, finding this last way of safety interdicted

them bv inexorable fortune, came back, not without new perils, to

that shore, where a certain death or an inevitable captivity awaited

them. Again in Yorktown, Cornwallis being sensible that his

position was now past all remedy, and preferring the life of his brave

troops to the honor they might have acquired in a murderous and

desperate assault, sent a flag to Washington, proposing a cessation of

arms for twenty-fopr hours, and that commissioners might be appoint

ed on both sides for settling the terms of capitulation. The Amer-

ic?n general was not disposed to grant so long a time, on account

of the possible arrival of British succors. He answered, that he

could oul" grant a truce of two hours ; and that during this interval

he should expect the propositions of the British commander. Corn-

wallis was desirous that his troops might obtain the liberty of return-

ing to their respective countries, the English to England, the Ger

mans into Germany, upon giving their parole not to bear arms against

France or America until exchanged. He demanded, besides, the

regulation of the interests of those Americans, who, having followed

the British army, found themselves involved in its fate. Both of

these conditions were alike refused ; the first, because it was not in

tended to leave the king of England at liberty to employ his captive

regiments in the home garrisons ; the second, beraus^ it was a civi]

affair, and not within the competence of the military commanders

As to this last article, Cornwallis prosecuted the negotiation of it

with so much ardor, that he at length obtained permission to dispatch

the sloop Bonetta to New York, with the privilege of passing without

search oi visit, he being only answerable that the number of persons

she conveyed should be accounted for as prisoners of war upon

exchange. After various discussions, the two hostile generals having

agreed upon the terms of capitulation, the commissioners charged

with drawing it up convened in a habitation near the river, called

VOL n. Hh*
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Moore's house ; they were, on the part of the English, the colonels

Dundas and Ross ; on the part of the allies, the viscount de iVoailles

and colonel Laurens The posts of York and Gloucester were sur-

rendered on the nineteenth of October. The land forces became

prisoners to America, and the seamen to France. The officers

retained their arms and baggage. The soldiers were to be kept

together as much as possible in regiments, and to be cantoned in

Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania ; a part of the officers engaged

to accompany the corps into the interior of the country ;
the others

were at liberty to go upon parole either to England or New York.

The Bonetta, on her return from that city, was to be delivered to

the count de Grasse All the shipping and naval munitions were

put into the hands oi the French. The British flotilla consisted of

two frigates, the Guadaloupe and Fowey, besides about twenty trans

ports ; twenty others had been burnt during the siege. The Amer-

icans had for their portion the field artillery. They found in York-

town and Gloucester a hundred and sixty pieces of cannon, the

greater part brass, and eight mortars. The number of prisoners,

exclusive of seamen, amouiited to upwards of seven thousand. Out

of this number, more than two thousand were wounded or sick.

The besieged had about five hundred and fifty slain ; but they loH

no officer of note except major Cochrane. On the side of the be-

siegers, about four hundred and fifty were killed or wounded.

When the garrison had deposited their arms, they were conducted

to the places of their destination. The talents and bravery displayed

in this siege by the allies, won them an immortal glory ; and they

still enhanced it by the humanity and generosity with which they

treated their prisoners. The French officers, in particular, honored

themselves by the most delicate behavior. They seemed to have

no other cares but that of consoling the vanquished by every mark

of the most sympathising interest. Not content with professions,

they made the English the most pressing offers of money, both pub-

lic and private. Lord Cornwallis in his public letters acknowledged

in warm terms the magnanimity of this conduct.

The fate of Yorktown and its defenders was thus decided, when

the twenty-fourth of October, the British fleet, consisting of twenty-

five sail of the line, with two of fifty guns and several frigates, ap-

peared at the entrance of the Chesapeake. It had made sail from

New York the nineteenth, the day of the capitulation ; it brought a

corps of seven thousand men to the succor of Cornwallis. Upon

positive intelligence of the catastrophe of Yorktown, the British

commanders, filled with grief and consternation, re-conducted their

forces to New York.
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At the news of so glorious, so important a victory, transports of

exultation broke out from one extremity of America to the other.

The remembrance of past evils gave place, in all minds, to the most

brilliant hopes. Nobody dared longer to doubt of indep^:ndcncc

If the victory of Saratoga had produced the alliance with France,

that of Yorktown was to have the effect of estabhshing, on an unshak-

en basis, the liberty of the American people. If the one had been

the cause of the successes of the war, the other was about to create

the blessings of an honorable peace. In all parts of the Unl:e-i

States, solemn festivals and rejoicings celebrated the triumph of

American fortune and the downfall of that of the enemy. The
nam.es of Washington, of Rochambeau, de Grasse, la Fayette,

resounded every where. To the unanimous acclaim of the people,

the congress joiaed the authority of its decrees. It addressed thanks

to the generals as well as to the officers and soldiers of the victori-

v)us army. It ordained, that there should be erected at Yorktown of

Virginia, a marble column, adorned with emblems of the alliance

between the United States and the king of France, and inscribed

with a succinct narrative of the surrender of the earl Cornwallis. It

decreed, that Washington should be presented with two stands of

British colors; the count de Rochambeau with two pieces of can-

non, and that his most christian majesty should be requested to per-

mit the count de Grasse to accept a like present. The congress

repaired in body to the principal church of Philadelphia, to render

their joyful thanksgivings to the most high God for the recent victory.

By a special decree, the thirteenth of December was appointed to

be observed as a day of prayer and acknowledgment for so signal

an evidence of the divine protection.

The demonstrations of public gratitude towards the captain-general,

were not confined to these honors. The provincial assemblies, the

universities, the literary societies, addressed him the sincere homage
of their felicitations and admiration. He answered with exemplary

modesty, that he had done no more than what his duty required of

him ; he was eloquent in extolling the valor of the army, and the

efficacious assistance of an ally no less generous than powerful.

Washington would have wished so to profit of the conjuncture as

to expel the British entirely from the American continent. lie

meditated in particular the recovery of Charleston. His design

might have been put in execution, if the count de Grasse had been
at liberty to remain longer upon the American coasts ; but the express

orders of his government recalled him to the West Indies. He made
sail for those islands the fifth of November, taking with him the corps

which had served under the marquis de St. Simon. The troops
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which had reduced Yorktown were marched in part upon the banks
of the Hudson, to watch the motions of Clinton, who had siill a great

force at New York. The rest were sent to the Carohnas to re-in-

force general Gieene, and confirm the authority of congress in those

provinces. The English totally evacuated the open country, and
withdrew behind the walls of Charleston and Savannah. The mar-

quis de la Fayette embarked about the same time for Europe, bear-

ing with him the afTection and the regrets of the Americans. The
congress, while testifying their high satisfaction with his services,

prayed him to advocate the interests of the United States with the

Frencu t;,mistry, and to recommend them especially to the benevo

lence of his most christian majesty. Wasi)ington repaired to Phila-

delphia, where he had frequent conferences with the congress upon
military operations, and the business of the state. Thanks to his

cares and activity, the service of the war department was secured for

he following year much earlier than it had ever been before.

Such was the termination of the campaign of Virginia, which was
well nigh being that of all the American war. The disaster of York-
town so prostrated the British power upon that continent, that thence-

forth the English, utterly despairing of being able to re-establish it,

abandoned all idea of acting offensively, and thought only of defend-

ing themselves. With the exception of strong places, or countries

accessible to their powerful navy, such as tlie province of New York,

the contiguous islands, and the cities of Charleston and Savannah, all

the territory was recovered into the power of congress. Thus, by a

sudden reverse of fortune, the \ ictors became vanquished ; thus those,

who, in the course of a cruel war, had learned from their enemies

themselves how to wage it, made such proficiency in the art as in

their turn to give lessons to their masters.

The arms of England were not more fortunate in the West Indies

than they had been upon the American continent. The marquis de

Bouille was informed that the governor of St. Eustatius, relying upon
the strength of the island, or upon the absence of the fleet of the

count de Grasse, kept a very negligent guard. W ithoui loss of time

he embarked, at Martinico, twelve hundred regular troops with some
militia in three frigates, one corvette and four smaller armed vessels.

lie sailed immediately for St. Eustatius. To confirm the enemy in

that profound security to which he abandoned himself, he gave out

that he was going to meet the French armament on its return from

America. He appeared in sight of the island the twenty-fifth of

November. But formidable obstacles awaited him there ; an

unusually rough sea not only prevented him from landing all his

troops ; but even rendered it impracticable for the frigates to approach
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the shore, and the boats were dashed in pieces against the Tocks.

The activity of the marquis de Bouille enabled him. after unprece-

dented efforts, to put ashore four hundred soldiers of the Irish legion

with the chasseurs of two Frencli regiments. This detachment,

separated from the rest of the troops by the fury of the sea, was

exposed to the most imminent danger ,

'^* was about to encounter a

garrison consisting of scv^en hunarep. veteran soldiers. But the

marOjUis de Bouille, with the presence of mind that characterized

him, immediately took the only determination that could lead him to

success ; and that was to push rapidly forward, and seize by surprise

what he was in no condition to carry by force. He appeared unex-

pectedly under the walls of the fortress ; such was his celerity, and

such the negligence of the enemy, that he found a part of the garrison

exercising in full security upon the esplanade. The day had but

just commenced. The rest of the soldiers were dispersed in the

barracks and houses. Deceived by the red coats of the Irish, the

garrison took them at first for English ; they were first made sensible

of their error by a discharge of musketry, at half portico, which killed

several, and wounded a great number. They were thrown into con-

fusion
;
governor Cockburne, who returned at this moment from a

promenade on horseback, came up, on Ijearing the strange noise,

and was made prisoner. Meanwhile, the French chasseurs had

pushed rapidly behind the English, and had already reached the gate

of the fortress. The English rushed into it tumultuously, and

attempted to raise the drawbridge ; but the French, still more

prompt, threw themselves in pell mell with them. Surprised upon

all points, and unable to rally, the garrison laid down arms and sur-

rendered. Thus the island of St. Eustatms fell into the power of

the French. The booty they made was immense ; twenty pieces of

cannon were the fruit of victory. A million of livres, which had been

put in sequestration by the English, was forthwith restored by the

generous victor to the Dutch, from whom it had been wrested.

Governor Cockburne claimed a sum of two hundred and sixty-four

thousand livres as belonging to him personally ; it was assigned him

with the same liberality. But the marquis de Bouille thought he

had right to distribute among his troops sixteen hundred thousand

livres appertaining to admiral Rodney, general Vaughan and other

British officers ; as being the produce of the sales they Jiad made at

St. Eustatius. Thus M. de la INIotte. Piquet, at first, then the mar-

quis de Bouille, stripped the plunderers of this island of the riches

they had amassed in it ; they had scarcely any thing left of all theii

spoils. The neighboring islands of Saba and St. Martin came Uke-

wise the next day into the power of the French.
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1732. In the commencement of the following month of February,

a squadron of seven light vessels armed for war, under the command

of the count de Kersaint, recovered to Holland the colonies of Deme-

rary, Isseqnibo and Berbice ; so that all the conquests of admira'.

Rodney, on which the British nation had founded the most brilliant

hopes of mercantile advantage, were wrested from it with as much
promptitude and facility as they had been made. As to France, the

preservation of the Cape of Good Hope, and the retaking of the

Dutch colonies in America, acquired her the reputation of a faithful

and disinterested ally, and thus considerably increased the number of

her partisans in Holland. After the conquest of St. Eustatius, the

return of the count de Grasse decided the French to follow uptheii

victories. Their superiority, both in land and naval forces, authorized

them, in effect, to entertain hopes of the most important successes.

They directed their views at first towards the opulent island of Bar-

badoes. Its position, to windward of all the others, renders it very

proper for securing the domination of them. Twice they embarked

upon this expedition with all the means fitted to ensure its success,

and twice they were driven back by contrary winds. It was neces-

sary that the efforts of human valor should yield to the power of the

elements. The French commanders then determined to attack the

island of St. Christophers, situated to leeward of Martinico. The

count de Grasse arrived there the eleventh of January, with thirty

two sail of the line, and six thousand men, under the marquis de

Bouille. The fleet anchored in the road of Basse Terre, and the

troops were disembarked. The inhabitants of the island were dis-

contented with the British government; they had always condemned

the American war, and they considered themselves, besides, aggrieved

by certain acts of parliament. Their indignation was extreme,

moreover, that the merchandise which they deposited in the ware-

houses of St. Eustatius, had been so shamefully pillaged by Rodney

and Vaughan. Consequently, instead of taking arms against the

French, they remained tranquil spectators of events.

The British retired from Basse Terre upon Brimstone Hill. Their

force consisted of seven hundred regulars, who were afterwards joined

by about three hundred militia. The governor of the island was

general Frazer, a very aged officer. The militia were commanded

by general Shirley, governor of Antigua. Brimstone Hill is a steep

and almost inaccessible rock. It rises upon the sea shore, not far

from the little town of Sandy Hill, v.hich is considered the second of

the island, and situated about ten miles from Basse Terre, vv'iich is

the cajjital. The fortifications constructed upon the summit of Brmi-

stone Hill, were by no means coi respondent to its natural strength
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They were, besides, too extensive to be susceptible of an efficient de-

fense by so feeble a garrison. i\o sooner were the French disembarked^

than they marched in four cohimns to invest the hill on all its faces

at once. As the artillery of the place incorntnoded them exceeding-

ly, they found themselves necessitated to proceed with much regular-

ity and caution. They opened trenches, and covered themselves by

breastwo-ks. They were almost entirely destitute of heavy artillery,

the ship that bore it having foundered near Sandy Point. Their

industry and patience, however, succeeded in recovering from the

bottom of the sea the greater pgrt of the pieces. They hastened

also to procure them from the neighboring islands. They likewise

made themselves masters of some heavy cannon at the foot of the

mountain, which had been sent from England a long time before, and

which, through the negligence of the governor, had not been carried

into the fortress. Independent of this artillery, a considerable quan-

tity of bombs and cannon-ball fell into the power of the French

Thus the arms and ammunition, sent by the British government for

the defense of the island, were left to be employed for its reduction.

The late surprise of St. Eustatius ought, however, to have put the

commandant of St. Christophers upon the alert.

The French, thus finding themselves provided with the apparatus

necessary for their operations, established themselves upon the most

commanding of the neighboring heights, and began to baiter the

fortress. The garrison defended themselves valiantly, and with more

effect than could have been expected from their small number.

In the meantime, admiral Hood returned from the coasts of

America to Carlisle bay, in the island of Barbadocs, with twenty-tv/o

sail of the line. Upon intelligence of the peril of St. Christophers,

notwithstanding the great inferiority of his force to that of the count

de Grasse, he put to sea again immediately for the relief of the island

attacked. He first touched at Antigua to take on board general

Prescott with a corps of about two thousand men, and then sailed

without delay for the road of Basse Terre, in St. Christophers. At
the unexpected appearance of the British fleet, the count de Grasse

instantly took his resolution ; he weighed anchor, and sailed forth-

with to meet the enemy. His intention, in standing out of the har-

bor, was to put himself in condition to take advantage of the

superiority of his force, and to prevent Hood from anchoring off

Sandy Point, whence he might easily have thrown succors into tho

fort on Brimstone Hill. The British admiral, who observed the

movements of his adversary, made a feint of intending to await the

battle ; then, al' at once, fell back, in order to draw the count de
Grasse more and more distant from the fort. As soon as he had
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effected this object, availing himself of the swiftness of his ships and

the advantage of the wind, he stood into tne bay of Basse Terre, and

came to anchor in the same spot whence the French admiral had

departed. This able maneuver was admired by the French them-

selves. They followed, however, and with their van engaged that

of the English, but to little effect. The count de Grasse afterwards

presented himself with all his fleet at the entrance of the bay.

The attack was extremely vigorous ; but the British ships, lyin^

fast at anchor in a line across the mouth of the harbor, afforded no

assailable point. The French were unable to make the least effec-

tive impression, and lost not a few men in the attempt. It was

followed, however, by a second, which had no better success. The

count de Grasse then renounced open force, and contented himself

with cruising near enough to block up the British fleet in the bay,

and protect the convoys of munitions which were on their way to him

from Martinico and Guadeloupe.

Admiral Hood, on finding that the French had given up all

thoughts of disturbing him in his anchorage, put ashore general

Prescott, with a corps of thirteen hundred men ; that general, having

flriven in a French post stationed in that part, encamped in a strong

position upon the heights. He hoped to find some favorable occasion

to succor the fortress. The strength of the place seemed to prom-

ise him that general Frazer would be able to hold out still for a long

time. Admiral Hood, moreover, had received positive advice, that

Rodney was not far off, and that he had brought from Europe a

.•e-inforcement of twelve sail of the line. It appeared to him impos-

sible that after the junction of all the British forces, the count de

Grasse, and still less the marquis de Bouille, should be able to keep

the field.

The capture of all the French troops then on shore w^as in his

opinion an infallible event. But, in spite of all calculations, already

the marquis de Bouille, having marched two thousand men against

general Prescott, had compelled him to evacuate the island and

re-embark precipitately. On the other hand, the French artillery

kept up so terrible a fire against Brimstone Hill, that a number of

breaches began to open in the walls ; one of them in the part fronting

the French camp was already practicable. A general assault would

inevitably carry the place. The governor did not think proper to

await this terrible extremity. All hope being now extinct, he de-

manded to capitulate. The conditions granted him were honorable

for the soldiers, and advantageous for the inhabitants of the island.

In consideration of their gallant defense, the generals Frazer and

Shirley were left in perfect liberty upon their parole. The surrender
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of Brimstone flill placed the whole island of St. Christophers in the

power of the French. Admiral Hood, therefore, had no longer a

motive for maintaining his anchorage in the bay of Basse Terre
;

and, moreover, his fleet was in some degree exposed there to the fire

of the batteries which the French might have established upon the

shore. Nor could he overlook the importance of effecting his junc

lion with admiral Rodney, who was daily expected, and who perhaps

was already arrived at Barbadoes. Retreat, hovrever, was perilous

in the presence of so formidable a force as the French fleet. But

the conjuncture admitted of no hesitation. Accordingly, in the night

that followed the capitulation, the French being four leagues off", the

English cut their cables in order to get under way at the same

time, and thus keep their ships more collected and together. This

maneuver succeeded perfectly ; they gained Barbadoes without op-

position. Great was their joy at meeting Rodney in that island, who

had just arrived there with twelve sail of the line. The count de

Grasse incurred, on this head, the most violent reproaches of negli-

gence and excessive circumspection. It was maintained, that he

should have closely blockaded the British fleet in its anchorage, or

attacked it at its departure, or else pursued it in its retreat. His

partisans defended him, by alledging that he experienced an extreme

scarcity of provisions ; that his ships were by no means so good

sailers as those of the enemy, and finally, that he was under an

absolute necessity of returning promptly to Martinico, in order to

cover the arrival of convoys which were expected there from Eu-

rope. However these things might be, it remains demonstrated that

the junction of the two British admirals produced, in the issue, an

incalculable prejudice to the interests of France ; as the sequel of

this history will sufficiently evince. About the same time, the island

of Montserrat surrendered to the arms of the counts de Barras and

de Flechin. A few days after, the count de Grasse came to anchor

at Martinico.

We have just seen the fortune of Great Britain depressed alike

upon the American continent and in the West Indies. The arms of

king George were not more successful in Europe than in the Nevr

World. His enemies had there also the gratification of witnessing

the declension of his power. It was especially agreeable to Spain,

who first gathered its fruits. The duke de Crillon, knowing with

what ardor the Catholic king desired to have in his power the

island of Minorca, applied himself with the utmost zeal to the siege

of fort St. Philip. All the resources of the art of war had been

employed to reduce it ; a more formidable artillery had never been

leveled against a place. But its natural strength, the immense

TOL. II.
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works which covered it, and the perseverance of the besieged, creat-

ing ap.prehensions that the defense might be protracted still for a long

time, the Spanish general had recourse to an expedient too little

worthy of him. He attempted to seduce governor Murray, and to

obtain by corruption what he despaired of carrying by force. He
had, it is true, for this degrading step, the positive instructions of his

government. General Murray repulsed the offers of his adversary

with as much dignity as disdain. He reminded the duke de Crillon,

that when one of his valiant ancestors had been requested by his

king to assassinate the duke de Guise, he had made him the answer

that his descendant should also have made to those who had pre-

sumed to commission him to attempt the honor of a man sprung from

a blood as illustrious as his own, or that of the Guises. He ended his

letter with praying him to cease to write or offer parley, his resolution

being to communicate with him no more, except at the point of the

sword.*

The duke de Crillon gave general Murray to understand, that he

could not but honor him for his conduct ; that he rejoiced it had

placed them both in that position which befitted them alike ; and

that it had greatly increased the high esteem in which he had always

held the governor. Meanwhile the situation of the besieged was

become painful in the extreme. Notwithstanding the success of a

vigorous sortie, in which they had dislodged the duke de Crillon from

Cape Mola, where he had established his head-quarters, their weak-

ness rendered this transitory triumph more hurtful to them than

beneficial. The garrison would by no means have sufficed for the

defense of so extensive fortifications, even if they had been free from

sickness. But very far from that was their condition. The seeds

of the scurvy, with which they were infected, even before the opening

of the siege, had developed themselves with a fury which increased

from day to day. All who were seized with it either died, or be-

came totally useless for the defense of the place. The causes of

this mortal disease were principally the scarcity, or rather absolute

want of vegetables, the amassment of soldiers in the casemates, the

horrible fetor which resulted from it, and the excessive fatigues of a

* Henry III., despairing of being able to reduce the Duke of Guise, consulted tlw

inareschals d'Aumont, de Rambouilet and de Beauvais Nangis, who decided that con

siderjng the impossibility of bringing that illustrious rebel to trial, it was necessary to

take him off by surprise. The king proposed to the celebrated Crillon to undertake th«

execution of this murder ;
' I will not assassinate him, answered the bravest of the brave,

but I will fight him. When a man is ready to give his life, he is master of that of

another.'

The affectation of general Murray in vaunting in his answer the nobility of his ongin,

grew out of his pretending to have descended from the earl of Murray, natural son of

James V . and brother of Mary Stuart.
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service almost without remission. To the scurvy, as if not s jfficiem

of itseh'' to exterminate the unhappy garrison, putrid fevers and the

dysentery united their destructive rage. Overvvhehned by so many

evils, these intrepid warriors piqued themselves upon braving them.

Those who were already attacked with pestilential maladies, dissem-

bled their sufferings, for fear of not being admitted to share the perils

of their comrades. Their ardor had survived their bodily strength
;

some of them were seen to expire under arms.

iNature at lengtli triumphed over the firmness of these generous

spirits. In the beginning of Februaiy, the garrison found itself so

diminished, that there remained only six hundred and sixty men

capable of any sort of service ; and, even of this number, the most

part were tainted with the scurvy. It was to be feared lest the ene-

my, apprised of this disastrous state of things, might precipitate his

attacks, and carry the place by storm. There was the more founda-

tion for such an apprehension, as the artillery had already ruined the

greater part of the upper defenses. Scarcely did there remain a

few pieces of cannon in a serviceable state, and the fire of the enemy

was still unremitting.

In a situation so utterly hopeless, to resist any longer would have

been rather the delirium of a senseless obstinacy, than the effect of a

generous constancy. Murray accepted a capitulation, the tenor of

which was honorable for his garrison. He was allowed all the nonors

of war; the British troops were to be sent to England as prisoners

upon pa.'-ole ; all the foreigners had permission to return to their

countries with their effects ; the Minorcans, who had adhered to the

British party, were left at liberty to remain in the island in the undis-

turbed enjoyment of their possessicns. When the remains of this

valiant garrison evacuated fort St. Philip, they had more the appear-

ance of specters than of men.

They marched through the Frencli and Spanish armies, which

were drawn up fronting each other, and formed a lane for their pas-

sage. They consisted of no more than six hundred old decrepit

soFdiers, one hundred and twenty of the royal artillery, two hundred

seamen, and about fifty Corsicans, Greeks, Turks and Moors. The

victors manifested compassion for the fate of their prisoners
;
they

could not refuse them even a tribute of admiration, when, arrived

at the place where they laid down their arms, they heard them

declare, while lifting up to heaven their eyes bathed in tears, that

they had surrendered them to God alone. The humanity of the

French and Spaniards was highly conspicuous, and worthy of last-

ing praise. Yielding to the most generous emotions, the common

soldiers of the tv/o nations were forward to administer refreslVmeiit?
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and consolations to their unfortunate enemies. The duke and count

d^ Crillon, as well as the baron de Falkenhayn, commander of the

French troops, signalized themselves by the most feeling and delicate

attentions. Such actions and conduct cast abroad a pleasing

shade, which serves to soften the horrors of war, and to hide and

alleviate its calamities ; should they not also mitigate the fury of

national rivalships and animosities ?

Thus did the island of Minorca return to the dominion of Spain,

after it had been in the possession of Great Britain for upwards of

seventy years.

The news of so many and so grievous disasters, and especially

that of Yorktown, produced in England a general consternation,

accompanied by an earnest desire of a new order of things. The
length of the war was already become wearisome to all ; the enor-

mous expenses it had occasioned, and which it still exacted, were

viewed with disquietude and alarm. The late reverses still increased

this universal discontent ; and with the diminution of the hope of

victory was strengthened in all the impatience for the return of peace.

The possibility of resuming the offensive upon the American conti-

nent, and of re-establishing there, by dint of arms, the sovereignty of

Great Britain, was now considered as a chimera. The secret machi-,

nations in order to divide the people of America, the terror and

barbarity of the Indians, the attempts of treason, the destruction ol

commerce, the falsification of bills of credit, odious means to which

the British ministers had resorted, and even the victories of their

generals, all had failed of wresting from the Americans the smallest

indication of a disposition to resume their ancient yoke. If such had

been their constancy, when their ship, battered by the tempests, seem-

ed hastening to the bottom, how could it be hoped to see them bend,

while the most propitious gales were conducting them into the wislied-

for port ? It was self-evident that henceforth the war of America

could have no other object but that of obtaining the most honorable

conditions possible, after having acknowledged independence. On
the other hand, the immense losses sustained in the West Indies,

gave occasion for fear lest they might be followed by others still more

afflicting. The most anxious apprehensions were entertained for

Jamaica, against which the house of Bourbon seemed ready to dis-

play the entire apparatus of its power. The fall of a place of such

importance as fort St. Philip, and the loss of the whole island of

Minorca, inspired doubts for Gibraltar itself.

The people, always the same every where, imputed these disas-

ters, not to the contrariety of fortune, but to the incapacity of minis-

ters. Their adversaries, both within parliament and without, raised
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the most violent clamors. They exclaimed, that such were the fore-

seen results of ministerial infatuation and obstinacy. They demanded
with vociferation the immediate dismission of these perverse and

imbecile servants of the crown ; they affirmed, that it was urgent to

prevent those who had brought the country to the brink of a preci-

pice, from plunging it headlong down it by the last frantic shock

;

that tfiere was no chance of safety but in removing instantly those

senseless instigators of a fatal war. These cries of hatred coincided

with the prevailing spirit; they were echoed with unanimity by the

discontented multitude. Besides, it escaped no one that since the

course of things had created the necessity of entering into negotia-

tion with the Americans, and of acknowledging their independence,

it was not suitable that those who had at first so highly exasperaied

them by their laws, and afterwards had imbittered them to the utmost

by a barbarous war, should undertake to treat with them. The work

of a durable pacification appeared little proper to be confided to

hands which had fanned the fire of war. Already general Conway,

by a very eloquent speech, pronounced the twenty-second of Febru-

ary, in the house of commons, had moved and obtained that his

majesty should be entreated to command his ministers not to persist

any longer in the attempt to reduce the colonies to obedience by

means of force, and by continuing the war upon the American con-

tinent. He did more ; in the sitting of the fourth of March, he

proposed and carried a resolution, purporting that those who should

advise the king to continue the war upon the continent of North

America, should be declared enemies of the sovereign and of the

country. From this moment, the leading members of the privy

council, the center and source of all great deliberations, perceived

that it was full time to resort to the usual remedy of a change of

ministry. The general attention was excited to the highest degree.

At length, the twentieth of March, the earl of Surrey having moved

in the house of commons that the king should be supplicated to

change his ministers, lord North rose, and declared with dignity that

it was superfluous to spend any more time upon this subject, since it

had already occupied the attention of his majesty, who would shortly

make known his new choice. ' Before I take leave of this house,'

added lord North, ' I feel it a duty to return it thanks for the support

and favor it has aflforded me during so long a comse of years, and in

so many trying situations. It will be easy to give me a successor,

endowed with a greater capacity, of better judgment, and more qual-

ified for his situation ; but it will not be equally so to find a man

more zealous for the interests of his country, more loyal to the sov

ereign, and more attached to the constitution. I hope the new ser

lU
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vants of the crown, whoever they may be, will take such measures

as shall effectually extricate the country from its present difficulties,

and retrieve its fortune at home and abroad. I should declare, in

retiring, that I am ready to answer to my country for all the acts of

my administration. If it is wished to undertake the investigation

of my conduct, I offer myself to undergo it.'

The new ministers were selected from among those members of

the two houses of parliament, who had shown themselves the most

favorable to the pretensions of the Americans. The marquis of

Rockingham was appointed first lord of the treasury ; the earl of

Shelburne and Mr. Fox secretaries of state ; lord John Cavendish

chancellor of the exchequer. Admiral Keppel v/as at the same

time created viscount and first lord of the admiralty. So great was

the exultation caused by this event, particularly in the city of Lon-

don, that it was feared the people of that capital, would, according

to their custom, break out into some blamable excesses. Every

body felt assured that the end of the war was at hand, and that of

all the calamities it had caused. All that was desired was, that the

conditions of peace might be honorable. Accordingly the partisans

of the new ministers were earnest in their prayers that some favora-

ble event might gloriously repair the checks which the British arms

had received towards the close of the past, and in the commence-

ment of the present year.

END or BOOK FOURTEENTH.
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BOOK FIFTEENTH.
1782. The belligerent powers, in order to execute the plans

they had formed in the beginning of the present year, only waited

the completion of their preparations, the return of spring, and the

fitness of occasion. Alike weary of a long war, all had the same

persuasion that this campaign was to be decisive. Nor were they

ignorant that it is at the moment of peace that reverses have the

most fatal consequences, a« there no longer remains either time or

hope for retrieving them. Under these considerations, each of the

powers at war redoubled vigilance and efforts, in order to secure the

definite triumph of its arms. The allied courts directed their

views especially upon the domination of the European seas, the

reduction of Gibraltar, and the conquest of Jamaica. The French

were in the highest degree solicitous to transmit succors to their

establishments in the East Indies, where, notwithstanding the valor

and distinguished abiUty displayed by M. de Suffren, in several hard

fought engagements with admiral Hughes, their atfairs were in a

state of declension ; and already two Dutch places of great impor-

tance, Trincomale and Negapatam, were fallen into the power of the

English. The attention of the allies had therefore two principal

objects ; to defend their own possessions, and to seize those of the

enemy.

It was agreed that the Dutch and Spanish fleets should effect their

junction with the French in the port of Brest. This mighty armada

was afterwards to scour the open sea, and clear it of all hostile force

from the straits of Gibraltar to the coasts of Norway. It was intend-

ed that the ships of the line should blockade the squadrons of the

enemy in all the channels and ports, while the frigates and other

light vessels should intercept the convoys, and utterly ruin the com-

merce of the Enghsh. The views of the allies extended yet farther

;

they hoped by incessantly spreading new alarms upon the coasts of

Great Britain, that some opportunity might present itself for making

descents, ravaging the country, and even for striking still more

important blows, according to circumstances. They proceeded with

the greatest zeal to the execution of their designs ; the junction of

their armaments was to present a powerful mass of sixty sail of the

line, besides a prodigious number of frigates and sloops of war. The

English were very far from possessing means sufficient to withstand

so formidable a display of forces. Accordingly, the allied courts

entertained not the least doubt but that their arms would be as sue-
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ccssful in the West Indies and Europe, in this year's campaign, as

they had been in the last upon the American continent. A glorious

peace must, tiiey felt assured, inevitably result from these decisive

successes.

On the other hand, the new members of the British cabinet

neglected nothing that could tend to remedy the calamitous state of

affairs, and enable them to resist with effect the storm that rumbled

over their heads. They hoped to compensate the inequality of force

by the skill of commanders, the courage of troops, and the success

of projected expeditions. Their cares were directed to the equip-

ment of the fleet and the lading of the convoy destined to re-victua!

Gibraltar. After the security of the kingdom, there was nothing

which they had so much at heart as the safety of that place. But

they were sensible that, first of all, it was necessary to prevent the

junction of the Spanish and Dutch squadrons with the French fleet;

thus interrupting also, at the same time, the commerce of the Dutch

in the Baltic, and protecting that of England against their insults.

Admiral Howe was therefore ordered to put to sea from Ports-

mouth with twelve sail of the line, and to establish his cruise upon

the coasts of Holland. This measure had the desired eflfect. The
Dutch squadron, which had already set sail from the Texel, aban-

doned the sea to tl;e English, and made the best of its way back

into port. After having cruised oflf the Dutch coasts for the term of

a month, admiral Howe, finding that the enemy made no movement

demonstrative of a disposition to put to sea again, and the unhealthi

ness of the season having occasioned much sickness on board \m
fleet, took the determination to return to Portsmouth. Admiral

Milbanke relieved him almost immediately. If he was not able to

annoy the Dutch trade in the Baltic, he at least effectually protected

that of the English ; and, moreover, he constantly interdicted to the

enemy's squadron the entrance of the channel. Thus, with the

exception of the brilliant action of Doggers Bank, the republic of

Holland, formerly so famous, did nothing in all this war that was

worthy of her, and of her ancient renown. Such was the decay of

her glory and of her power, the deplorable result of excessive riches,

of insatiable avidity, and perhaps still more of the party spirit which

rent those provinces. If in a republic the counterpoise of parties,

in matters relating to internal administration, may sometimes turn to

the advantage of liberty, .and maintain more energy in the people,

those factions which have foreign powers for object, produce an

entirely opposite effect. They divert the public spirit upon that

which is abroad, and paralize all its activity at home. The most

evident symptom of the decay of the strength of a state, and of the
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loss of its independence, is, doubtless, a division between citizens in

favor of foreigners ; and such was the situation of the Dutch at this

epoch. If, at the conclusion of the present war, their republic was

not reduced to the last degree of depression, if it even repaired a

great part of its losses, this it owed, not to its own force, but entirely

to the arms and protection of France.

We resume the course of events ; undoubted intelligence had

been received in England that a considerable convoy of troops and

military stores, destined for India, was on the point of sailing from

the port of Brest. Fearing, on the one hand, for Jamaica, and on

the other, for the establishments of the coast of Malabar, the minis-

ters, without aiiy delay, dispatched admiral Barrington, at the head

of twelve sail of the line, with orders to watch this convoy, and to

capture it, if the opportunity should offer itself. He shaped his

course for the bay of Biscay, and soon discovered the convoy, which

consisted of eighteen transports, under the guard of two ships of the

line, the Pegase and the Protecteur. The wind was violent and

the sea tempestuous. The English nevertheless continued to crowd

sail. The ship Foudroyant, an excellent sailer, commanded by

captain Jarvis, at length came up with and engaged the Pegase,

under the chevalier de Sillan. The forces of the two ships being

about equal, the action lasted with extreme violence for a full hour.

The Frenchman did not strike till after having seen the greater part

of his men either killed or disabled. The sea was so rough that

captain Jarvis was scarcely able to shift a small part of the crew of

the prize. It was to be feared that the small number of men he sent

aboard of it might be risen upon, and the ship rescued. But captain

Maitland, who commanded the dueen, came up at this moment, and

assisted his companion to secure his prize. Immediately after, they

were again separated by a gust of wind. Captain Maitland after-

wards fell in with another French ship called the Actionnaiie, and

captured her, after a feeble resistance. In the meantime, the frigates

had given chase to the transports, wliich, at the first appearance of

the English, had obeyed a signal for dispersing with all celerity.

Twelve fell into the power of the enemy. This was a sensible loss

to France ; for independent of the artillery, munitions of war, and

provision, there were on board these vessels upwards of eleven hun-

dred regular troops. Admiral Barrington brought his prizes safely

mto the ports of England.

The British admiralty, having realized the utility of cruises in the

seas of Europe, resolved to multiply them. It adopted this deter-

mination the more willingly, as it had not yet received any intima

tion of the approaching appearance of the grand combined fleet
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Notwithstanding the ardent desire which animated alike the French

and the Spaniards, to depress the power of their implacable enemy,

their operations suffered too often from that slowness which seems

inseparable from all coalitions. The English, on the contrary,

enjoyed the advantages attached to the unity of powers, and to the

concert of movements. As soon as Barrington was returned, Kem-

penfeldt had orders to put to sea, and stand in like manner towards

the bay of Biscay. His instructions were, to do the French com-

merce all the harm possible, to protect that of the British, and espe-

cially to cover the arrival of two rich convoys shortly expected, the

one from Jamaica, the other from Canada.

After having wasted much precious time, the allies had set them-

selves at length to carry into effect the plans they had meditated.

The count dc Guichen, commanding the French squadron, and don

Lev/is de Cordova, admiral in chief of the combined fleet, set sail

from the port of Cadiz, in the beginning of June, with twenty-five sail

of the line, between Spanish and French. They stood to the north,

towards the shores of England, animated wnth a desire and v.ith a

hope to wrest from those audacious islanders the empire of the

ocean. As they sailed along the coasts of France, they were joined

by several ships of war, which lay in the ports of that part, and even

by a squadron that came from Brest to meet them. These different

re-inforcements carried the combined fleet to forty sail of the line.

Fortune smiled upon these first operations. The two convoys of

Newfoundland and Quebec, escorted by admiral Campbell with one

ship of fifty guns, and some frigates, fell into the midst of this im-

mense line. A part were taken, the rest dispersed. Eighteen

transports came into the power of the victors ; this capture was

valued at considerable sums. The ships of war made good their

escape, and gained the ports of England in safety. This advantage

indemnified the French, in some measure, for the loss of their convoy

destined to the East Indies.

After this, if not difficult, at least useful success, become entirely

masters of the sea, they repaired towards the entrance of the channel.

As they had done in their preceding campaigns, they stretched their

lin(! across it, from the Scilly islands to that of Ushant. While ob-

serving the coasts of England, two objects especially occupied their

attention ; the protection of their own convoys, and the seizure of

those of the enemy. Meanwhile, the British ministers were not

reckless of the danger. Admiral Howe put to sea with twenty-two

sail of the line. His instructions enjoined him to avoid a general

action, and to use every possible endeavor to protect the arrival of

Uie Jamaica convoy, become still more precious since the loss of that
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of Canada. This able commander displayed the rarest talents in

the execution of his orders. He put himself out of the reach of the

hostile fleet, by steering to the west, upon the route likely to be

taken by the convoy. This maneuver was crowned with full success.

Admiral Howe rallied to himself the whole convoy, with its escort,

commanded by Peter Parker, and, towards the last of July, entered

with them sound and safe into the ports of Ireland. The allies then

returned to their own coasts, after demonstrations as vain and fruit-

less as those of their two preceding campaigns.

But of all the enterprises of the belligerent powers in Europe,

none appeared to them more worthy to absorb all their attention than

ihe siege of Gibraltar. The English were all intent upon succoring

that fortress : the French and Spaniards upon preventing it. These

two opposite aims were become the object of their reciprocal emula-

tion. Independent of the glory of their arms, and the honor of

crowns, there w^as nothing less at stake than the empire of the Medi-

terranean, which seemed to depend on the possession of this cele-

brated rock. Never did any military operation attract, to the same

degree, the gaze of the entire world ; this siege was compared to the

most famous recorded in history, whether ancient or modern. To
preserve Gibraltar, was in England the first wish of all minds ; it was

known there that a scarcity began to prevail, within that place, of

munitions of war, and especially of provisions. It was equally known

that the besiegers intended to convert the blockade into an open

attack. Already they were preparing machines of a new construc-

tion, in order to carry, by dint of force, what they had failed of

atiaming by famine. Accordingly, since Gibraltar, notwithstanding

all that art and nature had done for its defense, was menaced with

perils of a new species, the British government assembled at Ports-

mouth all the naval forces of the kingdom. The squadrons that

were cruising upon the coasts of Holland and of the bay of Biscay,

had orders to repair thither. An immense number of transports

were there laden with munitions and necessaries of every denomina-

tion. At length, all preparations being terminated, towards the

beginnmg of September, admiral Howe, commander-in-chief, accom-

panied by the admirals Milbank, Robert Hughes, and Hotham, set

sail from Portsmouth. His force consisted of thirty-four sail of the

line, and a proportionate number of frigates and fire-ships. Upon

the fortune of this armament hung that of the besieged fortress.

Arms were not, however, the only means which the British

ministers resolved to employ in order to attain the object they had in

view ; namely, a glorious war and an honorable peace. It was not

permitted them to hope to be able to reduce their enemies entirely,
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SO long as they persisted in their strict union ; thny, therefore, formed

a design to throw division among them, by making to each of them
separate proposals of peace. The dissolution of the coalition

appeared to them the certain pledge of definitive triumph. They
calculated also, that even in case they should not succeed in their

attempt, they would nevertheless obtain a real advantage ; that of

contenting the minds of the people of Great Britain, and of rendering

ihe war less odious to them, by demonstrating the necessity of con-

tinuing it. Another no less powerful consideration had influence

upon their determination ; they felt, that in order to preserve the

partisans they had made themselves both in and out of parliament,

it was necessary that they should hold out at least an appearance of

inclining towards peace. Under these considerations, the British

cabinet made application to the empress of Russia. She accepted

the character of mediatress with the States-General of Holland ; she

offered them, in the name of king George, a suspension of arms, and
conditions of peace upon the footing of the treaty of 1674. The
ambassador of France, who was then at the Hague, watched these

secret maneuvers, and labored with all his power to prevent the

effects of them, and to maintain the States-General in their fidelity

to the alliance. He reminded them that they were pledged not to

make peace with England until that power should have acknowledged

the unrestricted freedom of the seas. While recapitulating the plans

of naval operations concerted between the two states against the com-
mon enemy, he intimated that Holland could not renounce them all

of a sudden, without as much prejudice to her own honor, as to the

interests of her faithful ally, the king of France. He glanced also

at the gratitude by which the Dutch were bound to his most christian

majesty for the preservation of the Cape of Good Hope, and the

recovery of St. Eustatius, as well as the colonies of Guiana, owing
entirely to his arms. In support of the representations of the French

ambassador, the States-General could not but add a tacit reflection.

The colonies above mentioned were still in the hands of the French,

as guarantee of treaties ; was it not to be feared that they would

refuse to restore them, if their allies departed from their engage-

ments ? These considerations were backed also by the efforts of the

partisans of France. They at length prevailed totally. The Stales-

General rejected the propositions of the court of London, declaring

that they would not disparage the incorruptible faith of which their

ancestors had left them the example. The overtures that were

made at the same time to the governments of France and of Spain

were not attended with any better success. The first entertained

/lopes of expelling the British altogether from the West Indies, and
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thereby of acquiring more efficacious rights to stipulate for the Hberty

of the seas. The second, swayed by the same motives, had, besides,

the prospect of recovering possession of Jamaica and Gibraltar. In-

timately united also by the family compact, the two monarchs would
have thought it derogatory to the dignity of their crowns, not to have

fulfilled the obligations it imposed.

But the British ministers hoped for more fruit from their intrigues

with the United States of America. With a view to this object, they

had recalled general Clinton, and replaced him by general Carleton,

who, by his moderation and humanity during the war of Canada, had

conciliated the esteem and confidence of the Americans He was

invested, as well as admiral Digby, with power to negotiate peace

with the United States, upon the basis of independence, and to con-

clude with them a treaty of amity and commerce.
But the Americans took into consideration, that no act of the par-

liament had as yet authorized the king to conclude peace or truce

with America ; and consequently it was to be apprehended that pro-

posals and promises, made at the mere motion of ministers, might

afterwards be disavowed by the two houses. They were aware also

of the extreme repugnance which the king personally had to acknowl-

edge their independence. They began therefore to suspect the

existence of a hidden snare. These conjectures acquired new force

with them, on hearing that the British cabinet had made separate

overtures to each of the belligerent powers. They no longer doubted

but that its drift was, by means of these overtures, to sow division

among them, and to amuse them by vain words. The proposition of

peace appeared to them a mere stratagem of the English to divert

their attention from the preparations requisite to the prosecution of

the war, and thereby secure for themselves easy advantages. The
French minister at Philadelphia exerted himself to the utmost to

interrupt all negotiations. He placed in the strongest light the

grounds which the Americans had for apprehending bad faith on the

part of England, and for confiding, on the contrary, in the sincerity

and generosity of the king of France. The most influential members

of the American government were little disposed of themselves to

commence their career in the political world by a violation of treaties,

and to exchange an approved alliance for a suspicious friendship

;

their opinion prevailed. The congress declared formally, that they

would enter into no negotiation wherein their ally should not par-

ticipate.

Moreover, that not the slightest doubt should remain respecting

the good faith of the United States, in order to bar all hope to Eng-

land) and all suspicion to France, the provincial assemblies decreed,

Ji
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that peace should never be concluded with Great Britain without

the consent of his most christian majesty ; declaring enemies to the

country all those who should attempt to negotiate without authority

from congress. Thus the first days of the year witnessed the

failure of all hope of pacification. The cause for which the bellige-

rent powers had taken .irms, appeared still undecided. In the midst

of that reciprocal distrust which imbittered minds, no form of con-

ciliation was admissible, till ushered by the last necessity. While

such was the posture of affairs upon the American continent, they

were about to be decided, in the islands, by one of those events

which triumph over all the measures of prudence. The war of the

West Indies was destined to have an issue similar to that which the

catastrophe of Cornwallis had operated in Virginia. The allied

courts had made formidable preparations for executing at last their

long meditated projects against Jamaica. The Spaniards had, in the

islands of St. Domingo and Cuba, a numerous fleet, and a considera-

ble body of troops, both perfectly equipped, and in readiness to move

wherever the good of the service might require. On the other hand,

the count de Grasse was at Fort Royal in Martinico, with thirty-four

sail of the line, and a great number of frigates. The French admi-

ral was occupied with the care of refitting his fleet, while awaiting

a second convoy, which departed from Brest early in February, and

which brought him an immense quantity of arms and military stores,

of which he stood in great need. After having terminated his prepa-

rations, his intention was, to effect his junction with the Spaniards at

St. Domingo, in order to act in concert against Jamaica. Their

combined forces were to consi^ of sixty sail of the line, and near

twenty thousand land troops ; a prodigious armament, and such as

had never before been seen in those seas. The English were very

far from having the means of resistance adequate to those of attack.

When Rodney, who was then anchored at Barbadoes, had been

joined by admiral Hood, and three ships of the line from England, he

found himself at the head of no more than thirty-six sail of the line.

The garrisons of the British islands were all very weak ; and even in

Jamaica there were only six battalions of troops, inclusive of militia.

The terror was so great there, that the governor of the island pro-

claimed martial law, the eflfect of which was to suspend all civil

authority, and to confer it entire upon the military commanders.

Admiral Rodney was perfectly aware that the success of the West

Indian war, and the late of all the British possessions in those seas,

depended on two decisive events. It was necessary to intercept the

Brest convoy before it should arrive at Martinico, and to prevent the

French fleet from uniting with that of Spain at St. Domingo. In
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order to accomplish the first of these objects, he had put to sea, and

so stationed his fleet to windward of the French islands, that it

extended from the island of Desirade to that of St. Vincents ; thu3

occupying the route usually followed by vessels coming from Eu-

rope bound to Martinico. He had also taken the precaution to de-

tach his frigates still more to windward, that they might observe and

promptly report to him all the movements of the enemy. But the

French presaged the snare that was laid for them. Instead of taking

the ordinary track, they stood with their convey to the north of

Desirade, and then keeping close under the lee of Guadaloupe and

Dominica, brought it in safety to the bay of Port Royal in Martinico.

This re-inforcement was most opportune for the French. It was, on

the contrary, extremely fatal for the English, who had now no other

means of averting their total ruin in those parts, but by preventing

the junction of the fleets of France and Spain at St. Domingo.

With this object in view, Rodney came to anchor in Gros Islet bay

at St. Lucia, in order to be able to watch continually all that passed

at Fort Royal. His frigates kept up a very active cruise ; and in

the meantime he took care to recruit his water and provisions, in

order to be in a situation to keep the sea as long as possible. Mean-

while, the count de Grasse felt himself pressed to act. His instruc-

tions required it of him ; and their object was of the last importance

to the glory and prosperity of the French realm. On the safety of

his convoy depended the success of the expedition of Jamaica. He

sent it forward under the escort of two ships of the line, the Sagit-

taire and Experiment, and followed it shortly after with all his fleet.

He would have wished to avail himself of the trade winds to sail

directly towards St. Domingo ; but he reflected that in so doing,,

incumbered as he was with upwards of a hundred transports, and

the wind always blowing from the same point, it was almost impos-

sible for him to keep out of the reach of the British fleet. It was

evidently in the interests of his designs to avoid a battle ; he there-

fore took a different route. He shaped his course to the northward,

standing along near the shores of the islands with all his vast arma-

ment. Prudence could not but applaud this measure, and every

thing promised its success. The pilots of the count de Gj-asse had

the advantage over those of the enemy of being better acquainted

with the bearings of these coasts, for the most part French or Span-

ish ; and they might of course approach them as near as they should

think proper. Besides, the different channels formed between these

islands, offered both secure retreats and favorable winds for escaping

tht pursuit of the enemy. The French admiral might thus pass his
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convoy along the coasts, while his ships of war should form in ordei

of battle to cover it against the attempts of his adversary. It was
easy for the French by this means to keep to windward of the

British, and consequently to preserve a free passage to St. Domingo-
The count de Grasse had therefore sufficient grounds for hoping that

all the vessels under his command would, by little and little, make
their way good to the point of general rendezvous. The British

frigates, which kept a diligent watch, soon apprised Rodney of the sail-

ing of the French fleet. Immediately, with his accustomed prompti-

tude, he put to sea in quest of the enemy. It was the ninth of April.

Already the French had begun to pass Dominica, and were to lee-

ward of that island when they descried the whole British fleet. The
, count de Grasse ordered the captains of the transports to crowd all

sail and take shelter in the port of Guadaloupe. The two admirals

prepared themselves for battle with equal skill and bravery. The
Frenchman, however, chose to keep his enemy at a distance in

order to give his convoy time to retire, and not to commit to the

caprice of fortune a certain operation. The Englishman, on the

contrary, felt that he could not engage his adversary too close, since

there was no remedy for the critical situation of affairs except in a

complete and decisive victory. The count de Grasse had thirty-

three sail of the line ; among which, one of one hundred and ten

guns, the Ville de Paris, five of eighty, twenty-one of seventy-four,

and the rest of sixty-four. The crews were complete, and there

were on board the French fleet five or six thousand land troops,

forming the garrison of the ships. The center was under the imme-
diate orders of the count de Grasse ; the marquis de Vaudreuil

commanded the van, and M. de Bougainville the rear. The fleet

of admiral Rodney consisted of thirty-six sail of the line, of which

one of ninety-eight guns, five of ninety, twenty of seventy-four, and

the others of sixty-four. The British van was commanded by vice-

admiral Hood, and the rear-guard by rear-admiral Drake. The
English were desirous to engage a general action, but they had not

yet been able to get abreast of the island of Dominica, and their

advance was retarded by calms. They endeavored nevertheless to

profit of the puffs of wind which sprung up from time to time, in

order to fetch the French. But the latter, favored by a breeze,

made for Guadaloupe. The van of the British fleet receiving the

wind soon after, admiral Hood seized the occasion to come up with

the French within cannon-shot reach, and the action commenced
towards nine o'clock in the morning. The count de Grasse was
full of confidence at seeing that he could bring all his force to bear

upon a part only of the enemy's.
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The engagement was extremely fierce ; but however impetuous

was the attack of the French, the British withstood it without losing

iheir order. The headmost ships of their center having at length a

sufficiency of wind to carry them to the support of their van, which

suffered excessively, they renewed the action with inexpressible fury.

The French received their shock with a valor no less worthy of

admiration. Rodney's own ship, the Formidable, of nincty-eighl

guns, and his two seconds, the Namur and the Duke, both of ninety, •

made a tremendous fire. The captain of a French seventy-four, so
j

far from being dismayed at it, ordered his mainsail to be furled, that

his crew might abandon all idea of retreat, and fight with the more
desperation. He waited the approach of the three British ships,

and engaged them with admirable intrepidity. His conduct inspired

the English themselves with so much enthusiasm, that one of them,

in a letter which was made public, did not hesitate to call him the

godlike Frenchman. The other ships of the British center came up
successively, and the rear, under admiral Drake, was not far behind

them. But the French admiral, who had accomplished his purpose,

thought proper to draw his ships out of action, and accordingly gave

the signal for retreat. Such was the issue of this first combat ; it

would be difficult to decide on which part the most ability and

gallantry were signalized. The English made no attempt to follow

their enemies, whether because the wind was less in their favor, or

because their van, and especially the Royal Oak and the Montague^

had been grievously damaged. On observing t'his, the French admi-

ral ordered the convoy, which had taken refuge at Guadaloupe, to

put to sea again immediately, and continue its voyage. This order

was executed with as much precision as promptitude by M. de

Langle, who commanded the convoy ; which a few days after

arrived safe and entire at St. Domingo. Some French ships had

suflfered considerably in the action. Among others the Cato was

so damaged, that it became necessary to send her to Guadaloupe to

be repaired. The Jason also had been so shattered in her engage-

ment with the Zealous, that she was also obliged to make the best

of her way to the same island. These accidents prevented the

count de Grasse from gaining so soon as he could have wished to

windward of the group of islands called the Saints, in order after-

wards to stand to windward of Desirade, and repair to St. Domingo

by the north of the islands. The English, after having hastily refit-

ted their ships, had again set themselves to pursue the French. The

count de Grasse continued to beat to windward, in order to weather

the Saints, and he was already arrived, on the eleventh, off Guada-

loupe. He had gained so much distance upon the British fleet, that

VOL. II. 3j*
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its topsails only could be descried, and that with difficulty, by the

French, Rodney had pushed his pursuit with all the dihgence

exacted by the urgency of the conjuncture ; but he began to despair

of overtaking the enemy. It was agitated in a council of war,

whether it would not be better for the interests of their affairs to give

over the direct pursuit of the enemy, and stand to leeward, in order

to arrive, if possible, before them in the waters of St. Domingo.

While this important point was under deliberation, and while an

anxious lookout was kept at the mastheads, in painful expectation

of the moment which was to decide the fate of Jamaica, and whether

the empire of the West Indies was to remain with the French or

with the English, a signal announced, about noon, the appearance of

two French ships. They had fallen to the leeward, and were drift-

ing continually nearer to the English. They were the Zcle, of

seventy-four guns, a ship which seflned destined to bring disaster to

the French fleet, and the frigate Astree, which the count de Grasse

had detached to take her in tow. A little before, the ZMi had got

foul of the Ville de Paris, and lost her foremast and mizzenmast in

the shock. In consequence of this accident she was unable to keep

up with the rest of the fleet. The English now conceived new

hopes of engaging the battle for which they so ardently panted.

They calculated that by bearing down rapidly to cut tDfT the drifted

ships, they should constrain the French admiral to come to their

succor, and thereby place himself under the necessity of fighting.

They accordingly maneuvered with so much promptitude and sagaci-

ty, that the two ships could no longer escape them, unless the French

admiral bore down with his whole fleet for their preservation. It is

thought, and not without reason, that if the count de Grasse, content

with the glory acquired upon the coasts of Virginia, had known how

to yield in time to fortune, and had abandoned the two fatal ships to

the destiny that menaced them, he might easily have made his way

good to St. Domingo. Once arrived in that island, where the forces

of Spain would have joined his own, he might have given the final

blow to the British power in the West Indies. He had already

gained so far to windward, that if he had continued his voyage, it

was become impossible for the English to come up with him. But

deeming it contrary to the dignity and reputation of the mighty arma-

ment which he commanded, to sufler two ships to be taken almost

under the fire of its guns, he took the brave but no less adventurous

resolution of going to their succor ; thus, for the sake of protecting

an inconsiderable part of his fleet, exposing himself to the hazard of

losing the whole. He formed his line of battle, bore down upon the

English, and rescued the Zele. But this movement had brought
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him so near to the enemy, that it was no longer in his power to

avoid an engagement. The two admirals prepared for it with equal
ardor. The same high spirit was shared by all their crews ; there

was not a sailor of the two nations who did not feel that he was
about to contend for the honor of his sovereign, and the dominion of

the West Indies. But the night was already come ; it was employed
on either side in making every preparation for the great day of the

morrow.

The space of sea which was to serve as the field of battle, is con-

tained between the islands of Guadaloupe, Dominica, the Saints, and
Maria Galante. Both to windward and leeward, the waters abound
in shoals and very dangerous reefs. The twelfth of April, at six in

tlie morning, tlie two fleets found themselves drawn up in presence

of each other, but on opposite tacks. The wind at this moment,
having veered from east to southeast, became more favorable to the

English. They profited of it without loss of time ; their van and
the greater part of their center ranged up to within half cannon-shot

of the enemy, and commenced the attack with unexampled fury.

The action lasted from seven in the morning till seven at night.

The other ships of the center, and the greater part of those of the

rear, edged up successively, and took part in the battle. Among
them was distinguished the Barfleur, of ninety guns, the ship of ad-

miral Hood. During this time the Zele, towed by the Astree, was

endeavoring to gain Guadaloupe.

Never did warriors the most inflamed with desire of victory, dis-

play more desperate valor or determined resolution, than the French

and English in this memorable day. The broadsides, from their rapid

succession, appeared continual , through the thick smoke that covered

the two fleets, nothing was seen but the blaze of their guns, nothing

was heard but the thunder of artillery, and the crash of the spars

that were shivered into splinters. The Formidable, admiral Rod-

ney's ship, discharged, in the course of this terrible conflict, no less

than eighty broadsides ; the Ville de Paris an equal number. The
fight continued for several hours without any apparent superiority of

success ; almost all the ships were excessively shattered ; the crews

were exhausted with fatigue. From the very commencement of the

action, the English, according to their custom, had endeavored to

break the enemy's line of battle. But the wind was not strong

enough ; and the French, perceiving their design, held firm and

repulsed them with vigor. Meanwhile the van and center of the

* count de Grasse had suffered extremely in their rigging, which occa-

sioned a sensible retardment in the movements of these two divisions.

The third commanded by M. de Bougainville, not having regulated
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its maneuvers by those of the rest of the line, had fallen into ex-

treme disorder. To this fatal event, whicM coi Id only be imputed

to men, there soon succeeded another, originatmg in the contrariety

of fortune. The wind became all at once so unfavorable to the French,

that their sails filled aback ; it was for the same reason extremely pro-

pitious to the English. Rodney took advantage of it instantly. He

bore rapidly down with the Formidable, the Namur, the Duke and the

Canada, and penetrated through the French line at the post occupied

by the Glorieux, which was completely dismasted, at the distance of

three ships from the Ville de Paris. His other ships were directed

by signal to follow him. This order having been executed with great

promptitude, the whole British fleet found itself to windward of the

enemy's. From this moment the fate of the day could no longer be

doubtful. The English wore round close upon their adversaries,

who, broken and in total confusion, could ill withstand an enemy

fighting in compact line, and animated by the prospect of infallible

victory. The French protracted their resistance only by detached

groups, or partial engagements of ship with ship. Their desperate

situation, however, had not yet abated their courage. They endeav-

ored to re-establish the line to leeward, but all their efforts were vain,

though they signally honored their misfortune. The English of pref-

erence closed with those ships which they judged unable to escape

them. The Canada engaged the Hector, which did not surrender

till after having exhausted all its means of defense. The Centaur

attacked the Cesar ; they both remained entire. A furious action

ensued. The French captain would not surrender. Three other

ships of war assailed him ; but after his ship had been battered to

pieces, and his ensign-staff shot away, M. de Marigny, who com-

manded the Cesar, ordered his colors to be nailed to the mast, and

redoubled the fire of all his batteries. He was slain ;
his successor

defended himself with the same courage. At length his mainmast

being fallen, and all his tackling destroyed, he yielded to number.

The captain of the Glorieux did not surrender till after the most hon-

orable resistance. The Ardent, after a no less gallant defense, fell

also into the power of the English. The Diademe, torn all to pieces,

went to the bottom. If all the French captains, whom fortune be-

trayed on this day, displayed an heroic bravery, none of them

deserved more lasting praises than the unfortunate count de Grasse.

He seemed inflexibly resolved rather to sink with his ship, than to sur-

render her to the enemy. Totally dismasted, and admitting the water

on all parts, the Ville de Paris, after a combat of ten hours, continued

to kee[) up a terrible fire with starboard and larboard guns. Captain

Cornwallis, in the Canada, appeared to rest his glory upon reducing
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her ; but by her very mass she repulsed all his efforts ; six other

British ships joined the Canada, to give the final blows to the French
admiral, but still in vain. Several of his ships had attempted to

succor him ; at first his two seconds, the Languedoc and Couronne,
then the Pluton and the Triumphant. But, overwhelmed by num-
ber, the captains of these ships had been constrained to abandon
their captain-general to all the dangers of his position. The count
de Grasse found his last hope extinct ; his fleet, lately so flourishino-,

were either dispersed or fallen into the power of the enemy, but his

invincible courage refused to bend. He persisted in this manner,
facing with the most admirable intrepidity the repeated attempts that

were made upon him from every quarter, till past six o'clock in the

afternoon. Admiral Hood's approach in the Barfleur, of ninety

guns, did not alter his determination. He bore a heavy fire from
him during some time, without any appearance of yielding ; and it

was not till after a dreadful destruction of his people that he con-

sented at last to strike. He and two more were the cnly men left

standing upon the upper deck. Thus fell into the hands of the

English the Ville de Paris, justly considered as one of the fairest

ornaments of the French marine. This magnificent ship had been

presented to Louis XV. by his capital, at the epoch of the disasters

occasioned by the war of Canada. It had cost four millions of hvres.

Thirty-six chests of money, and the whole train of artillery, intended

for the attack on Jamaica, became the prey of the victors. The
English lost in this battle, and in that of the ninth, upvv'ards of a

thousand men. The loss of the French was much more consid' ar-

able, without reckoning prisoners. The first had in particular to

regret the captains Bayne and Blair of the Alfred and Anson. Lord

Robert Manners, son of the marquis of Granby, a young man of the

greatest promise, survived his wounds but a short time. This day

cost life to six captains of French ships ; among whom were the

viscount d'Escars and M. de la Clocheterie ; the first of the Glorieux,

the second of the Hercule.

To reap the fruits of his victory, admiral Rodney would have

wished to pursue the enemy after the battle. But as it grew dark,

he thought it necessary, in order to secure his prizes, and to afford

time for inquiring into the condition of the ships that had suffered

in the action, to bring to for the night. The following morning he

was still detained upon the coasts of Guadaloupe by a calm, which

lasted three days. Having at length examined the bays and harbors

of the neighboring French islands, and being satisfied that the ene-

my had sailed to leeward, Rodney dispatched sir Samuel Hood, whose

division being in the rear, and coming up late, had suffered but little
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in the battle, to the west end of St. Domingo, in the hope that he

might be able to pick up some of their disabled ships. Hood was

afterwards to repair to Cape Tiberon, where admiral Rodney had

appointed to meet him with the rest of his fleet.

With the exception of some French ships, which M. dc Bougainville

conducted to St. Eustatius to be repaired, all the others under the

marquis de Vaudreuil, keeping together in a body, made the best of

their way to Cape Francois. In the meantime, admiral Hood had

arrived in the waters of St. Domingo, and while cruising in the

Mora passage, which separates that island from Porto Rico, he de-

scried four sail of French vessels, two of the line, and two of less

force. These were the Jason and Caton, which were returning from

the anchorage of Guadaloupe, with the frigate Aimable and the sloop

of war Ceres, Their captains were not informed of the action of

the twelfth of April, and were pursuing their voyage in full security.

They fell into the midst of the squadron of sir Samuel Hood, who

had little difficulty in forcing them to surrender. A fifth sail, which

was discovered in the distance, had the fortune to escape the pursuit

of the English by an unexpected shift of wind in her favor. Thus

the French loss amounted to eight ships of the line ; but the Diademe

having been sunk, and the Cesar having blown up, there remained

but six in the possession of the English, as trophies of their victory.

Admiral Hood rejoined sir George Rodney off Cape Tiberon
;

the latter then proceeded with the disabled ships and the prizes to

Jamaica. The former remained, with twenty-five ships that had

suffered the least, in the waters of St. Domingo, to watch the enemy,

and prevent him from attempting any expedition of importance

against the British possessions. Though discouraged by the check

which they had just received, the allies were still formidable. They

had at Cape Francois twenty-three sail of the line, under the marquis

de Vaudreuil, and sixteen Spanish, commanded by don Solano.

Their land forces amounted to near twenty thousand men. They

relinquished, however, the enterprise of Jamaica, and indeed every

sort of attempt in the West Indies. The Spaniards returned to the

Havanna. Some French ships took under their guard a convoy of

merchantmen, and arrived in Europe without accident. The mar

quis de Vaudreuil repaired with the rest of Iiis fleet to the ports ol

"North America. Thus ended the projects against Jamaica, and all

this campaign in the West Indies. It produced afterwards one only

event; the Bahama islands, which had hitherto served as a shelter

for British privateers, surrender, d the sixth of May to the Spanisl:

arms. The French obtained also another success in the most north

crn regions of America ; a feeble compensation of their late losses
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The marquis de Vaudreuil, a little before his departure for the Unit-

ed States, had detached M. de la Peyrouse, with the ship of war
Sceptre, and the frigates Astree and Engageante. His instructions

were, to repair to Hudson's bay, and do all the harm possible to the

establishments of the British northwest company. The expedition

succeeded completely ; the English estimated the damage he caused

them at seven millions of livres. It was much more remarkable

for the almost insurmountable obstacles which the nature of the places

and climate presented to the Fiench, than for the resistance of their

enemies, whom they surprised in full security and without defense.

The coasts were difficult and little known, and the shoals very dan-

gerous. Though it was only the last of July when the ships of the

expedition arrived in Hudson's bay, yet the cold was already so

rigorous there, and the masses of floating ice so numerous, that they

were very near being shut up for the winter in those bleak and dis-

mal regions.

In the meantime, admiral Rodney had repaired to Jamaica ; he

had made a triumphal entry into the port of Kingston. The inhab-

itants of the island crowded with eagerness to behold their deliverer,

and to enjoy the spectacle of the victorious and of the captured ships.

But no object more excited their curiosity, than the French admiral

himself, who, already become illustrious by grea^ success in America,

and ready but now to fall upon their island at tne head of the most

formidable armament, appeared there at present as a memorable

example of the caprices of fortune. The victory of Rodney and the

exultation of the colonists did not, however, cause them to forget

what generosity exacted of them towards an unfortunate enemy.

They loaded him with all the attentions which they judged suitable

to console him.

Meanwhile, before the news of the victory of the twelfth of April

had reached England, admiral Pigot had been appointed to the com-

mand of the West India fleet, in the room of Rodney. The latter

obeyed without delay, and departed for Europe after having em-

barked the count de Grasse in the homeward bound Jamaica convoy.

The odious pillage committed at St. Eustatius, had brought Rodney
into great discredit with the public. His conduct had been censured

with extreme asperity even in parliament. The complaints which

arose on all parts against this admiral, might have contributed no less

to his recall than his attachment to the party in opposition to minis-

ters. But when arrived in England, he answered his accusers only

by showing them the count de Grasse prisoner. Immediately, the

infamous spoiler of St. Eustatius became the idol of the nation.

Those same individuals, who had inveighed against him «vith the most
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vehemence, showed themselves the most forward to load him with

panegyric in the same measure.

The count de Grasse encountered in England the most honorable

reception ; he owed it perhaps as much to ostentation as to politeness.

As soon as he was arrived at London, he was presented to the king,

and waited on by all the great. The people assembled in throngs

before the hotel where he lodged ; forced to appear at the balcony, the

multitude greeted him with loud acclamations, and applauses without

end. They called him the brave, the valiant Frenchman. Such is

the fascination of courage even in an enemy ! In the public places

where the count made his appearance, numerous crowds gathered

about him, not to insult him, but, on the contrary, to pay him homage.

The enthusiasm of the people of London seemed to redouble, when

it was generally agreed to find him an English physiognomy. He
was obliged to consent to have his portrait painted ; copies of it

were profusely distributed throughout the country ; and who-

ever was without it, exposed himself to be accounted a bad patriot.

Admiral Rodney was created an English peer, by the title of lord

Rodney. Hood was honored with an Irish peerage ; Drake and

Affleck with baronetages.

The grief which the news of the disaster of the twelfth of April

produced in France, was the more profound, as it immediately

succeeded the most sanguine hope. But the French, constant in

their gayety, and intrepid by their nature, rapidly lose impressions of

sadness ; they soon resumed courage. The king was the first to give

the example of firmness ; it was imitated by all France. In order

to repair the losses of his marine, the monarch ordered the immediate

construction of twelve ships of the line of one hundred and ten,

eighty, and seventy-four guns. The counts de Provence and d'Ar-

tois, his brothers, offered him each one of eighty ; the prince ot

Conde one of one hundred and ten, in the name of the states of

Burgundy. The chamber of commerce, with the six corps of re-

tailers of the city of Paris, the merchants of Marseilles, of Bordeaux,

of Lyons, resolved with the same zeal to furnish to the state each a

ship of one hundred and ten guns. The receivers-general of the

revenue, the farmers-general, and other financial companies, offered

to advance considerable sums. All these offers were accepted, but

not those which patriotism had dictated to private citizens ; the king,

not willing to increase the burdens that already weighed upon his

people, ordered the sums which had been subscribed or advanced

by particulars, to be placed again at their disposal. Thus the ardent

zeal which manifested itself in all parts towards the country and the
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sovereign, raised the French above the mahce of adverse fortune,

and cheered them with new hopes of a brilhant future.

We have seen the war brought to an end upon the American con

tment, by the irreparable check which the arms of England sustained

at Yorktown ; and we have also seen it suspended in the West Indies,

by the disaster of the French marine. We shall now return from

tfiose distant regions, to consider the issue of this long and bloody

war in that part of the globe which we inhabit, and in those countries

whence it drew its principal aliment. The attention of all the in-

formed p?jt of mankind was turned upon the siege of Gibraltar.

For many ages, Europe had not witnessed an enterprise of this sort

which presented more formidable difficulties, or more important

results.

Admiral Howe had sailed for the relief of that fortress. Various

were the conjectures of men respecting the success of his efforts.

Some, full of confidence in the dexterity and audacity of the English,

inferred from the event of their preceding expeditions, the most favor-

able issue to this ; others, reflecting upon the naval superiority of the

allied courts, and impressed with esteem for the talents and valor of

the count de Guichen and don Lewis de Cordova, formed a contrary

opinion. In one place, the extraordinary preparations that had been

made and were still making by the besiegers, appeared to answer

for the approaching fall of Gibraltar. In another, on the contrary,

the strength of its position, the perfection of its works, and the intre-

pidity of its defenders, seemed to place it beyond the reach of dan-

ger. Every where but one opinion prevailed upon this point ; that

the obstacles were numerous, and that blood must stream copiously

before they were all surmounted. But the very hazards of this great

enterprise so infiamedthevalorof all warlike men, that even those who

were not called to take an active part in it, wished at least to be

spectators of the glorious, scenes that were about to be represented

at the foot of this formidable rock. Hence it was, that not only from

France and Spain, but also from Germany, and the remoter regions

of the north, the most distinguished personages were seen hastening

to arrive at the camp of St. Roch, and in the port of Algesiras.

Even those nations which are accounted barbarous, and who have

communicated that appellation to so large and so fine a portion of

Africa, were seized with an irresistible curiosity ;
they repaired to

the nearest shores in order to contemplate a spectacle so new for

them. All was in movement in the camp, in the arsenals, and aboard

the fleets of the allies. From the summit of his rock, Elliot awaited

with an heroic constancy the attack with which he was menaced.

But before relating the memorable events that ensued, it appears to

vou n. Ek
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US necessary to enter into a description of the places, and of the

works within and without the citadel ; and to trace an outline of ihe

plans and preparations of the besiegers.

The fortress of Gibraltar is seated upon a rock which projects in

the form of a tongue for the space of a league, from north to south,

out of the continent of Spain, and which is terminated by a promon-

tory called the point of Europe. The top of this rock is elevated a

thousand feet above the level of the sea. Its eastern flank, or that

which looks towards the Mediterranean, is entirely composed of a

living rock, and so perpendicularly steep as to be absolutely inacces-

sible. The point of Europe, which is also of solid rock, slopes and

terminates in an esplanade, which rises twenty feet above the sea
;

here the English had planted a battery of twenty pieces of heavy

artillery. Behind this point the promontory dilates, and there is

formed a second esplanade, which overlooks the first, and affords

space enough for the troops of the garrison to parade in without diffi-

culty. As the declivity is gentle, and of easy access, the English

havemade cuts in the rock in front, and surrounded the platform with

a wall fifteen feet in height and as many in thickness, copiously fur-

nished with artillery. Within this platform they have constructed,

besides, an intrenched camp, which offers them a secure retreat in

case they should be driven from their outer works. From this post

they communicate with another still more elevated, and situated

among steep and irregular masses ; here the besieged had established

their camp. Upon the western flank of the promontory, and upon

the seashore, the town of Gibraltar itself occupied a long and narrow

space. It had been almost totally destroyed by the artillery, in one

of the preceding attacks. It is closed on the south by a wall, on the

north by an ancient fortification called the castle of the Moors, and in

front, next the sea, by a parapet sixteen feet thick, and furnished

from distance to distance with batteries, which fire level with the

water. Behind the town, the mountain rises abruptly quite to its

summit. The English, for the greater security of this part, have

constructed two other works, which project considerably into the sea.

Both are armed with formidable batteries. The first, which looks to

the north, is called the Old Mole ; the second the New Mole. Not

content with these defenses, they have erected in front of the castle of

the Moors, and of Old Mole, another work consisting in two bastions,

connected by a curtain, of which the scarp and covered way, being

well countermined throughout, are very difficult to mine. The object

of this construction is to sweep, by a raking fire, that narrow strip of

land which runs between the rock and the sea, and which forms the

only communicatioa of the Spanish continent with the fortress In
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the front of this work, the water of the sea had been introduced by
means of dikes and sluices, which, forming a pool or fen, adds much
to the strength of this part. The north side, or that which faces

Spain, is by far the loftiest flank of the rock. It fronts the camp of

St. Roch, and presents upon all its surface a prodigious quantity of

batteries which descend in tiers towards the Spanish camp. Thu»
art had combined with nature to make of this immense rock an im-

pregnable citadel. Betv/een the promontory of Gibraltar and the

coast of Spain, lies, towards the west, a deep gap filled by the waters

of the sea ; it is the bay of Gibraltar or of Algesiras. The port and

city of this name are situated upon the western shore of the bay.

The orarrison of Alfresiras amounted to little over seven thousand

men, with about two hundred and fifty officers. Such was the nature

of that rock, against which the Spanish monarchy displayed the

greatest part of its forces, and invoked besides the powerful assist-

ance of France. This enterprise was the object of the most ardent

wishes of Charles III. ; he considered the honor of his crown as

deeply interested in its success. The king of France likewise saw

in the reduction of Gibraltar the termination of the war. In order

to push the operations of the siege and secure its success, the con-

duct of it was committed to the duke deCrillon ; the public opinion

designated the victor of Minorca as the conqueror of Gibraltar.

The preparations directed against this place exceeded every thing

that had ever been heard of in like circumstances. Upwards of

twelve hundred pieces of heavy cannon, eighty-three thousand bar-

rels of powder, a proportionable quantity of bombs and balls, were

destined to batter the works of the English. Forty gunboats, with

as many bomb ketches, were to open their fire on the side of the bay,

under cover of a formidable fleet of fifty sail of the hne, twelve

French, the others Spanish. Frigates and light vessels hovered in

front of this hne, in waiting to carry succor wherever it might be

wanted. Upwards of three hundred large boats had been assembled

from all parts of Spain, which came to join the immense number

already in the bay of Algesh-as. It was intended to employ them,

during the attack, in carrying munitions and necessaries to the ships

of war, and in landing the troops as soon as the works should be

ruined. Nor were the preparations by land inferior to those that were

made by sea. The Spaniards had already advanced by sap ; and their

lines, as soon as they were terminated, presented an astonishing

number of batteries of heavy artillery. Twelve thousand French

troops were brought to diffuse their peculiar vivacity and animation

through the Spanish army, as well as for tl e benefit to be derived

from the example and exertions of their sup( rior disciphne and expe-
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lience. At sight of the immense warlike apparatus assembled against

the place, and of the ardor manifested by the soldiers, the generals

who directed the siege considered themselves as so sure of success,

that they were upon the point of ordering, without further delay, a

general assault. They had resolved, that while the land forces should

assail the fortress on tho side of the isthmus, the fleet should batter

it upon all the points contiguous to tiie sea. They hoped that the

garrison, already little numerous, experiencing besides a great diminu-

tion in dead and wounded, would be totally incapable of sufficing for

the defense of so extensive works. The loss of some thousands of

men, and several ships of the line, would have seemed to the be-

siegers but a slender price for so inestimable a conquest. Mean-
while, the project of an attack by main force was not adopted by all

the members of the council. Those who blamed its temerity,

observed, that until the defenses of the place on the land side were

entirely prostrated, to attempt the assault would be sending the

troops to a certain death, without any hope of success. On the part

of the sea, they showed that an attack would be attended with the

inevitable destruction of the ships, without producing the smallest

effect upon the fortress. ' Nevertheless,' they added, ' as a simple

attack by land must necessarily be fruitless, it is highly desirable that

a kind of ships could be procured more capable of resisting artillery

than those of an ordinary construction.' It could not be expected to

carry Gibraltar by an attack of sliort duration ; but was it possible

"to prol<^"g it without h«2arding the ruin of the fleet ? This considera-

tion occupied the thought of several men of talents. They present-

ed plans of various inventions, all having for object to facilitate the

battering of the fortress on the part of the sea. These schemes

were examined with extreme attention. Several were rejected ast

incompetent to the purpose in view, none as too expensive. At

length, after long deliberation, it was agreed to adopt the plan of the

chevalier d'Arcon, a French engineer of high note ; it was thought

ingenious and infallible. His project went to the construction of

floating batteries, or ships, upon such a principle, that they could nei-

ther be sunk nor fired. The first of these properties v*'as to be

acquired by the extraordinary thickness of timber, with which their

keels and bottoms were to be fortified ; the second, by securing the

sides of the ships, wherever they were exposed to shot, with a strong

wall, composed of timber and cork, a long time soaked in water, and

including between a large body of wet sand. But the ingenious

projector, not being yet satisfied with his work, and wishing to render

it more proof against the redhot shot from the fortress, executed a

con^trivance for communicating water in every direction to restrain
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its effect. In imitation of the circulation of the blood in a living

body, a great variety of pipes and canals perforated all the solid

workmanship, in such a manner, that a continued succession of
water was to be conveyed to every part of the vessels ; a number of
pumps being adapted to the purpose of an unlimited supply. By
this means, it was expected that the redhot shot would operate to

the remedy of its own mischief; as the very action of cutting through
those pipes would procure its immediate extinction.

To protect his floating batteries from bombs, and the men at the
batteries from grape or descending shot, the chevalier d'Arcon had
contrived a hanging roof, which was to be worked up and down with
ease, and at pleasure. The roof was composed of a strong rope^

work netting, laid over with a thick covering of wet hides ; while its

sloping position was calculated to prevent the shells from lodging, and
to throw them off into the sea before they could take effect. All

this scaffolding was constructed upon the hulks of great ships, from
six hundred to fourteen hundred tons burthen, cut down to the state

required by the plan. There were ten of these floating batteries;

they were armed in all with a hundred and fifty-four pieces of heavy
brass cannon, that were mounted ; and something about half the

number of spare guns were kept ready to supply the place of those

which might be overheated, or otherwise disabled in action. The
Pastora alone, which was the largest, carried twenty-four in battery,

and twelve in reserve. The Talla Piedra, commanded by the

prince of Nassau, and the Paula, which was also one of the stoutest,

mounted a no less numerous artillery. That its fire might not be

slackened by losses in dead or wounded, thirty-six men, as well

Spaniards as French, were allotted to the service of each piece.

The command of this flotilla had been confided to admiral don
Moreno, a seaman of equal valor and ability, who had served with

distinction at the siege of Port Mahon. The vast bulk of the bat-

tering ships, the materials employed in their construction, and the

weight of their artillery, seemed hkely to render them extremely

heavy and unmanageable. They were, however, rigged with so much
skill and ingenuity, that they executed their various evolutions with

all the ease and dexterity of frigates.

When all these preparations were completed, there were few per-

sons in the camp of the besiegers who did not consider the fall of a

place so vigorously attacked as inevitable. It was at this epoch,

towards the middle of August, that two French princes arrived at

the army before Gibraltar ; the count d'Artois, and the duke de

Bourbon. The object of their mission was to animate the troops by

their presence, and that they might themselves come in for a share of

Kk,
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the glory of so signal and illustrious an enterprise. The army
were impatient to receive the signal of attack ; their ardor had more
need of restraint than incitement. So sanguine was the general

hope, that the duke de Crillon was thought extremely cautious of

hazarding an opinion, when he allowed so long a term as fourteen

days to the certainty of being in possession of Gibraltar. Twenty-
four hours appeared more than sufficient.

The arrival of the French princes afforded an opportunity for the

display of that politeness, and the exercise of those humanized atten-

tions and civilities, by which the refined manners of modern Europe
have tended so much to divest war of many parts of its ancient

savage barbarity. The Spaniards had intercepted some packets,

containing a number of letters directed to the officers in Gibraltar,

and had transmitted them to the court of Madrid, where they lay

at the time that the count d'Artois arrived at that capital. The
French prince obtained the packets from the king, and on his arrival

at the camp, had them forwarded to their address. The duke de
Crillon sent with them a letter to general Elliot, in which, besides

informing him of this particular mark of attention shown by the count

d'Artois, he farther acquainted him that he was charged by the

French princes, respectively, to convey to the general the strongest

expressions of their regard and esteem for his person and character.

He requested, in the most obliging terms, that he would accept of a

present of fruit and vegetables, for his own use, which accompanied

the letter, and of some ice and partridges for the gentlemen of his

household ; farther entreating, that as he knew the general lived

entirely upon vegetables, he would acquaint him with the particular

kinds which he liked best, with a view to his regular supply. Gene-
ral Elliot answered with the same politeness ; he returned many
thanks to the princes and the duke de Crillon, for the flattering

attentions they were pleased to show him. But he informed the

duke that in accepting the present, he had broken through a resolu-

tion which he had invariably adhered to from the commencement
of the war, which was, never to receive, or to procure by any means
whatever, any provisions or other commodity for his own private use

;

and that he made it a point of honor, to partake of both plenty and
scarcity, in common with the lowest of his brave fellow-soldiers. He
therefore entreated the duke not to heap any more favors of the

same kind upon him, as he could not in future apply them to his

own use. This exchange of courtesies was deemed worthy of their

authors, and of the sovereigns they represented.

But while these civilities were passing, as in the midst of profound

peace, the dispositions were in process for redoubling the horrors of
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war. Elliot had hitherto observed in a sort of inaction the prcpara

tions of the besiegers, when all of a sudden he saw issuing from the

port of Algesiras the enormous masses of the floating batteries. If

his courage was not shaken, he could not, however, but feel at least a

strong emotion of surprise. In this uncertainty as to what might be

the effect of those new invented machines, prudence urged him to

make every defensive preparation that was calculated to elude and

defeat it. Confiding, moreover, in the strength of the place, and

the valor of his garrison, he was under no apprehension for the issue

of the approaching attack. He did more ; he resolved to anticipate

it, by attacking himself. The besiegers had pushed their works with

so much diligence that some of them were already far advanced

towards the fortress. The governor determined to try how far a

vigorous cannonade and bombardment with redhot balls, carcasses,

and shells, might operate to their destruction. A powerful and

admirably directed firing accordingly commenced from the garrison,

at seven o'clock in the morning of the eighth of September. By

ten o'clock, the Mahon battery, with another adjoining to it, were in

flames ; and by five in the evening were entirely consumed, togethei

with their gun-carriages, platforms and magazines, although the latter

were bomb proof. A great part of the communications to the east-

ern parallel, and of the trenches and parapet for musketry, were

likewise destroyed ; and a large battery near the bay suffered exces-

sively ; the works were on fire in fifty places at the same instant. It

was not without extreme exertions and considerable loss that the

besiegers at length succeeded in extinguishing the flames, and pre-

serving their works from total destruction.

This affront was so much resented by the duke de Crillon, that

having pressed the reparation of his works during the night, he

unmasked all his batteries by break of day on the following morn-

ing ; they mounted one hundred and ninety-three pieces of cannon

and mortars, and continued to pour their fire of shot and shells, with-

out intermission, upon the garrison, through the whole course of the

day. At the same time, a part of the fleet, taking the advantage of

a favorable wind, dropped down from the Orange Grove at the head

of the bay, and passing slowly along the works, discharged their shot

at the Old Mole and the adjoining bastions, continuing their cannon-

ade until they had passed Europa Point and got into the Mediterra-

nean. They then formed a line to the eastward of the rock, and

the admiral leading, came to the attack of the batteries on the point,

and under a very slow sail, commenced a heavy fire with all their

guns But these combined efforts did very little harm to the besieg-
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cd. There prevailed for some days a calm, which was soon to be
interrupted by a most sanguinary combat.

The thirteenth of September was destined to witness an ever

memorable conflict. History, in eflect, presents nothing more terri-

ble for the desperate fierceness and resolution of the two parties, nor

more singular for the species of arms, nor more glorious for the

humanity manifested by the conquerors. The season beginning to

be late, and admiral Howe approaching with intent to re-victual Gib-

raltar, the allied commanders felt the necessity of precipitating the

attack they meditated. According to the plan agreed upon, the

artillery of the lines, the floating batteries, the ships of war and gun-
boats were to attack the place upon all points at once. While the

cannon, mortars and howitzers of the isthmus kept up a heavy fire

on the land side, it was intended that the floating batteries should

direct their fire against the works which commanded the bay, taking

their station in front of the Old Mole. At the same time, the jiun

and mortar boats, with the bomb-ketches, taking post on the two
flanks of the line of battering ships, were to enfilade the British

artillery which defended tlie fortifications constructed upon the

margin of the sea. As to the fleet, it was destined to concur no less

effectually to the attack, according to the wind or the necessity of

the service. In this manner, the fortress would be battered simulta-

neously by four hundred pieces of ordnance, without including the

artillery afloat.

General Elliot, on his part, had neglected nothing that could ena-

ble him to make a vigorous defense. The soldiers were at their

posts, the artillerists at their places with lighted matches ; numerous
furnaces were prepared for heating the shot. At seven in the morn-
ing, the ten battering ships, under the conduct of admiral don Mo-
reno, put themselves in motion. Between nine and ten they came
to an anchor, being moored in a line, at moderate distances, from

the Old to the New Mole, lying parallel to the rock, and at about

nine hundred yards distance. The admiral's ship was stationed

opposite the king's bastion ; and the others took their appointed

places successively, and with great regularity, on his right and left.

The cannonade and bombardment, on all sides, and in all directions,

from the isthmus, the sea, and the various works of the fortress, was

not only tremendous, but beyond example. The prodigious showers

of redhot balls, of bombs, and of carcasses, which filled the air, and
were without intermission thrown to every point of the various

attacks, both by sea and by land, from the garrison, astonished even

the commanders of the allied forces. The battering ships, however,

appeared to be the principal objects of vengeance, as they were of
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apprehension, to the garrison ; but such was the excellence of their

construction that they not only resisted this terrible fire, but answer-
ed it with equal fury ; and already they had operated a breach in

the works of the Old Mole. The result of so many mutual efforts

seemed for a long time uncertain. At length, however, some smoke
began to issue from the upper part of the battering ships Pastora and
Talla Piedra. It was caused by some redhot balls, which had pene-
trated so far into their sides, that they could not be extinguished by
the water of the internal canals. They had set fire to the contiguous

parts, which, after smouldering for some time, suddenly broke out in

flames. The men were seen, at the hazard of life, using fire

engines, and pouring Vv'ater into the shot-holes. This fire, though
kept under during the continuance of daylight, could never be

thoroughly subdued. The disorder in these two commanding ships

in tlie center, affected the whole line of attack ; and by the evening

the fire from the fortress had gained a decided superiority. The fire

was continued from the batteries in the fortress with equal vigor

through the night, and by one o'clock in the morning the first two
batteries were in flames, and the others visibly on fire, whether by

the effect of the redhot shot, or, as the Spaniards pretended, that

they were, purposely set on fire, when it appeared no longer possible

to save them. The confusion was now extreme. Rockets were

continually thrown up by each of the ships, as signals to the fleet of

their distress and danger. These signals were immediately ansv/er-

ed, and all means used by the fleet to afford the assistance they

required ; but as it was deemed impossible to remove the battering

ships, their endeavors were only directed to bringing off the men. A
great number of boats were accordingly employed, and great intre-

pidity displayed, in the attempts for this purpose ; the danger from

tlie burning vessels, filled as they were with instruments of destruc-

tion, appearing no less dreadful than the fire from the garrison,

terrible as that was, since the light thrown out on all sides by the

flames afforded the utmost precision in its direction. Never, per-

iiaps, has a more deplorable spectacle passed before the eyes of

men. The thick darkness which covered the land and waters in the

distance contrasted with the frightful glare of the flames which de-

voured so many victims ; in the midst of the roar of artillery their

dolorous cries were audible. A new incident occurred to interrupt

the attempts that were made for their rescue, and to complete the

general confusion and destruction. Captain Curtis, a seaman as

able as he was adventurous, advanced at this moment with twelve

gunboats, each carrying one eighteen or twenty-four pounder. They

fiad been constructed to oppose those of the Spaniards, and their low
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fire anJ fixed aim rendered them extremely formidable. Captain

Curtis drew them up in such a manner as to flank the line of batter-

ing ships. The scene was wrought up by this fierce and unexpect-

ed attack to the highest point of calamity. The Spanish boats dared

no longer to approach, and were compelled to the hard necessity of

abandoning their ships and friends to the flames, or to the mercy of

a heated and irritated enemy. Several of their boats and launches

had been sunk before they submitted to this necessity ; and one in

particular, with fourscore men on board, who were all drowned,

excepting an officer and twelve men, who, having the fortune to float

on the wreck under the walls, were taken up by the garrison. Some
feluccas had taken shelter upon the coast during the night, but as

soon as the day appeared, the English soon compelled them to sur-

render. It seemed that nothing could have exceeded the horrors of

the night ; but the opening of daylight disclosed a spectacle still more
dreadful. Numbers of men were seen in the midst of the flames,

crying out for pity and help ; others floating upon pieces of timber,

exposed to an equal though less dreadful danger from the opposite

element. Even those in the ships, where the fire had yet made a

less progress, expressed in their looks, gestures, and words, the

deepest distress and despair, and were no less urgent in imploring

assistance. Moved with compassion at this dismal scene, the Eng-
lish discontinued their five, and thought only of saving the enemy
they had vanquished ; a conduct the more generous, as it was

attended with manifest peril. Captain Curtis in particular acquired

an imperishable glory, by showing himself regardless of his own
existence in his endeavors to preserve that of his enemies. He
advanced intrepidly with his boats towards the burning ships, in

order to rescue those who were about to become the prey of the

one or other element. He was himself the first to rush on board

the blazing batteries, and to set the example of dragging with his

own hands the terrified victims from the jaws of destruction. Mean-
while death hovered incessantly round him. 'He was equally expos-

ed to the peril arising from the blowing up of the ships as the fire

reached their magazines, and to the continual discharge on all sides

of the artillery, as the guns became to a certain degree heated.

Several of his people were killed or severely wounded in this honor-

able enterprise. He was near sharing the fate of one of the largest

ships, which blew up only a few moments after he left her. A^ear four

hundred men were thus saved, by the noble exertions of Curtis, from

inevitable death. The French and Spaniards, however, lost no less

than fifteen hundred men, including the prisoners and wounded, in

the attack by sea. The wounded that fell into the power of the
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conqueror were carried to the hospitals of the fortress, and treated

with the greatest humanity. Nine floating batteries were burnt by

tlie redhot shot, or by the Spaniards themselves. The tenth was

burnt by the English when they found she could not be brought off.

Their loss was inconsiderable ; it amounted, according to their

account, since the ninth of August, to no more than sixty-five killed,

and three hundred and eighty-eight wounded. The fortifications

received but slight damage ; or at least not so considerable as to

afford any room for future apprehension.

In this manner was victory obtained with lasting glory to general

Elliot, and the whole garrison of Gibraltar. The treasures which

the king of Spain had expended for the construction of these enor-

mous machines, the bravery and perseverance of his troops, the valor

and spirit of the French, were all in vain.

It cannot indeed be positively affirmed, that if such formidable

means of attack had even been employed in all their efficacy, ana

according to the intention of the generals, they would have sufficed

to carry the place ; but neither can it be denied that the allies com-

mitted several faults of no little importance. The first was undoubt-

edly that of having hurried on the attack before M. d'Arcon had

been able to bring his floating batteries to that degree of perfection

which he could have wished. By working the pumps, he had per-

ceived that the water of the pipes leaked upon the inward parts, and

that the powder was exposed to be wet by it, and rendered unfit for

use. He would have found a remedy for this inconvenience ; but

be was not allowed time to seek it. The inner pipes were therefore

stopped up, and only the outer ones filled with water, which were

found an insufficient defense against the effect of the redhot shot.

It is, besides, to be considered that don Moreno was ordered so ab-

ruptly to repair to the attack from the point of Majorca, that he found

it impossible to form the Une of his floating batteries in front of the

Old Mole, as contemplated in the plan of attack. From that point

his fire would assuredly have been more efficacious, and he might

also have retired thence without difficulty if he had thought it neces-

sary ; but he was constrained to take post between the Old and the

New Mole. Nor did the Spanish gunboats answer the general ex-

pectation, whether they were in effect opposed by the wind, as was

pretended, or that their spirit of adventure sunk under the dreadful

fire from the garrison Only two of them took any considerable share

in the attack. The great fleet itself remained in a state of almost

total inaction. It is uncertain whether this failure should be attrib-

uted to an unfavorable wind, or to secret jealousies between the land

and sea commanders. The batteries on shore, whatever was the
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cause of it, were equally far from performing the services which

were expected from them. Their fire was neither so well supported,

nor so well directed as it should have been. It resulted from these

several causes, that the garrison, instead of being disquieted upon al'

points at the same instant, found themselves at liberty to direct the

whole weight and force of their fire against the floating batteries.

In this manner was disconcerted the most ingenious design which

for a long time had been framed by the wisdom of man. The most

sanguine hopes suddenly gave place to the opinion, that Gibraltar

was not only the strongest place known, but that it was absolutely

inexpugnable.

Convinced by this attack, that a regular siege could not have the

desired issue, the allied commanders resolved to convert it into a

blockade, and to await from famine what they despaired of obtaining

by dint of arms. It was therefore of the highest importance to pre-

vent admiral Howe from throwing into the place the intended relief.

The combined fleet had accordingly taken its anchorage in the

bay of Algesiras, to the number of about fifty sail of the line ; among
which were five of one hundred and ten guns, and the Trinidad, of

one hundred and twelve. The design of don Lewis de Cordova,

the commander of these forces, was to engage the British fleet as

soon as it should appear, while his light squadron should give chase

to the transports, and capture them, one after another. It is not easy

to explain why this admiral, instead of advancing to meet the enemy
off Cape St. Mary, where he would have been able to display his

whole line, took the determination to await him in a narrow bay,

where the number of his ships, so far from being an advantage, could

only tend to embarrass him. It appears that this disposition ema-
nated immediately from the king of Spain, whose thoughts were all

absorbed in the conquest of Gibraltar.

In the meantime, admiral Howe met with much delay through

contrary winds and unfavorable weather, on his way to Gibraltar.

His anxiety was therefore extreme, lest the place should find itself

necessitated to surrender before the arrival of succors. It was not

till the fleet had arrived near the scene of action that his apprehen-

sions were removed, by intelligence received from the coast of Por-

tugal, of the total discomfiture of the combined forces. This news
increased his hope of succeeding in his enterprise ; he calculated

that the enemy, discouraged by so severe a check, would show him-

self less eager to encounter him. Near the mouth of the straits he

met with a furious gale of wind, which damaged several of his ships.

The combined fleet suffered much more in the bay of Algesiras

One ship of the line was driven ashore near the city of that name
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another fine Spanish ship, of seventy-two guns, was driven across

the bay, under the works of Gibraltar, and was taken by the boats of

the garrison. Two more were driven to the eastward into the INIed-

iterranean ; others lost masts or bowsprits ; and many suffered more

or less damage.

On the morning that succeeded the storm, the British fleet entered

the straits' mouth in a close line of battle ahead, and in the evening

of the same day it was opposite the port of Gibraltar ; but the wind

failing, only four victualing ships could enter the harbor. The rest

of the transports, with the squadron, were drifted by the currents into

the Mediterranean. The combined fleet took the same direction.

A general action seemed inevitable ; a calm and fog which came up,

prevented it ; or perhaps the admirals themselves were not disposed

to engage, without all probabilities of success. However it was,

admiral Howe, profiting dexterously of an east wind which sprung up

in the strait, passed his whole convoy to Gibraltar harbor. To cover

this operation, the British fleet had formed in order of battle at the

mouth of the straits, fronting the Mediterranean, between the op-

posite points of Europa and Ceuta.

The combined fleets then made their appearance, bearing directly

down upon the enemy ; but the British admiral considering that the

re-victualing of Gibraltar, the principal object of his mission, was

accomplished, he saw that it would be the highest imprudence and

rashness to hazard an action in the strait. He knew the superiority

of force that he would have to encounter ; and he could not but per-

ceive that the vicinity of the enemy's coasts would exceedingly aggra-

vate, for him, the consequences of a defeat. He chose, if he was

obliged to come to action, to have sea room enough, in order, by his

evolutions, to prevent its being decisive, as it must necessarily be in

a confined space. Under these considerations, he took the advan-

tage of a favorable wind, and re-passed the straits into the Atlantic.

The allies followed him with only a part of their fleet. Twelve

of their largest ships of the line, being heavy sailers, were left behind.

Meanwhile their van came within reach of the British rear, and there

immediately ensued between them abrisk, though distant cannonade,

the only effect of which was to damage some vessels on both sides.

Profiting of their superiority of sailing, the English drew off to such

a distance, that the allies lost all hope of coming up with them. They

then took the resolution of repairing to Cadiz. Admiral Howe de-

tached eight of his ships for the West Indies, six others to the coasts

of Ireland, and returned with the rest to Portsmouth. The destruc-

tion of the floating batteries and the re-victualing of Gibraltar,

relieved England from all disquietude respecting the fate of that
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place This double success was no less glorious for her arms, than

afflicting for the enemies she combated. The allies arc reproached

with having shown upon land too much precipitancy and too little

concord ; upon sea, too much indecision and too little spirit. In this

occurrence, as in those which had preceded it, the display of their

great naval forces had resulted in little more than a vain parade. It

is, however, to be considered, that if, during tlie course of all this

war, the fleets of the allied courts gained no brilliant advantages, or

rather sustained reverses, in general actions, their seamen more often

than once acquired signal renown in particular engagements of ship

with ship. The French, especially, manifested in these rencounters

a valor and ability alike worthy of admiration, and often crowned

with victory. We leave those to account for this difference who

are more versed than ourselves in naval tactics.

The events which we have related, as well in this as in the fore-

going book, had occasioned among the belligerent powers an ardent

desire, or rather an avowed will, to put an end to the wan. On all

sides, a hope was cherished that an honorable adjustment would soon

be brought about. Several successive campaigns, without any im-

portant advantage, and the loss of the army taken at Yorktown, with

lord Cornwallis, had at length convinced the British ministry of the

impossibility of subjugating the Americans by force of arms. The

maneuvers employed to divide them among themselves, or to detach

them from their allies, had not been attended with any better success

than military operations.. On the other hand, the victories of Rod-

ney and Elliot had not only dissipated all fears for the West Indies

and Gibraltar, but also put in safety the honor of Great Britain.

With the exception of the independence of the United States, which

she could no longer refuse to acknowledge, she found herself in a

situation to treat upon a footing of equality with her enemies relative

to all other articles. Victorious at Gibraltar, holding the scale of

fortune even in the seas of Europe, she had caused it to incline in

her favor in the West Indies. If she had sustained sensible losses

in that quarter, she had, however, acquired the island of St. Lucia,

BO important from its strength, the excellence of its ports, and the

advantages of its position. Although it could not be considered as a

suflScient indemnification on the part of Great Britain for the loss of

Dominica, Grenada, Tobago, and St. Christophers, yet England had

made so considerable conquests in the East Indies that she brought

into a negotiation more objects of exchange than France could oflfer.

But all these considerations yielded to another of far greater mo-

ment; the public debt of Great Britain, already enormous, expe-

rienced every day an alarming augmentation. The people ' d not
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conceal their desire for the return of peace, and the protraction ol

the war excited public murmurs. The ministers themselves, who
had so severely censured the obstinacy of their predecessors in con-

tinuing the war, openly inclined for peace ; whether because they

thought it really necessary, or that they were afraid of incurring

similar reproaches. An untimely death had carried off the marquis

of Rockingham, who, in the general direction of affairs, had concili-

ated universal esteem, and Fox had resigned. The first had been

replaced by the earl of Shelburne, and the second by William Pitt,

son of the earl of Chatham ; both known for consenting rather from

necessity than choice to the independence of America. The ma-

jority of the ministry, however, was composed of those who had

obtained the repeal of the rigorous laws against the Americans, and

who had afterwards distinguished tiiemselves in parliament by advo-

cating with singular warmth and eloquence an early acknowledg-

ment of their independence. It was therefore determined to send

Thomas Grenville to Paris, in order to sound the intentions of the

French government, and to prepare the ways for the plenipotentiaries

that were to follow him. A short time after, in effect, M. Fitz Her-

bert and M. Oswald repaired to the French capital in that character;

they had little diffxculty in penetrating the dispositions of the coart cm,

Versailles. The United States had taken care that their plenipo

tentiaries should assemble at Paris in this conjuncture ; they were

John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, and Henry Laurens

who had recently been released from his detention in the tower ot

London.

If great was the desire of peace in England, it was not less ar

dently wished for in France, as w^ell by the government as by the

people. The court of Versailles had attained the object it had most

at heart, that is, the separation of the British colonies from the mothe:

country. The first of the proposals of the court of London was, in

effect, to acknowledge the independence of the United States ;
and

this was the principal, and indeed the only avowed motive of France

for taking up arms. As to the situation of affairs in the West Indies,

the operations that were in contemplation against those islands, inter-

ested Spain much more than France. And, besides, the discomfiture

of the twelfth of April had deranged all plans, and extinguished all

hopes. Nor was there any room to expect better fortune in the seas

of Europe, since their empire had already been di5puted for several

years, without the occurrence of any decisive event.

The losses which France had sustained in the East Indies, might

counterbalance the conquests she had made in the West. Upon the

whole, therefore, she found herself in a condition to treat for herseh
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on equal terms with respect to the chances of war, and upon a foot-

ing of decided superiority in regard to its principal cause ; the inde-

pendence of the United States. Independent of the foregoing

considerations, there existed others vvhicli powerfully urged a speedy

re-establishment of peace. The finances were exhausted ; and not-

withstanding the judicious regulations and economy which the govern-

ment had endeavored to introduce into all the departments, the

resources were no longer in proportion to the exorbitant charges oi

the war. The expenditure exceeded the receipt, and every day

beheld the increase of the public debt. The re-establishment of the

marine, expeditions in distant countries, the capture of several

convoys which it had been necessary to replace, such were at first

the charges which consumed the royal treasure. The Americans

afterwards, deprived in a great measure of all revenue by the slow

ness with which taxes were paid in their country, autiiorized then,

selves, from the insufficiency of their means, to present incessantly

new demands to the court of Versailles. After having permitted the

farmers-general to lend them a million of livres, after having guaran-

teed the loans which they had negotiated in Holland, Louis XV^l.

had advanced them himself eighteen millions, and they still solicited

six others. The French, at this epoch, had applied themselves with

singular ardor to the extension of their commerce. The war had

proved extremely prejudicial to it, and the merchants who had been

the greatest sufferers could no longer hope to retrieve their losses,

but by the cessation of hostilities. All these considerations led to a

general opinion, that to the possibility of concluding an honorable

peace, was added the expediency and even the necessity of so doing.

As to Spain, the hope of conquering Gibraltar and Jamaica had

been annihilated by the fatal days of the twelfth of April and the

thirteenth of September. The continuation of the war, with a view

to these two objects, would therefore have been rather the effect of

obstinacy than of constancy. On the other hand, the court of Madrid

had acquired by its arms the province of West Florida and the island

of Minorca. As England had no compensation to offer it for these two

acquisitions, it was natural to think that vi treaty of peace would con-

firm the possession of them to Spain. Though her views had been

aimed much higher, these advantages were at least sufficient to pre-

vent the Spaniards from complaining that they had taken part in the

war without any personal interest, and through mere complaisance.

It had never ceased to excite general surprise that the court of

Madrid should have furnished fuel to a conffagration which might

become so fatal to itself, in taking part in a war whose professed ob-

ject was that of establishing an indepeiident republic in the immediate
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vicinity of her Mexican possessions. The contagion of example, the

'reduction of novelty, the natural procHvity of men to shake off the

yoke, afforded, witliout doubt, reasonable grounds of apprehension

and alarm. But if Spain had interfered in this great quarrel against

her particular interests, she would have been doubly blamable in

lavishing so much blood and treasure to prolong it, especially since

the possession of Minorca and West Florida secured her honorable

conditions. This power therefore inclined also towards the general

pacification.

It remains for us to cast a glance upon the Dutch. Following

their allies at a distance, rather than marching at their side, they were

constrained by their position to will whatever France willed. It was

only from that power, and not from their own forces, that they could

expect the *^innnation of their disquietudes. If they had recovered

St. Eustatius and Demerary, were they not indebted for it entirely

to the arms of the king of France ? They wished therefore for

peace, since experience had taught them that war could yield them

no advantage, and that it is never more detrimental than to a peo-

ple whose existence is founded upon commerce.

To this inclination for peace, manifested at the same time by all

the belligerent powers, was added the mediation of the two most

powerful princes of Europe ; the empress of Russia and the emperor

of Germany. Their intervention was accepted with unanimous

consent ; every thing verged towards a general peace.

Thus, towards the close of the present year, the negotiations at

Paris were pushed with mutual ardor. The Enghsh and Americans

were the first to come to an accommodation. They signed, the

thirtieth of November, a provisional treaty, which was to be defini-

tive, and made public, as soon as France and Great Britain should

have adjusted their differences. The most important conditions of

this treaty were, that the king of England acknowledged the liberty,

sovereignty, and independence of the thirteen United States of

America, which were all named successively ; that his Britannic

majesty renounced, as well for himself as for his heirs and successors,

all rights whatever over the government, property or territory, of the

said states. In order to prevent any occasion for complaints on either

side upon the subject of limits, imaginary lines of boundary were

agreed upon, which brought within the territory of the United States

immense countries, lakes and rivers, to which, up to that time, they

had never pretended any sort of claim. For, besides the vast and

fertile countries situated upon the banks of the Ohio and Mississippi,

the limits of the United States embraced a part of Canada and Nova

Scotia ; an acquisition which oermitted the Americans to participate

VOL. II. .
^^*
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in the fur trade. Some Indian nations, wiiich had hitherto existed

under the domination of the English, and especially the Six Tribes,

who had always adhered to their party and alliance, were now in-

cluded in the new territory of the United Slates. The English were

to evacuate and restore all the parts which they still occupied, such

as New York, Long Island, Staten Island, Charleston, Penobscot,

and all their dependencies. There was no mention made of Sa-

vannah, as the evacuation of tliat place and of all Georgia, by the

English, had already left it entirely in the power of congress.

The Americans were also secured by the treaty of peace in the

right of fishing on the banks of Newfoundland, in the gulf of St.

Lawrence, and all other places where the two nations had been

accustomed to carry on fishery before the rupture. It was expressly

stipulated, that the congress should recommend to the dincrent states

that they should decree the restitution of all confiscated effects,

estates, and property whatsoever, as well to British subjects as to

those among the Americans who had adhered to the party of Eng-

land. It was agreed, besides, that such individuals could not be

questioned or prosecuted for any thing which they had said or done

in favor of Great Britain. These last articles displeased certain

zealous republicans, and became the object of vehement declama-

tions on their part. They little reflected how vengeance, at first so

sweet, may prove bitter in the result. The loyalists were not any more

satisfied
;
galled at seeing their fate depend on a mere recommenda-

tion, which might have effect or not, according to the good pleasure of

the several states, they complained of the ingratitude of England, who
unworthily abandoned them io chance. Animated discussions also

arose in parliament relative to this point. The party in opposition

represented in glowing colors the infamy with which the ministers

were about to cover the name of England, in suffering those who had

served her to become the prey of their persecutors. It seemed to

have been forgotten that in these political convulsions it is necessary

to have regard rather to what is possible or advantageous, than to

that which is merely just and honorable. Every man who takes

part in a civil conflict, must expect, sooner or later, to submit to this

common law. Exclusively occupied with its great interests, the state

deigns not even to perceive those of individuals. Its own preserva-

tion is the sole object of its cares ; for it the public good is every

thing, private u</'ity nothing. Upon the adoption of these bases, it

was agreed that hostilities, whether by land or sea, should cease

immediately between Great Britain and America

1783. The preliminaries of peace between France and England

were signed at Versailles on the twentieth of January, 1783, by the
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count de Vergennes, minister of foreign affairs, and M. Fitz Herbert,

minister plenipotentiary of his Britannic majesty. England acquired

thereby an extension of her right of fishery upon the banks of New-

foundland. But she restored to France in full property the islands

of St. Pierre and Miquclon. She likewise restored her the island of

St. Lucia, and ceded her that of Tobago. On the other hand,

France restored to England the island of Grenada, with the Grena-

dines, Dominica, St. Vincent, St. Christopher, Nevis, and Montscrrat.

In the East Indies, France recovered possession of Pondicherry, and

Karical, and all her other establishments in Bengal, and upon the

coast of Orixa. Still other concessions of no little importance were

made her, relating to trade and the right of fortifying dilferent places.

But an article singularly honorable for France, was that by which

England consented to consider as entirely annulled all stipulations

which had been made in regard to the port of Dunkirk, since the

peace of Utrecht, in 1713.

The court ofLondon ceded to that of Madrid the island of Minorca

and the two Floridas. It obtained, at the same time, the restitution

of the Bahama islands ; a restitution which was afterwards found

superfluous, since colonel Deveaux had just re-conquered those

islands with a handful of men, equipped at his own expense. These

preliminaries were converted into a definitive treaty of peace the

third of September, 1783. It was signed on the part of France by

the count de Vergennes, and on that of Spain, by the count d' Aranda,

and in behalf of England, by the duke of Manchester. The defini-

tive treaty between Great Britain and the United States was signed

the same day at Paris, by David Hartley, on one part, and by John

Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and John Jay, on the other. On the

preceding day had likewise been concluded, at Paris, the separate

treaty between Great Britain and the States-General of Holland
;

the duke of Manchester stipulating in the name of his Britannic ma-

jesty, and M. Van Berkenroode and M. Bransten, in behalf of their

high mightinesses. The court of London restored to the Dutch

their establishment of Trincomale ; but they ceded to the English

the city of Negapatam with its dependencies.

Notwithstanding all the pomp with which the allied courts had af-

fected to assert the maritime rights of neutrals, no mention whatever

was made in these different treaties of so important a point of

public law.

Such was the issue of the long struggle undertaken for the cause

of America. If it may be supposed, that the colonists had for a long

time sought an opportunity to throw off the yoke, it must be admitted

also, that the English were themselves the first to exciic them to it

Their rigorous laws irritated, instead of restrainiDg; the insuffi
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ciency of their military force and the versaHty of their measures did but

the more iinbolden the resistance of the Americans. The war whicl.

ensued was carried on, as civil wars have usually been, often will'

valor, always with desperation, and sometimes with barbarity. Be-

tween the English, on the contrary, and the other European nations

which they had to combat, the reciprocal demonstrations of prowess

received new luster from that humanity and courtesy which emi-

nently characterize the age in which we live. The congress, and the

Americans in general, displayed the most extraordinary constancy
;

the British ministers perhaps merited the reproach of obstinacy, and

the ('-abinei of France distinguished itself by the singular sagacity of

its policy.

From these different causes resulted the foundation in the New
World of a Republic, happy within by its constitution, pacific by its

character, respected and courted abroad for the abundance of its

resources. So far as it is possible to judge of sublunary things, from

the extent and fertility of its territory, and the rapid increase of its

population, it is destined, at no distant day, to become a vast and

exceedingly powerful state. To consolidate their work, and render

its duration eternal, the Americans have only two things to avoid.

The one is, that moral depravation which too commonly results from

an excessive love of gain ; the other is, the losing sight of the prin-

ciples upon which the edifice is founded. May they at least return to

them promptly, if the ordinary course of human events should intro-

luce disorder and decay into that admirable system of government

which they have established !

With the exception of an affair of little importance, in which colonel

Laurens was slain, and the evacuation of Charleston, nothing had

passed upon the American continent, deserving of particular atten-

tion. As soon as the preliminaries of peace were known there, the

public joy manifested itself, but with much less enthusiasm, however,

than might naturally be supposed. Peace had for a long time been

coked upon as certain ; and man enjoys more calmly the possession

of happiness itself, than the hopes which precede it. New appre-

hensions, besides, soon arose to cloud the horizon ; a secret fire

menaced a conflagration, and at the very moment in which peace

disarmed external enemies, an intestine war appeared ready to rend

the republic. The pay of the army was excessively in arrear ; the

greater part of the officers had spent in the service of the state, not

only all they were possessed of, but also the fortunes of their friends.

They were very apprehensive that the resolutions of October, 1780,

by which congress had granted them half pay for a certain term of

years, would not be carried into effect. They had therefore deputed
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a comniittee of officers, to solicit the attention of congress to this

subject. Their instructions were, to press the immediate payment
of the money actually due, the commutation of the half pay abovu

mentioned for a sum in gross, and the indemnification of the officers

for the sums which they had been compelled to advance in conse-

quence of the failure of their rations. Some security that the

engagements of the government would be complied with, was also

to be requested. But whether because a part of the members of

congress were little disposed to favor the army, or that others were

desirous that the particular states, and not the federal treasury, should

support the burthen of these gratifications, nothing was decided-

Discouraged at this slowness, the deputies wrote to the army. The
other public creditors manifested no less disquietude than the officers.

They foresaw plainly that the ordinary revenue would be altogether

inadequate to the payment of the sums that were due to them ; and

they were equally convinced of the repugnance which the states

would have to impose new taxes for the purpose of raising the means

to satisfy their demands. The discontent of the first and of the

second was extreme ; they already anticipated their total ruin.

The American government, at this epoch, was divided in two par-

ties ; one was sincerely disposed to do ample justice to the public

creditors generally, and to this end they desired the establishment

of a general tax ; they labored to fund the public debts on solid con-

tinental securities ; they wished also to create a revenue to answei

the necessities of the republic, and to be subject to the disposal of

congress. The opposite party considered this revenue as dangerous

to liberty. They contended that the particular states alone, not the

congress, should have authority to impose taxes or duties. Already,

at the recommendation of congress, twelve states had subjected to a

duty of five per cent, all foreign produce or manufactures that should

be imported into the United States. One state, however, out of the

thirteen, had refused to comply with the wishes of congress, and

this refusal paralyzed the action of the twelve others.

It was at this epoch that intelligence was received of the signature

of the preliminary and eventual articles of peace ; the disbanding of

the army must be its necessary consequence. The partisans of the

tax then became apprehensive that their adversaries, when relieved

from the maintenance of the troops, and from the fear which they

inspired, would show themselves still more adverse to the creation of

a national revenue They saw not only that the creditors of the state

would thus be cut off from all hope, but that the republic itself would

be exposed for the future to incessant and inextricab e embarrass-

ments, for w ant of a general authority invested witt the power ol
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imposing taxes. They resolved, therefore, to profit of an occasion

which would never again present itself, to procure the adoption of a

plan whose utility appeared to them incontestable. They were un

decided, however, as to the means to be employed in this conjunc

ture ; several contradictory opinions were advanced. The more-

resolute, not reflecting upon the danger of an irregular appeal to the

multitude, in affairs of state, were inclined to resort to force, and tc

make of the army itself the instrument of their designs. At the head

of these were Alexander Hamilton, then member of congress, the

treasurer, Robert Morris, with another Morris, his assistant in office.

But the more circumspect thought it advisable to pursue a middle

course, and to permit the army to threaten, but not to act ; as if the

hand which has excited a popular movement could also appease it at

pleasure ! In the secvet councils that were held upon this aff'air, the

latter opinion prevailed. Colonel Stewart, of the regular troops ol

Pennsylvania, was sent to camp under pretext of entering upon the

exercise of his office of inspector-general. He had instructions to

sound the dispositions of Washington, and to endeavor to ascertain

how far he would consent to give into the plan agreed upon. It was

especially recommended to him to foment the agitation which pre-

vailed in the army, and to persuade it not to disband until it had

obtained full assurance that the arrears of pay should be liquidated,

together with an indemnification for the supplies which it ought to

have had, but which had been withheld up to that time. Whether

the commander-in-chief was not disinclined towards this scheme, or

that he thought it prudent not to declare himself too ostensibly, colo-

nel Stewart believed, or at least made others believe, that Washington

approved it entirely. Meanwhile, the members of the opposite party

were soon apprised of what was passing, and set themselves to coun-

teract it. Convinced of the importance of obtaining the countenance

of Washington, they put forward a certain Harvey, who had mani-

fested an extreme ardor in these discussions. This man wrote to

the commander-in-chief, that, under the pretense of wishing to satisfy

the public creditors, the most pernicious designs were meditated

against the republic ; that nothing less was in agitation than a plot to

demolish the fabric of freedom, and introduce tyranny. To these

insinuations he joined others relating to Washington personally ; he

intimated to him that it was wished to deprive him of his rank, to put

down his friends, and, in a word, to destroy the work which they had

accomplished with so much glory, and at the expense of so much toil

and blood. Washington could not but entertain certain apprehen

sions. He doubted there were machinations in agitation which por-

tended no good to the state. He circulated the letter of Harvey, that
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its contents might be known even to the soldiers. He exerted all his

authority to prevent an insurrection. The commander-n-chief thus

declared himself publicly against a design, which perhaps within

his own breast he did not altogether disapprove, though he blamed,

and not without reason, the means by which it was to have been

carried into execution. The most alarming rumors weic propagated

on all parts. It was loudly exclaimed that the troops, before they

disbanded, ought to obtain justice ; that they had a right to claim the

fruit of victories which their valor had won ; that the other creditors

of the state, and many members of the congress itself, invoked the

interference of the army, prepared to follow the example which they

expected from it. Minds became highly inflamed ; assemblages were

formed in the camp, and it was openly proposed in them to make law

for the congress. In the midst of this effervescence, circulated anony-

mous invitations to the officers to convene in general assembly. On
the eleventh of March, was passed from hand to hand an address, the

author of which did not name himself, but who was known afterwards

to be major John Armstrong. This writing, composed with great inge-

nuity, and with greater passion, was singularly calculated to aggravate

the exasperation of the soldiers, and to conduct them to the most

desperate resolutions. Blamable in a time of calm, it became really

crim.inal at a moment when all heads were in a state of the most

vehement irritation. Among other incendiary passages, it contiined

the following :
' After a pursuit of seven years, the object for v/hich

we set out is at length brought within our reach
;
yes, my frionds,

that suffering courage of yours was active once ; it has conductetl the

United States of America through a doubtful and a bloody war It

has placed her in the chair of independency, and peace returns again

to bless—Whom ? A country willing to redress your wrongs, ch< rish

your worth, and reward your services? A country courting jour

return to private life, with tears of gratitude and smiles of admira-

tion, longing to divide with you that independence which your gal-

lantry has given, and those riches which your wounds have preserved ?

Is this the case ? or is it rather a country that tramples upon your

rights, disdains your cries, and insults your distresses ? Have you

not more than once suggested your wishes, and made known your

wants to congress ? wants and wishes which gratitude and policy

should have anticipated rather than evaded. And have you not lately,

in the meek language of entreating memorials, begged from their

justice what you could no longer expect from their favor ? How have

you been answered ? Let the letter of your delegates to Philadel-

phia reply
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' If this, then, be your treatment while the swords you wear are

necessary for the defense of America, what have you to expect

when your voice shall sink, and your strength dissipate by division ?

when those very swords, the instruments and companions of your

glory, shall be taken from your sides, and no remaining mark of

military distinction left but your wants, infirmities and scars ? Can

you then consent to be the only sufferers by this revolution, and re-

tiring from the field, grow old in poverty, wretchedness and contempt?

Can you consent to wade through the vile mire of dependency, and

owe the miserable remnant of that life to charity, which has hitherto

been spent in honor ? If you can, go—and carry with you the jest

of tories and the scorn of whigs—the ridicule, and what is worse, the

pity of the world. Go, starve, and be forgotten ! But if your spirit

should revolt at this ; if you have sense enough to discover, and

spirit enough to oppose tyranny, under whatever garb it may assume

;

whether it be the plain coat of republicanism, or the splendid robe

of royalty ; if you have yet learned to discriminate between a people

and a cause, between men and principles, awake ; attend to your

situation and redress yourselves. If the present moment be lost,

every future effort is in vain ; and your threats then will be as empty

as your entreaties now.'

These words, more worthy of a raving tribune of the people, than

of a discreet American, chafed minds already exasperated into a

delirium of fury. The general fermentation announced the most

sinister events ; and war between the civil and military powers ap-

peared inevitable. But Washington, whose constancy no crisis could

shake, strong in the love and veneration of the people, contemplated

the danger of his country, and instantly formed the generous design

of extinguishing the kindling conflagration. He was not ignorant

how much better it is, in such circumstances, to lead misguided

minds than to resist them ; how much easier it is to obviate intem-

perate measures than to correct them. He resolved, therefore, to

prevent the meeting of the officers. With this view, in his orders

addressed to the officers, he expressed the conviction he felt that

their own good sense would secure them from paying any attention

to an anonymous invitation ; but his own duty, he added, as well as

the reputation and true interest of the army, required his disapproba-

tion of such disorderly proceedings. At the same time he requested

the general and field officers, with one officer from each company,

and a proper representation from the staff of the army, to assemble

in order to deliberate upon the measures to be adopted for obtaining

ihe redress of their grievances.
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By this conduct, the prudence of which is undeniable, Washington
succeeded in impressing the army with a belief that he did not dis-

approve their remonstrances, and the leaders of the insurrection, in

particular, that he secretly favored their designs. By this means he
gained time for disposing minds and things in such a manner, that

the military committee should take only those resolutions which
entered into his plan. The following day, Armstrong circulated a
second anonymous paper, in which he congratulated the officers

upon the prospect that their measures were about to receive the

sanction of public authority ; he exhorted them to act with energy in

the assembly convoked for the fifteenth of March.

In the meantime, Washington exerted the whole weight of his

influence to bring the agitations of the moment to a happy termina-

tion ; he endeavored to impress on those officers individually, wh»
possessed the greatest share of the general confidence, a just sense

of what the exigency required ; to some, he represented the danger*

of the country ; to others, the constancy they had hitherto manifest-

ed ; to all, the glory they had acquired, and the interest they had in

transmitting it entire and unsullied to their posterity. He reminded

them also of the exhausture of the public treasury, and of the infamy

with which they would brand themselves in giving birth to civil war,

at the very moment in which the public happiness was about to

revive in the midst of peace. On the day appointed by Washington,

the convention of officers assembled. The commander-in-chief

addressed them a speech, as judicious as it was eloquent, in which

he endeavored to destroy the effect of the anonymous papers. He
demonstrated all the horror of the alternative proposed by the author,

that in case of peace the army should turn their arms against the

state, unless it instantly complied with their demands, and if war

continued, that they should abandon its defense by removing int»

some wild and unsettled country.

'My God !
' he exclaimed, ' what can this writer have in view, bj

recommending such measures ? Can he be a friend to the armyt

Can he be a friend to this country ? Rather is he not an insidious

foe ; some emissary, perhaps from New York, plotting the ruin of

both, by sowing the seeds of discord and separation between the

civil and military authorities of the continent ?
' ' Let me entreat

you, gentlemen,' he added, ' not to take any measures, which, viewed

in the calm light of reason, will lessen the dignity, and sully the glory

you have hitherto maintained ; let me request you to rely on the

plighted faith of your country, and place a full confidence in the

purity of the intentions of congress, that, previous to your dissolu-

tion as an army, they will cause all your accounts to be fairly liqui-

TOL. 11. mM
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dated ; and thai they will adopt the most effectual measures in their

power to render ample justice to you for your faithful and meritorious

services. And let me conjure you in the name of our common
country, as you value your own sacred honor, as you respect the

rights of humanity, and as you regard the military and national honor

of America, to express your utmost horror and detestation of the

man who wishes, under any specious pretenses, to overturn the

liberties of our country ; and who wickedly attempts to open the

flood-gates of civil discord, and deluge our rising empire in blood. .

' By thus determining, and thus acting, you will pursue the plain

and direct road to the attainment of your wishes
;
you will defeat

the insidious designs of our enemies, who are compelled to resort

from open force to secret artifice. You will give one more distin-

guished proof of unexampled patriotism and patient virtue, rising

superior to the pressure of the most complicated sufferings ; and you

will, by the dignity of your conduct, afford occasion for posterity to

say, when speaking of the glorious example you have exhibited to

mankind ;
" Had this day been wanting, the world had never seen the

last stage of perfection to which human nature is capable of attaining."
*

When Washington had concluded his discourse, a profound silence

ensued in the assembly : soon those who composed it communicated

to each other, in a low voice, the sentiments with which they were

impressed. The authority of such a personage, the weight of his

words, the sincere affection which he bore to the army, operated

irresistibly upon all minds. The effervescence gave place to a calm.

No voice was heard in opposition to that of the chief. The deputies

of the army declared unanimously that no circumstances of distress

or danger should induce them to sully the glory which they had

acquired ; that the army continued to have an unshaken confidence

in the justice of congress and their country ; that they entreated the

commander-in-chief to recommend to the government the subject of

their memorials ; and, finally, that they abhorred the infamous prop-

ositions contained in the anonymous writing addressed to the officers

of the army. Thus Washington, by his prudence and firmness, was

mstrumental in preserving his country from the new danger that

menaced it, at the very moment when its safety seemed to have been

established forever. Who knows what might have happened, if

civil war had ensanguined the very cradle of this republic ! The

captam-general kept his word, and was himself the advocate of his

officers with the congress. He obtained of them a decree, commut-

ing the half pay into a sum in gross equal to five years' full pay, and

that either in money, or securities bearing an interest of six per cent.

According to the orders of congress, three months' pay was ad-
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vcinced to the officers and soldiers in the notes of the treasurer. But

this measure was not taken till late, and not until the Pennsylva-

nia militia had broken out into so violent an insurrection, at Phila-

delphia, that they blockaded, with arms in hands, the very hall of

congress for some hours. The reduction of the continental army

became then the principal object of attention, and discharges were

granted successively to those soldiers, who, during seven campaigns

of a most obstinate war, had struggled with an heroic constancy, not

only against sword and iire, but also against hunger, nakedness, and

even the fury of the elements. Their work completed, their cotintry

acknowledged independent, they peaceably returned to their fami-

lies. Tiie congress voted them public thanks, in the name of a

grateful country. The English were not slow to evacuate New
York and its dependencies, in which they had made so long a

stay. A little after, the French departed from Rhode Island for

their possessions, carrying with them the benedictions of all the

Americans.

The congress, in order to celebrate worthily the establishment of

peace and independence, appointed the eleventh of December, to be

observed as a day of solemn thanksgiving to the Dispenser of all

good. By another decree they ordained, that an equestrian statue

of bronze should be erected to general Washington, in the city

where tlie congress should liold its sessions. The general was to

be represented by it in the Roman costume, with the staff of com-

mand in the right hand, and the head encircled with a crown of

laurel. The pedestal of marble was to be invested with bassi reJievi

commemorative of the principal events of the war, which had taken

place under the immediate command of Washington ; such as the

deliverance of Boston, the taking of the Hessians at Trenton, the

affair of Princeton, the battle of Monmouth, and the surrender of

Ycrktown. The anterior face of the pedestal was to bear the fol-

owino- inscription : The United States, assembled in Congress, voted

this statue, in the year of our Lord 1733, m honor of George IVash-

ington, captain-general of the armies of the United States of Amer-

ica, daring the vmr ivhich vindicated and secured their liberty,

iovereiguty, and independence.

Such was the issue of a contest, which, during the course of eight

consecutive years, chained the attention of the universe, and drew

Ihe most powerful nations of Europe to take a share in it. It is

worthy of the observer to investigate the causes which have concur-

red to the triumph of the Americans, and baffled the efforts of their

enemies. In the first place, they had the good fortune not to en-

counter opposition from foreign nations, and even to find among
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them benevolence, countenance, and succors. These favorable

dispositions, while they inspired them with more confidence in the

justice of their cause, redoubled also their spirit and energy. The
coahtion of several powerful nations, leagued against a single one, on
account of some reform it wishes to establish in the frame of its

government, and which threatens not only to defeat its object, but to

deprive it of liberty and independence, usually causes its rulers to

divest themselves of all moderation and prudence, and to have re-

course to the most violent and extraordinary measures, which soon

exhaust the resources of the country, and excite discontent among
its inhabitants ; till, oppressed and harassed in every form by the

cfficers of government, they are driven at last into civil convul-

sions, in wjjich the strength of the community is consumed. And
besides, these violent measures so disgust the people with the whole

enterprise, that, confounding the abuse of a thing with the use of it,

they choose rather to retreat to the point from which they set out,

or even further back, than to continue their progress towards the

object originally proposed. Hence it is, that, if that object were

liberty, they afterwards rush into despotism, preferring the tyranny

of one to that of many. But to these fatal extremities the Ameri-

cans were not reduced, as well for the reason at first stated, the

general favor of foreign states, as on account of the geographical

position of their country, separated by vast seas from nations which

keep on foot great standing armies, and defended on ail other points

by impenetrable forests, immense deserts and inaccessible mountains,

and having in all this part no other enemy to fear except the Indian

tribes, more capable of investing and ravaging the frontiers, than ot

making any permanent encroachments. One of the most powerful

causes of the success of the American revolution, should, doubtless,

be sought in the little difference which existed between the form of

government which they abandoned, and that which they wished to

establish. It was not from absolute, but from limited monarchy,

that they passed to the freedom of an elective government. Moral

things, with men, are subject to the same laws cis physical ; the lares

of all nature. Total and sudden changes cannot take place without

causing disasters or death.

The royal authority, tempered by the very nature ot the govern-

ment, and still enfeebled by distance, scarcely made itself perceptible

in the British colonies. When the Americans had shaken it off en-

tirely, they experienced no considerable change. Royalty alone was

effaced ; the administration remained the same, and the republic

found itself estabhshed without shock. Such was the advantage

enjoyed by the American insurgents, whereas the people of other
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countries, who should undertake to pass all at once from absolute mon-

archy to the republican scheme, would find themselves constrained

to overturn, not only monarchical institutions, but all others, in order

to substitute new ones in their stead. But such a subversion cannot

take place without doing violence to the opinions, usages, manners,

and customs of the greater number, nor even without grievously

wounding their interests. Discontent propagates itself ; democratic

forms serve as the mere mask of royalty ; the people discover that

they have complained of imaginary evils ; they eagerly embrace the

first opi>ortunity to measure back their steps, even to the very point

which they started from.

Another material cause of the happy issue of this grand enterprise,

will be seen in the circumspect and moderate conduct invariably

pursued by that considerate and persevering people by whom it was

achieved. Satisfied with having abolished royalty, they paused

there, and discreetly continued to respect the ancient laws, which

had survived the change. Thus they escaped the chagrin of having

made their condition worse in attempting to improve it. They had

the good sense to reflect, that versatility in counsels degrades the

noblest cause, chills its partisans, arm multiplies its opponents. There

will always be more alacrity in a career whose goal is fixed and ap-

parent, than in that where it is concealed in obscurity. The Amer-

icans reared the tree, because they suffered it to grow ;
they gather-

ed its fruit, because they allowed it to ripen. They were not seen

to plume themselves on giving every day a new face to the state.

Supporting evil with constancy, they never thought of imputing it to

the defects of their institutions, nor to the incapacity or treason of

those who governed them, but to the empire of circumstances.

They were especially indebted for this moderation of character to

the simplicity of their hereditary manners ;
few among them aspired

to dignity and power.

They presented not the afflicting spectacle of friends dissolving

their ancient intimacies, and even declaring a sudden war upon each

other, because one was arrived at the helm of state without calling

the other to it. With them patriotism triumphed over ambition.

There existed royalists and republicans; but not republicans of

different sects, rending with their dissensions the bosom of their coun-

try. There might be among them a diversity of opinions, but never

did they abandon themselves to sanguinary feuds, proscriptions, and

confiscations. From their union resulted their victory ;
they immo-

lated their enmities to the public weal, their ambition to the safety

of the state, and they reaped the fruit of it ; an ever memorable

proof that if precipitate resolutions cause the failure of politicaJ

Mm*
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enterprises, temper and perseverance conduct them to a glorious

issue.

The army was disbanded ; but the supreme command still remain-

ed in the nands of Washington : the public mind was intent upon
what he was about to do. His prudence reminded him that it was
time to put a term to the desire of military glory ; his thoughts were

now turned exclusively upon leaving to his country a great example

of moderation. The congress was then in session at the city of

Annaoolis in Maryland. Washington communicated to that body his

resolution to resign the command, and requested to know whether it

would be their pleasure that he should offer his resignation in writing,

or at an audience. The congress answered, that they appointed the

twenty-third of December for that ceremony. When this day ar-

rived, the hall of congress was crowded with spectators ; the legisla-

tive and executive characters of the state, several general officers,

and the consul-general of France, were present. The members of

congress remained seated and covered. The spectators were stand-

ing and uncovered. The general was introduced by the secretary,

and conducted to a seat near the president. After a decent interval,

silence was commanded, and a short pause ensued. The president,

general Mifflin, then informed him, that the United States in congress

assembled were prepared to receive his communications. Washing-

ton rose, and with an air of inexpressible dignity, delivered the fol-

lowing address:

—

' Mr, President ; The great events on which my resignation de-

pended having at length taken place, I have now the honor of offer-

ing my sincere congratulations to congress, and of presenting myself

before them to surrender into their hands the trust committed to me,

and to claim the indulgence of retiring from the service of my coun-

try. Happy in the confirmation of our independence and sovereignty,

and pleased with the opportunity afforded the United States of be-

coming a respectable nation, I resign with satisfaction the appoint-

ment I accepted with diffidence, a diffidence in my abilities to

accomplish so arduous a task, which, however, was superseded by a

confidence in the rectitude of our cause, the support of the supreme

"[LOwer of the Union, and the patronage of Heaven. The successful

terni'nation of the war has verified the most sanguine expectations
;

and my gratitude for the interposition of Providence, and the assist-

ance I hav? received from my countrymen, increases with every

review of theniomentous contest. While I repeat my obligations to

the army in general, I should do injustice to my own feelings not to

acknowledge, in this place, the peculiar services and distinguished

merits of the gentlemen who have been attached to my person during
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the war. It was impossible the choice of confidential officers to

compose my family should have been more fortunate. Permit me,

sir, to recommend, in particular, those who have continued in the

service to the present moment, as worthy of the favorable notice and

patronage of congress.

' I consider it as an indispensable duty to close this last act of my
official life by commending the interests of our dearest country to

the protection of Almighty God, and those who have the superinten-

dence of them to his holy keeping. Having now finished the work

assigned me, I retire from the great theater of action, and bidding

an affectionate farewell to this august body, under whose orders I

have so long acted, I here offer my commission, and take my leave

of all the employments of public life.'

Having spoken thus, he advanced to the chair of the president,

and deposited the commission in his hands. The president made

him, in the name of congress, the following answer:

—

' Sir ; The United States, in congress assembled, receive with

emotions too affecting for utterance, the solemn resignation of the

authorities under which you have led their troops with success through

a perilous and a doubtful war. Called upon by your country to

defend its invaded rights, you accepted the sacred charge, before

it had formed alliances, and while it was without funds or a govern-

ment to support you. You have conducted the great military contest

with wisdom and fortitude, invariably regarding the rights of the civil

power, through all disasters and changes. You have, by the love

and confidence of your fellow-citizens, enabled them to display their

martial genius, and transmit their fame to posterity. You have per-

severed, until the United States, aided by a magnanimous king and

nation, have been enabled, under a just Providence, to close the war

in freedom, safety, and independence; on which happy event, we

sincerely join you in congratulations. Having defended the standard

of liberty in this new world, having taught a lesson useful to those who

inflict, and to those who feel oppression, you retire from the great

theater of action, with the blessing of your fellow-citizens ; but the

glory of your virtues will not terminate with your military command

;

it will continue to animate the remotest ages. We feel, with you,

our obligations to the army in general, and will particularly charge

ourselves with the interests of those confidential officers who have

attended your person to this affecting moment. We join you in com-

mending the interests of our dearest country to the protection of

Almighty God, beseeching him to dispose the hearts and minds of its

citizens to improve the opportunity afforded them of becoming a

happy and respectable nation. And for you, we address to Him our
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earnest prayers that a life so beloved may be fostered with all hii

care ; that your days may be happy as they have been illustrious
;

and that he will finally give you that reward which this world can-

not give.'

When the president had terminated his discourse, a long and pro-

found silence pervaded the whole assembly. All minds appeared

impressed with the grandeur of the scene, the recollections of the

past, the felicity of tiie present, and the hopes of the future. The
captain-general and congress were the objects of universal eulogiuni

A short time after this ceremony, Washington retired to enjoy the

long desire i repose of his seat of Mount Vernon, in Virginia.

x«i«.
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